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·of both will pass to her in preference to her father. The point
to be determined in this case is which of those two contentions
i.s correct according to Burmese Buddhist Law.

1).. subsidiary question was raised in the Appeal. It was
founded upon allegations of'commercial partnership exis4:ing
between the Appellant and her sister, Mah Hnin Boo. Separate
issues, which in appropriate circum~tancesmight come to be of
great importance under the law .of Burma, were raised as t9 the
rights of a surviving partner, on the .one haNd in a full partner
!>hip, and on the other in a limited partnership or co-adventure.
These questions have not been lost sight of, but they are
superseded by the conclusion to which their Lordships have
come as to the right of. succession in law by the father on the
one hand, or by the sister on the other. The right of succes
sion being determiJled in favour of the surviving sister carries
with it and covers subsidiary rights of partnership as among
the sisters inter se. No pronouncement' accordingly is neces
sary in regard to the separate case under this head.

A still further question has been argued, and it i., well illus
trated by the course which the case took in the Courts below.
The learned Judge in the Court of First Instance held that by
Burmese Buddhist law the Respondent, the father, was entitled
to succeed to the estate of his two deceased daughters in
preference to the Appellant, their sister. But he also c held,
however, that the rather by his conduct, which in the opinion
of the Court amounted to "desertion and intentional and
Jeliberate neglect of the ordinary duties of affection and
}{indred;" had forfeited the right of succeE>sion which would
otherwise have opened to him, and that for this reason the
Suit, which was to declare such a right of succession, triust fail.
On this latter point the Appellate Court came to a different
conclusion, holding that the Respondent's conduct had riot been
SO grave and reprehensible as to justify forfeiture. Accordingly
~greeing as it did with the Court of First Instance, that the
father fell to be preferred as the heir entitled to the succession
to his daughter's estate, they affirmed that right and gave
Decree in his favour. But the Appellate Court, in reaching
their conclusion as to the import of the Appellant's conduct,
showed very clearly by their Judgment that, so far as aot~al

191.4.......-...-
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-VUJ.J LOWER BURMA RULINGS.

Tb,ere were, however, as there are still, documentsthatcol1ld
be appealed to, all of them authoritative, but varying' i.t) .the
weight of their authority.. , These are the Dhammathats,
usually reckoned as thirty-six in number.,They form' ~he
eXPQi1itions of inter aNa customs and juridical rules, their dates
of issue varying sometimes by many hundreds of years.. Jtis
n~ doubt true that with r:egard to thim a certain evolution can
be traced, and it seems by those who have written on. the
subject also to be admitted that they differ from the ~rdinary

legal institutes in this sense, that a change of dynasty was some
times accompanied bya fresh composition in the shape of a new
~nd, it might be, a comprehensive Dhammathat, which, while
not removing or extinguishing its predecessors, appeared upon
the scene clothed with the authority of the fresh Government
and containing. theJatest revis,al of accepted juridical doctrine.

It appears to be aclmowledged that the laws, 01' rtlles,
contained in the earlier Dhammathats were in their remotest
origiil derived from the laws of Manu, which reached Burma
by way of Southern India. But with the establ;shment of
Buddhism and the spread of Buddhist doctrine camt:;,' iii the
course of time, the not unnatural desire to' strengthen the
sanctions of juridical rule by associating its foundations,. the
Dhammathats themselves, with the religious sentiments' of the
people, and in the later Dhammathats the commands, pre~epts,
and pri.lciples are represented as truly being emanations from
the spirit of Buddha himself.

This state of matters must have made the administration of
justice ~til1 dependent on a comparison of.Dhammathat with
Dhammathat and a balancing of the weight of their authority.
It cannot be said that at the present moment such difficulties
have disappeared. Traces of them, ind~ed, are plain enough
in the present case, and one cannot peruse the judgments under
review without noting the care with which th~ learned ,Judges
.of Burma address themselves to this;task.

There are two views which may be taken. Either the subject
js dealt with sufficiently by a single clear or governing autho
rity, or the Dhammathats as a whole must be col~ated, and
judgment determined by the best balance whichcan be'framed
.as the result of their dicta.. The Judges of the CQurt bflJow
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which they refer-arise from the .construction of Section 3U.
That section deals with " relatives of previous generations who
are entitled to inherit."

The conflict had better be exhaustively set forth;, lIlnd the
foi:ces on either side stand in this way ::-

On the side of preferring the. parents and IgnOring the
brothers and sisters, the Dhammathats stand as follows:.,.

Manu.-" On the death of a person leaving hot even, a
casually adopted son, his 01' her parents may inherit." •

Various other Dhammathats are cited by U Gating to the
same effect as this extract from Manu.

.Vilasa.-" In the absence of descendants the parents al'e
entitled to inherit."

This is repeated-almost literally-in Dhammathat ](ya'w,
in N andaw, and in Vannana.

Razathat.-"'U the deceased person leaves no wife, ctVldren,
gr:andchildren, or other descendants, his parents,' grand
parents, ·orother relatives of previous generations are
entitled to succeed to the estate."

To the same effect is the extract from Varulinga, namely,
" In the absence of sons, including those publicly 01' casually
adopted, the pat'ents are entitled to inherit."

Finally comes Kyannet.-" In the abst-nce of wife and
children, the parents are entitled to inherit the estate of their
son."

.It is plain that these extracts do not proceed ~pon the
principle of express exclusion of a right of succession by
brothzrs and sisters. The brothers and sisters a.reomitted 01'

ignored in the statement of the successio.l.
On the other side, the same section (Section 311) cites later

Dhammathats which give. very ample warrant not for ignoring,
but for recognising, and for placing in priority to p?,rents, the
rights of succession on the part of brothers and sisters. The
historical light in which these later Dhammathats should be
viewed will be remarked upon later. But meantime this obser
vation may be made. The opinion appears to beentel.tained
that the Burmese Empire was in the 18th Century of the
Christian Era one of the greatest Empires of the Eastern
world. But it is at least certain that in the middle of that

1914
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vin.] LOWER BURMA RULINGS. '9

but is on the cOl1trary very plainly Jostponed to the rights of
succession on the part of brothers and sisters.

With regard to the DhammatIlats as a whble it· has to be
ad~itted that the figurative language so frequently employed
becomes little helpful in expiscating the idea of inheritance.
.. It is natural," says Razathat, " for sea-w~ter to flow'back into
the ocean after entering rivers and streams"; and in another
'passage,- "When lakes are full, the overflow is r;turned to
rivers and streams, and tidal water always flows back t~ the
ocean." In later centuries the mind of the commentators was
still struggling with these figurative expressio~s; as, for
instance, in the Manu Vannana: "In the absence of wife alJd
children, the parenti? inherit. Why so? Because of the
water which flows into the sea a portion returns up the river."
The figure which ~arlier appears is the simple one of water
which cannot find an outlet being borne back to its source; but
as the Dhammathats develop it is found that the source of the
returning water cannot be reached until the intervening inlets
and creeks have all been filled up, and there appears to be the
·<:;onception accordingly, not of at once reaching to the source,
namely; the parent, without having exhausted the colJaterals,
namely, the brothers and sisters. These struggles with figura
tive language appear even in' the decisions in' recent times in
the Courts in Burma, and, as is not obscurely indicated in some
or the~e Judgments. they rather perplex than help the mind.

Iii their Lordships' opinion the balance or the authority or•the Dhammathats is upon the side or the sisters and brothers
-or the deceased being preferred to the parent. It has been
already noted that there is nowhere througnout any of the

.Dhammathats a specific exclusion or brothers and sisters, and
it may further be added that the language of the earliest
Dhammathats, where collaterals are, as has been stated, either
omitted or ignored, seems not to be analysed. or explained or
the omission a.ccounted for in the later Dhammathats holding
the same view, and the concurrenc: is a mere repetition.
Their Lordships incline to the opinion-and a special re:ison
therefor will be immediately given-that a clearer note is
struck by the Dhammathats from the time or the 12th Century
,ofthe Burmese, Or from about the middle ofthe 18th CeI!tury

MAHNIN
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and the establishment of settled order in Upper Burma under
the British rule, a Circular was issued "for~the assistance of
the Courts in dealing with questions of Buddhist Law." The
Circular issued a translation of the Letters Patent in use
under the Burmese Government for the appointment of Judges.
A list of Dhammathats was appended to i~, but, as showing the
·col~plexityof the subject, the J ucWcial Commission~l' adds that
he "will be glad of information regarding any copies thl\t may
be extant of any of these Dhammathats other than the more
commonly known ones." After a recital of many resounding
titles of the Sovereign, including that of " Mighty Fountain of

. Justice," the Circular proceeds thus:-
"Now with respect.to the office of Judge, it is on this wise: In the

Kingdom of which We are the Sovereign Ruler our numerous subjel:ts
must not be permitted one to oppress another, and the Judges must
admonish and chastise, repress, and judge. In case of dispute they must,
in accordance with the Dhammathats, enquire into the causes of the people
and decide between them. And for this purpose they are appointed to the
Courts as Judges.••

This is the general rule, involving as it does that judicial
task the difficulty of which has been already mentioned.

To l'ecur to the Manu Kyay-which for so long had been
recognised as the leading guide in the administration of justice.
Prof. Forchhammer, in his Treatise on the SOlll'ces and
Development of Burmese Law, thus describes it:-

"This Law Book is written in plain Burmese with very Ettie Pali
. interlnixed. It is not really a Code or a Digest of Law, but rather an
encyclopredic record of existing laws and customs and of the rulings pre
served in former Dhammathats. M.anu Kyay does not attempt to arrange
the subject-matter or to explain or reconcile contradictory passages;
religious elements are freely introduced; unjust iudges shall suffer punish
ment in Hell with head downwards; a man to whom deposits are made
must be a strict performer of his religious duties j a person guilty of perjury
will be visited by preternatural punishments."

And having dealt with the development of Burmese juris
prudence and made a division of it into three periods,
Dr. Forchhammer concludes thus:-

.. The Manu Kyay incorporates the contents of the Law Books of the
first and second pedods and records laws and customs existing among the
people of his time. It deals with the religious laws and usages Qf the
Brahmins and the monastic rules of the Buddhist clergy. It allows the
Buddhist element to predominate and draws largely from the Buddhist
Scriptures." .. . .

It is· not seriously disputed that the authority .of this
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VIlI~ j 'LOWER BURMA RULINGS. 13

remalns of the highest authority, 'the succession of brothers.
and sisters' in preference to parents is es1;ablished beyond
doubt. This being so, the other Dhammathats do not require
to ,be appealed to to clear up any ambiguity. Wel'e that appeal
to' be made, it would, in the opinion of their Lordships, as
alrt::ady stated, lead to the smne result.
• The doubt, however, thrown u):"on the 'subject by' the judg
ments of the Courts below can be expl~ined to some extE6l1t by
a brief glance at the development of authority on the subject.

The sense of the Manu Kyay and the authority of its rule,
as above expounded, seem to have been accepted in Burma
untilthe year 1894. On the 12th November of that year there
occurred the case of Mi San ~Hla Me v. Kya Tun and 2 others
(1) and the narrative is observable :-

"The two Jower.Courts have held that according to Buddhist law pro·
perty cannot ascend where there are col!ateral heirs, and they have awarded
plaintiff's claim. The general I'ule that property shall not ascend is laid
down in the Manu Dhammathat, Book 10, Sections 1, 18, 19, but the rule is
not without exceptions."

(It may be noted that the "Manu Dhammathat" ,here
referred to is simply the Manu Kyay.)

The exception referred to in that case had reference to the
separation of one from his adoptive brothers and sisters; and
to an adopted son living with his adoptive mother. It is mani
fest that this so-called exception has nothing to do with the
pres~ntbroad anc1, general case. And it is also clear that the
law as above laid down was held to be the general law of
Burma.

, Tl:.ereafter, however, a certain mischance arose by way of
what is reported as an obiter dictum in the case of Maung Chit
Kywe v. Maung Pyo and others (2) in the year 1895. The
substantial question in the case is de~cribedas "whether the
brothers and sisters of the father of the deceased, l':Iah Pean,
who was unmarried, have, under the rules of inheritance in
the Dhammathats, a title to the estate of Mah Pean superior
to any title of. the defendant as stepfather living with
deceased." Here' it is also quite clear that the broad and
simple question now to be determined was not before the COU1't~

(1)(1894) P.J. L.B., 116.
(2) 2U.B.R. (1892-96), p.184.
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with reference to adoptive parents. Various texts were cited,
concludi.ng with Section 211 of the Attatha~yepa Vannana,
which says :-

': vVhere there is no younger brother or sister, then thc property may
revert or ascend to the elder members ofthe family, such as elder brothers,
·e1dcr sisters,. parents, or grandparcnts."

" And the learned Judge says :-
" Although the last-quoted text throws some dOLtbt on the su'b~ect, there

seems to be good authority to the rule that parel).ts are entitled to ihherit
in the. absence of direct descendants. There has been no argument on the
point."

The "good authority" hel'e referred to appears to have
been the cases just cited, and in their Lordships' judgment
the case of Mah E Gok does not advance the proposition in
,any'respect.

Reference was also made to the case of Maung Shwe Bo v.
Maung Pya and one (5) (27th February 1899) the head-note of
which is this :-

"The Buddhist Law is opposed to the ascent of inheritance, but when
it cannot go by ,descent the inheritance is allowed to asce,d, first to the
father and mother, anu failing them, to the first line of coJlaterals, and in
the absp.nce of heirs in that degree to the grandfather and grandmother
nnd the next line of collaterals."

It is to be noted that" the Respondents if! this case were
not represented by Counsel and were unable to afford the
Court any assistance in dealing with tl1e difficult point of
law involved." In those circumstances the Judge, perhaps
not unnaturally, accepted the Chit Kywe case as a guide, and
with that their Lordships haV'e already dealt.

I t is manifest that the clear and brr.ad issue now to be
determined has never been the subject of judicial decision,
,and that no series of precedents can be relied upon in justifica
tion of the Judgments of the Courts below. Out of respect to
the Judges, and in view of the embarrassments produced by
,the cases cited and by the conflict among' the Dhammathats,
as well as of the importance of the general question be'ing
authoritatively settled, their Lordships have thought it right
to make an independent investigation so as,if possible" to clear
UP the whole question. In the result they are of opinion that

(5) (1899) P.J., L.B., 524.
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King L.R., 1914,A. C., 221; and Clifford v. K.E., L.·R, 40 LA., 241,
referred to.

This was an appeal from the conviction and sentence of
the .Chief Court of Lower Burma, in its Original Criminal
Jurisdiction.

The judgment of their Lordships of the Privy COllncil was
delivered on the 7th April 1914 by

Lord Shaw.-By leave granted by His Majesty in COlmcil
this appeal is brought from a conviction of and sentence upon
the appellant by the Chief Court of Lower Burma, pronounced
on the 19th October 1912. The charge was one of defamation
or criminal libel, and the prosecution was laid under the 21st
chapter of the Indian Renal Code. In that chapter Section 499
gives a definition of defamation, and sets forth categorically
no fewer than ten <,;xceptio,ns, anyone of which forms a proper
defence to the chaege. By Section 500 it is provided that the
punishment of defamation shall be "simple imprisonment for a
term which may extend to two years, or with fine, or with
both."

The appellant was charged with having defamed Mr. G. P.
Andrew, Deputy Commissioner and District Magistrate of
Mergui, by the publication of two articles in the Bm"ma Critic,
a Rangoon newspaper, on the 28th April 1912. These articles
were entitled" A Mockery of British Justice."

Mr.: Arnold has had experience as a journalist; and it
appears from the proceedings that he was at one time the chief
-editor of the Rangoon Time~. He ceased to be editor of that
journal i.l the end of September 1911, and in January 1912 he
was registered as one of the proprietors and the editor of the
Burma Critiq. The articles bear witness to the writer'~

possession of great invective and declarr:atory power; and it
ought to be said at once that his motives have noi: been
challenged except in so far as that is necessarily involved in
the contention that he published serious libels and did so
otherwise than in good faith.

The proceedings against him were initiated on the 11 th
June 1912 by M{'. Andrew, the District Magistrate already
mentioned. On the 3rd October 1912 the trial of the case

began before Sir Charles Fox, the Chief Judge, with a jury.
2
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having reason to believe that sucr imputation will harm, the
reputation of such person, IS said, except in !he cases herein
aftel· excepted, to defame that person." Of the ten exceptions
under the section three were mentioned. The fil·st excep
tioh is' in these terms: "It is not defamation to impute
anything which is true concerning any person if it be for the
public good that the imputation should be made or published.
Whether or not it is for the public good is a question of fact."
It was admitted by the counsel for the appellant at their Lord-

.ships' bar that~their client claimed no benefit under this excep·
tion : he did not suggest that the series of libels or anyone of
them was true; on the contl·ary all of them in so fa I" as they
were assertions of fact were admitted to be false.

In point of form 'the same course was taken in the Court
below. But ~hile this was so and while the plea of veritas was
not openly or plai'nly made, their Lordships regl·et to observe
that surreptitiously it did appear and reappear in the case by
way of repeated innuendo. It may be as well to bring this
matter to a point at once. In Sir Charles Fox's charge to the
j liry this passage OCCUI·S: "You will observe that under the
first exception the only ·question, apart from the question of
the public good, that could arise was whether what had been
said was true or not. Now i~ is noticeahle that the defence
does not rely on that exception, although up to the end we
have bad it reiterated that what was said was true.'" Upon
being" questioned the learned counsel for the appellant frankly
admitted that the exception was not in point of fact pleaded as
a defeflce, and their Lordships do not understand that they
dibputed that the learned Chief Judge's statement of what
occurred at the trial by reiterafud innuendo was correct. It
was open to the appellant to defend his utterailces as true.
But he declined to take that course. Their falsehood stood as
an admission in the case, the words themselves being so plainly
of a libellous character. This part of the case may accord
ingly be definitely dismissed.

The second exception is in these terms: "It is not defr.ma
tion to express in good faith a~y opinion whatever respecting
the conduct of a public servant in the discharge of his public
functions or respecting his character so far as his character
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these? They were the very things which the pI'isoner's counsel
had throughout the trial insisted on introducing, namely, the
question of the conduct of McCormick and of "Mr. Andrew, the
narr~tive as to Mr. Andrew being accompanied by the sugges
tion that it was after all indefensible and corrupt. Their
Lqrdships recognise that this mode of conducting the defence,
which it appears to have been difrlcult to repress,' was not
unlikely to lead to confusion: but it is at least satisfactol'Y
to find that the leal'ned Judge in~ charging the JUI'y made
no mi"stake in stating what the tl'ue issue was. It is admitted
by the appellant's counsel that this is so. "Vlhat you will
have to consider," said the leal'ned Judge to the jury, is
" whether the imputations in these articles were published in
good faith, after due cal'e and attention has been exercised on
the part of the wd"ter of them. What is 'due care and atten
tion' must depend on the circumstances of each pal·ticular
case." It is also fair to the leamed Judge to say that, while he
felt constrained-a COUl'se which, in view of the conduct of the
defence, is not to be wondered at-to go with some fulness into
a narrative of fact, he concluded his charge to the jury hy bring
ing theii' minds dil'ectly back to the exact issue which they had
to try. He did so in this laniuage: "It is now for you to
consider these matters, and to decide whether the accused
has satisfied you that he used the reasonable care that he
ought to have used. If you are satisfied that he did, and that
he did not overstep the b0U11ds of law as I have explained the
law to yOLl, then you must acquit him, but if he has not
sathfied you that he has exercised such dOle care and atten
tion before he committed himself to paper in this way, then it
is your bounden duty to convict him."

Before the exception and the alleged misdirection of the
jury are dealt with, it is expedient to state what the lilJel con
tained. Being headed" A Moc!{el'y of British Justice," after
a considerable amount of inflamI11atory matter, it proceeds to
" speak out against those officials who have forgotten their dllty
and have dared to trifle with the fair fame of England."
Having made these very serious allegations the appellailt added:
" The facts before us indicate that he (Mr. Andrew) conspired
with Mr. Finnie to burke the case; that he conducted" it in
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the career of Mr. Andrew and any otners engaged in conspiring
with him as alleged.

The points put forward in the appellant's favour as estab
lishing that although the charges were false yet he was
exctised by statute' because he believed them' bona fide and had
given due care and attention to their truth, were substantially

"three. In the first place it was crged that he relied upon
a .letter published with the signature of "Vigilance," .and
addressed to the Rangoon Times. It is dated the 3}st August
1911, and at that time the appellant was connected with that
paper. It contains a long narrative incriminating McCormick
and also Mr. Andrew and others.

The second element proposed in support of Mr. Arnold's
good faith is of a different and an important character. It is
this: In the distrid of Tenasserim referred to, the position of
Subdivisional Magistrate was occupied by Mr. Buchanan. It
is alleged that Mr. Buchanan had been on unfriendly terms
with McCormick, but their Lordships do not think that there is
anything substantial in this allegation, and they f~rther think
it right to pu't on record their opinion, which. is in entire
concurrence with that of the Chief Judge, that Mr. Buchanan
in his investigations and conduct was actuated by entil-e good
faith. Although his conclusions and stlspidons may have been
erroneous, their Lordships see no reason to think that. from
beginning to end he did not act in accordance with the best
traditions of the service. He had been absent on' leave from
the middle of April to about the middle of May 1911, and on
his rett~rn he heard rumours of misconduct by McCormick.
Towards the end of June Mahomed Din, who had had legal
differences with McCormick, made allegations which amounted
to a charge that the crimes of abductior:. and of rape had been
committed. Mr. Buchanan himself made enquiries alid came
to the conclusion that McCormick should be put upon his trial.
It is a point in the accused's favour that the Subdivisional
Magistrate thought that there was a case for committal.

The third point in these protracted proceedings, which is
more important than either of the foregoing in support of the
contention that the writer of the libels believed them to be
true, is the admitted conduct of McCormick himself. Theil:'
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do not attach so much importance to the other allegations.
That as to bail having been granted to the a.::cused rests on
a slender foundation. It is held by the Judges on the spot,
and. it was proved to be also the opinion of the civil authoriti.cs,
that the discretion of gnll1ting bail applied to this case. It
was evidently a case, unless fodjidden by S~atute, for discI'etion
b~ing exercised, and it would rather appear to their LOl'dships
looking to the gl'eat distance to be tI"aversed befol"e the autho
rity claimed by the appellant as requisite fOI' granting bail
could be obtained, that much practical hal"dship would ensue
to pl'isoners unless such a discretion existed. They al'e not
pl'epared to say that the humane view which was taken of an
accused's rights was mistaken. It is unnecessary in this case
to decide or dwell upon the point, because theil' LOl'dships'
opinion is very c1e<lr to the effect that this difficult and delicate
point of law could never have been viewed as a substantial
element weigbing with any reasonsable writer in justification of
his belief in the truth of the libel. The same observation
applies to the other elements in the case which need not be
entered upon but all of which have been fully considel·ed.
Their Lordships are of opinion that a fair and statable case in
support of the statutory defence and of the belief in the
wickedness of Mr. Andrew was put forward on the points
'which have been already enumerated, but that no others. were
of any real weight. In putting forward, however, the points
mentioned, theil' Lordships thinl, that a case was made which
demanded an answer.

Such an answer was given, and it ,also was both fair and
statable.

In the fil"st place a serious and weighty reply was made, on
the subject of' the letter signed "Vi~ilance." It was not
confined to the I'emark that the letter was no valid exdlse for
a belief in gross slander. The points proved were these:
When that letter was received by the Rangoon Times a most
proper course was taken, and that with the appellant's know
ledge. It was forwarded by Mr. Stokes, the assistant editor,
to the Chief Secretary to the Government of Burma, so that
there might be official confirmation of its allegations prior to
its being published. These allegations were examined into,
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Thus, altho~gh the true issue in the case was as to his own
bona fides and the care and attention which would verify that,
Mr. Arnold's action when charged gave no help to the Court
and~ must to some extent have embarrassed even his own
defence. Having admitted that he assumed responsibility :01'

th~ articles, he was asked by the Magistmte as follows: " Q.
Do you wish to make any explanation of your position in the
case as to your bona fides, etc. ? (I pointed out to the acc~lsed

that, under Section 105, the burden of proof lies upon him.)"
A. No. I have nothing to say. Everyone, from the Lieute
nant-GovernOl" downwat-d, knows my character, and I leave
it at that." But of course it was quite impossible to leave it
at that, because the lihels were there, in all their number and
seriousness; the charge was made under the Statute, and the
law had prescribed that the author of such libels could only be
excused by showing good faith after due care and attention.
It is not in accordance with the due or proper administration
of justice for an accused to brush all the statutory regulations
affecting his position aside in this. manner. The attitude and
absence of the accused may well have been considered by the
jury rather destructive than helpful to the defence set up.

In the third place, this has to be borne in mind. Every
officer, judicial or administrative, who investigated this case,
except i\1r. Buchanan, had agreed with the conclusion at which
Mr. Andrew had arrived, namely, that the charge should be
dismissed. This circumstance was OGe peculiarly suited for
the appraisement of a local jury.

The next circumstance ]n the case is ::me to which their
Lordships do not conceal that they attach serious importance.
They wel"e moved by the allegation that the prosecutol-S and
those in that interest were alleged to have been led on to the
trial by Mr. Andrew, and that Mr. Andrew had wickedly
conspired suddenly to leave them in the lurch without an
advocate, and to furnish them with a false interpreter. This
allegation ,vas, as it turned out, not only untrue, but was, as
was made abundantly clear at the trial, particularly cruel.
Letters were produced showing that instead of Mr. Andrew
having taken up such an attitude, his desire, and indeed his
endeavour and entreaty, throughout were that in the enquiry
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appellant had any reasonable grou'ld f01" believing them to
be true.-

It does not appear that in any view of the case thel'e could
have been a defence under the Statute iil regal'd to these
substantial portions of the libellous matter, and the case of
The Queen v. Newman (1), was founded upon to this effect.
Btlt their Lordships are. very anxi<?us, however, not to have
the case disposed of on what may be considered a narrow
ground. They take these points as included in the sum of the
matter to be considered before the jury as relevant to the
general case of Mr. Arnold's justification on the ground of
having, after due care and attention, and so in good faith,
believed that these things were tme.

One final matter luis, however, to be kept in view. Some
of the letters last cited were undoubtedly not before Mr.
Arnold when he wrote the libels. But they were before him
in the course of his trial. In their Lordships' opinion, when
it was discovered that the truth with regard to Mr. Andrew
had not been that in these particulars he wickedly conspired to
defeat justice, but that he was, on the contrary, anxiously
endeavouring to secure that justice should be furthered and
guarded, then the duty of the accused, Mr. Arnold, was plain.
Their Lordships mal{e every allowance for the heat of advocacy
which, as noted by the Chief Judge, seems to have been in this.
case great. But when a gross mistake of that kind on a
matter of fact-the truth of which when exposed would have
ruined any administrative or judicial officer's career-was
discovered, the libel should not have been adhered to for a
memento The mistake should have been <: :.:knowledged and an
apology tendered. This was not done, but upon the contrary
the case was conducted to its close upon the footing that an
unstated defence was the real and good defence, namely, that
the libels and all the libels were true. Nobody is to be blamed
in these circumstances for thinking that the plea of good faith
on the part of Mr. Arnold had sustained a serious shock.

The speeches of the learned counsel for the accused have
not been printed, but their Lordships had the advantage of

(1) 1 E. & B., 558.
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Their Lordships regret to find that there appeared on the
,one side in this case the time-wOf'n fallacy that some kind of
privilege attaches to the profession of the ~Press as distin
guished from the members of the public. The freedom of the
joqrnalist is an ordinary pal"t of the freedom of the subject, and
to whatever lengths the subject in genel"almay go, so also ~nay

tbe journalist, but, ajart from statutt-law, his privilege is no
other and no higher. The responsibilities which attach to his
power in the dissemination of printed matter may, and in the
case of a conscientious journalist do, make him mOl"e cal"eful;
but the range of his assertions, his criticisms, or his comments,
is as wide as, and no wide!- than, that of any other subject.
No privilege attaches to his position.

Upon the other siae it would appear from certain obserV2.
tions of the learned Judge that this false and dangerous
doctrine may h~ve been hinted at, that some privilege or
protection attaches to the public acts of a judge which exempts
him, in regard to these, from free and adverse comment. He
is not above criticism, his conduct and uttel"ances may demand
it. Rreedom would be seriously impaired if the judicial tribu
nals were' outside of the range of such comment. The present
case affords a good illustration of what is meant. \Vhen the
examination before Mr. Andrew concluded with his declaration
that in his judgment the action of McCormick was pure and
philanthropic, the whole trial would seem to have been laid
open to searching and severe observations, and no blame could
be attached to these. But when the criticism was converted
into an attack upon the Magistrate as a conspirator against
j'..lstice, a traitor to his oath, a tricks':er,a man who had
manreuvred his procedure so as to defeat truth and protect an
associate, then, of course, it is for the person who has uttered
these things to justify them, or, under the Indian Penal Code, to
establish affirmatively that he believed them to be true, and that
on reasonable grounds. On both of these matters last mentioned
the learned Judge seems to have properiy dil"ected the jury.

This also has to be said. A large part of the criticism
directed against the charge of the learned Judge in this case
was to the effect that the narrative of the proceedings led up
to the conclusion inevitablY that Mr. Andrew was innoc;ent
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The question is not truly one of jurisdiction. The power
of His Majesty under his Royal authority to review proceed
ings of a criminal nature, unless where such power and autho
ri ty have been parted with by Statute, is undoubted. Upon
the. other hand, there are reasons, both constitutional and
administrative, which make it manifest that this power .should
not be lightly exercised. The over-rttling consideration upon
the topic has referen~e to justice· itself. If throughout the
Empire it were supposed that the course and executiop of
justice could suffer serious impediment, which in many cases
might amollnt to practical obstruction, by an appeal to the
Royal Prerogative of review on judicial grounds, then it be
comes plain that a severe blow would have been dealt to the
ordered administration of law within the King's dominions.

These views are flot new. They were expressed more than
50 years ago by D~. Lushington in his judgment in The Queen
v· Mukerji (2), and Lord Kingbdown, in the case of The Falk
land Islands Company v. The Queen (3) stated the matter
compendiously in these words: "It may be assumed that the
Queen has authority by virtue of Her Prerogative to review
the decisions of all colonial courts, whether the proceedings
be of a civil or criminal character, unless Her Majesty has
parted with such authority. But the inconvenience of enter
taining such appeals in cases of a strictly criminal nature is
so great, the obstruction which it would offer to the adminis
tration of justice in the colonies is so obvious, that it is very
rarely that applications to this Board similar to the present
have been attended with success." Their Lordships desire
to state that in their opinion the principle and practice thus
laid down by Lord Kingsdown still remain those which are
followed by the Judicial Committee.

There have been various important Cdses in recent time,S to·
which, naturally, reference has been made. The first is the
case of re Dillet (4). It should be observed that while Dillet's
case was in form an application within the ambit of criminal
law, the matter of substance which was truly brought before

(2) 1 Moore N.S., 272.
(3) 1 Moore N.S., 312•
.l~) 12 AC.;459.
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'to convert the Judicial Committee i.;to a Court of Criminal
Review for the Indian and Colonial Empire. Their Lord
:ships are clearly of opinion that no such proposition
is sound. This Committee is not a Court of Criminal
Appeal. It may in general be stated that its practice is to the
following effect; It is not guided by its own doubts of tbe
appellant's innocence or suspicion of his guilt. It will not
interfere with the course of criminal law unless there has
been such an interference with the elementary rights of'an
accvused as has placed him outside of the pale of l'egular law,
or, within that pale, there has been a violation of the natural
principles of justice so demonstratively manifest as to convince
their Lordships, first, th~t the result arrived at was opposite to
the result which their Lordships would themselves have
reached, and secondly, that the same opposite result would
have been reached 'by the local tribunal also .if the alleged
defect or misdirection had been avoided. The limited nature
of the appeal in Dillet's case has been referred to, and their
Lordships do not think that its authority goes bey~>nd those
propositions which have now been enunciated.

The argument for the appellant was to an entirely contrary
.effect. In the forefront of it the case of Makin v. The Attorney
.General for N e'tv South Wales (5) was cited. Makin's case in
truth did not raise the question at issue in the present case.
It depended upon the construction of Section 423 of the
Criminal Law Amendment Act of 1883 (a New South Wales
Statute). That section set up the Judges of the Supreme
Court as ? tribunal to determine questions submitted to them
in a ~aSe stated by the Judge at the trial, and there was a
proviso that there should be no quashing "unless for some
substantial wrong or other miscarriage of justice." It was
stated by this Board that under that section the J udge~ have
not been substituted for the jury. As they said, "In their
Lordships' opinion substantial wrong will be done to the
accused if he were deprived of the verdict of the jury on the
facts proved by legal evidence and there were substituted for
it a verdict of the C0!lrt founded merely upon the perusal of
the evidence."

(5) (1894) A.C., 57.
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appellant of crime." The Board were of op~nion that the
set;ltence pronounced against the appellant" formed such an
invasion of liberty and such a denial of his just rights as a

,citizen that their Lordships feel called upon to interfel-e."
But the Board took care to repeat that it did not lightly inter-

ferli, and the language of Lord Watson in Dillet's case was
,again cited.. It was pointed out that the interference was not
on any matter of form, but because of matters lying at the very
foundation of justice (the judge had been a judge in his own
cause), justice had" gravely and injuriously miscarried."
Lanier stands as a fair type of almost the only case in which this
Board would advise the interposition of His Majesty the King
with the course of criminal justice in the colonies or depend
encies. That extreme case is this, that it must be established
demonstrably that j~lstice itself in its very foundations has been
subverted, and that it is therefore a matter of general Impel-ial
concern that by way of an' appeal to the King it be then
restored to its rightful position in that part of the E!'npire.

Their Lordships were referred to the dicta of Judges and
the rules set up with regaord to the procedure of the Cou!"t of
Criminal Appeal in England; but they are not the rules adopted
by this Board, which, as already stated, ;s not a COlu-t of
Criminal Appeal. And the authority of these deciSIons, which
apply to a different system, a different procedure, and a
different structure of principle, must stand out of the reckoning
of any body of authority on the matter of the procedure of this
Board in advising His Majesty. This view is in entil-e accord
witI-- the recent proceedings of this Board 011 applications for
leave to appeal. One instance of this is that of Clifford v. The
King-Emperor (8) on the 17th November last, and their LOt-d
ships refer to the Judgment of the Lord Chancellor in this and
the other refusals referred to.

The application to the present case is simple. Even had this
Committee been a Court of Criminal Appeal it is hardly doubt
ful that the appeal would fail. A fortiori their Lordships Me
left in no doubt as to their own duty in conformity with the prac
tice of the Board. They will humbly advise His Majesty that
the Appeal be dismissed. There will be no order as to costs.

(8) L.R.40 LA., 241.
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Judges and they were equally divided on the question whether
ward-headmen outside Rangoon could be regarded as com
petent witnesses of searches.

.It is desirable that the existing· uncertainty on this point
should 'be ended and I think it should again be referred to a
Eull Bench. I therefore refer it under section 11 of the Lower
Burma Courts Act.

The gambling in this case appears to have been on a 'petty
scale and the fines are I think excessive fOI' a first offence.
The expediency of reducing the fines will be considered (if
necessary) when the decision of the Full Bench is received.

The opinion of the Full Bench was as follows :-
Young, J.-The question referred is whether ward-headmeu

outside Rangoon can be regarded as competent witnesses of
searches under s~ction 103, Criminal Procedure Code. The
question was raised in a gambling case and is of peculiar
importance in cases of this nature inasmuch as the Gambling
Act raises certain presumptions against the accused if the
search is properly conducted. The arguments before us were
also directed towards the provisions of this Act and I therefore
propose to deal mainly with searches made under this Act.
Section 6 of the Gambling Act provides that all searches shall
be made in accordance with the provisions of section )03,
Criminal Procedure Code, and section 7 of the Gambling Act
provides that when any instruments of gaming are found in
any house, etc., entered undel' the provisions of section 6 or
about the person of any of those who are found therein it shall
b~. presumed until the contrary is proved that such house, etc.,
is used as a common gaming house and that the persons found
therein were then present for the purpose of gaming although
no play was actually seen. Section 103 of the Criminal Proce
dure Code provides that the search shall be made in the pre
sence of two or more respectable inhabitants of the locality.
In the Full Bench case of King-Emperor v. Kwe Haw (2) heard
before Sir Charles Fox, C. J., Mr. Justice Irwin and Mr. Justice
Hartnoll, it was held by Fox, C. J., and Hartnoll, J., Irwin, J.,
dissenting, that ward-headmen in Rangoon being appointed by

(2) 4 L.B.R., 213.
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terize the proposal as absurd and detrimental. There is there
fore a majority of learned Judges with actual' experience of
ward-headmen'jn favour of retaining them. This may be an
acciqent but when we find' it laid down by Lord N!ersey in
Thompson v. Goold (5) that "it is a strong thing to read ir..to
an Act of Parliament w~rds which are not there and in the•
absence of clear necessity it is a wrong thing to do," it is an
element that has to be considered by the Court. In one of. the
two cases cited by Sir Charles Fox on this point, namely, th9.t
of Curtis v. Stovin (6) the necessity was contained within the
four corners of the Act and was clear, Section 65 of the
County Courts Act 1888 had provided that "where in any
action of contract brou'ght in the High Court the claim endors
ed on the writ did not exceed £100 it shall be lawful for either
party':' ',' ',' to apply to a Judge of the High Court at cham
bers to order such action to be tried in any Court in wh-ich the
action might have been c01nmenced." But as the jurisdiction of
COlinty Courts was limited to claims not exceeding £50 it
followed that the action could not have been commenced in any
'County Court and the Judges therefore read into the section
the words" if the amount claimed had been such that it could
have been commenced in a County Court." Here it is admit
ted that it is impossible to pl:;edicate of the class in question
that it is not prima facie respectable, but it is contended that
the Legislature must have meant as an additional qualifica
tion that the witnesses must not only be respectable but un
connected with the police. This mayor may not be an
im~rovel11enton the law as it stands, but I am unable to hold
that it is an addition necessary in the sense laid down in Curtis
v. Stovin, (6) "ut res magis valeat quam pereat." Nor do I
understand that the learned Judges who are in favour of the
proposed construction would go so far as to say the addition was
necessary in the above sense. Sir Charles Fox in King-Emperor
v. K we Haw (2) argued that some limitation was necessary so as
to exclude one policeman calling two others and that therefore
it was permissible and desirable to carry out the intentions of
the Legislature to their fullest extent. Hartnoll, J.; in King-

(5) 79 L. J. K. B. D.,905. (6) (1889) 22Q. B. D., 513.
(2) 4 L. B. R., 213.
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occurs, and it appears from Maxwell on Statutes that where the
statute imposes a duty on the habitants of a certain place it
construes the term in its popular sense, but when it imposes a
pe~uniary burden it excludes persons who though inhabitants
have no rateable property and include~persons who though not
iphabitants yet hold rateable property there.

Now the Imperial Legislature in section 103, Criminal Pro
cedure Code, uses this very term inhabitant, but limit9 it by
adding a qualification, 'Viz., that the inhabitants are to be respect
able, and the Provincial Legislature in incorporating the pro
visions of this section into section 6 of the Gambling Act has
added a further qualification by enacting that the police-officer
conducting the search shall not be below the rank of a sergeant
or officer in chargeof a police-station. This further qualification
is obviously introduced by the local Legislature with a view to
free searches under the Gambling Act which raises the presump
tion already mentioned from suspicion. The qualification res
pectable must have been considered and found insufficient, but
instead of limiting it in the manner now proposed the Local
Legislature preferred to impose a qualification upon the person
employed to conduct the search. It is he and he only who may
make the search, and the duties of the" respectable inhabitants"
are confined to looking on while he searches. There is nothing
in the section that entitles them so far as I can see to lend the
officer in charge' any assistance whatsoever in making the
search and I conceive that objection might properly be taken
to any such assistance being given whether by actually partici
rating in or pointing out omissions in tl:s search. It is he and
he alone who is authorised by the warrant to make the search,
aNd they are to attend and witness it. The sole exception (and
that is the subject of a special provision) is that if a person is
to be searched and that person is a woman, the search shall be
conducted by one of her own sex. May it not therefore be
reasonably he,ld that the Legislature considered that it had gone
far enough by confining the right of search to a superior of
police such as a sergeant or the officer in charge of the local
police-station? Brett, J., in Lion Insurance Association v. Tucker
(10) a much later case than Rex v. Hall (9) stated that whenever

(9) 1 B. & C., 123. (10) (1883) 12 Q. B. D., 176.
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determine whether the safeguards provided are sufficient and
refrain from altering under the guise of construing the law.
My answer therefore to the question referred :8 in the affirma
tive.

Parlett, }.-The question referred has arisen, as it has
arisen in all the reported decisions which have been quotecl, in
a gambling case in consequence of the strong presuinption
which section 7 of the Burma Gam:>ling Act of 1899 compels to
be drawn. That Act permits, on the receipt of certain \nfor
mation, a search warrant to be issued to a police-officer of a
prescribed standing; it directs the search to be made in accor
dance with the provisions of section 103, Criminal Procedure
Code, and if at that search instruments of gaming are found it
compels the Court to presume, until the contrary is proved, that
the house or place searched is used as a common gaming
house and that the persons found therein are guilty of an
offence under section 11 of the Act. It is noticeable that the
law against common gaming houses in other provinces is less
stringently worded than is the Burma Gambling Act; for
instance the Calcutta Police Act (Bengal Act IV of 1866), the
Bengal Public Gambling Act (Bengal Act II of 1867), the Bom
bay Prevention of Gambling Act (Bombay Act IV of 1887) and
the Madras City Police Act (Madras Act III of 1888) use word
ing similar to that of the Public Gambling Act (Act III of 1867)
namely, that the finding of cards, etc., at the search shall be
evidence until the contrary is made to appear- that the place is
used as a common gaming house and that the persons round
therein were present for the purpose of gaming. None of them
provides that the searches shall be mane in accordance with
section 103, Criminal Procedure Code, and it was not until
Bengal Act III of 1910 was passed that the Calcutta Police Act
was amended in this sense. It is there:ore not surprising that
the question should apparently have never arisen:; in other
provinces, even if persons are there appointed to positions
"analogous to that of ward-headmen in Burma. Such headmen
are appointed as being respectable inhabitants of the locality,
and I think very strong and clear reasons are needed for hold
ing th.at they do not fall into the category of persons competent
to witness searches; I doubt if it would have occurred to any
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-disqualified as being his assistant, and in the event of a general
requisition it might become almost impossible to conduct a
:search in the ward at all. There are no means:Of compelling
.any private person to witness a search and if the police are not
allowed to utilize the services of men whose duty it is to assist
them 'and who from their status are most likely to act hOneSey
and straightforwardly they may be tempted to fall back lIpon

•persons who are ready to do their bidding, and I think it may
fairly be said that at any rate that was not the intention of the
Legislature. A rule excluding ward-headmen in towns from
witnessing searches would I think have to be extended logically
to headmen in villages; the necessity or the desirability of so
,doing has, so far as I know, never been suggested, and I would
note that ward-headmen" appear to be less directly under the
>control of the executive authorities than are village-headmen.

In my opinion ;the Criminal Procedure Code contains
nothing from which it can be inferred that the Legislatlll-e
intended to exclude persons in the position of wat"d-headmen
from the category of respectable inhabitants for the purposes
of section 103 and that the 'subsequent enactment of the provi.
sions of the Burma Gambling Act regarding the pl"esumption
which arises in certain circumstances after such a search does
not warrant the Court in so interpreting the language of the
Criminal Procedure Code as in reality to modify its provisions.
In my opinion a person who is appointed to be a ward-headman
in a town other than in Rangoon is not merely by reason of
such appointment incompetent to witness a search under sec·
tion 103, Criminal Procedure Code.

Robinson, }.-The question referred in tr~s case is. whether
ward-headmen in towns other than Rangoon who are appointed
by the Deputy Commissioners are competent witnesses of
searches within the meaning of section 103 of the Criminal
Procedure Code. In other words can they be properly said to
be "two or more respectable inhabitants of the locality." It
has been held by amajority of a Full Bench of this Court that
ward-headmen in Rangoon who are appointed by the Commis
sioner of Police are not competent witnesses. The only
distinction between the two seems to be that one class are
appointed by Deputy Commissioners while the other are
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a:ffe~ted. 'rhis is in. my 0Ilinion; a very important point in
arriving at a decision. The offic:ers appointing ward-headmen
and others of a like status must be presumed to'have made the
appointments in the belief that those selected were honest and
respectable men. . But if their duties are connected with the
police, if they look for credit 01' reward from work done for, ::>1'
in conjunction with, the police, would they, satisfy the require
me~ts of the objectthe Legislatureilad in.view?, I think not.
If is only by giving the words their widest and'most popwlar
significance that it can be held that they are such persons as
th~ Legislature had in" view.' That in my opinion was not
intended and that view would not fulfil the intention of the
Legislature and would stultify the' reasons that led to the
enactment ofthe provision.

For the above reasons they are not inmy opinion competent
witnesses.

Ormond, J.~Pbr the reasons stated by me in. my Judgment
in K.-E. v. Kan Haw (3), I hold that ward-headmen are
competent witnesses to a search under section, 103; Criminal
Procedure Code. There is no necessary implication that the
witnesses (not being policemen) should be persons who are
free from any obligation of assisting in any way the po1ic~ in
the prevention and discovery of crime; 01' that they should be
persons who do not'hold office·under Government-

I would answer thequestioli referred in the affirmative.
Hartnoll~ Ojfg. C. J;-I have further considered the matter

andean see no good reason for changing the views e;&,pressed
by me in,the case of K;-E. v. Kan Haw (3).

I would therefore answer the questi-:-n refer:recl in. the
negative.

(3) 4 B. L. T., 91.
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not provide for such a cohtingency. 13ut sections 244 to 249
and 390 to 393 of ~he ex-Kinwun Mingyi's Digest deal with
cases in which a husband goes on a journey or goes to war,
and they show that the wife must wait indefinitely for her
husblJ.nd's return-at any rate as long as she has fadequate
means of subsistence from the joint estate. Having regard to
the ~spirit of these rules, I think it is clear that Ma Aung Byu
had no right to take a second husband, and I would accept the
decision of the District Court that her conduct in doing'so
amounted to desertion and adultery. It has been held however
that desertion does not ipso facto and without any further and
express act of volition on the part of either party dissolve the
marriage tie '0). Vor'e have therefore to consider when the
marriage tie was actually dissolved. Was it dissolved by the
act of Ma Aung Byu in taking a second husband or did it

.subsist until 1911 when Thet Hnin returned from transporta-
'Hon? The Upper Burma Case Ma Thin v. Matmg Kyaw Ya (2)
is good authority for the view that the deserting party cannot
claim a divorce by pleading the desertion, and Sir Harvey
Adamson expressed himself in favour of the same view in
Thein Pe v. U Pet (1) though the point was not decided in that
case. I would follow the interpretation adopted by the learned
Judicial Commissioner, Upper Burma, and hold that the
marriage tie between Thet Hnin and Ma Aung Byu was not
dissolved by her action in deserting him, but subsisted until
Thet Hnin was released from jail and demanded the joint
property from Ma Aung Byu. By that express act he took
his st?n<! upon the fact of the desertion and treated his

.marriage tie with Ma Aung Byu as severed.
It is admitted that in the case of a divorce on the ground of

the wife's adultery the husband is entitled to all the property,
,and where as in this case the husband treats the marriage as
_at an end on the ground of his wife's desertion and, adultery
·there is no good reason to depart from the ordinary rule.•

The District Court has decided that certain property to the
'value of Rs. 3,675 was in Ma Aung Byu's possession when she
~took ~yaw Zan Hla as her husband and a decree has been

(1) 3 L. B. R, 175.
(2) 2 U. B. R. (1892-96). 56.
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159, 'Evidence Act. As 'the case stands, Exhibit B must 'be ex
,eluded from consideration altogether. Accordi8g to Ma Aung
Byu's evidence she received interest at Rs. 30 per cent. 'per
annum for two years on the loan of Rs. 200 to Ma To Le. In
the third year Ma To Le failed to pay interest and gave her latta
in l~stlfructuary mortgage for Rs. 500, which sum presumably
consisted of the original debt of Rs. 200 Plus one year's
interest Rs. 60 Plus cash 240. Subsequently, a further sum of
Rs. 300 was paid toMa To Le who then sold the land outright
to Ma Aung Byu and Kyaw Zan Hla. The second sum of
Rs. 300 according to Ma Aung Byu was obtained by sale of the
produce of her lands. If it were pl'oved that the additional
advances paid to Ma To Le came out of the joint estate, it
would be reasonable to mak~ Ma Aung Byu who now has Ma
To Le's land refunci the money to Thet Hnin. But there is no
satisfactory proof on this point. Moreover, Thet Hnindid not
demand these amounts from Ma Aung Byu. He asked only
for the original loan of Rs. 200. In the circumstances I would
hold Ma Aung Byu responsible only for Rs. 200 the amount of
the original loan to Ma To Le and Rs. 60 the amount of interest
which Ma To Le could not pay. Both these amounts were
afterwards merged in the slim of Rs. 800 the price for which
Ma Aung Byu took over the ~and from Ma To Le, and I think
she. should pay these sums aggregating Rs. 260 to Thet Hnin
as part of the joint estate.

I would therefore modify the decree of the lower Cou:rt by
awardin~ to the plaintiff as against both defendants-

Rs.
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Yindaw paddy land valued at
'Payagon paddy land valued at
Kundaw garden land valued at
Kundaw house valued at
Cash Rs, 320 Pl1/S Rs. 260 ...

... 1,600·0-0
400-0-0
95-0-0

160-0-0
580-0·0

together with costs on the aggregate amount Rs. 2,835.
I see no sufficient reason toal'low the defendants' costson

the. difference between the amount decreed and the amount
{Rs. 5,595) at which the reHefcHtirried was valued 'in the plaint.
The Cou'rtJfee payable on the plaint is Rs. 305 of which how
~ver only Rs.170 (fhe Cou¥tJfeeon the airtounlnowdecreed)
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of her guardian, in this instance her father, and that admittedly
was not obtained. The suit was therefore dismissed. On
appeal the Divisional Court held that she had lost her virginity
by cohabitirrg with plaintiff for some eight days before the
ceremony of marriage, and had thereby become a Siyeeba and
that therefore her father's consent was unnecessary to the
marriage, which in other respects was regular. Plaintiff was
therefore granted a decree. Defendant now appeals on "two
grounds, first that Intercourse after elopement with the man
with whom the marriage ceremony was subsequently gone
through did not render het' a Siyeeba within the meaning of
the Mahomedan law,. and secondly that even if it did her
marriage without her father's consent would still be invalid
under the Shafi law.

The facts are that at the time of suit the girl was 19 or 20
years of age: her mother had long been dead, and she had been
living with her aunt Ma Aung. Her father had married again
and had a wife and second family at Kyauktalon: when in
Moulmein however he lived in the same house as Ma Aung and
defendant. He had rejected a proposal from plaintiff for his
daughter's hand. He says he objects to the match as plaintiff
already had a wife and gave himself out to defendant as a
bachelor. The young couple then eloped and went and lived in
one Ba Tun's house at Daingwunkwin. Some four days later
plaintiff, his father, a maistry of theirs named Abdulla, and a
pleader named Abdul Rahim, a brother:in-Iaw of plaintiff and
~ ten:m4: of his father, went and called the Mullah from a
mc,squeon admittedly false pretences ana took him off in ,a
gharry to Ba Tun's house. On the way Abdul Rahim and
Abdulla· told him he was wanted to perform a marriage
ceremony. At the house he did not see the bride but was told
that plaintiffs father was her vakil, and that she was a Shafi
but had been converted to the Hanafi, the bridegroom's sect.
He performed the ceremony at ten o'clock at night with Abdul
Rahim and Abdulla as witnesses, plaintiff, his father, acting as
the girl's vakil, and ~ Burman being the only others present.
Not having brought his register he wrote the marriage certifi
cate on a loose sheet of paper which the bride is said to have
signed (Exhibit A). The Mullah puts the date a day later than
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woman of the Shafi sect toa marriage against her will:
~

but it goes on to say that if she consents to any one else
perfortriingher marria!:(e, he can do so as her agent.
Exhibit 'C is against him. as it says no Shafi marriage is

- valid which is contracted without the consent of the guardian
and the presence of two upright ,witnesses. In'the present
case even the witnesses cannot be called independent.
Exhibit E says that the guardian's authority ceases when
aShafiSiyeeba . woman attains her majority. Though
however he may be unable any longer to compel her to a
marriage, it does not necessarily follow that she can contract
one without his consent. Exhibit G points out that a Siyeeba

, being under no one's guardianship is incapable of pronouncing
the proposal or acceptance required in a marriage ceremony:
she must therefore give permi'Ssion to some man to make the
declaration on her behalf. Exhibit H also says that a ShaH
Siyeeba who has attained her majority can give assent to some
one to effect her marriage. As the former text expressly
notes that the Hanafi law does not requil'e her to authorize
anyone, it may be that these passages, if authoritative, merely
,emphasize the difference between the Shafi and Hanafi schools
as regards the necessity for the guardian's consent and refer
to the case where the woman's natural guardian, i.e., father,
is no longer alive, which would frequently happen when the
Siyeeba had been previously married. Exhibit Palone states
that "a virgin girl of the Shafi sect who has attained maturity
marries a man of the Hanafi sect or of the Shafi sect and if
her father is not willing,evenif he desires to nu!lifythe
marriage, it will be valid notwithstanding," and this text so
exactly fits the present plaintiff's case ~s to suggest the 'possi
bility that it may have been made to do so. Certfl,inly its
authority is not shown. On the other hand Sir Roland Wilson, '
a recognised authority' on Mahomedan law, writes that accord
ing to the Shafi doctrines" no woman, whethel' a virgin or not,
can give herself in marriage without the intervention '0f a
guardian" (1) and again "If a person has been contracted in
marriage by an unauthorized agent, the transaction cannot 1;Je

'(1) Anglo.Mahomriiedah 'haw, 4th Edition,paragraph 392.
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itefote the 30th June. On the 7th June the arbitrators made
an~war;;t"in favour of the plaintiff for Rs. 12,11"7-6-6 and on the
11th June they amended the sum to Rs. 13,834-12-6. On the
26t~ June the plaintiff applied to the Distri,ct Court under para
graph 20 of the. second schedule to the Civil Procedure Code that
thee award be filed in Court and that 'J udgment be pronounced
and a. decree passed according to the award. The defendant
objected on several groun,ds, amongst others that the award
left undetermined certain matters referred to arbitration. The
District Court held that this objection was good and dismissed
the suit. The plaintiff now appeals under section 104 (1) (j) of
the Civil Procedure Code.

His first contention is that instead of dismissing the suit the
District Court should have remitted the award for reconsidera
tion of the arbitrafors under paragraph 14 (a) ofthe second sche
dule to the Civil Procedure Code. The mention in paragraph
21 (a) of that.schedule of the grounds referred to in p<il'agraph
14 appears to mean only that proof of the existence of any such
gr,ound elnpowers the Court to refuse to order the award to be
filed, whereupon the only course is to dismiss the application.
There is no provision for remitting to the arbitrators an award
made in arbitration without intervention of a Court, such-as is
made in paragraphs 14 and 1() of the schedule in respect of
awards made on an order of reference by a Court under' para
graph 3 (l) or 17 (4). This construction was put upon the
corresponding seCtion of the Civil Procedure Code of 1882 in
Mustafa Khan and others v. Phulja Bibi and others (0 where
s("veral decisions to a similar effect are r"fel'red to and there is
no doubt that they are correct.
. The sec~nd and m;in contention of the appellant is that the

award did definitely andfi:oaUy settle aU matters referrl':d to
arbitration. (Vide clause 14 (a) of the second schedJle, Code
of Civil Procedure). The memorandum of agreement to go to
arbitration sets out that "Whereas differences and disputes
have arisen between the said P. L. M. Subramonian Chetty
and the said K. RV. VeUial1 Chetty regarding the account of
his agency and various other matter's connected therewith and

(I) (1905) I.L.R., 27 All., 526.
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considered; ineffective: such, how~v.er is not the case and
c1eavly was not intended by tl1e arbitrators to be the case· as
the evidence, shows, and the effect is. therefore 1:o,leave without
final settlement the largest item, of the partne~ship assets and
an .integral portion of the accounts between the parties, w!tich
it was the main, if not the s~le, object of the arbitratior:. to
co.mpletely settle, once for ::J.ll, and to expOSe the defendant to a
suit by the plaintiff for any error or omission subsequently
discovered in the accounts however innocent or unintentional
it might be, whereas the intention of the arbitration ~gtleement

was certainly to preclude any such future litigation between
the parties. In this view therefore the award did not finally
determine the questions which were referreq; for arbitration,
It Was however argued that the plaintiff h::J.d to take over the
assets on the basis of the defendant's accounts as he had: no'
means of verifying them. 'ro this I cannot ac,cede. He was
in no way bound to accept ::J.ny of the defendant's figures which
he mistrusted and could have challenged; any of them before
the arbitrators, just as he could before a court in a suit for an
account, and if they had wished to do so the parties could have
fixed a longer time within which the award should be made.
Having chosen to accept th~m as correct the plaintiff cannot
reopen them later in his owl1 interests, any more than the
defendant could in his. Another argument, so far as I could
understand it, was.that having taken overtl1e outstandings at
a valuation the plaintiff assumed a different position as a pur
ch~ser Of the outstandings and as such he mllst be allowed to
reopen the accounts if he discovered that the valuation was
based,on error. I doubt if even an outsi4er who so purchased
the outstandings would have any such remedy unless on the
gro(1nd of frat.td, but. assuminK that he would, the privilege
Gould; certainly not extend to, one party, to an arbitration parti
cularly designed to finally settle all disputed accounts between
the parties, who voluntarily and deliberately took ov:er the out
st~ndings at a valuation agreed upon between them, Lastly it
was sought to justify this clause on the,groundthat the parties
signifiecl:their assent to it by themselves signing the awa~d~

The record itself contradicts this. It contains,::J.i memQrandJ.lffl
of "'facts: admitted by the plaintiff and t:,h~ def~ndant," one of
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Burma Railways prohibiting him from paying to the defend
ant Rs. 140, being the amount of a security deposit made by
him, and also a moiety of the defendant's salary for July 1912,
and to the defendant prohibiting him from drawing the
amounts. Prohibitory orders were issued accordingly. That
issued to the Auditor was returned endorsed a" not accepted
on account of insufficient particulars as to the identity of the
employee and with a note that "Security deposit cannot be
attached if the judgment-debtor is still in employment."
Eventually on 2nd August it was endorsed by the Auditor as
"accepted as regards salary. only." On 5th August the suit
was decreed and on 7th August the plaintiff obtained another
prohibitory order to the Auditor to withhold payment of the
Hs. 140. This he endorsed on 12th August as .' Not accepted.
The security deposit is not at the disposal of the judgment
debtor." This opiriion of his was wrong: the deposit could be
attached, subject to the Railways Company's lien, though it
.could not be realized until freed from that lien. In the present
case the Railways Company claimed no lien on any part of the
deposit, and though they advanced the defence that the money
was not liable to attachment at all, they have now abandoned
it. In this suit the plaintiff had obtained a decree against the
Railways Company for the Rs. 140 disbursed by their Auditor
after receipt of the prohihitory orders referred to above. The
Railways Company contend that they were not bound by the
orders served on the'll' Auditor, who was not the proper officer
to be served with such orders. It will be noted that the
Auditor never suggested that he was not in a position to
comply with the prohibitory orders, but 11Jerely disregarded
them on the strength of his opinion that the money in ques
tion was not liable to attachment: that opinion being errone
ous, and service on him being effected, the only !Joint is
whether it binds the Railways Company. It is admitted that
at the time of the orders the monies in question were under
the control, not of the Auditor, but of the Agent of the Com
pany, without whose sanction payment to the defendant could
not be made. It is contended for the Company that under
Order 21, Rule 46(i) as the Company was the debtor the order
should have been addressed to the Company, that is some
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be declared entitled to claim the right of renewing A's permit every 30
years and that defendant might be compelled to issue a permit in pursuance
of that right. .

Held,-on appeal that the suit was governed by the provisions of
Article 113 of the 1st Schedule to the Limitation Act (1908), inasmuch as-

(1) A person claiming that a covenant for renewal is a covenant for
perpetual renewal cannot without strict proof of his claim avail himself vf .
the provisions of Article 131, and (2) Article 144 can only apply where the
claim is based on title, and not on contract.•

Lalla Ram Sahoy Lall v. Bibee Chowbain and others, Sutherlands
W. R. Vol. 22, p. 287, followed. •

The respondents Ma Dwe and Ma Ya Byu have jointly
obtained letters of administration to the estate of Maung Si who
was a Government permit-holder in the Attaran forests of the
Amherst District.. Their claim is based on Exhibits B, C, D
and E which were admitted in evidence by the District Court.
Exhibit B is a permit entitling Maung Si to extract teak timber
from a certain lorest called the Pobaya forest or "No. 10 in
Hobday's map ". The permit-holder was to pay duty at
specified rates per log at the revenue station. The permit was
for 30 years expiring on 1st October 1896. There is no reason
to question the genuineness of Exhibits C and D which explain
the circumstances in which the permit Exhibit B was issued.
It appears that l\'1aung Si or his father Maung Mu belonged to
a body of persons who previously worked timber in the Attaran
forests and that in consideration of their claims as such, the
Government gave e(;lch of them the option of buying outright
at Rs. 2-8 an acre the whole forest tract in which he had been
Ycorking, or else of taking out a new permit for 30 years in the
form of Exhibit B. The orders in Exhibit D contained the
fo110wing passage with reference to those who took the new
permits: "And it being the object of iGovernment to perpetu
ate the growth of teak which shaH be the property of the.
lethmat-holders, the lethmats will be renewed at the end .nf the
term· for which they are granted on condition that plantations
are made as per notification to be shortly issued." These orders
were apparentl~ communicated to Maung Si by the letter
Exhibit C of 30th August 1866 and as he elected to take out a
permit, Exhibit B :was issued to him on the 1st October 1866.,
No notification was issued as to the conditions on which.
plantations were to be made. Maung Si died before the
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-barred even if it is held that the proper period of limitation for
the suit was so much as 12 years from 1896. Bt,t we find that

,the appeal can be determined on grounds which render it
,unnecessary to deal with this question: (it is actually raised in
,paragraph 2 of the memo of appeal).

We think it is clear that the documents Exhibits B, C, and
:D mttst be read together, and readi'1g them in this way we
..are satisfied that the Conservator of Forests was bound to.
renew the permit in 1896. There is no force in the argument
that the promise of renewal was conditional on the issue of the
notification as to plantations foreshadowed in Exhibit D. If

,such a notification had been issued and if Maung Si failed to
. comply with its conditions there would no doubt be good ground
.for refusing the renewal at the end of the 30 years term. But
.no conditions of any kind having been laid down the promise
-of renewal must be regarded as unqualified and binding on the
,Forest Department. If the permit-holder had during the
,period of 30 years committed a breach of rules such as the
permit provides for (by confiscation and ejectment) that would
probably be a valid reason for refusing to renew the permit.
But short of this it seems to us that the permit-holder had a
good right to renewal at the end of the 30 years period.

The plaintiffs-respondents however claim ,:hat under Exhibit
D they were entitled not merely to a renewal at the end of the
30 years period, but te further renewals at intervals of 30 years
in perpetuity. They rely chiefly on the passage in Exhibit D
d~claring that it is "the object of Government to perpetuate
the growH, of teak which shall be the property of the lethmat
holders ", followed by the reference to plantations which are to
be made according to the notification (that was to, but in fact
never did, issue). It is urged that as the teak trees planted by

.the permit-holders are said to be their own property :and it
,takes much l<?nger than 30 or even 60 years for a teak tree to
,reach the proper size for extraction, the parties cannot have
,intended that there should be only one renewal for 30 years. It
is not disputed that teak trees wherever growing are the prl:J-
perty of Government, nor is it urged that the Government in
1866 intended to make any new departure in this respect. In

.our opinion the teak which was to be "the property of th~
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if Article 131 does not apply then the appropriate article is No.
144, the suit being one for possession of an interest in immove
able property namely the right to fell teak- and extract the
timber. Standing trees are immoveable property,for the pur
poses' of the Limitation Act. But the plaintiff does not ask for
possession of an inter~st in immoveable property: he asks for

'spedfic performance of a promise to g:,unt him such an interest.
He does not claim to be in any way the owner of such interei>t;

,and therefore he has no title under which he can claim posses
sion. For Article 144 to apply, the claim 'must be based on
title and not on contract only. Maung Si was merely the
promisee of a right in immoveable~property. Article 144 there
fore does not apply to the case. We would' refer to the case
.Lalla Ram Sahoy Lall v. Bibee Chowbain and others (2) in which
the Calcutta High CQurt held that an agreement to grant a lease
is not an interest in immov~able property and that a suit upon
such an agreement is not a suit for the recovery of sllch
property or of an interest in it. We are asked here to enforce
an agreement to grant a permit for the extraction of teak
timbet'. The plaintiffs ask for possession of the interest in the
teak trees as the consequence of the permit being granted.
Following the Calcutta case cited above we hold that the suit
is really brought to enforce the agreement in Exhibit D and
·that it is governed by Article 113 and not by Article 144.

It follows that the cause of action having arisen in 1896
when the renewal ,of the permit was refused, the suit was
lJarred by limitation when it was filed in 1907. It becomes
unnecessary therefore to deal with the further plea' in defence
that the rights of the plaintiffs if any over the whole or a part of
the area covered by the permit of 1866 wel"e extinguished in the
year 1901 by th~ operation of section 19, Burma Forests Act,
1881. The appeal is allowed. The decree of the District Court
is set aside and the plaintiffs-respondents' suit is dismissed with
costs. It is ftirther ordered that the plaintiffs-respondents ~hall

pay the court fees which would have been payable by them if
they had not been permitted to sue as, paupers. A copy of tIle

...decree will be sent forthwith to the Collector, Amherst District.

(2) Sutherlands W. R., Vol. 22, p.287.
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H~ can quote no law nor rule
His claim on the first ground

country need not be considered.
giving such a lien in this country.
put forward by him must fail.

His next ground is that he has a lien on the Rs. 217 by
virhte of sections 171, 217 and 221 of the Contract Act; but he_
did not retain the Rs. 217 in his possession. He paid -itiBto
cotX'i'~. He says that he paid it in under protest but' explains
that his protest was not that he had such a lien as he claims on
it but was merely a protest on behalf of his clients that they
were paying in Rs. 402 more than waS due by thein. This pro
test on behalf of Mr. Robertson's clients was clearly no bar to
the attachment of the extra money by the clients' creditors.

No protest was made as to Mr. Robertson's lien for fees
Rs. 217 included in the sum of Rs. 402. Seeing that he parted
with possession of the money without making any reference to
his lien for fees, I do not think we can regard the amount of
the fees as having been paid in under protest.

I would therefore dismiss this application.
Twomey, J.-I concur.

Before Mr. Justice Hartnoll and Mr. Justice Ormond.

(1) SIT YiN (2) KYIN SWE'V. MA SHIN.

Wiltshi-re-for appellants.

]. N. Lentaigne-forrespondent.

]urisdf-ction of Civil Court-Lowe-r Burma Town and Village Lands
Ad, section 41-su-its between private parties.

The ruling of their Lordships of the Privy Council in the case Secretary
of State v. Moment (VII L. B. R., 10) related to suits to which Govern
ment is a party. -Where private persons litigate concerning claims to land
not held under grant or lease from Government or under a license from the
Revenue Officer, but which is land at the disposal of Government the
jurisdiction of the Civil Court is not barred by section 41 (a).of the Lower
Burma Town and Village Lands Act.

Ormond, ]._A case must be decided according to the circumstances in
existence at the time of the institution of the suit. The eviction of a sqaat
tel' by another squatter, or of a sub-lessee by a lessee (from Government),
is rnt a matter that" isto be determined by theRevenue Authority" and
such a case does not involve-the declsionof any fights as against GO'lern
ment. All encroachment by. a sub-lessee enures for the benefit of his lessor.

A.J.
ROBERTSON

V.

Ko CHF:IK.

Special Civil
2nd Appeal 

No. 7601
19.13·

Tune 30tit,
1914.
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. and the decree ordering her eviction on the ground that the
j~~~i.~4.igtionofthe CivilCourt was barred by sectton 4] (a) of the
Lower Burma Town and Village Lands Act. This appeal is laid
aga-i~~tthe decree of the Divisional Court dismissing the
appellants' suit asking for the eviction of Ma Shin. The first
ground of appeal is that the Divisional Judge erred in holding
tha~the Civil Courts had no jurisdiction to decide appellants'
claim. The Divisional Court relied on the cases' of Moment v. .
The Secretary..of State (1) and Maung Law v Su/JjJaya Padaya-

.chi (2). Section 41 is as foll~ws:-" No Civil Court shall have
jurisdiction to determine (a) any matter which, under this Act,
is to be determined by the Revenue Officer;

(b) any claim to any right over land as against the Govern
ment." The last part of it has been held to be ultra vires
according to the Privy Council decision. The Secretary of
State v Moment (3).

Looking at the case of Moment v Secretm·y of State (1) it
wi!! be seen that the suit was one by the Secretary of State
against Moment for possession and it was dismissed as it was
held that both clauses of section 41 ofthe Lower Burma Towns
and Village Lands Act were a bar to the suit. T_hat pal·t of the
decision which held that the suit was barred by section 41 (b)
has been over-ruled. It remains to consider whether the re-'
lnall1wg pa%o£ ti'ie {he decision which 'dealt with section 41 (a)

is applicable in the present case. The case Moment v The
Secretary of State was one in which the Secretary of State
sued Moment for possession and was not one where the liti
gation 'was between two private persons as in the pl·esent case.
The point therefore whether section 41 (a) would be applicable
in the case of two private persons litigating was not considered.
In the case of Maung Law v SupjJaya Padayachi (2) the learned

Judge did not apparently notice the distinction. As regards
the word's of the Judgment in the case of the Secretary oj
State v Moment I am not at all sure that the learned Judges
meant them to apply in all cases. Adamson, C.J., said: "Section.
18 prescribes the method of recovering possession, of state
land." It would appear that if) this passage the learned Judge
'was contemplating litigation between Government and another

(1) 3 L.B.R., 165. (2) 3 L.B.R., 256. (3) 7 L. B.R., 10.
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on the merits. On appeal the Divisional Court dismissed it on
the ground that the Civil Court has no jt<risdiction. The
Divisional Judge also expressed his own opinion on the merits.
The evidence taken in that suit was by consent admitte.d as
evidence in the prese'nt case. The first point for consideration
is whether there was an agreement for sale entered into by Ma
Hllit and Ma Shin as alleged by lib Shin. Both the District
and Divisional Courts fotind in the other suit that Ma Shin did. .
not prove that there was. ~ On studying the evidence I have
come to the same conclusion. To find. that there was I must
come to the conclusion that lVIa Hnit is wrongfully retaining
the Rs. 600 which Ma Shin says she paid as earnest-money.
Ma Hnit appears to be a respectable and aged lady; she also
seems to be fairly well-to-do. I think it' improbable that she
would retain Ma S)hin's Rs. 600, There were admittedly nego
tiations between Ma Hnit and Ma Shin with regard to Ma
Hnit's selling the property; but the evidence as to theil' exact
nature is conflicting. Maung Shwe Byaw, Ma Hnit's son, says
that the Rs. 600 were tal~kn and returned. There is evidence
to show that the negotiations between Ma Hnit and Ma Shin
fell through as Ma Hnit would not guarantee to bear any
penalties the Government might impose on the owner of the
property in respect of unauthorized erections on adjoining
Government land. No apparent reason exists for disbelieving
Po Twe in what 'he says in connection with this matter. No
receipt was ever given for the Rs. 600. Again there is no good
reason apparent for disbelieving Po Saing who was admittedly
the writer of the conveyance conveying tIle property in dispute
to the appellants. His evidence does not corroborate that of Po
Shwe when the latter says that he went and protested against
the sale, but it does corroborate that of Po Ko who says that
Po Shwe came to offer the Chinaman Rs. 1,500 in considera~

tion of their not buying the house and of their allowing
respondent to do so. .

. I am of opinion that Ma Shin has not provec:l. her plea that
there was an agreement for sale between her and Ma Hnit.

As regards the two northernmost rooms it appears that they
were an extension made to the other two rooms and the panat
chut by Ma Hnit's consent, the latter reducing the rent Rs; 10,

1914.
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tiffs who bought the premIses from Ma Hnit, are therefore
entitled to evict the Respondent Ma Shin from the whole
premises.. I concur in the order proposed by my learned
colleague.

Before Mr. Justice T'womey.

V. V. M. Chetty Firm 'V. R. M. A. R. Arunachallum Chetty.
B. P. Lentaigne-for applicant.

J. R. Das-forrespondent.

Revisory powers of High Court-interlocutory orders.

Even if a High Court has the power to deal with an interlocutory order
passed ill a suit on revision, it will not use that power unless the applicant
for revision would obviously suffer substantial injury by being compelled to
wait until the conclusion of the suit. •

Dhapi v. Ram Pershad (1887) LL.R. 14 Cal., 768 referred to.

There is the authority of the Calcutta High Court in·
support of the view that the High Court can deal in revision
with an interlocutory order in a suit (Dhapi 'V. Ram Pershad)
(I) but I note that several other High Courts are opposed to·
this view. At any rate the exercise of this power is in the
discretion of the Court and I think it is obvious that the power
should not be exercised unless it appears that substantial injury
may be caused to the applicant if he is left to wait for his
ultimate remedy in appeal from the decree. There is no·
precedent, so far as I am aware, for interference in revision
with such an order as that now under consideration, 'Viz., an
order declining to frame an additional issue in a suit. It is
manifesf.ly inexpedient that the progress of a suit should be
lia.ble to interruption on such a ground as this, and the most
cogent reasons would be necessary to justify it.

The applicants are some of the defendants in a suit brought
by the respondent as plaintiff and the additional issue which
they wanted the Court to frame was an issue as to whether
certain other persons should not be joined as parties to the
s~it. Apparently this would depend on whether the plaintiff
respondent sued in his individual capacity or as representmg
his firm, the other persons referred to being, as it is aUeged
co-partners therein. The. heading of the plaint is of an.

(1) (1887) I.L R. 14 Cal., 768.
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Soobramony Pillay Chetty v. Maung 1-'0 Lu, 2 L.B.R., Ill, modified.

Fox, C.].-The plaintiffs had been convicbd by the 1st
Class Magisb'ate of Kungyangon of obtaining the defendant's
property by cheating. Upon appeal to the Sessions Court
they were acquitted. They thell brought the suit out of ,~hich

this appeal arises for damages fOl' malici0us prosecution.
•
They had to prove first that they were innocent of the

crime alleged against them, secondly that their innocence had
been pronounced by a competent tribunal, thirdly that there
was a want of reasonable and probable cause for the prosec~l

tion, or that the cil'cumstances of the case were such as to be,
in the eyes of the Court, inconsistent with the existence of
reasonable and probable cause, and fourthly that the proceed
ings against them had· been initiated in a malicious spirit, that
is, from an indirect motive, and not in furtherance of justice.
If they failed to prove anyone' of these matters, their case
failed [seeAbrath v. The North-Eastern Railway Company (1)].

The plaintiffs proved to my mind only the second of these
~atters conclusively. Possibly it may also be said that they
also proved the first, for even if they had done all that the
complainant said they had done, they. were not liable to be
convicted of cheating and of obtaining property by cheating.
They however, in my opinion, entirely faile:l to prove the other
two requisites for succeeding in their suit. The whole matter
turns upon whether the allegation which the 1st defendant
had made against them that he had paid them Rs. 4,800 as an
advance in part payment of paddy which they had sold to him
was utte;ly without foundation and fals~ The Magistrate
believed that he had paid them the money, and convicted them.
Upon the ruling in Soobramony Pillay Chetty v. Maung PoLu (2),
this conviction· would be fatal to the plaintiff's case. With
out going as far as adopting the ruling in that case, which I
think goes too far, and adopting the rule as stated by Mr.
Pollock in section 42 of his draft of a Civil Wrongs Bill, '()iz.,
" that an action will lie if the plaintiff was ultimately acquitted
on appeal by reason of the original conviction having pro-

(1) (1886) L.R. 11 AC., 247.
(2) (1903) 2 L.B.R., Ill.

PADASHIN
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Held,-following English decisions, that though owing to some irregula·
rity in his appointment an auditor may not be de jure an f,lfficer of a com·
pany, he may be an officer de facto, and that the decision whether or not
he is an officer de facto must depend on the circumstances of each case.

Gibson v. Barton, (1875, L.R. lOQ.B., 329; Coventry and Dixon (1880)
III Ch. D., 660; In re London and General Bank, (1895) 2 Ch. D., 166;
In re Western Counties Steam Bakeri.es and Milling Company, (1897)
1 Cli. p., 617; referred to.

The judgment appealed against was as follows :-

Young, J.- This is an application by the Official Liquidator
of the Bank of Burma, Limited, for an order under section 214
of the Indian Companies Act, 1882, call~ng upon Messrs. Mower
and Clifford, two of the directors of the late bank being the
only two who signed the balance sheet on which the application
is based, upon Mr. R. F. Strachan, the manager of the late
bank, who also signed it, and upon the firm of Stuart Smith
and Allen, who also signed it as auditors to refund the sum of
Rs. 61,687-8-0, on the ground that the said dividend was paid
out of capital and not out of profits. The respondents, the
firm of Messrs. Stuart Smith and Allen, have taken the preli
minary objection that the proper course for the liquidator to
follow is to file a suit, and that the section and the procedure
authorised thereby is not applicable to them for the reasons
hereinafter discussed, which with an appliqation for particu
lars form the sole questions for determination at present before
the Court.

Section 214 provides that where in the course of the wind
it,g up of any company under this Act it appears that any past
or presenftlirector, manager, official or othe':" liquidator or any
officer of such company has done certain things he may be
ordered to repay the losses incurred by his conduct, and in the
first place it is to be observed that an audi:or is not one of the
persons specified by the section and only falls within it if he is
an officer of the company.

Art:cle 111 of the bank's Articles of Association provides
as follows :-" The number of auditors, the person or persons
to fill the office of auditor or auditors and his or their remuner
ation and term of office may from time to time be determined
and varied by the bank in general meeting. The auditor or
auditors for the time being shall retire at the ordinary general
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appellant took upon himself to act and did act just as if he was
such manager (i.e. duly appointed). The question therefore is
whether a managel' de son tort-a manager in his own wrong
can protect himself from the liability cast upon a manager
under section 27 (the corresponding English section) by saying
, 1 am not manager de jure.' I think he cannot. There are
many instances in which a persol'l who de facto exercises an
office cannot defend himself by saying when called on to bear
liability in consequence of his wrong 'I am not rightfully in
the office; there is another who may turn me out '." And the
learned Judge proceeded to give in§tances. Lush, .T., agreed
with him, and said that in section 27 the term "manager"
must mean" manager·de facto," and that it was not compe- 0

tent for him to say" True I acted as manager of the company,
but yet not b~ing Inanager de jure I can evade the liability
imposed by section 26." Quain, J., dissented and held that it
was not enough to be manager de facto.

This decision was foHowed in Coventry and Dixon's case (2)
in which Jessell, M.R., held that persons not properly
elected directors and therefore not de jure directors who had
yet acted as directors could not be heard to deny that they
were directors within the meaning of the section, and the court
of G,ppeal, though it reversed his decision on another ground,
agreed with him on this point. Then in 1894 Cave and
Collins, JJ., in re the Liberator Building Society (3) held that a
solicitor of a company by accepting a fixed salary foregoing fees
and other charges and undertaking to do all the solicitor's.
business ceased to be an independent Sf llicitor and became
from that time an officer of the society. None of these cases,
however, dealt directly with an auditor, but in re London and
General Bank (4) it was held that an auditor, duly appointed,
might be and in that particular case was an officer of the
company within the meaning of the section. Then the further
question whether an 'auditor not appointed by the company
could beheld to be an officer of the company came up for
consideration inre Western Counties Steam Bakeries and

,1fJ.illing Co~(5). The ratio decidendi andthe dicta of the Judges

(2) (1880) 14Ch. D., 660. (4) (1895) 2 Ch. D., 166.
(S) 71 L.T.N.S., 406. (5) (1897) 1 Ch. D., 617.
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Mr. McDonnell to admit that there was no sufficient quorum
at the meeting. Mr. McDonnell declined to make any such

-admission with regard to any general meeting except the one
-that appointed Messrs. Stuart Smith and Allen auditors of
the bank and which, except so far as the course of conduct is
'concerned, is the only one with which we are here concerned,
'but i see no reason to doubt Mr. deGlanville's assertion that
three-quarters of the issued capital was not represent~d

-though numerically there were the requisite number of share
holders present. But apart'from this flaw and the fact that

'the general meeting, instead or determining the remuneration
of the 'auditors, delegated their duty in this respect to the

·directors, the appointment seems to have followed the proce
dure laid down by article 111 for the appointment of persons
" to fill the office of,audito'r." This; article also provided that
'the auditor or auditors for the time being should retire at the~

.ordinary general meeting in every year, and at the next ordi
nary general meeting held the foHowing year the proposal
was again made by a director, seconded by a shareholder, and
carried unanimously that Mr. Stuart Smith be re-elected " the
auditor of the bank" at a remuneration to be settled thereafter.
Similar resolutions were passed unanimously at the third and
fourth general meetings.

At the fifth general meeting the minutes show that the
auditor made a repo~·t, and article 115 provides that the report
or the person appointed to fill the office of auditor should
:"'e read at the annual general meeting. This is shown by the
minutes to have been done, and again the general meeting
unanimously adopted the proposal that Mr. Stu';'rt Smith be re
elected" the auditor of the bank for the ensuing year." At the
sixth annual meeting the report of the a:.tditor was again read
and he was again re-elected " the auditor of the bank for the
ensuing year." At the seventh annual meeting, which is the
one with which we are concerned, the report of the auditor was
again read and it was unanimously decided that the firm of
lVlessrs. Stuart Smith and Allen be elected -auditors of the
bank for the ensuing year. It was also decided at this general
meeting to" continue the audit of the branch accounts by the

.leading"chartered accountants in the town where the bank has
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that through want of the exercise of ordiAary skill and dili
gence they sanctioned accounts containing false statements
resu1ting in damage to the company, and" In l'ethe Hingston
Cotton Mill " (6) is clear authority that such conduct is misfea
sance withiR the section. With regard to the other branch of
the application the liquidator, in addition to withdrawing aU
charses of actual fraud,' undertook to supply the auditors with a
list of the debts of the bank on which lie bases his statement that
the profits of the bank for the half-year ending June 30, 1941,
were not and should have been known by the auditors if they
had exercised ordinary skill and diligence not to have been
Rs. 1,62,277, "vhich, however, they certified to be the case.
I must therefore decline to' stay the proceedings under. the
section as against the auditors and to relegate the liquidator
to a suit : against them and dismiss the preliminary objection
with three gold moh'urs costs.

Jttdgments in Appeal.

Ormond, J.-Proceedings were taken against the appellant
under section 214 of the Indian Companies Act for misfeasance
as an auditor of the Bank of Burma. The question in this
appeal is whether the appellant was an "officer" of the bank
within the meaning of that section. The a,pellant's firm were
appointed by a unanimous resolution to be the auditors of the
bank for the ensuiilg year, at the general meeting of the
shareholders on June 24, 1911. The appellant signed the
balance sheet for the half-year ending June 1911 as auditor
of the b~nk. Some time later it was liscovered that the
appointment as auditor was irregular owing to there not having
been a properly qualified quorum at the general meeting suffi
cient' for the appointment of auditor. It is admitted that if
there had been a proper quorum the appellant would have been
an "officer" within the meaning of the section. There is no
doubt that he was a de facto auditor of the -bank and that he
filled that office.

Mr. deGlanville contends that no one could be an " office'r "
of . the company unless such person had ~ been properly

(6) (1896) I Ch. D., 345.
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Mr. deGlanville contends that this is so, because a manager and
dit;,ector are expressly mentioned in the section. But the
·company could repudiate the appointment of such a manager
or director, and a manager and a director are both officers of
the company. Therefore a de facto but not de jure manager
and director is a de facto butnot de jure officer of the company'
Mcreover, though it formed no part of NIl'. McDonnell's case
for the respondent, in my opinion, the appellant was not only
a de facto auditor of the bank but he was also a de jure auditor
-of the bank and therefore a de jure officer of the bank and was
validly appointed as such. Under article 111 of the Articles
-of the Association, the person or persons to fill the office of
auditor or auditors' may from time to time be determined by
the bank in a general meeting: "The auditor or auditors for the
time being shall retire at the ordinary general meeting in every
year, and if any casual vacancy occurs in the office of auditor,
the directcrs shall forthwith fill up the same." This meeting
was the ordinary annual general fneeting which had certain
powers but it required a certain qualified quorum to appoint an
auditor. There were four dii"ectors of the bank, of whom one
was in England and the other three were at the meeting. The
appellant was proposed and seconded by two of these directors,
and the third director was amongst those who un;etnimously
voted for him to be appointed. If the shareholders at that
meeting were unal:le to appoint an auditor owing to the
want of a quorum, that would occasion a "casual" vacancy in
the office, the casualty being for the want of a quorum.

lVIr. deGlanville contends that the ·acts of the directors at
this meeting cannot be taken to be an appointment by the
directors because they did not purport to act as directors but
were acting as shareholders. It was':'th~ duty of the directors
forthwith to £11 up the office, and three of the directors, so far
as they were able, appointed the appellant the auditor of the
bank at that meeting. No form' was necessary for such an
appointment by the directors, and the fact that certain share
holders purported also to appoint the auditor would not detract
from the power inherent in those three directors to make the
appointment. I would therefore dismiss the appeal with
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de facto an officer of the company." The office of auditor of
a bank is not one that carries any special insigni~·. But I think
the circumstances show that the appellants actually filled the
office. The shareholders in general meeting purported to
apPoint them to it in the manner prescribed in theArticles of
Association. It was in pursuance of this appointment that they
entered upon and carried out the duties of auditors of the bank,
and no one else WDS appointed to the post. On the front page

•
of the dire.9tors' report issued to the shareholders the appellants
are shown as the auditors of the bank. It is not as if the report
and balance sheet merely show that the accounts had been
audited by Messrs. Stuart Smith and Allen and found cOI·rect.
The case is distinguished from that of the firm of auditors in
the English case cited above, for the latter were only called in
by the directors to 40 a particular piece of work, were never
described as the auditors of the company, and their services
could have been dispensed with at any moment by the directors
without reference to the shareholders. It was never contem
plated that Messrs. Stuart Smith and Allen could cease to be the
auditors of the bank except in accordance: with the terms of
article 111 of the Articles of Association which provides for the
vacating of the office. They had the full status of auditors of
the bank and I think it has been rightly held that they filled
that office de facto. On these grounds I concur in dismissing
the appeal.

Before Mr. Justice Tw01J?ey.

KING-EMPEROR 'V. 1. KAMAL! KHAN, 2. DEEYAGYI.

Eggar, the Assistant Government Advocate-for appellant.
S. M. Bose-for the respondents.

Hackney Ca1··riages Act XIV of 1879, section (6) (h)-person keep.
ing-limit of owner's responsibility.

The driver of a hackney carriage cannot be said to " keep" it within the
meaning of section (6) (h) of the Hackney Carriages Act, 1879. The owner
of a carriage cannot be held responsible under the Act for the driver's
refusal to ply.

In these four appeals by the Local Government the accused
persons are owners of hackney carriages at Insein. They were·
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supported by the definition of the word "proprietor" in the
English Statute relating to Hackney Carriar.:€"s in London, 6
and 7 Vic., Chap. 86, section 2. It includes anypers~n"keeping"
a hackney carriage, but distinguishes a person "keeping" it
from the driver. Moreover, if it were intended that the drivel"
should be puniShable under Rule 15, we should expect to find
the~ driver expressly mentioned ir.. the rule, as:; he is made
expressly responsible in several other rules (e.g. Rules 18,19,
30, etc.).

But if the only persons who can be punished for breach of
the rule are the owners or other persons holding control of the
hackney carriage, it is clear that the accused persons in these
cases could be convicted only on the assumption that they are
liable as masters for the acts of their servants, the drivers.
Under several English Statutes employers have been held
punishable in respect of violations of the statutes by their
servants, if the act done by the servant was within the scope of
his authority as such. Most of these cases were under the
Licensing Acts, the Merchandize Marks Acts, the Sale of
Drugs Acts and the V\Teights and Measures Acts. The wrongful
act of the servant under these statutes:; is usually held to be the
wrongful act of the master. But I have been referred to no case
inwhicha hackney carriage owner has been vicariously punished
for breaches of the law by his drivers, and I note that under the
Statute 6 and 7 Vic., Chap. 86, such prosecutions as the present
would not be possible in London, for it is not the owner but the
driver who is made punishable by the statute for "refusing to
admit and carry at the lawful fare any )il.ssenger for whom
there is room" (section 33). It is argued, however, that the
Indian Hackney Carriages Act contemplates an owner acting
through his. drivers, that it is with the driver at a hackney
carriage stand the hirer has usually to deal and not with the
owner at the gharry stables, and consequently that when the
Hackney Carriages Act, section 6, says the owner (or person
" keeping" the gharry) shall be bound to let, the intention
must be that the owner through his driver should be bound to
do so. I am not satisfied that this view of the Act and the rules
is correct Besides Rule 15, there are several other clauses'
which seem to contemplate the hirer dealing with the owner
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None of the witnesses saw the murder committed. Two of them
say they saw Kya Thein following Pan Bu who -.vas going in the
direction of the spot where Pan Bu was assaulted. One witness
said that on the morning of the day on which the murder was
committed, he saw thedah, which' was subsequently found near
where Pan Bu's corrse had lain in Ky:a Thein's IU1l1d. His
father said he fell in with him returning to the village as he (the
father) was driving back hi~ cattle presumably sometime i~ the
forenoon of the day. There is also evide~nce that in the after
noon of the day Kya Thein openly made some enigmatic
remarks about what would happen if one man killed another
without anyone else being present and what would happen if
two men murdered a man. Some of this evidence appears
doubtful, but even if it was all true, it would not warrant the
conviction of Kyao Thein. He has been convicted on the con
clusions which the Judge drew from statements he IlimselI
made. The first of these was made to the headman of a village
close to Kya Thein's village fOUl' days after the murder. The
others were made to the committing Magistrate and Sessions
Judge. The later ones are not entirely the same as the first;
where they differ from it the later ones show an attempt to offer
explanation of his conduct more favourable to himself, but in '
the main they followed up the first statement. None were con
fessions in the ordinary sense of the word, but all c,;ontained
incriminating stat~ments from which the Judge and assessors
drew the conclusion that he took part in the murder even if he
alone did not commit it. The circumstances under which the
village headman came to question Kya Thein, and what he
exactly said to him, have not been gone into as fully as they
might have been. In the Magistrate's Court Maung Aung said
he questioned him for about two hours in the'presence of a ten
house gaung, Maung Pu. He had sent for him~: he did this
because he,had been told that the Township Officer had ordered
him to investigate the case. The Police Inspector, however,
stated that whilst he was making inquiries suspecting Kya Thein,
the thuRyi Maung Aung intervened and asked to be allowed to
question him.

In the Sessions Court Maung Aungstated what took place
in the first instance at th.e protracted interview in the following
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•

.confession,was admissible in evidence. Maung Aung, the thugyi,
was a person in authority within the meaning of ·section 24 of
the Indian Evidence Act, and the question is whether it should

l'
be held that the incriminating statement and confession appears
to have been caused by any inducement, threat, or promise
proceeding from him sufficierit, in the opinion of the Court, to
give Kya Thein ground which would appear to him reasonable
for supposing that by making it he would gain any advantage
or avoid any evil of a temporal nature in reference to the pro-

.ceedings against him.
In the first place it is to be noted that Kya Thein did not go

to the thugyi of his own motion. He was sent for and must
have gone to him because he was sent for by a person in
authority. He did not at once offer to make a statement. He
made one only after the thugyi had told him he would not be
punished if he had not taken part in the murder. The questfon
then is whether \-"hat the thugyi said to him constituted an
inducement to make a statement, for I do not think there can
be any doubt that the statement was caused by what the thugyi
said to him. The object of the thtigyi must have been to
induce him to make a statement about the murder. His
assurance that the man he was talking to about it would not be
punished if he had not taken part in it. brought out the
statement.

In Amir Ali and Woodroffe's notes to section 24 or the
Evidence Act are given examples of expressions which have
been held to constitute inducement, threats, ot promises. Some
are weaker than those which the thugyi said he used to Kya
Thein. It is evident that the Courts jealously guard against
every attempt by a person in authority to obtain self-incrimi
nating statements from suspected or accused persons.
. In my opinion what the thugyi said to Kya Thein was an

inducement, and as Kya Thein's confession was caused by it,
what was said gave him reasonable grounds for supposing that
by making it he would escape all punishment, the confession
was irrelevant and inadmissible in evidence. Excluding this as
evidence against him there remains the fact that he pointed
out the place or the proximity of the place where the dah with

-which the murder was in all probability committed was found.
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Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Sit: Henry
Hartnoll. PJ.

1. AHMED MOOLLA DAWOOD, 2. OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE 'D. FATIMA BEE BEE.

99

Civil
1st Appeal
N8. 78 cj

1913.

December 7tn,
19140

Coltman 6- Alexander-for .appel4ants.

J. R. Das-for respondent. .
Limitation Act, IX of 1908-Schedule I, Article 68, administration

bond-when a bond subject to a condition. .

An administration bond which provides that in certain events the obliga·
tion to pay the amount mentioned in it shall be void comes within the
meaning of " bond subject to a condition" in Article 68 of the 1st Schedule
to the Limitation Ad, and the ,period of limitation starts from the day
when the condition is broken. •

One Ebrahim Sahaib· Khateeb died intestate at Mecca in
or before 1880 leaving property in Rangoon.

His widow and children continued to live at Mecca after
his death. In January 1899 his eld~st son Mahomed applied
to the Court of the Recorder or Rangoon ror letters-or-adminis
tration to his father's estate, and letters were granted to him.
He signed an administration bond as required by section 78
of the Probate and Administration Act, ]88], for Rs. 80,000.
Ahmed MooHa DawQod and Mahomed Ebrahim Hoosein
Munsoor signed it as his sureties. The latter has since been
declared an insolvent, and is represented on this appeal by the
Official Assignee.

Two days after the date or the letters· .Mahomed filed a
petition rerresenting that the only assets (1f the estate con
sistec' of some house property in Rangoon, and that he was
unable to administer the estate without selling or mortgaging
this property. He asked for leave to be granted to him under

. section 90 of the Act to sell or mortgage it. This application

. was granted without any inquiry. The result shows what may
happen when such applications are granted without very care
ful and rull enquiry as to the necessity for selling immovable
property which has devolved upon members or a family. The
property had apparently been for many years the chief source

•
of income of the family, and Mahomed could have carried out
his duties as administrator by executing a conveyance of the

.property to the heirs.. If that had been done, there would
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all the estate of the said deceased which has or shall come to
his possession power or knowledge and do exhibit the same
unto the said Court on or before the 18th January 1900 and
the same estate and all other the estate of the said deceased
at the time of his decease which at any time after shall come
into possession of the said Mahomed Ebrahim Sahaib Khateeb
do administer according to law (that is to say) do pay the
debts'which he owed at his decease 2nd further do render a
true account of his said administration whenever by la~

required so to do and the residue of the said estate do pay unto
such person 01' persons as shall be entitled thereto under the
said Act then this obligation to be void 01' eise
to remain in full force."

The last seven words contemplate that the bond shall remain
in force for ever if the administrator does not do the acts pre
viously mentioned as. relieving him and the sureties from the
obligation to pay the amount of the bond, but the Limitation
Act makes no special provision for administration bonds, and
consequently one of the Articles of it must apply to a suit
on it.

Articles 68 and 80 of the First Division of the First Schedule
to the Act have been referred to, but as Article 68 exactly
meets the case of such a bond no other Article need be con
sidered.

Under Article 68 three years is the limitation period for a
suit on a bond subject to a condition and the period begins to
run from the time when the condition is broken.

It is clear from the explanation of the word "bond" in
section 2 or the Act that the bond in theI?resent case is a
" bond subject to a condition" provided for inArticle 68.

The first of the conditions of the bond which was broken by
Mahomed, the administrator, was that cOHtemplating his filing
an inventory within a year of the grant of letters-of-administra··
tion, so that the first breach was on the 19th January 1900.
Another breach was in 1903 when he had in his hands moneys·
of the estate which he could and should have distributed
amongst the heirs, but did not do so.

Consequently the suit of the plaintiff.was long time-barred
when brought. The application of Article 68 to administration
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,.()wn stock. So far as the evidence goes the charges they
made for goods supplied to the defendant Company were what
they would have made to any other of their cL.sto,mers, and
were reasonable retail prices. They themselves had bought the
,goods wholesale at lower prices.

On behalf of the defendant Company it was contended that
the plaintiff Company having been its Managing Agents at the
time "the goods were supplied, it coula not make any profit on
goods supplied to it, and consequently no more than' the actual
,cost price could be charged against them. On the one hand
vigorous expressions of the rule that no agent in the course of
his agency can be allowed to make any profit out of a transac
tion on behalf of his principal without the knowledge and
consent of the principal have been relied on. On the other
side some more recent decisions, the result of which is that;, a
'Court should not iriterfere where the contract has not been
'rescinded by the principal and where the thing bought and
sold cannot be restored, have been quoted as affording a rule
-which debars the defendant's contention.

The learnedJudge 'held that as the defendant Company had
accepted the contracts, had not rescinded them, and could not
restore the goods, it was bound to pay the prices charged.
He was influenced to this decision by consideration chiefly of
the repOl"ts of the first and second stages of the litigation
;between a contributory arid a former director during the
WInding-up of the Cape Breton Company. The report of the
last stage of this litigation was not brought to the learned
Judge's notice: it is to be found in Cavendish Bentinck v.
Thomas Fenn before the House of Lord& (1). The facts in
that case were that Fenn, the director, had been a party to a
purchase of some property by the Company for £42,000,
which he and others had purchased two years previously for
£5,500 at a time when he was not a director of the Company.
The contributory sought to make Fenn liable for mis,feasance
'or breach of trust on the ground that the director had allowed
,the Company to make the purchase without disclosing his ow.n
interest and at a. pric~ far exceeding the value. The contri-

,(I) (1887) J2 A.C., 652.
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It may be noted that Cotton, L.J., referred to Bentley v.
Cra'Oen in his judgment in the Court of Appeal in the Cape
Breton case. He did not disagree with the decision; on the
contrary his remarks imply that it was undoubtedly right, but
he distinguished the case from the one they were'dealing with.

In the House of Lords, Lord Herschell in some passages
of~ his jtldgment refers to a description of agency, such as we
have to deal with in the present case, as not being parallel
with the case they had to deal with. No doubt his remarks
contemplate that a Company's agent employed to mal{e
purchases of goods for the Company at market rates who
supplies his own goods at his own prices, could only be made
to repay to the Company any excess over market prices, hut
he was not deciding this question, and what he said cannot be
taken as overruling the long standing rule referred to in
Bentley and Cra'O~n.

For these reasons I hold that for their own goods which
they supplied to the defendant Company the plaintiff Company
is not entitled to recover more than the cost' price of the
goods to themselves.

I would consequently set aside the decree of the Original
Court, and remand the case to it for an enquiry as to the cost
of the goods supplied, and for a decree for the amount of the
price of the goods at cost rates.

The plaintiff Company should pay the defendant Company's
costs of this appeal.

Hartnoll, ].,-1 concur.

Before Sir Henry Hartnol:, P.].
SHWE HMYIN '0. PO CHET.

Halkar-for applicant.
Brown -for respondent.

Maintenance-Criminal Procedure Code, section 488-neglect or
refusal.

The fact that children are for a time in their mother's custody is not of
itself proof that their father has neglected or refused to maintain them
within the meaning of section 488 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Venkatasubbaiyan alias Samaiyan, 2 Weir's Criminal RuEngs, 632,
referred to.

o The evidence clearly shows that Ma Shwe Hmyin and
lVlaung Po Chet were divorced some six years ago and that the
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The petition was presented on the 2nd December 1912. The
parties had not cohabited since May 1892. The only evidence
of the husband's adultery was admission of it by him in a letter
dated the 18th November 1911 written in reply to a letter of
tke wife's to him. The husband has not defended the suit.·
The parties were married in Madras in 1890. The husband
was at the time a Colour-Sergeant in a British Regiment.. .
They came with the regiment to Mandalay in January 1891,
.and lived there together until May 1892 when the wiferetU'rned
to her parents' house in Madras. Her life during this period
must have been a very unhappy one. Her husband was much
addicted to drink and was twice tried for drunkenness whilst she
was living with him. He frequently stopped away from their
home late at· night, and was often out the whole night but
evidently not on duty. He neglected her and did not give her
sufficient money to get necessaries, and in consequence she had
to sell her jewellery and wedding presents and to obtain money
from her parents. She admits that she suspected he had been
guilty of adultery during the period, but she does not say that
she ever taxed him with it at the time. They parted amicably
when she went to Madras, he promising to send her money.
She says she did not leave him with the idea of parting with
him altogether. Her reasons for going away from him were
that she was very unhappy owing to his grossly intemperate
habits and h,is neglect of her, but she hoped he would reform
and have her b~ck. Any hope of his reform she may
have entertained must soon have been dispelled, for he
was tried again for drunkenness, and was then reduced to the
ranks. He sent her no money, and she in 1893 commenced
training for qualification as a nurse. She obtained qualifying
certificates in 1895 and earned her livelihood as a nurse until
1S06. Since then she has been managing an hotel. From
Mandalay her husband's regiment went to Luclmow, and he
took his discharge from the army there. From Lucknow he
wrote to her a few letters which she describes asjust ordinary
letters; and she wrote to him. She says that he never asked
her to rejoin him. She does not say that she ever ask~d him
to take her back and to provide her with a home. He wrote
and told her he was going to England, and he left India in 190Q
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If life with him was beyond endurance at Mandalay, she
.could scarcely have entertained a wish to rejoin him when
she heard he had been reduced to the ranks for drunkenness.
Her. entering' int~ training to become a nurse appears to
indicate very plainly that she made up her mind as far back
as,1893 that she would have to make her own livelihood and
that there was practically no likelihbod of her ever living again
with the drunkard she was tied to in matrimony. Her religion
forbade her~to think of the tie being cut. She must have made
up her mind to face the situation, and she did this with
courage.

The ordinary rule is that the abandonment must have been
against the expressed wish of the party aban'donec1. I see no
sufficient ground for departing from that rule in the present
case. There is rio evidence that she ever expressed a wish to
return to co-habitation with her husband. Although he
abandoned her, abandonment against her wish is not proved.

'On the question of adultery of the husband considering
the picture the petitioner gives of him and his conduct towards
her, I should be prepared to hold that his admission of it in his
letter was sufficient Pfoof.

Upan the question of delay in presenting the petition
although she may have had no evidence to prove the adultery
until she received her husband's letter in 1911, it is difficult to
be1iev~ that she c~uld not have obtained evidence to substan
tiate it if she had made some effort to obtain it.

Probably such a man as he has been, a man who evidently.
vranted to get rid of his wife very scan after their marriage
would have admitted adultery at any time she taxed him with
it. It is difficult to believe that she did not ask him for some
explanation of where he had been spending the nights on which
he was frequently absent from her in Mandalay, and that she
could not have found out whether anything he told her was
true or not. It may, no doubt, have been difficult for her to find
out what sort of life he was leading after he left India, but he
was in India for eight years after they parted and it can scarcely
have been impossible for hel' to have gone to where he was at
some time during those years to find out what sort of life he
was leading.
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by any confirmatory proof, may be acted upon as conclusive
evidence upon which to pronounce a divorce provided the
Court is satisfied that the evidence is trustworthy and that it
amounts to a clear. distinct and unequivocal admission of
adultery. This rule was followed in the case of Williams v.'
WilUams and Padfield (2), in which case the Judge Ordinary.. .
said: "I entirely concur with the 'observations of the Lord
Chief Justice as to the great danger of relying entirely on ~uch

admissions. In each case the. question will be. whether all
reasonable grqund for suspicion is removed. "

In the present case I think that it would be unsafe to act
on respondent's admission. He is written to in England from
India by his wife after many years of separation from her
when' he knows that· she is seeking a divorce. He never
intends to meet hel' again in' this world. What is easier than
to assist her by admitting adultery whether he has committed
it or not. He finishes up: "I wish you well and hope you
will do well for" Auld lang syne." "Again the admission itself
is not satisfactory. It would be more credible if it was an
admission of visits to prostitutes: but it requires a stretch of
the imagination to think that respondent has been in the habit
of compromising several women. I cannot take the statement
as sufficient proof of adultery. That being so, apart from the
question of the delay in bringing the proceedings, I am of
opinion. that the petition must' fail.

. I would not therefore confirm the decree.
Parlett,j.·-In my opinion it is by no m~ans clear what act

or conduct is relied upon as constituting t~1e desertion of the
petitioner and from what date it commenced.

A wife who seeks to prove desertion must give evidence of
conduct on her part showing unmistakably that such desertion
was against her wish actively expressed, F07.ole v. Fo'wle (3).

The husband must have wilfully absented himself from her in
spite of her wish, TholnfJson v. Thompson (4).

The petition alleges that the petitioner left her· husband in
Mandalay in 1892, and went to her parents in Madras owing to
the intemperate habitsof her husband and his inability to support

(2) L.R. 1 P. & D., 29. I (3) (1878) I.L.R. 4 Cal., 260.
(4) 27 L.J., J>. & M., 65.
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Joykisto Cowar v. Nittyanund Nundy, (1878) I.L.R. 3.Cal., 738;
Samalbhai Nathubhai v. Someshvar Mangal and Harkisan, (1880)
I.L.R. 5 Born., 38; Sakrabhai Nathubhai v. Maganlal Mulchand, O. A. M. K.
(l901)I.L.R. 26 Born., 206; followed. C~~:~Y.

Plaintiff obtained a decree against the K. P. Chetty firm v.
K.P.CHETTX

which wa~ a joint Hindu family business, belonging to the FIRM.

defen,dants. 1st respondent is an adult and was the Manager,
the other defendants are minors.

. MI'. Chari for plaintiff applies under Order 21, Rule 50, for
leave to execute his decree against the shares "Of the minors in
the joint family property. The joint family property is not
necessarily part of the assets of the joint family firm, and I
know of no authority which makes an exception in the case of a
Hindu joint family firm so as to render a minor's property
which does not form part of the partnership property liable for
the partnership debts. On the other hand the cases of Joykisto
Cowar v. N ittyanund Nundy (l), Samalbhai N athubhai v. Somesh
'Oar Mangal and Harkisan (2) and Sakrabhai Nathubhai v.
Maganlal Mulchand (3) are authorities to show that minor part
ners of a Hindu joint family business are only liable for the
debts of the business to ·the extent of theil' share in the property
of the firm. Leave is therefore granted to plaintiff to execute
his decree against the minors to the extent of their property in
the firm and plaintiff is at liberty to execute his decree against
1st respondent free from such restriction.

Be/ore Mr. Justice Ormond and Mr. Justice Twomey.

PO HMAN 'V. MAUNG TIN.
Ginwala-for appellant.
Respondent in person.

Buddhist Law: Inheritance-Grandchild of deceased (son of the
eldest daughter) claiming as against a son of deceased.

There cannot be an orasa daughter as well as an orasa son in the same
family. Where therefore a Burman Buddhist couple die leaving a son who
is capable of becoming the orasa son, the son of an elder sister who has
predeceased the parents cannot claim a preferential share on the ground of
his mother being orasa. .

(1) (1878) I.L.R. 3 Cal., 738.
(2) (1880) I.L.R. 5 Born., 38.
(3) (1900 I.L.R. 26 Born., 206:
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tp claim a fourth &hare on the death of the father and in the
same family allowing the children of an elder son cOr daughter
who predeceased the parents special treatment at the time of
llitimate partition. Nor can it be held that the children of an
·~ldest son or daughter who predeceased the parents are entitled.
to a preferential share except when su~h eldest son or daughter
~t the time of his or her death was th~ orasa child, i.e. had
.attained the complete status of orasa. The texts cited ill
7 L.B.R., 27, are sufficient to show that even if the plaintiff v

Maung Tin'sa,doptive mother Ma Shwe Ein was an adult when
her brother Po Hman was born, her status as orasa child was
merely presumptive and that whe~ Po Hman reached a com
petent age he displaced her as orasa. There can be no doubt
that Po Hman who was 24 years old when his father died and
who was the only son born to U Thet and Ma Bwin was the
orasa son, and for the reasons given in 7 L.B.R., 27, there
cannot be an orasa daughter as well as an orasa son in the
same family.

The decrees of the Low~r 'Courts should in my opinion be
set aside and instead the plaintiff as an " out of time" grand
child should be awarded a decree for an eighth share of the
property specified in the decree of the District Court. It is

.agreed tha.,t the case is one in which the estate s~ould bear the
-costs of litigation, that is to say the defendants should give the
plaintiff his full 11 sh2re less one-eighth of the costs in all
Courts.

Ormond, J.-I concur.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, Sir Henry Hartnoll, P.}.,
and Mr. Justice Twomey.

1. SHWE PO, 2. SAN E, v. 1. MAUNG BEIN,
2. KYAUK PA.

R. N. B-urjorjee-for appellants.
G.inwq;lt~-forresp.ondents.

Buddhist Law-Right of a father to dispose of joint~y acquired
property on death of the mother, when there is only one son and the
father marries again-Right a/the son in the property.

A, a Burmese Buddhist, and his wife B jointly acquire certain property.
T~~n; is iS~ge of ~h~ ~~xria.ge C. Jl <lie:;;. A J:l1arriesagainwithout
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that defendant 2 was interested in a half share and that the
amended plaint should be rejected as setting up a claim of a
substantially different character.

Defendant 2 pleaded that his father could alienate only
one-half.

I should have pointed out that the amended plaint was filed
in conS-equence of an order dated 23rd S~ptember1911 in which
the Subdivisional Judge held that he COLtld not grant a perpe.
tual injunction but that instead of dismissing the suit straight
off, it would be better to direct plaintiffs to amend and sue for
possession.

On the amended pleadings a large number of issues were
drawn. The first Court held by an ordel' dated 24th November
.1911 that the suit should not be dismissed on the ground that
the amendment made it one of a substantially different charac
ter. On the merits he found the deed of 10th ApI,il 1908 had
been executed owing to misrepresentation by plaintiff and that
plaintiff was really a mortgagee. He found Rs. 875 was still
.due and gave plaintiff a decree fOl' that amount and that if it was
paid by i2th May 1912, plaintiff should reconvey the land to
defendants, failing which defendant should be barred from
redeeming.

The learned Divisional Judge held that the evjdence did not
establish misrepresentation; that it was more probable that
defendant 1 knew what he was executing but thought as plain
tiff did that nevertheless he could redeem; that they could not
go behind the deed and show it was meant to be a mortgage
and not a sale and that the sale vvas good to the: extent of thl-ee
quarters.

The points that I have to decide are: (1) whether the
amendment should have been allowed, (2) was there mis
representation; (3) if not, was the sale good to the extent of
half or three-quarters of the land.

·Under our present Code of Civil Procedure amendment is
.a matter of discretion and though as a general proposition it
may be said that if the amendment results in changing the
claim to one of a substantially different character, the Court
would wisely exercise its discretion by not allowing it. I do not
think it should ever be regarded as a hard-and-fast rule. It is
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Pa waS to payoff the mortgage and merely take the Chctty's
place, there was no question of a sale. Yet it .is. clear fr0111
defendant's own evidence that Kyauk Pa demanded a sale.
He says in describing the conversation that Kyauk Pa in
answel' to the suggestion that he should step into the Chetty's
shoes said" No, a sale I mean he said a mortgage and sal.e by
which I mean that I could redeem my land at any time on
payment of the principal and interest." The evidence is agref:d
that Kyauk Pa at once demanded a sale outright, but he forth
with gave way and agreed to defendant having a right to
repurchase. I am satisfied that it was intended that the docu
ment should evidence a sale though it is quite possible that
defendant asked to be allowed to buy his land back and this
may have been granted. This however is a very different
thing to proving that the document was deliberately drawn up
as a sale wheri the agreement was that it was to effect a mort
gage. by conditional sale. It would in accordance with the
custom and practice be drawn up as an out and-out-sale.
Defendant can read and might have read it had he chosen and
if he did not, he took the risk. I am not satisfied that there
was any misrepresentation and I agree with the learned Divi
sional Judge that it is quite likely that they may have thought
!'. right of repurchase still remained. This being so it is i10t

open to defendant to go behind the deed and prove it was
intended to be sometning other than it was. This is admitted,

There remains the question whether the sale is good in
respect of half or three-quarters of the land. It does not seem
to have been questioned by either party thAt it cannot be good
so far as San E's share of one-fourth. is concerned. He was the
only son of Shwe Po's first marriage. It is not suggested that
he agreed to the sale or that he knew anything about it though
it may be questioned whether he did not.

The learned Divisional Judge has merely referred to certain
authorities quoted. in a written argument filed before him and
holds it is good to the extent of three-quarters. The property
was the joirit property of Shwe Po and his wife Ma Tok. She
died It::aving one son, San E, Since the ruling in Ma On v.
Shwe 0 (l) it appears to have always been held in Lower

(1) S.J., L.B., 378.
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property only or over three-fourths of the whole property (a)

where there is only one child of the marriage living, and (b)
where there are several children?

The former question only really arises in this case but as it
will be necessary to consider the whole question in order to
arrive at a decision, I refer the latter branch also subject to the
decis20n of the Bench as to whether it can be referred.

The opinion of the Full Bench was as follows :-
Twomey, j.-The question referred by Mr. Justice Robins~n

in this case is as follows :-
" In respect of property jointly owned by a Burmese Bud

dhist husband and wife on the death of the husband, has the
widow an absolute disposing power over her half share of the
property only or over three-fourths of the whole property (a)
where there is only one child of the marriage living, and (b)

where there are several children? "
The land in suit was acquired by the 1st defendant Shwe Po

and his wife Ma Tok as their joint property. They had issue
one son, the 2nd defendant, San E. Ma Tok died about 10 years
before the suit was filed. Subsequently, Shwe Po married a
second wife, Ma Nyein U. There was no partition of the pro
perty with the son, San E. After the second marriage Shwe
Po sold the land without the consent of San E.

It is clear that the question referred by the ~earned Judge
does not arise, as tl:is is not a case of a widow's estate at all.
By consent, the reference has been amended as follows :-

A, a Burmese Buddhist, and his wife__ B jointly acquire
certain pruperty. There is issue of the mU'riage one son,C.
B dies. A marries again without partitioning the property with
his son C. To what extent can A dispose absolutely of the
property?

It is clear that as regards one-half of the property at least
the widower has an absolute right of disposal. This is
admittedly settled law both in Upper and Lower Burma.

The son could certainly have claimed a one-fourth share on
his father's second marriage. [See authorities cited in Maung
Seik Kaung v. MaunR Po Nyein (1).] He could apparently claim

(1) 1 L.B.R., 23.
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Arguments have been addressed to us as to the application
of the rule laid down by the Special Court in Ma On alld others
v. Ko Shwe 0 and others (1) that as regards one-half of the
joint property of herself and her deceased husband a widow has
only a life interest with a power of sale in case of necessity.
It is faintly contended that t~e same rule should be applied by
amilogy to the case of a widower with an only sao.

The sale in the present case is admittedly voidable as regards
one-fourth, because itwas sold burdened with the auratha's right.
Is it also voidable as regards any part ofthe remaining thl-ee
fourths on the ground that the sale was not a sale of necessity?
It is clearly not voidable as regards half out of three-fourths, for
that half was admittedly the father's own to deal with 'as he
pleased. As regards the remaining one-fourth, whatever might
be the case if there were more than one child of Maung Shwe
Po's first marri:lge, there is so far as i cao find no authority
for holding that a father with a single son .is under any such
restriction. Assuming that the rule laid down in S.J. 378 is
well founded, I can see no reason for applying it in such:l case as
this. The only son is safe-guard~das regards one-fourth of the
estate and that is all he could get in his father's life-time.
He has only to claim it within the period of limitation. There
are no youngel' children whose interests havef:o be considered.
If the rule laid down in S.J. 378 has any reason to support it,
it is only that this 'protection is desirable in the interests of the
younger children who cannot claim partition till both parents
are dead. But it would be unreasonabJ~ to extend it to 'the
case of an only son who deliberately refrains from claiming his
due share in his father's life·time and takes his chance of
obtaining a larger fractional share in the residuelafter his father's.
death.

The correctness of the rule laid down in S.J.378 has been
seriously disputed in the arguments of counsel, and it has been
brought to our notice that the Dhammathats on which the rule
is based have lately been interpreted by the Judicial Commis
sioner; Upper Burma, in a different sense. But bolding that the
rule in question has no application to the present reference, I

(1) S.J., L.B., 378.
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father's estate. He could claim nothing further until his father
died and? then he would claim not as an heir erttitled to inherit
any portion of the estate consequent on his mother's death but
as an heir to his father's estate. In his case claiming as an
heir of his mother in his father's lifetime there is no provision
of Buddhist law to apply such as was found to exist in the case
of 1'i1a On v. Shwe 0 in favour ofo younger children and so
nothing to prevent his father disposing of his lapsed share in
toto.

The Divisional Judge has held the sale to be good: to the
extent of three-quarters, and in any case in the view I take it was
good to such an extent.

I would answer the reference as amended by my learned
colleague Mr. Justice Twomey by saying ;-

" In any view of the circumstances the sale was good as
regards three-quarters of the land; if the period of limitation
had lapsed during which San E could claim his share, the sale
would be good as regards the whole of the land."

The last part of the answer is riot necessary as respondents
have not appealed against the dismissal of their claim to one
fourth of the land.

Fox, C.J.-I agree in Mr. Justice Twomey:s answer to the
amended question consented to by the advocates.

I have nothing further to add.
Ten gold mohui's allowed as advocate's fee in the reference.

These costs will follow the result of the case.

Before Sir Henry Hartnoll, Offg. Chief Judge, and
Mr. Justice Two111,ey.

KYA NYUN 'V. ,KING-EMPEROR.

May Oung-for appellant.

Maung Kin, the Assistant Government Advocate-for the King.
Emperor.

Murder-Intention-Directions to Jury regarding-Sections 299,
300,304, and 326, Indian Penal Code.

In a trial on a capital charge the Jury should be directed in the event
of finding that the accused culpably caused the injuries which resulted in
death to find with what intention he did so. If they find that his intention
was to cause only such bodily injury as was likely to cause death, they
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her right arm. NIa Yin Kywe had one wound It inches deep
nearly penetrating the chest cavity and four Founds on her
left thigh, two of them being serious. In the charge the Ses-

.sions Judge drew attention to the injuries inflicted. In conclud
. ing his charge he said: "If you consider that the man who
stabbed deceased with the intention defined in clause 1 or 3 of
section 300, Indian Penal Code, then the offence committed is
murder. If on the contrary you consider that the man stabbed
deceas~ed with the knowledge that he was likely to cause de~th
but without any intention tocause death or to cause such,bodily
injury as was likely to cause death then the offence committed
would be culpable homicide not amounting to murdei' as defined...
in the second portion of section 304, Indian Penal Code." The
jury in returning their verdict said: "We find the 1st accused
guilty of having stabbed Ma Shan Ma with intent to cause
serious inj ury but whether with intent to cause death we cannot
·say. We do not know what offence he should be held to have
committed." A question was then put to them under section
303, Criminal Procedure Code, namely: "Do you consider
that the 1st accused stabbed deceased with the intention of
causing bodily injury and the bodily injury intended to be
inflicted was sufficient in the ordinary course of nature to cause
death? Iliustration (c), A intentionally gives Z a sword or club
wound sufficient to cause the death of a' man in the ordinary
course of nature. Z dies in consequence. Here A is guilty of
murder although he may not have intended to cause Z's death.
T want you to consider whether Kya Nyun's conduct iIi stabbing
Ma Shan lVla amounted to this."

The answer is recorded: "The jury return a unanimous
verdict that 1st accused is guilty of murder in causing the death
·of Ma Shan Ma."

It is contended that the jury were not asl~ed toconsider the
alternative finding that appellant stabbed Ma Shan Ma with the
intention of causing such bodily injury as was likely to cause
her death. This contention appeal'S to be correct. If the jl1r~

h~dcon:le tp such a finding it would have amounted to one of
culpable homicide not amounting to murder punishable under
the first part of section 304, Indian Penal Code. The lea~n~d

'~Ud~e \>~~rn,s to ~.a"E: c.qn~i4ered that the case might be one in
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bodily inJury as was likely _ to ,Cause death? If so, their
verdict would be culI>able homicide not amounting to murder
punishable under the first part of section 30'P. Indian Penal
Code, or

(4) Is, he' guilty or'voluntarily causing grie~ous hurl by
means of a dangerous weapon? If so, their verdict would find'

,so under section 326, Indian Penal Code. ' '
Where I think the chargeis defective,in law is th~t it does

not suffiCiently ask the jury ~o consid~r'appellant's intention.
Did he deliberately aIm a b!ow at Ma' Shan Ma's chest or at any
vital part of her trunk? If so, he aimed at a vital part with a
deadly weapon and they would be justifleq in finding that he
intended to...causedeath or bodily injury sufficientin the o.rdinary
courSe of nature to cause death. Or did'he ,stab Ma Shan Ma
without deliberately aiming at ,vital part~? I,f so,'~hat was' his
intention and what considerations, should guide the jury in
arriving at it? There'ishis frame of mind a~: sho,¥n by his not
only stabbin,g Ma Shan JlA,a but also Ma yin Kywe if they bel!eve
he did do so.' Th~re is the nature of the weapon used, also the
number and nature:of the wounds. Besides,the chest wound
Ma- Shan Ma ha:d two w~u~ds 2 in~hes deep on her ~rm, ,-vhich
would be on a level with her trunk if her armswer~bent up t<>
protect herself when stabbed. Ma Yin Kywe,was stabbed on
the breast and two of the wounds on' her thigh were 1 inch and
,~ i inches deep respedhrely. : The stab in. her breast was It
inches deep and ifif.had gdnea little deeper might ,have been
fatal. " Wha~ wa~th'e frame of mind of the man who inflicted
such injuries and in such numbers, and wha: must be presumed
to be his 'intention ? Was it to causedeatl:' or bodily injury
sufticient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death? It
so, the jury would be justified in returning a verdict of murder.
Or if so grave an intention was not to theil' minds to be inferl'ed
was not there 'at least an intention to cause such bodily
inj ury' ,as was likely to cause death? If so, they would be
Justified i~ returning a verdict of culpable homicide not amount-

, ing to murder. 'If they do not find that he even had this inte,n
!ibn, Was his offence one 9£ vbluntarily causing grievous hurt
'by means ora knife? When he stabbed, did he intend or know
himself to be likely- to,cause grievous hurt,?: 'It,th~juryfourtd :50
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··of which suit a claim against outsiders cou~d be enforced by a Receiver
.appointed by the Court.

Gobin Prasad v. Chander Shekhar, (1887) I.L.R. 9 MI., 486; Ram
Narain Nursing Doss v. Ram Chunder Jankee LoU, (1890) I.L.R. 18
·Cal., 86; Motilal Bechardass v. GheUabhai Hariram, (1892) I.L.R. 17
Born., 6; Vaidyanatha Aiyar v. Chinnasawmy Naik, (1883) I.L.R.
17 Mad., 108, referred to. Aga Gulam Husain v. Sir Albert David

·Sassoon, (I897) I.L.R. 21 Born., 412, dissented from.

Th~ following is the judgment appealed against ;- •
Robinson, J.-The plaint as originally filed was on behalf qf

'Oodayappa Chetty and Palaneappa Chetty ca~ryingon business
-in Rangoon under the style of S.O.S. against defendants 1
.and 2 and one Vyravan Chetty. It set out that Oodayappa was
the son Hnd sole heir of one Chellappa ~hettywho died on the
12th August 1907 and who prior to his death had been carrying

,on business in Rangoon as banker and money-lender in co,
.partnership with the 2nd plaintiff under the style of S.O.S. It
further stated that Oodayappa Chetty was the managing
:partner of the said firm. It continued that in Civil Regular
No. 352 of 1906 of this Court a decree was passed against

·the Vyravan in his personal capacity for Rs. 10,552-10 and
,costs; that in execution of that decree Vyravan had been
.arrested and brought before the Court when he deposited as
security for the payment of the decretal amount a registered
deed of mortgage in favour of the firm of S.O.S.; that on his

·failure to pay the money the right title and interest of the
.mortgagee was sold unrler the directions of the Court and a sum
of Rs. 17,000 was realized; that after payment in full of the

,deflretal amount there was now in Judicial d~posit in the said
suit the sun~ of Rs. 4,460·6; that the 1st and 2nd' defendants

·claim to be entitled to attach and have attached part of the
-said moneys in execution of decrees obtained by them in the
'Court of Small Causes, Rangoon; and that the 3rd defendant,
i.e., Vyravan, claims to be a partner in the firm of S.O.S. The
,plaintiff denies that he ever was a partner in the firm and pleads
.that the moneys in Court belong to the firm of S.O.S., and
that the 1st and 2nd defendants had no right to attach the .
'whole or any part of it in execution of their decrees. The
'plaint asks for a declaration that the moneys in Court are the,
.property·of the firm and that defendants land 2 are not
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·deceased partner; that he had no right in suit· to have Ithe
attachment declared wrongful and must sue Palaneappa for an
:account and damages. No Written Statement had then been
filed and I directed this to be done and the suit has' now come
up for hearing. Two preli1Jlinary issues have been argued.
The first is, 1. Can the plaintiff not being a partner but only
the heir of a deceased partner bring this present suit? 2. Has

"the character of the suit been so altered by the amended pbint
that the amendment should not be allowed? I may dispose of
the 2nd issue at once. The suit is to all intents and purposes

":entirely unchanged. The alteration has made no difference
whatever to the difference of the only defendants contesting the

:suit. It has had the effect of bringing the matters in issue
between the parties clearly before the Court and the amend
ment should I think be allowed. As to the 1st issue Mr.
Lentaigne urges that the suit \-vas filed under the Civil Procedure
Code of 1882 and that by section 11 thereof the Court must try
all suits coming before it unless their cognizance is barred by
any enactment for the time being in force. He urges there is
no provision of any enactment forbidding the heir of a deceased
partner from suing for property belonging to the partnership in
which he would have an interest. He next relies on the
'fact that the decree obtained against Vyravan Chetty was a
decree against him personally and that whateyer the circum

"stances were under which Vyravan put forward the mortgage
"deed as security to avoid being arrested the Jalance must still
belong to the firm; that his client has an inte.:oest therein and

"that interest he must be entitled to protect against anyone.
He then relies very strongly on the decision of the Bombay High
:Court in the case of Aga Gulam Hussain v. A. D,-'Sassoon (1),
in which it was held that on the death of a partner leaving a
surviving partner still carrying on the business of th~ firm the
irepresentative of the deceased partner may sue for and recover
·debts due to the fi.rm although the firm's assets in the hands of
the surviving partner are already sufficient to answer all the
daims made on behalf of the deceased partner and although
the surviving partner is willing to satisfy such claims and

(1) (1~97) I.L.;R. 21., ~Ot:n;, 412.
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realized. Failure to pay occurred and the mortgage property
was sold. The balance now lies in Court as stated in the
plaint. Then an application was filed by the 2nd defendant,
i.e., CheUappa Chetty, praying that notice may be given to him
before the balance of the sale proceeds was paid to the 1st
aekridant. Thereafter attachments _were issued· by the Small
Cause Court at the instance of the 1st and 2nd defendants in.
the present case against the balance lying in Court. Then on
behalf of the 1st defendant, Vyravan, and on behalf of the 2nd
defendant consent to the payment of the amount of the decree
to the plaintiff was given with the consent of Mr. Chari for the
two attaching creditors and the money was paid to plaintiff.
It is thus clear that the decree passed in that suit was not a
decree against the firm of S.O.S. or the firm of S.O. but was
a personal decree against Vyravan Chetty only. Similarly the
two decrees that have been obtained by the 1st and 2nd
defendants in this case were decrees against Vyravan Chetty
personally. Both suits were brought against Vyravan Chetty
and Chellappa Chetty carrying on business in co.partnership
under the style of S.O.S. Both suits as against Chellappa
were withdrawn with liberty to bring a fresh suit and a decree
was passed against Vyravan who confessed judgment for the
amounts claimed. The position therefore is this that a mort
gage deed in favaur of S.O.S, Vyravan Chetty, who was
either a partner in the firm or was theagerit of the firm, was
tendered by Vyravan as security to avoid his arrest and was
sold in satisfaction of pergonal decrees against Vyravan. The
balance is lying in Court and the representative of one of the
partners in the firm of S.O.S. claims to be entitled to bring a
suit to protect that property by declardions and realization of
the amount prayed for. It must be assumed for the purposes
of this argument that that mortgage was the property of the
firm of S.O.S. and the question now is whether the surviving
partner of the firm is alone entitled to sue to recover that
money or protect it or whether such a suit may be brought by
the representatives of a deceased partner. There can be no
question that in the opinion of the Bombay High Court in the
case quoted above he could bring a suit to recover an asset of
the firm from the person holding that asset. The learned
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<of English law is that, although the right of .the deceased
partnerdevolv€s on his executor, it is now fully settled that the
remedy survives to his co-partne~s,who alone must enforce the
right by action, and. will be liable on recovery to account to the

,executors or administrators for the share of the deceased. He
,goes on to hold that the effect of section 45 of the Contract Act
is to extend the English law applicable to trading partnerships,
which is stated above, to all cases of partnership, and he lays

·down: "It may be that the legal representative of a deceased
partner might under section 45 be joined in a suit by the

:surviving partner for a debt due to the partnership, but I see
nothing which prohibits the ,rule of English law in the case of
trading partnerships being applied in India. It may be

cdoubted whether those who framed that section had a case of
this kind in view. The legal representative in this case would
not be entitled necessarily to a moiety of the amount recovered
in the action: his share of the amount recovered would depend
9n a settlement of accounts on the realization of the partner
ship assets, and it would, in my judgment, be highly inconve
nient and possibly mischievous to allow him to interfere in the
realization of the assets unless through the intervention of the
'Court, by the appointment-of a Receiver in cases in which
:such interference by the Court might be necessary." It would
not be difficult to im~gine cases in which, if the legalrepresen
tative was allowed to bring suits for the realization of. assets
for the firm, great injustice and many diffic.ulties might arise.
It is not to my mind a case of denying the legal representative
,a remedy because he has the remedy which is indicated in
the judgments I have quoted above of bringing a suit for a
partnership account a.nd for the appointment of a Receiver.
To allow himto bring a suit would be to allow him to assume the
position of a representative of the firm, whereas his position is
merely that of a representative of the deceased partner in the
Jirm, who may be entitled, after accounts have been settled, to
:some share in interest in the firm's assets if they show a credit
;but who cannota.t any time be said to be entitled to this or
·thi1l,t Particular asset. The danger of allowing him to bring
·;sl:1its to realiz~ .specific assets is very real. It may be that
:~wPPc::rsons WiO.uJd becQlh;:ctin~ the assets of the finn and
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of the decrees obtained by them in the Sma1l Cause Court.
Appellant goes on to allege that Vyraven Chetty is the son of
Pallaneappa, the 4th defendant, and that Pallaneappa has failed
to carryon the business of the partnership of S.O.S. or to
take any steps to protect the property of the partnership, and is
unWilling to do so, or to assis't him in recovering and protecting
the said property, because Vyraven Chetty is his son and because
he, appellant, is taking other proceedings against Vyraven
Chetty for breaches oftrustas agent of the said firm. The share
of CheIJappa Chetty in the partnership is alleged to be Rs. 7,500
out of Rs. 10,000. Appellant asked that it be declared that the
Rs. 4,460-6-0 in deposit is the property of the S.O.S. firm, that
Muthia and Pallaneappa be declared not entitled to attach this
sum in execution of their decrees, that it be declared that
Vyraven never was a partner in the S.O.S. firm and that the
Rs. 4,460-6-0 may either be ordered to be paid to the appellant
or be kept in the custody of the Court until a partnership suit
has been decided between him and the fourth defendant
Pallaneappa or until he and Pallaneappa otherwise agree.

Vyraven Chetty and the fourth defendant Pallaneappa
Chetty did not appear to contest the suit, nor have they
appeared on this appeal. So the contest has been between
appellant :3ud the first and second defendants Muthia and
Pallaneappa Chetty. Muthia died in the course Of the litigation,
and his legal representative, Ramasawmy, has taken his place.
The suit has been dismissed by the le'lrned Judge on the
Original Side on the ground that it cannot be brought by
appellant because he is nota partner in the S.O.S. firm, but
only the legal representative of a deceased partner-that his
proper course would be to bring a suit against Pallaneappa, the
4th defendant, for dissolution of partnership and an account,
and to apply in that suit fora Receiver to be appointed to bring
the present suit against Muth,;a and Ramasawmy. The learned
Judge has relied strongly on the case of Gobin Prasad v.
Chandar Shekhar (1). That suit was one in which a surviving
partner sued ,a debtor of the firm without joining as plaintiffs
the representatives of the deceased partner. It was held that
such a suit would lie and that the English rule of law should

(I) (l887)I,L, R. 9 All., 486.

1914.
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moneys in dispute have been made parties. He strongly relies
on the case of Aga Gulam Husain v. Sir Albert David Sassoon
(4). This was a case in which the legal representative of a
deceased partner Was allowed to sue to recover sums due to the
partnership by a third party, making such third party and the
surviving partner, who would not join as a plaintiff, defendants.
Now, as was said by Farran, J., in the case of Motilal Bechardass
v. Ghellabhai Hariram the Contract Act is not an Act of Pro
cedure. It defines and declares rights and obligations arising.
out of contracts and objgations quasi ex contractu. The rules
as to the procedure for enforcing these rights-"'-the remedy in
cases of breach of them-must be sought elsewhere; and in
commenting on the Allahabad casethe same learned Judge said:
"Logical consistency has there yielded to long-established
practice based on considerations of practical convenience. The
inconvenience of altering the procedure is pointed out by
Edge, C.J., in his judgment in the above cited case of Gobin
Prasad v. Chandra Shekhar." In the last mentioned case
Edge, C.J., said: " The legal representative in this case would
not be entitled necessarily to a moiety of the amount recovered
in fhe action: his share of the amount recovered would depend
on a sp.ttlement of accounts on the realization "of the partner
ship assets and it would in my judgment be· highly inconvenient
and possibly mischievous to allow him to interfere in the reali
zation of the assets unless through the intervention of the Court
by the appointment of a Receiver in cases in which such inter
ference by the Court might be necessary." Lindley in his book
on Partnership; 7th Edition, page 650, says: "Unless all the
partners have.agreed to the contrary when one of them dies,
his executors have no right to become partners with the sur
viving partners, nor to interfere with the partnership business."

The present suit, if allowed, might not lead to any mis
chievous result; but that hardly seems to be the point. In the
same class of suits it is expedient that only one rule of proce
dure should be followed, and the point is wtat should be the
general rul,e. The English rule is based on grounds of common
sense and expediency and it should in my judgment be followed..
it is not as if the appeilant has no remedy if the .English rule be

(4; (1897) LL.R. 21 Born., 412.
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:the isolated precedent in Aga Gulqm Husain v. Sir Albert
David Sassoon (5), in which case it was held by a single Judge
-of the Bombay High Court sitting on the Original Side that the
,legal representatives of a deceased partner may sue to recover
.a partnership debt. That decision is directly opposed to the
English rule which confines the executors to a suit against the

.survivors for an account- and allows only the surviving partners
to bring suits on behalf of the firm. _

It is true that sub-rule (2) (b) of Order 30, Rule 4, of the Code
·of Civil Procedure allow\ the legal representatives to enforce
any claim against the survivor or survivors. But this refers, I
think, to a suit for an account as between the legal representa
tives and the survivors. The present suit goes much further.
It is a suit for inter alia a declal"ation of the firm's right to
-certain money in deposit in the Court, this money having been
attached by outside creditors of one Vyraven, an attorney of
the firm whose status as a partner in the firm is disputed and
who is a son of the surviving partner. It is thus not only a
claim against the survivors but is also a claim on behalf of the
firm against outsiders who were made defendants to the suito
Such a suit can in my opinion be brought only by the surviving
partner, and if he refuses to bring it the only remed'y of the legal
.representatives of the deceased partner lies in a suit against
the surviving partner for winding up and for an account of the
partnership, in pursuance of which suit the claim against the out
siders could be enfo~ced by a Receiver appointed by the Court.

On these grounds I would dismiss the appeal with costs.

Before Mr. Justice Twomey.
KING-EMPEROR '0. PO BA.

Punishment-WhipfJilzg-Section 376, Indian Penal Code.
A sentence of 15 stripes for the offence of rape is inadequate, even in

.the case of a juvenile offender.
The following reference under section 438 of the Code of Criminal

Procedure was made to the Chief Court of Lowar Burma by the
Sessions Judge oj Bassein Division :-

ORDER OF REFERENCE.

Nga Po I3a has been convicted by Maung Po Bye, Special
Power Magistrate of Myaungmya, of rape and has been sen
tenced, as a juvenile offender, to a whipping of 15 stripes.

(5) (1897) I.L.R. 21 Born., 412. .
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finding as to the age of the accused is not justified by the evi
dence. But that finding is final and conclusive under section
5 of the Whipping Act (see the explanation to' the section). ,
The sentence of whipping has been carr!ed out.

A whipping under section 5 of the Whipping Act is " in lieu
of any ot'her punishment," and it would not. be lawful to add
any o,ther punishment to the punishment which has already
been inflicted in this case.

The records are returned.
;

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Sir Hen·ry
Hartnoll, PJ.

U WISAYA 'V. U ZAW TA.
May Oung-for appellant.
Po Han-for respondent.

Buddhist Law-]1wisdiction oj Civil Courts in Lower Burma in
Ecclesiastical matters.

. There is not in Lower Burma any recognised Buddhist Ecclesiastical
Authority, such as exists in Upper Burma..

Civil Courts in Lower Burma have jurisdiction to decide and should
decide suits of a civil nature in which points of Ecclesiastical Law arise.

Fox, C.J.-The suit is one between two Burman Buddhist
priests. The appellant sued the respondent to recover posses
sion of certain lands of which he has been in possession for a
considerable number of years and for possession of certai.'l
religious manuscripts,. The lands appear to be hinds that have
been occupied by members of the Buddhist pl'iesthood for a
Inng p~riod of years, and the points at issue between the par
ties appear to involve points of Burmese Buddhist Ecclesiasti
cal I.aw. The suit has been dismissed on the ground that Civil
Courts should abstain from deciding points which fall within
the sphere of Ecclesiastical jurisdiction. In appeal it is urged
that there are no Ecclesiastical Courts in Lower Burma and
that the case is triable by a Civil Court. In Upper Burma it
has been ruled that the Civil Courts are bound' by the deci
sions of the Buddhist Ecclesiastical authorities in matters
within their competence and that they should also abstain from'
deciding points which fall within the sphere of Ecclesiastical
jurisdiction. It has been brought to our notice that Govern-.
ment has recognized the authority of the Taungwin Sayadaw,.

10
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.ment on the ground that the land was his. His application
f.ailed: the order dismissing it was made on tile 15th March
1912. Heappealed to the Divisional Court against this order.

.The appeal was rejected on the 29th April 1912 on .the ground
,that no appeal lay against the order. The plaintiff presented
:an application in this Court on the 28th May 1912 asking for
revis)on of the order. This application was dismissed on the

1 0

:3rd September 1913 on the groun~ that there was no powet: to
revise the order. He filed a suit .to have his title declal'ed on

:the 9th Septemb<::r 1913. This has been dismissed as barred
by limitation under Article 11 of the First Schedule of the

.Limitation Act.
For the plaintiff it was conten,ded that he was entitled to

;' have excluded the time taken in prosecuting the abortive
· appeal and application for revision.

Sub-section (1) of section 14 of the Act says that in com
.puting the period of limitation prescribed for any suit, the
·time during which the plaintiff has been prosecuting with due
·diligence another civil proceedings, whether in a Court of
:First Instance or in aCourt of Appeal, against the defendant,
· shall be excluded, where the proceeding is founded upon the
:same cause of action and is prosecuted in good faith in a
.Court which fl'om defect of jurisdiction 01' other cause of a like
·nature is unable to entertain it.

The course which the plaintiff should have pursued is very
. clearly indicated in Rule 63 of Ol'der. XXI of the Civil Proce-
nure Code, which says that where a claim or an objection is

·preferred to an attachment the party against whom an order
ds l1'ade may institute a suit to establish the right which he
.claims to the property in dispute, but, subject to the result of
'su~h suit, if any, the order shall be condusive. Article 11 of
the'Limitation Act gives one year from the date of the order
for the institution of such suit.

With such plain provisions staring him in the face it was
sheer culpable negligence on the part of the advocate who was
.then acting for the plaintiff to incur the risk of the plaintiff
losing all remedy by filing the appeal and the application for
revIsIon. If the plaintiff is bound 'by the acts of his advocate
mo case for exclusion of time under section 14 of the Act is

1915•
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Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Sir Henry
Hartnoll, P.].

EBRAHIM AHMED MEHTER 'V. S. ABDUL HUQ.

]. R. Das-for appellant.
N. N. Burjorjee-for respondent.

Limitation Act, IX of 1905-First Schedule, Article 85-" M1dual,
·.open and current account" defined.

A mutual account means not merely where one of two parties has
received money and paid it on account of the other, but where each of

.two parties has received and paid on the other's .account.

If an account does not come within such a defhlition Article 85 of the
1st Division of the 1st Schedule of the Limitation Act has no application to

.a suit thereon.

Parkinson v. Hanbury, (1867) L.R. 2 H.L., I, at pp. 11 & 19;
Narrandas He1nrajv. Vissandas Hemraj, (1881) I.L.R. 6 Born., 134;
Hirada Ba'sapPa v. Gadigi Muddappa, (1871) 6 Mad. H.C.R. 142;
Webber v. Tivill, (1663) 2 Wms. Saund., 124 = 85 E.R., 843; referred to.

Phillips v. Phillips, (1852) 9 Hare, 471 = 68 E.R., 596; Padwick v.
Hnrst, (1854) 18 Beav., 575 = 52 E.R., 225; Hajee Syud Mahomed v.
Mussamut Ashrttfoonnissa, (1880) I.L.R. 5 CaL, 759; Ram PershatZ

·v. Harbans Singh, (1907) 6 Cal. L.J., 158; followed.

Fox, C.J.-The' suit from the decree in whic.:h this appeal
•is made was instituted by Mahomed Salay Naikwara on the 21st
August 1909 against the appellant Ebrahim Ahmed Mehter, son

.~nd executor of Ahmed Hashim Ariff who died on the 2nd
June 1907. The respondent is the assignee of the decree in

;the '3uit. The plaintiff claimed Rs. 74,914-6-10 as being due on
.an agency account between him and Ariff, or, in the alterna
,tive, he prayed for the account to be taken, and for a decree
for the amount found owing thereon. The plaint stated that
the cause of action arose on the 1st July 1907 when the agency
ceased. This date is admittedly wrong because the agency
<ceased on the 2nd June 1907 when Ariff died. Sums were

'.advanced to the defendant executor forfuneral expenses ofthe
,deceased after his death, and the plaintiff collected some rents
,of houses which had belonged to him. This should have gone
,into a separate account against the executor, and were not
Jproperly included il'l the accoul}t of.Ariff.

Civil
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On the taking of the account the defendant insisted on every
item being proved strictly, and contended and still contends in
appeal that no items should be allowed as proved which were
not supported by vouchers. On the plaintiff's 'evidence before
the Commissioner I am of opinion that his accounts even up
to the end of 1906 were agreed to as being correct, and the
defendant was not entitled to haveltems before that time
vouched for, and consequently that this objection on appeal is
of no force except as regards items between the 1st Januaryand
the 2nd June 1907. It does not seem necessary to enter in,to
whether such last-mentioned items have been proved or not.

The substantial ground of appeal was that the claim was
barred by limitation. The plaint was not framed on the basis
of the suit being one" for the balance due on a mutual open
and current account where there have been reciprocal demands
between the parties," .nor, until the further hearing of this,
appeal, was there anything before the Court to show which
was the last item iIi the account which was admitted or proved.
In going through the case after the first argument of the
appeal I found that the account in English which had been
referred to in the argument was on the face of it merely a
synopsis, and that it could not be a current account 011 a
translation of anything entered in the plaintiff's books. The
advocate for the resooildent was consequently asked to have
sufficient of the plaintiff's books which had been before the
C0mmissioner translated to show what he retied on as proving
that there was a mutual open and current account, and the
item he relied on as the last item admitted or proved. This
has been done, and I am satisfied that the plaintiff kept regular
books of account in the Guzerati langua~e, and that he all
along kept a current account of all transactions with or done
on behalf of Ariff, and that suth account was still open when
Ariff died. An item of Rs. 32 entered in his cash book on the
22nd May 1907 as a debit against Ariff for sundry small repairs
to his houses or an item of Rs. 504 credited to him on the 1st
June 1907 is the last item previous to his death entered in the
cash book and carried to his ledger account. Even if the item
of Rs. 32 was not strictly proved, the item of Rs. 504 is not
disputed, and consequently may be held to be admitted.

I9 IS·
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,due on a mutual open and current account, where there have
":been reciprocal demands between the parties": the period of

limitation was made three years from the time of the last item
admitted or proved in the account.

The provision in the Act of 18~9 seems to clearly poin~ to
case~ in which twO merchants or traders, who are all supposed
to keep accounts, had accounts agai~st one another. The Act
of 1871 refers to one account only which must be that of"the
plaintiff who sues, but this does not necessarily exclude the
view that the article applied only to cases in which each party
has kept an account against the othel·. This Act extended
a pr0vision which had previously applied to accounts between
merchants and traders to accounts between every description

-of persons, but the phraseology which has given rise to so much
-discussion was adopted. The source of the phraseology must,
I think, have been the English law: the words' "mutual" and
"reciprocal dem~nds ;, are those used by Mi'. Justice Denison
in a case referred to in Sergeant Williams' notes to the old case
-of Webber v. Ti1)ill (4). The word" demand" appears to have
been used in those days in the same sense as "claim" or "right
:to claim."

The fact that there were mutual accounts between the
I'arties was one of the grounds on which Chancery Courts
exercised their equbtable jurisdiction in regard to decrees for
accounts to be taken, and in connection with the exercise of
this jurisdiction it had to be decided what mutual accounts
were. Ir. Phillips v. Phill-ips (5), Vice-Chancellor Sir G. J.
Tt.rner said: "I understand a mutual account to mean, not
merely where one of two parties has received money and paid
it on account of the other, but where each of two parties has
received and paid on the other's account." In Padwick v.
Hurst (6), a case not unlike the present case, the Master of the
Rolls (Sir John Romilly) said: "Mutual accounts appear to
me to be accurately defined by Sir ~eorge Turner in Phillips
v. Phillips. They are not constituted by a person receiving
imoneys for and paying and lending moneys to his principal, or

(4) (1663) 2 Wms. Saund., 124=85 E.R., 843, at p. S46.
(5) (1852) 9 Hare, 471=68 E.R., 596.
(6) (1854) 18 Beav., 575=52 E.R., 225.
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anything for the plaintiff; it is not alleged that ~)e transacted
'any business for him or that he paid any sums on his account.
Ariff was not then in a position to say to the plaintiff," I have
an account against you to be set off against your account
against me."

For these reasons I am of opinion that Article 85 of the 1st
Division of the 1st Schedule to the Limitation Act does not
apply, to the account on which the plaintiff sued, and con~e

quently that the appeal must be allowed on the first ground of
appeal. In his written statement the defendant executor admits
that he as executor of his father, or in other words that his
father's estate was liable for Rs. 16,941-2-6, consequently the
part of the decree dated the 15th July 1910 which ordered him
to pay the plaintiff that amount should stand, but the rest of
that decree and the decree of the 30th August 1912 should, in
my opinion, be set aside.

The appellant asks for his costs of the suit. I do not think
he should be allowed them: he did not pay the Rs. 16,941-2-6
which he admitted that his father's estate o\ved the plaintiff and
the latter was forced to bring a suit. The large expense
incurred in the 'suit was chiefly due to the line he took in
requiring every item in the plaintiff's account to be strictly
proved. I would make no order as to the costs of the suit.

The appellant is, T think, entitled to receive from the respon
dent his costs of the appeal to be calculated on the difference
btween Rs-. 16,941-2-6 and Rs. 67,912-14-2.

Hartnoll, J.-I concur.

Bef010e Mr. Justice Parlett.

T. KATCHI ROWTHER 'V. K. NAINA MOHAMED.

Km"aka-for appellant:
A. C. Dhar-for respondent.

Promisso~'YNote payable otherwise'than on demand-Stamp Act,
Schedule I, Articles 49 and 13.

A purchased a boat from B for Rs. 3,000. He paid 300 cash and
executed a promissory note at, Rs. 1-4-0 per cent. per month interest for
Rs. 2,700. At the same time he executed an agreement to pay the Rs. 2,700
in fixed instalments on fixed dates, and on default to forfeit all previous
payments and hand over the boat. This was stamped with a one-rupee

stamp.
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on demand, and the insufficiency could not be remedied under'
section 35 of the Act. But in my opinion it is not a promissory
note at all. Clause 22 of section 2 of

lit
the Stamp Act shows

what is meant by a promissory note which is not payable on
demand and the document in question is n@t of that nature. In
my opinion it is an agreement and as such is sufficiently stamped.
Its meaning and effect are I think plain. Defendant undertakes
to make certain specified payments towards the sum due under
the promissory note and agrees that his failure to do so shall
render him liable both to forfeit any payments he may already
have made and to return the boat. If the stipulated payments
were made the plaintiff "vould doubtless forbear to enforce his
rights under the promissory note, but upon default in payment
he w~s, I consider, entitled to do S?' and this he has done in
this case, which is bl'ought on the promissory note. The defend
ant alleged certain payments which the plaintiff did not give
credit for, and he must now have an opportunity to prove them.
The decree is reversed, and the suit will be readmitted and
decided on its merits, costs to follow the result. A certificate
for refund of court-fees in this appeal will issue under section
13 of the Court Fees Act.

Befoloe Mr. Justice T'womey.

1. SAN NYEIN, 2. PO MYIT, 3. PO TIN 'V. MA KYAW.
Xavier-for appellant.
R. N. Bur:ior:iee-for respondent.

Award by Arbitrators, Effect oj-Section 21, Specific Relief Act.
Sectior 21, Specific Relief Act, refers only to inchoate and abortive

arbitration proceedings. But where there isa comp:ete and final award it
is equivalent to· a final judgment binding on the parties, and bars a Civil
Suit relating to the matters decided by the arbitrators.

Bha:iahari Saha Banikya v. Behary Lal Basak, (1906) I.L.R. 33
Cal., 881 j LaldasJibhai v. Bai Lala, (1908) 11 Born. L.R., 20 j Krishna
Panda v. Balaram Panda, (1896) I.L.R. 19 Mad., 290 ; followed.

On the first issue referred by this Court for trial the Divi
sional Court has held that the plaintiffs-appellants are not
deprived of their right of suit by the provisions of the proviso
to section 21, Specific Relief Act. I concur in the finding that
section 21 is not a bar to the suit but on grounds differing from
those stated by the Divisiopal Judge. He considered that the
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was duly submitted to arbitration and there was a definite and
valid award that Ma Kyaw, the defendant-respondent, should
retain the land but that she should pay a sum 01 Rs. 500 to the
original owners, the plaintiffs-appellants. On Ma Kyaw's failure
to carry out the award the plaintiffs-appellants' remedy was not
a suit on their original mortgage but an application to the Court
under clause 20 of the 2nd Schedule of the Code of Civil
Procedure to have the award filed in Court, and to have a

,decree passed accordingly.
I think there can be no doubt whatever that the jurisdiction

of the Court in this suit was ousted by the award, and it is a
matter for regret that the fundamental character of this
objection to the suit was not perceived at an earlier stage of the
litigation. The appeal is dismissed with costs. .,

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Sir Henry
Hartnoll, P.].

1. ARUNACHELLAM CHETTY, 2. MUTHUVEERAPPA
CHETTY, 3. RAMASAWMY CHETTY, CARRYING ON
BUSINESS UJtnER THE FIRM AND STYLE OF S.M.A. BY
THEIR DULY CONSTITUTED ATTORNEY PALANIAPPA CHETTY
'V. 1. MEENATCHI ARCHI, 2. LUTCHUMANAN
CHETTY (MINOR BY HIS MOTHER, THE GUARDIAN ad litem,
MEENATCHI ARCHI), 3. RAMEN CHETTY, 4. ANNAMA
LAI CHETTY (MINOR BY HIS GUARDIAN ad litem RAMEN

,CHETTY), 5. SOLIAPPA CHETTY, 6. ANNAMALAI
CHETTY, 7. ALLAGAPPA CHETTY, 8. ARUNA
CHELLAM CHETTY, CARRYING ON BUSINESS UNDER THE
FIRM AND STYLE OF M.L.R.M.A. BY THEIR DULY CONSTI
TUTED ATTORNEY SOLIAPPA CHETTY, 9. THE OFFICIAL
ASSIGNEE.

Coltman-for appellant.
B. Lentaigne-for 2nd respondent.

Limitation Act, IX of 1908, section 19-Acknowledgment by a
receiver of a partnership property.

A receiver appointed in a suit for dissolution of partn~rship is not the
.agent of all the partners. Whether he can givc an acknowledgment which
will create a ~resh period of limitation against the partnership under section
19, Limitation Act, will depend entirely upon the tcrms in which he is

_appointed.
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firm in Rangoon. The plaintiff's agent asked him to give an
acknowledgment of the debt, but Soliappa refused to do so
because a receiver had been appointed, and the receiver would
give one as he had given in other cases. Both went to the
receiver, who said he had no money in hand but he would renew
the loan. He then gave the acknowledgment in Soliappa's
presence, the latter agreeing to this course being adopted.

For the plaintiffs it is contended that in signing the acknow
ledgment the receiver did so as a duly authorised agent 01 all
the partners of the M.L.R.M.A. firm in virtue of his position
as receiver of its assets, or at any rate as authorised by its
managing partner Soliappa, and that in view of how it came to
be given the partners of the M.L.R.M.A. firm are or Soliappa
is estopped from repudiating the acknowledgment. •

I agree with the learned Judge that no question of estoppel
arises in the case. The plaintiff's agent was not dealing direct
with partners of the firm. It lay upon him to ascertain the
extent of the authority of the person he dealt with to bind the
partners ;in the firm. Soliappa was no longer the managing
partner, and had .efused to himself give any acknowledgment.
This should have conveyed to the plaintiff's agent that Soliappa
did not profess to have any authority at the time to bind his
fellow partners.

Upon the question whether the receiver was, as such, an agent
of the partners duly authorised to sign an acknowledgment of a
debt due by them, Chinnery v. Evans (1) has been relied on.
lt was a case in which a receiver of mortgaged property had
been appcinted under an Irish Act, and the question was whether
pa='ments of interest he had made kept alive the mortgage over
several properties, although in fact he had been in possession of
only one of them. It was held that in ITIakin~ the payments he
acted as agent of the mortgagor, and the mortgage debt over all
the estates was not barred by limitation. From the report of
the arguments at page 129 of the report it would appear that
the wording of the Statute under which the receiver was
appointed treated a receiver under it as the agent of all the
parties concerned. The decision und~rwent some examination
and criticism in Lewin v. Wilson (2) in the Privy Council. It

(1) (1864) 11 H.L.C., 115. (2) (1886) L.R. 11 A.C., 639.
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the acknowledgment. Consequently the acknowledgment did
not afford a fresh start for limitation and the suite was barred.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs against the defendant
who has appeared on the appeal.

Hartnoll, J.-I concur.

Before Sir Charles Fox, ChiefJuage, a'nd Sir Henry
H artnoll, P.J.

THE COLLECTOR OF RANGOON 'V. CHANDRAMA.
McDonnell-for appellant.
N. C. Sen-for respondent.

Land Aequisition Act -Appeals.

There is no appeal from an award under Part III of.the LandA.cquisition
Act made by a Judge of the Chief Court exercising original jurisdiction.
It is not a decree or order, nor does section 54, Land Acquisition Act, give

.a right of appeal in such a case.

The Rangoon Botataung Company, Limited v. The Collector of
Rangoon, 6 L.B.R., 150, followed.

This is an appeal from an award made under Part III of the
Land Acquisition Act, 1894, by a Judge exercising the original

.civil jurisdiction of this Court.
Like appeals have hitherto been accepted and dealt with in

this Court, but the decision of their Lordsllips of the Privy
Council in The Rangoon Botataung Company,.Limited v. The
Collector of Rangoon (1) necessitates consideration whether limy
appeal lies in such a case. Their Lordships refer to an award
ffi<lde under Part III of the Land Acquisition Act as " an award
made in an arbitration as to the value of land taken for public
purpuses," and refer to the two Judges who dealt with the case
n this Court as arbitrators. Their words imply that an award
under the Act is not a decree. Even if an award were an order
an appeal might have lain under section 109 of the Code.

The award being neither a decree nor an order, section 14 of
the Lower Burma Courts Act which provides for appeals from
decrees and orders made by a single Judge exercising the
original civil jurisdiction of the Court does not apply, and an
appeal by virtue of that section is not admissible.. Section 54
of the Land Acquisition Act enacts that subject to the provi-

(1) 6L.B.R., 150.
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He was not a transferee of any interest in immovable property, 1915.

and the cases referred to by the learned Judge did not apply, BAMSir..Ar.L

"Th I I' hi h t t' d' M d' b D ABEYCIIANDe aw app lea e was t at s a e 10 a ,tit money assee v. v. .

Nundo Lall GuPta (1). MOHAMED

Th d . h d d f d' 'd EBRAHure ecree agamst t e 31' e en ant IS set aSI e and the MULLAo

suit is dismissed with c0sts as against him only.
Tht:; plaintiff must pay the 3rd defendant's costs of this

application-two gold mohtlrs allowed as advocate's fee.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge.

1. iVIAUNG TE, 2. MA OH 'V. MAUNG ON.

Harvey-for appellants.
Halkar-for respondent.

Execnti()/I.··Sale of land-Right to eject judgment-debtor.

A judgment·debtor even after his land is sold in execution is entitled to
remain in possession of it till removed by due process of law in execution
of the decree or until successfully sued by some one who can show that he
has a good title. .

The appellants, although they are judgment-debtors whose
land was' sold in execution of a decree against them, are entitled
to remain in possession of it until removed by due process of'
law in execution of the decree, or until some one who can show
that he has a good title sues them and gets a decree.

The ph,intiff claimed title by reason of a purchase from
L. A. R. Subromonian Chetty. Inexecution of the decree
uJainst the appellants the land was sold to Kali Mutu.

There il.o nothing to show that Kali Mutu transferred the land
to L. A. R. Subromonian Chetty. The plaintiff bought from a
person who had no title, and consequently he acquired no right
to the land by his purchase, and no right t,) have the defendants
ejected from the land. The appeal is allowed. The decrees of
bo~h the Lower Courts are set aside, and the suit is dismissed
with costs. The plaintiff must pay the defendants' costs in the
District Court and in this Court.

(1) (1899) I.L.R. 26 Cal., 338.
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The dah had a blade 16t inches long and the weight of the
dah was 60 tolas. The medical officer says thitt with such a
weapon "moderate" force would be required to cause the
wound.

The case is governed by sections 87 and 90, Indi.{n Penal
Code. The deceased gave his conse~1t under a misconception
of fad, erroneously believing that te was proof against dah
cuts. But it cannot be said that the appellant knew of this
misconception or had reason to believe that the deceased wa-3
mistaken in thinking himself invulnerable. He is a youth of 19
and the probability is that he really believed in the pretensions
of the deceased, a much older man than himself. Burmese
cultivators are notoriously credulous and seeing that Pan Zon
was willing to put his pretensions to the proof on his own
person, Shwe Kin probably expected the edge of the dah to be
chipped or turned aside.

The appellant certainly had no intention of causing death or
grievous hurt, and I think it is highly doubtful whether he can
properly be said to have known that his act was likely to cause
any such result. In the first place he did not use great force;
secondly, he had Pan Zon's assurance that he was invulnerable
and the appellant was too ignorant to see the absurdity of it;
lastly, he inflicted the cut on the part of the body specially
presented for the purpose by the deceased, and this moreover
was a part not ordinarily regarded as a vital part.

I am of opinion that the case falls within the exception set
forth in section 87, Indian Penal Code, which deals with acts
done by consent which are not intended and not known to be
likely to cause death or grievous hurt.

The conviction and sentence are set aside, and the appellant
is· acquitted and will be released unless he is liable to be
detained on any other charge.

1915.
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execilted there was depositett with the Bank a mortgage' deed
executed by him in favour of the A.A. firm"' as collateral
security. The principal sum secured by the mortgage deed
was Rs. 65,000. Subramonian and Somasundrum were alleged
to be partners. Somasundrum contested the suit by stating
that he was not a partner' in the AS.P.L.S. firm. The
learnell Judge on the Original Side found that it was not
proved that Somasun<.\rum was a partner and so the suit ~s
-dismissed against him. The suit was also dismissed against
Subramonian as it was found that the power which he gave his
<:lgent Kadil"esaq did not authorize him to sign as surety for
another firm, that he did sign the promissory note in question
in such capacity, that no part of the money borrowed on the
promissory note was taken either by Kadiresan or Subramonian
and that the Bank through their Shroff, Pasupathi Iyer, had
notice that Radiresan was signing the name of Subramonian
simply as surety for a loan advanced solely for the benefit of
the AA firm. As regards the other defendants the Bank was
given the relief asl{ed for. The learned Judge gave Subra
monian and Somasundrum separate costs as regards counsel
fees.. This appeal has been laid on the ground that the suit
was wrongly dismissed against Subramonian and that the
learned Judge erred in awarding Somasundrum his full costs.
They still maintain that he .is a partner in the A.S.P.L.S.
firm but do not desire to appeal against the finding that he
was not. It must therefore be taken for the purpose of this
-appeal that the firm of AS.P.L.S. consisted of Subramanian,
-only. Subramonian Chetty gave a power of &ttorney dated the
10th June 1903 to Somasundrum to transact his affairs. The
power authorized Somasundrum to appoint a substitute in his
place, such -substitute to have the same powers as he had. In
pursuance of such authority Somasuildrum appointed one
Radiresan as his substitute on the 2nd November 1905. It is

.admitted that Radiresan while acting in Somasundrum's place
had the same powers as he had. The plaintiff Bank saw and

noted the power of attorney given by Subramanian to
Somastindrum and the deed of 'appointment by Somasundrum
in favour of Kadiresan on the 6th January 1906. The Bank
-therefore must be held to have knowledge of both deeds.
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goods, effects, and things belonging to Subramonian, etc., and to
give, sign, and execute receipts, etc., to represe6t Subramonian
in Court, to act for him in actions to compound and compro
mise for the payment of debts, etc., to enter on immovable
properties in which Subramonian may be interested, etc., to
pay rents and taxes, etc., to let lands in which he nlay be
interested, to recover rent, etc., to tnmsfer and assign sales and
mortgages in which he may be interested, to sign all deeds of
sale, etc., and appear before the Sub-Registrar, and to deal with
all moneys received by him under and by virtue of these
presents. Th~n follow the words: "To sign my name to and
make and execute on my behalf all cheques, contracts,
agreements, deeds, transfers, assignments and instruments
whatsoever requisite or necessary for all or any of the jJurposes
aforesaid and generally in and about the said premises to
execute and do every deed and thing requisite and necessary
for all or any of the jJurposes a/01'esaid as fully and effectually
to all intents and purposes aforesaid as I myself could do if
"personally present." The power appears to me to be one
constituting an agent to conduct Subramonian's business of
Banker, Money-lender and General Trader, and although taken
by itself the clause relied on by the Bank is in the widest
possible terms, I am of opinion that it should not be given the

" widest possible meaning and that it should only be held to
authorize the making and signing of promissory notes, etc.,
which would be made and signed in the ordinary course of
transacting Subramonian's business, and that it should not be
held to authorize any transaction outside the scope of such
business. Construing the clause in this manner, is there any
evidence on the record to show that it was an ordinary part of
Subramonian's business to sign promIssory notes merely for
the accommodation of another firm? Thel'e is nothing from
which such an inference can be drawn. On the other "hand the
evidence goes to show that, when two Chetty firms sign joint
and several promissory notes, they are both jointly interested
in the moneys borrowed. I would therefore hold that it is not

proved that the power authorized Kadiresan to sign his
principal's name merely for the accommodation of another, and
so that this ground of appeal fails.
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appellant Bank was justified in advancing to theA.S.P.L.S. and
A.A. firms money on a joint and sevet"al promiss..,ory note signed
by thek agents and that the A.S.P.L.S. firm would be
liable for the money so borrowed if the Bank ~id not know
that theil' agent signed met"ely as surety; this was the
position taken by the counsel of the A.S.P.L.S. firm at the
hearing of the appeal, when it was again admitted that the
agent of the fit"m had power to bo~row jointly with another.
firm. It may be said that when two persons jointly and
severally borrow money on a proniissory note and each tal{e a
share in the sum so borrowed each stands security for the
other for the amount taken by him. The A.S.P.L.S. firm
might have contested its liability to the Bank of such a ground
but it did not do so. On the contrary it admitted its liability
in such a case. It therefOl"e seems to me that such an aspect
of the case should not be considered. Taking the admission
with the extract from the judgment I have just quoted It seems
to me that the position is that prima facie the Bank was
justified in advancing the money as it did since it is allowed
that the agent of the AS.P.L.S. firm could borrow jointly
with another firm and that is what he purported to do when
he signed the promissory note of the 12th August 1907. If
the A.S.P.L.S. firm desires to escape liability, it is for them
to show that their agent signed merely as a surety to the
knowledge of the Bank. The case seems to fall within both
section 102 and section 103 of the Evidence Act. Now, has
Subramonian proved that the Bank had such notice? He calls
Latchmailan Chetty to prove that the Shroff of the Bank,.
P"supathi lyer, lmew that the money was wanted by the AA.
firm only-that in fact it was Pasupathi lyer himself who
told Latchmanan to get another m<..n to stand as surety•.
He also calls Subbia, who was a clerk in the employ of the
A.S.P.L.S. firm from 1905 to 1908, to produce certain books
of the :firm and prove that the .£r111 did not get any of the
Rs. 60,000. He also relies on the fact th~t the mortgage
deposited as collateral security when the note was signed was
one in favour of the A.A firm and had nothing to do with'
the firm of A.S.P.L.S. The sum secured by the mortgage
was Rs.65,000. In the face of the promissory note itself the
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in other ways. He said: "I don't remember if Rs. 30,000 out
of the sum of Rs. 60,000 was withheld by the Bank and taken
towards a debt due by me already." So his recollection of the
details of the transaction was 110t very. vivid. If he could not
recollect that Rs. 30,000 of the consideration was on account of
the renewal of an old debt, how does he recollect that Kadire
san signed as a surety? He went on to say: "Kadiresan
Chetty ~and I had jointly borrowed Rs. 30,000 before that. •I
took that money. It was money got in cash. I have borrowed
moneys in the National Bank of India, Chartered Bank of India,
and Bank of Burma. I might have borrowed jointly from these
Banks with Kadiresan Chetty. In some cases he would have
stood surety for me and in some cases we might both have
taken the money. In the Bank of Rangoon also we have borrowed
1noney for both of us together. I do not remember if we. both
borrowed Rs. 30,000 from the Bankfor both of us." In re-examin
ation he said: "I paid back the sum of Rs. 30,000 borrowed
by me with the joint signature of Kadiresanfrom the Bank."
Now, Churchward, the manager, says (and there is no reason to
disbelieve him) that except for the two loans of the 8th July and
12th August he has never given any other loans to the two
firms of A.A. and A.S.P.L.S. together and that he has never
received any other promissory notes from them together.
When therefore LatchmananChetty allowed that in the Bank
of Rangoon he and Kadiresan had borrowed money for both of
them together, what loan was he referring to? or was the state
n:ent a loose and random one? If it was a loose and random
one the fac: that he should make it goes to impair his credi
bilit~,. If it was a true statement, it must refer to either the
loan on the 8th July or that of the 12th August. His evidence
as regards the loan of Rs. 30,000 is unsatisfactory. He first
said he took the money, then that he did not remember if they
both borrowed Rs. 30,000 from the Bank for both of them and
then in re-examination said that he paid back the ;;um of
Rs.30,OOO borrowed by him with the joint signature of Kadi
resan from the Bank. The learned Judge on the Original Side
has remarked that as regards Latchmanan's interest it is more
in favour of the Bank's case in that if his accounts were passed
·on the footing that the A.A. firm got only a share of the loan
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period from November 1905 to November 1907, the
ledger containing the account of the Bank of Rangoon, (2)
a day book beginning from the 14th March 1907 up to the time
he gave his evidence, (3) two current account books. He says
that between 1905 and 1907 there is no entry of a debt on the

joint signatures of A.A. and A.S.P.L.S., and it. is clear that
there cis no note of such a transaction in the books produced.
The point is whether the boolis can be relied on as correct ~nd
trustworthy for the entries made in them in Kadiresan's time.
It must be remembered that the A.S.P.L.S. firm allows that
Kadiresan was a bad servant to them and did not conduct their
business properly. Subbia says that he was prosecuted for a
defalcation in Rangoon. A study of Subbia's evidence leads
me to note as follows. The two current accounts give ledger
accounts with the different persons with whom A.S.P.L.S.
had dealings. Exhibit P contains accounts with two people
other than Chetty firms. No such ledger account was produced
in regard to transactions with the A.A. firm, though looking at
the evidence of joint transactions between the two firms it
would be expected that one would be in existence. If separate
ledger accounts were kept for dealings with others, why was
not one kept for dealings with the A.A. firm? Towards the
commencement of his cross-examination 8ubbia said that the
accounts of his firm with the A.A. firm were not in .the ledger
he produced but in another ledger which he had at his house
and that they had with the A.A. firm the current account ever
since his firm started up to the time their firm got into difficulties
in January: 1908. The next day he broughttwo current account
books, and at first said that he would have to find out where
A.A.'s account was and that he had not looked into it at home.
He then said that the account was not il1 the two books. His
explanation as to the variance between his evidence does not
seem to me to be satisfactory. He distinctly said at first there
was a separate current account with the firm of A.A. As there
were such for transactions with others, why was there not one
with A.A.? The impression left on my mindis that there may
be such anone with A.A. and that it may have been suppressed.

Then looking at the ledger account produced (p. 173) there
i!i a note under date the 7th October 1907 of a:joint transaction

12
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Subbia does not satisfactorily explain the ~s. 431-8-0 in
Exhibit F-4, the Rs. 438-4-0 in Exhibit H-2, and the Rs.451-3-6
in Exhibit K-2. When Subbia comes to give evidence as to
t1"ansactions between his and A.A. firms he says: "I cannot
say what the state of account was between AA. firm and our
firm on 8th July 1907. I shall have to 'york it out. I cannot say
whether a balance of Rs. 50,000 might have been owing frqm
·one firm to another. 1907 August 12th. I cannot say what
was the state of accounts between AA. firm and our firm. I
cannot say whether a balance of Rs. 60,000 might have been
owing from the one to the other Though I conduct the case
now on behalf of the defendant I have not looked into the state
·of affairs in August 1907 for .the purposes of the suit. As we
have no current account between the two firms I shall have to
·examine all books of Bank loan transactions to find that out.
Bank loan transactions if carried into another Ibook then that
must be looked into. I will have to work out from Exhibit I.
I think the account has not been carried into any other book.
I think their account must appeal' only in the book." He is then
taken through entries in the ledger beginning from the 8th July
1907, the date of the first promissory note. It would have
been more satisfactory if Subbia had been able to give more
definite evidence about the state of the account between the
two firms on 8th July 1907. As regards the transactions of the
8th July and 12th August 1907 it is impossible to say from
tl:e entries as they stand that the A.S.P.L.S. firm benefitted
from the lo~ns taken from the Bank of Rangoon on that day.
Rs. ~O,OOO were taken from the A.A firm on the 12th August,
Rs. 28,000 being repaid on the 13th August; but this does not
show that both firms benefitted equally fro1:1 the extra Rs. 30,000
taken on that day.

If the books can be believed and trusted, they may be said to
show that the A.S.P.L.S. firm did n'ot jointly borrow the
Rs. 60,000 from the Bank of Rangoon; but in the face of my
analysis of Subbia's evidence can they be trusted? There is
the fact of Kadiresan's character, the non-explanation of an
entry 6f a loan apparently taken on the 27th August 1907 till
the 7th October, the giving of a cheque for Rs. 11,000 to the
C.V.C;T. as part of consideration fof' a loan which according
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note for Rs. 60,000, and on the evidence produced I am unable
'to find that they have proved that the Bank har{ such notIce.
In the first place it doe: not seem to me that they have proved
that they were not inrcrested in either of the sums of
Rs. 30,000, arid in the second, even assuming that they were
not interested in either of such sums, and that it is a fact that
Kadiresan signed both notes merely as a surety, I am unable
to hold that on the unsatisfactory evidence of Lutchmanan
Chetty it is proved tllat Pasupathi Iyer knew or had notice
that Kadiresan signed merely as a surety. If he did sign
merely as a surety, it may possibly have been that he did do so
without anything being said about it to Pasupathi Iyer. All
parties may have then been of opinion that the power gave
Kadiresan authority to sign his principal's name as surety,
and if so there would be no special reason for any talk as to
the capacity in which Kadiresan signed, and in considering
whether this is what actually took place the credibility of that
part of Latchmanan's evidence, in which he says that Kadi
resan told him that his principal had not permitted him to sign
and borrow for another and that he had given express instruc
tions not to borrow for another, and that he had signed to

,oblige him, comes into question. Is such a story likely to be
true?

In this view it is unnecessary to discuss whether, if Pasu
pathi Iyer knew that Kadiresan signed merely as a surety,
such knowledge would' be notice to, and w'ould bind, the
Bank.

One ftirther point remains and that is whether Subra
mo.lian and Somasundrum should have been each allowed

,counsel fees. I would not interfere with the order of the
1earned Judge on the point as Somas<.lndrum had--'to meet
,quite a different case to the case Subramonian had to meet.

In the result I would vary the decree passed by the learned
Judge on the Original Side by ordering that the names of
the legal representatives of Subramanian now deceased, namely,
Somasundrum Chetty and Shunmugan Chetty, be added to

-that, of Ramasawmy Chetty as being _liable to the Bank in
the sum of Rs. 78,744-10-6 for principal and interest and that
-the same dec~ee be passed against them all three as, was
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this power was given, namely the business of a Chetty money
lender, necessarily involves the drawing of prqmissory notes
as surety for strangers. It may be that Chetties do frequently
sign joint promissory notes as sureties, ·but that does not make
it a necessary incident of a Cnetty's business. It is plain
that a money-Ief'ding business can be effectually carried on
witho1Jt entering into such accommo~ationtransactions. The
only kind of borrowing expressly authorized by this power is
that of borrowing money from Banks, ~tc., with or without
pledge of securities for moneys advanced to various persons.

The plaintiff-appellant Bank, however, pleaded that the
respondent firm is liable for its agent's act because the agent
did not ostensibly sign merely as a surety and because to
all appearances it was a joint transaction in which each
signatory was partaking as principal (i.e., principal as distin
guished from surety). The learned Judge on the Original Side
placed on the plaintiff-appellant Bank the burden of showing
that the respondent firm was substantially interested in the
transaction, that is to say, of proving that the agent Kadiresan
did not sign merely as a' surety for the co-signatory. And
the learned Judge found as a matter of evidence that the
respondent firm was not interested at all and that Kadiresan
signed merely as a surety. We are asked to hold that the
learned Judge erred in thus laying the burden of proof on the
plaintiff Bank and ~hat the respondent firm should have been
required to show that the Bank had notice of the alleged fac~

(hat Kadiresan was signing merely as a surety.
My learned colleague has accepted this contention and has

fOL.nd after a careful examination of the evidence that the
respondent firm failed to discharge the burden of proving
knowledge on the part of the Bank that Kadiresan was
signing the promissory note merely as a surety for the firm
A.A.

But it seems to me that any detailed examination of the
evidence is unnecessary in view of the admissions made
before the learned Judge on the Original Side and 'the
admissions made before us at the hearing of the appeal.

It was admitted on behalf of the respondents on the
Original Side that if the Bank did not know that the agent
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signed merely as a surety for the A.A. firm. For, a power to
sign accommodation notes may well be inferred from a power
to sign promissory note's jointly with others.

For these reasons, I concur in the orders which my learned
colleague proposes to pass varying the decree of tke Original
Side.

Before Mr. Justice 1"womey.

LAL MAHOMED 'V. 1. MRA THA AUNG, 2. HLA
WIN PYU.

J. N. Lentaigne-for appellant.
Agabeg-for respondents.

Fraud..~must be pleaded-Gifts made orally-Transfer of Property
Act.

A plea of fraud will not be heard unless it is expressly and specifically
advanced in the pleadings.

Gifts made before the introduction of the Transfer of Property Act on.
1st January 1905 are not invalidated merely by the absence of a registered
instrument.

Maung At Gyiv. Ma U Me and 1, 2 U.B.R. (1892-96), 400, referred
t~ •

The plaintiff-appellant Lal Mahomed sued for possession
of a paddy land holding measuring 56'55 acres sold to him for
Rs. 3,000 in 1911 by a registered conveyance executed by Mi
Shwe Ban We, the owner, who died in December 1911. The
defendants-respondents are Mpa Tha Aung and Mi Hla Win
Pru, husband and wife, who are the son-in-law and daughter
l-espectively of the vendor Mi Shwe Ban We, and who are in
possession"of the holding. The plaintiff sued also for a year's
ren~ of the land alleging that the defendants were his tenants.

The defence was that at the time of the conveyance the
vendor had no saleable interest in the land as she had
previously in 1904 made over the northern moiety of it by way
of gift to her daughter, the 2nd defendant, and in 1906 sold the
remaining (southern) moiety to her son-in-law Mra Tha Aung
for Rs. 360.

The plaintiff has been unsuccessful in both the Lower
-Courts. Both Courts decided that the deceased Mi Shwe Ban
We had no saleable interest in the land, having already disposed
,or it as pleaded in the written statement. But they went out
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the defendants I think it should be held to be unproved, and
the ordinary presumption in favour of fair dealing would
prevail.

Turning now to the substantive defence I see no reason to
dissent from the finding of the Lower Courts that the gift of
the northern part oUhe holding, 25'60 acre.s, to the 2nd defend
ant was proved. The land was made over to the defendants
and a report was duly made to the Revenue Surveyor by the
donor, Mi Shwe Ban We. It is urged that she could under the
Dhammathats revoke the gift and that she must be held to
have exercised this power by actually selling it seven years later
to the plaintiff-respondent. I am not prepared to hold that the
gift in this case is governed by the Dhammathats at all. As in
the Upper Burma case of Maung At Gyi v. Ma U Me and 1 (1)

the mother treated the property as h~r own absolutely with an
absolute power of di!:;posal, and the daughter claims it as her
own by virtue of an exercise of that power in her favour. No
question of inheritance or succession is involved. Nor has it
been proved in this case any more than in the Upper Burma
case that when a Burmese Buddhist father (or mother) makes
a gift to a child it is an implied incident that the gift is revoc
able at the parents' will.

Moreover, even if the donor had the power of revocation an
exercise of the power could not be infer~ed from the mere fact
that the donor conveyed the property to a stranger; an express
act of revocation would at least be necessary.

Mr. Lentaigne argues that the gift is invalid as it was not
effected by a registei'ed instrument under section 25, Contract
Act. No instrument was necessary before the introduction of
the Transfer of Property Act from 1st January 1905. Explan-·
ation 1 to section 25, Contract Act, provides that nothing in the
section shall effect the validity, as between donor and donee, of
any gift actually made. The same rule applies as between the
donee and persons claiming through the donor (like the plain
tiff-appellant in this case). I think it is clear that the convey
ance to the plaintiff-appellant is of no effect as regards the
area 25'60 acres given to the 2nd defendant in 1904.

(I) 2 U.B.R. (1892·96), 400.
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The decrees of the Lower Courts are set aside and a decree
will be granted in favour of the plaintiff-appellal?:Jt for posses
sion of the area claimed by him minus the area 25'60 acres
given to Mi Hla Win Pru in 1904. The District Court should
cause. the area 25'60 acres to be demarcated in a compact
block adjoining Mra Tha Aung's other land on the north.

TIl(" claim to rent is dismissed.
Looking to the excessive nature of the plaintiff-appellan.t's

claim I direct that the parties shall pay their own costs.

throughout.

Before Sir Henry Hartnoll, PJ.

KYI HLAING 'V. 1. MA HTU, 2. RYA MAl, 3. MA SEIN,
4. RYE HMON, 5. NYEIN HMYIN.

Po Han-for appellant.
R. N. BU1'jorjee-for respondents.

Buddhist Law-Rif1,ht of orasa son to claim his one-fourth share.

The orasa son is entitled to claim his one-fourth share from his mother J
even if she does not marry again. I

Maung Seik Kaung v. Maung Po Nyein, 1 L.B.R.; 23; Maung San
Dwa v. Ma Min Tha, 2 Chan Toon's L.C., 207-referred to.

Maung Ryi Hlaing is suing for a quarter share of the estate
of his parents Maung Shwe Hla and Ma Htu. His cause of
action is given him by the death of his father. He sues his
mother and his sisters. It is not denied that he is the
orasa son; but it is claimed that as his mother Ma Htu has
not marri<::d again he cannot obtain any share of the estate.
The Divisional Judge has acceded to such a claim and
dismissed the suit. His judgment is largely based on the texts
given in sections 36 and 37 of the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest as
Maung Kyi Hlaing is living separately from his mother. The
texts comprised in those sections are meagre. No text from
the Manukye is amongst them. They deal with the case of a
child who has been given property prior to the death of the
father. In my opinion the general rule is that given in the
texts collected under section 30 of the same Digest. Such
texts are generally in accordance with the rule given in the
fifth section of the 10th Book of the Manukye. This section
is said to state the law even when the mother does nbt marry
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Nga Pan U v. Mi Kyu and others, (1874) S.J.L.B., 30; Maung
Shwe Thwe v. lVla Saing, 2 U.B.R. (1897-1901), 59; Mra Do Aung v.
Shwe U, (1874) S.J.L.B., 22; Maung At Gyi v. Ma °u Me and 1,
2 U.B.R. (1892-96), 400; Maung Ni v. Maung Po Min and 1, (1875)
S.J.L.B.. 44-referred to.

T"womey, ].-The plaintiff, Ma Hla Sein, sued for the
recovery of a piece of paddy land measuring 27'96 acres which
had been inherited by her from her late husband Maung Tha
Ku, and which had been given to him by his father Maung Paw
Tin at Tha Ku's shinbyu ceremony in the year 1902. Tha Ku
·died in 1912, four months before the death of his father Paw Tin.
The defendants were (I) Tha:Ku's step-mother Ma Lon Gale,
who as. Paw Tin's widow was in possession of the land, (2) a
Chetty to whom the land was mortgaged in 1909, and (3) and
(4) two other children of Paw Tin. Possession of the land was
admittedly never given to Tha Ku, but about a yeal' after the
.shinbyu ceremony Tha Ku's name was substituted as holder of
the land in the Revenue maps and registers, and from 1903-04
to 1909-10 Tha Ku's name alone appeared. In 1910-11, for
some reason which is not explained, the name of the father Paw
Tin was restored as holding the land jointly with Tha Ku.
There is nothing in the Revenue register to show that the land
was given to Tha Ku as a shinbyu gift. It is stated in an entry
in the remarks column of the register for 1903-04 that Tha
Ku's name was substituted as he had "acquired by way of
inheritance."

The District Court in which the suit was tried found that
the plaintiff failed to prove her allegation that there was such
a public gift of the land at the shinbyu ceremony as under the
Buddhist Law would render the delivery of possession unneces
sary for the validity of the gift. On appeal the I;>ivisional
Court, while admitting that the direct evidence of a tublic gift
was not strong, decided in the plaintiff's favour because he held
that the direct evidence was strongly corroborated by certain
circumstantial evidence. A decree was therefore granted to
the plaintiff.

The defendants appealed to the Court under section 30 of
the Lower Burma Courts Act. The 1st defendant, Ma Lon
Gale, has since died and her legal representatives have been
:substituted.· Questions as to the validity of shinbyu gifts are
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enforced. This view is supported by the extracts from other
Dham11J-athats given in section 124 of the Digest prepared by the
Honourable U Gaung (ex-J{inwun Mi17gyi in the Courts of the
Burmese Kings Mindon and Thebaw). Rajabala says distinctly
that" the donees shall not claim restitt;tion on the death of the
parents if the property has been expended by them." The
Dhmmna text is equally clear; "The parents are at liberty to
utilize animate and inanimate propel;t,y given to their son at the

time of the latter's entering the Order either as novice or ~s a
monk. But after the death of the parents, the coheirs of the
donee shall not obtain any portion left unexpended by the
parents" (that is to say, the donee will get such portion and suc.h
portion only for himself). One text, the Dayajja, nodoubt says
that the donors" shall not revoke" such a gift, but the effect
of this prohibition is nugatory as it is clear from the other texts,
(including the Manukye which is recognised by the Privy
Council as the chief authority) .that the parents may dispose of
the property completely, leaving nothing for the prospective
donee. Indeed it may be gathered from the texts cited in'
section 124 that the rule as 'tp shinbyu gifts is a rule which
was intended only to operate as between the donee
and his coheirs. In other words, it is a matter only
affecting the partition of the estate on the parents' death.
I would deduce from the texts-

(a) that a gift of pi'operty n~ade publicly (0)l03o;(co8)
by both the parents (or by the surviving parent if one is
dead) at the time of the shinbyu ceremony constitutes as
bet".oeen the donee and his coheirs a valid gift although
p03session of the property was not given;

but (b) that property so given remains absolutely at the
disposal of the parents or the survivor of them for their life
time or his or her life-time.

I think it is clear also-
(c) that if the donee dies leaving either of the donors

surviving, the gift has no effect. For the Manukye lays
down that the donee is to get the property only after the death
of the parents and if it has not already been disposed of by

them (literally Gqj05~GOCSlC - if it has not been destroyed)
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survival of the donee himself beyond the life-time of both his
.parents.

If the views expressed above are adopted it' follows that
the plaintiff's claim in this case must fail. Even if Tha Ku
survived his father Paw Tin he could not obtain the land
during the life-time of his step-mother, Ma Lon Gale. (She
was married to Paw Tin in 1898 or fOllr years before the
.shinby.t ceremony.) But Tha Ku d~ed before either of his
parents.' His right to obtain possession of the land remained
·a mere contingent right up to the time of his death and he had
no vested interest in the property which could pass to his heirs.

These findings al-e sufficient to dispose of the' case apart
.altogether from the question of publicity on which the Lower
Courts differed. But on the issue as to publicity also I think

:the view taken by the District Court is well founded. Out of
seventeen witnesses who stated that they attended the shinbyu
ceremony only three gave direct evidE-nce about the gift, and
there are substantial grounds for distrusting the veracity of at
least two of the three. Even if these witnesses are believed,
their statements only go to show that the gift (or more correctly
speaking the dedication of the property to Tha Ku's use after
,the death of his parents) was made not at the time of the
,shinbyu celebration which took place according to custom in a
mandat at Paw Tin's house, but next morning at the !pongyi
kyaung. In the evening at the end of the feast tht: boy was
robed and went to the kyaung. Nothing was said about a gift
up to then and not till next day when the guests had dispersed.
It is argued that this is sufficiently near in point of time to
justify the Court in regarding the gift as made at the time of
making the boy a novice. But if the next day is near enough
it might be conteflded that the next week or even the next
month would not be too late. I think we should insist on strict
compliance with the terms of this exceptional provision and
require the gift to be made comm populo during the actual

-.celebration. The circumstantial evidence which the learned
Divisional Judge relied upon as corroborating the direct
.evidence of a gift at the shinbyu ceremony falls under three
heads: the mutation of names in the Revenue register, certain
.admissions made by Paw Tip at Tha Ku's wedding in 1909, and
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Such a representation wo~ld probably be sufficie'1t to induce
Tha KlI to sign. In any case Tha KlI did not act to his detri
ment in executing the mortgage. His right in the property
was ptirely contingent, and under the Buddhist Law it was open
to his father to sell the land outright at any time without refer
ence to him. I think it is clear that there was no estoppel.

On all these grounds I would set aside the decree of the
Lower Appelb.te Court and restore that of the Co.urt of First
Instance, and would direct that the appellants' costs in the
Divisional Court and in this 'Court shall be borne by the
respondent.

Ormond, }.-I agree with my learned colleague in holding
that under Buddhist La"Y the gift is invalid; and it cannot be
valid under any other~aw_ It is unnecessary in this appeal to
decide whether a question as to the validity of a gift of land by
Burmese parents to their son on .the occasion of his taking the
yellow robe-a frequent though not a necessary incident of a
shinbyu ceremony-is 0\' is not a question of religious usage or
institution; and I prefer not to express an opinion on that
point. I concur in the order suggested by my learned colleague.

Be/ore Mr. Justice Ormond and j'lrI,.. Justice T'womey.
MA EIN 'V. 1. TIN NGA. 2. BAN OK, 3. TJ}W TAUNG,

4. A CHILD, MINORS BY THEIl;: GUARDIAN ad litem TIN
NGA, 5. MA SOO MYA, 6. MA KYIN PO (MINOR BY HER

GUARDIAN ad litem MA So MVA)-ALL HEIRS AND LEGAL

nEPRESENTATIVES OF MAUNG MEm, DECEASED.

Chari-fat- appellant.
Maung Kin-for respondents.

Bttddhist Law: Inheritance-Rights of parents of mar·ried couple
dying childless-Letters-of-adntinistration. . : ..

When a husband and wife die childless within a short time of each
other, their estate retains its character as the joint estate of both, and a
parent of one or the other who was li"'ing with the couple will.not be
debarred from participating merely because his (or her) sari (or daughter)
was the first to die.

Ma Gun Bon v. Mau1:g Po Kywe, 2 U.B.R. (l8!'l7-I90I), 66; Ma Kadu
v. Ma Yon, 2 U.B.R. (1904-06), Buddhist Law: Inheritance, 7; Ma Hnin
Bwin v. U Shwe Gon, 8 L.B.R., I-referred to.

Twomey, }.-The appellant Ma Ein applied to the District
Court of Pyapon for letters-of-administration to the estate of
her daughter Ma ShweMyit and son-in-law Maung Tun Tha
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estate is regarded as predominant, whereas when one lives long after the
other, the presumption arises that the joint interest has completely merged
in the sole interest of the survivor, :lfid there is no doubt a certain amount
of plausibility about such a distinction.".

And Mr. Justice. Irwin thought that the balance of authority
is plainly in favour of such a construction, which he stated in
the following words (2) :-

" While the husband and wife are both alive and childless thc rclations
of both have reasonable expectations of inheriting. When they die wilhin
a short interval, the succession ~would seem to be governed by accident or
by the caprice of fate, rather than by a rule of Jaw, if the relatives of the
survi\'or exclude those of the spouse who die shortly before. After the
lapse of some time the interests ofthe latter naturally pass out of sight."

This construction appears reasonable, and the same con
struction would apply to section 32 of the lYlanukye which deals
with another case of a husband and wife dying within a short
interval of one another and without issue. Section 32 expressly
provides for the case where parents are surviving.

Richardson's version is as follows :-
"32nd. Parents having given their children in marriage, and in a

separate residence, they both shall die, the la~o f01' the partition of
their prope1·ty between the parents of both.

" When the parents on both sides have given thcil'son and daughter in
marriage, and they, dwelling apart from their parents, shall both di'e, the
law by 'which the partition of their property is made between the parents of
both, is this. If any husband and wife, living in a separate dwelling, shall
both die without issue, let the parents of the wife have what she brought
with her at marriage; let the parents of the husband have ".'hat he brought
with him originally, and let the property acquired during thc marriage be
divided equally between both. If they had no property originally, let the
~Jarcnts divide equally what they have acquired. If the wife had no original
property, and the husband had, let it be divided into three shares, and let
his parents have two, and the wife's parents one. If the husband had no
ori'1inal property, and the wife had, let it be divided into three shares, and
let the parents of the wife have two, and of the husband one. If the wife
dies first, and the husband after her, let the parents of the one who died
first have one, and of the person who died last h\ 0 shares, and pay the debts
in the same proportion."

The special provision in the last sentence for the case where
"the wife dies first and the husband after her" would indicate
that the earlier part or the section relates to cases where the
two persons die simultaneously or -.:vithin a short interval of one
another, while the last sentence refers to cases where a consi
derable interval elapsed between the two deaths.

(2) 2 U.B.R. (1904-06), Bud. Law, Inheritance. 7.
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·couple lived with the parent. The present case belongs to the
latter class and I would hold that Ma Ein clearly :1aS rights of.
nheritance under section 32 of the Mantthye. If Tun Tha as

well as Ma Myit had left a parent surviving, then under section
.32 the parent of Tun Tha would' take Tun Tha's ancestral
property, the parelits of Ma Myit would take Ma Myit's ances
tral pr0perty, and the jointly acquired property of the hus~and

.and wife would be divided equally between the two paren1!s.
But as the parent of only one of the deceased is left surviving
the question will arise whethel' that pal'ent entil'ely 01' only
partially excludes the brothers and sisters of the other deceased.
We al'e however not called upon to decide this question. It is
-sufficient to find for the purposes of section 23 of the Probate
and Administration Act, 1881, that Ma Ein is entitled to the
whole or at any rate to some part of the estate of the two
·deceased.

It is curious that the Dhammathats should lay down definite
rules for the two special cases CO where the childless couple
leave parents, and (2) where they leave the six distant colla
terals. In both these cases we find pl'ovisions which can only
mean that if the husband and wife die one shortly after the.
·other, the estate is to be regarded as retaining its joint character
and is to be divided accordingly. But the principle deduced by
Mr. BUl'gess and l\.,llr. J llstice Irwin might fairly be applied
generally, i.e., to all cases where a childless couple die within a
·~hort time of one another. For example, if there are no parents
surviving but the husband and wife leave brothers and sisters,
it would seem reasonable to deal with the es-cate by analogy as
a joint estate.

I would set aside the order of the District Court and direct
that letters-of-administration to the estate of her deceased
daughter and son-in-law should be issued to the appellant :Ma
Bin on her furnishing security in the ordinary course. The
appellant's costs in both Courts should be borne by the respon
.dent. Advocate's fee in this Court five gold mohurs.

Ormond, J.-I concur.
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able on demand is regarded as a continuing security-Barough
v. White (1). There was no evidence to show that demand VITHALDAS

for payment had been made by the payee before the indorsement KHANDAS
'0.

and delivery of the note to the plaintiff, consequently the provi· S. M.
INDRAVELOO.

sions of the 1st paragraph, section 59 of the Act, did not apply..
I understand the Judge to have held that the plaintiff was a
"holder in due course" as defined in·section 9 of the Act, that
is to say, he had become the possessOl' of the note for consiCter-
ation before the amount mentioned in it became payable WittlOut
having sufficient cause to believe that any defect existed in the
title of the payee from whom he del'ived his title. No indorse-
ments of payments have been made on the note: consequently
there was nothing on it to show anyone accepting it as a
security or buying it that it was not negotiable for the full
amount expressed 011 it. Indorsements of payments may be
made on a negotiable instrument under section 56 of the Act, in
which case the note becomes negotiable only for the balance
due, but if no indorsement is made the note remains negotiable
for the full amount expressed on it.

The payee Ramsamaj Singh committed a fl-aud by transfer
ring and negotiating the note for the full value without inform
ing the plaintiff that payments had been made in respect of it.
Either the plaintiff ai' the defendal1t must suffel- by the fraud.
The one to suffer r"1USt be the defendant because by his omission
to insist on his paymel1ts being indorsed on the note he enabled
the fnwd to be committed. Instances of the right of a bona fide
indorsee to recover in such a case are to be found in Glasscock
v. Balls (2) and Nash v. De Freville (3).

The decision Of the learned Judge was not according to law
in that it was opposed to one of the eSflential principles of thE:
law relating to Negotiable Instruments.

The decree is set aside, and in lieu thet'eof there will be a
decree for the plaintiff for the full amount claimed with costs,
the amount decreed to carry interest at the rate or 6 per cent..
per mensem. The defendant must pay the plaintiff's costs of
this application-2 gold mohurs allowed as advocate's fee.

(1) (1825) 4 B. & C., 325 ; also 107 E.R., 1080.
(2) (1889) 24 Q.B.D., 13.
(3) (1900) 2 Q.B.D., 72.
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It was urged at the hearing that no appeal lay to the
Divisional Court. This is the case, but the ground was not
taken in the application for revision, and as the Divisional
Court's decision set right a decision of the District Court
which was obviously unjust to the decree-holder in the Sub
divisional Court, I decline to exercise the revisional powers of
the Court in the applicant's favour. If I di"d so, I sh()uld feel
bound to revise the District Court's order and to pass the same
order with respect to it as the Divisional Court did. 1"he
application is dismissed with costs.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge.

MA TUN v. 1. WAING THA, 2. MA SEIN, 3. SHWE MA,
4. MA GLAY, 5. MAUNG BA, HEIRS AND LEGAL

REPRESENTATIVES OF MAUNG PE, DECEASED.

Chari-for appellant.
Villa-for respondents.

Benamidar-Right to sue on mortgage deed-Right of mortgagor
to repztdiate his own deed-Section 92, Evidence Act.

A benmnida'Y in whose name a mortgage is executed has a right to sue
the mortgagor. The mortgagor cannot be allowed to plead that the
money lent otme from some one other than the person named in the
document.

Mzt1'tshi Basiruddin Ahmed v. Mahomed Jalish Patwari, (1908) 12
C.W.N., 409, and lrJohendra Nath Moolurjee v. Kali Prashad
johuri, (1902) LL.R. 36 Cal., 265, dissented from.

Bhola Pershad v. Ram LaU, (1896) I.L.R. 24 Cal., 34; Sachita
nanda Mohapatra v. Baloram Gorain, (1897) I.L.R. 24 Cal., 644;
Yad Ram v. Umrao Singh, (1899) LL.R. 21 All., 380; Nmzd
Kisho·re Lal v. Ahmad Ata, (1895) I.L.R. 18 AlL, 69; Ram Bhurosee
Singh v. Bilsesse1' Narain ·Mahata, (1872) 18 W.R., 454-followed.

Gopee Krist Gosain v. Ganga Persaud:.Gosain, (1854) 6 Moore
LA., 53, referred to.

The plaintiff is the widow of Shwe Gan, who was son of
San Bwin and Ma Aung.

"Admittedly the ol'iginal defendant Maung Pe whose legal
representatives are the respondents on this appeal executed a
mortgage bond in favour of Shwe Gan for mone~' lent. Shwe
Gan died and the plaintiff obtaillf;d a certificate to collect debts
due to him. She sued Maung Pe to recover the amount due
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the legal representative of a mere benamidar had a right to sue
on the mortgage the further question arises whether it was
open to the defendant to raise and have tried in the suit the
-question whether the mortgagee was a mere benamidar. In
my opinion he was not. It was not open to him to repudiate
his own deed in writing, and to tontend that although by the
document he promised to repay the money to Shwe Gan
he in fact promised to repay it to Shwe Gan's parents S~n

Bwin and Ma Aung. To allow him to do so would be an
infringement of the principle if not of the actual letter of
section 92 of the Evidence Act.

The dispute between the plaintiff and hel' mother-in-law as
to who had the right to the mortgage money was no concern
-of the defendants. He paid the money to Ma Aung's agent
knowing full well that the plaintiff claimed it. He did so at his
own risk and he has only himself to blame if he has to pay over
again to the plaintiff.

To allow a, mortgagor when sued on a mortgag~ by the
mortgagee to raise questions as to \vhom the money lent came
-from and as to some one other than the mortgagee named in
the document being entitled to recover it would be to allow a
course which might throw an intolerable burden on mortgagee
(plaintiffs) and encourage harassment of creditors by fraudulent
debtors.

Following the C9urse taken in Ram Bhurosee Singh v.
Bissesser N arain Mahata (8), I hold that it was nofopen to the
d.;fendant to raise any question as to the right of the plaintiff
to recover on the mortgage. -

~he appeal is allowed. The decrees of the Lower Courts
are set aside.

There will be a mortgage decree in the plaintiff's favour for
Rs. 950 principal and Rs. 228 interest up to the 13th February
1911 and further interest :;:,i: the rate of Rs. 2 per cent. per
mensem from that date until the 13th day of February 1916
which is the date fixed for payment into Court together with
.costs of the plaintiff in all the Courts, in default of payment
the property in the mortgage to be sold and the usual conse
quent orders to be entered in the decree.

(8) (1872) 18 W.R., 454.
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party on whom the onus lies, usually fails. In the present case
there is an almost unanimous consensus of opinion not only
amongst the Chinamen called by the wife, but also amongst the
Chinamen called by the husband, that the marriage is valid.
Thus Saw Tin Hi, plaintiff's witness No.3, says, " I recognise
plaintiff and defendant as ma~ and wife and defendant not as
kept mistress." In· case of an elopement among Chinese'" .Buddhists when the girl is brought back to her parents and the
latter consent to the union, it will be recognised as a marriage
if no· other ceremony be performed. Even if defendant does
not visit plaintiff's parents still she will be recognised as his
wife. Witness No.5 agrees with witness No. q. Witnesses
Nos. 2 and 4 also say that in this particular case they would
recognise the union as legitimate because the pair have
children, a somewhat extraordinary reason, but the fact
remains that the plaintiff is unable to produce a single-person of
his own nationality who does not regard him as the husband of
the defendant. These are, as it se.ems to me, all admissions
made against the plaintiff by persons whom plaintiff has himself
called forward as persons likely to know his customary law.
The ratio decidendi with at least three of them is that it suffices
if the girl's parents consented to the marriage. Thus plaintiff's
witness No.2, Lim Chauk, says that the custom in this country
for a runaway couple is that after a little time the girl is brought
back to her parents and if these consent to the union the
marriage becomes legal.

Witness No. :; for the plaintiff says the same things but does
not confine the custom to this country but extends it to all
Chinese Buddhists. He says," In case of an elopement amongst
Chinese Buddhists when the girl is brought back to her parents
and the latter consent to the union it will be recognised as a
marriage if no other ceremony be performed; even if defendant
do not visit plaintiff's parents she will be recognised as plaintiff's
wife."

Plaintiff's witness No.4 says, " In Burma if a young China
man elopes with a Burmese girl if the parents on both sides
consent the marriage becomes valid." Plaintiff's 15th and last
witness says, " In case of elopement if the girl is brought back
a.nd her pat:ents· const;nt, the trIarriage be.cQmes. valid.

1915.
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,On the other hand the evidence of Gwan Taik, U Taik, Ma Thein
Gywe is directly to the effect that the parents did consent and
I am not prepared to hold that what they consented to was an
illicit union. In other proceedings plaintiff, as he himself admits,

.so ught to prove that she was a wife, buta divorced wife because
he had deserted her for three ye~rs. He seems to be a person
that will take up any position that he considers will suit him
without regard to its truth. In my opinion he did apply to the
.girl's parents for their consent to a regular union. Gwan Taik
'occu~ies a respectable position and seems to be related to the
defendant, and I believe his indignant assertion that he would
-not have been a party to any other kind of application, and J am
not satisfied tha(the union so sought by the bridegroom and
<consented to by the bride's parents did not constitute' a valid
marriage. J must therefore decline to interfere with the judg M

ments of the Courts below and dismiss the appeal with three
.gold mohurs costs.

Before Mr. Justice Young.

ARUNACHALLAM PILLAY u. IYAMA.
.S. M. Bose-for appellant.
N. S. Aiyer-for respondent.

Guardians and Wards Act, VIII of 1890, section 25-Suit for the
custody of a child.

A suit for the custody of a child cannot be brought otherwise than
u"lder the Guardians and Wards Act.

Sharifa v. Munekhan, (1901) I.L.R. 25 Born., 574; Sham Lal v.
Binda, (1904) LL.R. 26 All., 594 j Krishna v. Reade, (1885) LL.R. 9 Mad.,
31 j \3hasita v. Wazira, (1897) 32 P.R., 4I-referred to.

Ma Shwe Ge v. lJIaung Shwe Paw, 2 L.B.R., 140, not followed.

Besant v. G. Narayaniah, (1914) L.R. 41 LA., 3'14, followed.

This was a suit brought by a father for the custody of his
-child. He succeeded in the Coun of First Instance but failed
in first appeal. The suit was not brought under the Guardians
and Wards Act, and the respondent who is the mother of the
.child now and for the first time takes the obje,ction that this
should have been done and that the present suit must be dis
,missed. The question whether this Act forbids the taking of

1915.
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:heen taken under the Guardians and Wards Act.. I 'am also of
opinion that as the point affects jurisdiction it can be raised at

..any time. I therefore dismiss the appeal but make no order
as to costs' inasmuch as the objection has been1ltaken so
late.

Before 111r. Justice Ormond and Mr. Justice Twomey.

L MA GUN alias ~ FULJAN BIBI, 2. ABDUL JABBER,
3. ABDUL SATTER, 4.' ABDUL:GAFFOOR, 5. NOOR
AHMED, 6. MAHOMED ZAHIR, 7. MAHOMED SYED,
8. MAHOMED JAMAL, 9. ABJAN BIBI, 10. ZAMINA
KHATOON v. R. MONIANDY SURVEY.

Fagan-for appellants.
Doctor-for respondent.

Appeals from orders-Order on a preliminary objection, directing
suit to proceed-Section 2 (2), Code of Civil Procedure-Decree.

Where a preliminary objection is taken that a suit is not maintainable,
an order overruling such an objection and directing the suit to proceed, is
not a decree within the meaning of section 2 (2), Code of Civil Procedure.
It does not determine the rights of the parties with regard to any of the
matters in controversy in the suit, and it is not conclusive.

Thel'e is therefore no appeal from such an order.

Sidhanath Dhonddev Garitd v. Ganesh Govind Ga'md, (1912) \. L. R.
37 Bam., 60, dissented from.

Chanmalswami Rudraswami v. Gangadharappa Baslingappa,
(1914) 16 Born. L.R., 954, followed.

Kamini Debi v. Promotho Nath Mookerjee; (1914) 20 Cal. L.J., 476,
followed.

The plaintiff sued for possession of land and for mesne
profits. The defendant raised a plea in bar, viz., that the suit
was not maintainable inasmuch as the )jlaintiff at the time of

.the institution of the suit was not registered as the owner of
the land in accordance with Rule 14 of the Pegu Waste Land
Grant Rules of 1863. The District Judge held that the rule in

,.question is not in force or at least that it does not l affectthe
.jurisdiction of the Courts, and he ordered the case to proceed.
Against that order the defendant now appeals. The~question

is whether an appeal lies. It is not an order from which an
appeal lies under the Code of Civil Procedure and it is clearly

:not a final decree. Is it then a prdiminary decree within the

1915.
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FULL BENCti.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Ormond and
Mr. Justice Twomey.

IN RE MAUNG MRA'TUN 'V. U KAING.
•

Ci'lJil
Reference
~o. 3 oj

1915•

Sin lila Aung-for applicant. July 5th,
N. C. Sen-for respondent. 1915·

Mortgage decree-Execution-Attachment af property-Appli.
cation for removal of attachment-Civil Procedure Code, Order 21,
Rule 58. •

Procedure by attachment is not al'proEriate to a mortgage decree. But
if an attachment is made, any claimS' or objections thereto must be enter·
tained. Order 21, Rule 58 (et seq.), applies to such proceedings. 

S.R.M.A.N. Muthappa Chetty v. S.A.R.M. Pallathappa Chetty,
(1903) 2 L.B.R., 138; and Gobalu v. Po Rla, (1906) 4 L.B.R., 82, over··
ruled in part.

The following reference was made by the Hon'ble the Chief
Judge to a Full Bench under section 11, Lower Burma Courts
Act:-

In Regular Suit 22 of 1914 of the Township Court of
Kyauktaw, U Kaing obtained a decree against Pan Aung and
Maung Sein Bu on a bond by which they mortgaged or hypo
thecated to him ten buffaloes. The decree directed that if the
defendants failed to pay the amount found to be due the
buffaloes shou1d be sold. It amounted to a mortgage decree,
Four days after the date of the decree U Kaing applied for
attachment of th~ buffaloes, and nine were attached. The
report of the Deputy Bailiff is silent as to whose possession
they were in when he attached them, and in what manner he
did it. He reported merely that he had at~ached the buffaloes
and had left them in the possession of Mra Tun, thugyi of
Thawingaing village, for him. to look after them. Mra Tun
applied for removal of the attachment, alleging that the cattle
had been made over to him before the attachment for a debt
which Pan Aung owed him on a bond mortgaging the cattle
to him.

The Township Judge held on the authority of S.R.M.A.N.
Muthappa Chetty v. S.A.R.M. PallathaP1?a Chetty (1) that he
was precluded from going into Mra Tun's applical:ion. The
ruling of Birks, J., justified this part of the Township Judge's

(1) (1903) 2 L.B.R., 138.
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investigating a claim or objection to the attachment under
Rule 58 and following rules of Order XXI of the Civil Procedure
'Code? "

The oPinion of the Full Bench was as follmvs :-
We agree. with Birks J~'s judgment 10 S.R.M.A.N.

Mutha.j;j>a Chetty v. S.A.R.M. Pallatha1>f.>a Chetty (1) and
Hartnoll J.'s judgment in Gobalu v. Po RIa (2) in so far as
they hold that proceedings by way of attachment are ~ot

.applicable to mortgage decrees, but the decisiOlls quoted in
those judgments do not appear to us to be authorities support
ing the ruling that if a mortgagee attaches propel'ty under a
mortgage decree a claim under section 278 of the Civil
Procedure Code of 1882 could not be brought or admitted.

It appears to us that in all cases of property being attached
claims and objections to the attachment can be brought under
the corresponding provision of the Civil Procedure Code, 1908,
namely, Order 21, Rule 58, and that such claims or objections
must be dealt with under that rule and the following rules
prescribing the procedure for investigation of claims and
·objections.

Before Mr. Justice Twomey.

KH~G:EMPEROR 'D. NGA AW.
Eggar, the Assista~t Government Advocate-for the King.Emperor.

Exc'ise Act, sections 3, 51-Person drawing tari frOm his own
Tees-Evidence Act, section 106.

Every toddy climber must be presumed to know roughly the yield of a
given tree in a given time, if a given number of pots are affixed to it.

If the pots are found on examination to contain more than fuur quarts,
the tari climber must show that owing to exceptional unforeseen circum
stances the quantity received was unusually great, and that under normal
conditions the quantity received would not exceed four quarts. The
burden of proof is on him.

The following reference has been made to this Court by the
District Magistrate, Thayetmyo :-

"I doubt if the Magistrate has correctly interpreted the
meaning of Criminal Revision No. 748 of 1902, page 214; Lower
Burma Rulings, Volume I.

" The facts are that the accused was working two toddy trees
(1) (1903) 2 L.B.R., 138. (2) (1906) 4 L.B.R., 82.
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FULL BENCH.
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Before Sir Charles Fox; Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Ormond and
Mr. Justice Twomey.

THE BANK OF BENGAL 'V.-kM.M.L. MUTHIA CHETTY.

Giles-for..the Bank of, Bengal.

Court Fees Act, sectio1~ 17-Distinct Subjects'-SHit on cash credit
acco~tnt, and on each portion of it severally guaranteed.

When a plaintiff sues the F'rincipal Debtor on a cash credit account
and also in the same suit seeks decrees against the several persons who
have guaranteed separate portions of the debt the plaint is chargeable with
the aggregate amount of fees with which plaints embracing separately each
of the amounts guaranteed would be chargeable.

Each claim must be taken to be a Distinct Subject within the meaning
of section 17, Court Fees Act.

P.L.R.M.N. Perchiappa Chetty v. Po Kin, (1909)'.5 L.B.R., 94,
referred to.

The following reference was made by Mr. Justice Robinson
to a Full Bench under section 11, Lower Burma Courts Act:-

The plaintiff Bank sued a Chetty firm for the amount due
on a cash credit account and also certain persons who had
guaranteed repayment of the amount due to the extent or
Rs. 25,000 each. The Bank requires such gual"antors to endorse
to the RanI< promissory notes for the amount of the guarantee
drawn in their faVCUI" by the fil"m to be guaranteed and further
requires the guarantors to execute a letter of guarantee in a
-:ertai n prin ted for 111.

The plaint is stamped on the amount claimed from the
Chetty firm and the question is whether it shouldl1not be
stamped on the various amounts for which decrees ':tre asked
for against each guarantor, or in other wnrds whether section 17
of the Court Fees Act. 1870, does not apply to the case.

In Civil Regular 114 of 1915, I decided that a very similal"
suit embraced two or more distinct subjects. In that suit the
Bank did not sue the principal debtor as it does in the present
case, but I do not think that this makes any difference. Again,
in the former suit the aggregate amount of the sums claimed
from the various guarantors exceeded the amount due by the
principal debtor, while in the present case it is less. The court
fee, however, if section 17 applies would exceed Rs. 3,000 in the

Civil
Rqerence No.

4 01 191.~.

July 13th,
1915.

Civz'l
Execution'
No. 8901

1915.

June 14th,
1915.
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securities, but even if it be correct it seems to me that this
provision, which is one of procedure only, was meant to provide
for the avoidance of a multiplicity of suits and c:oes not touch
the matter provided for in section 17 of the Court Fees Act.

That section is aimed at protecting the revenue from loss by
lawful action on the part of plaintiff, that is, by separate causes•
of action being lawfully combined in one suit, and" the question
still remains whether the1l suit as framed embraces several
distinct subjects.

The matter is however not free from difficulty and involves
large sums of money and will arise in several suits before this
Court. I think it right, therefore, to refer the following question
for decision by a Bench of this Court :-

" Where a plaintiff sues the principal debtor on a cash credit
account and also in the same suit seeks decrees against the
several persons who have guaranteed that account for the full
amounts to which they have guaranteed it should the plaint
bear a court-fee calculated on the amount claimed from the
principal debtor or on the"various amounts claimed from each
and all of the guarantol's vvhichever is greater? "

The opinion of the Full Bench '<vas as jollO'l:vS ;--
Fox, C.J.-The. plaint in the suit is headed" Suit for the

balance of an account and to enforce security": it has not been
claimed, however, that it is a suit "for the balance due on a
mutual open and current account" falling under Article 85 of
the 1st Schedule of the Indian Limitation Act. No other
article in that Schedule I'eferring to an account is applicable, so·
that the suit must really bela suit for money lent governed by
Article 59 of the 1st Schedule if the lending of the money can be
separated from the promissol'y notes and the equitable mortgage.

The guarantee agreements contemplate that the Bank shall,.
subject to a specified cOl1dition, be at liberty to take steps to
enforce payment of the promissory notes referred to in the
agreements. This is what the Bank is doing in the suit. In
the 38th paragraph of the plaint exemption from the ordinary
period of limitation for suits on the notes is claimed. It appears.
to me that so far as the guarantors are concerned the suit must
~e regarded as one on promissory notes, and so far as the"
nwrtgago,l' defenq.~nt. is "conc.erned,~s a. s~tit upon a mortgage_

THE BANK:
OF

BENGAL
v.

R.M.M.L.
MUTHIA
CHETTY.
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Pone Lan v. Ma Gyee, 2 L.B.R., 95, referred to; ct. also Ma Shein v.
Kim Sein, 8 L.B.R., 225, and Saw Maung Gyi v. Ma TIm Klw,
L.B, R., 208,

T'womey, ].-The plaintiff-respondent Ah Shein is the son of
a Chinaman, In Va, deceased.' After the death of Ah Shein's
mother Ma Le, In Ya married Ma Thein Shin, the 1st defend
,ant-appellant, and had issue by her, a daughtel', Ma E Chi, the
2nd defendant-appellant. Ah Shein sued Ma Thein Shin and
Ma E Chi for his father's estate. Ah Shein being a minor fil,ed
the suit through his next friend Ma To, and was allowed to sue
.as a pauper. The value of the estate is put at Rs. 6,005. Ah
Shein pleaded that his father, In Va, was a Chinese Buddhist and
that according to the law applicable to the case he was entitled
to the whole of his father's estate to the exclusion of his father's
second wife, the widow, Ma Thein Shin, and her daughter, Ma E
Chi.

The defendants-appellants pleaded that Ah Shein's mother
was not lawfully married to In Ya and that Ah Shein was there
fore entitled to nothing. They denied that In Ya was a
Buddhist. They also disputed the value of the property left by
In Va.

The District Court has found that In Ya was a Chinese
.Buddhist, that Ah Shein is the legitimate son of In Ya by his
first wife Ma Le, and that under the customary law applicable
to the case Ah Shein is entitled to the whole of his father's
estate to the exclusion of the defendants-appellants. As
regards the value of the estate the District Court came to no
bnding but appointed a Commissioner" to find out what was
the estate of In Va, its value and any deduction which ollght to
be ,nade therefrom, such as debts and funeral expenses, etc."
'The passing of orders as to court-fees under Order 33, Rule 10,
was postponed until the value of the estate should be ascer
tained.

In this appeal by the defendants it is urged that Ah Shein's
mother Ma Le is not proved to have been legally married to In
Va, that the evidence as to the customary law applicable to the
,case is insufficient, and that the plaintiff failed to prove his title
to the whole estate to the exclusion of his step-mother and tsep
:sister.

1914.

THEIN SHIN:
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There appears to be no written law on the subject of inherit
ance among Chinese Buddhists, and the case has to be decided
according to the somewhat meagre oral evidence produced by
the plaintiff. The defendant Ma Thein Shin produced no
evidence at all on the subject. The evidence of Ko Sit Oh and
I Taik shows that daughters al-e altogether excluded by sons.
But neither of these witnesses supports the view talien by the
District Court that the widow gets nothing. Ko Sit Oh sa},s :
"The wife inherits from the husband. I do not know to what
extent. • It is a small proportion." I Taik says, "The mother
has a right somewhat over the estate," but he was unable to say
what her share would be. In the absence of definite evidence
I think we may proceed according to justice, equity and good
conscience, and we shall not be far wrong in awarding the
widow a third share which is the share she would have received

if the Indian Succession Act were the law applicable to the case.
I would therefore modify the decree of the District Court by

awarding Ah Shein two-thirds of the estate of his father In Va.
The dil-ection for the appointment of a Commissioner to take
accounts will stand. The order as to costs is set aside. The
whole of the costs in both Courts will be borne by the estate.
The court-fee in both Courts on Rs. 6,005-3-6, the amount at
which the suit is valued in th0 pla;nt, will be recovered from the
estate and will be a first charge thereon. A copy of the decree
will be sent to the CoHector, Ma-ubin DistJ-ict.

Parlett; J.-1 concur.

Before Mr. J llstice Ormond.

l\iA SHEIN v. KIM SEIN alias SAW CHAN SEIN.
Sutherland-for applicant.
A. J. IvIazmg Gyi-foJ" respondent.

IVIarriage-Cll/inese Buddhist LalO-P·resumption of validity.

In the absence of good evidence to the contrary, a marriage bet\\;een a
Buddhist Chinaman and a Burmese Buddhist woman accJrding to Burmese
Buddhist custom is to be regarded as valid under Chi:1ese Buddhist Law.

lVIa: Thein Shin v· Ah Sheitt, S L.B.R, 222. refclored to.

The petitioner Ma Shein applied under section 488, Criminal
Procedure Code, for an order for maintenance against her
husband, the respondent Kim Sein. The respondent denied that

IS
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-ceremony is essential for a valid marriage under that law. And
the parties having cohabited for several years as m~n and wife,
the presumption that there was a valid marriage must prevail.

I set aside the order of the Magistrate and direct that the
petitioner's application be proce~ded with and the amount of
maintenance to be awarded to her, determined.

MA SHEIK
v.

KIM SEIN.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief judge, Mr. justice Ormond and Civil
Rlljerence No.

Mr. justice Twomey. 2 oj 19i5.

IN RE MAUNG NAW 'V. 1. MA SHWE HMUT,,
2. MAUNG PEIN.

May Oung-for the respondents.
Rtdletige, the Government Advocate-for the King-Emperor.

Jurisdiction of Civil Courts-Lower Burma Land and Revenue
.Act, sections 56 (a), 55 (b), 19, section 6-Claim for possession without
title. .

A sued B to recover possession of land in respect of which there was
no grantee, lessee or person having the status of landholder, basing his
claim on the fact 'that ·.he had been in possession and paid revenue to
Government and had been dispossessed by B.

He/d,-On a reference made by Ormond, J., that section 56 of the
Land and Revenue Act does not oust the jurisdiction of. a Civil Court.
"Claims" in section 55 (b) ,.,f thE' Land :md Revenuc Act mean claims
against Government.) Mere previous possession is sufficient to support a
claim for pGssession again"t one who has dispossessed the plaintiff when
the defendant has no title-himself.

Maung San Paing v. Shwe Hlaing, 1 L.B.R., 277; Arunachallam
Chetty v. Veerappa Chetty, 4 Bur. L.T., 117, and lfilaung Po Chit v.
A.A.R.M. Periacurpen Chettj', 4 Bur. L.T., 215-overruled.

M.:ung Yat v. lVlaung Tarol?, 1 L.B.Ro, 16 j Saya Hlaing v. fi[auns~

Lu Gyi, P.J.L.B., 436; Krishnarav ?as1ivant v. Vasudev Apaji
Ghotiker, ~R:8Bom.,371; Ismail Ariff v. Mahomed Ghous,
(1893) I.L.R. 20 Cal., 834 ; Gobin Prasad v. Mohan Lal, (1901) I.L.R.
24 All., 157-followed.

The following 'reference was made to a Full Bench by Mr.
Justice Ormond under section 11, Lower Burma Courts Act:-

The plaintiffs sued for a declaration that a strip of land
.belonged to them, for possession of the same; and for Rs. 400
dam.ages against the defendant for cutting dhanee trees belong~

ing to the plaintiffs on that strip of land, Both the Lower
Courts have found that the plaintiffs were in possession

july 9th,
19 i 5·

Civil 2nd~
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lands under sections 19, 20 and 21 " in section 55 (h) of the Act
refer to claims against Government and not to claims between
private individuals.

Section 56 (a) of the Act bars the jurisdiction of Civil Courts
as to (inter alia) :--" claims to occupy or resort to lands undel'
section 19 and disputes as to the use or enjoyment of such
lands between persons permitted to ~ occupy or resol't to the
saine." •

The last part of clause (a) of section 56 could only apply to
the present case if both parties had in fact the permission of
Govemment to occupy the land in dispute.

As to the fil'st part of the clause (a) of section 56 :-Section
19 merely empowers the Local Government to fl'ame rules.
A "claim to occupy land under section 19" must therefore
mean a claim to occupy land under such rules. The rules
prescribe the manner in which a license or title to o~cupy

certain lands can be obtained from Govel'nment, and the condi
tions under which such license will be granted. They also
empower any Revenue Officer to eject (on behalf of Govern
ment) any person occupying such lands in contravention of such
rules. "A claim to occupy or res~rt to lands under section 19 "
mean a claim against Government, to be granted undel' its rules
a license to occupy certain lands; 01' a claim to be recognized by
Government as its li::ensed occupiel' of such lands. If these
Words are intended to include a claim by a licensee of Govem
n,ent for possession against a private individual, the last part

of clause (a) is unnecessary. If A obtains a license from
Go',:ernment to occupy certain lands in accordance with the
rules (whether by payment of revenue or otherwise), I:e there
by obtains a title to such lands for the time: being. If, relying
upon his titie, he sues B for possession, he cannot be said to
be preferl'ing a,c!aim under the !'ules which authorized his title
to be made.

Still less can it be said that A is preferring a claim under
section 19: if, when suing B for possession, he does not
allege any title derived from the owner; i.e., any right to
occupy the land under Government, but relies solely upon
the fact that within 12 years b"efore suit he was in posses
sion and was dispossessed by B. A and B may have been

1915.
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The effect of the sections is to bar the jurisdiction of the

Civil Courts when a suit is a claim to occupy or resort to
land under section 19, 20, or 21 of the Act, or when it in
volves a" dispute as to the use or enjoyment of land of which

Government has not made a grant or a lease or over which
a right has not been acquired i~"~ne of the modes specified

in the Act between persons permitted to occupy or resort
to the same. I~ a suit of the description mentioned in the
reference the plaintiff cannot be said to be making a claim
to occupy or resort to land under section 19 of the Act.
The basis of his claim has nothing to do with the Act.
.Sections 20 and 21 are not applicable. "Claims" in clause
(b) of section 55 must mean claims advanced to Government
or to some Government officer.

Neither the plaintiff nor the defendant in the suit could

be rightly classed as a person permitted to occupy or resort
to the land sued for, unless it were proved that they had
been expressly permitted by a Revenue Officer to occupy

the land. Rule 51 (a) of the Rules undet' the Act does not
contemplate anvoermission being required to enter on or
remain in occupatjon ot., waste or uncleared land for
purposes of cultivation. In a suit based upon the plaintiff
havl11g been once In possession and having been dispossessed
otherwise than in due course of law it may be assumed
that the plaintiff does not sue as one permitted to occupy

or resort to the land. The latter part of clause (b) of
section 55 would not apply t~-such a case. and'-tI1--;;--JU-~lsai~

tiol:-O'ftheGivilCeurt-wtmlO"not be barred by section 56 (a).
Irwin,.L'srtillilg'in-Maimg-San,Paing v. Shw~HiCli11g (1),

in so far as it held that if it-'appeal's at the hearing that th~
plaintiff has neither a grant nor the status of a landholder
his claim falls' under section 19 of the Lower Burma Land
and Revenue Act and the"jurisdiction of the Civil Court is
ousted by section 56 read with section 55 (b) of that Act,
appears to me to be erroneous: Although neither party may
have a right or title to the land as against Government, in

a suit under section 9 of the Specific Relief Act previous

(1) (1902) 1 L.B.R.,277.
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(c) and (d), where it· is quite clear that only claims against
'Government are contemplated.

The latter part of section 55 (b) can only refer to dispu.tes
between two or more per&ons jointly pem1itted-

(i) to resort to the' same ~ gl'azing ground or the same
tanngya area; or

Gi; to occupy the same piece of waste land temporarily
tinder rules isstied in pursuance of section 19.

But 3S the existing rules tindel' section 19 (viz. Rules 51
and 52) do not require a cultivator to obtain permission before
occupying such land it follows that there can be no disputes
of class Gi) in regard to land occupied for purposes of culti
vation. The case under reference clearly does not fall under
class G).

I concur in answering the question referred in the negative.

Before Mr. Justice Ormond.

MAUNG MAUNG v. S. G. FIRM BY ITS AGENT

SANMUGAi\l PILLAY.

May O~tng-forappellant.
Doctor-for responpent.

'0.
Transfer of Propt3rty-Fraudulent-Transfer of "grant" land by

involved debtor-Position of volunteer paying off an attaching credi
tor-Transfer of p.roperty Act, section 53.

A, who had obtained a grant of land from the Collector with the right to
transfer it with the permission of the Collector, transferred the land to his
brother, B, with. the pe.rmission of the Collector, at a time when he was
too heavily involved to be able to pay his debts. A judgmeilt-creditor
sought to obtain a declaration that th~ transfc,' was void as against him.

Held,-that A's right [to transfer the land subject to certain :onditions
was a valuable right and that, under the circumstances set forth above, the
transfer was void as against the plaintiff under :;ection 53 of the Transfer
of Property Act and that the plaintiff had a right to attach the land as if
the grant to A were still subsisting.

It was also argued tha(B, having paid off a previous attaching creditor
C, stood in the shoes of C.

H eld,-that B's paying off C merely gave B at most a right of'lction
against A personally.

. The plaintiff"respondent attached land under a decl'ee
obtained against one Maung Myaing. The defel1dal1t l\!1allng
Maung, who is a brother of Mallng Myaing, obtained an order
for the removal of the attachment. The plaintiff then sued for'

1915·
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Before Mr. Jt~stice Ormond and Mr. Justice Twomey.

1. MAUNG PD, 2. MAUNG PD, HUSBAND OF MA MI
(deceased), 3. MAUNG SHU MAUNG, MINOR, BY HIS
guardian-ad-litem THE 1ST ApPELLANT, 4. AN INFANT
SON, UNNAMED, BV HIS guardia'n-ad-litem THE 1ST ApPEL
LANT [ApPELLANTS 2, 3 AND 4 APPEAL AS LEGAL REPRE
SENTATIVES OF lVIA MI (deceased)], 5. MA KHIN lVIJN,
MINOR, BY HER guardian-ad-litem KYAW DIN, Barrister
at-law, 6. MAUNG SHU MAUNG, BY 'HIS guardian
ad-litem 1ST ApPELLANT V. 1. LUCY MOSS AND 2.
CHARLES WEDIKIND NEPEAN, HEIRS AND LEGAL
REPRESENTATIVES OF MA HMWE GAING (deceased).

Lenta-igne-for appcllants.
N. M". Cowasjee with Dantra-for respondents.

Gift before death-Parent and child-Alleged undue influence
Burden of proof.

No presumption of undue influcnce to be drawn in the case of a gift to:
near relatives even jf made during the donor's illness and shortly before his
death. It is for the person alleging the undue influence to prove it.

Huguenin v. Basely, I W. & T. L.C. in Eg., 8th Ed., p. 259; Morley
v. Loughnan, (1893) I Ch.D., 736; Allcard v. Skinner, (1887) 36 Ch.D.,
145; Beanland v, Bradley, (1854) 2 Sm. & G., 339=65 E.R., 427; Ismail

Mussajee Mo07wrdam v. Hafiz Boo, (19qp) I.L.R 33 Cal., 773-rcferred to.

The judgment aplJealed against was as follows:-
Robinson, j.-This is a suit brought by Charles Nepean as

the next friend of hi~ mother, Ma Hmwe Gaiilg, widow of John
Nepean, against lVIaung Pu, Barrister-at-law of this Court, and
Ma lVIi, his wife, also Ma Khin Min, defendant (3), a minor and
adopted daughter of Ma Hmwe Gaing, and Maung Shu Maung,
the infant son of Maung Pu and Ma Mi. During the pendency
of the suit Ma Hmwe Gaing died and her daughter, Lucy Moss,
was added \-vith Charles Nepean as her legal representative.
Ma Mi also died and her husband and her sons, Shu Maung
and another, an infant, were added as her legal representatives.

The plaint alleges that Ma Hmwe Gaing was 83; that she is
and has been weal< and infirm, her mental capacity having been
affected by reason of age and illness; that being incapable of
managing her affail's she is represented bY'her son, Charles
Nepean, as her next friend. It states in detail facts which had
-Occurred including a criminal prosecution of Maung Pu and

Civil
Is! Appeal
No. 83 qf

1912•

CiviL Rl!guiar
No. 485 of

190 9.

Marek 2Sfli,
19120
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Phayre Street and jewellery, and she carried on after her
husband's death money-lending business. What th~ residue
amounted to has not been brought out and it is impossible to
say to what extent it was increased. Her own children then
wel'c faidv well provided for.. She adopted Ma Mi a.nd Ma
Khin 1Vlin-at least the alleg~d 61doption has not been contested
in this suit. Maung Pu was a teacher ii1 Shwegyin and married
lVla Mi. He then went to England add studied for the Bar, and
Ma Hm\ve Gaing paid a good deal, if not all, of the expenseS in
connection thel'ewith. He was called to the Bar in ,January
1908 ann at once came out to Shwegyin and lived with his wife
with Ma Hmwe Gaing in her house. Shortly after Ma Hmwe
Gaing wanted to execute a deed of settlement with regard to
the 1,000 aCl'es of land which had come to her and the deed was
drawn up, by which·the profits of this land were settled on three
of hel' grandchiltken and her two adopted daughters, Maung
Pu being appointed sole trustee and being given 20 PC1' cent. of
the profits in retu1'l1 for his services in collecting them. The
deed was not executed by Ma Hmwe Gaing because of some
trouble in getting the Sub-Registrar of Nyaunglebin over to
Shwegyin ancI difficulty of taking her, NIa Hmwe Gaing, over
to Nyaunglebin in consequence of hel' age. Maung Pu there
fore obtained £1'om hel" a power of attomey authorising him to
execute and registel the deed on her behalf, and he did so.
Immediately afterwards a suit was instituted by the present
plaintiffs to set aside this deed of settlement in which they
:llleged that lVla Hmwe G8.ing was notcapable of managing her
affairs. The suit, the history of whicb I \vil1 narrate here though
it was not final1y settled for several year's, was tried by the
Subdivisional Judge at Pegu. The settlement was set aside on
the technical ground that Maung Pu having received an interest
the power of attorney was ineffective.

Maung Pll and Ma Mi filecI an appeal in which they 'lleged
that the mental capacity of Ma Hmwe Gaing had not been
considered. The appeal was dismissed. A second appeal was
filt:"r.! in this Court, and when it came on for hearing, Ma Hmwe
Gaing being dead and the learned J lldge holding 'i:hat under hel'
husband's wil1 she had only a life interest in this land, the appeal
was dismissed.

MAUNG Po
v.

.£"UCy M;o$~,
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took place, and as the old lady persisted in demanding the return
of the money Maung Pu and Ma Mi suggested that she should
go with them to Rangoon where they. would _give it her.
Mrs. Moss was very fearful of her mother going to IRangoon
with Maung Pu and Ma Mi. It is obvious that she suspected
that, if the old lady was with Maung Pu and Ma Mi, they would
persuade her to take some action with refel·ence to the money
which would affect her inheritance of aportion of it. She went
and consulted with an old friend of theirs and her son Steph~n,
-a Subdivisional Officel·, as :to whethel· she could prevent her
mother from going to Rangoon; she was told she could not.
She then wanted to know whether she would be justified in
taking her mother's jewel and money box and keeping it in order
to prevent her mother's going. She was told that if she l,ept it
only for a short time she would not get into trouble. She there
upon went to her mother's house, where appal·ently a stormy
interview took place, and she carl·ied off the box to her own
house. Maung Pu brought the police and headman, but she

-explained to them that she was only keeping it for a short while
in order to prevent her mother going to Rangoon, land so they
left. The box "vas taken on the 17th October 1908 and returned
on the evening lof the 20th f;OctoberI1908. That night some
where between midnight and 2 a.m. Maung Pu, Ma Mi, Maung
Khin Min and Ma Hrriwe Gaing left by boat to catch the train to
Rangoon from Nyuunglebin. It is stated that they started at
this somewhat untimely hour out ofconsideration for the old lady
andto avoid t1·uvelling in the great heat or the day, On the other
side it is stated that there was no necessity whatever to start at
su.;h an hOlO·; that taking the route they did, their journey lay
through creeks through the jungle, were dangerous to navigate
in the dark or by the light of the lamp which Maung Pu said
was used, and that they started at this hour because they wanted
to get the old Jady into their control without the knowledge of

her dau~hter. On the 21st October Mrs. Moss filed a criminal
-complaint against Maung Pu and Ma Miof misappropriation
-of the money. They had, it is said, threatened this before, and

Maung Pu knew that it was likely to be done.' rAn application
was then filed for the transfer of the case to Rangoon on the
,ground supported by a certificate of Dr. Pearce that the old

1914.
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old lady that she should take independent advice as to it. She
asked him lo call in Mr. Rahman, a barrister friend of Maung
Pu's, who used to visit the house and whose acquaintance she
had made. He did so. Mr. Rahman took her instructions and
drafted the deed. The draft dt1ed was handed over to Maung
Pu, who had it engrossed and stamped. Major Rost, who was
then Civil Surgeon of Rangoon, waS called in, and Mr. Ba
Thein, another barrister and partner of Mr. Rahman's, "vas
present. Major Rost examined the old lady.and put a few
questions to her and gave her the following certificate: "I
hereby certify that I have examined !vb Hmwe Gaing, a robust
old lady of 82 years of age, and found that she is both mentally
and physically sound. I further witnessed her agreement to the
conditions of a document which she signed in my presence."

Ml". Ba Thein and Major Rost have deposed that the deed
was explained to the old lady in BUl'mese; that she said she
understood it and expressed her approval of its contents; that
she then executed it and Major Rost and Mr. Ba Thein attested
her signature. The old lady continued to live with Maung Pu
and Ma Mi until July 1909. Then she became very ill. In
what her illness consisted we have no definite evidence. Maung
Pu called in a Burmese doctor to attend her and states that her
illness consisted of sle~plessnessand loss of appetite. That she

was very ill cannot, I think, be doubted,-in fact, so ill that
Maung Pu fearing that she might die thought it wise to wire in
h~r name toMrs. Moss to comedown. She came and lived there
for a fortnight or three weeks, after which her mother got
better, and as she was very anxious to go back to her home at
Shwegyin Mrs. Moss took her there. Very shortly after her
arrival at' Shwegyin Mrs. Moss became 2ware of this deed of
gift and at once took steps. She brought her mother down to
Rangoon to instruct advocates to file the present suit. Ma
Hmwe Gaing was examined in October 1909 by Colonel Davis
and by Dr. Joy and in January of the following year Colonei
Pridmore was also called in to examine her. Her evidence was
taken in this Court on the 3rd March 1910. It is of no parti
cular value as far as the proof of any particular facts go, but it

is of some value in respect to her mental condition. Jt!begins

by asserting that she is 55 and that she is sure of that fact.

16
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lected III White and Tuder's Equity cases under the case of
Huguenin ~. Basely (1). I think it is not necessal'y for me to go
into the authorities in detail. I think it will be sufficient if I
-quote from the judgment of Mr. Justice Wright in iVIorley v.
Loughnan (2). The learned Ju~ge states: " There is no doubt
about the law, which is illustrated by numerous cases quoted in
White and Tuder's worl< under the leading case of Huguenin v.
Basely (1) and continuing down to the case of Allcard v. Sll~n

ner (3). That law is, that where large v()l~l11tary gifts al'e made
and accepted inter vivos the recipient may be called upon to show
.that the donor had capacity and knowledge of what he was doing.
In this case that capacity and knowledge 'are not disputed.
Proof may then be given against the recipient to show that the
donor's intention to give was produced by undue influence, and
then the Courts of course set it aside, unless the tl'ansaction as
a whole was a benefit to the donor. Or the donol' may show
that confidential relationship existed between the donor and
the recipient, and then the law on gl'ounds of public policy
presumes that the gift, even though in fact fl'eely made, was
the effect of the influence induced by those relations, and the
burthen lies on the recipient to show that the donor had
independent advice, or adopted the tl'am;action after the
influence was remove,i, or some equivalent circumstances.
Here the plaintiffs tool, both grounds. They say there is actual
proof of undue influence producing the gifts; secondly, they say
there was confidential relationship within the meaning of that
rule, and the donor had no independent advice, and there were
no equivalent circumstances. The peculiarity of this case 'is
that it is not one of those ordinary confidential relationships
such as solicitor and client, physician awl patient, parent and
child, or guardian and ward, or religious superior and inferiol',
but it is of a .!fature which I think is sufficient to bring it
within the rule- as laid down by Lord Eldon, adopting the
'argument of Sir Samuel Romilly in Huguenin v. Basely 0),
that the rule stands on a general principle applying to all the
'variety of relations by which dominion may be exercised by

(1) 1 W.c& T. L.C. in Eq., 8th Ed., p. 259.
(2) (1893) 1 Ch.D., 736.
(3) (1887) 36 Ch.D., 145.
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MAUNGPU

to be under the influence of LucyvMoss.

to give the money or to buy a house to be given to the 'ivife of
the Burmese Barristel""

Question.-Did she appear
anybody?

Answer.-She seemed to be fairly clear and reasonable.
As far as I could see she understood what she was doing. She
showe(t great signs of age. Her physical condition was not
robust. She was rather flabby. A 'woman in her condition
was liable to be influenced by her surroundings. At the time
she appeared to me to be fairly clear, and I had not before me
the possibility of hel' being influenced. She was old and there
were signs of senile decay. But thinking over the matter
afterwards when some time after I was asked about the possi
bility of hel' having been influenced my idea is that she might
have been influenced. She would mix up the buying of the
house with giving money to buy the house. I think it would
be quite possible for anyone who wished to persuade her to a
certain course of conduct if he had her under his sole control
to persuade hel' to do as he wished, I had come to this con
clusion owilig to the want of decision that she displayed. I
think she understood clearly enough what she was doing, but
she appeared to me to be vacillating. Therefol'e I think she
might have been influenced. I think she k:~ew she wa!:; giving
away a large sum of money for buying a IV:'Jllse and was quite
vviiling to do so. but at the same time 1 think she might have
been influenced; her willingness may possibly have been due
to influence bl'ought to bear on her.

And in cross-examination he says: "InJan11ary I saw 110 signs
of ;nfluence as a matter of fact. At that time my recollection is
that she was fairly clear and that she understood fairly well what
was proposed. I was asl,ed to see if she was in a state
of mind capable of executing a de,ed. I went away satisfied
that she fairly' was. It is impossible to 'say without
knowing the degree of illness what effect an illness in J ul:'
would have had on her with reference to the condition I saw
her in in October." The conclusion that I have come to with
rderence to Colonel Davis' evidence is that he is not prepared
to say that in January 1909 she was unable to manage her
affairs or form a rational judgment, but that judging from her
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slow progress but sometimes it is greatly accelerated by any
disease which would lower vitality. Illness will cause a more
rapid degeneration afterwards. I say any illness would have
this effect in accelerating senile decay." Facts similar to
those which I have set forth as existing in this case were put to
him and he was asked if a per§on who had acted more or less
as Ma Hmwe Gaing acted would iq his opinion be of un

questionable mental capacity and capable of managing her own
.affairs. He thinks the facts would only show that she. was

changeable and not that she was incompetent to manage her
own affairs. He regards this as merely a symptom of old age
and an indication of the degeneration of the mind which old
age brings. As to her liability to be influenced he says: " One
always thinks of that when examining these cases. There was
nothing which led me to think like that. I think there is no
doubt that old people are more easily infl upnced than young
people. I don't think there was anything to indicate that she
was more liable to be influenced than anyone of her age; 82
or 83 is a very great age forthis country . a person of
82 or 83 is easily to be influenced." He then says, " In opinions
concerning mental conditions persons should be kept under
observation to see if they are under the influence of others.
It is difficult to say about anyone's mind in one examim,cion.
And finally he says, "I thought she was of perfectly sOLlnd
mind and that she understood what she did." There remains
the evidence of Dr. Joy and Colonel Pridmore. Dr. Joy and
Colonel Davis examined her' in the October following after she

had the severe illness in July. There can Se no question on
the evidence that she was then in an advanced stage 0: senile
decay; that she was very feeble both' in body and in mind;
and that her memory and will power had undoubtedly gone.
It is admitted that senile decay is slow and gradual. A severe
1l1ness would accelerate the progress very rapidly. I think
there is no doubt that she suffered from a very severe illness

in July and that it would be impossi1;>le for the doctors, who
examined her after this illness, to be able to form or give any

indication of the state of her mental capacity in the previous
March without knowing exactly what the illness was and how
severe it was. I am unable, therefore, to rely on their

1914.
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Maung Pu and Ma Mi her action and her evidence are all in
their favour.

Bearing these facts in mind and weighing them together
with the medical evidence that has been given I think it is
perfectly clear that she certainly was a person who, although
she might understand to a' certain extent the conduct
which was proposed to her, would act in acco\'dance with
suggestions made to her or influence brought to bear u~on

her.
Now an old lady of this age can hardly be held, on the facts

that I have held to be established, to have had capacity and
lmowledge to the full extent of those terms. But even if she
had, it is to my mind cleal' that her intention to make the gift
in suit was produced by influence brought to bear upon her.
The sum paid for the house and the money originally entrusted
to Maung Pu are nearly the same. She entrusted it t.o him
and on the slightest suggestion that he was misappropriating it
she decides to withdraw the money from him. He is criminally
prosecuted in connection with it and he gets her under his
control and she at once sides with him and at the ~,ame time,
although she had shortly before been demanding that he shou1d'
return the money, she makes a gift of this large sum to him
and his wife and her other adopted daughter. Jt has been
urged that she was by this depriving herself of practically the
whole of her prope.'ty. There is not sufficient on the record to
enable me to say that this was the case but she was depriving
herself of what was almost certainly a very large amount of
her property.

When a gift of such a large sum is made under the circum
stances I have described by a person of her age and character,
I think it must follow there is a very grw.'e feal' th8.t her actions
were due to influence brought to bear upon her. Further
J consider that the relationship which existed between her
and l'v1aung Pu and his wife, when we find her mind and
body to have been enfeebled and remember the action which
she has taken throughout the various incidents that arose
in this case, was such as would bring the case within
the purview of that rule of equity as to confidential
relationship and that therefore, even if we assume that the gift

1914.
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JUDGMENTS IN ApPEAL.
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Ormond, ].-This was a suit originally instituted by Ma
Hmwe Gaing, the widow of John Nepean deceased, against
Maung Pu (her son-in~law), Ma Mi (her adopted daughter,
Maung Pu's wife), Ma Khin Min' (minol" adopted daughter) and
Maung Shu Maung (the minor son ofoMa Mi and Maung Pu),
to set aside a deed of gift, dated the 5th March 1909, on the
ground that it was obtained by~the undue influence of Maung
Pu. Ma Hmwe Oaing died during the pendency of this suit and
her daughter and son, Lucy Moss and Charles Nepean, were
substituted as the plaintiffs. Ma Mi, the wife of Maung Pu,
also died and her representatives were substituted in bel' place.
The plaintiffs obtained a decI"ee on the Original Side of this
Court and the defendants now appeal.

Ma Hmwe Gaing had a house at Shwegyin where she lived.
She was tan old lady of over 80 years of age. Her husband,
John Nepean, who died about 30 years ago, left a thousand acres
of land and Rs. 10,000 to his wife and to each of his three chil
dren, Lucy Moss, Charles Nepean and George Nepean since
deceased. Maung Pu is an advocate of this Court. After
mat-rying Ma Mi he was sent to England and was called to the
Bal- and his expenses were partly defrayed by his mother-in
law, Ma Hmwe Gaing. Shortly after he had retun,ed to this
country, Ma Hmw~Gaing in July 1908 made a gift of her 1,000
acres in five equal s.hares to hel- two adopted daughters, Ma Mi
and Ma Khin Min, and hel- three natural gl'andchildl-en; and
she appointed Maung Pu as the manager. and trustee at a
renluneration of 20 per cent. of the profits. In Augt'st 1908
Ma Hmwe Gaing gave Rs. 37,000 to Maung Pu to invest for her.
At that time Maung Pu was living in Rangoon, Ma Hmwe
Gaing was living at Shwegyin, and Mrs. Lucy Moss was also
living at Shwegyin next door to her mother's. Early in Octo
ber 1908, Ma Hmwe Gaing wanted the money back, and it is
clem- from the evidence that she w8.nted it back because
her daughter, Mrs. Lucy Moss, had given her to understand
that Maung Pu was making a wrong use of the money. Maung
Pu and his wife came over to Shwegyin and Ma Hmwe Gaing
then wanted to go and stay with Maung Pu at Rangoon. Mrs.

1914·
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to Shwegyin. On the 23rd November 1908 the old lady filed
a written statement in Charles Nepean's suit (to set aside the
settlement of July 1908) in which she supported the settlement,
but on the 29th July 1~09, after she had returned to Shwegyin
after her illness, she filed a second written statement in which
she confessed judgment and ~onsented to a decree for the
r~lief lJrayed for. On the 5th JanualbY 1909, the day when the
agreement for the purchase of the house was made, Colonel
Davis was called in and he certified that the 91d lady was of
sound mind and capable. On the 5th Ma'-ch 1909, when the
deed of gift was executed, Majo,- Rost was called in and he certi
fied to the same effect. Charles Nepean having alleged in his
plaint (in October 1908) in the suit to set aside the settlement of
July 1908 that Ma Hmwe Gaing was 82 years old and her mental

.. c::!,pacity had been affected by old age and that she was under
the influence of Ma Mi and Maung Pu, it was only prudent on
the occasion of this second gift to have reliable medical
evidence to show that the old J;ady's mental capacity was
not impaired.

The learned Judge held that tile deed could not be set aside
\ .

on the ground of unsoundness of lI)lind in the old lady, but he
found that she was of weak intellect.a .1U!nfirm and liable to be
influenced and that she did not have full capacity of knowledge
as to what she wa~ doing, that the gift was produced by influ
ence brought to bear upon her, and further that the relation
'>hip which existed between her and Maung Pu and his wife
was such as would bring the case within the purview of the rule
of equity as to confidential relationship: and that, therefore,
even assuming that the gift was properly made it was the
effect of influence induced by those relations and that the
burden, therefore, lay on Maung Pu to show that she had
indtpendent advice or that she adopted the _transaction after
the influence \vas removed.

The learned Judge in finding that at the time of the gift the
old lady was of weak intellect, infirm and liable to be influ
enced, and that she did not have full capacity of knowledge as
to what she was doing, relied upon the evidence of Colonel
Davis. Colonel Davis at the hearing, though called as a witness
for the plaintiff, emphasises the fact that the old lady was fairly

MAUNG Po
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spiritual adviser to the donor. Mr. Cowasjee for the respon

dents has urged before us that the confidential l'elationship of
lawyer and client existed, and that Maung Pu was the old
lady's legal adviser. This suggestion was first made in appeal;
no mention of it -is to be found in the plaint or in the' issues.

•Maung Pu no doubt consulted lawyer~ on behalf of the old lady
and he may have given her legal advic;e ; but I think he de-ady
did so as a son-in-law and not as a professiunal lawyer. It; is
clear that Mrs. Lucy Moss tried to exert her influence ovel' the~
old lady to prevent her fro111 benefiting her adopted children.
There is nothing to show that Maung Pu exerted any counter
influence; but assuming that he did, there was no undue influ
ence. The remarks of their Lonlships of the Privy Council in
the case of Ismail Mussajee Mookerdam v. Hafiz Boo (3) al'e
very apposite. The transaction was very nahu"al and reason
able under the circumstances existing at the time. The natural
family had been provided for. The old lady must have been
deeply irritated by the conduct of Mrs. Lucy Moss and Charles
Nepean in seizing her jewels and in filing the Criminal and
Civil proceedings in October 1908 and she had never wished to
benefit them. She was old and in case of her death they would
have inherited equally with the adopted children. As in the
case cited above there is no evidence establishing any genera!
case of domination on the part of Maung Pu and his wife, and
of subjection on the part of the donor. Even if a presumption
is to be raised against Maung Pu in this case with reference
to the interest taken by l\laung Pu's wife and child undel' the
gift, no such presumption could be raised in connection with
the interest taken by Ma Khin Min who had lived all ahng with
her adoptive mother. The gift to her could only be set aside
if it were established by evidence that the gift had in fact been
induced by undue influence; and there is no such evidence.

In my opinion the plaintiffs have failed to make out their
case, and no onus rested on Maung Pu to disprove influence.
I would allow the appeal with costs in both Courts, 10 gold
mohurs a day as advocate's fee for every day's effective hear
jng after the first-in both Courts.

T'womey, J.-I concur.

(3) (1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal., 773.
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She presented her petition for divorce nearly fOUl' years
after his parting from her. The grounds on which she asked
for a divorce were adultery coupled with desertion without
reasonable excuse for upwards of two years.

Adultery by the respondent bas now been adequately prov~d.

The Divisional Judge refused a decl'ee for divorce holding that
desertion within the meaning of the Indian Divorce Act had not
been proved, and that the petitioner had been guilty of unreason
able delay in presenting her petition.

" Desertion" under the Act implies an abandonment against
the wish of the person charging it, but as pointed out in Yin Za
v. C. Nash (I) it is not a universal rule that the abandonment
must be against the expressed wish of that person. In the
present case the respondent left th0 petitioner telling her an
untruth about where he was going, and not leading her to
suspect in any way that he was going to abaildon her. She must
have been under the impression that he was coming back to her.
She had no opportunity then of expressing any wish against his
abandoning her. Shortly afterwards she heard that instead of
taking her to where he had to live he had taken another woman
to live with him there. This abandonment of her must have
been against her wish. No woman who had been so recently
married to a man and who thought they were living happily
together could have felt other than resentment at such conduct.

She was in no way bound to ask him to provide a home for
ht-r in which to live together again after such treatment. Sec
tion22 of the Act gave her a right to a judici::>l separation: she
wa~ not bound to forgive the adultery, and by asking him to live
with her she would have done so and have condoned it. The
element of abandonment against the wish of the party charging
it seems clear in the present case.

In regard to ~he question of unreasonable delay the petitioner
had to wait for two years befol'e she could present her petition
for divorce. Her petition was presented short of two years
from the time she might have presented it. She says s.oe was
told she had to wait three years, so that according to her lights
she delayed something short of a year.

(1) I) L.B.R. 53.
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,the Court, and this composition \-vas binding on all their
-creditors and precluded the plaintiffs from suing them.

It appears from Insolvency' Case No. 9 of 1911 that the
defendants were adjudicated on the 4th March 1911. Notice of
the adjudication was published'in the Gazette of India, the
Burma Gazette and the British Burmff. Ad-vertiser in March
1911. By the adjudication order the insolvents were ordere,d
to file their schedule within 30 days from service of the order

,on them. No schedule was ever filed, and nothing was done in
the case until the 22nd February 1912, i.e. nearly a year after
the adjudication order. The insolvents then presented a
.petition stating that the creditors who had obtained the adjudi
cation were their only cl'editol's, and that they wel'e willing to
compound for eight annas in the rupee_ They asked the Court
to approve this arrangement and to annul the adjudication. This
application appears to have been regarded as a submission of a
proposal under section 28 of the Presidency Towns Insolvency
Act, but it 'is not cleal' that the section applies when there is
only one creditor. Sub-section (4) of section 29 appears to
show that the sections under the heading "Composition and
schemes of al'rangement" apply only when there is a general
body of cl'editol's. Sub-section (2) of section 28 contemplates
that the insolvent's proposal should be submitted to theOfficiai
Assignee and sent by him to each cl'editor mentioned in the
insolvent's schedule or who had tendered a pl'oof. In the
.J)r~sent case there being no schedule the prescl'ibed procedw'e
could not be carded out, yet the fal'ce of calling a meeting
.of creditors was gone through. There was no public examina
tion of the insolvent, no special leave to dispense with such
examination was obtained, consequently if the insolvent's
application was one under the composition sections it could not
'be heard in view:of the express prohibition in sub-section (2) of
section 29. When the matter came on to be dealt with the
'adjudicating creditor's advocate stated that the creditor had
been paid eight annas in the rupee which he accepted in full
satisfaction. The Official Assignee stated that costs, commis
-sion and charges had been paid.

The order made was simply, "The insolvency is annt.illed."
'~here is nothing in this to show th::1.t it was meant to' be-in

.~9(5·
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for an annual festival; but there is no evidence of disposses
sion by the defendant, i.e., there is no evidence to show that
the plaintiffs were in possession of this land at the time that
the defendant took possession. The case has proceeded and
has been decided solely upon the question of title, i.e., upon the
-questIon whether the land form~d part of the pagoda site Ot'

not. Both the Township and the District Court found in
favour vf the plaintiffs on this questiuo and have given the
plaintiffs a decree as prayed.

The question in this appeal is whethel' the Ciovil Courts had
any jurisdiction to determine the above question. In my
opinion they have not. Undei' section 4 of the Lower Burma
Land and Revenue Act, 1876, a pagoda would have by implica
tion a title to the land which fonned part of its site at the
time that Act came into force, so long as the land continued
to be used for the purposes of the pagoda. But section 5
.dearly shows that the boundaries of such land (if no other
mode of defining them is provided by law) are to be defined by
the Revenue Officer; and if before they are defined, any
question arises as to whether any land is included within them,
such question is to be decided by the Revenue Officer whose
decision, subject to appeal and review as thereinafter provided,
is to be final.

Government is the 0['iginal owner of the 1:lnd : and a pagoda
cannot, under sections 4 and 5 of the Act, acquire as against
Government a title to the land forming its site, except through
the Revenue Officer, either by having the boundaries defined
by him,or by his decision that the land in question belonged to
the site of the pagoda when the Act came :lJto force and 'i::;
.continuing to be used for the purposes of the pagoda.

In this case, as stated above, the plaintiffs do not rely as
against the defendant upon a title by possession: they must
therefore show a title from Government.

The Revenu~Authorities have held an enquil'y as to whether
a lease of the land in dispute should be granted to the defen
dant : but they have not decided whether or not the land in
·dispute forms part of the pagoda site under the Act. The

'Civil Courts are precluded from deciding this question, and until
the plaintiffs have obtained a decision in their favour from. the

ANNAMALMl'
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the meaning of Article 182 of the Schedule to the Limitation
Act, in which case the prior application for execution would
admittedly save it.

Various cases were cited by counsel on the point which was
a vexed one even under section 583 of the old Code, but this is
an application under section 144 of the present Code, and the

s

alterations introduced by the Legislature have been so great,
that unlc:ss we are to consider them meaningless and objectless
which is impossible-c.f. Ram f{anai Ghosh v. Raja Sri S'ri
Hari Narayan Singh Deo Bahadur (I)-these older authorities'
are only useful as pointing out the divergencies of opinion to
put an end to which it may be assumed was one of the reasons
for the change of language. In the first place the position

of the section is altered. In the old Code the section relating
to these applications found place in Chapter 41 which deals
with appeals from original decrees. Its corresponding place in
the new Code should therefore r:ave been in Part VII, but as
a matter of fact it is placed in Part XI which deals with
miscellaneous matters. Its connection therefore with the
reversing decree is not so obviously close as it was under the
former Code, and in pl'oportion as its connection weakens or
vanishes the argument that it is an execution of that decree
weakens or falls. Then too secti·on 583 of the old Code was
the section that provider:! how Appelltlte Court decrees should be
executed. Now we have sections 37, 38 proviJing how appel
late decrees are to be executed and placed within the
appropriate chapter dealing with execution. There is not a
wOl'd about execution in section 144, all reference is studiously
omitted; section 583 dealt chiefly with execu:ion and referred
to persons entitled "under a decree" to any benefit, words
that seem to me to lend colour to the argument: that the section
only applied where the relief applied for ,vas expressly granted
by the decree. In the new section those words are also
studiously omitted. These changes cannot in my opinion have
been unintentional, and the combined result, I think, is that
where, as here, the decree does not expressly order restitution
or other' relief, but such is the necessary sequela of the decree,
any person entitled,-no longer a party only, as under the

(1) (1905) 2 Cal. L.J., 546.
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not allege dispossession. What he says is that in 1914, i.e.
about three years after he had bought the land from Ma Nabu,
a Land Records subordinate brought to his notice that part of
the area shown on the kwin maps as Ma Nabu's garden plot was
occupied by the defendants. He therefore brought the suit.
'The case falls under Article 144.and not under Article 142.

It is further contended that the defendants have failed to
prove 'adverse possession for twelve' yeal"S. But before tJ~

q~fen..dant~ can be require~ to wove advel~$.~. 12o§session. itls
nece~ssary to see whether the plaintiff has prove. title.. The
T~wn-shipCourt'sfinding on this POil~ti~ bas~d on the extracts
from the revenue maps and on the evidence of the witness Bo
Vi. The District Judge gives good reasons for disregarding Bo
Vi's evidence 'altogether. This witness says that when the
defendants bought their land he helped them to put up a fence
on the boundary over against Ma Nabu's land. He does not
-explain why he helped them to grab part of Ma Nabu's land.
His evidence as to what Maung Pa Gale pointed out as the
boundaries of his land is ~onfused. On the other hand there is
noevidence that MaNabu was ever in 12ossession of the strip
now in dispute. She is stiJlliving and was even cited as a witness
by the plaintiff, but she was not examined. This tells strongly
;against the plaintiff. According to plaintiff's 3rd witness Maung
Sin, Ma Nabu's son ob~ected to the defendants' fence saying that
he th~ught the defendants were enci'(:>ach:iilg. This witness is
admittedly on bad terms with the defendants. His evidence if
true would only show that Ma Nabu was aware of the fact that
the defendants in 1906 enclosed a strip of land shown: on tl';-e
maps as hers and that she took no active measures to assel't her
daim -to it but allowed defend?nts to remain in occupation year
after year. The plaintiff admits that his'vendor Ma Nabu.
never told him that the defendants had, encroached on her
ga'rden plot. ~ven the plaintiff's own witness Maung Sin says
that before the defendants put up the fence the fruit growing
on the land was enjoyed by the" public:" There is nothing to
show that Ma Nabu exercised rights of ownership over it.

If the nlaintiff had oroved that Ma Nahu was ever in posses_

~i.Q!}.it wO!1I~l1pLI2§_,!)ecess~?f~.r the 1e~l14ants_iP12rQY.~
~welve. years' adverse possession. But the plaintiff having
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q.eed. This mortgage was usufructuary, and under it the
plaintiff was to hold possession of the holding for six years, the
principal not being repayable until the expiration o(such period.
In pursuance of this mortgage the plaintiff had entered into
possession of the land and was in possession of it when his suit
was filed. In 1913 the 1st defendant finn had sued the mort-

•gagol's on the mOl'tgage of 1905 fol' Rs.300 pl'incipal and

interes~ due, and had obtained a mortgage decree for such.
amount of principal, Rs. 172-8-0 interest, add Rs. 52-8-0 co~ts.

The decree directett that in default of payment of Rs. 525 with
intel'est at 6 pel- cent. pel' .annum from the 16th October 1912,
the two mortgaged holdings wel'e to be sold. The plaintiff was

not a pal'ty to the suit, and no mention was made of his having
the usufructuary mOl'tgage ovel' one holding. The holdings

were sold under the decree and the 2nd defendant bought the
one mortgaged to the plaintiff for Rs. 735 ; an oi-der had been

made at the instance of the 2nd defendant ordering Ma The to
deliver up the land to him. The plaintiff apprehended disturb"
ance of his possession undel' his usufl'llctllal'Y mortgage.

The prayer of the plaint is-
(I) that it may be declared that the deci-ee in Civil

Regular Suit No. 448 of 1912 (the suit on the 1st
defendant firm's mortgage) and the sale of the land
in Civil Execution No. 150 of 1913 of the Township·

Court of Yedashe is inoperative against the plaintiff's.
interest in the land and voidable; and

(2) that the defendant No.2 (the purchaseI' at the sale in
execution) is l1;ot entitled to disturb the plaintiff's:
possession.

It may be said at once that the plaintiff can have no right to·
a declaration that the sale undel,the decrE.'e is voidable either at
his instance or that of any of the mortgagors. Thel'e is how
ever a question, whether if he can prove what he alleges he is
not entitled to a decree containing the other declarations he
asks for.

The Subdivisional Judge did not appreciate the real point
involved in the case, \vhich is whether the plaintiff as a puisne
usufructuary mortgagee who was not made a party to a suit on

the first mortgage (as he should have been under Order 34, Rule

SAN BWIN
. v.
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SAN BWIN
v.

A. N. K.
NAGAMUTU;,.

_who was not a party to the suit by the first mortgagee? " The
answer of the Full Bench was in the negative.

The judgment makes it clear that a stranger who buys is in
no better position than a fir~t mortgagee who buys at the sale in

-pursuance of his decree. Their Lordships say, " the authority
of the Judicial Committee is clear for_the position that whatever
rights the second mortgagee as such -may have at the date or• •
his mortgage whether to possession (if his mortgage be one with
possession and the previous one without it) or, to sale or fore
closure under section 67 (of the Transfer of PI'operty,Act), such
rights remain altogether unaffected by the suit of the first
mortgagee without the second being a party to it and the sale
n execution of his decree." This judgment arrived definitely

at conclusions towards which all the latter decisions were tene- o

ing and it appears to me undoubtedly to state the law correctly.
Their Lordships say that there is nothing in Goverdhana Doss
v. Veerasami Chetti (2) to support the contentions of the res"
pondent who argued in favour of an affirmative answer to the
question referred. Adopting this judgment the plaintiff in this- .
case, if he was a second mortgagee in possession under a
mortgage under which he was entitled to possession, could not
be lawfully ousted from possession by the mortgagor, or by the
first mortgagee, or by a purchaser at a sale under a decree in a
suit on the first mortgage to which he was not a party. That

being so a suit for declarations that the decree and sale in the
rirst defendant's suit was inoperative against him, and that the
second defendant was not entitled to disturb his possession was
open to the plaintiff in this case, and he was not obliged to seek
further relief. All he wants is to be left in the possession which
he alleges he had at the time he filed his suit. It is open to him
to choose his own time for enforcing other rights which the law
may give him'in respect of his usufructuary mortgage.

The case will be remanded for trial, but the issues fixed by
the Subdivisional Judge are not appropriate. I fix the following
issues :-

1. Did Ma The mortgage the holding in suit to the plaintiff
by an usufructuary mortgage and was the plaintiff in,

(2) (1902), I.L.R. '26 Mad., 5:>7.
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Ramrick Dass v. Mohamed Yacubji Dltdah, 2 L.I3.R., 122, .
'referred .to.

The facts before the Court were as follows :-
The defendant occupied a room in a ,house' which at one

·time belonged to A. MahomeP Eusoof. In a previous suit
(No. 4324 of i914) brought by the plaintiffs against the 1st
.defendant for rent, one Andiappa Chetty produced a
mortgage deed by which this Eusoof purported to mortgage
the house to .M.V.E.V.E. Curpen Chetty, but -as Andiappa
Chetty said he was not in Rangoon at the time the mortgage
was executed he did not prove that the mOI·tgage had in fact
been executed by Eusoof. Andiappa had the house sold by
auctioneers under a power of sale contained in the mortgage.
'One Kader Bacha bought the house thus sold. Subsequently
Kader Bacha sold the house to the plaintiff on the 24th

~

April 1914. Several people were living in the house as
tenants of Eusoof. The defendant was one of them. On
the 27th April an advocate on behalf of .Eusoof sent the 1st
defendant a letter reqttiring him to pay rent to him and to
no other person. On the 1st June 1914 the plaintiffs through

.an advocate gave notice to the tenants of their having
purchased . the house and requested them. to pay l~ent for
May. The letter also gave them notice to quit the house at
the end of June, and warned them that if they did not
comply with the demands against them legal proceedings
,,'ou1d be taken against them without further reference. On
the 25th June another letter warned the tenants that if they
di~ not quit the house before the 1st july they would be
.charged enhanced rents, and demand was also made for the
rent of June at the rate at which they had been paying to
Eusoof. On the 17th June the plaintiffs instituted Suit
No. 4324 again)lt the defendant for Rs.9 as being due for the
rent of the room he occupied in the house for the month of
May 1914. This suit was dismissed, the learned Judge
holding that a suit by the plaintiffs for rent did not lie,
because (1) they could not be regarded as having stepped
into the shoes of the original lessor Eusoof, (2) the tenants

'had not attorned to them and their possession should be
:treated as adverse to the new owners, (3) the lease was at an

1915.
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on express or implied contract between the owner and the
person who has used and occupied his property, and the
other by the owner for damages for use and occupation
against one who has wrongfully occupied his property.
This is not so: in the 14th Chapter of WoodfalJ's Law' of
Landlord and Tenant the subject matter of the particular
form of suit is dealt with fully, and the form of plaint

o

for such a suit given in Bullen and Lealce's Precedef,lts
of Pleading; the notes upon this form may usefully be
referred to in order to ascertain the scope of such a
suit.

In the present case the plaintiffs' suit for use and
occupation did not lie in respect of anything being due
for use and occupation between the {st July and the 1st
November because between those dates the defendant was a'
trespasser. It did not lie for the month of May because the
plaintiffs' propel' sU,it in respect of that month was for rent.
Assuming that the learned Judge adhel'ed to his opinion that
section 23 of the Provincial Small Cause Courts Act need
not be acted on if the plaintiffs had proved their title in the
first suit, the Judge's dismissal of that suit would have been
wrong. He was in elTor in thinking that no one but the
original lessor can sue a tenant for rent. 'Section 109 of the
Trllnsfer of Propel·ty Act was brought to his notice, and he
was right in thinking that the section did not apply to the
case before him because it was not a case of the lessor
h::.ving transferred the property leased. The section,
however, does not contain the whole law a'3 to the rights or
an . original lessor devolving on or being acquired by
another. Such rights may be acquired by de.t:iyative title
by any person who lawfully acquires or becomes entitled to
the property leased. Some of the cases in which the rights
of the origina~ lessOl· devolve on others are dealt with in
Chapter VII of Woodfall's Landlord and Tenant dealing with
substitution of parties to the contract of tenancy. In view
of one contention put forward by the defendant in the case,
it may be noted that the rule that a tenant may not dispute
his landlord's title applies only to the title of the original
landlord who let him into possession and not to that of ari

18
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,Courts Act, as to 'whether the Chief ,J udge erred in acceptin$ the jury~s

·verdict.

Held-firstly, that a Court acting under this section is not a Court of
.Appeal and cannot deal with questions, not raised in the Government
.Advocate's certificate; and secondly, that the fact that an accused has
been charged with dacoity. does not necessarily invalidate a verdict of

.guilty of abetment of robbery. Section 114, Indian Penal Code, only
:applies when an abettor has clone something constituting 'abetment pr:or
to the commission of the crime itself, and whep he has also been present

cat the commitment of the crime, but has not actually c"mmitted it.

Hla Gyiv.King-Emperor, (1905) 3 L.B.R., 75; Muth-ukumaraswami
Pillai v. King.Emperor, (1912) I. L. R. 35 Mad.,.397; Yeditha SZtbbaya
'v; King-Emperor, (1912) 23 Mad. L.J., 722; Empe·ror v. Kashia Antoo,
(1907) 10 Bom. L.R., 26; Qzteen v; Mussamztt Niruni, (1867) 7 W.R.
CrimI., 49; Abdulla Khan v. Qu-een·Ernpress, (1899) 34 P.R. Cr., 39-
followed. '

Regina v. Chand Nur and Pirbhai, (1874) 11 Born. H.C., 240;
Padmanabha v. Emperor, (1909) LL.R. 33 Mad., 264; and Singaravelu
Pillay v. Emperor, (1912) 14 Indian Cases, 203-distinguished.

Fox, C,J.-The accused S. P. Ghosh was tried with five
.other accused at a Crimin~1 Sessions of this Court at which I.- ..,
.presided on the following charge :-

"That you on or about the 31st day of March 1915 in the
Pegu creek near Dawbong committed dacoity in that you
conjointly confined Maung Lun Maung and his crew, beat them
.and robbed them of Rs. 20."

The general effect of the story of Maung Lun Maung and
those with him wa:; shortly as follows :-Eight of them were
going up the Pegu river at night in a Burmese paddy boat: the
helm <;>f their boat fouled the anchor chain of a barge anchored
in tne stream. One of the crew of the Burmese boat fell into
the river. Lun Maung asked the men on tbe barge to send
their sampan to rescue the men, but they refused to do so, and
they tied the helm of the Burmese boat to the chain .9f the
barge and wo.uld not release it. A sampan put off from the
barge to another barge anchored near by, and brought back
some Indians. The Burmese were then told that the clerk had
come and· that they must come on to the barge. They got on
to it and were told to go into a small room on the deck When
they went in they were toid by the 3rd accused S. Po Ghosh to
sit down. He asked them their names and took these down
in writing. When this was done the 1st accused in the case
,demanded to know which ofthem had abused him, and without

~9IjS·
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stances pointed to a plan having been formed amongst all those
on board the barge to get the Burmans to come on to the barge
and to go into the room, confine them there, and then be"at
them and get money from them. I told the jury in the course
of my summing up that assuming that they did not believe the
one witness \\'ho spoke to this 3;d accused having joined in
the violen~e they should not convict him merely because he
was present when the violence tool< place and the money was
demanded, and that before they could convict him they must
be satisfied that he was a party to a plan for obtaining money
from the Blll"manS by violence or thl"eats or that he had in
some way joined or had a part in extorting the money from
Lun lYbung by the violence and threats spoken to. I put befOl'e
them for consideration the possibility of coming to a conclusion
that no plan for extorting money from the Burmans had been
ai-ranged prior to their being sent into the room, and that the
idea of beating them and getting money from them may have
started w'ith the 1st accused when he demanded to know who
'had abused him.

In dealing with the case of each accused separately I pointed
·out to the jury that this 3rd accused's case on the facts was
that he was not present on the barge when any violence had
occurred, and I told them that if they believed this they should
of course acquit him.

In my general explanation of the constituents of the offences
·of extortion, robbery and dacoity, and of the points as to which
they should be satisfied before they convicted any of the

,accused, I told them that if they believed the Burman witnesses'
story about the Rs. 20 having been extorted by violencE' and
threats they should convict those of the accused who in their
.opinion had taken any Pql't in extorting or in any plan for
extorting the m0f!~Y by such violence and threats of either
dacoity or robbefy according as they found that five or l~ss

than five persons took part in committing the offence. Having
at the end of the case f01" the prosecution directed the acquittal
of the 5th arid 6th accused on the ground that there was no
evidence identifying them as having been present at the
,occurrence, the case of four accused had to be decided by the
.jury. After. retirement to consider their verdict the jury

.191 5-
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present at the time of the commission of the
robbery.

The second of the above grounds must be based on a
misstatement made to the Government Advocate. I certainly
put to the jury the 3rd accused's case that he was not present at
the time of the commission of a~y dacoity or robbery, and told
them that if they believed that they si'ould acquit him. If the

Burman witnesses were believed there could be no question.as
to his having been present at the dacoity or robbery.

As to the first ground the verdict was unanimous, and the
Code makes no provision for the presiding Judge not accepting
an unanimous verdict. Under section 305 of the Code it is only
when the jury are .not unanimous that it lies with the Judge
to take one of the courses specified in the section: There could
be no error in law in my accepting the verdict because no
question of acr;eptance of an unanimous vel-diet can arise-vide
RIa Gyi v. Kin{J-Emperor (1). The verdict had to be recorded
and the accused was by it convicted of the offence of which the
jury found him guilty. The contention of the learned advocate
who argued the case for the accused before this Bench was not
that I committed any error in law in accepting the verdict. He
was unable to suggest what course other than the orie I took
should have been adopted by me under the peculiar circum
stances of the case. His r:-:ontention was that the jury had
given a verdict which for several reasons was illegal.

The first question for consideration is whether it is competent
for this Bench to enter into and deal with points other than
those raised in the certificate.

In kluthukumaraswami Pillai v. King-Emperor (2) a Full
Bench of the Madras High Court unanimously held that a
cet-tificate of the Advocate-General has not the effect of opening
the whole case as if on appeal, but it only gives the Court the
power 01- authority to r'eview the case o'r so much of it as is
necessary in order to determine the point')r points of law
raised in the certificate and thereupon, that is to say if it finds
there has been error of law in those points, to alter the sentence
and pass such judgment and sentence as may seem right.

Hi (1905) 3 L.B.R. t 75.
(2) (1912) I.L.R. 35 Mad., 397, at pp, 409,424,425.
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Lest, however, I am taking too narrow a view of the powers
of this Bench, I will deal with some of the points raised by the
learned advocate who argued the case.

One was that the accused having been charged with
dacoity only, he could not be legally convicted of abetment of
robbel'y whether-he was pl'esent or not present at it. It was
not disputed that if present he coule;' be convicted of robbery
although the only charge was of dacoity, but it was argu'ed
that jf he was to be convicted at all he had to be convicted
of either dacoity or of robbery. The argument was founded
on the wording of section 1J4 of the Indian Penal Code and of
some of the sections in Chapter XIV of the Criminal
Procedure Code dealing with the law as to chal'ges, and on
some decisions of High Courts in India.

The first of the case~ l~earing 00 this question is Regina
v. Chand NUl' and Pirbhai (3). In that case Chand, at the
instigation it was said of Pirbhai, put some poison into a mill
belonging to one Rajebhai, an enemy of Pi,r~bai's. Rajebhai
was not killed but his two sons were. Chand and Pirbbai
were charged with murder. The Sessions Judge found on the
evidence that Pirbhai was not pl'esentat the commission of
the offence, but he found him guilty of abetment of murder.
The High Court held that this conviction, "vas wrong. and
directed that Pirbhai shouid be l'etried on a charge of
abetment of I11Urclel~ The reasoning on which the High Court

arrived at this conclusion was that the section of the then
Code of Criminal Procedure, which cOl'l'esponds to section 238
qf the present Code, did not apply to a .::ollateral offence,
which was in that case the instigation by Pirbhai of Cr.and to
commit the offence, which instigation must have tal{en place
before the murder at a different place, so that the set of facts
Pirbhai had to meet if he had been charged with abetment
of the· murder. were separate and distinct from the facts the
actual murderer had to meet. The learned Judges said that
when a man is accused of murder he may not be conscious
th.at he will have to meet an imputation 0; collateral
circumstances constituting abetment of it which may be quite
.distinct from the circumstances constituting the murder

(3) (1874) 11, 80m. H.C., 240.
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a universal rule that in no case can a conviction for
abetment be possible where the charge was only of the
principal offence. He went on to say: "The question is what
were the facts charged? If on those facts two charges'
could be framed, namely, the commission of the principal•
offence, and the abetment, then by virtue of provisions of'
secti0n 237 the accused may be com icted of the offence of the
abetment though it was not charged separately against !:l'im."

In my opinion a charge of abetment of robbery might
have been made against the 31'd accused in this case'
notwithstanding that the prosecution's case was that he was
present at the robbery, and section 114 of the Penal Code
would not have been a bar to his conviction for abetment
of the robbery. The wording of the section is-

" Whenever any person, who if absent would be liable to'
be punished as an abettor, is present when the act or offence
for which he would be punishable in consequence of the
abetment is committed, he shall be deemed to have committed
such act or offence."

The exact meaning is somewh[lt obscure, and as Mr. Mayne'
says the section introduces a statutory legal ficti<;>n whereby
an abettor is treated as if he had actually committed the
offence himself by reason of his presence at the time and
place of the offence. It has been decided, howevel', thai this
section does not apply to the case of an abettor whose
abetment consists in something done or omitted when the
offence was committed in his presence.

In a case reported at page xxxvij uf the Appendix to
the 4th Volume of the Madras High Court Repo~·ts, 1869,
that Court said that the section simply provides fOl' the
punishment of what the English Law calls principals in the
second degree, who according to paragraph 803 of Dr. Gour's
Penal Law 'of India are pe~sons who abet a crime and
countenance it by their presence at it, but who do not
actually engage in it.

Dr. Gour's remarks on the words "shall bl:; deemed" in
the section are'that they, imply that the change of status from
abettor only to principal is only by way of legal fiction-not
that the abettor actually commits the offence he is present at,

1915.
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We should have to consider whether the ert'or had in fact
occasioned a failure of justice.

The error consisted in retlu'ning a verdict of aiding and
abetting the robbery when according to the direction I gave the
jury tlley should, if they accepted the case of the prosecution,
have found this accused guilty of robbery.

The verdict was noi: guilty of d~coity in respect to all the
accused, guilty of robbel'y against the 1st llnd 2nd accused: in
respect to the.3rd accused it was neithel' one of guilty no; one
of not guilty of robbery but :l special verdict of aiding in and
abetting the robbery. From the point of vie'w of the layman
this verdict was a perfectly reasonable one, and on the facts
befol'e them it expressed a view which any non-lawyer might
take. They had to considel' and decide whether this 3rd accused
had taken any part and, if so, what pal't ill the cl'ime spo!~en

to by the Blll'lUeSe witnesses. None of these witnesses had
spoken of the 3rd accused hav;ng demanded money, and the
evidence as to his having used thl'eats Ol' violence was very
dubiolls and weak, but his story as to not having been present
when the crime was committed could not be believed, and the
circumstances 'showed that he was present at it and that he was
pal'ty to a pian for extol,ting 1110ney as suggested by the prose- .
cution. I can quite understand reasonable men COining to the
decision that although this man may be liable to be convicted of
the grave offenceoOf actual robbery we will convey OUI' \"iew that
he did not take sLlch an active pal't in the robbery as those we
convict of it by convicting him of an offence which will indicate

more closely than a conviction of l'obbery would the actual view
lye take of what he did. The verdict is not open to the charge
of inconsistency even from a lawyer's point of view: it was not
one of not guilty of robbery but guilty of aiding and abetting
the robbel'y: it was one finding him guilty of what would appear
to the ordina:t'y men to be a minor offence instead of finding him
guilty of a grave offence. If the bringing in a verdict of guilty
of a minor offence when according to the direction of the Judge
thel'e should have been a verdict of guilty of a major offence is
to be regarded as a ground for ,setting aside a verdict altogether
and releasing an accLLsed, it strikes me th"t the consequences
may be direful.
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stated or indicated in the charge :-Regina v. Chand Nur (3)
.and Yeditha Subbaya v. Emperor (6).

The 3rd accused was charged with five others with "com
mitting dacoity in that they conjointly confined Maung Lun
Maung and his crew, beat them and robbed them of Rs. 20 and
thereby committed an offence cmder section 395 of the Tndian
Penal Code."

Section 391 of the Indian Penal Code which defines dacui.ty
says: "Where the whole number of persons conjointly commit
ting or attempting to commit; robbery, and persons present
and aiding such commission or attempt, amount to five or more,
every person so committing, attempting 01' aiding is said to
commit' dacoity.' "

The case against the 3rd accused as disclosed in the charge
was that he participated in the common intention of commit
ting the robbery; that he either took part in the actual com
mission of the robbery or that he was present and aided the
commission of the robbery. Possibly the charge would not
warrant a conviction of abetment of robbery on the ground that
the accused had previously instigated the robbery; but it would
clearly warl'ant a conviction of abetment by being present and
aiding in the robbel'y. And even if the acts constituting such
abetment were sufficient to make the accused liable for the
robbery undel' section 34, Indian Penal Code, a conviction or a
verdict of guilty of abetment of the robbery would be lawful.

The fact therefore that the accused had been charged with
dr-coity only, d03s not necessarily invalidate a verdict of guilty
of abetment of the robbery. No reference is made by the
Go·rernment Advocate in his cet·tificate to the facts of the case
or to the learned Chief Judge's charge to the jury. As the
question before us stands, it must be assur.led that--but for the
fact that there was no specific chal'ge of abetment of robbery,
but a cha~ge d dacoity only-the verdict of the'jurylis not
open to question. .

There is nothing in the certificate of the Government Advo
cate which would warrant us in going into the question whether
the verdict was bad on any othel' grounds, e.g.,. that the law
tl'elating to abetment was not explained to the jury, or that the

(3)(1874) 11 Born. H.C., 240. (6) (1912) 23 Mad. L.J., 722.
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plaintiff all monies which were and would become due to him by
the Company in connection with the contracts.

On the 1st of September 1910 the plaintiff sent the docu
ment to the 3rd defendant as District Engineer with a letter
asking him to pay all monies due to the 1st defendant to him
(the plaintiff).

The 3rd defendant, Roberts, endorsed on this letter: "The
deed cannot -be recogni"ed in a~cordance with the rules on the
subject." Roberts said that he verbally told the plaintiff to
take the deed to the Comp~.ny'sAuditor, who is the officer_ V\.ho
disburses monies. The plaintiff did not do this~ He says he
was told that the bills for work done by Chanda Singh would
be made out in his name, and he left the document with
Roberts. Subsequently he heard that the money due had been
paid to Chanda Singh, so he went again to Roberts, and was
told that the money due had been paid to Chanda Singh.
The money had in fact been paid partly to Chanda Singh and
partly into the Small Cause Court, Rangoon, under attachments
from it. The plaintiff received the document back from the

. District Engineei' on the 14th January 1911 as shown by the
receipt pt'oduced from the Engineer's office.

The plaintiff sues the Company and Roberts for the monies
which he claims should have been paid to him.

The questions in the case are whether the notice given to
the District Enginee,r was a sufficient notice, and whether
the Conipany became liable to pay the plaintiff in consequence
of it. There is no tase against the 3rd defendant. The debt
due to Chanda Singh was an -actionable claim as defined in the
Transfer of Property Act. Chapter VIII of that Act states the
law as regards transfers uf such claim'.>. The document
effected a valid transfer of the debt as between Chanda Singh
and the plaintiff, but the Company were not boul1;d by it unless
it received express notice of it in writing conforming to tIle
provisions,of section 131 of the Act. The notice required by
that section is a notice in writing signed by the transferor-in
this case Chanda Singh-or his agent duly authorized in that
behalf, or, in case the transferor refuses to sign, by the trans
feree or his agent, -and the notice must state the name and
address of the transferee.
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proved. He acquitted the accused and released -him, com
pletely ignoring the imperative provisions of section 471 (1) of
the Criminal Procedure Code. Nga E Maung haa been called
upon in revision to show cause why those provisions should
not now be given effect to, and has shown cause through an
advocate.

The allegation made against? Nga E Maung was that at
about 7 A.M. on 21st March he entered the house of Maung Po
Thail< while the latter was dressing and appruached him, and
stabbed him on the left forearm with a clasp knife: Nga E..
Maung stabbed at him again but Maung Po Thaik caught his
hand in which the knife was and sustained only a slight wound
i)n the chest. He held Nga E l\'1aung till other persons came
and disarmed him.

The case was carelessly tried by the Magistrate in several ,
respects. Thus Maung Po Thaik's evidence might be read as
implying that he avoided entirely the blow aimed at his arm,
'lnci that it did not take effect at all: one of the witnesses,
'\laung Kala, who came on the scene at once, also refers to Po
Thaik as showing people his wound: the Sub-Assistant Surgeon
was allowed toleave the witness box after deposing to the nature
-of only one wound on Maung Po Thaik, that on his chest; he
was however recalled, and made it plain that he also had a
wound on the forearm, though all he said as to its nature was
that it was not the result of great force. That however and
Maung Tin's evidence make it perfectly clear that Po Thaik
had'two wounds, one on the arm and one in the chest.

':::'he Magistrate appears to have found that had Nga E
Maung been sane he would have been guilty of an offence
unde~ section 452, Indian Penal Code, but' it is not clear
whether he he1dthat he committed any act besides entering
Po Thaik's house armed with a clasp knife. He Illls expressly
found that Nga E Maung did not inflict the wound on Po
Thaik's chest, but throughout his rambling memorandum on
the charge and his judgment I nowhere find any decision as
to whether a~cused inflicted the wound on Po Thaik's forearm.
,On the evidence the finding should have been that he did

Cause is shown by Nga E Maung's advocate on three
:grounds. First that it is unnecessary to report the case for
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The provisions of section 471 (1) are plain and imperative
and I feel no doubt that if a subordinate court disregards them
this court has power to remedy the error in revision. In this
c~.se I consider this will best be ~lone by recording the finding
which thG Magistrate should have reco:'ded under section 470
and passing the order which he should have passed under
section 471 (1).

The finding is that at 7 A. M. on 21st March 1915 Nga E
Maung, son of Maong Tun U of Einme entered the house of
Maung Po Thaik of Einme carrying a clasp knife, wherewith
he stabbed Maung Po Thaik in the left forearm. But ror Nga
E Maung having been round to be, at the time, by reason of
unsoundness of mind,- incapable of knowing the nature of the
acts committed or that they were wrong or contrary to law,
they would have constituted an offence.

Under section 471 (1), Criminal Procedure Code, read with
·section 24 of Act IV of 1912, Nga E Maung will be committed
to the Rangoon Lunatic Asylum under a warrant in Criminal
Form 121A.

Before SiJ' Chades Fox, Chief Judge.

BRITISH INDIA STEAM NAVIGATION COMPANY,
LIMITED v. JIAWOOLA.

McDonnell-for applicant,
Hancock-for respondent.

Bill of Lading-construction of-shipowner's liability construed.
Certain betel leaves shipped on one of defend'1nt-comjJany's steamer

were damaged in transit owing to lack of ventilation, which was the result
of their being stowed in the 'tween decks. On the Bill of Lading urkler
which the leaves ~:vere shipped was the clause, "At shipper's risk with
option of carrying on deck."

Hdd-that the option was the shi·pping company's option and that the
.company was not liable for damage.

The suit was for damages for negligence in carrying betel
leaves packed in baskets on a voyage of one of the defendant
company's steamers from Calcutta to Rangoon in October 1914.

·The baskets were stowed in the 'tween decks, and owing to
want oT sufficient air or ventilation tnere Tor betel leaves they
went bad. The question in the case was whether the defendant-
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being that he, having received £rcm the complainant sums
aggregating Rs. 1,150 as fees for defending Maung Ok Gyi and
Ma San Me in a criminal case before the Senior Magistrate,
Mandalay-after appearing on two occasions when the case
was not heard, failed without good cause to mal(e any furt/1er
appear::nce on behalf of his clients or to make propel' arrange
ments for the conduct of theil' defence by aIJother advocate.,

The petitioner Po Tin is the brothel--in-Iaw of Ok Gyi and
the husband of Ma San Me. His case is that on the 7th Sep
tember he engaged the respondent to defend Ok Gyi in the
criminal case for a fee of Rs. 900t the respondent" to pay his
own expenses, and paid him Rs. 400 on that day. Respondent
gave petitioner a receipt (Exhibit A) for "Rs. 400 on account
of criminal case Mandalay-Balance Rs.500." A few days
later, he engaged the respondent to appear also for Ma San
Me for a fee of Rs. 250. The case was fixed for the 23rd
September. The respondent attended in Court but the case
was postponed until the 30th September, because one of the
other accused was not present. The respondent attended on
the 30th September but the case was again ppstponed for the
same reason as before until Monday the 12th October. On
the 12th Octobel' the case was postponed until the 23rd October
for the same reason as before. The evidence for the prosecu
tion was taken on tl1e 23!"d, 24th and 26th October. On 27th
Odobe!" Ok Gyi (with othe!"s) was charged and Ma San Me was
discharged; and the case was postponed until the 24th Novem
ber.

cThe respondent did not appear on the 12th October or on
any subsequent date-his case being that he ""as engaged to
go to Mandalay only on two occasions or for two hearings, for
the said S')111 of Rs. 1,150. On the 20th or 21st October.the
respondent lefffor Ceylon without leaving anyone to look after
this case for him.

On the morning of Sunday, 11 th October, the petitioner
arrived in Rangoon, and with Po I{un went to respondent's
house to pay him the balance of Rs. 1,150 which remained
unpaid, 'viz., Rs. 100. The respondent was out and did not
return to bis house until 1-30 or 2 P.M. The petitioner went
off to catch the midday train for Mandalay and left the money
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to enter upon his defence and in that case one trip to Mandalay
only would be necessary; and that two trips-one for the case
for the prosecution and one for the case for the defence-would
in any case see the case througl1. The respondent states that
neither ~arty contemplated his making a trip to Mandalay when
the case was not taken up. He put it to the petitioner that the
case would take two days' hearing, -i.e. would req uit'e two trips to
Mandalay, and he agreed to defend Ok Gyi for a fee: of Rs. 900.
Nothing was said at the interview of the 7th September about
any further fees being payable in the event of the case neces
sitating more than two trips to Mandalay. And the receipt
for" Rs. 400 on account of the criminal case Mandalay, balance
Rs. 500 " would shew that Rs. 900 was the fee for the whole
,case.

The case set up by the respondent in his written answer
that there was an agreement for two visits only is certainly
not made out. And the respondent was ill-advised in calling
his three clerks and the client Aung Dun to prove statements
by the petitioner that the petitioner had engaged the respondent
for two trips. I attach no weight to the evidence of these
witnesses; and if the petitioner did ever speak of two trips in
connection with th;s contract, he must have meant that the
respondent agreed to go up to Mandalay not only for the
prosecution but also for the defence and to see the case
through.

It is not too much to expect that sti'tements made by
Advocates to the Court should be 'made with the utmost can
dour. If the respondent in his written explanation had stated
the case in its true light, the matter would have bome a very
different cqmplexion and this hearing might have been obvia
ted.

In this country where Advocates receive instructions from
the lay clients themselves (or their friends), it is incumbent on
the Advocate to see that the terms of his engagement are clear
and are understood by his client. And in the absence of any
special contract, the fee must be taken to be for the whole case.
The proof of the terms of the contract should not have to
depend upon the evidence of the At:.vocate's clerks, whose evi
·dence is as a rule valueless. Tbe witness box is not the proper
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respondent's own admissions and I agree with my learned col
league in rejecting the evidence of the lawyer's clerks and the
client Aung Dun. The receipt given on 7th ·September show
ing a lump sum fee and a b:;lance of Rs. 500 still due tells
strongly in stlpport of the petitioner's version which)s more
over ill accordance with probabilities. The respondent admits
that neithel' he nor the petitionel' contemplated the possibility
of the respondent going ~to 1V1andalay for mere adjournments.
But, if the respondent was engaged specifically for two trips
only, the possibility of adjournments would alm06t certainly
have been considered. The respondent knows that Magis
trate's cases up-country are apt to hang fire from one cause or
another especially when as in the petitioner's case there are
several accused and when the witnesses have to come from vari·
ous other districts. This was <;:leady a case that was prone to
suffer from adjournments. In such a case it is hardly conceiv
able that a Rangoon lawyer would be e!1gaged without the
question of adjournments being considered. The fact that this
matter was not discussed with the petitioner points only to the
conclusion that the respondent was engaged fOl' the whole
case. It is urged that if an Advocate goes to Mandalay his
expenses are just as great when there is a mere adjournment
as when there is an effective hearing and therefore the respon
dent would necessarily fix a maximum number of trips with
reference to the amount of the fee paid. But this would not
be so obivious to the petitionel' as to the respondent. It can
be argued with equal force that the petitbner would not have
engaged the respondent and paid the fee if he had t~een told
that the respondent proposed to pay only two visits to Manda
lay, however the case might go, and ti1at an additional fee
would be payable for any further attendance in the event of the
responden t-owing to defective information or otherwise
gOj,1g to Mandalay twice for mere adjournments. So far as I
can see the petitioner had no inkling that he was liable to be
tt'eated in this manner. It is in the last degree uf'likely that he
would have agreed to such an arrangement. It certainly
should have been explained to him at the beginning, and I
should have expected to see a note of the fact on the receipt
given on 7th September. The truth appears to be that the
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Schedule II of the Court Fees Act. 'And there is no notifica
tion under section 35 of the Act in respect of orders under
Rule 50 as there is in respect of orders under section 47 of the
Code. The Court-fee should therefore be ad valorem..

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge.

1. FOESON OR FAKIR CHAN, 2. GOVINDO CHANDRO
v. ADI CHANDRO BORWA.

Campagnac-for appellants.
]. E. Lambert-for respondent.

Budhist Law.-What law applicable to non·Btwman Buddhists.
The law to be applied to a non·Burman Buddhist is the customary law

prevailling in his o\\.n country.
Ma Tin v. Doop Raj Barna, 1 Chan Toun's L.C., 370, dissented from
Fo~e Lan v. Ma Gyi, 2 L.l:3.R. 95, referred to.

The case was between Rajbansis or Mugs. One question
for determination was whether the wife of a Rajbansi had an
interest in property wl1ich had been sold by her husband.
The District Judge on the strength of the decision in Ma Tin
vs. Doop Raj Barna (1) was of opinion that she had. : The part
of the judgment quoted by the District Judge viz., "prima
facie, as a Buddhist, deceased would come undel" the Buddhist
Law of the countl-y at large, and the burden of proving any
special custom or usage varying the ordinary Buddhist rules
of inheritance would be on the person asserting the ·...ariance "
appears to me to be entirely opposed to the course of decisions
in the Indian· Cotirts, some of which are refel"red to in Fan
Lan vs. Ma Gyee (2). The various races are accorded the
customary law prevailing amongst them, and such customary
law is applied to them in whatever part of the Indian Empire
they may settle or be. I cannot accede to the proposition that
Burmese Buddhist Law is applicable to t):1e Rajbansis, even if
they are Buddhists, The law to be applied to them is the
customary law prevailing amongst them in their habitat which
is Chittagong'. Burmese Buddhist Law not being applicable
in the case there is no foundation for the cl~.im that the wife in
this case owned half the property sold to the deceased whom
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no children by any of her three husbands. Shwe Nyein died
before his adoptive mother Mi On Gaing.

The property in question is found to have been acquired
while Mi On Gaing was married to her second husband Tun U.

The plaintiff Saw Pe claimed that not only his father Shwe
Nyein but he himself was adopted by Mi On Gaing. The
District Court found that he ,vas 110t adopted.

The District Court decided that Saw Pe the son of the
Kittima son ranked as a grandson and was entitled as agai~st

his step-grandfather Shwe Paw to one-half of his grand
mother's property. The learned Judge relied upon the Upper
Burma rulings. Ma I-inin Dok v. iVIa U (l) and Maul1g Hado
v. Ma ]{yin (2).

Maung Shwe Paw the defendant appealed to the Divisional
Court on the grounds that Shwe Nyein's adoption was not
proved and in any case that Maung Saw Pe was at best an
" out of time" grandchild and could not succeed to any part
of the estate as against his grandmother's surviving hU8band.
The Divisional Judge concurred in the finding that Shwe
Nyein was the Kittima son but then went out of his way to
consider the position of Saw Pe's mother Mi Pan ·Zi. He
came to the conel usion that Saw Pe could not sue during
his mother's life time as she was a step child of Mi On Gaing
and was moreover the sole heir of her husband the adoptive
son Shwe Nyein. Tne Judge thereupon purporting to act
under Order 1, Rute 10, Code of Civil Procedure, joined Mi
Pan Zi as a plaintiff and ultimately decided that she was
e'1titled to three-fourths of Mi On Gaing's estate as against Mi
On Gaing's surviving husband, and that the original plaintiff
Saw Pe was entitled to nothing.

The Divisional Judge's procedure was erroneous. On his
finding that the plaintiff Saw Pe had no right of action in his
mother's life time the proper cOUrse would be to set aside the
decree of the pistrict Court and dismiss the suit. Neither
Order 1, Rule 10 nor any other provision of the Code autho
rises a Court on finding that the plaintiff must fail to import
into the case as co-plaintiff a person who has a different cause
of action inconsistent with that of the original plaintiff and

(1) 2 U.B.R. (1897-01), 126. (2) 2 U.B.R. (1897·01), 164.
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It has been urged that Saw Pe has a brother Tun Win and
that he should be joined as co·plaintiff. This is not necessary.
If Saw Pe is one of two sons of the Kittima son Shwe Nyein
and if it is held that Saw Pe is entitled to a share, he should
get only one-half of the share to which he would be entitled

e
as the only son. The other half would be claimable by his
brother Tun Win but it need not be awarded in this suit.

It may be questioned whether the Divisional Judge is right
in regarding Mi Pan Zi as Shwe 'Paw's step daughter. Shwe
Paw is the subsequent hu·sband of Mi Pan Zi's stepmother Mi
On Gaing and the rules relating to partition between stepchild
and stepfather seem to have no application as between them.
When Mi Pan Zi's father Tun U died Mi Pan Zi might have
claimed partition from her stepmother Mi On Gaing but appa
rently did not do so because she was the wife of Mi On Gaing's
Kittima son.

" Step-children," the Divisional Judge remarhs "would
seem to be treated under Buddhist Law upon the same prin
ciples as children." This is true only when there' are no
children of the whole blood. Children of the half blood cannot
succeed on the footing of children when there are children of
the whole blood. And one of the points which has to be
decided in this case is, whether a K ittimrz son, as being for all
purposes equivalent 'to a natural born son of his adoptive
parents, does not e~clude a child of the half blood.

When a son dies before his parents and the parents after
wards die the question arises whether the deceased son's
widow or his children or both widow and children represent
him in the ultimate partition of the parental estate. t\mong
othel" authorities sections 162 and 164 of the Digest may be
consulted on this point.

The decree of the Lower Appellate Court is set aside and
the case is remanded to the Divisional Court for a fresh deci
sion after striking out Mi Pan Zi's name as co-plaintiff. The
costs of this appeal will be borne by the estate.

A certificate will be given to the Appellant under section
13, Court Fees Act, for the refund of the Court~fee on the
memorandum of appeal.

Ormond, J.LI concur.
, 20
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causes the death of another man and does that act with the
.deliberate intention of causing death: that is one of the
branches of the definition of culpable homicide amounting to
murder. For that branch you have to be satisfied that he
caused the death and did so with the express intention of
causing death. - There is another branch which is to be
applied where you are not able to holel that an express inten
tion of causing death existed in the mind of the accused,
viz., if the act is done with the intention of causing bodily
injury and the bodily injury that he intends to caL~se is suffi
cient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death; then
also he will be guilty of this offence. There IS an illustration
attached to this section, which is intended to show the class
of cases to which this branch of the definition refel's. (Reads
illustration (c) to s. 300) and the illustration which is appended
to the first branch of the definition is (Reads illustration (a) to
section 300).

So you have the two cases one in which the man actually
uses a weapon which itself shows that death is the almost
certain consequence, and in the other case you have a man
using a weapon such as a sword or club, that is the sort of
weapon used in this case by the 'use of which death is not of
necessity so absolutely coertain as if he had used a weapon like a
revolver. Then as to how"you are to arrive at.a man's inteation,
I do not think I can do better than to read to you a portion of
a judgment of Sir Charles Fox's which is always referred to
and relied upon by this Court as the final word on the question
of murder: He says. "In the r,bsence of an expression of his
intention by the accused p!"evious to or after or at the time of
committing the act, his intention can only be infer!"ed from the
act itself and the circumstances under which it was done. In
making an t\1ference as to the accused's intention, the know
ledge which muse be attributed to him must usually be a matte!"
for consideration. As M!". Mayne says, "Intention is some
times a presumption of law: sometimes it is a mere fact to be
proved like any other fact. A man is' assumed to intend the
natural or necessary consequences of his own act, and in the
majority of cases the question of intention is merely the ques
tion of knowled~e~ If I strike a man on the head with a loaded
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between accused, who did not let go the knife, and the man
who caught him. We know that the accused when taken
outside the house had no longyi on pointing possibly to the
truth of this evidence that the deceased had kept hold of it al}d
it so came of in the course of th};; struggle. You have got the
fact that the body was dragged, and you have the nature of the
wound anci there is the possibility perhaps that striking through
the collar bone or portion of the collar bone this kn'ife stuck in'
.in a portion of the bone and so did not come out very easily.
Of course, gentlemen, if there is a direct motive for committing
the crime there would be a strong "eason for taking it into
consideration in deciding whether the assailant acted with the
intention of causing death. You have got the fact that death
followed immediately. You have the medical evidence that the
wound inflicted was one that was almost necessarily fatal,
although the doctor speaks of the fact that, if a medical man
had been present on the spot and attended to the matter at
once, the"e was a very remote possibility of saving his life.
The matter is only important to you now in dealing with the
question as to what the intention was, and for that purpose
we may .take it that this wound was almost necessarily fatal
and that the man died immediately after or within a very few
mimites. Then' as regards the second branch, you have to find
whether there was an intention of causing bodily injury suffi
cient in the ordinary course of nature to cause death. Now it
must be obvious that the injury that was caused was sufficient
in the ordinary course of nature to cause death. If you find
that the man did not intend to cause death yOtl will then have
to con'sider whether on the same circumstances nevertheles3 he
must have intended to' cause bodily injury suffic.;ent 111 the
ordinary course of nature to cause death. ',' * ','

JUDGMENT OF THE FULL BENCH.

Fox, C. J.-The case is before this bench for review under
section 12 of the Lower Burma Courts Act upon the following
'.certificate of the Government Advocate :-
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tion of causing bodily injury. The words "A is tried for the
murder of B: it is the duty of the Judge to explain to the
Jury the distinction between murder and culpable homicide"
in Illustratian (a) to section 299 of the Code of Criminal Pro- .
cedure, are relied on in support of this contention, as is a ruling
upon which the illustration rhay possibly have been brought
into th~ Code. The case of Hla Gyi v. f{ing-Emperor (l) in which
it was held that omission on the part of 6e Judge to expJain
the difference between murder and culpable homicide not
amounting to murder was a material misdirection, is also
relied on. There could be no question that there was material
misdirection in that case, but if the judgments lay down that
such an omission is a material misdirection in every case they
go too far.

The weight to be attached to apparent statements of law in
illustrations used in Acts, has been the subject of considera
tion in many cases enumerated in Woodroffe and AmiI' Ali's
Law of Rvidehce at page 98 of the 6th Edition. The general
consensus of opinion is that they cannot be tal,en as laying
down substantive law, and that they merely go to show the
intention of the framers of the Act, and in that and other
respects they may be useful, provided they are correct. Sub
stantive la'.'V' can only be made by express enactment in an Act.
There is nO express enactment laying down the rule stated in
illustration (a) to section 299 of the Code of Criminal Proce
dure. The only express provision as to the duty of a Judge in
charging a Jury is that in section 297, which says that he shall
sum up the evidence for the prosecution and defence and lay
dvwn the law by which the Jury are to be guided. The act
which the accused in the present case was charged with having

committed was the plunging of a sharp-pointed kitchen knife.
the blade of which was 9i inches loag, into the upper part of:
the back of tt.e man who was killed by him with force sufficient
to drive it down H inches into the man's body until it came
out in part of the man's chest. The accused is said to have
accompanied his blow with an exclamation that could only
mean that he struck the blow intentionally. He is said to
have followed this up with other savagery in keeping the knife

(1) (1905), 3 L.B. R., 75.
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The remarks in the case of King-Emperor v. Upendra Nath
Das (2) as to the conduct of a case by Counsel not being a neg
ligible factor in a Criminal Court bear on this part of the
present case. The efforts of the advocate for the accused in
this case appear to have been chiefly directed to trying to get
the Jury to come to the conc1t.ision that the evidence for t~e

prosecution was so unreliable that t~e accused should not be
,convicted on it, and that his story that he Gid not stab and \,{ill

Po Myit should be believed. It was open to him to have also
put before them considerations as to his intention in the event
-of their coming to the conclusion that he did stab the man, but
the learned Advocate did not do so. The learned Judge cannot
be said to have erred in omitting to raise a case for the accused
which his advocate had not raised in any explicit way, and a
case for which there was no real foundation.

The second matter which the Government Advocate has put
before the Court for consideration is whether the learned Judge
.erred in omitting to direct the Jury that if they believed there
was a row over a gambling dispute and a fight during which

the deceased was stabbed, it was open to them to consider the
-effect of exception 4 to section 300 of the Indian Penal Code.
The wording of that exception is'-" Culpable homicide is not
murder if it is committed without premeditation in a sudden
fight in the heat of passion upon a sudden quarrel and without
the offender's havir,g taken undue advantage or acted in a cruel
or unusual manner." Uncle!' section 105 of the Evidence
A-:t it lay upon the accused to bring himself within that section.
Neither he nor his Advocate alleged any such case involving as
.it coes the admission that he had ldlled Po Myit, but that he
had done it under circumstances stated in the exception.

There was nothing whatever to support. such a case. In his
'statement to the Magistrate he said that he with others had
,played the gam~ of " Ret" in the house where the occurrence
took place. He had put down 8 annas as his stake but Po Mya
did not pay the equivalent. For some reason which he did
-not explain Po Mya, Sein The and Tha Dun surrounded him
and hit him with their fists, so he struck Po Mya with what he
thought was a stick. As he was under the influence of liquor

(2) (1914) 19 C.W.N., 653.
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intention of inflicting an injury which was only likely to cause
death.

The statement of the accused shews that the question of
drunkenness affecting in law his intention, does not arise in this
case; and the Judge was right in not explaining the lawon this
subject to the Jury." .

Hut can it be said in this case that a verdict of guilty of
culpable homicide not amounting to murder could not .have
been properly brought in by the Jury :-'"if they had found that
the accused when being fisted by 2 or 3 others, had picked up
the knife and stabbed the deceased with it? Such an aspect of
the case was I think sufficiently before the Court to make it
incllmbent upon the Judge to explain the law applicable thereto.

The examination of the accused is to be taken as evidence
in the case (section 287, Criminal Procedure Code). The facts
therefore .stated by him mLlst be considered by the Jury in the
same way as facts deposed to by the witnesses in the case. The
Jury are at liberty to accept as true all, none 01' some only, of
the facts stated by the accused. But it is the duty of the
Judge to explain to theJ ury, not only the law applicable to the
facts as deposed to by the witnesses in the case, but also the
law which is applicable to the facts as stated by the accused.

The accused's statement necessarily implies I think that he
picked up the weapon during the fight. And his statement
comes to this :-that he did not stab the deceased; but that if
it is found that he did stab him; he did so when he was being
fisted by 3 others, intendin~ to stab one of his assailants-with
the knife which he found handy at the time. In determining
whether any part of the accused's story was true or not the
Jury would consider the fact that there was no evidence as to
where the knife came from,-and the probability or otherwise,
of unar'1led men attacking the accused when he was in posses

sion of the knife.
The accused's Counsel should no Joubt have putthe accused's

alternative case clearly before the Court; but his omission does
not relieve the Judge fmm his duty to do so.

I think it was incumbent on the Judge to explain to the Jury
the law contained in exception 4 of section 300 coupled with
section 301, Indian Penal Code. The alternative case set up,

1915·
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and would be slow to raise this special defence if neither the
accused nor his advocate relied on it. There is evidence of
drunkenness in this case. The prosecution witness Po Mya
said in cross-examination that the accused appeared to have
been drinking. Po Set in an~wer to questions by the Court said
he got the smell of liquor from the accused. The defence
witne~s Ma Kin said that the acc-..tsed was drunk, another
defence witness said he was very drunk anq staggering aoout,
and a third said that he could not talk properly. But the
advocate for accused did not question the important eye-wit
nesses Tha Dun, Sein The and Po Set at all about drunkenness.
The accused himself in his examination does not mention that
he was drunk till he reaches the climax of his story. After
describing the alleged gambling at Po Mya's house in detail he
says: " Po Mya, Sein The and Tha Dun surrounded me and
punched me with th~ir fists. So I struck Po Mya with, I think,
a stick As I was drunk (ayet-mu) I did not know whom it
struck." His statement is not consistent with a plea that he
was too drunk to know what he was doing, for according to his
own account he Was able to take part in the game of "Ket "
which presumflbly requires some cunning. Mr. May Oung says
that in addressing the jury he laid stress on the accused's
drun kenness. The l~at'11ed Judge has no nQte of this, though
he kept a note of Mr. May Oung's address. At any rate the
fact of drunkenness seems to have been pressed merely as
adding to the improbability that the accused was the man who
actually stabbed the deceased Po Myit. The learned counsel
did not specifically urge that the accused o,ving to drunkenness
was incapable of forming either of the intentions desc.ribed in
clauses (i) and (iii) of section 300, and the evidt>nce was in my
opinion insufficient to justify the Judge in himself raising for
the accLls~d an altel'l1ative line of defence which would be .
inconsistent with the line actually taken up by the learned
Counsel.

Stress is laid on the first illustration to section 299, Criminal
Procedure Code, but I cannot see that it obliges the Judge in
all cases of murder to descant also on culpable homicide not
amounting to murder. From its context the illustration is
clearly an injunction not to the Judge but to the jury"so far as-
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though not engaged in the fight was somehow stabbed by the
accused in mistake for one of his assailants. But even the
accused himself did not say that this was what occurred and his
learned advocate did not advance such a theory at the trial. In
these circumstances and looking, to the absence of evidence as
to a fight I think we cannot hold it a dereliction of duty on the
Judge's part that he did not ask the jury (in the wOl'ds of
vVoodroffe, J., in the case of Upendra Nath VC(s) "to consid~r

whether the evidence disclosed circumstances which would
have established such a defence had it been specifically raised."

I would therefore answer the second question also in the
negative.

Robinson, J.-Nga Mya was tpied at t~e last Sessions before
me and a special jury on a charge under section 302, Indian
Penal Code. The jury brought in a unanimous verdict of
guilty and I sentenced the accused to C:eath.

The Government Advocate has granted a certificate under
section 12 of the Lower Burma Courts Act which raises three
points in respect to my summing up. I will only deal with the
first two.

As the trial Judge I will first record what took place at the
trial. I have carefully read my notes and have sea~ched my
memory for on this po:nt my statement is Tclusive Reg. v.
Pestan;'i Dinsha 01. I will also briefly set out the cases for
the Crown and the defence respectively as shown in the evi
dence and the addresses of Counsel, for in my opinion the
questions involved necessitate this. The charge laid was und~r

section 302 only. In opening the case for the prosecution the
Assistant Government Advocate read section 299, Indian Penal
Code, to the jury. Then he read the commence~lP,ntof section

300 and stated that he would not trouble the jury with any of
the excepticHs as they did not, as fa!' as he lmew, arise in the
case. He explained the first and third clauses of the definition
of the offence.

The case for the Crown, as disclosed by the prosecution
evidence, was, that Po Mya and Po Set, his brother-ill-law, were
in their kitchen having their evening meal. They were joined
by Tha Dun who sat down and chatted while they had their

(1) (1873) 10 Born: H.C.R.,75.
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and that he did not fight with deceased with whom he was
on good terms.

Mr. May Oung then opened the case for the defence. He
stated that there were two points only that he would press
on the earnest consideration of the jury. They were that
there was gambling going 6n in that house that night and
that the prosecution witnesses had d~liberatelydenied this that
he would establish it and, if so, the prosecution witnesses, who
had lied on this matter, could not be believed at all, or that, at
any rate, their evidence must be received with the greatest
caution. The second point w~"s that there was absolutely no
motive.

He then produced his witnesses. The first three were called
to prove there was gambling that night and the first also stated
that accused and deceased were on friendly terms. The third
witness said he went to PoMya to collect interest due. Accused,
deceasedand Sein The came up: deceased asked Po Mya to get
money to gamble and pressed him also to stay and gamble.
He refused and left. He says accused was very drunk. Three
othel' witnesses were called to prove accused and deceased
used to go about and drinl, together, the last of whom says that:
on the night of the occurrence accused and deceased were drink
ing together when"Sein The came up and said to them" Let us
go to the gambling-good gambling is going~n."

Mr. May Oung then addre~sed the jury. He emphasized
the fact that gambling had been going on there and Ul'ged that
it was proved that a row took place in the course of which
deceased was stabbed and argued that the prosecution witnes
sel'; denied it to save themselves from suspicion. He implied
that one of the prosecution witnesses had stabbed deceased.
He tells us that he urged that accused wa~ drunk, but I have no
note of this nor did I understand that it was urged as affecting
the intention to be imputed to the accused. He pressed on the
jury that there was no motive and lastly said that they must
be quite certain !>efore they found his client guilty. He told
us he did not address the jury as to the law.

My summing up was recorded by the shorthand-writer.
I explained the first and third branches of the definition of

culpable homicide amounting to murder in section 300, but I.
21
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the legal points arising as they seem to me partly to
overlap.

It is said that accused having stated there was a row over
a bet which ended· in a fight, I should have put exception
4 to the jury. It is true that the accused did say so, but he
does not suggest that deceased took any part in this alleged
fight. To me he said distinctly" I did n9t fight with Po Myit "

,and to the Magistrate he said "I did not stab" him with dah.".
The evidence of the only other persons who were there, as far
as we know, is that there was no such fight. I cannot think
that the bare statement of the accused that there was a fight
compels the Court to put exceptions 1 and 4 to the jury.
There was no evidence of a fight and even the accused in his
statement says deceased was not in it even if there was one.

To come now to the legal points. It is urged that iIlush-a
tions (a) to section 299 of the Code of Criminal Procedure
shows that it is always the bounden duty of the Judge to
explain both culpable homicide and murder to the jury. I
cannot agree. An illustration to a section cannot extend or
restrict the provisions of the section to which it is attached.
[Koylash Chunder Ghose v. Sonatun Chung Barooie (2).] This
particular illustration jf it has this effect seems wrongly placed.
It is attached to a sectiolJ that lays down the duty of the jury
and not the duty of the Judge. It is given mereiy to explain
the duty of the jury 0 and cannot be taken as a substantive
enactment of the duty of the Judge. There are no doubt many
case~ in which the Judge should and must explain the distinc
tion between culpable homicide and murder. It. may be that
in mOdt cases he should do so but jt does not therefore follow
that he must in all cases do so. His duty is laid down in
sections 297 and 298 and it is there merely said that he ri1tlst
"lay down the law." That must be with regard to the case as
put forward and olS developed by the evidence. It would be
unreasonable, for instance, to argue that in such a case as is
given in Illustration (a) to section 300 theJudge must put ail
the details of the very complicated definitions of culpable
homicide and murder together with all the 'exceptions.' That
could not help the jury and; would only tend to confuse them

(2) (1881) l.L.R. 7 Cal., 132.
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As to the first ground of the certificate, therefore, I do not
think that I ought to have put it to the jury that the accused
might have intended to cause injury that was merely likely to
-cause death. Having regard to the whole of the evidence for
both the- prosecution and the defence, including the medical
evidence and to the cases as presented by Counsel, and to the
law, I do not consider I should or ought to hav€. done so though
it may be said there was some evidence.

A£ to the second ground also I thinl, the same. It is not
-sufficient for the accused to say there was a fight to raise the
-question of the exception. It was not sufficient even if there
was a fight for he must also prove several other matters and
.in particular that he took no undue advantage and that he dil
not act in a cruel or unusual manner. In this case we have no
'evidence at all except the accused's statement that there was a
fight. The evidence of the prosecution is that there was no
:such fight. The accused says the fight was with Po Mya, Tha
Dun and Sein The and that the deceased took no part in it,
The suggestion put forward is, that when attacked by these
three he picked up something which he thought was a stick
-and with that he struck Po Mya. He denies striking deceased.
If we disbelieve him and hold that he did strike deceased what

~

foundation is there for the exception? Is not' this defence
really that he stabbed deceased by accident? If so, there is no
-question of this exception. Can it be said that a man who
'stab<' another and causes his immediate death under these
-circumstances is pleading this exception? His Counsel never
:affirm"l.tively raised it; he never told the jury what is neces
-sary to establish this exception nor how it was to be held to be
,established in this case. Section 105 of tIje Evidence Act
requires the Court and the jury to hold that it does not exist
'unless and until it is proved by or for the accused. That
-means that all its necessary ingredients must be proved. Can
it be said that a man who seizes a knife, such as the exhibit in
-this case, and stabs deceased, who was unarmed and not taking
:any part in the fight, with it took no unfair advantage and did
not act in a cruel or unusual manner? There is in this case
then no evidence, beyond the statement of the accuseli, of any
;fight and· none whatever of any of the other facts that must be

-_....
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of murder it is necessary in all cases to explain the distinction
between the two. It is quite possible, as the present case
shows, to explain fully and correctly what murder is without

stating what it is not.
The plea was never set \IP that accused was by reason of

intoxication incapable of forming the intention requisite to
constitute the offence of murder, nt>r does the record disclose
that such a plea was maintainable. The Crown prefE!rred
a charge of murder only and the evidence at the trial :was such
that, if it was believed, the only reasonable conclusion was that
the accused did an act with such intention as to constitute his
offence murder, and nothing less, and on the materials I do not
think it was open to the Judge to suggest that it was anYthing
less. .

The second point in the certificate should also, I think, be
answered in the negative.

The Court is bound to presume the absence of circum
stances bringing the case within an exception unless and until
the existence of those circumstances is proved. Where, as
here, the exception requires the concurrence. of several
different circumstances before it can become applicable there
must be material from which the existence of each such
circumstance can bz prd'perly inferred; such material must, at
the lowest, be an allegation by the accused. If there is
material for inferring some only of such circumstances, but
not others, I consider it would not be right for the Judge to

raise the applicability of the exception before the jury, as by
so doing he might mislead them into contravening section 105
of the Evidence Act. In the present case I am of Opi.lion that
the circumstances the existence of which might bring the case
under the exception in question could not properly be inferred
from thL. evidence or the accused's statement, and therefore
the effect of that exception did not fall to be considered. I do
not think that the verdict can be interfered with.

JQI5,.
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cany ordinary person being told that a man "keeps his cows
under the house" would understand that the cows were kept
under the house habitually or at least for a considerable time.

The bye-law did not in my opinion apply to what the
applicant did, and he was not liable to conviction for having
infringed it.

I set aside the conviction and acquit the applicant. The
fine paid will be refunded. •

The Magistrate considered that if he did not adopt the, in
his view, strict meaning of the word "keep," he would have to
consider the length of time in very many cases, and he
instanced the case of a man prosecuted for having his motor
lamp unlit when it ought to be alight. I confess to not being

.able to trace the connection or analogy between not having a
motor lamp alight and keeping a goat, nor do I see at present
how even the strictest logic need force him into the trouble he
.anticipated.

I may add that the Muni~ipal Committee did not appear by
advocate in this Court to support the construction of the bye
law put before the Magistrate on its behalf, and from this I
gather that on further consideration the Committee does not
wish to press fOl' such construction.

Before Mr. Justice Two111,ey.

KING-EMPEROR 'P. NGA KALA.
Maulzg Kin-Assistant Government Advocate for appellant.

Police-Officer, preventive powers of-Criminal Procedure Code,
section 149-Police (Act Vof 1861) section 23.

The preventive action of the police is not confined to the uuties
prescribed in Chapter XIII of the Criminal Procedure Code. Under
section 23 of the Police Act it is a police-officer'» duty to prevent the
commission of offences and there is no authority for restricting the scope
·of this provision to cognizable offence".

The accused Nga Kala in this case. was sentenced by the
Subdivisional Magistrate, Myaungmya, to suffer rigorous
imprisonment for six months under section 332, Indian Penal
Code, for striking a Head Constable of Police at a pwe after
the Head Constable had stopped the performance as being
·held without a license and while the Head Constable was in
the act of disarming a man who had a formidable dah. It is
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an unlicensedpwe, but only to report it. The Head Constable's
action was quite illegal."

The Sessions Judge cites no authority for the proposition
that the police are empowered to prevent only cognizable
offences. Some colour is given to this proposition by section
149, Code of Criminal Procedure, which provides -only for the
pre"ention of cognizable offences by the police. But section
23 of the Police Act, 1861, appears to ~ive wider power.s for
preventing offences in general. ..._..

The word "offences" in that section is not dlilfined in the
Act, and it does not appear to be governed by the definition of
" offence" in section 40 of the Indian Penal Code (enacted in
the previous year 1860). The Police Act was clearly intended
to give the police force, then newly formed, extensiv.e powers
of preventing breaches of the law, and I am not prepared to
hold that it is outside their powers to stop a pwe which is being
held without a license. At any rate, the Head Constable
Maung Po Yeik might very well believe that he had power to
stop the pwe, and the Sessions Judge's assumption that the
disarming incident was invented because the Head Constable
knew he had been acting illegally, can only be described as
fanciful.

Nga Kala h3S not appeared in support of the acquittal
order. His defence in the Magistrate's Court was an alibi, and
the Magistrate gave good reasons for disbelieving it.

The order of acquittal passed by the Sessions Judge is set
aside and the conviction of Nga Kala under section 332 is re
stored. Although there is no medical evidence as to the extent
of Po Yeik's injuries, I cannot regard the offence as ~nything

but serious and the sentence of rigorous imprisonment for six
months was not too heavy. The sentence is re-imposed and
Nga Kala will be arrested and sent to prison to undergo the
unexpired p0rtion of it.

1915.
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one, and then a preliminary decree was drawn up. This omits
a good deal of what is included in Form 21 of Appendix D of
the First :Schedule to the Code of Civil Procedure. The
record affords no explanation of why the judgment did not
direct a decree in the ordinary form, nor does the judgment
explain why accounts were 'to be taken to the 31 st March of
this year only.

•The decree should in ordinal'y cours-z have declared. that
the partnership should stand dissolved as from the day on
which the judgment was pronounced, and should have appoint
ed a receiver of the partnership estate and effects to get in the
debts due to it, and should have ordel'ed the goodwill of the
business and the stock-in-trade to be sold on the application of
the parties leaving it to an officer of the Court to fix a reserved
bidding, and should further have ordered that any of the
parties should be at liberty to bid at the sale.

The form in the Schedule to the Civil Procedure Code is
based on the ordinary practice of the -English Courts-see
Lindley on Partnership (8th Ed.) 614.

The application for a receiver is opposed by the defendants
on the ground that it will cause some of them great inconve
nience and expense, and incidentally that those living in the
house where the business is carried on and those engaged in
carrying on the business at the present time should be allowed
to continue to dv so. This assumes that the goodwill should
be allotted to them, and that the Court should tell the plaintiff
that he must be content with what the Court may by some
unexplained method of valuation hold to be the value of the
goodwill and assets of the business.

Inconvenience to the parties is an inevitable incident when
partners fall out, and is a disadvantage of carrying on business
in partnership. The rules as to goodwill are thus stated in
Lindley bn partnership, page 511.

1. That if a firm is dissolved and there is no agreement
to the contrary the goodwill must be sold for the
benefit of all the partners if any of them insist on
such sale.

2. That, so far as is possible, having regard to the right
of every partner to carryon business himself, the-
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the alleged mortgage and the defendant denies it and sets up a sale·: the
plaintiff cannot recover possession if by the provisions of the Transfer of
Property Act he is debarred from proving the mortgage.

Maung Yeik v. kIaunf! Pe To, (1914) 8 Bur. L.T., 70, overruled.
·Gopee Lall v. Mussamut Sree Chundraolee Bu'!wojee, (1872) 19 ,"V.R.,
12; Mylapore Iyasaw"lny Vyapoory Moodaliar v. Yeo Kay, (1887)
I.L.R., 14 CaL, SOl; Eshen Chunder Singh v. Shama Ghurn Bhutto,
(1866) 11 Moore's LA., 7; Sheo Prasad v. Lalit Kuar, (1896) I.L.R. 18
All., 403; Klwri Veerareitdi v. Kurri Bapirp.ddi, (1904) I.L.R. 29
Mad., 336, followed. .

The following .reference was made by the Chief Judge to a
Bench under section 11 of the Lower Burma Courts Act, 1900.

This is one of numerous cases in which a plaintiff sues a
defendant in possession seeking to redeem land on the ground
of it having been mortgagep. only alad the defendant resists the
suit on the ground that the land had been sold outright to him.
The transaction took place long after sections 54 and 59 of the
Transfer of Property Act had been brought into force in
Lower Burma. The amount advanced on mortgage or accord
ing to the defendant's version of the transaction the price paid
for the land was Rs. 150. No instrument in writing embodying
the terms of the transaction was executed and ,'egistered
consequently the plaintiff could not prove the mortgage nor
could the defendant prove a sale to him.

It is contended that in a suit for redemption on the basis
·of the land having be~n mortgaged a decree for recovery of
the land on payment of the amount advanced can be
given notwithstanding. that the plaintiff cannot prove the
mortgage, and I am asked to go into the evidence as to
whether the transaction was a mortgage or sale. The .case of
Maung Yeik v. Maung Fe To (1) is cited as an instance of the
relief claimed having been granted in such a case. In U Tun
v. Ma Hnyin (Special Civil Appeal No. 257 of 1914) I have
held that in a similar case the plaintiff cannot obtain recovery
of possessiop. The basis· of a suit for redemption of a mort
gage is the morcgage alleged, and if by reason of some provi
sion of law the mortgage cannot be proved it appears to me
that the suit must fail. It may be that if the plaintiff had sued
for possession on the ground of her title only she '.You!d have
,been entitled to a decree withoutpaying anything, but a decree

(1!t14): 813ur~L.T.! 70.•
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denies the mortgage alleged by the plaintiff and sets up a sale
to him can the plaintiff recover possession when by reason of
the provisions of the Transfer of Property Act the plaintiff
cannot prove the mortgage sued on and the defendant cannot
prove the sale relied on by him."

The opinion of the Full Benefh was as follows :-
Fox. C. J.-The case is before this Full Bench merely for

answer to the question referred.
No question as to whether an amendment of the plaint

should have been or should be allowed is before the Bench.
The case must be dealt with as it stands, that is as a suit for

redemption of a rnortgage which the plaintiff could not prove.
In GojJee Lall v. Mussamut Sree Clumdrcr.Plee Buhoojee (1)

it was taken as a firmly settled rule of law that a plaintiff can
only recover according to his allegations and his proofs. Iii
MylajJore Iyasawmy Vyapoory Moodaliar v. Yeo Kay (2) their
Lordships took occasion to repeat the following words of
Lord Westbury in Eshen Chunder v. Shama Churn Bhutto
(3):-

"This case is one of considerable importance, and their
LOl'dships desire to take advantage of it, for the purpose of
pointing out the absolute necessity that the determination in a
cause should be founded upon a case either to be found in the
pleading, or involved in, or consistent with the case thereby
made". .

The case of Sheo Prasad v. Lalit Kuar (4) affords a good
example of the application of the principle to the case of a suit
on a mortgage. Chief Justice Edge remarked in that case that
it is in accordance with principles of sound common sense and
justice that a man who brings a case and fails to prove it should
not get a decree on a different cause of action from that alleged
by him.

An essential ,part of a cause of action to redeem a mort~

gage is the mortgage to redeem which the suit is brought. I(it
is denied, and the plaintiff fails to prove it, the suit must be
dismissed.

(1) (1872) 19 W. R., 12.
. (2) (1887) I. L. R. 14, Cal., 801.

(3) (1866) 11 Moore's 1. A., 7.
(4) (1896) I. L. R. 18 All., 403,

22
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and finally passed a decree setting out the share that each heir
was entitled to, and what the moveable and immoveable
property of the deceased consisted of with value or estimated
value. The decree then on the basis of such values set out the
value of each heir's share. It ordered a Court fee of Rs. 385
to be paid by Ma Tin and gave "her the costs Of her suit which
:were to be deducted from the value of the estate before
division. The other parties were to bear thei:- own costs. Mil
Tin's costs came to Rs. 385 plus Rs. 416-1-5, or Rs. 801-1-5.

Ma Tin then applied for execution and asked that the record
be sent to the Collector with directions to partition the estate
in accordance with the decree passed and to put her in posses
sion of her share. The application was evid~J1tlymade under
the provisions of section 54 of the Code of Civil Procedure.

The Collector appointed the Superintendent of ..Land
Records to carry out the division of the immoveable property.
This officer wor!{ed out the value of the shares of the moveable
and immoveable property after making allowance for the costs,
and then divided up the different holdings also allowing to each
a share of the moveable property. The District Judge
accepted the division and an appeal is laidagainst this order.

Counsel for respondents urges that the appeal is time-barred
as the appeal should be taken to lie against the order sending
the case to the Collector; to effect a division. It seems ;;0
me that an appeal ~ay from the order of the District Judge
accepting the proceedings of the Superintendent of Land
Rezords and in that case the appeal is not time-barred.

In any case the Collector had nothing to do with the move
able property, but I am of opinion that the execution was not
one for action under section 54 of the Code of Civil Procedure
at all.

The decree was not in the form that it should ha~e taken.
The correct) forp.l is indicated by No. 17, Appendix D of the
First Schedule of the Civil Procedl;lre Code. The correct
method of execution would appear to be to appoint a receiver
to get in the debts, collect the cattle and paddy and sell it,o!'
collect the proceeds of them if sold, and to collect the money
-also to sell the immoveable property and then to divide up the
proceeds according to the shares allotted by the District.J udge

1915.

1'.0 WIN
'lJ.
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difficulty in the proper distribution of the estate, but we
.cannot deal with this matter now.

Mr. Villa for Po Win and Mr. Palitfor respondents consent
·to the decree being amended so that the 2nd paragraph shall
read-" And it is further ordered that the District Judge do

.appoint a receiver to get in the debts, collect the cattle and
paddy and sell it, or collect the proceds of them if sold, and
to collect the money-also to sell the immoveable property If
necessary to d0 so to meet charges and legal expenses payable
out of the estate: the other immoveable properties to be
distributed according to holdings amongst the heirs as the
Judge shall direct after hearing the parties."

As already noted Po Win entirely objects to the allotments
of holdings previously made and to the valuations put t.1p00

them.
In order to assist the Judge in coming to a decision as 1:0

how the holdings should be allutted amongst the heirs it may
be remarked that one method of settling disputes of the sort
which might possibly be resorted to would be to ascertain first
through the receiver or Bailiff the probable value of each hold
ing, and then to hold an auction' confined to the heirs or to in
vite tenders from them with a view to ascertaining what
amount each heir is willing to have debited against his or her
share in the estate should a holding be allotted to him or her,
and on the condition that the heir to whom a holding may be
allotted must before the land is transferred to him or her pay
into Court the difference between the amount bid or tendered
by him or her and the value or amount of his or her share as
ultimately ascertained should the former amount exceed the
latter, and on the understanding that each heir who wants land
will be allotted a holding, or holdings equal in number to the
number allotted to another such heir so far as this can be done.

We do not say that a method such as this can be adopted in
the present case in view of what we have been told has
>happened since the decree.

The District Judge should hear the partiec upon the
question hm" the estate can best and most equitably be distt-i
buted, and then worl{ out a method of doing this.

1915.

Po WI1C
v.

MATIN.
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PRIVY COUNCIL.

(ON APPEAL FROM THE CHIEF COURT OF LOWER BURMA.)

Before Viscount Haldane, Lord Wrenbury, Si1' John Edge and
Mr. Ameer Ali.

A. K A. S. JAMAL v. MOObLA DAWOOD SONS AND
COMPANY.

Contract Act, sections 73, 107-breach of contrrr.ct by buyer, resa~e
on-negotiable securities-damages how measured.

In a contract for sale of shares in C:;ompanies the measures of damages
for breach of contract is the difference between the contract price and the
market price at the date of the breach, but the seller must mitigate the
damages by getting the best price he can at the date of the breach.

Section 107 of the Contract Act applies to cases in which a seller has a
lien on goods or has stopped them in transit, and should not be extended
beyond its scope.

Stamjorth v. Lyall, 7 Bing. 169; Yates v. Whyte, 4 Bing. N.C.,
272; Bradburn v. Great Weste1'n Railway, L.R. 10 Ex., 1; Jebson v.
East and West India Dock, L.R.I0 C.P. 300; Rodocanachiv.lJiI-ilburn,
18 Q.E.D., 67; Williams v. Agit£S, 1914 A.C., 510 referred to.

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Chief Court of
Lower Burma on its Appellate Side.

The Judgment uf their Lordships of the Privy Council was
delivered on the 3rd November 1915.

Lord Vlrenbury.-Under six contracts made at val·ious
dates between April and August 1911 the plaintiff (the appellant)
was seller to the defendants of certain 2.'3,500 shares at prices
amounting in the aggregate to Rs. 1,84,12&-10. The date for
delivery was the 30th December 1911. The contract notes
cOl1tained a term providing that in the event of the buyer not
making payment on the settlement day the seller should have
the option of reselling the shares by auction, and any loss
arising should be recoverable fro111 the buyer. In some cases
the words ran: "by auction· at the Exchange at the next
meeting," etc.

By the 30th) December the shares had fallen largely in
value. On that day the vendor tendered the shares and asked
payment of the price, adding: "Failing compliance with this
request by to-day our client will be forced to sell the said
shares by public auction on or about the 2nd proximo, respon
sible for all losses sustained thereby." The purchasers did
not pay the sum demanded. They set up a contention that the

P1ltVY Coun.
cil Appeal
No. 700t

1914.
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3d. (viz. at 48.). In one case it was at 48. 3d. In every other
.case it was at a higher price.

The decision under appeal is one which gives the purchaser
the benefit of the increased prices which the shares realised,
by giving him credit in reduction of the damages for the
increased 'prices in hct realised over the market price at the
30th Cecember, the date of the breach. The appellant contends
that this is wrong.

Their Lordships will first deal with the cOf!.tractual term as
to resale. Upon breach by the purchaser his contractual right

·to the shares fell to the ground. There arose a right to damages,
and the stipulation in question was in their Lordships' opinion

·only a stipulation that the seller might, if he thought fit, liqui
date the damages by ascel"taining the value of the shares at the

·date of the breach by an auction sale as specified. If the seller
availed himself of that option he was not selling the purchaser's
shares with a consequential obligation to account to him for
the price but was selling shares belonging to· the seller which
the purchaser ought to, but failed to, take up and pay for in

·order to ascertain what was the loss arising by reason of the
purchaser not completing at the contract price. Their Lord
ships are unable to agree with the original Judge that the plain
tiff's letters of the 30th December and 2nd January amounted
to an election to take a measure of damages to be arrived at by
a resale. Moreover, there never was ::J.ny sale by auction under
the option. Nothing turns upon this provision as to resale.
. The question therefore is the general question and may be

stated thus.: In a contract for sale of negotiable securities, is
the measure of damages for breach the difference between the
contract price and the marliet price at the date of the breach
-with an obligation on the part of the 'seller to mitigate the
,damages by getting the best price he can at the date of the
breach-or is ~he seller bound to reduce the damages, if he can,
by subsequent sales at better prices? If he is and if the pur
chaser is entitled to the benefit of subsequent sales, it must also
be true that he must bear the burden of subsequent losses.
The latter propositiqn 'is in their Lordships' opinion impossible,.
and the former is equally unsound. If the seller holds on to the
shares after the br"each the speculation as to the way the market

A.K.A.S.
JAMAL

ZI.

MOOLIA
DAWOOD
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COMPANY.
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Their Lordships find that upon the appeal the officiating
Chief Judge rested his judgment on a finding that the seller
reduced his loss by selling the shares at a higher price than
obtained at the date of the breach. This begs the question by
assuming that loss means loss.generally, not loss at the date of
the breach. The seller's loss at the date of the breach was and
remained the difference between cO~1tract price and market
price at that date. When the buyel; committed this breach the
seller remained entitled to the shares, and became entitled to
damages such as the law allows. The first of these two pro
perties, v'iz., the shares, he kept for a time and subsequently
sold them in a rising market. His pocl{et received benefit, but
his loss at the date of the breach remained unaffected.

Their Lordships wilt"humbly advise His Majesty that this
appeal ought to be allowed, and the orders in the Original Court
and in the Appeal Court discharged, and judgment entered for
the plaintiff according to his plaint, and that the respondent
ought to pay the costs in the courts below and of this appeal.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief.Judge.

1. MAUNG THEIN, 2. SBWE PAW v. 1. MA THET
HNIN, 2. MA HLA BON.

A. C. Dhm'-for appellants
Ko Ko Gyi-for respondents.

Bunnese Buddhist Law-marriage, consent essential to valid
damages for b1'each of p,y011lise by party's parent not sustainable.

A Burmese Buddhist, whether male or female, adult or minor, cannot
be legally married without his or her consent or against his or her will. The
breach therefore by a father of his promise to give lois 30n in marriage and
to give marriage presents suitable to his position in life does not afford a
cause of action on which a Court can make a decree for compensation.

Maung Tail< v. Ma Cho, 2 U.B.R. (1897-01) 1~7 follo'·'ed.

The first plaintiff is a spinster of over 20 years of age: the
2nd plainti~ff is her adoptive mother. The 1st defendant is a
bachelor who is also above the age of minority: the 2nd defen
dant is his father. The suit was for Rs. 300 as compensation
for breach of promise of marriage: it presents novel features.

The plaint sets out that in the Spdng of1913 th~ young man

and woman loved each other, and went off and lived together
as husband and wife by 111 utual consent for about a week. In
other words they eloped without the consent of their parents,

A.K.A.S.
JAMAL

V.
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DAWOOD
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feelings, affections and social position. One of the witnesses
called by the plaintiffs said that he did not think that the young
woman's reputation was· affected in consequence of her
having eloped with a bachelor. The ideas prevailing in the
particular part of the country appear to be peculiar. The claim
was based not upon inj ury to reputation, inj ur?d feelings or any
thing remotely connected"with love and romance, out upon the
monetary, and some may think sord~d, aspect of matrimony.
Wounded feelings at promises made by the father not bei~g

carried out must have weighed less with the plaintiffs than the
hope of getting as much as they could out of him.

The legal question involved in the case is whether the
breach by the father of his promises to give his son in marriage
to the young woman or to make his son marry her, and to give"
the couple marriage presents suitable to his position in life
afforded the plaintiffs jointly, or afforded either of them, a
cause of action on which the Courts could make a decree for"
compensation. The Township Judge gave both plaintiffs a
decree because he understood the Burmese Buddhist Law to"
allow compensation to be given for breach of pmmise of
marriage to the parents of the party injured as well as to that
party. The District Judge was led to uphold the decree by
reference to sub-section (2) of section 25 of the Contract Act,
but he does not work out in his judgment how that cnn be
applicable to the C.lse.

No doubt some texts in Dhammathats"-for instance those
in sections 54 and 56 of the Kimvun Mingyl's Digest-contem
plate penalties on parents who refuse to carry out a promise to
g:ve a child in marriage, but these texts apply to parents of a
girl only. I can find no similar pl'ovision penalizing parents
of a male child. But even if there were one, the provision
would be one which it wouH not be possible fOI' our Courts to
carry out in ttese days. Our Courts must recognize that the
free consent of the actual parties is essential to a marriage be
tween an adult man and 3n adult woman. No giving in marriage
by parents in such a case can be recognized as constituting a
marriage unless the actual parties consent to be married. In

Maung Taik v. Ma Cho (l) it was held that among Burmese
(l) 2 U. B. R. (l897~1), 197.
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Before Mr. Justice" e.obinson.

THE POOZUNDAUNG .BAZAAR COMPANY, LIMITED
'V. T. GWAN CHWAN.

N. M. Cowasji-for applicant.
Higinbothmr;-for respondent

Transfer of Property Act, sections 106, 107-landlord and enan~

" lease u'~registered, effect of-notice to quit.

A agreed to lease to B a building for 3 years. A lease in accorduJlce
with the agreement was drawn up and executed by both parties. B entered
into possession and for some months paid the rent agreed upon, Rs. 125,
but A neglected to have the lease registered. After 1~ years had elapsed,
A gave B 18 days' notice to quit, alleging that the lease, not having been
registered, \Vas of no effect. B refused to quit, and A sued him to I'ecover
rent Rs. 125 f6r the month by the end of which he had given notice to quit
and damages for use and occupation at Rs. 200 a month for each of the
subsequent months B had remained in occupation.

Held,-that A's suit must fail. He could not rely upon section 1\16 of
the Transfer of Prcperty Act, as the presumption mentioned therein would
only arise, if there was no contract to the contrary, nor upon section 107,
for it is open to B at any time to bring a suit for specific performance of
contract by registration of the deed and as between A and B the relation is
that of Landlord and Tenant under the terms ap.d condition of the original
agreement, and no rights of third parties are affected.

Bibi Jawahir Kumari v. Chatterput Singh, (1905) 2 Cal. L. J., 343;
Ittappan v. Parangodan Nayar, (1898) I. L. R. 21 Mad., 291 referred to.

Plaintiffs admitte'dly leased a certain building to defe;ldant
for one year from 16th October 1911 with an option to renew
"for a further term of one year. It is also admitted that later
the parties enter£d into a contract to le3.se these premises for a
term of 3 years from the 15th August 1913 and that 011 the

·15th August 1913 a lease in accordance with this agreement
was drawn up and executed by both pm"ties. The rent through
cut was fixed at Rs. 125 per mensem.

The document was after execution l"ehtrned by defendant
to plaintiffs but they did not register it. Defendant paid the
"rent.

On lsi: Desember 1914 plaintiffs wrote to defendant alleging
that he had broken the terms of the document of lease and had
thereby put an end to the lease. They requested him to quit
within a week's time. In his written statement defendant
alleges that they realized that they had no grounds for their

-allegation, waived their notice and requested him to pay
the rent due up to the end of January 1915 which he did.

Civil
Revision
No. 141 ot

1915.

December
17th, 1915.
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been duty registered. To hold otherwise would permit plain
tiffs to take advantage of their own fraud or wrongful neglect
to force defendant to pay a higher I·ent.

This is the view taken in the case cited above. Reference
may also be.made to Ittappan v. Paral1{[odan Nayar (2).

The petition is dismissed o\vith costs. Advocate's fees 5
gold mohurs.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief judge, Mr. Justice Robinson and
Mr. justice Parlett.

In re KING-EMPEROR 'V. NGA SAING alias AH SAING.
Ginwala-the Assistant Government Advocat.e, for the King.Emperor.
Criminal Procedure Code, section lJO-prisoner within lim'itsoj

Magistrate's ]1wisdiction-section 120.

The words" any person within the limits of his jurisdiction" in section
110 of the Criminal Procedure Code apply to a person undergoing a
sentence of imprisonment in a jail within the local limits of the Magis
trate's jurisdiction.

Queen-Empress v. Chi Do Bon, P. J. L. B., 204; Empe1'or v. Bapoo
Yellapa, (1907) 9 Bom. L. R, 244; In re Ko·m Rangan, (1912) 33 Mad.
L. J. 535 referred to.

King-Emperor v. Po Thaw, 4 L. B. R. 148 over-ruled.

The following reference 'was made by Mr. justice Twomey to
a Full Bench under section II, LO'wer Burma Courts Act:-

This case has b~en submitted for orders in revision by the
Sessions Judge, Nla-ubin Division. A Chinaman named Ah
Saing was convicted of assaulting an Excise Sub-Inspector and
was sentenced by the Additional Magistrate, Danubyu, to
rigorous imprisonment for six months under "ection 353, Indian
Pedal Code, on the 22nd July 1915.

On the 8th August 1915 the Subdivisional Magistrate,
Yandoon, passing orders under section 3 ot the Burma Opium
Law Amendment Act, 1909, read with section 118 of the Code of
Criminal ProceJure, 1908, required Ah Saing to furnish security
for his good behaviour for six months and at the same time
directed that as the accused could not furnish security he
should be kept in rigorous imprisonment for six months. The
warrant which is dated 13th August further directs that the

(2) (1898) l.L.R, 21 Mad., 291.
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The opinion of the Full Bench 'Was as follo'ws:-

Fox, C.].-The wording of section 120 of the Criminal

Procedure Code clearly shows that it was contemplated that
,an order requiring security for keeping the peace or fOI" m~in

'taining good behaviour may be made against a person sentenced, -
-to or undergoing a sentence of imprisonment.

The decision in King Emperor vs. po Thaw (l) in so far as
it held that a Magistrate' had "no jlll~jsdiction 'to commence
proceedings under section 110 against a person undergoing
imprisonment in a jail, appears to me erroneous. Whether a
Magistrate should do so' is a matter of discretion to be exercised

,according to the circumstances of each case, it being remem
bered that the only object of the pl"ovisions of Chapter VIII is
to ensure if possible the keeping of the peace or good behaviou~"

for a iimited period.
If a person is in j<Jil undel" sentence for a long period his

'keeping of the peace and good behaviour so far as the outside
public is concerned is assured fOI" such period, but if a person
is undergoing only a short sentence it may be that in some cases
there may be reason for calling upon him to give security fOI"
keeping the peace or for his good behaviour for a period

:subsequent to the expiration of the sentence on him.
My answer to the qt'e~tion refen.-td is in the affirmative.

Robinson, ].~I presume the prisoner ordinarily resided
'within the local limits of the Magistrate's jurisdiction. The
Magistrate could not take action against a man residing outside
his jurisdiction even if he was habitually a thief within the

jurisdiction.
Otherwise, I can see no ground for holding that becauSt: he

was in jail he ceased to be within the local lir.lits of the
Magistrate's jurisdiction.

Section l~O (1) contemplates an order under section 118
being made at a time when the person against whom it is made

,is in jail and section 123 does the same.
If a man in jail was not within the local limits of the jurisdic

ction of some Magistrate he could not be tried or committed for
;tdal for an. offence_committed while in jail.

,(I) 4LB.R., 148.
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,to consider the case in its revisional jurisdiction. This is so,
-but I entirely agree with Jenkins, C.J. when he said in Faujdar
Thakur v. Kasi Chowdhury (I) that in cases of acquittal the

:revisional jllrisdictio~_of a High COlU"t should ordinarily be
exercised sparingly, and only whet"e it is urgently demanded in
the interests of public justice. •

It h~s been urged that the lwesent is a case in which inter
ference.is called for urgently in the interests of public justice.
I cannot assume that the Local Government has refused to

-direct an appeal in such a case.
•There is no pt"ecedent of a High Court entel"taining an

_application by a complainant to t"evise an acquittal after the
-Local Gover-nment has declined to direct an appeal against it.

The allowance of even an appeal from an acquittal is
peculiar to India alone of all His Majesty's Dominions; it is
safeguarded by confining the power to direct an appeal to the

Local Government. The reasons for this safeguard presumably
are that it should not lie with complainants to decide whether
an appeal should be made, and that the authority who should
decide this should be the highest authority in each Pmvince.
It may be presumed also that the Legislature intended that the
exceptional power to direct an appeal should not be exercised

except in cases in whic;h the Local Government considered that
the intel"ests of public justice called for further consideration
.of a case by the highest Court in the Province.

When the Local Government has considered a case in that
light and has declined to direct an appeal, it would not, in my
opinion, be a proper or fitting exercise of the discretion of a
Judge of this Court even to entertain an application by -a
complainant to interfere with the acquittal.

I reject the application.

]. &F.
GRAHAM

& Co.
V.

H. Cr-ELSEY

Crimi1lal
Avpeal

No. 160t
1916.

Before Mr. Justice Twomey.

PO HLA v. KING-EMPEROR.

Pardon-how forfeited-Criminal Procedure Code, sections 337,339.

A was tendered a pardon as an approver in a dacoity case and was February 14th
subsequ<:ntly released on his own recognizances before the trial began. 1916.'
Four men were sent up for trial on the charge of dacoity and A was exam-

(1) (1914) I.L.R., 42 Cal., 612.
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Subdivisional Magistrate of Pyu on th~ 15th J line. He was
directed to come again next day as he had not been cross
examined. He did not turn up next day. There seems to be
no<doubt that he had absconded though he says that he thought
his examination was finished. and that he happened to elope
with a girl shortly afterwards. The four accused were dis
charged on the 13th Octobei' 1914. "From the Special Power
Magistrate's order of discharge it appears that ev~n if t'he
approver Po Hla had duly turned up next day as he was ordel-ed
to and if his evidence had been taken into consideration against
the fOlll- accused the result would have been the same, for the
Special Power Magistrate found that the approver's statement
was not sufficiently corroborated. The District Magistrate who
examined the case in revision was inclined to take the same vi~w.

I gather that the learned Sessions ,J udge also is of the same
opinion, for when Po Hla was re-arrested in July 1915 n(, action
was taken to put the four discharged accused on trial again as
might clearly have been done.

There seems to be no doubt that Po Hla absconded after his
examination-in-chief because, as one of the assessors puts it.
" the offence he committed was a serious one and he did not
quite trust the pardon granted to him ".

A pardon is tendered to an approver on condition "of his
making "a ful! and true disclosure of the whole of the circum
stances within his Imowledge relative to the offence and to evel-Y
other person concerned, whether as principal or abettor, in the
commission therebf". Section 339 lays down the circLtm
st~nces in which a pel-son to whom a pardon has been tendered
may be tried for the offence in respect of which he was
pardoned. It must be shown that he has forfeitt:d the pardon
either-

(a) ty wiJfully concealing anything essential; or
(b) by giving false evidence.

It is not contended that Po Hla gave false evidence. But
the learned Sessions Judge has held that " by deliberately
withdrawing himself from cross-examination he has concealed
something essential, to wit, the whole of the answers which he
would have been compelled to give in cross-examination."
This view, in my opinion, involves an unwarranted straining of

1916.
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Before Mr. Justice Parlett.

KING-EMPEROR 'if~ 1. PO GYI; 2. KYAW THA,
3. TUN HLA.

Eggar.-Assistant Government Advocate, for the King-Emperor.

Criminal Procedure Code, s~ction 435 (4)-revision, concurrent
.jurisdiction 'of Sessions Judge and District J/agistrate in--

A District Magistrate on June 4th 1915"called f'Jr the proceedings qf a
<case in which persons accused under section 477, Indian Penal Code, had
.been discharged. On the 20tn_,June the complainant in the case presented
an application to have the order of discharge'set aside to the Sessions
.Judge. The Sessiotls Judge sent for the proceedings to the District
Magistrate, who on the 26th before submitting them to the Sessions Judge
and without notifying the Sessions Judge of his action signed his name on
a printed form bearing the words "On a perusal of the record no ;;ause
.appearing for interference, it is ordered that the record be returned."
.subsequently the Sessions Judge passed orders directing that the aco~sed

be committed for trial.

Held-that the District Magistrate's action in calling for the record
was not equivalent to entertaining an application and that there was
.nothing in sectiOli 435 (4) of the Criminal Procedure Code to render the
Sessions Judge's order invalid.

Hali Muthu v. King-Emperor, (1902), J.L.R.26 Mad., 477,
distinguished.

One A. R. S. P. N. K. Nagamllthll Pillay prosecuted Nga
Po Gyi .fnd two others under section 477, Indian Penal Code.
.On the 20th of M'lY 1914 the Special Power Magistrate
discharged the accused. On the 4th June the District Magis
trate called for the proceedings which were sent to him on the
.5th and apparently received in his Court on the 6th June, but
so far as the records show no action was taken with regard to
them for twenty days, namely till the 26th. Meanwhile on the
20th June Nagamuthu Pillay presented an application to the
.Sessions Judge under section 435 of the Cod~ of Criminal
Procedure. On the 23rd the Sessions Judge called for the
record ofe the Special Power Magistrate's proceedings, his
:order reaching the District Magistrate on the 24th. Instead of
sending the proceedings at once as they were, or even inform
ing the Sessions Judge that they hRd been called for by himself,
the District Magistrate on the 26th June signed h1s name on a
printed form bearing the words " On a perusal of the record no
·cause appearing for interference, it is ordered that the record
be returned" and returned it the same day to the Special

CriminAl
.R~visi01t

No. 316B"of
1914.

November
24th , 1914.
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entertainment of it prevented the District Magistrate from
dealing with the matter St!O motu.

I decline to interfere with the commitment order. The
records may be "eturned.

"Before Mr. J!/stice Ormond and Mr. Justice T'womey.

1. MALAYANDI CHETTY ALIAS PALLANEAPPA

CHETTY, 2. MUTHIA CHETTY, 3. RANGANATHEN

CHETTY AND 4. SUBRAMONIAN {~HETTY, MINORS

AND THEV ARE REPRESENTED BY THEIR NEXT FRIEND

MALAYANDI CHETTY ALIAS PALLANEAPPA

CHETTY, ALL CARRYING ON BUSINESS UNDER THE MARK

OF C. T. V. M. BY ITS AGENT ANNAlVlALAY CHETTY 'V.

1. (1) NARAYANEN CHETTY, AT PRESENT RESIDINU AT

BAZAAR QUARTER, PEGU, (2) KANNAPPA CHETTY, AT

PRESENT RESIDING AT KARRAKUDDY, RAMNAD DISTRICT,

MADRAS; (3) RAMAN CHETTY, AT PRESENT RESIDING AT

KARRAKUDDY, RAMNAD DISTRICT, FORMERLY CARRYING ON

MONEY-LENDING BUSINESS IN PARTNERSHIP AT TAWA, PEGU

DISTRICT, UNDER THE MAHK OF N. L. C. T. K. R. M. AND

NOW SIMPLY COLLECTED OUTSTANDING. 2. (4) KUMAR

APPA CHETTY, (5) KANNAPPA CHETTY, (6) RAMEN

CHETTY, CARRYING ON MONEY-LENDING BUSINESS AT

RANGOON AND \VAW IN PARTNEHSHIP UNDER THE MARK OF

N. K. K. R. M. REPRESENTED BY AGENT CHINNIAH

PILLAY, BAZAAR QUARTER, PEGU.

Ormiston-for appellant.
Chari-for 2.nd and 3rd respondents.
Munshi-for 4th, 5th and 6th respondents.

Partllership-winding-up-power of one partner to mortgage
firm's assets.

When a money-lendilllg firm is being wound up, a single partner has no
authority to; borr,Ow money on behalf of the firm, except perhaps in case of
necessitY,-and consequently has no authority to mortgage the firm's
assets. Any such mortgage made by 011e partner would be binding against
him alone.

Butcha-rt v. Dresser, 4 De G, M. and G., 542; 43 E.R., 619.
In re Clough, (1885) 31 Ch. D., 324 and In 1'e Bourne, (1906) 2 Ch. D.

427 distinguished.

Ormond, }.-The plaintiff firm C. T. V. M. are mortgagees
of certain paddy lands under a registered mortgage dated 18th

1914.

KING.
EMPEROIt-

'U.

Po GYI.
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rune 15t!:,
1915.
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The mortgage was executed at Pegu in the shop of A. R. A. R.
in a r00111 separated from the room occupied by the Pegu firm
by two other rooms. It was not registered until the 10th

Marth 1910. A Rs. 30 stamp would have been sufficient for
the mortgage but the stamp actually used was one of .Rs. 40
which had been sold 'on the:25th May 1909 to Punia Pillay, a
cIerk in Narayanen's firm at Tamatake. The Dist!"ict Judge
dismissed the plaintiff's suit on ele ground that Naray~nen

was not the managing partner of the firm and that in a winding
up only the managing partner has authority to execute a
mortgage on behalf of the fiml. The business no doubt was in
a state of being wound up and Malayandi, the managing
partner of the plaintiff firm, must have known that fact because
when he came to Pegu he would put up at the place of business
of the Pegu firm. Both Kannappa and Narayanen took an
active part in the winding up of the Tawa firm and we must
tal,e it that Narayanen had the full powers of an ordinary
active partner. The business was an ordinary Chetty money
lending business and as long as such a business is a going
concern each of the partners would have authority to borrow
money on behalf of the firm for the pUl"poses of the business
and to mortgage the firm's assets for that purpose. But when
a money-lending finn is being wound up, in my opinion, one
partner has no auti10rity tofmortgage the firm's· assets because
he no longer has authority to borrow money, except perhaps
in the case of necessity: and he cannot give an ac1mowledg
ment for a subsisting debt so as to bind the firm. Both the
power to mortgage the firm's assets and the power to give an
acknowledgment fOI- an antecedent debt on behalf of the firm,
must rest on the power to borrow on behalf of the firm.
Mr. Ormiston fOI- the plaintiff appellant has cited the following
cases :-Butchart v. Dressel' (I), In re Clough, (2) and In re
Bourne,' (3). Butchart v. Dresser (1) shows that one of several

. partners after dissolution can sell the assets and receive
payment of debts and can complete a transaction which was
commenced before the dissolution. In that case the firm
had agreed to buy certain shares and dissolved partnership

0) 4 De G.:M. and G., 542; 43 E.R.. 619.
(2) (1885) 31Ch. D.,e324 (3) (1906) 2 Ch. D., 427.

1913.

MALAYANIYI
CHETTY

v.
NARAYANEN

CHETTY.
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Before !vIr. Justice Ormond and !vIr. Justice T~f)omey.

MAUNG GYI MAUNG v. MOOSAJEE AHMED & Co.
Chm'i-for appellant.
J. R. Das-for respondent.

Contract Act, $ection 107-re$a~on buyer's default 1'cpudiated by
.,buyer-damages claimablf? at market -rate.

A bu:'er failed to take delivery of goods and the sellel:; having a power
.of resale, purported to e"ercise that power- but bougrt in the goods himsdf
.. benami." The seller sued for resale damages; the defendant impugned
the resale as being void. The plaintiff at the hearing obtained leave to

:amend his plaint by adding in the alternative a claim for damages based
upon the market rate and obtained a decree.

Upon appeal, Held :-PJaintiff was entitled to renounce the resale and
pursue his claim for damages based upon the marl,et rate. A plaintiff can

-sue for damages by way of resale and in the alternative for damages ba-;ed
upon the market rate of the due date.

Semble :-the buyer could have held the seller to the resale; ana if
prejudiced by an improper resale could have claimed damages by way of

-set off and to be placed in the same position as if the resale had been pro
perly held and a proper price obtained.

Jamalv. Moola Dawood, 7 L.B.R., 252; Oldershaw v. Holt (1840)
12 A. & E., 590; Smith v. M'Cuire (1858) 27 L.J .Ex., 465; Brace v.

-Calder, (1895) 2 Q. B. D., 253; Hagedorn v. Lccing, 6 Taunt, 162; Yule 6
Co. v. j'l,!Iahomed Hossain (1896) l.L.R., 24 Cal., 124; Clive Jute if/Iills

.& Co. Ltd., v. Ebrahim Amb (1896) I.L.R., 24 Cal., 177; Angullia & Co.
·v. Sassoon & Co., (1912) I.L. R., 39 Cal., 568 referred to.

Buchanan v. Avdall, 15 Ben. L.R.. 276 distinguished;

Ormond, J.-In S0ptember ]909 the plaintiffs agreed to sell
to the 1st defendant 3,000 shares (Rs. 5 paid up) in the Twinzas
Oil Company, 2,000 at Rs. 10-8-0 and 1,000 at Rs. 11, fOt"delivery
and payment on 31st March 1910. The defendant admits that
the shares were duly tendered and that he committed a breach

·of the contracts by failing to take delivery. The plaintiff gave
notice of resale and sold the shares by public auction 011 the
11 th and 12th April 19] 0, 2,000 at Rs. 5-3-0 and 1,000 at Rs. 5-4-0;
butin reality he bought the shares in himself in the namesoftwo
other persons. Subsequently and before the institution of the
suit, the value of these shares had risen considerably. The
plaintiff sued for damages on the resale; but at the hearing he
;abandoned his claim to resale damages; and amended his plaint
;by claiming, in the alternative, damages upon the basis of the
market rate on the due date. The amount of damages assessed
;upon the market rate was less than the resale damages; and the

Civil 1st
Appeal
No. 48 0/

1914.

July 211(1

1915.
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1914,

YAUNG GVI
MAUNG

v.
MOOSA]EE

AHMEn&CO.

plaintiffs abandoned the difference. The suit was instituted on
7th November 1912 when the market rate of these shares was·
Rs. 9-12-0. The highest price that. these shares touched was
Rs. 10-4-0 on the 20th November 1912.

The plaintiff's case was that the property in these shares
had never passed to the defendant; that there was no resale"
because the pbintiffs could not sell to themselves their own
property; and that the nctice of the resale does not p;eclude
the plaintiffs from claiming damages based llpon the market
rate. The defence "V:lS that the property had passed to the
defendant that the resale was invalid because the plaintiffs had.
bought benami ; that the plaintiffs deceived the defendant into
believing that they had resold and thus prevented the defendant
from subsequently tendering the contract price when the shares
wellt up in value; and that the plaintiffs could not recover any
damages without first accounting to the defendant for the shares·
upon the authority of Buchanan v. A vdall. (0

The learned Judge on the Original Side held that as the
defendant had not given evidence, he could not presume that
the defendant waS not aware of the repurchase by the plaintiffs
and did not acquiesce in it; and gave the plaintiffs a decree for'
the amount of damages claimed. The defendant now appeals.

A resale illust be conducted openly and fairly. The
inference to be drawn from the plaintiffs' huying the shares
benami is that they intended to conceal the fact that they had'
bought in the shares. The onus of shewing that the defendant
knew that the plaintiffs had bought the shares was therefore
on the plaintiffs. It is not alleged however that the shares
were bought in at less than their market value; and the ques
tion wnether or not the defendant knew of the benami character'
of the sale is ;mmatp.rial.

As to the property having passed to the defendant: in a
contract for the sale of shares, it would not be un~easonable'

to presume that the buyer authorizes the seller to appropriate
on the buyer's behalf shares answering to the contract. The
property in shares would not pass without a written transfer'
signed by the assignor; and there is nothing in the evidence to"

(1) (1875) 15 Ben. L.R., 276.
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show that the seller had executed a written transrer; but the
shares are admitted to have been duly tendered. The parties
apparently considered that the property in the shares had
passed to the defendant; and I t~ink it must be deemed to have
done so. But this question also does not arise in the case: ror
not only is it the case of both 'paeties that the resale is invalid;
but in the case of a sale in which the property -has passed to
the buyer, if the seller resells, he rescinds t~e contract, revests
the property in himself and sells as owner-see Benjamin on
Sales, 8th edition, page 945, and the authorities there cited. If
then a seller buys the goods at the resale, he buys his own
property-whether the property in the goods had previously
passed to the buyer or not. The defendant would theref~re :>e
entitled to treat the resale as invalid, not because the plain
tiffs had bought' benami,' but because they had bought their
own property.

The question then is: Is a seller of goods by giving notice
of resale and effecting an invalid resale, precluded from
recovering damages against the buyer .who is in debult ?

Mr. Das for the plaintiff-respondent cites the case ofJamal
v. Moola Da'wood (2) as an authority to shew that a seller may
disregard his notice of resale and can recover damages other
wise than on resale. In that case, which was an appeal from
a decision of mine on the Original Side, shares, were sold for
delivery at a future date; the buyer \vas in default and the
seller gave notices to the buyer that he intended to resell ;
about 2 months later he gave notice to the buyer that unless
he paid a certain sum by a certain date by way of compensa
tiJn, he (the seller) would proceed to enforce his rights by suit.
The seller during the next 'six or eight months and before he
instituted his suit sold the shares on his own account at prices
which upon the average were higher than the market rate on the
due date. 1helel that the buyer was entitled to treat those subse
quent sales as having been made in pursuance of the seller's
notices of resale. The Appellate Court apparently gave no
effect to the notices of resale, but allowed the buyer the benefit
of the -higher prices realized by the seHer, in mitigation of

(2) 7 L.B.R' t 252.

1914.
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damages: upon the authority of. Oldershaw v. Holt (3), Smith
v.M'Guire (4), and Brace v. Calder. (5) I do not think however
that it could have been intended to lay it down as a principle
that where shares sold for delivery at a future date are tendered
on the due date and the buyer makes default, the seller-because
he subsequently sells the shares on his own account at a price
higher than the market price on the due date-is pr~ciuded

from recovering d?mage& based upon the market rate on the
due date. In my judgment in that case I did not intend to hold
that a seller by givir.g notice of his intention to resell alto
gether precluded himself from claiming damages based upon
the market rate on the .due date. The seller can revoke his
ilctice of resale. But certain obligations are imposed on the
seller by his giving a notice of resale: he must deliver the
goods to the buyer if the buyer pays the contract price and any
expenses incurred by the seller in respect of the resale at any
time before the resale is effected, or before the notice of resale
is revoked and probably within a reasonable time after such
revocation. If he proceeds to a resale, he must resell fairly and
the buyer can hold him to the resale. If the seller resells at a
price higher than the contract price, he cannot put aside the
resale and claim highelt. damages as upon the market rate on
the due date. If he sells unfairly at a price less than would
have been obtained by a proper resale, tJ1e buyer may, by way
of set off or in a separate suit, claim damages and be placed
in the same position as if the l<esale had been properly held
and a proper price obtained. But if the buyer impugns the
resale and does not claim such damages, the seller may reno.unce
the resale and claim damages based upon the market rate nn
the. due date.: which is what··has' happened in the present
case.

In Buchanan v. A vdal!, no claim was made for damages upon
the basis of the market rate on the due date; thue was no
evidence of such damages and the .resale was invalid. From
an observation of Markby, J. during the argument at page 283,
it would appear that he was of opinion that it was then too ,late
toaskfordam~ges upon that basis; a.nd inbjs ju.d,gment he

(3) (1840) 12 A. & E., 590. (4) (1858) 27 L.J.Ex., 465.

(5) (1895) 2 Q.B.D.,253.
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points out that there was no evidence of the marJ{et rate apart
from the resale which in that particular case coi.t1d not be
relied on as any indication' of the market rate. Although
Pontifex, J., at page 292 was of opinion that if the plaintiff's
conduct had not been so improper with regard to the resale,
he would probably have been entitled to have damages assessed
upon the basis of the market value.

There are certain observations of Pontifcx, J., in that case.,
which are in the plaintiff's favour, shewin,g that the property
in the. goods after the resale remained if! the original buyer.
But those observations were obiter dicta and I think the
learned Judge must have overlooked the fact that the seller
was entitled to rescind the contract. A seller by resellin;
must be taken to have rescinded the contract and to have
revested the property in himself; even though the resale, as
such,is invalid-see Hagedorn v. Laing. (6) The defendant
therefore after the resale had no further rights under the con
tract and could not insist upon delivery of the shares upon
paying the contract price.

"There can be no doubt that a plaintiff can sue for damages
by way of resale and in the alternative for damages based upon
the market rate on the due date. This proposition was assumed
in Buchanan v. A'Qdall and also in the following cases: viz.,
Yule & Co. v. Mahomed Hossain (7), Clive Jute Mills & Co., Ltd.,
v. Ebrahim Arab (8), and Angullia & Co. v. Sassoon & Co. (9).
It is a matter of common practice and I know of no authority
to the contrary.

For the above reasons I think the plaintiffs were entitled to
damages based upon the !market rate on the due date and I

.. would dismiss thi~ appeal wifh costs.
Twomey, J.-I concur.

MAUNG·GYI
,MAJ]l\lG

'iJ.

MOOSAJEE
4 HMED &C;o.

(6) (1815) 6 Taunt., 162.

'(8) (1896) I.L.R., 24 Cal., 177.

(7) (1896) I.L.R., 24 Cal., 124.

(9) (1912) I.L.R., 39 CaJ., 568.
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Before S-ir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Mr. Justice Parlett.

ASHA BIBI '0.1. SULEMAN ISMAIL ATCHA, 2. THE
BANK OF RANGOON, LIMITED.

E .. Cowasjee-for appellant.
Robertson-for 1<;t respondent.
Clifton-for 2nd respondent,

Possession, constructive-any possession is legal possession as'
against a trespasiier.

The Rangoon Town Lands' Register shows a piece of land as having.
been sold to A in 1872 a.ld as having been transferred to B, as A's nephew
and heir in 190';. What happened to the land in the interval is not known.
Shortly after the transfer B sold it to a third party, who mortgaged it to
a bank. In 1912 the bank obtained a mortgage decree against the land,
\nd at the ensuing sale it was bought by C. At the time of the sale the
land was unoccupied except for some brick3, but when two months later
C sought to enter into possession, he found that a f~nce had been put
along the front of the land by D. D alleged that many years ago she had
been allowed to occupy the land by A, ancl had been in occupation ever·
since. C brought the present suit to ej~ct her. D entirely failed to prove
her allegations.

Held-that D was a mere trespasser and that, any possession being.
legal possession as against a wrong doer, C inasmuch as he had up to the
date of the trespass a bona fide claim to constructive possession through.
the at one time rightful owner was entitled to oust her without pwving the
validity of his claim.

The Trustees, .Executors and A~ency Company, Limited v. Short,
(l888)'L. R. 13 A.C., 793; Secretary of State for India v. K-rishnamoni
Gttpta, (1902) I.L.R. 29 CaL, 518 and Graham v. Peat (l801) 1 East 244·
followed. . .•

Fox, C. j.-The suit as against 'the 1st defendant
(appellant) was fOI' possession of a plot of land in Rangoon
which at one time belonged to one Goolam Hoossain Cassim
Surma or Soorama which is a Surati name. He disappeared

.from Rangoon many years ago. A witness, M. E. Patail,';vho,
professed to be related to him said that Surma died in Rangoon
12 years ago, but none of the other witnesses knew what had
become of him, or if they knew they did not say anything
about having seet1 br heard of him since he leff Rangoon or
disappeared. The Towl1 Lands Register contains an entry of·
a transfer of the land by sale by Adam Saheb to Goolam
Hoossain, Cassim Soorama on the 3rd September 1872. The·
next entry is ,of a transfer from Soorama to Husmat Hossein
on the 22nd May 1907. What led up to this is shown" in the
copy of a Revenue Proceeding of the Collector of Rangoon•.
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H usmat Hossein£Ied a petition to the Collector stating that 1914-

he was the nephew of Goolam Hoossain Cassim Soorama who ASHA BIBI

died some years previously le'aving no heir except himself, and/su~MAN
asking that the land be transfert'ed to his name from that of' ISMAIL

ATCHA.
the deceased. According to the procedure then prevailing
notice of the application was atlvertized in local newspapers
calling upon persons who desired to oppose to a?pear before
the Registrar of Town Lands within 1"5 days. , Noone having,
appeared to oppose the Registrar ordered ~l1utation of names,
and according to the register Husmat I10ssein became the
,owner of the land. A month later he sold the land to Ma Gun.
.she mortgaged it to the Bank of Rangoon which brought a
:suit against her on the mortgage and ohtained a decree.

D nder the decree the land was sold by the bailiff on the
,8th ,J uly 1912, and the sale was confirmed on the 10th August
1912. Accol'ding to the bailiff who conducted the sale, the
process-server who affixed the proclamation of sale on the land

,and others present at the sale the land \vas unoccupied, and
bare except for some bricks here and there, and no one raised'

,any protest to the sale or made any claim to the land., The
plaintiff did not take any steps to obtain actual possession of
·the land until about two months after the confirmation of the
'sale. When he went to it he found that a wall "of corrugated
iron had been put along the front of the land he had bought,
and a durwan told nim that the defendant had had it put up.
He tried to obtain possession in execution proceedings but

·failed. He then bl'ouf1ht the lwe~ent ~uit. Thp. t1p.fencl~nt'~

written statement set up that sh~ lliliLbe.e!lJRQilllsessionof the.
Jat,d fOI' considerably ovel~ 12 years, denied that Ma Gun had
,ever.beeil in possession or had had any right to the l~}.!~,

,denied that the land was vacant at the time of sale and that no
·nne \vas'theli iii"'possession- of it; but admTttelthat her servant
had resistedth.2 plaintiff takitlg possession of it because she
'was the owner of it. The meaning of the defence clearlv was
'thatshi"'11'a:a acauired ownership of the land bv' continuous
,adverse possession for over.12 veal's.".

-In her evidence the defendant stated she had been in pos

session or occupation ,of the land for over 30 years. Her
_account of how she came to have anything to do with it was
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that a poor old woman named Ma Gon asked her to speak toO,
Goolam Hoossain and obtain permission for her to put up a
hut on the land in which she could sell things. There had
been a carriage shed on the land but that had been destroyed
by fire. Goolam Hoossain's reply was that he would not give
permiS§i.Qp"iQ"-;~;Yoneto put up"a shed on the land, but that
she (Asha BilJi) could put up a fence on it and do what~ver she
H,ed with the lami.. This seems a somewhat fantastic reply to
a request made on behalf of a poor old woman to put up a
shelter for h81:sel£ on the land. The time this alleged conver
sation took place would be about 1884. At that time the
defendant's father, Mahomed Hussain Arcoti, was alive, and he
mvned the land adjoining which the defendant now owns,
and he was living in the house on it. Prima facie it would be
out of the ol'dinary course for a Mahommedan woman who had
a father alive and living in the same house to have any perso'1al
dealing with another male Mahommedao who was oat related
to her in any way.

If her husband, Maulvie Zin Udin, was living at the time
personal dealing between her and another male lVlahommedan
not related to her would be still more extraordinary. Her
father lived until 1902 or 1904.

She says that more than 20 years ag03she leased the land to
a photographer who had a shed on it for lout' or :five years.
One Rajab Ali kept timber on the land about 20 yeal's ago, -but
whether he did so with her ~Blj§.§ion or notshe did not say;
In her account thel'e is a long gap between the use of the land
by the abovementi.:med people and the next man she referred
to. He was lVIulla Bux, an auctioneer of old fUl'niture, who kept
the articles be had for auction on the land. This began four to
six years previous to the time she gave evidenc({ which would be
1908 at the earliest. This auctioneer used the land for four to
six years. Aftel' that her son-in-law, Mahomed Hanif, kept
ship's articles and bricks, and one of the Dhars kept bricks and
pla,nks on the land with hel' permission.

She admitted that she did not think that Goolam Hoossain
intended to give her the land: she thought he would came back,_
but because he did not she took it that he had made: a gift or
the land to her;
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The whole story is one of those absurdities which people of
the class of witnesses called by her put forward apparently in
the hope that the case may fall to be tried by a Judge imbued
with childish credulity. Her chief witness was S. Dhar, a
pleader, whose evidence in another case had been discredited

•
and a man who evidently took a leading part in the present
case. He professed to have known the land from 1883. Accord
ing to him the 1st defendant's fathe~'s tenants kept sampans,
anchors, chains and the like on the land from 1885 or 1888 to
1895, and Mulla Bux, the auctioneer, kept furniture on it from
1897 to 1900. According to hi 111 broken bi-ickswereafter this hept
on the land, and there was a shed on it occupied by a durwan.
No other witness speal,s about this shed. It is evident thai S.

.. Dhar's proneness to draw upon a lively imagination was very
strong on the day he gave his evidence. Part of it in which he
said he had fit·st heard in Mr. Burjorjee's office that Mr.
Robert~on had been to see Asha Bibi must have .been deliber
ately false.

Mahomed Hanif's evidence does not call for consideration.
He did not hesitate to tei! a deliberate falsehood in saying
that Mr. Robertson had been to his house shortly after the sale
and before he (Hanif) had gone to consult Mr. Burjorjee.
G. C. Dhar evidently suffers from the same f:liling as his
brother. It certainly is not at all unlikelY that he should have
stacked his building materials on the land, but that he should
have been so cOI~sci~nti()u~.~s!9~.13kthe 1st defendant's permis
sion 'to do so is another mattel'. Abdul Rahman's evidence
as to a brother of Asha Bibi having lived in a small house on
the land does not fit in with any other witness's evidence.
M. E. Patail is the witness who professed to be Goolam
Hoossain Sllr~a's grand-nephew.. If he is this it is passing
strange that he should not have heard about his grand-uncle
having left property in Rangoon until the year 1914. It is quite
possible that Rajab Ali stored his building materials temporarily
on the land, but there is only his own word for it th~t he
asked the permission of the 1st defendant's father to do so.

The: actual facts spoken to by the witnesses is that the larid
waS used as a sort of dumpingcground all along: possibly the
furniture auctioneer may have put up Some sort of fence to

19140
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protect his articles from being stolen, but the user spoken to
was not such a user as indicated that the person using it
claimed ownership of the land and consequently not such a
user as would form the basis of a title- by adverse possession.
If there had.been such a user it could scarcely have escaped the
notice of municipal officers, and some 'one must have been
called upon tv pay taxes in respect of the land. Th~ first
defendant does not aI!ege that she was ever caIIed on to do
this.

The first indication of anv cl:iim to the I:ind on her oart was
the puttIng U:'p'oi'th~ f~nce o{(:~orr~gatedir~~ee~~fter-tEe

aliction af whiCI11he plaintiff bought the land._ This was a
sht. <::1' and Impudent tres~""

- ~n appe~l it-I~;i~c:~_~~nc~nte~~~t the 1st dl?~~t
acquired a title by adVel"Se'pos-session as against Surmaor "the
p~;;~wha~itftlet"O-theJ;:Ji~I;~;tjJleTiig-enio~-argt~t

w";s puCfor-wardtT;;tTi-;~TI;g--been let int;pos~es~ion-bySilrma
-~---_._----"---------,----",-_:-,.,--------,,,

she is entitled to ret~in possession. as .a~ainst everybody but
S~rma andlilsheJ?f:,irldhis o~ th~~siK.~es an£! th~y
person c1aI;;:;;thel~nd'-bYtitl~~stprove his title as ag;i~t

----'-"'------....---...-~,_ ...--:...._.---,~_._~--...,-~-----~~---,-

!l~ The basis of this argument disappears if i!-~lE.r.oved
that she was let into possession by Surma, and r hold that this
is......not proved. The only w~~Brove it i; the 1st
de7enaant herself, anaher story aooliF1i.ow Su~~;- gave her
pe';::;:m-;;;fOn~~'1antusticand in~~bl;.-.---

The only remaining question is whether a flagrant tres-
__ .....~_----.....,,_~ ",__~"""p·"""·~_""'~7'·;,r ......=·...,~-c·,',=,,'":'_-'''''

passer who has seJzed a piece of land can call upon a persQ.!1
wh~l~i~';;stl1e'1an(rbYtitl;to Sho\~-th;th~ !iti;i~Q~- In
tl~<;;~'it';m;unt~t~-~;h-;th;;"tl~~"l~t defe;;-dant can ;~sist
th~ pT;T;;trff"T~-ct~i~~i1;-no-t-h;:~ini;r~;~dthati1~-;;;:;;t-H~-;sain
\;;;the-o·nIY·heir·~fG;;ia~.'Q"s~;iiCa~-;il11Sooram;~-~The

~j~-~;t;~~;'-;~:;~~·~'~s~al. S2Qrama a~~i'hfS"h;;-;.!h~t

the land vacant and unused for'a ritlJ:TIber of years. No one
acquired any titlEi.to it by adverse p~~n. 'u;-t;-~tiine
ti'i'e1st defendant put' tip her fence on 11: the constructive
possession must on the princi Ie acted on in:-'1 ijte '7jirzl~tee,

cu ors an gency omjJany, ~ml e v. Short .(1) and The
Secretary of State jar India v. Krisnnamoni GuPta (2) be held

(1) (lS88) L.R. 13, A.C., 793. (2) (1902) I.L.R. 29, CaI., 518.
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tQj1ave been with the rightful owner ofth~d. As remarked
by Kenyon, C.J., in Graham v.. Peat (3) any possession isa legal....... _...-.. ---...-
possession against a wrong-doer. The- plaintiff claims title
thl:oiigh the at one time rightful owner and has at least a
foundation for his claim. Th~ 1st defendant is manifestly a
trespasser and a wrong-doer.

Under the circumstances it appears to me that the ·plaintiff
,is entitled to succeed against the 1st defendant in obtainirig
actual possession and ousting her without j?roving that H usmat

~.

Hossain succeeqed to the property on the death of Goolam
Hoossein Cassim Soorama.

I would dismiss the appeal with costs as against both
respondents, allowing two sets of costs.

Pa·rIett, J.-i concur.

Before Mr. Justice Parlett.

TUN MYAING v. (l) KAUK SAN, (2) NGA YO, (3) SAN
SHWE, (4) THA ZAN.

Criminal Procedure Code, section 435-revision, power of Sessions
ju,Ctge to 1'evie~C) orders passed in-

A Sessions Judge of his own motion called for pmceedings in which a
Magistrate had discharged four persons accused of theft, but finding on the
·record no cause for interf~rence returned the proceedings to the Magistrate
without tal;ing further action. On the day he returned them, A, the com·
plainant, applied to him to have the case reopened and the Sessions Judge,
holding himself to be barred from taking further action, returned the
application to be presented to the Chief Court.

Held,-that the Sessions Judge was not barred ::rom dealing with the
applicaticn himself.

Maung Tun Myaing prosecuted four persons under sections
379 and 381 of the Indian Penal Code before tl1P: Third Addi·
tional Magistrate of Nyaul1glebin who on the 28th May 1915
dischargedthe~ all.

On the 1st O'uly on perusal of the statement of cases dealt
with by the criminal courts in the Pegu District during lVlay,
the Sessions Judge called for the proceedings in the case. On
the 12th J lily the Sessions Judge ordered the record to be
returned "On a perusal· of the record no cause appearing for·
interference."

(3) (1801) 1 East 244.
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On the same day an application was filed by an advocate 011

behalf of Maung Turi Myaing asl<;ing the Sessions Judge to
reopen the case in which the Magistrate had discharged the
accused, and the Judge called for the proceedings. On 19th
July he returned the petition to l,e presented to the Chief Court
as the case "had been b6fore him in revision. . The application
Was then filed in this Court. I doubt whether the· order
returning the petition for presentation to this Conrt was
correct as I know of '10 provision for such a f::ourse. I think

i!

the correct procedure would have been to deal with the petition,.
and if it was rejected to leave the petitioner to take any further
steps which he might be advised to take.

1 think however that the Sessions Judge may have regal'ded
a consideration of the petition on its merits as being of the
nature of a review of his order of 12th July returning the pro
ceedings, and therefore may have thought that he was not
competent to enter upon it.

Though however a mere perusal of the record may not
have disclosed sufficient cause to the Sessions Judge to inter
fel"e of his own motion, when the compbinant came forward
and alleged specific reasons for interfering I do not think the
Sessions Judge was precluded from hearing him, and, if the
arguments led him to do so, from alteri~g his view. I think
thel"efore that he should have heal"d complainant's advocate,
and if he was of opinion that there were grounds for reopenin g
the case against any of the accused, he should have given him
or them an opporwnity to show cause against that being done.
The application will therefore be returned to the Sessions
J udg~ for disposal accordingly.

Before Mr. Justice Parlett.

KING-EMPEROR 'V. PO AUNG.
l\laung Kin,-Assistant Government Advocate. for the King·

Emperor.
P. jordcJn,-for the respondent.

Criminal Procedu·re Code, section 110-preventive sections-arre st
outside Magistrate's jurisdiction. .

Proceedings under section 110, Criminal Procedure Code, against a
person who at the time of the institution of the proceedings was within
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the jurisdiction of the Magistrate instituting them, are not invalidated by
the fact that the actual arrest was effected without the jurisdiction.

Ketaboi v. Queen-Empress, (1900) I.L.R. 27 Cal., 993, dissented from.

Empero1' v. Bapoo Yellapa, (1907) 9 Born. L.R., 244 and In. re Kora
Rangan, (1912) 23 Mad. LJ., 535 followed.

Sona Ram R. Sangma v. King".Emperor, (1905) 3 Cal. L.J., 195 distin
guished.

On 9th June 1915 the Subdivisional flagistrate of Thaton
ordered Nga Po Aun~, to enter into a bond for Rs. 500 with two
sureties for his good behaviour for thi'ee years under section
110, Criminal Procedure Code, andas security was not furnished
he submitted the proceedings to the Sessions Judge under
section 123 (2). The Sessions Judge discharged the acct'sed,
first, because he was arrested in Rangoon and on that g!'ound
the prosecution was bad, ::tnd, secondly, because he thought the
order of the Magistrate was not justified on the evidence. The
Local' Government has moved this Court in revision against
the Sessions Judge's order, and the accused has shown cause
through counsel. The Sessions Judge, on the first point,
purported to follow the case of Ketaboi and others v. Queen
Empress. (I) In that case it appears that a dacoity having
been reported to have taken place in the district of Narain
gunge, the Sub-Inspector of Police of Naraingunge arrested
the petitioners who were inhabitants and residents of the
village of Nakhar in the district of Tippel'ah, and while they
were· in confinement proceedings were taken against them under
section 1l0, Criminal Procedure Code, by, the Subdivisional
Magistrate of Naraingullge. It was held that only when a
?erson within the limits of a Magistrate's judsdiction, i.e., who
is residing within the limits of such jurisdictioll, is found to be
a person of the description given, the Magistrate can take
action. The proceedings were therefore, held to be without
jurisdiction w),d the order was set aside. Even if that ruling
were followed however it would not apply to the present case,
for here the accused is a resident of Thaton, that is to say
within the jurisdiction of the Magistrate making the order.
The Sessions Judge however quoted another extract fro111 the
Calcutta case as making the proceedings bad, namely that it is.

(1) (1900) I. L. R. 27 Cal., 993.

19I5~
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not contemplated that the Magistrate should issue a warrant
so as to pursue the persons co~cerned into another jurisdiction~

That observation was clearly an obiter dictum, for the report
shows that the Magistrate issued no such warrant in that case,
nor was it even ruled that such action would have vitiated' the
proceedings: they were held 'bad simpl~' for want of jurisdic
tion by reason of the accused's non-l'esidence within the limits
of the Magistrate's jurisdiction. That ruling has been expressly
dissented from by both the Bombay (2) and Madras (3) High
Courts who point out how it would tend to defeat the object of
section 1l0, Criminal Procedut'e Code, and their ci'iticisms
com,mend themselves to me as eminently sound. Even there
fore were the Calcutta case applicable to the present one, which
it is ,lOt, I should not be disposed to follow it. Another case,
Sana Rant R. Sangma v. J(ing-BlnjJerar (4), has also been quoted
on accused's behalf. There it appeal'S that the petitioner was
not within the local limits of the Magistrate's jurisdiction when
proceedings were taken against him under section 110. He had
been in Calcutta and he was ::I1'rested at Goalpara. He was
not found within the Garo Hills. The Magistrate there ha.d
therefore, it was held, no jurisdiction in these circumstances to
conduct proceedings under section 110 and his order was set
aside. The circumstances in the present C?se are not similar.
Here accused usually· resides, with his wife, in a house in
Thaton. On 9th April 1915 the Subdivisional Magistrate of
Thaton received information against him and sanctioned the
institution of proceedings. He seems then to have disappeared
from That6n and on 16th May was arrested in Rangoon by the
officer in charge of a police-station, as being by repute an habi
tual robber anc'. thief, under section 55 (1) (c), Criminal Proce
dure Code. He w<).s taken before a Magistrate with a view to
his conveyance to Thaton and the Magistrate released him on
bail to appeal' on 22nd May before the Subdivisional Magistrate,
Kyaikto, which appears to have been a mistake. The bail
bond was sent to l\yaikto. Be did not appear befot'e the Court
at l\yaikto Oil 22nd,' but was'pro9-lIced in custody before the

(2) Emperarv. Bapoo Yellc,pcr, (1907) 9 Bam. L.R., 244.
(3)}n re Kora Rangan, (912) 23 Mad. L.J., 535.
(4) (1905) 3 Cal. L.J., 195.
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Subdivisional Magistrate, Thaton, on 24th, having been arrested
PJ Thaton by the Thaton Police on 22nd. He said that he went
to the Thaton police statibn to enquire the date fixed for his
case: this may be true: he had' however clearly failed to
comply with his bail bond and that bond was clearly not before
the That6n Police, and they tl.oubtless believed he was liable to
arre~t under section 55 (1) (c), Crimir:al ProceQcre Code, and I
am not disposed to hold the contrary. Tee accused was clettrly
within the jurisdiction of the Thaton Magistrate when he was
arrested and when the Magistrate' took pl"oceeding::; against
him. I am of opinion that those proceedings were valid.

Turning to the evidence, I am bound to say that I think a
strong case for putting the accused on security was made out.
A larg'e number of witnesses of high standing, who had known
him and lived near him for years, deposed to his reputation
among the bulk of his fellow-townsmen as an habitual thief and
robbei', an organizer of such crimes, an associate of convicted
thieves, and a person upon whom suspicion frequently fell when
thefts occurred, and. that this reputation persisted up to the
time of trial since accused's release from jail three years
before. He was represented by a pleader, but most of the
witnesses were not cross-examined at all, and such as were cross
examined were in no way shaken. When questioned the accused

told the Magistt'ate that he was liable to furnish secllrity and'
was ready to do so and he. declined to call witnesses in his
defence.

In my opinion the Subdivisional Magistrate's order was
justified.

I therefore order Nga Po Aung to enter into a bond for
Rs. 500 with two respectable sureties, to be approved by the
Subdivisional Magistrate, Thaton, for i1is good behaviour fOI
three years from 9th June 1915, and that unless such security
be given, h6 be committed to prison and undergo rigorous
imprisonment until such period expires or until within such
period he gives the secutity requ~red.

KING.
ElIPEROR.

v.
Po AUNG.
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sion No. 125

oj 1915.

January 18th,
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Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief judge and Mr. justice T·womey.

THE COLLECTOR OF RANGQON v. AUNG BA.

Eggar-the Assistant Government Advocate, for applicant.
Shaw-for respondent.

Indian St;;'mp Act, section 2 (5)-1st Schedtt1e, A-rtic1e 5-bond, dis·
tinction between ordinary contract and-, agre-ement for 8,<le of
me1'chandise.

A and B executed an ;nstrument, attested by witnesses, under which B
'was to deliver to A a certain amount of paddy at a fixed rate. The Judge of
the Rangoon Small Cause Court impounded it and treated it as an agree
ment liable under Article 5 (c) of Sched~e I of the Stamp Act to 8 annas
duty. The Collector holding that it should have been treated as a bond
within the meaning, of clause (5) (c) of section 2 of the Act referred the
matter to the Chief Court.

He1d,-that the instrument. was not a bond within the defitiition of
sectiC'n 2 (5) (c) of the St~mp Act, but an agreement relating to the sale of
goods exclusively and as such exempt from stamp duty under clause (a) of
the exemptions under Article 5 of the 1st Schedule. The word .. oblige"
in section 2 (5) is to be interpreted in a technical sense. The distinction
between an obligation under a bond and an obligation under an ordinary
contract is that breach of an obligation under a bond docs not and breach
of obligation under an ordinary contract does" sound in da1J1ages."

Gisborne 0- Co. v. Suba1 Bow'ri, (lS1il) I.L.R. S Cal., 2S-tfollowed.

Twomey, j.--The following is a translation of the instrument
which is the subject of this reference by the Collector, Rangoon,
under section 61, Indian Stamp Act;-

"On 7th waning of Tazaungmon, 1276,~his sale a~d pur
chase transaction is made between mill-ownero Ko Aung Ba of
No. 51, Oliphant Street, Rangoon, of the one part and Kala
Ratanaw of Ywathit village of the other part, in respect of
4,000 baskets;of 1nidon paddy belonging to the latter, at a
rate of Rs. lt10 per 100 bas}{ets, to be delivered into cargo boat.,
The paddy shall weigh 52 lb. (per basket) at least. When the
paddy is measu,'ed, it "hall be measured exactly, in the basket
with the top levelled. The paddy shall be free from yellow or
broken or inferior grains; and only good grains shall be
measured and given. If there be a breach (of this contract)
'Owing to the variations In the market price, the party responsible

'*'for the breach shall lawfully stand (the loss) as well as the
expenses. So' agreeing, the contracting parties sign hereunder.
An advance of Rs. 200 (two hundred) is made for this
paddy.
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When the measuring of the said· paddy
vendor) shall Gom~and take the price from
Ba in Rangoon.
Witnesses :-

(Sd.) Ko Ein Da (Kala).

(Sd.) Tun Hlaing.

8-11-14.

Sd.

Sd.

is completed (the
Thuhte Ko Aung

I
I-__::~~n~~:_

/

IMal,lng Aung Bat.
Ratanaw. i

THE
COL.LECTOIl

OF
RANGOON

v.
AUNG BA.

Advance Rs. 2\)0."

It was originally stamped"tith a one-anna stamp. The First
.Judge of the Small Cause Court, Rangoon, to whom it was
tendered in evidence impounded it tinder section 35 of the
Stamp Act and treating it as an agreement liable to an eight
anna stamp under Article" 5 (c) of Schedule I, levied "a penalty
of 5 rupees and 7 annas deficient duty.

It is suggested now on behalf of the Collector that the docu
ment" falls within the definition of a bond in section 2 (5) (c)

being an attested instrument whereby one of the two executants
rendered himself subject to a legal obligation to delivel' grain
to the other, and that it was therefore chargeabie ad valorem
under Article 15 of the schedule. On the other hand, it is con
tended by the learned counsel for the executant Aung Ba that
this instrument is me'rely,as it describes itself, an agreement
between two partiE-5, one of WhO~l is to supply a specified quan
tity of paddy at <t specified rate to the other party who pays a
certain sum as earnest money, and specialprovi.sion is made
for damages in the c<).se of a breach of conh"aet by either party.

The distinction between a bond and a 'contract a breach of
which has to be compensated in damages is pointed out in the
judgment of Garth; C;J., in the Calcutta caGe Gisborne &- Co. v.
Subal Bowri (1) from which the following extract is taken:-

" The ddinition of a bond in section 5 of the Act is precisely
what we understand by a bond in England, and it is an obli
'gation of a different character from a covenant to do a parti-. ~

cular act, the breach of which must be compensated in damages.
Whether a penal clause is attached to such a covenant or

npt, therem~.dy for the breach of it is in form and substance a
(1) (1881) I.L.R..8 Cll,I~,284.
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suit for damages; and by section 74 of the Indian Contract
Act, the English rule with regard to liquidated damage, is
abolished, and the plaintiff in such a suit has no right under any
circumstances to claim the penalty itself as such. He can only
recover such compensation, not exceeding the amount of the
penalty, as the Judge at the trial considers reasonable; but he
is entitled to that compensation, whether he proves any. actual
d:;t1uages or not.

The remedy upon a bond is very different. The plaintiff in
the case of a simple money-bond recovers the sum named in the
bond, or if; the case of a bond co~ditionedfor the pedol-mance
of covenants, he recovers the actual damage which he can
prove that he has sustained. In either case not only is the
bopd a contract of a different form and nature from a cove
nant with a penal clause, but the remedy upon it, and the
amount recoverable for the breach of it, is also different."

It is clear that the oblig~tion of the document now under
considel'ation is not such that specific performance could be
enforced as in the case of instruments falling under clauses (a)·
and (b) of the definition of "bond" in section 2 (5). The
executant, Hatanaw, does not" oblige himself" to deliver gl'ain
in the legal sense but merely contracts to do so. On a proper
r.onstruction of section 2 (5), clause (c), it would appear that it
was intended to apply mainly i£ not exc!u'sively to instqlluents
securing the repayment of loans in kind and' the cases in which
the clause has been held to apply are all cases of this nature.

I would hold therefore that the instrument now in question
is not a bond but ar: agreement under Article 5 of the schedule.
As it reiates exclusively to the sale of goods it falls und:~r

exemption (a) of that article, and no stamp was required.
Fox, C. ].-The LegislatLlre had necessarily to use in the

Indian Stamp Act many words which have technical meanings
in commerce and in English Law. Where it int-::nded that such
words should cov~r possibly more than they would under
English Law, the word "includes" is used in the definition
section instead of the word: "means." The primary and
technical meaning of such words cannot be disregarded when
considering whether a document falls within any particular
article and definition in the Act.
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Under English Law a bond is a deed wherein a party
asknowledges himself to be bound or indebted to another in a
certain sum of money. It is sometimes called an obligation in
a special sense of the word, and the parties are called respec
tively the obligor and the obligee-see Leake on Contt'ads,'
6th edition, 96, quoting a case~decided in 1670. Donogh in his
Indian Stamp Act, 5th edition, p. 46, quotes simi!at, definitions.

A distinction between an obligation ur:der a bond and an
obligation under an ordinary contract is that breach of an
obligation under a bond does not, to use a legal expression,

sound in damages," whereas" damages" is what one who
breaks an ordinary contract is subjected to,

In the definition of" bond" in the Indian Stamp Act, the
words " where a person obliges himself" are used in ev~ry

clause; this indicates that what wm~ in the minds of the law.
makers was a document embodying an obligation in the special
sense of the word referred to in Leake.

The document now in question does not bind or oblige either
of the pat·ties in that sense, and in my opinion it is not a bond
within the definition in the Indian Stamp Act.

If it is not a bond the learned Assistant Government
Advocate admitted that it is an agreement for or relating to
the sale of merchandise exclusively, and as such it was exempt
fro111 stamp duty under clause (a) of the Exemptions under
Artide 5 of the 1st Schedule.

In my opinion the document falls within that clause.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge. Mr. J1.tstice T-u:omey and
Mr. Justice Robinson.

MA CHO 'V. MAUNG SEIN.
Wiltshire-for applicant.
PaUt-for respondent.

Divorce Act (IV of 1869). sections 10 and 22-judicial separation
-cruelty a/what kind requisite for dit'orce.

The cruelty requisite to entitle a wife to a divorce" a mensa et toro"
must be such as endangers life, limb or health, bodily or mental. or induces
reasonable apprehension of -such danger, Adultery alone is 3uffieient
cause for ~udicial sepnration.

The suit was brought by an elderly Christian Karen woman
against her husband, 'who is also a· Christian Karen for

25
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dissolution of their marriage on the ground of his having been
guilty of adultery and cruelty to her and having deserted her.
Adultery was admitted by the husband: it is clear that the idea
of marriage in Christendom-viz. the voluntary union for life
of one ll1an .with one woman to the exclusion of all others-has
not much force with him. Some of his adulterous misbehavi
our has been :::ondoned by his wife, but she has not coqdoned
his latest misbehav20ur with one of her relations. She left the
village where he lived about October 1913 and has refused to
return to him. Her petition was filed on the 23rd February
1915. He did not contribute to her support during the interval.
In his written statement the defendant said he had no objection
to ,a divorce, but a marriage between Christians cannot be
dis50lved because the parties want it dissolved. To justify a
decree for divorce in this case adultery of the husband coupled
with desertion without reasonable cause for two years or
upwards, or adultery of the husband coupled witl]. such cruelty
as without adultery would entitle the wife to a divorce a mensa
et toro, must be proved. The adultery of the husband is
established, but the requisite desertion is not.

The only question is whether the requisite cruelty has been
proved.

The plaintiff said that the respondent had beaten her on six
occasions and his beatings were severe on all of them. The
statement appears exaggerated, for even if he did beat her six
times the injuries caused appear to have been cured with a little
shampooing on most of the occasions. Even about the Yvorst
treatment of her Ma Dun Zan who saw it merely said that he
went a little too £ar. Ill-treatment corroborated by oth~r

witnesses occuI'red once in 1910, and once in September 1913
not long before she ieft thevillag_~. On both occasions quarrels
over jewellery and mo~ey gave rise to it. The plaintiff accused
the defendant of getting holdof the key of her box and taking
her jewellery, and the defendantaccused her of concealing the
jewellery and money which he wanted. His assault on her in
September .1913 was undoubtedly severe and degrading to an
elderly woman, but since the examination of her box must have
convinced him that she was not keeping the jewellery in the
house his conduct with a view to force her to give it up would:
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not be likely to be repeated even if she went back to live with
him. There is' little likelihood of her doing this, or of his
taking her back even if she WEre willing to go.

The cruelty requisite to entitle a wife to a divorce, a mensa
et toro must be such as endangers life, limb or health, bodily or

:mental, or a reasonable apprehel'lsion of it. This single severe
.assault on the plaintiff considered in connection with the
circumstances under which it was made scarcely amounts to the,
requisite degree of cruelty. For this reason the decree for
divorce cannot be confirmed, but as adultery of the husband
affords ground for granting a wife a decree for judicial. separa
tion she is entitled to such decree which will accordlttgly be
made.

The order of the Divisional Court ordering the defendant to
pay the plaintiff Rs. 24 a month as alimony from the date of
institution of the suit and also the plaintiff's costs appears just
and it will stand.

The defendant must also pay her costs of the hearing in this
Court-3 gold mohurs allowed as advocate's fee.

The question of permanent alimony should he dealt with by
the Divisional Court under section 37 of the Act.

Twomey, J.-I concur.
Robinson, J.-I concur.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, a1ld Mr. Justice Twomey.

MA GUN 'V. THA HNYIN.

May Oung-for appellant.
J. R. Das-for respondent.

Civil Procedure Code, 1908, Order 25, Rttle (1) (3) and Order 33
pauper suit by woman-secu'rity not requ,ired.

. Order 25, rule (1) (3) of the Jst Schedule to ths· Civil Procedure Code
does not apply in the case of a woman who has been permitted under
Order 33 to sue 'as a 9auper.

Mussamat Hajizan v. Abdul 1larim, (l907) 12 C. W. ~., 163
followed.

The plaintiff applied for permission to sue as a pauper.
Eventually when she claimed Rs. 40,000 as her share in her
parent's estate permission was given. The defendant then
applied for an order to her to give security for his costs unde..
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Order 25, Rule 1 (3). The District Court made an Oi'der undet-·
that rule. The plaintiff was unable to furnish security,. and her'
suit was dismissed.. She appeals'on the ground amongst others
that the Court erred in law2in directing a pauper plainliff to
give security for the defendant's costs. MussaJ1tat Hafizait 'P•.

Abdul Karim (1) is relied on ill support of this gr<;>und. W6
agree with thE: learned Judges' views in that case. ,!he effect
of the order foo!' security would render nugato;y'an order.
permitting a person to sue as a pauper.

We allow the &.ppeal, set aside the decree dismissing the:
suit, and direct that it be re-admitted by the Distr.ict Court
under its original number and heard according to law.

The defendant must pay the plaintiff's costs of this appeal
3 gold mohurs allowed as advocate's fee.

Before Mr. Justice T"womey.

NGWE YA 'V. SHWE YEt
Harvey-for applicant.

R. N. BanU1'ji---for respondent.
Tort-3uit for damages for :injuries cau~ed by animal-'-negligence

to be proved.
A sClit for damage caused by an aninnl will Il:>t lie against its owner,

Ullles3 it be: proved that the damlge was the result of the owner's;
negligence. Iqa deciding whether the ownet' was negligent or not, his.
knowledge or \~ant of knowledge th:tt his anim;tl was of a vicious disposi.
tion is an important point.

Maung Kyaw Dttn v. Ma Kyin and one, 2 U.B.R. (1897.01), 570·
followed. .

The re<;pondent's buffalo gOI-ed the applicant's' buffalo
and broke its leg reJldering it useless. The Township Court
awardedd'tnnge:s, but the District CC>i1rt on apge:tl set aside
the Township Court's decree an1dismisnd 'the suit, holding
that negligence on the part of the defendant-respondent was
not pi'oved. The DistrictJ udgeremarked also: "Ido no
think it proved that thedefendal1t knew that his huffalo was 'a
dangerous animal.". The only ground ·of this :applicatio~for'

(t) {1907.) 12C.N8,1.W '6.
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reVJstOn is that the Judge" erred in holding that defendant's
kn~~ledg?:that th~ ~~traI9w.~~ a vic;:iousanimal was ~S~
·sentiaI." '

In cases of this kind the Upper Burma ruling in Mauttf{'
Kyaw Dun 'V. Ma ](yin and anot{ter.<O way w~1l be folIowed.

. ' •. \ -.1, •.••• ', ." .. ,,' ,. . .•

. It is for the plaintiff to prove, that· the. damage .done to. his.
animal was caused by the defendant's negligence, and' jil '
deciding whether the defendant was· .negligent-fait not his
knowledge or want of knowledge that hiG' animrtlwas of a
vicious disposition is an important point. Where' .the animal
that does the injury is a domestic animal, as in this case, the
burden: of proying negligence lies in the first place on the
plaintiff. It might be otherwise if the injury were caused by a.
tiger or a bear.

In the present case proof is wanting not only that the
defendant had any Imowledgc that hi~ animal was of a vicious
dispositi()n, but that the animal had as a matter of fact evinced
any signs of special viciousness before goring. the plaintiff's
·buffalo.

The application for reYision is dismissed with costs.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Robinson,
and Mr. Justice Parlett. G

,0. HURRY KRISHNA PILLAY 'V. M. ANTHILATCHM;Y
AMMAL.

Giles-for applicant.
N. M, Cowasjee-for respondent.

O~ntraat Act, sections 23, 24, 25, 27-agreement in restraint of
t1'ade""'-want of consideration-void contract.

A and 8 E>.ntered into an undertaking by which A promised that
~he would not in any way set up or carryon a stevedoring business
and 8 in consideration thereof promis;;d that he would pay her Rs. 350
a month. 8 paid the sum agreed upon for 3 months and then discontinued
,payment, A sued- to .recover arrears due.

Held,-that A wall not entitled to recover anything. Her promise waS
in restraint of trade and could not be enforced. There was therf'fore no
eO~!lideration ~o .~~ 8's promise binding upon him, and the whol
.eontract wllsv{)iiiuhder sect4m25 of the Contract Act.

;-J) ~ U.s. R.(1897-Ql). 570.
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1916. Wallis v. Day, (1837) 2M, and W., 273; 46 RR., 6fJ2 ;·~if;hoP v,,
Kitchin, (l868) 38 L.J.Q.B., 20; Haribhai Maneklal v. Sharafali

G.HURRV Isabji, (IS97)'I.L.R., 22-Boin., 861 ; Bank of Bmgal v. Vya'bhoy Ga'ngji,
K;ISHNA. (1891) LL.R., 16 'Born., 618; Belchambers v. Sarat Chandra' Gliosh,

[~LAY (l908) I.L.R., 35 Cal., 870; Davlatsing v. Pa!ndu, (1884)I.L.R., 9 Born.,
M. A~THI- 176referred to.
LATCHMY I Madhub Chunder Paramanick v. Raicoomar Das (1871), 14 Ben.

AMMA::'. L.R., 76; N'lfr Ali Dubash v. Abdui Ali, (1892)', I.L.R;, 19 Cal., 7aS·
followed. . '. ' •

Civil RevisilJlt
,lVo.841#
~.. 19!5o

tfopemlJer
18th.
1915.

, The ,following' reference was made by Mr. Justice padett to
a Bench under section 11, Lower Burma Courts Act :--

The plaintiff-respondent is the widow of. p~ M. Madooray
Pillay, who cal'ried on the business of Stevedore in Rangoon,
Akyab,Moulmein andBassein, with the defendantas his General
Manager. After Madooray Pillay's death, the defendant started
a stevedoring business of his own in the same four places and
the parties entered into an agreement whereby, in considera
tion for plaintiff not directly or indirectly setting up and
carrying on a stevedoring business in Rangoon, Akyab,
Moulmein and Bassein or in any way interfering directly or
indirectly with defendant's business of stevedore in thoseplac€$,
the defendant covenanted to pay her regularly every month
during the term of her natural life the sum of Rs. 350.
Three such monthly payments were made and the pl'esent suit
was brought to recover two more whic11 hJd fallen due. The
plaintiff was granted a decree it being held that though her
covenant was not enforceable by law, as being in restraint
of trade, yet she having in fact performed it was entitled
to recover the payment due therefor in terms of the agreement.
In this COU1't beth parties have raised points which they do. not
appear"to have advanced in the Court below. For the defen
dant it is arguer! that plaintiff's covenant will last until
h~r death and has not yet been fully executed, arid the effect of
the Lower COUl,t'sdecision is to split up the sin&le considera
tion into an indefinite number of monthly considerations thereby
~ltering the . contract. This argument whi~h would appear
to bave been applicable to certain English cases which have
been referred to, wasirot raised in them, and IS not, I con'sider,
sound. The 'wording' of the agreement makes it clear, I thInk,

. that the intention of the parties was that the monthly payment
should be made after every month during which the plaintiff
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had abstained from carrying on a business herself or interfer
ing with defendant's business. Her covenant was a continuing
one, as might be one for personal service at a monthly wage,
and in either case payment would become due after every
month during which she had ()hserved her covenant. For the
plaintiff it is argued that the agreement mentions two
considerations, the setting up of a business and otherwise
interfering with defendant's business, and that though tHe
former is void, the latter is not. The nature of the inter
ference sought to be guarded against is not specified, nor is it
easy to see what effective interference was to be feared frol11 a
purdanashin lady. A promise to refrain from illegal inter
ference would be no consideration and reading the agreemt:nt
as a whole I think that the interference referred to meant
interference by way of competition, and that there was but one
consideration. In this view the plaintiff's promises were void
as being in restraint of trade, and this brings .us to the main
question in the case, namely whether she hHving observed
them for several months is entitled to be paid the remunera
tion fixed in the agreement for doing so. Plaintiff's case, as I
understood it, was that section 27 of the Contract Act makes an
agreement in restraint of trade void to that extent only that is
to say that the promise to abstain from trading was not
enforceable by law [section 2 (g)J against the person making it,
but that there was. no provision of Indian Law preventing
such a person who has submitted to the t'estraint from re :over
ing the consideration agreed upon for his so doing The
section howevel' says that the agreement so far as it I't:;"trains.
trade is void, not merely that the promise not to tra"de ic void.
l think that the effect of the words "to that extent" is tha.t if
the contract can be brought under section 57 or 58, there being
either tWf) sets of promises, or alternative promises, one of
which is legal and the other illegal, then if the illegal portion is
separable from the other, the legal part may be enforced.
~ have however already held that in this agreement there was
but a single consideration, and that it was wholly void.

For the defendant sections 23, 24 and 25 are relied upon
and it is argued that the object of the ~greement is unlawful
being forbidden by law and opposed to public policy, that being

1916.
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the basis of the law as to contracts in restraint of trade. The
consideration for the promise to pay the monthly allowance
being unlawful the whole agreement is void under sections 24
and 25, none of the exceptions to the latter section applying to
the p'resent case. The conside~ation being bad vitiates any
contract founded on it.

The cases ~hiefJy relied upon for the plaintiff are V{lallis 'P.

Day (I) and Bishop'v. Kitchin (2). The actual decision in the
former case _does n0t help the plaintiff as it was held that
the covenant in restraint of trade in that case was not void,
but reliance is placed upon the opinion of Abinger C.B.,
expressed in the course of the argument that he "should
retluire a strong authority to say (although the prohibition
would not be binding as against the party hinlself) that, there
being nothing criminal in the contract, he should not have
the benefit of it, 'INhere he has in fact performed it." ;;;'01'

the defendant it is pointed out that even if this had been an
actual decision, it would proceed upon the English principle
only, whereas the decision in the present case must be based
upon the Indian Law. In this connection I would note that
section 23 of the Contract Ad places immoral considerations
upon the same footing as those opposed to public policy,
declaring them both unlawful and I gravely doubt whether, in
the case referred to in illustration (K) to stction 23, A could
recovei' the amount of hire agreed upon because the other
part of the agreement had in fact been performed.

In Bishop v. Kitchin (2) the plaintiff was a traveller in hops
and defendant~ had purchased the good-will and interests
of pla;ntiff in his connexion among the buyers of hops. The

defendants twdertook to pay plaintiff an annuity\of £100
during his life and agreed to employ him as their traveller on a
salary of £250 per annum, payable quarterly, with a proviso
that so long as the plaintiff should be so employed and in
receipt of the salary the annuity should be suspended. After
the making of the agreement and while the plaintiff was
not employeCl as a traveller of defendants or in receipt of the
salary of £250, four quarterly 'payments of the £100 a year

(I) (1837) 2 M. & W., 273 j 46 R.R., 602.
(2) (1868)38 L.J ..Q.B., 20.
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became due; and the plaintiff,; did all things necessary to

entitle him to be 'paid the S2-me and all things happened and all
times elapsed to entitle the plaintiff to be paid the same. An
action was brought to recover arrears of the annuity, the
'consideration for which was nn agreement by the annuitant
that he would not, at any time thereafter, eith~r on his own
account or on account of any other person ~r persons whomso
ever, excepting the defendants, solicit orders for hops from an'y
of the customers in the West of England, or in South Walef;,
'or any district whatsoever. It was demurred that the agree
ment was bad as being in general restraint of trade, and even if
the part as to trading in particular districts were separated
frol11 the rest, it was still greater than necessary and so
unreasonable. It was held, without deciding whether the
restraint of trade so far as it regarded the West of England
and South Wales could be enforCed, that plaintiff who had
performed his part of the contract was entitled to recover the
consideration.

This case is at once distinguished from the present one by
the fact that there was a sale of the good-will of the business
which would, in India, have brought it under the first exception
to section 27 of the Contract Act. The case of Haribhai
Maneklal'V. Sharafaii Isabji (3) is also relied upon for the
plaintiff where ore of the learned Judges poilited out the
difference between an action brought to enforce the illegal
restraint and an action brought to recover the consideration for
the restraint. The actual decision however does not help the
plaintiff as it was held that the consideration relied upon in that
,case was not an agreement in restraint of trade.

Other cases quoted for the plaintiff ar~ Banu of Bengal 'V.

Vya'bltoy Ga'ngji (4) and Belchambers 'V. Sarat Chandra
,:Ghosh (5). Bo~h relate to agreements entered into without the
sanction of the Court required by section 257A of the Civil
Procedure Code, 1882, and merely serve to support the proposi
tion that though an agreement may not be enforceable by law,
.yet that does not prevent the consideration for such agreement
ibeing recovered, if the agreement has been carried out. The

.(3) (1897) I.L.R., 22 Born., 861. I (4) (1891) I.L.R., 16 Born.. 618.
(5) (1908) I.L.R., 35 Cal., 870.
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former case decided that "where an agreement to give time
not sanctioned by the Court as, required by section 257A,

formed part of the consideration for the b,ond, and has actually
been enjoyed by the obligor of the bond, such consideration not., .
being in its nature illegal, and nut having as a fact failed, there
is no reason why the obligee should not enforce the terms of
the bond." It may be noted that here the void agreement was
not the sole consideration for the bond, though probably the
Jine of reasoning fulloweci.' would have led to the same
conclusion even if it had been. The later case decided that a
provision as to giving time to execute a decree is not illegal,
though it may be incapable of enforcement as an agreement
made without the sanction of the Court under section 257A of
the Civil Procedure Code.

For the defendant Madhub Chunder Poramanick 'D.

RajcoomarDoss (6) is relied upon. There the plaintiff consented
to cease carrying on his business in consideration of the'
defendants reimbursing him advances made to his workmen.
He ceased carrying on business and then sued for his money.
It was held first that section 27 of the Contract Act applies to
partial and not merely to total restraint of trade and secondly that
there is no foundation for the opinion that though the agree-,
ment on the part of the plaintiff might be void, he might enforce
the agreement for the payment of money. In the judgment
it was said: "If the agreement on the part of the plaintiff is
void, there is no consideration for the agreement on the part
of the defendants to pay the money; the whole agreement is a
v0id agreement and plaintiff has no right to recover H:.e'
money." This is a clear pronouncement of the law of India'
applicable to a case ·like the present. It cannot be assumed
that the learned .Judges who made it overlooked the English
cases referred to above. No subsequent case :n which it has
been expressly dissented from has been cited, and I should be
disposed to follow it. As however the point is one of some
difficulty and considerable importance I think it desirable that
it should be decided by a Bench, and I accordingly refer' the
question whether the plaintiff having refrained from setting up-

(6) (1871) 14 Ben. L.R., 76.
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or carrying on the business of a stevedore and from otherwise
interfering with defendant's business during the months of
November and December 1914 is entitled -to recover the
allowances of Rs. 350 in respect of each of those months
claimed in this ·suit.

The opinion of the Full Bench was as follows :-
Fox,C. J.~Thequestionis whether a dictum of Lord Abi~ger

in Wallis 'V. Day, (1) and the ruling in BishoP 'V. Kitchin (2) are
applicable in India. We have to 1001: to the Indian Contract
Act alone. Section 27 of that Act says that every agreement
by which anyone is restrained from exercising a lawful
profession, trade or business of any kind is to that extent void.
The agreement now in question does not fall within any of the
exceptions stated in the section.

In it is embodied a promise and I1ndertaking by the plaintiff
that she will not in any way set up or carry on a stevedoring

1..'
business, and a promise and undertakil.J b,} tbe defendant that
in consideration of the plaintiff's promise and undertaking he
will pay her Rs. 350 per mensem dul'ing her life. The agree
ment extends to nothing more, consequently and owing to the
plaintiff's undertaking being in restraint of her trading the
whole agreement is void. If the plaintiff's promise is of no
binding effect, then there is no consideration to make the
defendant's promise binding on him, and it is a nudum pactum
and void under section 25 of the Act.

The plaintiff's promise was under section 23 of the Act unlaw
fuL It would becontrary to all sound prinr::iple to allow aplaintiff
to recover because she had carried out an unlawful promise.

The answer to the question referred should in my opinion
be in the negative.

Robinson, J.-This suit IS apparently based on an
agreement 'vhich it is sought to enforce. The agreement
consists of single reciprocal promises each of which is the
consideration, and the sole consideration, for the other.

Plaintiff's promise is void being in restraint of trade and
defendant cannot enforce it, that is, compel her to abide by it
and he has no relief against her if she ceased to carry it out.
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(1) (1837) 2 M. and W., 273. (2) (1868) 38 L.J.Q.B., 20.
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But sne has so far performed it and defendant has enjoyed
the consideration he bargained for. Is.this sufficient considera~
tion to I'ender his promise enforceable?

It is urged that section 27 of the Indi~n Contract Act makes
every agreement in restraint of :rade, to that extent, void
and that the section dedares the agreement, or not merely the
promise, void. '. •

Fqrther that as plaintiff's promise is void and as it is the
sole consideration for def~lldant'spromise there i-s no considera~

tion to support defendant's promise and no suit can therefore
lie on the agreement.

For plaintiff it is argued that section 27 only makes the
agreeinent void" to that extent" and that these words show
that fhe whole agreement is not void. With this I cannot
.agree. Agreements may consist of several covenants and
these words are, I consider, merely intended to provide against
the whole agreeme.,thf '.'1g. treated as void in cases where there, .

.are perfectly legal covenants which can be clearly separated
from the objectionable covenant in restraint of trade. In the
present case there being only single reciprocal covenants the
:section will act as if those words were not there.

I wiII next consider the authorities that have been relied on.
In Wallis v. Day (1) the agreement was herd not to be one in
restraint of trade and it is therefore no authority but Abinger
.c.B. in the course of the argument said: "I should require a
·.strong authority to say (although the prohibition would not
be binding as against the party himself) that, there being
nothing criminal in the contract, he should not have the
benefit of it, where he has in fact performed it."

The facts in Bishop v. Kitchin (2) were very similar to
those of the present case. The only question argued was
whether part of the contract which was in partial r.::straint
·of trade was bad as being unreasonable. The defendant was
'not called upon, but counsel interpolated that the suit was
·not to enforce the agreement but to recover the consider-ation
for the restraint on the plaintiff. The judgment was as
if'ollows: "The agreement having been executed and the plaintiff

(1) (1837) 2 M. &W., 273 j 46 R R., 602; 150 E.R., 759
(2) (lS68);JS L.J;'Q. B., 20.
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having submitted to the restraint, he is clearly entitled to
recover the consideration due in respect of it." This was a
decision of four Judges..

As regards this case it must be remembered that the law:
as to restraint of trade is different in England to what it is·
under our Contract Act. C,)ntracts in partial restraint are not
there necessarily bad; it is only when they are considered to be,
against public policy as being ulli'easonable that they, are
held objectionable. In India all agreements in resh'ainl: of
trade, in partial as well as in generaf restraint, are declal'ed
void. Moreovet· the leamed Judges were not dealing with the:
express p1'Ovisions of a statute as we have to do.

In Haribhai MalleMal 'V. Sharafali Isabji (3) it was heH
that there was a lawful agreement found on consideration,
'Viz., the mutual agreement to share profits and that it might
be enforced. The learned Judges did not come to any
decision as to whether anothel' covenant in the agreen~ent

was in restraint of trade and were inclined to differ on this
point.

The Banlt of Bengal 'V. Vya'bhoy Ga'ngji (4) was a case
where the sanction of the COUl"t to an agreement to give time
for the satisfaction of a judgment debt had not been obtained.
It was pointed out that the Gtexpression "void" in section
257A of the Code of Civil Procedure 1s not equivalent to·
illegal in the st:nse of prohibited by law but only means that
it is not capable of being the foundation of any legal right..
The considel'ation was however not only to give time but also·
to accept Rs. 5,000 in full discharge ofa debt of Rs. 11,900·
odd. The Court held that the contract w.:.", '; not invalidated
in its formation by the legal failure of part of the consideration ;.
and no part of the consideration has iailed in point of fact
so as to give the debtors a countel'-claim of any description."
In Belchamhe1's 'V. Sarat Chandm Ghosh (5) the same view
was tal<en and in this case also there was consideration over
and above the agreement to give time.

Da'Vlat Sing 'V. Pa'ndu (7) is a similar case in which it is
pointed out that even if part of th~ bond is void this would not

(3) (l897) I.L.R.,22,Born., 861.(4) (1891) I.L.R., 16 Born., 618.
(5) (1908) I. L.R. 35 Cal., 870. (7) (1884) I.L.R., 9 Born., 176.
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invalidate the rest of the agreement if the former part can be
separated from it.

Madhub Chunder Poramanick 'V. Rajcoomar Das (6) is a case
exactly in point. It was held that there was no foundation for'
the opinion that although the agreement on the part.of the
plaintiff might be void he might enforce the agreement for the
payment of the qIoney to himself. The ground given is: ." If
the agreement on th,e part of the plaintiff is void there is no
consideration for the agreement on the part of the defendants
to pay. the money; and :he whole contract must be treated as
one which cannot be enforced.

This case was followed in Nur Ali Dubash'V. Abdul Ali (8)
in which the opinion was expressed that section 24 also probably
rendered the agreement void. ..

The only decisions in India therefore actually in point hold
the plaintiff cannot recover as there is no consideration to
support defendant's promise to pay and regard the contract as
one and entire and wholly void. The rulings with reference to
the section of the Code of Civil Procedure may lend some
colour to the argument advanced for the plaintiff but those
authorities appear to me to be influenced by the fact that a
section of procedure was involved and that no active legal
principle would be infringed. In the present case we have to
deal with an express provision ~f statute law"intended to render
every agreement in restraint of trade void.

Plaintiff's case is really based on tlle decision in Bishop v.
Kitchin (2). It is urged that it was not illegal for her to pro
mise not to carryon the trade and that this promise is a good
consideration and sufficient to support defendant's promise.

Section 10 of the Act provides that an agreement to amount
to a contract aud to be enforceable by law, must, amongst
other things, be made for a lawful consideration llnd with a
lawful object and be not expressly declared void.

As I have pointed out the considerations here are the
reciprocal promises. Ifone fails the other fails with it. Plaintiff's
promise must impose some burden on her as well as confer
.some benefit on defendant. Her promise amounted to nothing

(6) (1874) 14 Ben. I.L.R., 76. (8) (1892) I.L.R., 19 Cal., 765.
(2) (1868) 38L.J.Q~B .• 20.
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for she might treat it as nought at any moment and defendant
could not compel performance or obtain any recompense for
payments made to her. Hp.r promise must be of some value
but the giving of it made no difference in her position.

The agreement must also .be made with a lawful object or
P!1rpose. Th e object was to effect a restraint of trade and if
permitted would defeat the provisions of section 27 and is
therefore unlawful. Nor can plaintiff be allowed to shift he,r
ground, if this is being attempted, or to make a case based on
an executed consideratIOn for the plea th'lt she has so far per
formed her promise only amounts to this that she should be
allowed to enforce the agreement. To allow her claim on any
ground is really to enforce an agreement expressly declared
void.

In my opinion therefore plaintiff's suit must fail.
Parlett, j.-I agree that the question referred should be

answered in the negative and have nothing to add to the
<remarks which I made in referring it.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief judge, and Mr. Justice Parlett.

SEIN KYI 'V. MA E.

MA E 'V. SEIN KYI.
N. III. Cowasjee-for appellant.
J. N. Lentaigne-for respondent.

Chinese Buddhist Law-man'iage-law of domicile as affecting
marriage -customary law of ~00111an when to be considered.

A Chinese Buddhist man pe!"suaded a Burmese Buddhist woman to live
with him as his wife by executing a document setting forth that from the
date of execution of the document they were to live together as husband
ll.nd wife for their whole life, whether in siclincss 01' in bealth, and Lblt in
the event of his failing in his duties he would pay her Rso 5,0(10 cvmpeh.
sation. After they had lived together as husband and wife for some
months, he deserted her. She sued him for restiiution of conjugal rights
or in the alternative for Rs. 5,000 for breach of contract of marriage and in
the OriginaL Court was awarded Rs. 2,000 damages.

Held, Oit appeal-per curiam-that there had been a breach of contract
of marriage and that damages had been rightly awarded.

Held by Parlett, J.-that in the absence of the preliminary negotiation
between the parents of the parties and other ceremonies usual in Chinese

-marriages, the union could not be regarded as a valid marrhge ;
Held, by the Chief Judge-that there is prima facie no stmng reason

why the customary law of the man should be appliedand that of the woman
disregarded, and that the rule of British Courts should be applied to such
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,cases, i.e., the validity of a marriage should b'e determined by the" lex loci
contractus" and the question of the capacity oUhe partiesto marry by the
.. lex domicilii."

Pai Beng Teng v. J{o lIIuung, (1904)- 2 L.B.R., 261; Brook v. Brook,
(lS61) 9 H.L.C., 193; Brinkley v. Attorney-Generl>Z, ;1890) L. R., 15

- P.D., 76; Sotto'rnayor v. De Barros, (1877) L.R, 3P. D., 1 ; I-/la E v.
Maun~ San Da, (1897) 3 Bur. L.R,s and 1 Ch. Toon- L.C. 140; Alabastel.'
on Chinese Criminal Law, referred to,.

Parlett, J.~'-Ma E sued as a pauper £01' a declatation that
she was the lawfUl wife of Mallng Sein Kyi and for. a decree
for restitution of conjugal rights or in the alternative £01'
Rs. 5,000 for breach of an agteement to marry hel'. The
defendant denied the marriage and the promise to marry her,
The learned Judge on the Original Side held in his favout 011

the former and against him on the latter point and assessed the
damages at Rs. 2,000. Both parties appeal, Ma E e1'3 a jHup:::r
while Maung Sein Kyi has become insolvent during the
pendency of his appeal which has been continued by the
Official Assignee. Ma E asks for a declaration of the marriage
and restitution of conjugal rights or in the altel'native for the
full amount of the damages claimed. Maung Sein Kyi contends
that there was no valid agreement between the parties for the
breach of which damages could be awarded and that the amount.
awarded is excessive and he asks that the suit be dismissed.

Ma E is a Burmese Buddhist and ¥:aung Sein Kyi is a
Chinese Buddhist; the fathel' of neither is alive. Through a
man named Ismail they became acquaintel and subsequently
became attached to each other, but Ma E having had a previous
matrimonial vent/ire which proved unfortunate she and her
1TI~therwereat firs~ advetse to her remarrying the defendant,
b::tteventually agreed upon his undertaking.to signa do::ul11eni:.
On the 9th of November 1913, the p:tI'ties W~l1t to a hJuse in a
garden belonging to Ismail's sister and there executed a docu
ment which was attested by Ismail and Bun Sein, fl. friend of
Sein Kyi, in the presence of Ismail's brother-il':i'-law. Neither
plair tiff's nor defendant's mother was present. The latter has
admittedly never consented to the martiage. After the docu
ment was executed the defendant cohabited with the plaintiff at
her mother's house for five or six months and then. moved with
'hertoBun Sein's mother's house but subsequently deserted her.-
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There can be no doubt that this would not constitute a valid,
131arriage according to Chinese Customary Law, none of the
preliminaries thereto having been observed, in particular no
negotiations between the parties' parents having taken place
and the defendant's mother not having giv~n her consent (see
Pai Beng Teng 'V. Ko Ma.:mg (0 and Alabaster's notes on
Chinese Criminal Law, page 172). But evidence is offered that.
in Burma such a union between parties, one ofwhom is Chinese. .
or haH Chinese, is recognized as a valid marriage and that
the Chinese ceremonies though oftenOobserved nre optional
and not essential. Ma Ret says that 35 years ago she married
a Chinaman without any ceremony and has since been recog-;
nized as a wife, but whatever people may have thought, itis
clear that at the outset she had not the full status of a wife, for
he already had a wife in China who has only been dead about,
10 years. (See Alabaster, page 170. Her son Bun Sein took
a wife of Chinese extraction a year ago; Aung On, Shwe, a half
Chinese, took a Burmese wife 20 years ago; and Ma Mya, a
haH Chinese, tool< a Burmese husband 16 years ago, in each
case without any ceremony, and the parties are recognized as
husband and wife. Such evidence appears to me at most to
show that public opinion in this country with regard to such
unions is uncritical and lenient, and I consider it falls far short
of proving that they constitute legal marriages. I would hold
that there was n0 marriage effected between the parties to this
suit.

The defendant contends that the agreement was one not to
marry but to live together in concubinage 'and as such is void
under section 23 of the C'ontract Act. In my opinion it cannot'
bear any such interpretation. The material portion runs as
follows: " As I, Maung Sein Kyi, will live with Ma E for her
whole life as husband and wife, hereafter I, Maung Sein Kyi,
from the day we thus live as husband and wife throughout my
whole life wtll never abandon Ma E, whether infirmity or
blindness or any affliction overtakes her or any person inter
feres or' makes mischief between us or any relation on my
side objects. Handing all my salary as well as' all property
we may acquire together, to her, my wife, I wiIJ attend

(1) (1904), 2 L.B.R., 261.
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to, maintain, look after and cherish her in conformity with
the duties of a husband. If I fail in any of the aforesaid
duties I will pay Rs. 5,000 as compensation for damage to the
reputation of my wife Ma E. Ma E also, upon Maung Sein
Kyi not failing in but performing the duties defined above, will
throughout her whole life carry ont the vat'ious acts of attend-
ance_upon her hLlsband ill accordance with the duties of a wife.
Though her husband becomes infirm or blind she will' not
desert him." No wOl'ding could, I think, nnke it plainer that
a life-long and binding t;nion was contemplateJ by the parties.
The defendant admits that his intention was to marry the girl
if he could get his mother's consent, and there is no doubt that
it was due to her opposition that he failed to carry it out. I
am of opinion that there was a promise to marry her which
defendant broke.

The plaintiff contends that she should be awarded the full
amount of compensation named in the agl'eel11Cnt to be paid
in case of its bt'each. It appears to me howevel' that under
section 74 of the Conti-act Act it is open to the Coud to award
such compensation not exceeding the amount SD n,lmed as
appe,u's to it to be reasonable. The defend-ant urges that
Rs. 2,000 is an ex:::essive amount to awal'lt against a person in
his position of a clel'k on Rs. 75 a month. As he is insolvent
it appears to me impl'obable that the pIailltiff would realize
any considerable sum from the defendant ,himself, but as
pointed out his step-father holds a w~lI paid G:wcrnment
apPJintment a,Lt the defenchnt's position does not alone justify
a reduction of the dannges. He has treated the plaintiff in a
shanleful ~lI1d hard-hearted manner and if, as was stated in
this Court and not denied, he has since m:u-ried another girl,
he has put it out of his power to make even tardy amends to
the plaintiff by offering her the status of a chief wife. On the
other band, Rs. 2,000 is a handsome sum to a gid in the
plaintiff's position and is I consider a reas')IHble compensation
under the circumstances. I would dismiss both the appeals
and would OI-~er th~ plaintiff MJ E to p:ty th~ Court-fee which
would have been paid by her if she had not been permitted
to appeal as a pauper and a copy of the decree to be forwarded
to the Collector.
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Fox, C. J.-I hesitate to find that there was no marriage
between the plaintiff and the defendant, and I refrain fl'om
differing from the decision on the first issue on Iy because the
plaintiff appears to be indifferent as to whether that issue is
decided in her favolll' or not, and because there has been no
child as a result of the conne~tion between her and the
defendant. The case to be dealt'with is' that of a man of 25

years born in Burma of a Chinese father and a Burmese
mother the latter of whom is alive and the former dead, luring
a Burmese woman into having connection v:ith him under a
formal promise of marriage from the time of connection, the
woman not having been lil(ely to consent to connection unless
such ~womise had been given, and unless she believed at the
time that she was then the man's wife.

Assuming that the man had been brought up to follow his
father's customs, although this seems vel'y doubtful, we have
the case of one party following 01' being subject to ;one custo
mary law, that of China, and the othel' governed by another
customal'y law, that of Burma.

Prima facie there is no strong reason why the customary'
law of the man should be applied, and the customary law of
the woman utterly disregarded, at any cate up to and at the
time of marriage. After marriage other considerations
apply.

The decisions in this Province which have held that in
order to constitute a valid marriage between a Chinaman and
a Burmese w,man it must be shown that certain formalities
and ceremonies enjoined by Chinese Customary Law wel'e
gone through, and that the consent of the parents of the
parties must have been given to the marriage overlook the
rule of British Courts stated in Brook 'V. Broolt (1) \lnd other
cases that the lex loci C01ltractus qltc)ad solemnitatis determines
the validity of a marriage, and the lex domicilii the question
of the capacity of)the pal·ties to marry. The principle was
followed in Brinkley 'V. Attorney-General (2) in which the
marl,jage in Japan of an Irishman with a Japanese woman
according to forms requil'ed by Japanese law was recognized

1916.

SEIN KVl
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MAE.

1916
MAE

''11.

SEll' KV1.

(I) (1861), 9 H.L. Cases, 193. (2) 1890, L.R., 15 P.D., 76•.
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as valid. Sottomayar v. De Barros (3) affords an example of
the application of the law of domicile.

It may be noted that in this last case consent of parents
required by the law of France' was considered a part of the
ceremony of marriage and not a matter affecting the personal
capacity of the parties to contract marriage.

When there is divergence between the personal laws appli
cable to Hie parties to a. marriage or alleged mat'riage, it
appears to me that the principles acted on in the above cases
should be followed in determining whether there has been a
marriage or not.-

Taking it howevel' that there was not sufficient evidence to
prove a marriage even according to Burmese ideas and law"
there~can be~no question that the defendant promised to marry
the plaintiff and that he broke that promise. The agreement
is not open to the construction that the union of the parties
contemplated was merely a temporary one. I agree in the

award of d~mages to the plaintiff. My only doubt is whether
she should not be given the full amount mentioned in the docu-,
ment as was done in Ma B v. Maung San Da. (4)

The appeal of Maung Sein Kyi is dismissed with costs.
The appeal of Ma E is dismissed without costs as she has
succeeded substantially, but she is ordered to pay the Court
Fee which she would have had to pa,y if she had not been
allowed to appeal as a pauper.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Mr. ]ustl,ce Parlett.

MA PWA v.I. YU LW AI, MINOR BY HIS NEXT FRIEND MA
ME, 2. MA YIN alias MA NHAH.

Clifton.:-for appellant.
N. M. Cowasjee-for 1st respondent.
Bonnerji-for 2nd respondent.

Chinese Buddhist Law-inheritance-adoptiotT,:-!amily house.
A, as next friend of B, a minor, brought a suit ag~inst C, the widow of

D, a Chinaman who had been born and bred in Burma, for a declaration
inter alia that B was D's adopted son. D had been a Chinese Buddhist
and all the,parties to the suit were or professed to be of the same religion.'

(3) '1877), L.R. 3 P.D" 1. (4) (1897) 3 Bur. L.R., 8 and 1. Chan,
Toon's L.C., 140.
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" Held,-that the law applicable to the case was as far as it could be
:nscertained he customary law of Chinese Buddhists. Adoption ofchildren
by childless married couples is of common occurrence in China, but care
must be taken that an alleged adoption i~properlyproved.

A "family house" within the m,eaning of Chinese Buddhist Law would.
,appear to be a house which has belonged to paternal ancestors or a hou&e
which a man has started for his family and their male descendants. Before

,a widow can be deprived of maintenance for leaving the house in which her
husband had lived, it must be shown clearly not only that it was a family
pouse, but also that she left it without cause.

Fone Lan v. Ma Gyi, (1903) 2 L. B. R., 95, followed.

Fox, C. ].-The relief claimed in the suit was-
(a) a declaration that the plaintiff is the adopted son of

Wun Pain Wain, deceased, and his sale heir;
(b) a decree for the administration of Wun Pain Wain's

estate by and under the directions of the Court, and for deter
mination of the rights and shares of the parties in the estate;

(c) an order for accounts to be taken of the assets and
liabilities of the estate;

(d) an order for appointment of a receiver of the estate; ,
(e) costs, and
(f) any further and other relief which might be proper.

'The plaintiff is the second son of Wun Pain I{hain, the.elder
brother of \Vun Pain Wain. He is a minor, and the suit is
brought on his behalf byMa Me, wife of Leong Shain Sway:
she is a sister of Wun Fain Khain and \Vun Pain Wain. Their
father's name was Wun Shan Shake and their mother's Ma
Po. There is another brother Wun Pain Wa who was a wit
ness in the case.

The 1st defendant is the widow of \JVun Pain Wain, having
been his second wife. His first wife was Ma Phee who died in
1907. Wun Pain Khain died in 1909 leaving a widow Ma Ma
and children. Wun Pain 'vVain died on the 10th January 1913.
His mother Ma Pc:> died in January of the following year.
The 2nd defendant is a girl who is alleged in the plaint to have
been adopted by Wun Pain Wain and Ma Phee. Although
this adoption is denied by the 1st defendant in her written
statement, she admitted it in her petitions to the elders whose
assistance she sought, and it is clearly proved by Exhibit A.

'The 1st defendant denied the adoption of the plaintiff and
adhered to her denial: the first issue in "the case was " Was
Yu Lwai, the plaintiff, the adopted son of Wun Pain Wain?"

1919.
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If lay upon the next friend of. the plaintiff to prove affirma
tively that Wun Pain Wain had adopted him.

The first question to be considered is the question as to
what law is applicable to thi'parties. Wun Pain Wain's father
was a Chinese who settled in BurmCl and married here:
whethel' 11is wife was of mixed Chinese and Burmese-blood does
not appear. 1'heir children were brought up to follow Chinese
customs: funerds of members of the family have been accord
ing to rites observed by Chinese. The members who have
given evidence profess to be Chinese Buddhists. The 1s't
defendant also pl'ofesses to be a Chinese Buddhist: her father
is Chinese. She herself has nevel' indicated a desire to have
any but the law applicable to Chinese Buddhists applied either
on the question of adoption or inheritance, and the plaintiff's
next friend claims to have that law applied. Undel' the
circumstances I think the decision in Fone Lan 'V. Ma Gyee (1)
should be followed and the customary law of Chinese Buddhists
should be applied in both matters as far as it can be ascer
tained. A mass of evidence has been given in the case to show
what the customary law in Chilla is, and we have been referred
to the works mentioned in the judgment of the Original Court.

Neither from the evidence no!' "from the works can an
entirely confident conclusion be come t? as to how the ques
tions in issue would be decided in China.

According to Parker at page 4 of his Comparative Chinese
Family Law, the Law Secretaries mentioned by Von Moellen
dorff are, wh£ther Provincial or Metropolitan, the true and
.11most the sole depositaries in China both of the lifebf the
law and the life of official language. They search out and
apply the law in each case and draw up the records for sub
mission to the Courts of appeal at Peking.

It is evident that the customs as to adoption and inheritance
have no connexion with Buddhism, Confucianism, or Taoism,
but they appear to be based to a great extent on the veneration
of anC'estors which existed before the fil"st teachers of the
above religions appeared, and which still is the strongest influ
ence with the majority of Chinese whichever of the above.
faiths they profess.

(1) (1903) 2 L.B.R., 95.
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Adoption of children by childless married couples would
appear to be more prEvalent in China than in Burma even.
The dying out of a family appears to be regarded as disas

trous. Jernigan S~lYS at rage 124 of his war);, "China in Law

and Commerce "--" The dying out of a family should be preven
ted, as by the desolation of the house the dead lost their
religious honours, the gods of the family theil" ~acrifices~ the
hearth ib f1~lme, and the forefathers theil' name <i111Ongst the
living." Adoption is rHorted to to rren:nt these calamities,
and the most frequent case is the adoption of a nephew hy a
childless uncle. According to most of the authors the adopted
son tal;es exactly the same rosition as a natural SOil. The
adoption of females would not with certainty avoid the calamity
of the family ill the paternal line dying Ollt, for 011 marriage a
woman becomes a member of the family of her husband, and
severs connection with the hlmi!)' of her father. If Wun Pain
Wain was strongly jml~uEd with the traditicns and feelings of
his father's race, one would cel"1lHinly have expected him to have

adopted the plaintiff who is the second son of his elder brother.
It is remarkable however that his first adoption .was of a girl,
and that it was clothed with a prominent charilcteristic of one
form of adoption amongst Burmese, namely a declaration that
the child should have rights of inhel"itance. This points to
\\Tun Pain Waill not being so strongly imbued with the neces
sity of having a son as the ordinary chddless Chinese married
man is said to be. No doubt his elder brother had no second
son in the yeal" 1896 when the 2nd defendant was adopted, but
the younger son of anyone may be adopted, and it could scarcely
have been difficult for a m<).n of comfortable means to have
found parents "villing to give him one o' their sons in adoption.

If the entries in the Municipal Register of Deaths relating to
Ma Phee (Exhibit 4) are correct she must have been ~11 years
of age in 1896 when she and Wun Pain Wain adopted the 2nd
defendant. Hel· parents' names seem purely Burmese. It is
remarkable that one who held himself out as a Chinaman should
adopt the child of pure Burmese parents. This again tends to
show that Wun Pain Wain had leanings towards the customs
of the country in which he was born and bred. Years went by

and Ma Phee remained childless. Not until 1905 at the earliest

1\JAl'WA
v.

YI} LWAI.
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is 'Wun· Pain Wain said to have adopted a son, so that for many
years of a childless married life the anxiety of his dying with
out a son cannot have weighed heavily on Wun Pain Wain's
mind. Leong Shain Sway, husband of Ma Me, said. at first that
the adoption of the plaintiff took place in 1906, but as he after
wards said that it took place 3 or 4 months before Wun ~han

ShQke's death, and E:){hibit 5 shows that the old man died on the
19th June 1905, February or March 1905 must be intended to

,be put forward as the :ime when the alleged adoption tool{
place. No special reason is assigned by any of the family for
Wun Pain Wain having woken up to the fact that he must
have a son. The account of what was done is bald. W un Pain
Waiti and Ma Phee are said to have asl,ed WUI1 Shan Shoke
and Ma Po to allow them to adopt Wuo Pain Ehain's second
son. The father sent for W un Pain Khain, and he agreed,
and his wife also agreed. Wun Shan Shake sent fOl' the other
brother Wun Pain \Va and E Lim Shin, a son of Ma Po by a
former husband, and the bmil" was informed about .the adop
tion.

Possibly this assembly may be considered an assembly of
agnates, which Parker refers to at page 24 of his Comparative
Chinese Family Law as generally taking place when adoption of
an agnate is made, but no entry in a genealogical register of
the family is produced to confirm the fact of the adoption:
according to Parker such an entry is usually made. No change
whatever was made in the boy's life. He remained with his
natural parents who at that time appear to have been living
neithE.-r in the. house in which Wun Shan Shoke lived, nor in
the house in which Wun Pain Wain lived. This absence of
change in the-boy's surroundings and bri'lging up is sought to
be accounted for by his being only about 5 years old at the
time, but this does not adequately account for a busb"nd and
wife anxious to adopt a son leaving the child after the adoption
with its natural parents. Ma Phee had already taken and
brought up a child who was only 4 years of age when taken:
if the plaintiff \vas a child of ordinary health at the time, his
age alone could not have afforded any reason for his not being
taken by the adopters to live with them. The plaintiff was
first sent to schoolin 1907: the name, occupation and residence
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,of the parent or guardian received into the school had to be
registered. Exhibit 9 show3 that Wun Pain Khain's name
and residence were given. Two and a half years afterwards

when the plaiptiff was sent to another school his natural father's
name and residence were again given. Wun Pain Wain is said
to have paid all or contributed towards the school expenses of
the boy, but there is nothing to support the statement, and.
even if he did so, the contribution by a well-to-do but childless
brother to the school fees of one of his lesso~vell-to-dobrother's
many children would be. by no means extraordinary. The fact
however that it was not proved that from the time of the
alleged adoption up to the time of his death Wun Pain Wain
wholly supported the plaintiffgoes strongly against the truth of
the story. Again, although there probably would be good
reasons for an adopted boy of 7 years of age remaining with his
natural mother after Ma Phee's death, there could scarcely
have been cogent reasons vvhy he should remain with her

.after Wun Pain Wain married the 1st defendant. The latter
was not a young inexpet-ienced girl when they were married
and presumably she was quite capable of looking after a boy of
10 years of age. Again Wun Pain Khain was not at all well off
in his life-time, and he is said to have died penniless. From
Exhibit B it would appear that counting in Yu Lwai he had six
children: if Yu LV\ai had been adopted by his brothel', is it
likely that Wun Pain Khain and after his death his wife Ma Ma
would not have insisted on the well-to-do brother bearing the
whole cost of the feeding, clothing and other ~xpenses of their
son whom he had adopted?

These considerations appear to me to lead forcibly to the
conclusion that the story of the adoption of the plaintiff is an
invention.

The other ev!dence in support of it is the evidence of the
plaintiff having been put to do what is usually assigned to a son
at the funeral of his parents and at the after ceremonies both at
and after the funeral of Ma Phee and that of Wun Pain Wain.
For those of the latter the arrangements were not made by the
1st defendant, but by others, and even if Wun Pain Wain chose
the plaintiff to perform the acts for his first wife, it by no means
follows .that he thereby acknowledged him to be his adopted

.1916.
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son. Some one had to do the acts, and in default of a son a
nephew would be the most suitable person. What is done in
China can be done even by some one hit'ed to do the acts.

Another piece of evidence offered in support of the adoption
is the" Public Proclamation uf Injustice" Exhibit B which is
in Chinese, and bears a date corresponding to the I~th April
1913. It is not cleal' how it came to be drawn up, and what
instructions were given to the compiler. It contains a reference
to the chlty of tile 1st defendant properly to look after and
maintain the daughter left by Wun Pain Wain's previous wife,
and also his adopted nephew (bl'other's son). The instructions
to the writer are not proved to have come directly fl'om the 1st
d.efendant, and she does not !mow Chinese. I attach no impor
tance to the statement in the document. The earlier document
in Burmese (Exhibit 7) dated the 28th FebruaI'Y 1913 appears
to me to be much more likely to expt'ess carl'ectly what she
wanted to express, and it appears also to have the ring of truth
about it.

According to it Leong Shain Sway and Ma Me behaved to
her very disgl'acefully when she was in a distl'acted state on the
loss of her husband only a few months after the loss of hep'
first and only child.

Some of the statements may be exaggerated but there .is
likely to be substantial truth in the documeht considering that it
was her appeal to the eldel"s of her cOl11munity to do justice as
between her and hel' husband's family, and it was drawn up
within six weelZs of her husband's death in ord,,:r to Glvoid
litigation. Thisdocul11E:'nt contains no admission of a son
having been adopted, but it mentions that the subject of adop
ting one ofWun Dain Rain's sons h~\d been mooted, and that
she herself wanted to adopt the youngest of th':":111. On the
whole evidence I am of opinion that the adoption of the plain
tiff was not proved, and consequently I think that the appeal
should be allowed Glnd that the suit should be dismissed.

The judgment of the learned ,Judge disallowed the 1st
defendant even the right to maintenance on the ground that
by leaving the family house she lost such right.

I cannot agree in this view, for it appears to me that the
house occupied by the plaintiff and her husband was not the
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family hou~e within the sense in which a house is regard~d as
a family house in China. I tal<e it that what is referred to is
a house which has belonged to paternal ancestors or one which
a man has started for his family and theil' male descendants.
The house according to E"xhibit B was Ma 'Po's alone and was
n.:>t Wun Shan Shake's; if it had been it v:ould on his death
have devolved upon !lis sons. At times the sons lived there but
they did not do so always. The root idea of a family living
together continuously fOl' years in a house regarded ·as the
family house descending from father to sons does not apply to
the house in question. MOl'eover in the absence of any guide
as to what would be done in China if the other members of a
family made themselves objectionable to a widow of a member,
and made it impossible for her to live with them in the same
house, I think that any rule there may be depriving the widow
of maintenance unless she continues to live with her husband's
relations should not be enforced.

That some of her husband's relations did behave badly to
her is evident. It is not likely that she would have given up
the I<ey of the box containing her husband's papers and valu
ables unless she was deceived. There could have been no
honest reason fortheremoval of the box from wh£1.t according to
thp-case for the plaintiff was the family house. It was tal<en to
the house of a man who was no relation and whose wife even
was according to Chinese ideas not a member of Wun Pain
Wain's ancestral family. Even if the plaintiff had been adopted
the 1st defendant had the right accordirig to Chinese custom to
administer her deceased husband's pl'Operty during the plain
tiff's minority, and she had the fil'st claim to his guardianship
see pages 578and602 of Alabastel·. Yet Leong Shain Sway and
Ma Me get hold of the property, assert that the jewellery which
Wun Paj~1 'Wain admittedly hrtd at one time had been given to
Ma Me after his fh'st wife's death, and one of them attell'pts
to justify their conduct by saying that the estate was all handed
ovel- to them before Wun Pain Wain's death. Not content
with this Ma Me a few months afterwards applied for letters Of
administration of the estate valuing it at first at Rs. 15,070
which did not include the value of any jewellery. Even this
valuation was too high for her subsequently, and by a further-
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statement of the assets the value was brought down to Rs. 6,445.
When the present suit was brought to assert the rights of a
minor the person who comes forward as next friend is not one
of the family of the deceased, but a sister of the deceased who
had left his family a~d by marriage had entered another family.
In no event could sne have any possible claim to the guardian
ship Cif the plaintiff, and the facts give rise to the strong
suspicion that she and her husb2Dd have been the moving spirits
throughout, and that their object has been to obtain the property
of the deceased not so much for the o-iinor as for themselves.

The 1st defendant's application for letters of administq.tion
(Civil Reguiar No. 169 of 1913) was dismissed in consequence of
the judgment in the present sltit (Civil Regulat- No. 312 of 1913).
On Ma Me's application for letters the ordel- was also one
dismissing her application, but the learned Judge ordered that
letters should issue to the Administrator-General. In so doing
he overlooked the fact that an order for letters to the Adminis
trator-General can only be made on the applicationofthatofficial
or of one of the parties concerned, and as no one had applied
the order was ultra vires: nothing further has been done on it.

In view of the decision on this appeal letters should issue
to Ma Pwa if she· again applies for them.

No decision can be now given on the. right13 of the 2nd
defendant.

According to Jernigan at page 125 Ma Pwa has powel- to
adopt a son for her deceased husband, but she should ask the
consent of her late husba1d's nearest male relative who is Wun
Pain \Fa. Should an adoption be made the right of the 2nd
defendant to share in the estate would be abrogated.

I would order Ma Me the next friend of the plaintiff to pay
the 1st defendant's costs of the suit and of this appeal, and
would make no order as to the 2nd defendant's :'costs in
either the suitor appeal.

The advocates' fees in the suit should be allowed as settled
in the original Cai.trt, and on the appeal at 5 per cent. on the
amount Rs. 6,445 the value put on the suit and appeal, and a
fee of six gold mohurs for each day after the first on which the
appeal was heard.

Parlett, J.-I concur. __._
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Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Mr. Justice Twomey.

TANA PEENA CHEENA PITCHAY MEERA ROWTHER
'V. 1. MAMAKKANTAKATH PATHUMAKUTTY UMA,
2. ACHORATH SALIMA, HEIRS AND LEGAL REPRESENTA
TIVES OF B. MOHAMl?D KAKA, DECEAS~D, 3. CASSIM
IBRAHIM MALlM, 4. OFFICIAL ASSIGNEE.

A. C. Dhar-for appellant.
A. B. Banuyji-for respondents.

, Transfer of Property Act (1882), sectio1",s 58 (a), 66-lease by mort
gagor in possessiOit-" En~lish Mortgage."

A mortgagor in possession can prima facie exercise the ordinary rights
of an owner in possession and inter alia can lease the land. The only
restriction imposed on him is that conhtined in section 66 of the Transfer
of Property Act,_ that is to say, he must not commit any act which perma
nently injures the property mortgaged or renders it insufficient as eecurity
to the mortgagee.

Fox,C. J.-The relief claimed in the suit was (1) a declara
tion that a lease for three years of two separate plots of land
made by one A. S. Mahomed Abu Backer to the defendant on
the 27th September 1911 was void and of no effect, (2) an order
for the delivery up by the defendant of the lease, (3) possession
of the lands, and (4) costs.

Backer was adjudged insolvent on the 14th June 1912.
Previous to granting the above lease he had mortgaged the
lands. After the adjudication the mortgagee obtained ?n
order for sale of the lands by the Official Assignee. At sales
by the latter the first plaintiff bought one lot and the second
plaintiff the other lot.

The grounds on which the plaintiffs claimed that the lease
should be declared void were because it was a colourable and
fraudulent transaction in which no consideration passed, and
because Backer who was at the time he executed the lease
mortgagor of the lands could not validly give a lease of them,
The mortg:lge was undoubtedly an "English Mortgage"
within the description of that kind 6f mortgage in section 58 of
the Transfer of Property Act, and Backer remained in
possession of the lands after making it, and was in possession
when he granted the lease. For the plaintiff it was contended
that one who mortgages his property by an English mortgage-
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has no power to mal<e a lease of it because by the mortgage he
transfers the property to the mortgagee absolutely, and
consequently he has no interest to transfer until the land is
re-tt'ansferred to him by the mortgagee in fulfilment of the
condition or proviso that this shall be done upon payment of
the mOPtgage money. No doubt this contention would be
correct iF the English Common law were applicable to the
case, but what has to be applied is the Transfer of Propel~ty

Act, :i 882. Under thaT Act a mortgage is a transfer of an
interest in specific immoveable property fQ." the purpose of
securing (l) the payment of money advanced or to be advanced
by way of loan, (2) an existing or future debt, or (3) the
performance of an engagement which may give rise to a.
pecuniary liability. In whatever terms the document may be
expressed nothing more than what is stated in section 58 (a)
is effected, consequently although in the case of an English
mOPtgage the mortgagor transfers the property absolutely to
the mortgagee the Indian Law does not recognize tJ;at he does.
so in fact, and the mortgagor remains in Indian law owner of
the propel·ty subject of course to the mortgage. Thp. fictions>
of English law in regard to the legal and equitable estate have
not been continued in India. A mortgagor in possession can
prima facie exercise the ordinary rights of an owner in
possession. The only restriction imposed on him is that
contained in section 66 of th~ Transfer of P:'operty Act, that
,is to sayhe must not commit any act which is "destructive or
permanently injurious to the property if the security is
insufficient or will be rendered insufficient by such act. 111 the
present case the morteagor is said by the document to have
been paid. the full three years rent in advance, but there is
nothing to show that even if this was the case the security was
thereby rende."ed insufficient within the meaning assigned to
thelt term.

It was not proved that the lease was colourable benami, or
fl'audulellt, and there was no ground for decreeing any part of
the plaintiffs' claims. It is unnecessary to decide whether
there was misjoinder of parties.

I would allow the appeal, set aside the District Court's.
,decree and dismiss the suit with costs ordering the plaintiffs to
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pay also the first defendant's costs of this appeal the
representatives of the first plaintiff being made liable to the

extent of the assets of his e~tate which have come to their
hands.

'l"l.Oomey, J.-I concur.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Mr. Justice Twomey.

1. MA MYO,2. MA YON 'V. MAUNG RYAN.

R. N. BurjoJ:iee-for appellants.
Leach-for respondent.

Guardian and Wards Act, section 19 (b)---jather, the father oj
legitimate child--interpretation of statutes_

The term "father" in section 19 (b) of the Guardian and \Vards Ad
applies only to the father of a child born in wedlock

M.O. Rahman and another v. G. Georg.:; and another, 2 U.B.R.
(IS92·96), 413 dissented from.

Fox, C. .T.-One Maung Tha Htu applied to be appointed

guardian of the pel'son and property of a minor female Ma Ta
Shin who at the time was about 12 years of age. She is the
daughter of Ma Mya Thi. In 1903 Ma Mya Thi claimed
maintenance for the child from l\iJaung Ryan who she said was
its father. Maung RyAn denied being the father of the child,
and alleged that one Maung Sein was its father. An order for
maintenance was made against Maung Eyan, and he paid
maintenance up to Ma Mya Thi's death: at that time he was
paying Rs. 25 per mensem which exceeded by Hs. 5 what he
was bound under the maintenance order to :1ay. The child is
admittedly illegitimate, Maung Kyan and Ma Mya Thi npver

having married. She lived with her mother in Thayetmyo:
in the same house lived at times Ma Myo, a half sister of Ma
Mya Thi. She says that she nursed the child in infancy, and
took part in the bringing up of her. She has been for some

time living separate from her second husband and had gone
back to live with Ma Mya Thi for nearly two years before the
la.tt~r's death. Her own adopted children are out ir- the world

and do not live with her any longer. She gets Rs. 50 per
mensem from her husband. About a year before her death Ma
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Mya Thi sent the child in Ma Myo's charge to Rangoon to be
seen by Maung Ryan with a view to inducing him to put the
child into a school where she would get European education.
This was the only occasion before Ma Mya Thi's death on
which Maung Ryan saw or attempted to see the child. He has
a wife and a number of legiti'nate children. He isa Govern
ment servant and has to live in whatever station he is posted
to. Ma Mya Thi lived all along at Thayetmyo and acquired
there a substantial a.mount of property including the house in
which she lived.

Both Ma Myo and Maung Ryan objected to Maung Tha
Htu's application. An old lady Ma Yon joined'Ma Myo in'
applying to be appointed guardian of the child's person and
property and Maung Ryan asked that he should be appointed.
Maung Tha Htu's application was dismissed he having no
possible claim. The District Judge has appointed Ma Myo and
Ma Yon guardians of the property, and Maung Kyan guardian
of the person of the minot'.

He held that the father must be appointed guardian of the
person of the child unless he was shown to be unfit. Ma Myo
and Ma Yon appeal against this decision. Maung Hyan seeks
to have it upheld, and it has been argued that clause (b)
of section 19 of the Guardian and Wards Act, 1890, compels the
Court to !-ecognize him as the guardiap of the person of the
minor unless he is held to be unfit to be sUfh.

The acceptance of this contention would involve holding
that the word "father" in the clause includes the natural
father of an illeg:timate child as well as the father of a child
born in wedlock. This was held in M. O. Rahman and another
v. C. George and another (I).

This can'lot in my opinion be the correct reading of the
clause for it would involve the conclusion that the. Legislature
had either by design or by inadvertence made an important
innovation in the personal laws of the peoples of the country by
a sort of side wind.

It is axiomatic that the Legislature is most careful not to
interfere with such laws, and in other parts of the Guardian allfl
V/ards Act itself, e.g., the opening words of section 16, care is:

(I) 2 U.B.R. (1892-96), 413.
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taken to have the personal law of a minor applied. Both
Hindu and Mahomedan law provide for the l"ight to the
guardianship of illegitimate children. Under the formel" a
Hindu father has not, as against the mother, any right to the
guardianship of his illegitiluate off-spring-Trevelyan on
Minors, 4th edition, page 52. ~ The Mahomedan law does not
l'ecognizethe right of a putative father to the g'.lardianship of
the person or property of his illegitimate child-Trevelyan,
page 57. In his comment on sub-section (4) of section 17 the
learned author in the note on page 6i says that the word
" parents" would, unless there be anything in the context to the
contrary, which there is not in this section, apply only in the
cases of children born in wedlock. Equally so, in my opinion,
the word" father" in clause (b) of section 19 can only apply in
the case of a child born in wedlock in view of the other
construction involving an interference with the laws of the
peoples of India which could not have been intended.

In this view there was nothing to prevent Ma' Myo being
appointed guardian of the person of the minor in this case.

The only question to be considered is whether it ismore fat'
the welfare of the minor that she should be appointed such
guardian than that Maung Kyan should be.

It appears to me that the girl is likely to receive far more
affection and attention from her mother's sister who has known
her and cared for her from infancy than she is likely to receive
from a father who repudiated her from her birth, and only
contributed towards her support because he ;yvas compelled to
do so. Moreover the child is arriving at an age when if she
lives with her father's legitimate children the stigma of her
own illegitimacy may possibly be strongly impressed Ot' may
strongly impress itself on her. It will be far better for her I
think to live with a woman who in the ordinary course is more
likely than -anyone else to treat her with affectionate care, and
in a place where she is likely to get to understand what her
property is, and how it should be dealt with. No doubt her
mother may have wanted her to have European education, but
Maung Kyan was not then willing to put her into a school
where she would get it, and there is nothing to show that he is
now prepared to offer any particular advantage for the child.

27
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I would allow the appeal, set aside the part of the order which
appoints Maung Ryan guardian of the person of Ma Ta Shin
and would appointMa Myo such guardian.

I would order Maung Kyan to pay Ma Myo's costs in the
. District Court and in this Court-3 gold mohurs advocate's fee

in this Court being allowed.
Twomey, J.-I concur.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, and Mr. Justice Twomey.

NAUK TO v. MA HNIN.

Ko Ko Gyi-for appellant.
Wiltshire-for respondent.

'Civil p.rocell-ure Code, 1908, Order 6, Rule 17-pleadin,i!s, amend
ment of-when admissible-incomplete sale-Transfer of Property
Act, section 59.

A sued B for the redemption of land alleged to have been mortgaged by
her in 1908 for Rs. 1,400. B claimed that the land had been sold to him for
Rs. 2,500. in course of the trial it was discovered that neither side could
prove its case as there was no registered deed. The District Court allow
ed A to amend her suit from one for redemption to one for possession, and
holding that A had sold the land outright ror Rs. 2,500, ordered B to
deliver up possession on payment of f<s. 2;500.

Held on appeal,-that the amendment should not have been allowed.
Any amendment allowed must be such as is either raised in the pleadings
or is consistent with the case as originally laid, and there should be no
departure from the state of facts and equities and ground of relief originally
alleged and pleaded. A's suit as originally laid wa~ to enforce a mort
gagor's right under an alleged mortgage j as amended. it was a suit to
enforce a right as owner who had not made any transfer of interest in the
property. The later r:ase was inconsistent with the first.

M~tkhocla Soondur)' Dasi v. Ram Churn Karmokar, (l8S2\ I.L.R.
8 (.a1.,871, and Eshen Chundar Singh v. Shama Churn Bhutto, (1866)
11 M0ore's LA., 7 followed.

Fox, C. J.-The plaintiff sued to r©deem land for Rs. 1,400
alleging that it had been mortgaged only. The defendant
resisted the claim alleging that the land had been sold to him
for Rs. 2,500. The only issue originally fixed was "Was the
land in dispute mortgaged for Rs. 1,400 or sold outright for
Rs. 2,500 ?" 1t was subsequently discovered that the plaintiff
could not prove the mortgage on which she sued, and the
defendant could not prove the sale to him which he set up
because no document had been executed and registered. The
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plaint was allowed to be amended to a suit for possession on
payment of Rs. 1,400. The following new issues were then
framed" I-Should plaintiff' be allowed to amend her plaint so
as to change the suit from one for red~mption to one for
possession? 2-Was the amo~tntactually paid by Nauk To to
Ma Hnin Rs. 1",400 or Rs. 2,500?" Later on this last issue
was st;'uck out and the original issue restored and made the
second issue.

The learned Judge found that Ma J-Inin said the land
outl'ight for Rs. 2,500, and he ordered Nauk To to deliver
up possession of the land to her on payment of Rs. 2,500. The
first ground of appeal is that the learned Judge erred in law in
allowing the plaint to be amended so as to change the nature f)f
the suit from one for redemption to one for possession, ina3
much as the amendment· based it on a different legal relation
and was allowed at so late a stage as greatly to prejudice the
appellant's case..

It~ is unnecessary to go into the question of whether the
appel!ant was in fact prejudiced.

The question is whether the amendment was permissible at
all.

Rule 17 of Order 6 of the present Code is in more general
terms than section 53 of the last Code. It leaves questions of
amendment of pleadings to the discretion of the Court, but the
discretion must be exercised in accordance with settled judicial
principles. As stated in Mttkhoda Soondury Dasi v. Ram
Chum Karmokar (1) the general rule is that any amendment
allowed mllst be such as is either raised in the pleadings
or is consistent with the case as originally laid, and that
the state of facts and the equities and ground of relief
originally alleged and pleaded by the plaintiff should not
be departed from, This is the rule laid down by the Privy
Council in Esher'. Chunder Singh v. Shama Chum Bhutto (2).
The object of pleadings is to give opposing parties full and
exact notice of what each has to meet. As originally laid t~le

present suit was to enforce a mortgagor's right under an alleged
mortgage: as altered it is a suit to enforce a right as owner who
had not made any valid transfer of interest in the property.

(I) (1882) I.L.R., 8 Ca!., 871, (2) (1866) 11 Moore's I.A., 7.
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The later case is inconsistent with the first, and was not I'aised
originally. The amendment was in my opinion not one which
should have been allowed. The case is an example of the
confusion which may arise if settled legal principles at·e·
liot adhered to. The defendant could not prove the sale to him
owing to there being no document of sale, but neverth~less the
learned Judge went into the question whether the tt'ansaction
bdween the parties ~1ad been a mortgage or a sale, and has held
that the plaintiff sold the land when according to law no valid
recognizable sale was effected, and it was not open to any COllrt
to hold that there had been a sale. When it was discovered
that no mortgage could be proved, the suit should have been
dismissed, or leave should have been granted to withdl'aw the
suit with libel'ty to file another suit fol' the same land if the
plaintiff asl<ed for this. The plaintiff's advocate on this appeal
does not asl< for such leave being confident that another suit
based on the plaintiff's eight to the land by vil'hle of het· title
will lie without any leave from the Court being necessal'Y.
Under the cil'cumstances I think the only COUl'se for this Court
to ac!0pt .is to allow the appeal, set aside the decl't:e appealed
against, and dismiss the suit, ordering the plaintiff to pay the
Court Fee~ which she w~lIld have had to pay if she had not
been permitted to sue as a pauper.

Twomey, J.-l concur.

Civil Revisi01t
No. 195 0/

1915.

•l'IOI"Uary 9th,
1916•

Be/ore Mr. Justice Twomey.

M. E. MOOLLA 'V. K. C. BOSE.

Israil Khan-for applicant.

ilJIaster an.d servant-wrongful dismissal-dam,ages claimable.
In the event ofwroagful dismissal a servant can sue for damages. and·

the amount of damages to be awarded will depend on the nature of the
hiring contract and the wages agreed upon, Damages to t!Ie extent of a
month's wages might be given in case of a menial or dcmestic servant and·
certainly would not be excessive in case of a clerk.

Smith's Law of Master and Servant, 6th Edition, cases cited at page 148.
Smith's Law of Master and Servant, 6th Edition, eases cited at page 60.

,
In this case the plaintiff-respondent was engaged as a clerk.

at Rs. 60 a month by ·the applicant and was dismissed sum-
mal'ily aftel' he had sel'ved for only 13 days. He sued the·
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defendant-applicant for his wages for the 13 days and for a
month's pay in addition !n lieu of notice. The defendant
.applicant pleaded that the man was only engaged on trial and
that his work being unsatisfactory he was dismissed after 13
·days. The defendant offered!o pay the wages due for 13 days
but plaintiff refused to tal{e them.

The learned Additional Judge of the Small Cause Court
found that the plaintiff had been irregular and unpunctual in
his attendance but that the defendant hl.'.d not proved incom
petence ot- disobedience. The Judge apparently considered
that the defendant discharged the plaintiff without due cause

:and this question cannot be reopened in revision. He held that
though there was no agreement as to notice the defend:mt

'should have given plaintiff at least 15 days' notice, and adecree
was granted accordingly for 28 days' pay in all.

When a servant is wrongfully dismissed he can sue for
,damages and the amount of damages to be awarded will depend

,on the nature of the hiring contract and the wages ag!"eed
upon (1). In the <;:aseof a domestic or menial Sel"Vant damages
amounting to a month's wages might be given, and it certainly
could not be held that a month's wages would be excessive in,
the case of a clerk.

Moreover in th~ absence of any definite agreement or
established custom the contract of service is terminable by a
reasonable notice (2). In the case of a clerk hired by the month
fifteen days' notice is certainly not unreasonably long.

It is clear therefore that the applicant ,has 110t been dealt
with too sBverely and that his application ;n revision cann0t be
entertained. It is dismissed.

(1) See Smith's Law of iVlaster and Servant, 6th Editj~n, cases cited ~t

page 148.
(2) See Smith's Law of Master and Servant, 6th Edition, cases cited at

page 60.

1916.
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Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief judge, and Mr. justice Twomey.

Re THE ESTATE OF MOOLLA HASHIM, DECEASED.

MOOLLA CASSIM v. MOOLLA ABDUL RAHIM AND
MOOLLA DAWOODJEE EXECUTORS OF THE WILL
OF THE SAID MOOLLA HASHIM.

Hamlyn-for appellant.

Probate and Adr:~inistrationAct, section 98(:~)-Co~wt not bound
to de1il·and an invento1"y-abuse of p1'ocess of Court-Civil Procedu.re
Code, section 151-Limi·tation Act, 1st Schedule, Article 181.

A, a Mahomedandiedil11884. Two of his sons, Band C, obtained probate
of his will in 1885. Litigation arose in regard to the estate, but the matters
in dispute were referred to arbitration and settled by an award in 1888.
The award allotted a certain share of the pl'Operty to another son, but did
not transfer it to him as he had disappeared. In 1901 0, this son's sol1,
sued for his father's share, but as he was not able tn prove that his father
had survived his grandfather he failed. He now applied for an order to the
executors to file an inventory of A's estate and an account. H is applica
tion was rejected in the Original Court, as barred under Article 181 of the
Limitation Act.

Held on appeal,-that even if an appeal from the ot'iginal order lay, it
Rhould fail. A Court is not bound to require an inventory llnder sub-section
(3) of section 98 of the Probate and Administration Act, and the present
application was of the nature of an attempt to abuse the process of the
Court.

Moolla Cassim Bin Moolla Ahmed v. JJ1Ioolla Abdu.l Rahim and
others, 4 L.B.R., 77; Vithal jana'rdan v. Vithoj-i1'a'v Putla'jira'v,
(1882) I.L.R. 6 Bom., 586; lJiladhabmani Dasi v. Lambert, (1910) 1.L. R.
37 Cal., 796 referred to. '"

Fox, C~ j.-The order appealed against ~ras one dismissing,
as barred by limitation under Article 181 of the Limitation,
Act, an application by a grandson of Moolla Hashim asking the
Court to order the executol'S of his will to file an inventory of
his estate and an account showing the assets which came to·
their hands and the mannel' in which they applied and disposed
of them.

Moolla Hashim died in 1884, and probate of his will was
issued by the Court of the Recordel' of Rang00n to the res
pondents and another of his sons on the 30th January 1885,
they having undertaken to administer' his estate and to make a
true inventory thereof and to exhibit the same in the Court at
or before th~ expiration of six months, and to J'ender a true
account of the same within .one year from the date of the:
grant.
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No inventory or account is upon the record of the case
(Civil Miscellaneous No. 27..of 1885). It appears from it that
in May 1888 the executors petitioned the Court for leave to
transfer the property of the deceased (which they set out in a
Schedule) for the purposes of !he administration of the estate.
Leave was granted to them to do so. From the record of Civil
Regular Suit No. 150 of 1901 in this Court it appears that in
1885 one of Moolla Hashim's widows instituted a suit to have
his will set aside and for administration of his estr.te by the
Court. That suit was by consent withdl'awn.

In 1887 the parties interested referred questions in dispute
in connection with the will and the estate to the arbitration of
one Moolla Ismail. He made his award dated the 21st Febl'u
ary 1888.

It dealt minutely with the property of the deceased setting
out in detail what each legatee and heir should get. Some
property in Rangoon, viz., 1st class lot No.8 in square E and
a small amount of cash was .allotted to the plaintiff's father as
his share, but it was not transferred to him because he had
disappeared many years before, and it was not known whether
he was alive or not. In 1901 the petitioner-appellant brought
a suit (No. 150 of 1901) :;I.gainst the executors and the heirs of
MooH;;!. Hashim claiming the above mentioned immoveable
properly on the ground that his father was dead and that he as
his only heir was entitled to it. The petitioner failed in his
claim in the suit, in the appeal in this Court, and in an appeal
to His Majesty in Council. It was held that the burden was
on the petitioner to shovv' that his father survived his gr~nd

father, and that as he failed to do this the well-known principle
of Mahomedan law under which if any of the chiljren of a man
die before the opening of the succession to his estate leaving
children ~hese grandchildren are entirely excluded from the
inheritance by their uncles and aunts, see Moolla Cassim Bin
Moolla Ahmed 'V. Moolla Abdul Rahim (1). This decision finally
decided that the petitioner had no interest in the property
which the award had set apart for Moolla Ahmed. It had
allotted some shares iin Bazaar Companies and some cash to
Moolla Ahmed's children which presumably the petitioner

(I) (l965) 4 L.B.R., 77.
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received in whole or in part as he did not include a claim for
this property in his suit in 1901. Primajacie he has no further
interest in the estate of his grandfather, yet in 1915 mo.re than
30 years after the grant of probate to the executors, and after
lengthy litigation about the estate in which it was shown what
the estate consisted of and how it was to be distributed he puts
in an application asking that the executors may be called~upon
to do what they should have done 30 years ago. He states no
reason for his wantine the inventory and accounts, and it is not
apparent how they could benefit him in any way.

It has been argued that the Court is bound to order the
,executors to perform the duty imposed upon them by law, and.
th?t consequently the Limitation Act does not apply to the case.
No· doubt it has been held that the Limitation Act 'does not
.apply to applications to a Court to do what it has no discretion
to refuse, nor to applications for the exer<;:ise of functions of a
ministerial character-see Vithal jana'rdan \'iv . Vitho.iira'·-o
Putla'jira''V (2) and Madhabman-i Dasi v. Lambert, (3) but
sub-section (3) of section 98 of the Probate and Administra
tionAct, 1881, does not make it obligatory on the Court to
require an executor or administrator to exhibit an inventory
or account. Sub-section (1) of the section itself imposes the
duty of doing this on the executor or admi,nistrator ; if ·he does

. not do it the C.ourt may rec;uire him to do. it, but that is a
matter for its discretion, and consequently the rulings refen-ed
to have no application.

Even if an llppcal lies against the order and it is open to the
Court to make.an o;'der under sub-section (3) of the section, it

.- . \

Sh0Ul1 not, in my opinion, do so in view of the Cit'CLllUstances
of this case. Jt appears to me that thp. application was of the
nature of an attempt to abuse the process of the Comt.

I would reject the appeal.
Twomey, J.·-,-I concur.

(21 (1882) I.L.R., (; Bom., 586. (3) (1910) I.L.R.,37Cal., 796.
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Eggar-Assistant Gov<;,rnment Advocate for King-Emperor.

Indian Penal Code, section 441-criminal trespass-Possession
,must he actual not j-uridical. '

T:hepossession contemplated in section 441 of tl,e Indian Penal Code-is
;.actual physical possession, not mere juridical possession. Where there
'is a person in actual physical possession of property, he is the only person
whose feelings have to be considered under that section.

The accused Tol< Gyi keeps cattle under one of the kyaungs
in Thayettaw Kyaungdaik, Godwin Road. This is a group of
many kyaungs on a piece of land measuring about 12 a(;res
which "vhs granted by Government in 1862 in trust for
religious purposes. The prosecution for criminal trespass was
instituted by.U Pyinnya and U Pyinnya Thiha, the present
trustees of the kyaungdai7?, who are said to have been elected
under a new trust scheme lately sanctioned by the Chief
'Court.

The allegations are that the accused was oi-dered by the
trustees in June and September last year to leave the precincts
,of the' .kyaungdaik, that he refused to go, that his presence
with hIS cattle in thp. kyaungdaik is an annoyance to the
monks in general, and that he is staying on with the intention

,of insulting and annoying the tl"ustees and other monks.
The Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate fou~ld these allega

tions proved and convicted Tok Gyi of an'offence undel- section
447, Indian Penal Code, and sentenced him to a fine of R.>. 10
or rigorous imprisonment for 10 days in default.

It is admitted by the trustees that the accused has been
keeping his cattle in the kyaungdaik for 10 01" 15 years and
that he has done so with the consent of the pongyi under
whose kyaung the cattle are kept. The trustees say that some

,of the pongyis are trading In cow-dung and taking money from
the cattle-owners. It is admitted that no complaints have
been made by other monks in the kyaungdaik of annoyance

<owing to the keeping of the cattle.
The Eastern Subdivisional Magistrate remarks that it is

, gainst the .Buddhist Ecclesiastical law for laymen and their

Febrzeary
15th, 1916
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property to remain within the precincts of monastic land and
that apongyi who tolerates such ;;t state of affairs ought to
be ashamed of himself.

But the only question 111 this case is whether the accused
has committed the offence of criminal trespass under the
Indian Penal Code.

The trustees who preferred the complaint are admittedly
not in physical possession of the portion of the 'kyaungda-ik
where the"accused keeps his cattle but are only in physical
possession of their own individual kyaungs. The trustees
have been invested with certain powel'S and duties under the
trust scheme and according to one of its clauses they may
evkt any laymen or women residing in the kyaungda-ik. But
such eviction must be according to law and the trust scheme
could not and does not empower the trustees to issue eviction
or@ers, disobedience of which would amount, to criminal
ti'espass. Criminal trespass is an offence committed by enter
ing into or remaining on property in the possession of another
with intent to commit an offence or to intimidate, insult, or
annoy any person in possession.' The possession contemplated
is actual possession and in my opinion is not merely a power
of control such as the trust scheme vests in the trustees. As
trustees they are the successors in title of4:he odginal trustees
who received the grant from Govel'nmed. in 1862, but the
possession of this document does not necessarily imply actual
possession of the individual kyaungs within the kyaungda'ik.
Mr. Eggar, the learned Assistant Government Advocate, argues
in sllpport of the cOllViction that the trustees litre in juridical
possession of the whole kyaullgda-ik but it is not disputed that
the pongyi unier whose kyaung the accused's cattle are kept
is in actual physical possession of that kyaung and its site,
and where property is held in actual physical poss::ssion by
one person I think that is the only person whose feelings have
to be considered under section 441, Indian Penal Code. Other
wise we might have the juridical possessor prosecuting for
criminal trespass and the actual possessor compounding the
o.ffence under section 345, Code of Criminal Procedure, a result
which in my opinion could never have been contemplated by
the Legislature.
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I think it is clear moreover that the accused did nothing to
insult or annoy either the trustees or the pongyi in actual
possession. The latter admittedly authorised him to keep the
cattle at the kya"tmg; .As regards the trustees and other
jJongyis, the accused· has on1,.y done what he has been doing
fqr 10 or 15 years without let or hindt'ance and without
conlplaint. It is not contended that his original entry was
unlawful and the met'e fact that notice of ejectment was issued
by the trustees does not convert him into a criminal tres
passer.

However undesirable it may be that cattle keepers and
other laymen should remain within the kyaungdaik pJ'ecincts,
it is clear that the trustees have not tal~en the right cours(. to
remedy this state of affairs by prosecuting these undesirable
denizens for criminal trespass.

The conviction and sentence are set aside and the fine paid
by the accuse~ Tok Gyi will be refunded to him.

Before Mr. Justice Maung Hin.

A. M. HASHIM ISPHANY v. N.A. P. K. CHETTY FIRM.
J. R. ])as-for appellant.
N. $. Aiyer-for respondents.

Givil Procedn1·:: Code, 1908, Order 21, Rule 66-executiun--sale·
proclamation-duty of Court-ptl1'chaser's remedy in event of impro
perly conducted salz.

A having obtained a mortgage decree against B in respect of a piece of
land alleged to measure 29'33 acres applied to the Court concerned for sale
of the mortgaged property. Sale proclamation was duly issued, but before
the sale B informed the Couri that owing, inter alia, to a considerable
portion of the land having been brought within P.uHvegon Town Lam1s, it
was doubtful whether there were really more than 7 acres for sale. ~he

Court held that its only concern was with the sale of such land as had been
mortgaged by B and his interest in it. It did not apparer.tly notify intend
ing pW'chasers of the information given it by Band C bought the land at the
sale on the assumption that it measured 29·33 acres. C when he discovered
that he had· only obtained possession of 7'61 acres, first bl"Ought a suit to
set aside the sale, but failed in the Lower Appel1ate Court, and then filed
the present suit for compensation.

Held,-that it is incumbent on a Court to be scrupulous in the extreme
in the conduct of its sales and that thuugh there was no fraud proved on
the part of either A or B, the Judge conducting the sale uf land now in
question so neglected the duties imposed upon him by Rule 66 of Order 21
of the 1st schedule to the Civil Procedure Code that the purchaser' was
entitled to a remedy by way either of proportionate refund of purchase·
money or of cancellation of sale.

1916,
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Sundara Gopalam v. Venkatavarada Ayyangar, (1893)I.L.R. 17
Mad., 228; Shanto Chandar Mukerji v. Nain Sukh, (1901) I.L.R. 23
AIL, 355 ; Muhammad Rahmat Ullah v. Bachcho, (1905) I.L.R. 27 All.,
537; Abdullah Khan v. Abdttr Rq;hman Beg, (1896) I.L.R. 18 All., 322;
Birj Mohun Thakttr v. Rai Uma Nath ChowdJ/ry, (1892) I.L.R. 20 Cal.,
8; Sheo Gobind Singh v. Dhanukdhari Singh, (1913) 21 LC., 774;
Mahomed Kala Meah v, Harperink Smith and Co" (1907) 5 L.R.R. 25,
followed.

Doyul Krisht;a Naskar v. Amrita Lal Das, (1901) I. L. R. 29 Cal.,
370 referred to. r, '

The facts stated in cheonological oeder aee as follows :,

On the 2nd April 1913 the 1st defendants sued the 2nd
defendant for a moetgage-decl'ee on a registered 1110etgage-deed
whereby the 2nd defendant was aJleged to have mortgaged two
pi~ces of land, namely, holding No. 15 of 1906-07, measul;ing
25'66 acres and holding Nos. 3 and 5 of 1906-07 measuring
29'33 aCI'es. The 1st defendants filed with the plaint the mort
gage deed, and 4 plans I'elating to the mortgaged peoperty.

On the 22nd May 1913, the 2nd defendant appeared and
'confessed judgment and a mortgage-decree was accoedingly
passed. The record shows that on that date the documents
filed with the plaint and othee documents consisting of plans
and assessment-roJls relating to the mortgaged property were
admitted in evidence and maeked as A, B, C, D to K.

On the 24th November 1913 the 1st ct<;fendants applied for
the sale of the mortgaged property. On th& 8th of December
1913 the decree was made absolute and the sale ordered to
take ,place on the 12th January 1914. On the 17th December
1913 in the presence of the 1st defendants' agent Latchaman
Ch~tty the Court declared the proclamation of sale to have
been duly posted.

On the 3rG.·of January 1913 the 2nd -:J.efendant in his capacity
as judgment-debtor informed the Court by a petition in writing
that of the holding Nos. 3 ann. 5 of 1906-07 which originaliy
measured 29'33 acres there were then left only 19 acres, as a
portion of it had been acquired for Town Lands; that even of
the remaining 19 acres, there remained only 7 acres which
might be SOld as jungle land; and that the other 12 acres were
within Penwegon Town limits and the petitioner did not think
that the Court would have power to sell the same. Upon this
petition, the Court passed the following order :-" Readappli-
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cation of Po Hlwa. The property about to be sold is what was
mortgaged by him and it is his interest in the property,
whatever it is, that is about to be put up to auction. There is
no use prohibiting s"lle of interests in lands in town. Petition
rejected."

On the date fixed for the setle both the lands were knocked
down to the plaintiff; hdlding No. 15 f01· Rs. 2,7S0 and holding
Nos. 3 and 5 for Rs. 2,050. The next thinr- that happened w~s

the plaintiff discovered that there was a considerable shortage
in the area of the property sold when c01.1pared with the adver
tized area. The first lot measured only 19'61 acres and the
other 7'61 acres, no less than 14"96 aCI"es having been acquired
fOI" Town Lands and more than 6 acres having 110 existence.
The plaintiff thel"eupon applied to have the sale set aside. He
succeeded in the Subdivisional Court but on appeal by the other
side his application was rejected.

The plaintiff then filed the present suit against the 1st
defendants and the 2nd defendant pl"aying for compensation
to the amount of Rs. 2,166 for the missing 21''72 aCl"eS, alleging
in parl'l.gl-aph 4 of the plaint as folIo\vs :-" That as the Govern
ment thus resumed (a portion of) the land which was sold at
the auction and laid it out in building sites and granted leases
for building purposes, the area of the land is not the same as
it was when it was proclaimed for auction sale. That though
the 1st and 2nd c~efendantswere aware of this fact prior to the
auction sale, the auction sale was made fraudulently without
disclosing the fact. "

This allegation was in reference to holding Nos. 3 and 5
which ol-igioally measured 29'33 acres.

The 1st defendants replied inter alia that the allegations in
para. 4 of the plaint, even if true, would oat constitute fraud.

The 2nd defendant did not appear, though substituted service
was issued.

Now thel-e is no doubt, in fact it i,s common ground, that
thel"e wel"e 21'72 acres missing but the question is \vhether the
plaintiff is entitled to get compensation as sued for.

What is the law on the subject ?

The preponderance of authority is in favolll- of the proposi.,
tion that a purchaser at'a Court sale of immoveable property
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buys at his own .risk and that there is no warranty of title or
guarantee that the property will answer to the description given
of it, unless the sale is vitiated by fraud on the patt of the
decree-holder or the judgment-debtor; see Su12dara Oo1>ala12 'V.

Ve12katavarada Ayyangar (1); Sha12to Chander Mullerji v.
Nain 8ukh (2); followed in Muhammad Rahmat Ullah ~,.

to
Bachcho (3); Abdullah J{han v. Abdur Rahman Beg (4) ;0 Birj
Mohun Thakur v. Ra;i Uma N ath Cho'Wdhry (5) referred to in
SheoGobind Singh v. Dhanukdhari Singh (6).

The contrary authority is the Calcutta case of Doyal
/{rishna N askar 'V. Amrita Lal Das (7) in which the Allahabad
case of Abdulla /{han (4) above cited was dissented from by
Maclean, C.J., but the,decision of the case on the question of
frattd was not necessaty, as the plaintiff could not prove that
he suffered any loss from the misdescl'iption of which he
complained.

In the present case no fraud was alleged with reference to
holding No. 15. The claim in regard to it may thetefore be
dismissed.

It remains to consider whether the allegations contained in
para. 4 of the plaint constitute fl'aud and whether the 1st
defendants, the decree-holders, wel'e guilty of it.

Now it was not alleged, nor was it shown how the 1st
~

defendants came to know that there were not so many acres of
the holding Nos. 3 and 5 as were advertized for sale. Nor is
there any evidence to show that the 1st defendants, having
the knowledge of the shortage, concealed that knowledge. The
plaint is defective in that it is not alleged therein how the 1st

. defendants came to know of the shortage.
It was argued before me that they must have Imown of it,

hecause they w~re in possession of the exhibits abovementioned
long before they filed the suit, the decree in which led to the
sale and the learned counsel proceeded to show by comparison
of the exhibit maps that there was a shortage as alleged by the
plaintiff. I do not think that that is enough. Further, allowing
that the defepdants after comparing the plans must have

(1) (1893) I.L.R., 17 Mad., 228. (2) (1901) I.L.R., 23 All., 355.
(3) (1905) I.L.R., 27 All., 537. (4) (1896) I.L.R., 18 All., 322.
(5) (1892) I.L.R., 20 Cat, 8. (6) (1913) 21 I.C., 774.

(7) (1901) 1. L.R. 29 Cal., 370.
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known of the shortage, I am unable to see how they can be
held to have concealed their knowledge. On the date on which
their decree was passed .the exhibit maps were before the
Court which passed the decree, for it or anybody concerned to
see. I cannot find on the record anything to show that the
decree-holders were a party tcHhe preparation of the proclama
tion of sale and it is clf.€ar that with reference to the holding
now under consideration the judgment-dp.btor informed tl1e
Court by petition that there were only 7 acres of it left to be
sold and as for the rest part of it had been acquired for Town
Lands and part had fallen within the Town Lands. We now
know that all of it belt 7"61 aCl'es had been acquired for Town
Lands. There was honesty displayed by the judgment-debtor,
but the Court did not thinl< it necessary to inquire into the
matter and check the proclamation. Whoever may be to blame
fOl' all the confusion and trouble which has now; arisen, I am
unable to find that it is either thto judgment-debtor or the
decree-holders.. The judgment-debtor's petition above referred
to was rejected and there was nothing more for him to say.

I must therefore hold that there was no fraud on the part of
either the judgment-debtor or the decree-holders.

But the 'question which occurs to me now is whether the
plaintiff should be allowed to suffer without any remedy.

All the materials for drawing up a correct proclamation of
sale showing the <tcreage of the lands as mortgaged and their
acreage at the date of the suit were before the Court. Yet the
presiding Judge did not avail himself of it. Therefore as held
by the learned Divisional Judge, " the only thing pr"oved in the
case is inattention on the part of the presiding Judge to his
duties." This brings me to a consideration of the ruling in the
Privy Council case of Jiahomed Kala Meah v. Harj>erinkSmith
& Co. (8) where their Lordships of the Privy Council observed:
" It has been laid down again and again that in sales under the
direction of the Court it is incumbent on the Court to be scru
pulous in the extreme and very careful to see that no taint or
touch of fraud or deceit or misrepl'esentation is found in the
conduct of its ministers. The Court, it is said, should at any
rate not Jall below the standard of honesty which it.exacts from

(8) (1907) 5 L.B.R., 25.
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those on whom it has to pass judgment. The slightest suspi
cion of trickery or unfairness must affect the honour of the
Court and impair its usefulness. It would be· disastrous, it
would be absolutely shocking, if the Court were to enforce
against a purchaser misled by its duly accredited agents a
bargain so illusory and unconsci~ntiousas this. "

By O~der 4.1, Rule 66, a duty is cast upon the Court to use
all possiblematerirds before it in dl'awing up a proclamation of
sale which will give such information about the property to be
sold as may be as fair and as accurate as possible. I venttire to
think that where the presiding Judge has not availed himself·
of the materials before him, they being such as would have
enabled him to avoid the trouble afterwards occasioned, the
pu!'chaser who has in 'fact been misled should have a remedy.

The I'emedy would be either for a pl'oportionate refund of
the purchase-money for the missing acres or for a canceiment
of the sale.

The plaintiffs would be at liberty to ask for the one relief
or tht; other and he would be entitled to the fit'st remedy, were
he able to prove that the price paid by him is in excess of the
fair value of the property and that he has paid that price by
reason of the misdescription. See Banurji J.'s judgment in
Doyal Krishna 'V. Amrita Lal Das (7). Now we have it that the
acreage advertized for sale was 29'33 ~nd that what the plaintiff
has actually got i.s only 7'61, for which he has paid Rs.2,050..
That is obviotlSly very much in excess of a: fair price of 7'61
acres of paddy land.

I will therefore allow the plaintiff a decree for Rs. 1,517-12-9
bU1:, as the 2nd defendant has received Rs.351'-3:3' out of the
sale-proceeds, Mr. Das forthe appelI'ant consents to have the
amount apportioned between the defeOndants; that is to say,.
there will bea decree forRs. 1, I66-9-6 againstthe 1st defendants
with costs on that amount and a decree against the 2nd defen-·
dant for Rs. 351-3-3 with costs on that amount. The appeal of
the plaintiff as regards holding No. 15 is dismissed with costs
on Rs. 648-3;3, that being the amount claimed in respect of
that holding.
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Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief judge, and Mr. Justice T'womey.

MOOLLA MAHOMED BIN MOOLLA MAHOMED 'V.

P. K. EBRAHIM.
J. R. Das-for appellant.

Landlord and tenant-perp&t1wl tenancy-improvem.ents-eiect.
.ment-compensation-Transjer oj Pl'operty Act, (1882), Section 108
1esso.· and lessee-" local usage."

Th'e erection by a tenant of permanent structuc<:s on land leased to him,
though effected to the knowledge of and without interference by the lessor,
will net of itself suffice to raise an equitabk right against the lessor
preventing him from ejecting the tenant at the end of the tenancy. To
raise such an estoppel the lessee must show that the conduct of the lessor
was sufficient to justify the legal inference that he had by plain implication
contracted that the right of tenancy should be changed into a perpetual
right of occupati()n. -

In the absence of contract explicit or Implied or of local usage to the
contrary the whole law as to the rights and liabilities of lessor and lessee
is embodied in section 108 of the Transfer of Property Act. The lessor is
not 'bound to pay his tenant compensation either for the build:ngs built by
the tenant or for their removal. All to which the tenant is entitled is
reasonable time for their removal. ....

Dattatraya Rayaji Pa'i v. Shridhar Narayan Pa'i, (1892) I.L.R. 17
Born., 736; Yeshwadabai v. Ramchandra Tukaram, (1893) 1. L.R. 18
Born., 66 ; dissented from.

Beni Ram v. Kundan Lal, (1899) I.L.R., 21 All., 496; Ismail Hhan
Mahomed v. Jaigum Bibi, (1900) I.L.R. 27 Cal., 570; Ismai Kani
Rowthan v. Nazarali Sahib, (1903) I.L.R. 27 Mad., 211 ; followed.

Ramsden v. Lee Dyson, (l865) L.R. 1 E. and I.A. , 129; Angammal
v. Malick Mahomed S,xe~d Aslamis Sahib, (1911) 11 Indian Cases, 745
Angammal v. Malic Mahomed Sayed Aslami Sahib, (1913) 21 Indian
Cases, 583; In the Matter of Thakoor Chunder Paramanick, (l866) Ben.
LoR. Full Bench, 595 referred to.

. Fox, C. J.-The suit was brought by an., owner of land to
eject one of his tenants who occupied two plots of it on which
he had two houses; Some years before suit he had bought the
houses on the plots from a previous tenant. One of these
houses had to be pulled down in consequence of orders from
the Municipal Committee. The defendant built a plank house
011 this plot and in it he had a shop. This house he valued at
Rs.5,000. The older house he valued at Rs. 1,000. The whole
of the plaintiff's land was similarly let out in plots, which had
been built upon by the tenants. The;':pIa:intiff charged and
collected a monthly rent for each plot;·;,;'The coUection of 23.0
houses on the land formed a bastL or village. The plaintiff
enhanced the rents' from· time to time;' 'and when the' dd~ndarit" .. ' . .. 28
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buil.t the superior 'house his rent was doubled. The .defendant
refused to pay this large increase, and the plaintiff failed to get
it bya suit in the Small Cause Court. He then gave the defen
dant notice to quit, and brought the present suit claiming eject
ment, 2rrears of rent, and dama~es for use and occupation at
the enhanced rale. The defendant claimed that he had acquired
a permanent rfght of occupancy so long as he paid th~ rent
payable when 'he ~bought the houses, or the rent pay~\ble

immediately prior to the suit, or in the alternatiye that the
plaintiff was not entitled to a decree for ejectment without
,paying him compensation for his houses. The learned Judge
has held that the plaintiff is entitled to an ejectment decl'ee,
bue that he must pay:the defendant compensation, as to whic'h
an 'enquiry was ol'dered.

The plaintiff appeals against this part of the decree.. During
lhe COllrse of the case the plaintiff agreed to allow the defendant
two months within which to remove his buildings and property
from the plots.

The grounds on which the learned Judge found that the
defendant was entitled to compensation were that the land had
been let f01" buiiding purposes, and houses had been transferred
by owners to purchasers whom the landlord recognized, and
he thereby encouraged expectation on tQe part of the tenants
that they would be. entitled to compensation if they were
suddenly ejected. He therefore considered that the plaintiff
was estopped from denying liability to grant compensation.
As authority in ,mpport of this proposition he referred' to
Dc.tta'traya Ra'ya'ji Pa'i 'V. Shridar Na'ra'Ya1~ pa'i (1) and
¥esh-wada'ba'i'V. Ra'mchandra Tulta'ra'm (2). These decisions
were prior to th~t of His Majesty's Privy Council in Beni Ram
'<'. l\ulIdan Lal (3), and it may be doubted whether after this

. decision which is binding on all the Courts in India they would
be followed even in the Courts of the Boml.ayPresiden«y.
They were not followed in Ismail ](han Mahomed 'V. Jaigun
Bibi (4). The facts in the case before the Privy Council were
that in 185'8 the landlords let the land for the term of fhe
:current settlement 'lor 'the construction of a saltpetre factory;

(1) .(1892) I.L.R.. 17 Rain., 736. (3) (1899) I;L.R., 21 All.. 496.
'(2) 0'$93) -I.L. R. ,'18 'Born.,;00.' ~(4)(1900) ·1.LoR. ,·:nCil.,"57.0.



t~is .factorrwas:carri~d on for four or .fiv~ years only, .a.n~

:~ince then for many years the tenants had put the land to other
~8es. Shops had been on the land for 20 years, and puCCa
shops had .been built on it 12'01' 14 years previous to 'the suit,
.A considerable amount of money had been spent on other
:'$tructures on the land. The owner of the land at the time saw
the buildings and did not prohibit their construction. Th~
.plaintiff landlords put an end to the tenancy and brought the
suit for ejectment and asking fora decree fur removal of th~

material of the houses.
The appellate Courts in India affirmed the original Court's

dismissal of the suit on the ground that the original lessor not
having ()bjected to the erection of the buildings, having
continued to receive rents after their erection and ,",.fter the

:.saltpetre factory ceased to exist, was estopped from suing the
lessees for ejectment. They adopted a principle stated in the
following words :-" If a man permits another to build upon
his land, and, with the knowledge that the building is being

·erected, stands by and does not prevent the other from doing
so, then, no doubt, equity comes in, and by the rules of equity
which in this \'espect are the same as tlTe rules of law, h~

·.cannot eject that other person. "
TheirLOI'dships of the Privy Council described this state

'ment as a "loose and inadequate statement of the rule of
equity," and they proceeded to state what the rule was in the
following words:-

.. In order to raise the equitable estoppel which was
·enforced against the appellants by both the Appellate Courts
below, it was.incumbent upon the respondent~ to show that the

-conduct of the owner whether .consisting in abstinence from
interfering, or in active intervention, was suffiCient to justify
the legal inference that they had, by plain implication, con
jracted that the right of tenancy, under which the lessees
originally obtain~d possession of the land, should btl chang~d

into a perpetual right of occupation." Later on they say:
·11 The ,rule established in .India is that pi section 108 of th,e
:rransf~r of, Property ,Act which ,provides that the ,lessee may
remove at any time during the continuance Qf ~heleas.eaU.build,"

jngs which he ha~,.atta9h.ef.k~p:~h,e ~~rtqt,J?l'oyided he leaves tb~
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property in the state in which he received it." They adopted
the following words of Lord Chancellor Cranworth in Ra'msde1~

'V. Lee Dyson (5) :" If my tenant builds on land which he
holds undel' me, he does not thereby, in the absence of special!
circumstances, acquire any right to prevent me from, taking
possession of the land and buildings when the tenancy has
determined. He knew the extent of hi::; interest, and it was his
folly to expend money on a title he knew would or m~ghtsoon
come to an end." They pointed out however that the maxim in
English law qUiCq'l:id inaedificatur solo solo cedit did not apply. '

The result of the decision was that the plaintiffs obtained a
decree of ejectment in terms of their plaint which involved an
o1"der for removal of the tenant's houses without compensation.,

The case does- not differ in esset;tial respects from the
'present case, but no express letting of the plots of the land for'
building purposes is proved in this case. A reasonable
inference from the circumstances is that tenants took theil'
plots for the purpose of putting up houses on them, and that
the plaintiff knew that they were tal{ing them for this purpose.,
According to the decision the erection by a tenant of perma
nent structures on the land let to him to the knowledge of and
without interference by the lessor will not of itself suffice to
1"aise an equitable right against the lessor preventing him
from ejecting the tenant, at the end of the tenancy.

As regards the question o£ whether thE', landlord is bound to
compensate the tenant for his buildings or f01" removal of them,
it may be obse1"ved that in the P1"ivy Council case Counsel f01"
the tenants did not even suggest that his clients were entitled
to compensation of any sort. The rule of equity stated by
Th~i1" L01"dships is a ruleunde1" which a tenancy f01" a limited
time can t 1nde1" some circumstancp.s be held to have been
changed into a perpetual dght of occupancy. It has nothing
to do with compensation to the tenant f01" his property on the
land.

The effect of the P1"ivy Council decision and the whole
question as to the 1"ights of landlo1"d and tenant to buildingS.
erected by the latter has been elabo1"ately discussed in the-
Madras High COU1"t.

(5) (l865)L.R.l E.-and LA., 129.
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. In Ismai Kani Rowthan'V. Nazarali Sahib (6) Bhashyam
.Ayyangar and Moore, J.J. held that a tenant who erects a
building on land let to him can only remove the building, and
·cannot claim compensation. In that case there was a decree
for ejectment but the tenant was ~allowed one month in which
to remove his buildings.

In Angammal 'V. Malick Mahomed Saeed A~lamis Sahib (7)
-the plaintiff sued for a declaration that she was the owner of a
house and for possession of it, or in the alte-..:'native to be paid
·compensation fo!' it or to be allowed to remove the building.
'She had held the land under a document which created only a
:monthly tenancy. The house had been built many years
previous to the determination of the tenancy. The ground
landlord had obtained an ejectment order against her in the
Presidency Small Causes Court, and she had not been allowed
·to raise her claims in that Court, nor had time been given by
;the decree to remove her building which she valued at Rs. 5,000.
It had been erected with the knowledge of the ground landlord
.and without protest from him.

Wallis, J. in the original Court held (1) that a tenant has
·only a right to remove buildings during the continuance of the
tenancy, and (2) that a tenant is not entitled to any compensa
,~ion for his buildings, or 1:0 remove them after the determination
·of the tenancy, the only right of removal recognized being that
.in clause (h) of section 108 of the Transfer of Property Act.
He consequently disallowed the plaintiff's claims and dismissed
:her suit.

On appeal Arnold White, C.J.agreed with him, but Sankaran
Nair, J. after an elaborate examination of the authorities
disagreed. His comment on clause (h) of st;ctionl08 of the
Transfer of Property Act was that it was only an enabling
provision, ana it left untouched rights which the lessee may
,have otherwise than under the section. He held ·that under
the law prior to the Act the tenant had the right to remove
after the expiry of the tenancy superstructureserecte<jl. by him
l:luring it or to claim compensation. His comment on the
,Privy Council case was that it did not deal with these questions.
Another appeal in the same case under the names Angammal

(6) (1903) I.L.R., 27 Mad., 211. .(7) (1911) 11 I.e., 745.
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-c; Mittie Mahomed Syed -Aslami Sahib (8) was heard by tho
same appeUate Judges sittillg with Miller, J. The Chief Justice
adhered to his previous opinions and Miller, J. agreed with him.
that the plaintiff was not entitled to any of the reliefs she askect
for. Miller, J. however held that according -to the customary
or common law of the land the lessor on determin~tionof a
lease has the option to take the lessee's buildings on paying
compensation, but if he is unwilling to pay such compensation
he must allow the tenant to remove his buildings. If he elects
to aIlo\v the tenant to remove the buildings he must allow a
reasonable time after the determination of the tenancy for the
tenant to do so. If the tenant has had such reasonable time,
and has not done so before he loses possessioll he has no further
right to time for removal of the buildings. On the question
of compensation he held that apat"t from estoppel or contract
the tenant has no right to compensation for his buildings.

Sankarain Nair, J. held that if a landlord is not willing to
pay the value of the tenant's buildings the tenant is bound to
remove them either before he slll"renders possession or within:
a reasonable time after expiration of the tenancy, but if he
does not do so the ownership of the building is not transferred:
t6 the landlord. What is open to the_ latte!' is to restore the
land to its old condition and to claim damages from the tenant
if he incurs any loss.

Section 108 of the Transfet· of Pt'operty Act saves rights.
derived from ,;ontract or local usage from the provisions ot
the section stating the rights and liabilities of lessor and lessee
respectively.

Miller J.'s statement of the re~pe<.:tive rights of lessor and
lessee as regards buildings erected by the lattet· when the
tenancy comes to an end was founded on the Full Bench's deci·
sian in the matter of Thakoor Chunder Paral1.-anick(9) which prO
fessed to be a statement of what the law was according to the
usages and customs of the country generally. Such customs
dm-scal'cely be said tobe referred to in the words "local usage I.

in the opening words of section 108. It appears tome that th~:

~iew that the Whole law ~sto the rights and liabilities of lessbt'"
(8) (1913) 'z1 Indian Cases, 583.

(9) (1866) Eeh. L. R. Full Bench Rulings, 595.
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and lessee respe(;tively ,when no contr~ct or local usage is
proved and when the rule of equity stated in Beni Ram v.
Kundan Lal (3) is not applicable is now embodied in section 108
of the Transfet· of Property Act is the correct view. The
section says nothing about the lessor being liable tp compensate
the les~ee for his buildingsOon the land let,and in view of the
Prhry Councirs decision it appears to me c1eat'that the plaintiff
in this case is not liable to pay compensation to the defenqant
either for his buildings or for their removal. The buildings
however are the defendant's and at the time the decre~ was
made he had lIot given up possession of the land. He is bound
to give up possession: this involves removing not only himself
but all his property from the land. Buildings such as the
defendant has on the land cannot possibly be removed instantly.
consequently it is necessary to fix a time in the decree within
which he must obey it. I would therefore alter the main part
of the decree to the following wording :~

" It is oretered and decreed that the defendant, do quit, vacate
and give up possession to the plaintiff of the plots of land
hereinabm'e mentioned, and that he do remove all his pl'operty
including the materials of his buildings thereon and thathe do
restore the land as far as possible to its original state before
Hte expiry of two months from the date hereof, and that he do
pay to the plaintiff the sum of Rs. 93-9-6 (Rupees ninety-three,
annas nine and pies six only) being arrears of rent up to the
date of institution of the suit, viz., the 13th day of May 1915,
and damages at the rate of Rs. 18 (Rupees eighteen only) a
month until he vacates the said plots of land. and that he do
pay the plaintiff his costs of the suit as allowed by the Court. "
It may be doubted whether the plaintiff was entitled to damages
:for use or occupation or mesne profits at Rs. 18 per mensem
ill,the absenceof evidence to show that such rate was fair and
reasonable. but the defendant has not appealed or put in a
cross-objection against it.

The defendant must also pay the plaintiff's costs of thi.s
appeal.

Two1/,I£.Y. }.---,1 concur.
(3) (l899) 1. L R., 21 All., 496.
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Before Mr. Justice Twomey.

1. POONA, 2. BOH W A, 3. BA THAW, 4. TWAKA, 5. MAN
SHIN, 6. PO LUN 'V. RING-EMPEROR.

c. R. Connell-for appellants.

Indian Penal Code, section 499-i'ejallLation-eighth exception
good jrtith.

Certain paddy haders sent to the Traffic Manager of the Burma Rail
ways a telegram, containing an allegation that A, a station master, was
giviag preferential treatment to charcoal dealers and setting forth parti
culars in support of their allegation. The Railway authorities after an
.inquiry into the allegation'held that it was not substantiated, and A
prosecuted the paddy traders for defamation. They showed that when
they sent their telegram they had good reasons for supposing their allega
tion to be true.

Held on appeal,-that they were entitled to the protection of the
eight!:· exception to section 439 of the Indian Penal Code.

Tovgood v. Spyring (1834) 1 Cr. M. & Ro, 181 at 193; 40 R.R., 523
at 534 j Harrison v. B-u'sh (1855) 25 L.J .Q.B., 25 at 29; 5 E. & B., 344 at
349; Waring v. M'Caldin, Ir. Rep. 7 C.L., 282 at 288, referred to.

The six appellants have been fined by the Subdivisional
Magistrate, Rangoon, sums aggregating Rs. 1,100 on conviction
for defamation under section 500, Indian Penal Code. The
appellants are all substantial I'ice and paddy traders at Minhla,
Tharrawaddy District, and they were prosecuted by the Rail
way Station Master at Minhla, Maung Maung Gyi, for sending
the following telegram on th8 25th January 1915 to the Traffic
'Manager at Rangoon: "Station Master Maung Maung Gyi
supplied waggon Nos. 7933, 7639,7127 on 24th sending by 10
down train and waggon Nos. 7826, 8068 on 25th for charcoal
bags taking Rs. 6 as bribe for each waggon he did not supply
for rice and paddy charcoal are loaded 135 to 140 bags to each
waggon he stated less bags in Railway receipt. Ko Poona

.Bokwa 'l\vaka Hawlun Manshin Bathaw."
The accusation of takitrg bribes for unduly favouring the

.charcoal traders in the allotment of waggons and for allowing
the charcoal traders to send chal'coal in excess of the quantity
for which freight had been paid is no doubt injurious to the

,StatiOll· Master's reputation. A charge of corruption such as
this clearly would lower his character in respect of his calling.
It is moreover ~n accusation of an offence under section 161,
Indian Penal Code, because all Railway servants are public
servants for the purposes of Chapter 9 of the Code. The
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:imputations in the telegram were certainly primal facie defa·
matory. The Railwayauthodties caused ~n enquiry t~~be'"he~~

'into the subject-matter of the telegram by a Traffic~Inspector

named Peters who recorded the statements of the senders"'of
the telegram and examined some witness.es. After considering
Mr. Peters' report the Railway authorities decided 'that the

'charges against the Station Master were not substantiated and
·the Station Master was told that he was at liberty to take
proceedings against his traducers. Maung Maung Gyi then
instituted the present criminal case against the six accused.

The six accused admitted sending the telegram in their joint
hames. They produced certain evidence to show that the
charges against the Station Master were well-founded but that
evidence has been disbelieved by the Magistrate.

It was not necessarT, however, for the accused to plead that
-the imputations in the telegram were actually true. It was
open to them to take the less difficult course of proving that
,their action fell 'under the 8th exception to section 499 of the
Code which runs as follows :--" It is not defamation to prefer
in good faith an accusation against any person to any of those
who have lawful authority over that person with respect to the
'Subject-matter of the accusation." This plea was actually
-advanced by the ~ccm:ed. The Magistrate, after considering
the evidence offererl by the accused as to the sources of their
Information, held that the plea was not established and that
they had not acted in good faith in sending the telegram.
'Nothing is said to be done or believed in" good faith" which is
done or believed without due care and attention (section 5::;,
'Indian Penal Code). As the burden of proving that they were
within the 8th exception to section 499 was on the ~ix accused,
they had to show that they acted with due care and attention
'01', in other words, that they had reasonable and probable
·grounds for making the imputations and did not act with
;negligence or recJdessness.

'The prosecution evidence shows that the distribution of
waggons is left entirely to the Station Master, that the weigh
'ment of goods is under his control and that if a trader wishes'
,to complain about the Station Master's actions in these matters
;theproper authority to apply to is the Traffi'c Manager.
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Traffic Inspector Peters who held the enquir.y for. the Railway
described what each of the accused said to him wh.en he called,
u.pon them to substantiate the.. charges in the telegram.
Ko Poona, ]st appellant, was the prime mover. He is a rice,.
miH owner of Minhla and appears to be the principal trader
among the accused. If there wa~ a shortage of waggons, he
would probably feel it most. He relied on specific. infol-mation
received from his brother-ill-law Po Hmi, a: charcoal trader.
It is clear that the six accused consulted together about sending
the telegl'am. It may be assumed that they discussed the
subject and learnt from one another the grounds which each of
them had for bringing the charge of corruption against the
3tation Master.

For the defence, Po Hmi produced certain books of account,
Ex. 2 is a day-book beginning in August ]914 and going on to·
September ]915 and giving details fl'om day to day of his
charcoal transactions. Ex.'3 covers the same period as Ex. 2
and is a register of loads of charcoal sent by rail giving the

. waggon number, capacity of each waggon, weight per waggon.
and the various amounts spent on each load and worl{ing out
the total expenses of each consignment and the profit derived
·from it. Another charcoal tradet' Nyasul Huq was also
examined for the defence and he also produced his accounts.,
There were two other witnesses, Lu Hmpn and Po Son, who,
are clerks of Po Hmi and Ko Poona respectively. The evidence
of the defence witnesses, if believed, is sufficient to show that
there was a long standing system at Minhla Railway Station
~y which the St&tion Master and the Station Clerks received
su;ns of money from traders for giving them preference ill the
supply of V'raggons. Another man named Po Chit who used to
act as broker to PoHmi but who also traded himself in cha''rcoal
was examined for the prosecution but he gave evidence sup
porting the def~nce stating that he paid Rs.·' 5 for a charcoal
waggon on the 25th January. Thb witness, however, was
rightly regarded as untt'ustworthy, for his evidence conflicts
with his earlier statement to Mr. Peters.

It is established that there wasoverloadiri& i..e. that the
.' charcoal·traders' consi,gnment weighed considerably'more than
the weight$ wbich were paid for at Minhla., Exs. C .and Cl
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show that 4 out of the 5 waggons, mentioned' in the telegram
were found On arrival at Kemmendine to contain each from 220;

to 290 viss in excess of the quantity paid for. The entries in,
the remarks column of Exs. C and Cl show only 2 to· 7 b'lgs
inexccss in each case but these figures do not c:orrespond.
w~th the exces,s weights entered in the body of the fOI'm. If
the total excess in weight on these 4 wa~gons wasd,OlO vi,ss as
shown in the form then the number of b;gs in excess would:

hi b 1010 7'2" f 18' b 'presuma y e 14 or ,t.e.• an average 0 ags per

waggon in excess. The Subdivisional Magistrate's argument
that it was not worth while to bribe, the Railway officials in
iespect of the overloading seems, therefore, to be incorrect.
Moreover as the Subdivisional Magistrate points out, according
to Po Hmi's account books, there was habitual overloading.
The Subdivisional Magistrate could not see why the consignors
should pay the Station Mastel' bl'ibes to atto\V 5 01'6 bags to,
be loaded in excess if the consignees had to pay for the extra
bags at the other end. But it is not in evidence that the con
signments are, as a matter of practice, weighed at the other
end. From Peters' evidenee, it seems to have come on hirn. as
11 surprise to hear that these waggons were weighed on arrival.
They were probably weighed in consequence of the appellants'
telegram.

The Subdivisional Magistrate did not think that any reliance
could be placed on Po Hmi's account-bool<s and he came to the
conclusion that the books had pl'Obably been written up for the
occasion; yet the Subdivisional- Magistrate notes cert<.in facts
which militated against the theol'Y of faked accounts, as that
they began in August 1914, five mon:hs beiore the telegl'am
was sent, and that they contain 133 pages of manuscript,.
which is rather a large number of pages for a Burman to
write up "unless he is exceptionally obliging or influenced by
a considerable remuneration" and, moreover, the Su-bdivisional'
Magistrate regards as improbable the prosecution theory as to
how Po Bmi got details of the numbers of 'the waggonsfor
entry ;in his account-bool<, Ex. 3. The multitude of details in
this account is indeed hardlycot1sistent with the theory that
they.were written up specially to support the charge of bribery•.
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The Subdivisional Magistrate remarks, on the other hand, that
there are indications that the books have not been entered up
from day to day but have been copied or dictated. After

-exa:nining the accounts, I cannot find any marked indications
of this nature. On the contrary, Po Hmi's accounts appear
to me, on the who,le, to be accounts kept with fair reguiarit.y.
The Subdivisional Magi-strate has compared several of the items
here and there with the Railway records and with the oral
statements of the jefence witnesses and he has discovered
certain discrepancies and inconsistencies to which he attaches
great weight as indicating that the accounts are not genuine.
Some of the discrepancies may well be due to mistake 01'

inadvertence and the occasional delay in making the entries
may also be due to carelessness. The Subdivisional Magis
trate's remark as to the number of bags loaded in the waggon
No. 7127 takes no account of the excess weight shown in Ex. C.
According to this excess weight the number of bags in excess
would presumably be not 5 but 17. As for the entry, " For the
station," in Po Hmi's books I have no difficulty in believing
that a trade!' would, as a rule, p!'efer to use a veiled or
ambiguous form in entering in his accounts sums paid as bribes

,to Railway officials: for it is a criminal offence to give such
bribes. Nor can 1 see anything improbable '111 the entry of
Rs. 3 for charcoal bought by the Station Master. I am unable
to derive from the discrepancies noted by the Subdivisional
Magistrate the sinister inference that Po Hmi's accounts are
faked. Nyasul Huq's accounts also show payments of money
to the station officials. These accounts are in Urdu and have
not been subjected to the same detailed examination as Po
Hmi's accounts. The Subdivisional Magistrate, however,
.decided that Nyasul Huq's accounts were not genuine because
'he omitted to enter a certain payment alleged to have been
made to the witness Po Yin. The reason can hardly be
-regarded as conclusive.

Assuming, howevet', that the genuineness of Po Hmi's and
Nyasul Huq's accounts is not established and that these and
the other witnesses for the defence have given false evidence
:as to the payments made to the Station Master, should it be
.inferred as a necessary consequence that Ko Poona and -the
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other accused had no reasonable grounds for sending the
telegram? It seems to me that the i9ference is not warranted:
it would still have to be proved that the accused knew 01" that
they had good reason to believe that the statements of Po Hmi
and the other charcoal traders and the account-bool,s show;ng
payments of money could aot be relied upon. If the accused
had the information which has been laid before the Court by
the defence witnesses, it is, in my opinion, impossible to_ say
that they had no reasonable grounds for sending the telegram,
even if it should afterwards appear that that information was
untrue in whole or part. The Subdivisional Magistrate saw no
reason to think that the accused had, as a matter of fact, been
treated unfairly in the allotment of waggons. That view may
be correct but there can be no doubt, 1 think, that the accused
believed that they were treated unfairly in comparison with the
charcoal traders; for otherwise they would not have tele
graphed as they did. No suggestion was made in the Magis
trate's Court that the accused. wel'e actuated. by any other
motive in telegraphing. They bore no grudge against the
Station Master. TlJey telegraphed only because at the begin
ning of the paddy export season they found. waggons being
allotted, as they thought unfairly, to the charcoal traders and
were thus prevented from taking advantage as fully as they
otherwise might ~Iave done of the fluctuations of the market
rate at R<i.ng00n. They complained to the proper authority
with a view to having their grievance redressed and they sent
their complaint by telegram as the matter was urgent. They
did not publish the imputation of bribery beyond sending the
telegram to the Traffic Manager. The imputation ha3 now
acquired great publicity but this is only the consequence of the
Station Master's actbn in prosecuting the accused.

Even if the defence witnesses have given false evidence, it
is quite clear that in the matter of overloading the allegation
in the telegram was well-founded.

In the English Case of TOOgood v. Spyring (I) Baron Parke
said" In general, an action lies for the malicious publication of
statements which are false in fact, and inj urious to the character
of another, unless fairly made by a person

(1) (1834; 1 Cr. M. & R., 181 at 193 ; 40 R.R., 523 at 534.
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in ,matters where his inte.l'est are ~oncel'ned ••••
:I'f .fairly warranted by a reasonable occasion or exigency and
.honestlymade, such communications, are protected for the
common convenience and welfare of society, and the law has
no~restrictedthe right.to mal<e them within any narrow limits."
Again in Harrison 'V. Bush (2) Lore Campbell, C.J., remarked:
" 1n this land of .law and liberty all who are aggrieved may seek
redt;ess ; and the alleged misconduct of any who are clotned
with public authority may be brought to the notice of those
who have the power anu the duty to inquire into, and to take
steps which may prevent the repetition of it." The words 0'
Fitzgerald, B., in Waring '0. M'Caldin(3) may also be cited:
·"If, without express malice, I make a defamatory charge which
I bonii fide believe to be true. against one whose conduct in the
respect defamed has caused me injury, to one whose duty it is
to inquire into and redress such inj ury, the occasion is privileged;
because I have an it~·terest in the subject-matter of my charge,
and thepersoll to whom I make the communication has on
hearing tbe communication a duty to discharge in respect of
it." These principles of the English law are embodied in tile
exceptions 8 and 9 to section 499, Indian Penal Code,and they
show the necessity of distinguishing bona fide complaints of
grievances from defamatory statements maliciously made with
the object of .jnjuring another person. In this country even
more than in England it is very undesirable that the Courts
should take any action which may have the effect of stifling
legitimate complaints. I do not agree in the Magistrate's
finding in the present case that the accused persons have not
shawl. that they acted in good faith in sending the telegram of
25th January.. I think they are entitled to the .benefit .ofth~

·8th exception :tosection 499.
The convictions andsentences~re set aside and the fines

ipaidby the. six accused will be refunded to them.

,(2) .(1855) 25 L•.I.Q.B., 25 at 29; sE. & B., 344 at 349,
. (3) 'lr.Rep. 7C.L.,. 282 at 288,
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Before Mr. Justice Twomey..

KING·EMPf:ROR 'V. PO KET.
·Criminal.Procedure Code., sectio'IS 337, 339-pardon how forfeited

"'-PProver, whose pardon is alleged to have been forfeited, procedure
in tryin.g.

At the conclusion of a dacoity trial in which evidence had been given by
can appr(lver who had been granted a pardon under section 337 of the
Criminal Procedure, the Sessions Judge holding that the approver had
'forfeited his pardon, directed his commitment to SC3sions on a charge o!
.dacoity. Theapprover 'was committed accordingly, but as the Sessions
Judge was doubtful as to the validity of his pr<:vious order he referred
;the :matter to the Chief Court.

HeId,--that the Sessions Judge's order declaring the pardon forfeited
was illegal and that the commitment must be quashed. The proper
:authority to decide whether or not an apprOVCt" should be prosecuted for
'the offence with regard to which he has been granted it pardon is the
District Magistrate. If a prosecution 'is instituted, it is open to the
approver to plead his pardon as a bar to prosecution first in the committing
'Magistrale's Court, then in the Sessions Court.. The Magistrate before
·.inquiring into the offence charged must, as laid down <in To Gale v. King.
:Empe1'or (VII L. B. R., 3), give the approver an opportunity of proving
that he has not forfeited the pardon granted, and must satisfy himself that
:there is prima facie ground for holding that it has been forfeited •.

Similarly, if committed to Sessions, the accused mny plead his pardon
.in bar of prosecution there, and the Sessions Judge must entertain and
decide the plea before putting him on trial for the substantive offence.

ToGalev. K1:ng-E1'nj>eror, (1912) 7 L.B.R., 1, referred to.
Emperor v. Kothia, (1906) I.L.R. 30 Bom., 611,. Emperor v. Abani

Bhushan Chuckerbutti, (1910) I.L.R, 37 Cal., 845; Emperor v. Ga:lgtllZ.,
(l915)I.L.R.37 All., 331~' followed.

The Order of Reference in this case by the Sessions Judge,
'Toungoo Division, is as follows:-

In Sessions Trial No. 37 of 1915 of this Court Nga Po Ket was
;examined asapprover. After the trial was conCluded, I opened olit
eriminalMiscellaneous No. 26 of 1915, in which· I called upon Po Ket to
.show cause why he should not forfeit his pardon on grounds stated fully in
'the proceedings. His answer was recorded, and on the :18th July '1
_passed anorder,in which I held that Po Ket had forfeitec' his pardon and
I directed his commitment to Sessions. Po Ket has been committed to
:Sessions by the Subdivisional Magistrate, Nyaunglcbin (Criminal Regular
NO-73 6f 1!l15), and the proceedings are now before me. I am of opinion
that invicwof .My proceedings, I ought not in any case to try Po Ket.
But this is not the only .point I wish to raise. At the time I wrote my
order in Criminal Miscellaneous No. 26 of 1915, I had before me fhe case
,of To'Gale 1'. 'King.Emperor (L. B.H. V II, page 3) in which Mr. Justice
lrwomey.said.: .. The mere expression of opinion ,by th~ Se~sions .J.udge :is
Dot enough. The approvershould be given an oppc::.r~unity of meeting the
~legationthat<he 'has failed to make the ftill antI true disclosure required
under section 337. The proper course was to dXaw up an order setting
foithapecificall:ythe'alleged 'breach ofthe"conditi~ofpardon and to call

.CY..~
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upon the approver to show cause on a future date why he should not be
tried for the ducoity as provided in section 339. On the date fixed for the
hearing, unless the approver admits the alleged breach of condition the.'
Magistrate or Judge should hear the evidcnce relied upon as establi~hing
the breach and any rebutting evidence that thc approver may 'offer, and.
should thcn record a definite finding as to whcther there has been a breach',
C)r not. A definite finding arrived at in this manner is essential before the
approver can be placed on his trial fo·r the original offence." From
this ruling I concluded that the learned Judge intended to lay down the'
proposition that the Magistrate or Judge h,lving seisin of the case in which
the approver was gi',ing evidence, is the authority who should decide
whether the pardon is forfeited. In view hOVl'ever of two Indian Rulings.
which I bave since sef'!1, I am doubtful whether my interpretation is·
correct or not. Those rulings are 1. L. R. XXX Bombay, 611 and 1. L.R.
37 Allahabad 331. I may also refer to I. L. R. 37 Calcutta, 847, and there
is also a case reported in 1. L.R. XL., Calcutta. If those rulings are follow
ed, my proceedings appear to have been ultra vi,'es. In the Allahabad case
it,was said that the proper course for the Sessions ,Judge to take is merely'
to record un opinion that'the approver had fprfeited his pardon and to invite
Hie attention of the District Magistrate to such opinion, or possibly to
suggest the propriety of a prosecution. I therefore submit the proceed.·
ings to the Chief Court for such orders as may be deemed fit, both on the'
question of the legality of my proceedings, and on the transfer of the case
to another Court for trial, if the ~omniitment is not quashed.

In To Gale 'V. King-Emperor (l) it was not intended to rule
that the Magistrate or Judge trying the case in which the·
approver was giving evidence is the propel' authority to decide
whether the pardon is forfeited. The question as to which
authority should decide this point was not specially considered
but the present reference shows the net1,d of definite instruc
tions.

The question has been fully discussed by the Indian High
Courts. In the Bombay case Emperor 'V. Kothia (2) the
accused was one of several persons accused of murder. He'
acC'epted a tender 01 pardon under section 337.and made a full
disclosure before the committing Magistrate. 1n the Sessions·
Court he resiled from his statements in cross-examination. At
the close of the trial the Sessions Judge ordered the accused
to be committed for trial for the samemurder and hI'; was tried
an~ convicted. The High Court on appeal from the conviction,
held that the Sessions Judge's procedure was illegal and that he'
had no authority to direct the commitment of the accused on'
the ground that he had forfeited his,Pardon. Beaman, J., said:.
" At the termination of the trial in which the pardon "vas given

(1).7 L~B.~., 1. (2) (1906) tL.R,30Botlh 611.
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the accomplice (sc. the approver) must be discharged by the
Court. Then if so 'advised the Crown may re-arrest and
proceed against him for the offence in respect of which he 'was
given a conditional pardon. When put on his trial for that
offence he may plead to a competent Court his pardon, in bar.
And that is a plea that the Court would be bound to hear
and decide lIpon before going further and putting him on his
defence." The conviction and sentence W<::lre set aside and,
it was left to the Crown if so advised to institute a prosecution
in proper form against tht: accused app~llant.

The Bombay ruling was cited with approval in the Calcutta
case Emperor v. A bani BhusL1n Chuckerbutty. (3)

The Allahabad High Court in Emperor v. Gangua (4) also
followed Emperor v. Kothia. (2) in holding that a Sessions Judge,
before whom an approver is examined has no power to direct
the prosecution of the approver. He can only record his opinion
that the approver has wilfully concealed something essential or'
given evidence which is positively false, and let the District
Magistrate take action to prosecute the approver under section
389, Code of Criminal Procedure, if he thinks fit.

In the present c~se the commitment proceedings against the
approver Po Ket wel'e initiated by the,Sessions Judge's order of
23rd July 1915 declaring Po Ket's pardon to be forfeited and
directing his commitment. For the reasons stated in the
Bombay and AllalMbad cases I thinl{ it is clear that the order
was i1leg~1 and that the proceedings which followed were with.
out jurisdiction. 0

The approver Po Ket 'should have been discharged at the
close of the Sessions trial in which he was examined asa wit,
ness. In discharging him it was open to the S.essions Judge to
express his opinion on tIll:: question whether ~he 'approver had
forfeited his conditional pardon under section 339., " It would
then have been for the District Magistrate on behalf of the
Crown to take action for the proseclltion of Po Ketif he'
thought fit. On being brought before the Magistrate with a
view to committal to Sessions Po Ket could plead his pardon in
bar and thereupon the Magistrate would have to proceed as

(3) (1910) LL.R. 37 CaL, 845. (4) (1915) I.L.R., 3'7 All., 331:
, (2) (1906) I.L.R., 30 Bom.;61I.
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indicated in To Gale v. King-Emperor (1) and 10 Emperor 'V.

Gangtta. (4)

The Magistrate would have to satisfy himself that there was
prima facie ground for holding that Po Ret had forfeited his
pardon and to incJude in his commitment order a statement of
the evidence on which he relieu as establishing this fact. Ort
the case reaching the Sessions Court the accused couhj again
plead his pardon and the Sessions J \ldge would have to enter
tain this plea and decide it before putting the accused on his
trial for the substant:ve offence.

The Sessions Judge's order of the 23rd July 1915 is set
aside as illegal. It follows that the commitment proceedings
were held without jurisdiction and the order dated 29th
J~nuaryl 1916 of the~Ltb_ivisionalMagistrate, Nyaunglebiil,
committing the accused Po Ret to Sessions is therefore quash
ed under section 215, Criminal Procedure Code.

The accused Po Ret will be discharged forthwith. It will be
f.or the District Magistrate to decide on behalf of the Crown
whether fresh proceedings should be instituted against him.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge.

BADIER RAHMAN GHOWDHRY, Judgment-debtor 'V.

M. A. R. R. M. R. M. CHETTY FIRl\j, Decree-holders.
]. R. Das-for applicant.
Connell-for respondent.

Civil Proced'ure Code, 1908, Order 34, Rule 6-equitable ,mortgage,
effect of~ortgage,recovery of balance due on-Transfer of Property
Act (1282), section 1>9.

In towns where ecJ.uitable mortgages are permitted, a deposit of title
a.eed., is to be regarded as an agreement to execute a legal mortgage and
as carrying with it all the remedies incident to such a mortgage. A
mortgagor is l'ersona Uy responsible for all the money borrowed on his
mortgage.

Before a final personal decree is passed under Rule 6 of Order 34 of the
1st schedule to the Civil Procedure Code, notice should ordinarily be
issued to the judgment-debtor.

Carter v. Wake, (1877) L.R. 4, Ch.D., 605, followed.

This application presented on the 20th January 1916 is to
amend the' appellate Court's decree which is dated the 8th July
1912 so as to bring it into accordance with the judgment.

(l) (1912) 7 L.B.R.,l. (4) (1915) I.L.R., 37 All., 331.
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The part of the decree objected to is that which orders that
:jf the net proceeds of sale of the mortgaged property should be
insufficient to pay the amount due on the mortgage, and
subsequent interests and costs, the plaintiff should be at liberty
to apply for a personal decree for the amount of the balance.

It is argued that the jddgments did riot authorize Or
contemplate this clause because they held the defendant not

'liable on the promissory note sued on, and rmly held him liable
on the equitable mortgage.

•According to the 'practice of the Court the defendant's
advocates must have had an opportunity for examining the
draft of the decree before it was signed, but they did not avail
themselves of it.

The judgments gave the plaintiff a mortgage decree for
Rs. 10,000 with interest calculated according to the practice of
the Court. The plaintiff had asked for sale of the mortgaged

,property in default of payment of the amount due. The decree
was drawn in a form which complies with Rule 4 of Order

.34, and the part objected to merely indicates what Rule 6 states
would be open to the decree-holder in case the sale proceeds

:should turn out to ,be insufficient to meet the amounts decreed.
Although the defendant was not liable on the promissory

note, he was liable for the money 60rrrowed by his agent on
the mortgage.

As stated by Jt.:ssel, M.R. in Carter 'V. Wake (1) when there
.is a deposit of title deeds the qourt treats that as an agreement
to execute a legal mortgage, and therefore as carrying with it
all the remedies incident to such a mortgage~ The appropriate
remedy in this Province is a decree for sal~-see 00 N oung 'V.

Maung Htoon 00 (2), as it is in Bengal-see Ra;ah Sree Hath
Roy 'V. Gadadhar Das (3). There is in my opinion no error in
the decree, and consequently nothing in it to amend or rectify.

I accoi'dingly dismiss the application with costs-2 gold
mohurs being allowed as advocate's fee.

The applicant's advocate stated that the applicant only
became aware that a final decree ordering payment by him
;personally had been passed when about four weeks before the

(1) (1877) L.R. 4 Ch. D., 605.
.(2) (1886) I.L.R. 13 Cal., 322. (3) (1897) 1 Cal. W.N;, 225.
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application the respondent attempted to execute that decree.
The record shows that the plaintiffs filed an application for it
on the 6th or 7th October 1913. No notice of the application
was issued to the judgment-debtor before the application was
granted on the 19th November H)13. In view of Rule 6 of
Order.34 permitting a Court to pass a final personal decree
only when the balance due after sale of the mortgage prlJperty
is legally recoverable from the defendant otherwise than out of
the property sold, it would appear right to issue notice to the
judgment-debtor to show cause before rnaking a decree under
the rule, except possibly in cases in which the judgment and
preliminary decree have expressly made him liable personally.

.If the applicant in this case is aggrieved at the Final decree
haying been made against him ex-parte, the Original Court
which made it is the Court for him to apply to if he wishes it
set aside.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Twomey,
Mr. Justice Parlett and Mr. Justice Young.

In reo PO CHEIN, MAGUNIA, PO AUNG 'D. KING"
EMPEROR.

Ginwala-Assistant Government Advocate for King-Emperor.'.
Indian Arms Act, sections 19 (f), 20 a~d 29-sanction when

necessary-irregular2:ty, when not curable-C(siminal Procedure
Code, section 537. .

Proceedings may be instituted against any person under section 20 of.
the Arms Act for the secret possession of arms in contravention of the
provisions of section 14 or section 15 without the previous sanction of the
District Magistrate unJer section 29. If the l\~agistrate finds that the
int-.:ntion to conceal the "possession is not made out he should discharge the
accused under section 20; Proceedings 'under section 19 (f> may then be
instituted if and· when the necessary sanction is given under section. 29,'.
The absence of sanction ,,,hen required under section 29 is a defect that
cannot be cured by section 537; Criminal Procedure Code.

Ahmed H'ussein v. Queen·Empress, (1900) LL.R., 27 Cal., 692;.
Shunshanisa 1,1. Kinr;.Emperor, (1904) 2 L.B:R., 244; Bawdu Wadein v ..
Queen-Empress, (1899) 5 Bur. L.R., 171, referred to.

The following reference was made by Mr. Justice Twomey
to a Bench tl11der section 11, Lower Burma Courts Act;-

In this case one person has been sentenced to suffer'
rigorous imprisonment for 7 years and two others have been.
sentenced to 3 years each under section 20, Indian Arms Act..
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The prosecution case is that the three appellants were going
about with a 12-hore gun and cartridges concealed in a bundle

··of bedding. They were found by the Township Officer, Zalun,
seated under a tree with the bundle of bedding close by. The
Township Officer caused the <bundle to be searched and found
the gun and cartridges in it.

When the police investigation was completed t~e case w~s

sent to the Township Magistrate for trial and it was submitted
to the District M;;lgistrate for orders. The District Magistrate
wrote on the diary" the Special Power Magistrate will please
dispose of this case," and the Special Power Magistrate did so
convicting the accused as stated above.

The District Magistrate on being asked to report whet:ler
the proceedings were instituted with his previous sanction as
required by section 29 of the Arms Act reports "the proceed
ings were instituted without my previous sanction as such is
110t necessary under the provisions of Judicial Department
Circuiar No. 20, dated the 19th October 1892, page 104, Burma
Arms Manual." The circular referred to was issued under
the orders of Government and it lays down that sections 29 and
30 of the Arms Act do not apply to cases falling under section
20 of the Act. The correctness of this statement seems at least
doubtful and a defir.ite ruling or, the point is desirable, for if
sanction is necescary the want of sanction would not be curable
by section 53'7 of the Code of Criminal Procedure and the
whole proceedings would therefore be invalid.

In the Calcutta case Ahmed Hu.sein v.cQlleen-Empress (0
Chief Justice Maclean remarked that" sedions 19 and 20 are
so closely interwoven that it is difficult to see how an cffence
can be committed under the first para. of sectior: 20 unless an
offence under one of the enumerated sub-sections of section 19
has also lleen committed. " Yet in that case the conviction
under section 19 if) was confirmed though there was no proper
sanction. I do not understand how the conviction under sec
.tion 19 (j) was sustained.

In two Burma cases (2) the view taken ill the Chief

0) (1900) I.L. R., 27 Cal., 692.

{
ShUnShanisa v. King-Emperor, (1904) 2 L.B.R., 244.

,(2) Bawdu Wadein v. Queen.Empress, (1899) 5 Bur.L.R, 171.
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Commissioner's Circular of 1892 appears to have been accepted
without question. According to Bil'kS, J. all that is' necessary
to validate a prosecution instituted without sanction is to record
that concealment was practised and then "to q:mvict under'
section 19 (j) read with section 20." On a question of this,
kind the views of the executivE; Government are entit~ed to '
great respect but I think the Court is bound to examine the
question for itself and pronounce definitely as to the proper'
judicial interpretation of section 29. It is clear in my opinion

that" any act mentioned in clause (j) of section 19" is "an
offence punishable under section 19, clause (f)" and therefore
that previous sanction is requisite under section 29, whether
th~ act is done in such manner as to indicate an intention to

conceal it from the authorities or not. The only difference is
that if the act is done in such manner as to indicate that inten
tion the offender is liable to higher punishment.

In order that the question may be definitely settled it seems
proper to refer it to a Bench and I accordingly refer the
following question;-

Is the previous sanction of the District lVlagistrate necessary

under section 29, Indian Arms Act, 1878, before proceedings,
can be instituted in respect of an act mentioned in clause (j) of
section 19 punishable under the first part of section 20 ?

The opinion of the Full Bench, is as follo:w"s ;-
Parlett, j.-The question referred is: Is the previous

sanction of the District Magistrate necessary under section 29,
Indian Arms Act, 1878, before proceedings can be instituted in
re~pect of an act mentioned in clause (j)' of section 19~ punish- ,

able under the first part of section 20? At the hearing of the
reference the furthel~ question was adde'd and argued whether"
if such previous sanction is necessary, its absence is a defect

fatal to the prosecution.
Clause (j) of section 19 provides that whoever has in his

possession or under his control any arms, ammunition or mili-,
tary stores i!l contravention of the provisions of section 14 or
section 15 (which prescribe certain licenses permitting such
possession andi control) shall be punished with imprisonment
fot' a term which may extend to three years, ot' with fine, or'
with both.
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The parls of section 20 which are material to the present
reference run" whoever dges any act mentioned in clause (j) of
section 19, in such manner as to indicate an intention that such
act may not be known to any public servant as defined in the
Indian Penal Code, shall be Qunished with imprisonment for a
term ~vhich may extend to seven years, or with fine, or with
both." Section 29 provides that where an offEnce punish<lble
under section 19, clause (j) has been committed, no proceedings
shall be instituted against any person in respect of such
offence without the previous sanction of the MagistFate of the
District. The question is whether this section requires the
District Magistrate's previous sanction to the institution of
proceedings in respect of an offence punishable notuflder
section 19 but under section 20. The words of the sectior. on
the face of them appear to me to show that it does not, nor do
I see any reason to interpret them otherwise than according to
their plain meaning.

As indicated by the marginal notes section 19 renders
punishable breaches of certain sections of the Arms Act and
section 20 renders more heavily punishable what are called
secret breaches of some of those clauses. Thus section 20
treats certain acts which by themselves constitute offences
under section 19 a6 offences of a graver nature when accom
panied by cerhin attendant circUfl1stances, in this case the
intention of concealment from the public authorities. The
Criminal law' furnishes numerous instances of similar provi
sions, e.g., sections 193 and 194; 323 and 3Q5; 379 and 382; 392
and 394; 406 and 408; 448 and the thr~e following sections,
and many other sections of the Indian Penal Code. 1n ,wch
cases though the commission of the graver offence includes
also the commission of one less grave, the graver offence is
distinct from and is punishable more heavily than and under a
different section to the minor offence. Some reference was
made in the arguments to sections 397 and 398 of the Indil\tl
Penal Code, but they appear to me to bear no analogy to the'
sections of the Arms l Act now under consid,:,ration. They
merely prescribe a minimum sentence of seven years' imprison
ment to be passed upon an offender convicted of an offenc~

under one of the sections 392 to 395 inclusive, when he is armed
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with a deadly weapon or attempts to cause death or grievous
hurt. They neither create graver offences nor'rendcrexisting
offences liable to an enhanced punishment. The offences
are punishable under and their maximum penalties are fixed
by sections 392 to 395 and in no instance are they less than
seven years' imprisonment. A first offender who commits
robbery by day can be sentenced to ten years' imprisonment,
although he is not armed; he can be sentenced to no more
however he is armed"and it appears to me that sections 397
and 398 merely ensure that if armed he shall be substantially
punished. On the other hand in my opinion distinct offences
are created by and are punishable under section 20 of the Arms
Act, and such offence,s cannot be said to be punishable under
seetion 19. Section 29 accordingly does not apply to such
offences and I would answer the first question referred in the
negative.

The'second question. should I think be answered in the
affirmative. The want of sanction to the institution of pro
ceedings,when such sanction is l'equired, could only be cured,
if at all, by clause (a) of section 537 of Criminal Procedure
Code, as being an omission in the proceedings b~ore trial. If
clause (a) were intended to apply to such cases not only would
clause (b) be unnec(;ssary and redundant, but the want of sanc
tion required by other sections of the Criminal Procedurc Code
such as 197 would be a mere il'regularity curable under section
537unJess it had in fact occasioned a failure of justice. The
very enactment of f~lause (b) clearly shows that it is the want
of sanction required ~y section 195 alone which is curable under
section 537 and that the absence of sanction required by any
othe.rprovision of law cannot be so r~medied. To take the
contrary view would, I consider, render almost nugatory the
requirements of the law regal-ding sanction. The legislature
has enacted with respect to certain offences that no Court
shall -take cogniza.flce of them or, in the case of section 29 of
the Arms Act, that no proceedings shall be instituted against
any person in. respect of them, without the previous :anction
of a specified authority. Without such sanction a Court is not
competent to take cognizance of or to hold any proceedings in
't'.espect of such offences, and if it does so its proceedings,
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unless covered by clause (b) of section 537, 'are entirely'
,without jurisdiction and invalid. In my opinion the absence of
sanction when required under section 29 of the Arms Act is a
defect fatal to any proceedings held without such sanction.

Taking the two questions 'referred together my view is that
proceedings may be instituted against any person under section
20 of the Arms Act for the secret possessi<:>n of arms in contra
vention of the provisions of section 14 or section 15 without
previous sanction under section 29. If :'1owever" in such a case
.a Magistrate finds that the intention to conceal the possession
is not made out he should discharge the accused undel' section
20. Proceedings under section 19 (j) may then be instituted if
and when the necessary sanction thereto is given under sec
tion 29.

Fox, C. J.-I concur.
Young, J.-I concur.
T1.lIJomey, J.--It was probably the 'intention of the Legisla

ture to confine the operation of section 29 to cases in which no
concealment is practised. Such a restriction is commended in
the Government Circular of 1892 as "not only harmless but
beneficial." It is easy to understand that while allowing prose
cutions to be instituted ft'eely when the accused is found to
have h,idden arms or ammunition, the Legislature may have
intended the district authorities to proceed with more delibera
tion in cases where the arms, etc., are held openly, and where
the initial presumption of innocence is therefore much greater.

We have to see whether the actual provisions as enacted
give effect to the above intention. 1 think Parlett, J., has
shown that the first part of section 20 may be regarded as
creating a distinct offe;lce punishable under that section, and
that the operation of section 29 may lawfully be ,restricted to
offences punishable not under section 20 but only under section
19 </). It is tr'ue that according to this view sanction would be
necessary for a minor offence while proceedings could be
instituted without sanction for a major offence which includes
such mi~or offence. But 1 do not think that this anomaly
need prevent us from adopting the construction proposed by
.Parlett,J. 1 therefore concur in answering in the negative the
first part of the reference.
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I also agree with him in thinking that if sanction were
necessary under section 29 before the institution of proceedings
under section 20 the absence of such sanction would be a fatal
"lefect.

PRIVY COUNCIL.

ON APPEAL FROM THE CHIEF COURT OF LOWER BURMA.

Before Lord Sha~v, Sir John Edge and Sir La~vrenceJenkins.

PRANJIVANDAS JAGJIVANDAS MEHTA 'V. CHAN
MAH PHEE.

Transfer of Property Act (1882), Section 59-equitable mortgage
transfer of title-deeds.

·Where titles of property are handed over with lilothing said except that
they are to be security, the scope of the security is the scope of the title.
If the title-deeds are accompanied by a bargain,that bargain must rule, and
if th". bargain is a written bargain, it and it alone must determine the
scope and extent of the security.

Shaw v. Foster, L. R. 5 E. and I. Appeal, 321 at 340 referred to.

This was an appeal from a judgment of the Chief Court of
Lower Burma on its appellate .side.

The judgment of their Lordships of the Privy Council was
delivered on the 21st March 1916 by:-

Lord Shaw.- Their Lordships think it unnecessary in this
case to call upon learned Counsel for the respondent. They
are of opinion that the judgment of the ChiEff Court of Lower
Burma appealed from is correct.

The rights of the parties have to ·be determined, in their'
Lordships' opinion, by a written agreement, which is, in their'
L0rdships' view, the limit and standard fully measuring the
obligations of Mah Saw, who obtained an advance of 13,000
rupees from the respondent on the 1st June 1906.

On that date there was a notandum put upon the back of a
promissory note then granted, and the notandum is to this
effect: "As security, grant of a house in 14th Street, Ran
goon." Their Lordships take no stock of an alteration made
after that llotandum "vas signed, by which there wasitan inter
polation of the words" Strand Road and:" which words would
have, in appearance at least, extended the scope of the security
from" a house in 14th Street, Rangoon," to "a house in Strand
Road and 14th Street, Rangoon." Had an argument been:
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raised as to whether, this alteration having been made, any 1915.

rights in law could now be founded upon this document, that PRANJI-

ld h b 'd db" , VANDASargument wou ave een conSI ere ; ut It IS unnecessary to JAGJIVANDAS,

make any pronouncement upon this topic, and accordingly their METHA

Lordships deal with the docu~nent signed by Mah Saw on the CHA~'MAH
1st J'me 1906, as definitely limiting and describing the scope of PHE&.

the security. It was a " grant;" in the singular, "of a house,"
in the singular, "in 14th Street, Rangoon."

The law upon this subject is beyond l:lny doubt; (1) Where
titles of property are handed over with nothing said except that
they are to be security, the law supposes that the scope of the
security is the scope of the title. (2) Where, however, titles
are handed over acc;ompanied by a bargain, that bargain must
rule. (3) Lastly, when the bargain is a written bargain, it, and
it alone, must determine what is the scope and the extent of the
security. In the words of Lord Cairns in the leading case of
Shaw v. Foster (I) ;- •

" Although it is a well·established rule of equity that a deposit of a
document of title without more, without writing, or without word of mouth
will create in equity a charge upon the property referred to. I apprehend
that that general rule will not apply where you have a deposit accompanied
by an actual written charge. In that case you must refer to the terms of
the written document, and any implication that might be raised, supposing
there were no document, is put out of the case and reduced to silence
by the clocument by which alone you must be governed."

Their Lordships accordingly have admitted in argument the
only possible question which remains (standing the document
specifying the security -and signed by Mah Saw), namely, the
question of identification of the term" grant of a house in 14th
Street, Rangoon." To identify this grant, a reference has
been made by learned Counsel for the appellant, to the various
title-deeds of the pl'oJ!erties called Plot~ 65, 66, 66A, and 67.
These deeds are as follows: With reference to Plot 65, there is
a lease or land in favour of a person named Ma Thit, who
was the mother of Mah Saw. With reference to Plot 66, and
apparently also to 66A, there is a document for sale of a house
and of l\nd in favour of Ma Thit. But then, with reference to
the last document, namely, as to Plot 67, there is a "grant of
a house," a conveyance of a house on the 3rd January 1901, in
favour of Ko Tha Gywe. Ko Tha Gywe was the husband of

(1) L.R. 5, E. & I. Appeals, 321 at 340.
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the grantee, or lessee, of the other plots of ground covered by
the other documents. He was the father of Mah Saw, and it
does occur as a matter of interest that this person, the father
,)f Mah Saw, who had a .conveyance of a house, that on Plot
67, was himself a borrower from the persons who are interested
in this suit, whp were bankers and money-lenders in th~ dis
trict. On the lOth "October 1902, he borrowed a sum of 5,000
rupees from them; and a somewhat curious transaction took
place, namely, that he deposited with the money-lenders, not
only the title of the property belonging to himself, namely, the
grant of the house, but also the title-deeds of the other three
properties which belonged not to himself, but to his wife. It
wa.s on this occasion that all these title~ found their way
into the hands of the lenders. Mah Saw succeeded to Ko Tha
-Gywe in the ownership of the house on Plot 67.

Their Lordships have, in these circumstances, no doubt

whatsoever that the identification of the" gl'ant of a house in
14th Street, Rangoon," by her is accomplished by a reference
to the conveyance of the house in favour of Ko Tha Gywe,
which house had been hisproperty when the original advance
,of 5,000 rupees, some years before, was obtained by him.

Their Lordships finally remark that, as against this identifi
cation of the house in 14th Street thel'e is4 no evidence at all

.satisfactory in this case, and it was for 'the per-sons holding this
security clearly to satisfy the Court of the scope thereof.
They have not done so. There is nothing in the case which

-confirms the view that, under the term" grant of a house"
which would be a singular term applicable to a singular title,
there was included the subject of three other plots of land under
leases. Their Lordships cannot assent:to such a construction.
They think the security is distinctly and by contractIimited, and
they cannot extend it as desired. They have no doubt that the

-Chief Court of Lower Burma has reached a proper conclusion.
Their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty that this

:.appeal should be dismissed .....vith costs.
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Before Mr. Justice Twomey.

NGA HLA v. KING-EMPEROR.

461

Criminal
Appeal NI1~

444 iif1916.

Criminal Procedu,re Code, sections 221 (7) 537-p1"evious couvic·
tions, to be set forth in chat"ge-irregularity, wheu curable.

The provisions of section 221 (7), of the Criminal Procedure Code
should be complied with strictly. "Omission to comply with them may
however be cured by section 537 if the irregularity h'as not actua lly pre
judiced the accused.

After reading the petition of appeal ane; the proceedings of
the trial I see no reason to interfere with the conviction under
section 379-75, Indian Penal Code, Ol'thE; sentence of rigorous
imprisonment for 7 years and I dismiss Nga Hla's appeal
summarily.

The District Magistrate's procedure was irregular. He was
bound by section 221 (7), Code of Criminal Procedure, to state
the fact, date and place of previous conviction on the charge
and omitted to do so. The omission is however not material
as the previol!s convictions were put to the accused and admitted
by him before judgment was passed. It is covered by section
537, Criminal Procedure Code. The District Magistrate should
be careful to comply with the provisions of the Code in future.
The use of Criminal Form 80 does not dispense with the proce,
dure laid down in section 221 (7). It is not sufficient to use
Criminal Form 80 iJlone, except in cases of the kind described
in paragraph 241 Lower Burma Courts Manual. Where it is
intended to prove the previous conviction "for the purpose of'
affecting the punishment which the Court is competent to
award," Criminal Form 79 should invariabl:., be used. There is
no objection to using Criminal Form 80 as a Supplementary
form in such cases.

Max 29flz•.
1916.

Before Mr. ./t/stice Ormond.
ALI ASGHAR v. MI KRA HLA U.

J. E. Lambert-for appellant.
Maung Gyi~for respondent.

Maho1nedan Law: M.arriage-restitution ofconj1,gal1"ights~ffect

of apostasy.
There can be no valid marriage between a Mahomedan and a Burmese

Buddhist. If a woman, who has become a Mahomedan and been married
according to Mahomedan ceremonies, subsequently apostatises, the mal"
riage is cancelled by the apostasy.

Sjedal Civil'
2nd Appeal
No. 39 of

1916•

June 2Ist._
1916•
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Hussain Unwar v. Fatima Bee, (1885) S.J.L.B., 368; followed.
Kumal Sheriffv. Mi Shwe Ywet, (1875) S.J.L.B., 49 dissented from•

The plaintiff a Mahomedan sued for restitution of conjugal
rights. The Township Court gave him a qecree but on appeal
the District Judge found that there was no marriage and that
the plaintiff had bought the girl frw a temporary purpose. The
defendant is a Burmese Buddhist.

Plaintiff's case is that at the time of the marriage the
d~fendantwas converted to the Mahomedan religi'on and was
married to him accoreing to Mahomedan rites.

His not clear what the defence really is. The written state
ment states that there was no marriage ceremony and no
marriage. But it is clear that the defendant after living with
the' plaintiff for 7 days left him on the ground that she
refused to become a Mahomedan. It is not contended by the
plaintiff's advocate that a marriage between a Mahomedan and
a Burmese Buddhist is valid. According to the decision in
Hussain Unwar 'V. Fatima Bee (1), a Mahomedan cannot get a
decree for restitution of conjugal rights against his wife who
has apostatised from Mahomedanism. I' am referred to the
case of Kumal Sheriff 'V. Mi Shwe Ywet (2) decided in 1875. In
that case a Burmese woman professing the Buddhist faith but
who at the time of her mar~iage stimulated conversion t~ Islam,
and was married with Mahomedan ceremt>nies, ViaS estopped
from saying that she was still not a Mahomec,an ; and she was
not allowed' a divorce there being no fault established on her
"husband's side. That case was not cited in Hussain Unwar's
'case which was dedded 10 years later, I doubt if a Burmese

,woman, who is converted to Mahomedanism fQr the purpose or
a marriage with a Mahomedan, can by estoppel be placed in a
worse posHior. than if she had been a "eal Mahomedan at the
time of the marriage. In Hussain Unwar's case it was admit
ted that an apostate Mahomedan wife by the apostasy cancels
the marriage.

If the plaintiff's case is true that the defendant was married
according to Mahomedan ceremonies and became a Mahomedan
she has apostatised and the marriage is thereby cancelled. If
the defendant's case is true that she never became a Maho~edan

(1) (1885j S. J.L.B., 368. (2) (1875) S. J.L.B., 49.
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and was not married according to Mahomedan ceremonies, the
plaintiff's Advocate admits that there would be no marriage.
In either case therefore the plaintiff is not entitled to restitu

,tion of conjugal rights.
This appeal is dismissed with costs.

, -~--

Before Mr. Justice Twomey.

ITALA 'D. KING-EMPEROR._ c

Bench of Honorary Magistrates-Magistrates who have heard all
evideltce to decide the issue-Criminal Procedure Code, section 350.
The constitution of a Bench of Honorary Magistrates cannot be changed

in the middle of a case. The case must be dr::cided only by those Magis
'trates who have heard :ill the evidence.

Damri Thakur v'. Bhowani Sahoo, (l895) 1.L.R., 23 Cal., 194; Hard
war Singh v. Khega Oiha, (1893) I.L.R., 20 Cal., 870 followed.

In this case the prosecution evidence was heard by two
Honorary IMagistrates who took no further part in it. The

,defence evidence was heard by two other Honorary Magis
trates of the same Bench and the accused was convicted and
sentenced by these two Magistrates.

The procedure was illegal. Section 350 of the Criminal
Procedure Code does not apply to cases tried by Benches of
Magistrates. As pointed out in Dmnri Thakur 'iI. Bhowani
Sahoo(I) see also Hardwar Singh 'D. Khega Ojha (2).

There is no provision of law which provides for a change
en the constitution of Benches of Magistrates and in the
absence of any such provision it must be held that only those
Magistrates who have heard the whole of the evidence can

,decide the case.
The conviction and sentence are set a3ide and it is le-ft to

the District Magistrate to decide whether there shou~d be a
new trial of the charge under section 323, Indian Penal Code,

,against the accused.

Before Mr. Justice Two111,ey.

SIT HON 'D. KING-EMPEROR.

Criminal trespass-house (trespass-Indian Penal Code section
,441-Criminal Procedure Code, section 106-breach ofpeace.)

Griminal trespass on the" panat-chut " or outer verandah where shoes
:are/~ikenoff of a Burmese house is house-trespass.

(1) (1895) I.L.R. 23 Cal, 194. (2} (1893) I.L.R. 20 Cal, 870.

1916•

ALI AsGHAB.
v.

Ml KRA
HLA U.

Criminal
Revision

No. 210B qf
1916•

july 61Ft.
, 1916.

Criminal
Revision

Nc.222001
1916.--'.TtI/;' {91Ft,
1916.
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Criminal trespass maybe an offence involving a· preach of the peace.
within the meaning of section 106 of the Criminal ProcedureCode,

Tanzi Gharn Mundle v· G02wikant Biswas, 7 C.W.N., p. 25,.
followed.

The Panat-chut or outer verandah where shoes are taken
05 is part of a Burmese dwelling house and I s.ee no reason to
doubt that a person who commits criminal trespass on a
jJanat-chut under the circumstances set forth in section .441,
Indian Penal Code, cqmmits house-trespass.

The learned Sessions Judge in his order of reference raises
the further question w!1ether the order requiring security to
keep the peace under, section 106, Criminal Procedure Code, is
valid. seeing that the offence of which the accused was convicted
i.e., house-trespass, is not an offence of which breach of the
peac.e is a necessary ingredient. It is clear however in the
present case that the criminal trespass was committed with
the sole object of causing hurt to one of the persons in the
house and I thinl{ it is therefore correct to hold that the particular'
offence committed by the accused in this case was one" invol
ving a breach of the peace" within the me~ning of section 106,
Criminal Procedure Code. I am fortified in this opinion by the
ruling 6f the Calcutta High Court in Tarni Chant MundIe 'V.

Gourikant Biswas(l) in which the facts resembled those of the
present case.

Proceedings are returned.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fo)(, Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Ormond
and Mr. Justice Twomey.

In re KING-EMPEROR 'V. 10 NGA PYU. 2. NGA LUN.
;:Iiginbotham-Government Advocate for.the King·Emperor•

Excisd·Act, section 51-joint possession-General Clauses Act, sec·
tion 13. . .

Section 51 of the Exdse Act prevents the j~int possession bysevefal
persons of more fermented liquor than can be sold retail to one.

Queen-Empress t'. Rajia, P.J.L.B., 405, followed.

The following reference was made to a Full Bench by Mr.
Justice Parlett under section] 1, Lower Bw"nla Courts Act:

Two persons Wel"e found carrying a pot containing eight
.quarts of c~untry fermented liquor, and were prosecuted llnde~'

section'51 of the Excise Act. When the particulars of~he'

(1) (1902) 7 C.W.N., p.25.
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offence were explained to them they said that each of them had
bought four quarts from the licensed shop and that they were
carrying it home for a nat festival. The Magistrate thereupon

-convicted, holding that section 51 prohibited the joint
possession of more country fermented liquor than could Le
sold retail to one person, {Hz., fOlW quarts. In this he was
right, being bound by the ruling in Queen-Empress v. Rajia. (I)
The District Magistrate has referl'ed th~ case and has raiGed
the question of the correctness of that ruling. It will be seen
that it proceeded upon the reasoning that according to the
General Clauses Act words in the singular include the plural
unless there is something repugnant in the subject 01' context,
and consequently in section 30 of the Excise Act the words" No
person" are to be read in the plural as well as in the singular
and the section therefore is to be understood to prohibit several
persons having in theil' joint possession more spirit or
fermented Jiq UOI' than that specified'in section 3, sub-section (1),

clause (n). It appean; to me at any rate arguable that
section 30 is just one of those cases where the subject and
context are repugnant to reading the words in the singular
as including the plural. Their subject is the fixing of a
maximum quantity of spirit or fermented liquor beyond which
no person shall possess without a license and at first sight they
appeal' to refer to a single individual. I think the point should
be further con&idered and I refer to a Bench the question
whether the ple<i of the accused in this case, if it had been
established, would have been a good defence.

The opinion of the Full Bench 'was a;s f~llows :~
Ormond, J.-In my opinion the case of Queen-Em-j>ress'V.

Rajia (1) was rightly decided. I would answer the question
referred in the negati"e.

Twomey, J.-I am of the same opinion. But I do not
think it necessary to rely on the General Clauses Act. If two
per~ons having each bought 4 quarts of liquor put them
together and carry them home, each of them is in thecontem
plation of law in possession of the whole.

Fox, C.J.-I agree in thinking that an answer in the
negdHveshould be given to the question referred.

(1) P.J.L.B., 405.

3°

KING
EMl'EItOa

v.
NGA Pyu.
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Before Mr. Justice Twomey.

KING-EMPEROR Vi PO WUN.

Whipping Act, IV of 1909, sect-ion .3-7eJhipping in liet-t of other
:J;unishment-Criminal Procedure Code, 1898, section 423.

Under section 3 of the vVhipping Act a whipping can only be imposed
in lieu of any other punishment, and it is not open to an Appellate Court to
order a man to be. whipped if he has already served part of a sente.twe of
imprisonment.

T~e Magistrate sentenced the accused to suffer rigorous
imprisonment for six months, the offence of which he was
convicted being theft under section 379, Indian Penal Code.

On appeal the Sessions Judge altered the sentence to one of
whipping. On the d,ate of the Sessions Judge's order the
accused had already served 14 days of the sentence of imprison
ment.

The effect of the appellate order is that the accused has
suffered a whipping in addition to imprisonment. Under the
Whipping Act, 1909, section 3, a whipping can be imposed only
in lieu of any other punishment, and the intention of the law
is c1eady infringed by ordering a man to be whipped after he
has already served part of a sentence of imprisonment.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief ]Hdge, Sir Henry Hartnoll, P.].,
Mr. Justice Ormond and Mr. Justice Twomey.

In re 1. YE NAN 0, 2. NYEIN E. v. AUNG MYAT SAN.

Mrr.ung Kin, Mat-trtg May Oung and Maung Pu-for appellants.
Rahman, Maung Gyi and Mat-mg Chit Hlaing-for respondent.

Buddhist law: Inheritance-Pre-emptio"n" no right of pre-emption
as regards partitioned property.

The following question was referred to a Full Bench under section 11
of the Lower Burma Courts Act :-

"Have the co-heirs who take part in the partition of immoveable
ancestral property a tight of pre-emption as regards such property after the
partition has been effected? "

Held, (Hartnoll, J. dissenting)-that they have not.
Shwe Eik Ke v. Tha H~a Aung, 1 L.B.R., 144; Ebrahim v. Arasi,

P.J.L.B., 26; Apana .Charmz Chowdry v. Shwe Nu, 4 ~.B.R.,124

followed.
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Ma Ngwe v. Lu Bu, S.J.L.B., 76 ;Mo Thi v. Tha Kwe, 4 L.B-R., 128
.dissented from.

Ibrahim Saib v. Muni Mir Vdin Sahib, (1870) 6 Mad. H.C.R.,26
.distinguished.

Shwe Nyun v. Ma So, 2 U.B. R. (1897-01), 155; Nga Tin v. Shwe On, 2
U.B.R. (1907-09), Buddhist Law-Inheritance-Pre-empfion, 1; Gobind
Dayal '(I. Inayatztllah, (1885) I.L.R., 7 All., 775 at 815; Nga Myaing v·
Mi Baw, S.J.L.B., 39; Ma Hnin 7Bwin v. V Shwe Gon, 8 L.B.R., 1;
Ma·ung La Doh v. Ma 'Po, 2 U.B.R. (1897-01), Buddhist Law~Inheritance,
162; Preface to Manu Wztnnana, U Tet To's edition,1818, page 4; Jar•

.dine Prize Essay, page 103; Thein Pe v. V Pet, 3 L.B.R., 175; U Tet TO'd

.editions of Mamt W'unnana and Manu Thara Shwe IJ'Iyin printed in
1878 and 1l;79 referred to.

The following reference was made by Mr. Justice Parlett to
a Full Bench, under section 11 of the Lower Burma Courts
Act:-

The second plaintiff Ma Nyein E, amI the "first defendant
.Maung Tha E ~re first cousins, being the grand-children of Po
Da Lu and Ma Nyein. Upon the death of Po Da Lu and Ma
Nyein certain trees devolved in equal shares upon their son
Di Lan, andtheirtwo grand-children J:ha E and Ma Nyein E.
The property was divided 5 or 6 years before the suit. Di
Lan sold his share to Tha E who thus became possessed of two
thirds of the property. Tha E sold his two-thirds share to the
.third defendant, who is a stranger. The plaintiff, Ma Nyein E
and her husband claimed the right of pre-emption. The Town
.ship Court held that '(hey had the right, but upon appeal by the
third defendant the Disti'ict Court reversed this decision, and
the plaintiffs now prefer this second appeal.

The District Court based its decision upon the case of
.Shwe Eik J{e or'. Tha Hla Aun.g and three (l)"where it was held
that upon the division of property amongst children each child
.~ook the particular lot or lots which fell to him or her free 11'0111

all obligation as regards pre-emption. It is :lOW contended that
.that case is distinguishable from the present in that there the
.litigants Wt:re not, as here, the 'co-heirs who divided the joint
property among them, but their descendants, and that the

. decision was merely that there is no authority for holding
that before a Burman Buddhist can sell his property to others
he is bound to offer it first to everyone of his relatIOns includ

.jng thoseof remote degree. This appears to be the case, but
(1) 1 L.B.R., 144.

ht re YE
NAN 0

v.
AUNG ),iYAT

SAN.

Special Civil
2nd Appeal

No. lot
1912•

May 13th.
191 3'
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at the same time the expression of opinion referred to above by
which the District Judge held himself bound cannot be regarded
as ari obiter dictum inasmuch as it formed the basis of the
decision that the descendants of the co-heirs who divided the
property were f"ee of all obligation as regards pre-emption.

The previous case of Ma Ng-we 'V. Lu Bn and Ol1e (1) was·
not referred to in the judgment, and ,vas certail~ly not

.expressly dissent-xi from. In that case the learned ,J udicial
Commissioner· held that after division of ancestral estate the
holder thereof, bein~i'a member of the family, 'wishing to sell
the land falling to his share, must offer it first to his co-heirs,
and a sale to a stranger, without such offer being made, is.
invalid. A similar decision had also been come to in Upper
Burma in 2VIaung SJn~e Nyun and h~)o 'V. Ma So and one (2)

which has been affirmed in the late" case of Nga Tin v. Sh'we
On and one (3) where it was held that a widow has the !'ight of
pre-emption if her co-heirs to her deceased husband's estate
wish to sell. The actual decision in Sh-we Eik He ''0. Tha
RIa Aung (4) has not, so fat· as I am aware, ever been challeng
ed, but the ground on which it was based, namely that the
right of pre-emption is extinguished by partition of the property
appears to me to conflict with the earlier decision in JliIa Ng'we
'V. Lu Ru (1) and with the Upper Burma decisions. I there
fore refer for the decision of a Ben;h of this Court the

Q

question-
Have the co-heirs who take part in the partition of immove

able ancestt'al property a right of pre-emption as regards such
property after the partition has been effected?

The opinio'n of the Full Bench '<-vas as follows :-
Rartnoll, J.-The question which has been refel'red to us for'

decision is_ J

Have the co-heirs who take 'part in the partition of immove~
able ancestral property a right of pre-emption ;:t.s regards such
property after the partition has been effected?

The facts as set out in the !·eference show that the question
refers to tqe case of Burman Buddhists, and that the reference'

In rc YE
NAN 0

V.
-oAUNG MYAT

SAN.

(I) S.J·.L,B., 76. (2) 2 U.B.I1.(l897-01), 155.
(3) 2 U.B.R: (1907-09), Buddhist Law-Il1heritance-Pre·emption I 1.

(4) 1 L.B.R:, 144.
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has been considered necessary, in that the learned Judge con
sidered that there is a conflict of authority between the cases
·of Shwe Eik Ke v. Tha Rla Aung (I) and Ma Ngwe v. Lu Bu. (2)

, He has also pointed out that the decision in the case of Ma
.N gwe v. Lu Bu has been followed in the cases of Sh'i.oe NYUl1 v.
ilia So (3), and Nga Tin v. Sh'i.('e On. (4)

It has been urged that the matter is not one for decision
according to the rule of Buddhist law bu~ that it should be

v·decided according to the ordinary civil law Having regard to
the provisions of section 13 (1) of the Burma Laws Act, 1898,
the point arises as to whethel' the matter is one of inheritance
or not. If it is, by the provisions of that section the Bud

·dhist law must form the rule of decision; and the general
considerations put forward by Holloway, C.J., in the case of
Ibrahim Saib v. Muni Mil' Vdin Saib (5) cannot in my opinion
be allowed to prevail. If the rule of Buddhist law is applicable
and the present conditions of society in Burma al'e unsuited to
'such rule of law it is open to the Government to legislate and
alter the law; but where the rule of Buddhist law is to be
followed as laid down in the Burma Laws Act this Court has
no option but to follow such rule. The question of whethel'
the right of pre-emption as claimed by Blll'man Buddhists is

··one concerning inher;tance has been pronounced on in several
cases namely Ebrahim. v. Arasi (6), AjJana Charan ChO'i.(,dry 'V.

° Sh'we Nu (7), Slt'we Nyun v. Ma So (3), and Maung Tin 'V. Sh-we
On (4): The second case quoted is one of my own. The right

° of pre-emption need not necessarily be one concerning inheri
tance at all. For instance, in Mahommedan law according to
the definition of it given by Pethel'am, C.J. in the case of
Gobind Dayal v. InayatuUah (8) the matter cannot be said to be
one of inheritance; but the right ,as claimed by Burman Bud
dhists as cocheirs seems to me to be beyond doubt one that
concerns inheritance. It is not claimed by co-heirs on the
ground that they possess neighbouring lands but on the ground
that th:;y are co-heirs, and it relates to inherited property-pro
perty that has descended fr0111 a common ancestor or that has

(1) 1 L.B.R., 144~ (2) S.J.L.B., 76; (3) 2 U.B.R. (1897-01),155.
(4) 2 U.B.R. (1907-09) Buddhist Law-Inheritance-Pre-emption, 1.

0(5) (1870) 6 Mad. H.C.R., 26.(6) P.J.L.B.,26. (7) 4 L.B.R., 124.
(8) (1885) I.L.R. 7 All., 775 at 815.
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come from a common relative. It is by virtue of relationship
to such a person and co-heirship that such a right is claimed
and therefore the right seems to me to be an incident of the.
law of inheritance. I therefol'e consider that the Buddhist law
should form the rule of decision in deciding the question asked
tis.

It was then urged that the property to be dealt with in the
reference is trees and the rule of Buddhist law only applied to
land and not to tn,es. The propet'ty in dispute is not the
produce of the trees but the t!-ees themselves which al-e immove
able property being permanently attached to the earth.

The texts on which the Bumlan Buddhist right of pre-~l11p

tion is based may b~ said to be as follows:
(I) 11:Janukye-the 36th section of the 7th Book and the·

first section of the 8th Book;
(2) a passage from the Manu Wunnana ;
(3) a passage from the illanu Thara Shwe Myin;
(4) a passage from the Winicchaya Pakcisani ;
(5) the texts collated under section 309 of the Kin:wun·

Mii1gyi's Digest, Volume 1.

Translations of the passages from the Mann Wunnana and
Manu Thara Skwe Myin will be found in the case of Nga
Myaing ·v. Mi Ba'w (1). A translation has been made of section
93 of the Vvinicchaya Pakasani Dhammath'at and is attached
to this judgment.

As has been laid down recently by theie Lordships of .tbe·
Privy Council in the case of Ma Hnin Bwin v. U Shive Con (2)'

n10st weight has to be attached to the Manukye DhammathaL
The wording of the Dhammathat is not too clear in its meaning
in section 1 of the 8th Book; the important passage is that
beginning with the words "Excellent King. As regupds the
lands called Myethe and Myeshin " They are·
explained and amplified by the passages from the other Dham
mathats. According to Dr. FOl'chhammer's Essay on the
sources and development of Burmese law from the era of the
first inti-odtlction of the Indian law to the time of the British
occupation 0'£ Pegu, the Manukye was compiled about Hie year
1756 A.D. by Mahasiri Uttamajaya, minister of military works"

(1) S.J.L.B" 39. ~) 8 L.B.R., 1.
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and the Manuthara Shu'e Myin in 1771 A.D. by the nobleman
Kyaw Din, the same author compiling the Wunnana a few

years later and also the Winicchaya Pakasani The latter
three' books were therefore compiled not long after the
Manukye. Taking the texts together the general pl-incip1e

apparent is that the land is to be kept in the same family if
possible. Even an original purchaser or his children m-e to
sell the land back to the family of the original vendor. It is
not claimed tI;at so wide a custom as this last one now exists
indeed learned counsels Maung May Oung and Maung Kin who
appear to support the right state that it has falIen into desue
t~de ; but it is claimed that if a man wishes to sell inherited
property, thecu!,ltom that he must give his co-heirs the Option
of purchasing it first whether the property is joint undivided
property or partitioned estate, still exists, and it is urged that
such a custom has not fallen into desuetude. The passage in
the 1st section of the 8th Book of the Manukye beginning with
the words I have set out above as explained by the passages in
the different Dhammathats but especially that of the Winie
chaya Pakasani seems to me to support the contention that the
Buddhist law in the Dhanunathats is as claimed. It should be
noted that the 1st section of the 8th Book of the Manukye
makes Myethe ana Myeshin lands include all sorts of inheri
ted lands. The words of the section are no doubt involved but
the passage I have referred to above seems to me to give co-

heirs a right of pre-emption and this is the more apparent when
the words m-e compared with the passa'ges from the other
Dhammathats. There is no indication that I can see th.lt the
right is confined to undivided estate; indeed the indications are
the other way. Each and every relative -is to be asked, and the
right is extended to a purchase by the heirs of the original seller
from the heirs of the original buyer. As regards the custom
having fallel1 into desuetude the case of M£ Ngwe v. Lit Bu (1)

is one relating to partitioned estate. It is not quite clear
whether the case of Slm'e NYUl1 v. JliJi So (2) applied to parti
tioned estate: but in all probability it did. That of Nga Tin. 'V.

Slm'e On (3) clearly refers to partitioned estate. As far as my

(1) S.J.L.B., 76. t. (2) 2 U.B.R. 0897-01),155.
(3) 2 U.B.R. (1907--09), Buddhist Law-Inheritance-Pre-emption, 1.
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knowledge of the custom goes (and I have been in the province
since 1~83 being an administrative officer up to 1906) I have
heard of the custom from time to time, and though I cannot
give specific instances where it has been applied, to partitioned
estate other than judicial decisio11S I have certainly had the
impression that it is not con:lned to the case of undiyided
ancestral property and that the desire to keep the property in
the family is widespread and acted on by Burman Buddhists.

I would therefore hold that the fact that inherited propaty has
been the subject of partition should not operate to prevent it
being subject to the right claimed.

The word" ancestral" used in connection with the rigpt
seer.1S to be a misnomer; for the word" 8.ncestl'al" should be
substituted the word' inherited." It was also allowed at the
heal-ing that the head-note to the case Ma Ngwe v. Lu Bu (I)
is too wide in declaring that a sale to a stl-anger without the
offer first being made to co-heirs is invalid. This appears to be
the case. The sale is only voidable at the option of co-heirs
.as long as they object to the sale within a reasonable time and
offer to pay and pay the price for which the property has
changed hands. Otherwise the sale is valid and cannot be
impugned. The provision that the right must be claimed
promptly and without unreasonable delay IS the great safe
guard against injustice and the abuse of it. The question of
what persons should be included under the term co-heirs as
possessing the right remains for consideration, and is not an
easy one to decide gener::dly; bu t for the purpose ofthisrefer
ence it is not a difficult one. In the present case we are only
concerded with persons who have jointly divided ancestral
property.

As regards the point whether the right should be extended
to trees as well as land, considering that trees are permanently
attached to the land I thillk it reasonable and convenient to hold
that if the right exists at all it should also extend to trees.

I would therefore answer the reference as follows:
In the case of inherited lands inclusive of trees permanently

attached to the land a joint inheritor of such property has a

(1) S.J.L.B., 7(J:
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right of pre-emption in respect of such inherited property in
the event of one of the joint inheritors desiring to sell his share
of such property, or such part of the inherited property as he
has obtained possession of, in whole or in part and whether it

o
is joint undivided or partitioned estate: but in the event of a
sale h:lVing taken place such right must be asse~'te:i promptly
.and within a reasonable time or it is lost fot ever. In asserting
such a right against a buyer the sum offered must be the sum
which the land has cost him.

Appendix to Sir Henry Hartnoll's Judgment.

. &ranslation of the 1st paragraph at page 107 in Winicchaya Pakas..mi
Dhammathat.) I

SECTION 93.

Close relatives, neighbours and (owners) of paddy lands close to each
·other say among themselves :-" This man lives in a hO:.Jse near ours-in
the same quarter," or" This field or ya or garden or land is close to
our field." If such a man desires to sell or mortgage this field or garden
which is next (to ours), the proper thing for him to do will be to sell or
mortgage to us or to the co-heirs; f01-, likewise he is our relative." Again

." This land or garden is kindred to ours. I f this person wants to sell or
mortgage this field or garden or ya, it will be proper for him to sell or
mortgage to us only." Again" We only are the proper persons to whom
the sale or mortgage should be made. 'vVe want these fields-which are
common inheritance property-or these :l'as or lands or houses or pools.
(We) have the right to buy or accept in mortgage." When there is a
triple dispute in this manner and if all of them are ti ght in their contentions,
the sale or mortgage should be made to the co-heIrs. No sale or mortgage
should be made to either the neighbouring landholders-living in the same
quarter-or to any outsider. If there be no co-heir!:, mortgage or sale is
.allowable to a neighbour or a neighbouring landholder. If there be no
neighbour or neighbouring landholder, or if there be such and they reiuse
(the offer), it is permissible to sell or mortgage to anyone as desired. For
there is a common interest-for good or evil-among people living in the
same quarter and holding lands near each other.

Ormond, f.-The question referred is :-Have the' co-heirs'
who take part ~n the partition of immov~able inherited property
a right of pre-emption As regards such property after the
partition has been effected? From the case submitted, it is
·dear that the question refers to the right of pre-emption in
respect of a sale by a 'co-heil"; and does not. refer to a sale
by a purchaser from a 'co-heir.' It is admitted that in respect
·of a sale by a purchaser from a co-heir any right of pre-emp-•.Hon would not now be recogni?;ed.
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In 1877 Mr. Sandford, the Judicial Commissioner of Lower
Burm;, in Ma Ng'(oe v. Lu Bu (1) held that ancestral immoveable
property that had been partitioned was liable to the right of:
pre-emption in the same manner as if it had not been parti;'
tioned.

In 1901 Mr'. Justice Fox in Shwe Hill Ke v. Tha Hla.Aung
(2) held that there Was no right of pl'e-emption after partition.
Ma Ng'(ve's case was not cited, but the case upon which it was
based, viz., Nga Myamg v. Mi Bww (3) was cited.

In 1905 Mr. Justice Hartnoll in iUO Thi v. Tha Kwe (4)

follo'vved the decision in Ma Ng'we's case and held that whel'e a
widow after partition sold her share to a stranger, her son had
the right of pre-e~11ption as to the whole.

Ma Ng'(c'e's case has been referred to apparently with
approval (in obiter dicta) in other cases; but Mo Thi's case is
the only reported case that lean find in Lower Burma (besides
Ma Ng'(oe's case) in which it has been actually held that there
is a right of pre-emption in respect of partitioned inherited
property.

In Uppel' Burma, Ma Ng'tve's case has been followed by
,M1'. White, Judicial Commissioner, in Maung Skwe Nyun 'D. Ma
So (5) and by Mr. Sha,\' in 1906 in Nga Ti~1- ·v. Nga Shwe On (6)
who disregal'ded the decision in Sh'we Bik Ke's case because Ma
Ng'we's case had not been considered." In cHga Tin's case it
was held that whel'e three sons inhel·ited property which was
partitioned and bvo of them sold their portions to a stranger
the widow of the otb,er son had a right of pre-emption. The fact
th.lt the widow had a" son who was a gl'andson of the father of
the three sons, is mentioned; but it does not affect the principle
of the decision.-In the case of MauJi'g La Doll v. Ma Po (7),
(which related to the sale of an undivided share) Mr. White held
that the fact that portions of the estate had heen previously
sold to strangers, without protest, did not affect the right of
pre-emption in respect of subsequent sales. "From these deci
sions it wOlJld seem that if, say three sons inherited property,
one of whom died leaving only a widow who married again and

(1) S.J.L.B.,76. (2) 1 L.B.R., 144.
(3) S.J. L.B., 39. (4) 4 L..B.R., 128.
(5) 2 U.B.R., (1897-01), 155. (6) 2 U.B.R. (1907-09) Buddhist Law-
(7) 2 U.B.R. (1897-01), 162. Inheritance-Pre-emption, 1.
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then died, this 2nd husband would have the right of pre-emption
in the case of a sale by eifher of the other two sons; although he
is in no way connected with the family and although he or his
deceased wife or her forl1~el' husband may have sold to a
stranger- the whole or part of the former husband's partitioned
share in the ancestral property :-and this clog is put upon the
free transfer of land because of the pr inciple enunciated by
Mr. Sandford in Ma Ng'(i)e'S case of mai~1taining intact the
family estate. And if a Burman who has inherited land wishes
after pal'tition to sell his land, he must eithel' obtain the
consent of all those who inherited other lands from the same
previous owner and their successors, by inhedtance and the
prospective heirs of these persons :-01' the purchaser takes the
land subject to the right of pre-emption in any of these persons.
Mr. Sandford at page 77 'says " Although I am unwilling to
extend this doctrine of pre-emption beyond its strict limits, yet
I cannot see my way to disallow the appellant's argument."
His reasoning is confused, for he speaks of land sold by an
original owner as "once ancestral and separated from the
family estate by the sale to the purchaser from the original
owner." 1£ property once ancestral had become sepm'ated frQm
the family estate by a sale to a stranger, the vendor must have
been-not the original owner-but an heir, and the pr'operty
sold must have been partitioned. But if co-heirs have a right
of pl'e-emption after partition, they had the right at the time of'
the sale to the stranger.

The Tatio ,decidendi in Ma Ngwe's sase was as follows:
A purchaser, if he wishes to sell, must offer the land to thE; heirs
of the original owner ;-an heir after partition is in the position
of a purchaser; therefore if he wishes to sell, he must offer it
to the heirs of the last owner, 1:.e., to his co-heirs.

But it is only the purchaser from. an original owner that has
to offer' the land to the 'successor' or 'descendants 'of his
vendor-if he wishes to sell. The purchaser from a derivative'
ownel' takes the land olltright and free from any right of
redemption: which would shew I think that he takes it free
from any right of pre-emption. It cannot be held therefol'e by
analogy that an heir, if he wishes to sell his partitioned share
of inherited land, is under a duty to offer it first to his co-heirs,
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The texts upon which Mr. Sandford bases his decision have
not been iJiscussed in later decisions; but in my opinion they
show-as regards Myesh-in land, with which alone We have'
to deal-that it is only the purchaser from an original owner
that has to offer the land (if he wishes to sell) to the successor
or descendants of the original owner-and that in all other
cases (which would include a sale by an heir after partition),
the purchaser has a full right to the land. The texts relied on
by Mr. Sandford are the 36th section of the 7th Book of the
Manllllye Dhammathat, the 1st section of the 8th Book and
passages from the Ma.nu 1tv.unnana and Manu Thara Shu'e-1nyin
Dhammathats. They are set out in the S.J.L.B. at pp. 39 t041.

I have had the 1st section of the 8th Book translated as
literally as possible and the following is an epitome, so far as
the section affects the question before us, which I have arranged
in paragraphs for the sake of convenience.

1. It specifies what are Myethe lands and what are
Myeshin lands. Myethelands are redeemable at any time
by the true sons or descendants or partner of the former
-owner: though if the original grantees sell the land outright or
mortgage it, they have the right to do so.

2. Myeshin lands are of 6 kinds :-0) inherited lands which
•care not Myethe, (ii) lands purchased, (iii) lands obtained on

another's going away and abandoning them, (iv)"lands obtained
by open occupation without interruption for 10 years,
(v) lands obtained by clearing the fOl'est and cultivating them
and (vi) lands obtainecl. by allotment from a public authol'ity,
e.g., a Thugyi or land measurer, etc.

3. If the original owner of Myeshin land of the last four
.descriptions sells them the seller, or if he is dead and has left a
successor, his' successor' may redeem them at the buyer's
,death, but not during the lifetime of the buyer.

4. As to MYf'the and Myeshin lands generally (subject
presumably to what has been stated above) if lands are sold
outright, the b.uyer has a full right to them, according to the
1;erms of his contract of sale·-they are not redeemable by the
reiations or des<i:endants of the original owner.

s.. If any of the aforesaid lands are to be sold even among
:relations, let. the vendor offer the land to everyone of his
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relations who is an heir. If it is sold to one relative, and another
relative having previously refused to buy comes in within a
year and wishes to buy" he may join in the purchase' as they
are relatives and the sale must be effected as among relatives.'

6. If a sale of land is to be made to one having,an interp.st
the vendor should offer it -to all who have an intet'est; they
shall decide which of them is to buy and the vendot' shall not
sell to anyone else.

7. If 'this paddy land' has been mortgaged to one, all
those interested niay take over the'l11.lrtgage in equal sha"'es,
provided they come in within a year if the mot'tgage was made
openly.

8. If 'this land' after having been mortgaged for a long
time with one, is sold, let all those that have an interest buy it
outright.

The rules relating to Myethe land are diffet'ent fmm
Myeshin land. And a sale by an original owner is on a
different footing to a sale by a person who has acquil'ed
the land by inheritance or by purchase. Thus in the case
of a sale of Myethe land, it is redeemable at any time
by the descendants or b;y the pat'tner of a former owner,
unless it was sold by the original grantee. In the case of a
sale of Myeshin land by a person who had obtained it as
an original ownt:r in any of the following ways, 'Viz., on
another's goinE,; away and abandoning it; by open occupation
without interruption for 10 years; by clearing the forest and
cultivating it; or by allotment from a public authority the land
is redeemable by the vendor 01' by his' successor' at the buyer's
death-and in all other cases (paragraph 4 above) the buyer'
has a full right to them.

In the present caJe we are dealing v.,ith a sale of Myeshin
land which the vendor obtained by inheritance.

The nrst part of the above section (represented by the first
four paragraphs above), deals with tile right of redemption and
not with the right of pre.emption. The right of redemption is.
of course different to the right of pre-emption :-it is a right to,
buy back the land at the original price though the owner may
not wish to sell it. But this part of the section throws some
light on the law o£pre-emption ;-:-£01' the original owner 0t: his.
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successor, having the right of redemption at the purchaser's
death, would naturally have the right of pre-emption in respect
of a sale· by the purchaser in his lifetime. The latter eight
would be meeely a corollary of the fiest. And the passage from
tbe Manu Wunnana reads as if the right of pre-emption dueing
the purchaser's lifetime is depende,lt upon 01" is deeived from
the right of eedemption after his death. Both this passage.and
tht< 36th section of the 7th Book of the Manukye clearly eefer
to a contemplated sale by a purchaser feom an original owner
only. The passage frof'] the Manu Thara Skwe-myin expressly
states that it refers to the law on the sale and purchase of
Myethe land-with which we are not concerned.

There is therefore nothing in these passages to show that a
purchaser of lHyeshil1? land from a derivative (i.e., not an

.original) owner, cannot sell to whom he chooses.
It is stated in section (l) that the purclwser of Myeshin

land takes it free from any right of redemption during his
lifetime, if he bought from an original owner; and takes it
absolutely free from any right of redemption in all other cases.
At the time that he buys it, therefore, whether from an original

.owner or from a derivative owner (e.g., an heir after partition)
there can be no right of pre~emption in anyone; foe that would
be in effect a right of redemption as against the purchaser at
the time of his purchase. If this view is cd'rrect the first por- .
tion of the section shews that there was no right of pre-emption
as contended for in this case.

The matter dealt with in paragraph 5 above is quite distinct
I think from the matter dealt with in paragraph 6. The first
·deals with a sale (presumably by a sole owner) to a relation;
the seller is directed to offer the land to everyone of his rela
tions who is an heir; if the .land is sold to a relation, any.other
relation of the seller (who is an heir) may come in within a
year and join in the purchase, but there is nothing to pruhibit the
seller from selling to a stranger instead of a relation, if he
wishes. The object of this provision is apparently to prevent
family disputes and jealousies which might arise if the seller
was allowed to sell to one relation (who is an heir) in preference

to another. .
The second case (paragraph 6) deals with the sale of a
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'partial interest in larid; the seller is directed to offer it to all
the others who are interested in the land, and they are to decide
who is to buy: if the seller. refuses to sell to their nominee, he
is expressly precluded from selling to another. . This provision
would apply to joint ownel'S, e.g., co-heil's before partition ;. and
it is I think the ground for the rule of pre-el~lption in I'espect

·of a sale by an heir befOl'e pal,tition. After partition the
former co-heirs cannot be said to be interested in the shares oJ
the other former co-heirs, and therefore this passage would not
apply to a sale of partitioned inherited pr0perty. An heir after
partition is virtually in the position of a stranger who has pur
chased part of the inherited lands with the consent of all those
interested in the inheritance. Ordinarily in a partition one
co-sharer, in consideration of his giving up his rights over (he
whole, is allotted by the'other co-sharers a portion which he is
to enjoy separately and without interruption or interference by

.them ;-:-and I see no reason why this should not be the casein
.a partition of inherited property.

The passage from the Vinnichaya Pakasani Dhammathat
cited by Mr. May Oung does not I think throw any light on the

.question before us. It merely shows that where co-heirs have a
right of pre-emption, their right of pre-emption takes prece
dence of a right of pre-emption in adjoining or neighbouring
owners.

The case in sUJPort of the right of pre-emption, as contended
for in this reference, is based upon the passage referred to in
paragraph 5 above :-the passage is taken ilS referring only to
the case of a sale by an heir of inherited property; and because
an heir wishing to sell 'e~en' to a relation, is directed to uffer
the land to everyone and all of his relations who al'e heirs-(the
word' heirs' is taken to mean' heirs of the prev;ous owner ')
a general right of pre-emption is taken to be implied in co-heirs
when an heir is about to sell to a stranger. If this is correct,
the right of pre·emption would not be in the co-heirs generally
,but in such of the co-heirs only as were related to the seller•

.But the passage expressly applies to a sale of 'any of the
.aforesaid lands' and in my opinion it applies equally to a sale by
.a purchaser as to a sale by an heir. If so, it is clear that the

'word' amwezaing' must mean the heirs of the seller. The word
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'relations' clearly means the relations of the seller and gramma-
tically the word 'heirs' would also mean heirs of the seller :-and
it has .been so construed I think both by Mr. Sandford at p. 41,
S.J .L.B., and also by Mr. Richardson in his translation of the
Manukye. It is clear also that neither Major Spar!,s in 1860
nor Mr. Sandford deduced frum this passage any right of
pre-emption in co-heirs. If there had been <'. recognize~ right
~f pre-emption in co-heirs after partitiol1, it is almost impossible
to suppose that the compiler of section 1, Chapter VIII, when
laying down directio,J1s in the case of a seller to -a relation,
should not have enunciated the ntle in a direct manner; or that
Major Sparks in his Code of Burmese Law should not have
stated the rule of pre-emption as applying to all sales of inheri
tell property. The effect of the word' even' is I think to shew
that the rule there laid down is a speci'al rule which is applicable
only in the case of a sale to a relation. There is nothing in
this passage to shew that a seller (including an heir) may not
sell to a stranger in preference to a relation or heir, if he wishes
to do so.

For the reasons stated above, I do not think there is any
right of pre-emption in respect of a sale of inherited land after
partition and I would answer the question referred to us in the
negative.

Twomey, J.--It is only if the right of pri;-emption by co-heirs
is a matter relating to inheritan;;e that the B;.{ddhist Law forms
the rule of decision under section 13, Burma Laws Act. Such
a right was first authoritatively recognized by our Courts in
the "ulings of Mr. Sandford, Judicial Commissioner, and he
set-ms to have taked for granted that it was a matter of inheri
tance. In all subsequent rulings also the applicability of the
Buddhist Law has been regarded ac; beyond dispute. Mr.
Hosking, Judicial Commissioner, in Ebrahi1J't v. Arasi (1) said
definitely: " The right of pre-emption among Buduhists is an
incident of the law of inheritance and succession and cannot
be separated from it." At the hearing of the present reference
spme arguments were brought forward in opposition to this
assumption: It was contended that a sale of land by a co-heir
is a matter relating not to inheritance but to the transfer of

(il P.J;L.B., 26.
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immoveable property. The same might be said with nearly as
much force of a sale of land by a Burmese Buddhist widow.
Yet if she sells without the consent of her eldest son he has a
right under the law of inheritance to avoid the sale as regards
his one-fourth share. In both_ cases the matter is primarily
one of transferring immoveable property but in the one case"
as much as the other it0may be said that the matt~ralso relates
to inheritance inasmuch as the transfer can be impugned by a
co-heir other than the transferor. Then i.t is pointed out that
the rules as to pre-emption are not found in Book X of the
Manukye which deals specially with inheritance, but in Book
VIII, and that the Rinwun Mingyi in compiling his Digest of
the Dhammathats omitted to include any texts on the subject of
pre-emption (except in s~ction 309 of the Digest to which I wiII

'"refer later on). No inference can be drawn from the fact that
the rules in question are in one book rather than another.
Colonel Horace Browne, Commissioner of Pegu, pointed out
that the Manukye is destitute of all attempt at arrangement,
resembling other Dhammathats in this defect. "The provi
sions relating to adoption, for example, are found in four or
five different parts of the work, those on divorce in a dozen
different places in juxta-position with some other uncongenial
subjects such as debtos or bailments, as if the book were simply
a collection of placita or different judgments given in chrono.

o
logical sequence and not according to the subject matter of the
judgments (1)." Professor Forchhammer in the Jardine Prize
Essay also commented on" the" variegated arpearance " of the
Manukye and pointed out that" it does not :lttempt to al'ram~e

the subject matter or to explain or reconcile contradictory
passages (2);" As a matter of fact Book X is clearly not
exhaustive for there are further rules fOl' the partition of
property aft.er the owner;s death in Beok XI. To explain the
omission from the Inheritance Digest of. the rules about pre
emption in Manukye Book VIII and the cognate rules in other
Dhammathats, it may be conjectured that the Kinwun Mingyi
regarded them as matters relating to inheritance "only in a
secondary sense and wished to confine his compilation to the

(1) Pr~face to Manu Wunnana, U Tet Toe's Edition, 1878, 4.
(2) Jardine Prize Essay, 103.
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texts dealing with the partition of property on the owner's
death. The same remark applies to the Kinwun Mingyi's
AttathankejJa Wunnana, the latest of all the Dhammathats
which contains· no reference at all to the subject of pre
emption. In my opinion the view hitherto taken by this Court
and the Judicial Commissioner's Court of Upper Burma is
correct. The right of a co-heir as 3uch;to demand that ahother
co-heir shall sell to him in preference to a stranger is part of
his inherited rights and may properly be classed as a matter of
inheritance.

The law to be applied is the" Buddhist Law." . As to what
that law is the following passage from Colonel· Horace .
Browne's preface to ,the Manu Wunnana CU Tet To's Edition
printed in 1878) is of interest :- "

" The Buddhist Law, properly so called, is contained in the
, Pie-ta-j:\at-thoon-boon' (the three baskets) divided into the
Thoot-tan, Wie-nee and Abhie dhamma (or Discourses, Disci
pline and Pre-eminent Truth). Of these, the Wie-nee contains
many passages that are law with regard to the religious usages
of the people, but the rules that govern inheritance, marriage,
divorce, etc., among the laity, are contained in a totally distinct
work known generally as ' the Dhammathat ' or the' Dhamma
that of Manoo' which form no portion of the Buddhist Law.
These works in fact, as stated b~fore, are mol'€" Brahminical
than Buddhist, and the term' Buddhist Law' when applied to
them is a misnomer."

Mr. Justice Irwin also dealt with the matter in Thein Pe 'V.

U Pete}) and rcma~-ked that the Buddhist Law to be adminis
tereel 'under section 13, Burma Laws Act, is "not the
Dhammathat!l pure and simple, but on the contrary that it is

'"a customary law, or in other words it is the body of customs
observed by the Burmese Buddhists, and that the Dhamma
thats form one of the most important sources .)f information
about. that body of customs. Further, customs have a
tendency to change, and the text of a Dhammathat cannot be
assumed tGl be a perfectly correct exposition of existing

custon:ts.~'

(1) 3 L.B.H., 175.
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In his preface to the Inheritance Digest the Kinwun Mingyi
·defines a Dhammathat as a "collection of rules which are in
accordance with custom alld usage and which are refet'red to
in the settlement of disputes relating to persons and property."
This is in accordance with Professor Forchhammer's descrip
tion of the !vIanukye as a c<ltt'e£ul record of the laws, usages,
customs and habits actually existing in the dominions of
Alompra (I). ~

It is not necessary to consider how far the Dhammathats
- .are of Buddhistic origin. The Burmese~certainlyregard them

as the chief repository of their personal law as Buddhists and
they will no doubt continue to be the main guide of the Courts
in deciding matters covered by section 13, Burma Laws Act,
with the reservation however that a rule or practice which is

:shown to have fallen into desuetude will not be enforced.
It has also been argued that the right of pre-emption hither

to recognised by the Courts has no real basis in the Buddhist
Law and it is necessary to deal with this point at some length.
Mr. Sandford's two chief rulings on the subject ar~ Nga
Myaing 'V. !vIi Baw (2) and MaNgwe 'V. Lu Bu. (3) In the
former the learned Judicial Commissioner held (a) that when
ancestral land has passed into the hands of third persons, the
heirs of the original owner have a right to the first offer should
the possessor wish to sell and (b) that one of the co-heirs of
an ancestral undivided estat~, should he wish to sell his share,
is bound to offer it first to his co-neil'S. In the second decision
the application of the rule WM extended to land which has
been actually partitioned amongst the co-neil'S. The Judicial
Commissioner relied on section 36 of Bovk VII and sectbn 1

--of Book VIII, Manukye, section 458, Manu. Wunnana and
section 211, !vIanu Thara Shwe-myin. (4) Tl:.ese Dhamma
thats do not lay down explicitly that a man wishing to sell
inherited land to an outsider must first offer it to his co-heirs.
But section i16, Book VII, Manukye' certainly provides that
when a man who has bought land wishes to resell it he is
,bound to give the first refusal to the sons and grandsons of the

'(1) Jardine Prize Essay, lOS. (2) S.J.L.B.,39. (3) S.J L.B., 76.
(4) See U Tet To's Editions of Manu Wunnana and Manu Tha1'Q

.Shwe-myin, printed in 1878 and 1879.
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original owner. Mr. Sandford considered that it would be
illogical to hold that a member of the family is less bound to
regard the family interests in preserving the family estate than
a stranger. Hence his ruling in Ma Ng'LCie'S case. Though
t:1e rule requiring a stranger to give the first refusal to the
descendants of the original owner is mentioned in the above
cases the question of the validity of the rule did not actually
arise as they were cases in which the ~eller w~s a co-heir.
The rule had never been authoritatively recognized by our
Court:> as having validity at the present day and it is admitted
by the learned counsei in the present case to be no longer part
of the custom of the country. HO'wever explicitly a particular
rule may be laid down in the Dhammathats it is clear I think
thae our Courts will not adopt it if it is admitted on all hands
to have fallen into desuetude. The r'ule binding sb'angers
being therefore no longer enforceable it becomes a question
whether the rule which Mr. Sandford deduced from it so as to
restrict a co-heir alienating his share should 110t also be abro
gated. There might be good grounds. for abrogating it if it
depended only 6h section 36 of Chapter VII. But the effect
of Chapter VIII, section I, has also to be considered. His true
that this section provides 110 more than section 36 of Chapter
VII for the case of a co-heir selling to a stranger, but it clearly
curtails a co-heir's power of alienating to al10ther co-heir, by
requiring him to offer the land first·to the genLral body of co
heirs and to let them decide which of them is to buy or whether
more than one should buy in equal shares.

It is noteworthy that the law of pl'e-emptionbased on
Cha!"'ter VIII, section 1, was officially recognized by the British
Government in 1860 when Major Sparks' Code was issued in a
Government publicati:m called "Civil Cone of the Province of
Pegu." It is described in the preface "as an attempt to
combine into one harmonious Code the written law' (i.e., as
contained in the Manukye Dhammathat) with the lex loci orlocai
customs." The preface goes all to say that "experienced
natives have been consulted, former judicial proceedings and
precedents h;'rve been considered, and every endeavour has
been made to prepare 'such a code of law as will be welcomed.
by the people and become the standard law of the province."
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Section 97 of Major Sparks' Code is as follows:

Sale and right of pre-emPtion.
" If a person wish to sell his share in an undivided ancestral estate, he

:should first offer it to all the co-heirs. They may buy his share jointly, or
each buy his separate portion of th~ share, or one may buy in trust for the
whole, according as the co-heirs shall decide among themselves; the seller
shall have no voice in the decision, and shall not be'lt liberty to sell
his share otherwise than they, or a majority of then, shall decide."

There is a reference to Manukye, Book VIII, section l,in the
margin as the authority on which section 97 is based. It will
be noticed that Major Sparks' Code applies the rule only
to undi'vided ancestt-al estate. Also it may be noted that
section 97 is not included in Major Sparks' Chaptel' on
Inheritance (Chapter VI) but in a Chapter headed" of immove
able property" (Chaptel' VII): I mention this matter only as
showing that shortly after the annexation of Pegu the law of
pre-emption was l'egarded by the Bl'itish authorities as part of
the existing customal'y law.

Section 1 of Chapter VIII Manukye begins with a classifi
cation of lands into Myethe (literally dead land) and Myeshin
(literally live land). Myethe lands are those which wel'e held as
an appanage or emolument of some office, e.g., lands attached
to the office of village headman 01- by some feudal tenUl'e (e.g.,
lands assigned to a company of soldiers for their subsistence).
Myeshin lands are all kinds of private land. The Myethe lands
were impartible descending lineally, whether in the male line or
female line, with the office or service iwre~pectof vvhich they
were allotted and they were not liable to partition among the
heirs of a deceased holder. The distinction between Myethe .:lnd
Myeshin is now of mel'ely historical interest. There are still
Thugyisa lands (headmen's allotments) out such lands are
altogether inalienable. In Upper Burma they are a species of
State land, while in Lower Burm<i: they are held by the headmen
a~ lessees from Government on spe~ial conditions. In the
present case as in all cases where a right of pre-emption is

.claimed we are concerned only with private land which in
former times would have fallen in the category of Myeshin.

The section deals with two cases in which a right of
pre-emption is given. The first is acase of sale amongst blood
,relations (c;olOOGoT'ljcg'ljC;oC@S'OQ». In such a case the land has
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to be offered to all those of kindred (~~~ Amyo) with the

seller w'ho have an interest in the inheritance (3;)c;~~8 Amwe

zaing) i,e~, the inheritance to which the~and appertains. I
think the seHer's co-heirs are clearly indicated by the term
Amyo Amwe-zaing. If one of them has bought while another
has refused, the latter can stiH come in within a year and claim

an equal share (':rI~) in the purchase. From the concluding

words (CD()1a5Gcl~8,-~e§g GulooCDc;Y;gj8: ~ctta5~8(;"f'GG(.:8gocOc;;q»

as well as the opening words cited above it is clear that the:
seller and the purchasers all belong to the same family,.
The second case relates to transactions between "persons.
interested" (~80)l). 'The seller cannot sell to one of the
persons interested without first offedng to all of them and they
are to decide amongst themselves which of them is to purchase,..
In this case also it seems that the transaction contemplated is
between consanguineous relations for it is provided that if the
sel1~r refuses to abide by the decision of the "persons
interested" as to who should buy he must bear all the expenses,
of the resulting litigation and" may not plead (as an excuse)

descent from a common great-grandfather (1)"(3;)C;OOg~G~o::J,»).

The passage" he may not sell to another"(~a:>ol~~co23:GGbflC:

oo:)c;~) appears to be mer-ely an amplification of what pre

cedes. By" another" (o;joooh) in this context I understand

the writer to mean another of the "persons interested." It is.

not equivalent here to (o;j8S:) a stranger,

1 cannot understand the writer's object in stating the
second of the two cases, for it seems to be already covered by
the first. "Relation.> interested" areali included in "Relations
interested in the inheritance."

It is necessary to note that according to the Kinwun
Mingyi's palm-leaf text in the Bernard Free Library the case
which I have referred to as the second case does not relate
exclusively to land but to " animate or inanimate property."

Richardson's translation of section 1, Book VIII is incorrect:
and the transl~tion given in S.J.L,B: 39 also contains mistakes•.

(1) Or " Common ancestor."
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I have prepared a fresh translation of the relevant parts of the
section and append it to this judgment.

It is remarl<able that while a co-heir is expressly restricted
if he proposes to sell to another co-heir, there should be no
express rule curtailing his p~wer of alienation to strangers.
The explanation is probably that the case of a sale among
relativns is to be taken as an extreme case and t:lis conjecture
is to some extent sup~orted by the occurrellce of the word (00
even) in the introductory clause. The c1~use (c;,()1a5c;,oTqjc:~8g

08) means "even amongst bleod relations" and Mr. Sandford

was I thinl< justifled in inferring that if such a restriction is
imposed on a co-heir selling even to another co-heir the same
principle should apply with added force where he proposesl:o
sell it to a stranger. This seems to be a reasonable and equit
able construction having regard to the want of precision in the
Dhammathats and the elliptical languagE. of this and many
other passages.

The extracts given in N ga M)'aing's case from the Manu
Wunnana and the Manu Thara Shwe-myin are hardly releva;rt
for the actual texts show that they relate only to Myethe land~

It may well have been the policy of the Ministers and others
who compiled the Dhammathats to give special facilities for pre
emption in ihe case uf Myethe lands which formed the means of
subsistence of larbc classes of State servants. Moreover these
texts do not touch the case with which we ace immediately
concerned, namely, that of a co-heir selling his property to an
outsider. The 1¥ul1nana text relates to the case of an outside
purchaser's children who desire to re-sell the land. The ThJra
Shwe-myin deals with the right of redemption from the outside
purchaser by the children of the original owner, .l right which
admittedly does not exist at the present day.

Sectior. 93 (1) of the W'inisaya Fa Ka Sani is relied upon
by' Mr.MayOung as supporting the view'taken in Mr. Sandford's'
rulings. But no great weight can be attached to it. I t provides
in general terms that jf the land is to be sold the co-heirs
(3;;)Ggo:>8oo05cf.}x:>:qjc:GolooGoT) should be preferred as pur

chasers to neighbouring householders and landowners. But it
lays down no procedure for pre-emption like the procedure 111

(1) U Tet To's Edition, 1880.
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SAN. Book X, section 56, and of the cognate texts in other Dhamma-
. thats. The texts in section 309 provide that when a childless

husband and wife die one after the other, i.e., at a considerable
interval, certain dis'cant relatives of the last to die shall inherit
the whole of the joint estate, liJut t~e relatives of the first to die
are given a right of pre-emption as regards his or her heredi·
tary property. The words "hereditary property" in the
English translation of the Mamtltye, X, 56, correspond to the

eX·9ression C2SI§s) inoBurmese, and the same expression occurs
in the Dhamma and Amwebon extracts, while the Dayajja uses
the form (:J;;)CD~§rqv~8e~1). From the use of the word (§s)
(meaning in this context" line of succession ") I think that the
hereditary property referred to here is the impartible property
which descends from father to son as an appanage or emolu
ment of office (c/. texts in section 30 of the Digest). In the
case of land this would of course be Myethe. It may therefore
be inferred that the right of pre-emption ;spoken of in section
309 applies only to 1Vlyethe and as already remarked we are
not now concerned with rights of pre-emption which existed

• in respect of such land.
It may be said therefore, to sum up this branch of the

matter, that the Manukye, Book VIII, section 1, is the only text
.which furnishes a ~ubstantial basis for Mr. Sandford's rUlings
abotJt pre-emption So far as Myeshi,z lands, i.e., ordinary herit·
able ~nd transferable lands, are concerned. But looking to the
pre-eminent altthority of the Manukye Uhink the Courts should
continue to recognize the right as an integral part of the
Buddhist Law of inheritance.

It has been urged that the custom is archaic and that it is
unsuited to the present order of society. It is archaic in the
sense that it is of ancient origin but there is no reason to hold
that it has oecome obsolete. With reasonable limitations the
custom should not operate as a sE.rious clog on transfers of
lands, and in any case we cannot reject it merely on this ground
if it is found to be an integral part of the Buddhist Law.
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Touching the origin of the right I doubt whether it is derived
from the alleged desire to ·keep the family estate in the posses
·sion of the family (except perhaps in the cas·e of Myethe lands).
T~e ordinary rules of inheritance in the Dhammathats do not
specially favour the concentration of land in the same family.
They provide for the partition of the estate among sons and

·daughters on the death of their parents. Each son who marries
starts a new household of his own and the married daughters
leave the;,,' original family altogether and become merged in
the families of their husbands taking their shares of the land
with them. And so the family estate in the ordinary course is
broken up. It seems more likely therefore that the rules as to
pre-emption and the rules (now admittedly ohsolete) relati:lg to
re-purchase by relatives of the original seller were founded on
a general equitable notion that members of the original owner's
family ought to be preferred to mere strangers. The wording
of section 93, Winisaya Pakasani gives colour to this view.
" This man is our kith and kin; this land is land of our family.
If he desires to sell he should sell to us (rather than ,to stran
gers)." Or it may be that the law of pre-emption was taken
bodily from the Hindus and incorporated in the Dhammathats
without any distinct perception of its object or effect.

Turning now b the particular question raised in Mr. Justice
Parlett's order of Reference, I think the decision must depend
on the construction of the Manukye, Book VIII, section 1. Mr
Sandfoi'd's ruling in Maung Myaing's case admittedly goes too
far in recognizing the archaic rule in Book VII, section 36, as
existing law and we have to decide whetlJer he went too fp.r also
in Ma Ngwe's case in recognizing a right of pre-em.,tion as
regards family property after it has been partitioned among the
co-heirs. Mr. Sandford cited no express authority for this deci
sIOn. J-Je appears to have thought that the right of a .member
of the family to re-purchase land that was formerly part of the
family estate was a necessary corollary of the now obsolete
rule requiring a Rtranger who wishes to re-sell to give the first
refusal to members of the former owner's family. In Shwe
Bik Ke 'V. Tha Ria Aung (1) Mr. Justice Fox refers only to
Nga Myaing's case and does not mention Mr. Sandford's ruling

(1) 1 L.B.R., 144.
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SAN. fortiori the descendants of each c.hild also took the lot or lots
which devolved on each of them respectively free from such·
obligation." Bu"!: it was not necessary to go to this length in
Shwe Eik Ke's case f6r the plaintiff was not a co-heir with the
defendants and had no right of pre-emption even ac~ording to
the principles deduced by Mr. Sandford. The subject was
again discussed in the Upper Burma Judicial Commissioner's
judgment in Nga Tin v. Shwe On (1), Mr. Shaw dissented from
the1ecision in Shwe, Eik Ke's case and decided that the
Dhammathats contain provisions which gives a right of pre
emption to co-heirs in respect of divided as well as undivided
property. The learned Judicial Commissioner did not mention
the portions of the Dhammathats on which he relied as estab
lishing this proposition. The only texts referred to in the
judgment are those abstracted in section 309 of the Digest and as
remarked above these texts contain internal evidence that the
right of pre-emption which they give relates only to impartible
property falling under the heading of Myethe. For pre-emption
as regards Myeshin land we have to fall back on the Manukye,
Book VIII, section 1. The persons who are givenJheright in that
section are all those of the same family" interested (or con

cerned) in the inheritance" (3;;l<:lilg~(D2~cqD. I would translate

these words compendiously by the English term "co-heirs."
It wot-ld include all the relations of the seller who have inherited
the property jointly with him from a common ancestor. Ordi
narily each co-huir ha~ an interest in the ,common inheritance
until the separate shares are ascertained and distributed. But
once he has acquired his individual share his interest in the
rest of the inheritance is at an end. It might possibly be held
that the words of the Dhammathat arenot inconsistent with the
survival after partition of a contingent interest in the other
co-heirs' shar~s 'limited to the exercise of the right of pre
emption in case of sale. But this would certainly be a strained
interpretation, and I am not prepared to say that we should be·

(1) 2 U.B.R (1907-09) Buddhist Law-Inheritance-pre-emption, 1.
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justified in acting upon such a very slender basis. As noted
above the rule as embodied in Major Sparks' Code applies only
to undivided property. In Ma Ngwe's case Mr. Sandford
extended the rule to partitioned property because under the
Dhammathats a st,"anger whet has obtained possession of land
by pttrchase was bound when re-selling it to offer it first to the
original owner's heirs, and because it seemed iliogical to apply
a different rule to a co-heir selling land which he had acquired
by partition. He thought that the princil'le of the rule, namely,
the maintenance intact of a family estate, applied equally to

both cases. But the rules requiring a purchaser of land who
re-sells to offer it first to the original owner's heil"s is admit
tedly obsolete and was probably obsole~e at the time of Mr.
Sandford's judgment. Also I have menti~nedsome reasons for
thinking that the supposed principle-the maintenance intact of
the family estate-has no real existence. In the absence of any
clear authority to the contrary in the Dhammathats 1 think it
should be held that a co-heir on partition acquires his individual
share free from any obligation as regards pre-emption.

I would therefore answer Mr. Justice Parlett's reference in
the negative.

As the existence of any right of pre-emption has been
questioned in this case it appears desi'";;1ble to lay down expli
citly the extent to which the Courts can recognize such a dght.
Premising that it applies only to undivided inherited lands I
would deduce from the Mauukye that it is exerciseable by the
co-heirs collectively. The following remarks of the J udiciat
Commissioner, Upper Burma (Mr. Thirkell White), on this yoint
appear to me to express the intention of the Manukye cor.
rectly: "The law dues not expressly allow one of severa!
co-heirs to require a proposed sale of land to be made to him
individually. The offer has to l>e made to the co-heirs and they
must decide among themselves whether they or any of them
will exercise the right. If they cannot agree apparently the
owner would be free to sell as he thinks fit. But no doubt one
of several co-heirs can sue to 'set aside a sale to a stranger and'
to enforce the right to pre-empt making all the other co-heirs,
padies to the suit (1)."

(1) Shwe Nyun v. Ma So, 2 U.B.R. (1897-00, p. 155.
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I would deduce further that the right can be enforced only
against· the person who inherited -the land jointly with the
claimants, thatjt lapses on his death and that his heirs take the
!and free from all obligation as regards pre-emption. The,
persons who can claim pre-emption are the surviving joint in..
heritors and the heirs of any who have died. The right must be
asserted promptly and the full price paid by the purchaser
must be tendered. A sale to an outsider is not invalid ab
initio; it is valid and ~101ds good unless avoided by the co-heirs
in the exercise of their right of pre-emption as above.

Appendix to Mr. Justice Tw0111,ey's Judgment.

C(Translation of relevant~passagesfrom Manukye, Book VIII,
section 1.)

Excellent ruler, lands are of two Jdnds as regards rights of ownership
in them, viz., Myethe (i.e. dead land) Myeshin, (i.e. live land). Myethe
lands are soldiers' lands, lands given to companies of soldiers, lands
allotted with definite boundaries by the monarch for the subsistence
of headmen, governors, land measurers, forest officers, clerks, and other
officials, lands worked and enjoyed by superior officials and descending
lineally from father to son for many generations. Myeshin lands are
lands other than the aforesaid Myethe lands. They comprise ancestral
lands obtained by inheritance, lands obtained on the former occupier
running away, land which has been worked openly and without interfer··
ence fer ten -years, (waste) land obtained by clearing the jungle, land
allotted (lit. given) by revenue officials, land measuf'ers or superior offici
als. Thus it is said. As regards land - allotted by revenue officials,
land measurers or superior officials, land worked without the (former)
owner's interference, land worked after clearing the jungle, if .the
owner of any such land sell it outright, let the buyer have the right
to work and enjoy it. During the seJlers' life-time he shall not redeem.
If however the buyer dies in the seller's life-time the seller may redeem.
If the seller has died (i.e., before the buyer) and there is an office-bearer
(80G(UCDSg) let him redeem if he wants to (i.e. after the buyer's death).

~ Ii' ~ ::I!o :\:.

Excellent ruler, as regards the afoJ'esaid Myethe and lJIyeshin lands
even if (the claimants ~re)parents, grand-parents, re];itions, children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren, brothers or sisters, they shall not
redeem (any such land). If the land has been sold outright let it be owned
(by the buyer). Although (the claimants are) truly within the seven
degrees of kindred or sons or grandsons they shall not redeem the land.
As it has been sold, so let it be owned._ .

If there be a s~le of (any of) the aforesaid lands even among relations
(GOloo~oT) let everyone of the related co-heirs (ro':@I,3;)G~d:l8cf.D

:be asked. Whichever says he will not buy let him remain. Whichever
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says he will buy let him buy.. If any of the relations who on being asked
said he would not buy says after another (of the related co-heirs) has
bought" let me share equally in the purchase "-if a year has elapsed
since the time of buying and working (the land) !lit only the person who
orginally bought own (the land). Owing to the delay let the person who said
he would not buy have no claim to share in the purchase.' If only a day or
a month has elapsed since the buying :.md selling and one of the related

. co-heirs says" I said forlVerlythat: would not buy. Now I will buy,"
the person who has bcught shall not refuse to sel! on the ground that there
was fOl merly a public refusal to buy. (The two parties) are relations; let
those concerned buy and sell as becomes relations.

A person interested (dtSCXjl) is about to sell animate or inanimate

property" and he says to all those who are inteteEted ;-" please buy. I
am in debt and have to pay up." If there is to be a purchase (in such
circumstances) let all who are interested purchase in equal shares. Other
wise, if one should say ;-" it is well to sell to me alone. I alone should
buy," let the purchasers decide among themselves who should buy and who
should not buy. He (i.e. such an individual claimant) shall not addrp:ss
himself to the seller. Otherwise, if there is a sale to one only (of those
interested) without the knowledge of the others, the seller is at fault. (In
such a case) the buyer having been ejected let them (i.e. all those inter
ested) decide whether he should buy or not, and let the seller take back his
own. Let (those interested) decide who should buy and let there be a sale
according to their decision. If the seller then says he will not sell (i.e. to
the person so selected) and a law suit follows, let him bear the costs. Let
him not sell to another. As to the costs, he shall not plead descent from
a common ancestor, let him pay them.

*

Fox, C.I.-We h:...ve had the advantage of having had the
question referred, argued by six learned advocates.

Those who argued in favour of a negative answer contended
that there was nc right of pre-emption among Burmese
Buddhists either before OP after partitlon, and that the rulings
which recognise such right were based on misunderstanJinb oj
the texts on which they were based, and they were not justi
fied by the texts. They contended further ,that a right of pre
emption was not a matter of. inheritance, and that it was not a
right which should be enforced in the exercise of justice, equity
and good conscience.

It is clear that no text of any Dhammathat explicitly
provides for such right, whether it is called a right of a co-heir

.. The words" animate or inanimate property" (o:Jdi~o:J():S~d}) do not

occur in Richardson's text. These words however are in the Kinwun
Mingyi's palm-leaf copy of Manz~kye whiGh is probably authentic.

1915..

In r_ Va
NANQ

'lJ.

AUNG MVA'r
SAN....-...-....
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as such to demand that another co-heir shall sell to him in
preference to a stranger to the family, or a right of a co-heir to
enforce" against one who is not a co-heir a resale to him of
jointly inherited land sold to him by another co-heir.

The first reported ruling of· a Court affirming the right,
viz. Nga Myaing v. Mi Baw (I), on the face of it prof~ssed to
be the learned,J udge's conclusion from certain passages ip the
Manukye Dhammathat which do not directly deal with the
matter. The first text quoted in the judgment enjoins one who
has bought land to se~l it, if he has to sell it, :to the sons and
grandsons of the original owner (meaning, I take it, the person
from whom he bought) and not to sell to others unless these do
not wish to buy it.

This was the customary law of the land in 1756 when the
Manukye was compiled or issued, but no instance has been
cited of any son or grandson of a seller having claimed to
exercise at any time within living memory or since the annexa
tionof any part of Burma by the British Sovereign a right
such as the text would appear to involve. Such a right had
nothing to do with inheritance or rights of co-heirs or inherited
property. It applied to all property which had been sold and
bought, whether the seller acquired it by his own exertions, or
whether he inherited it either solely or jointly with others. In
the case of inherited land sold by a co-heir" the injunction tn

the text would apply not to the first seller th~ co-heir but to
the second the buyer from him. It is to me difficult to see
how this text could form the basis or even part of the basis of
a conclusion that a co-heir as such had a right to demand that
a co-heir shall sell to him in preference to a stranger. It was
admitted by the learned advocates arguing for an affirmative
answer to the question referred that th~ lawaI' custom embo
died in this text was not an enforceable law or custom at the
present time.

Whatever meaning the author of the passage in the 1st
section of the 8th book of Manukye intended to convey, it is
dear that he did not 'in any part of this section state that a
-co-heir was ~ot at liberty to self land he had inherited with

1915.

In re Yn
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(1) S.J.L.B., '39,
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others to a stranger without first offering it to his co-heirs and
giving them the refusal ofit.

This text again does not purport to be confined to inherited
property: it embraces all property which a person may have
obtained in any way whatever. The second paragraph dealS
with the case of a side to the seller's relations and to a sale to
persons interested "(whatever the expressio:1 may mean)"
and imposes on the would be seller the duty of first offering· it
to all these respectively. The law in 1756 was that ,an owner
of land, however he may have obtained'it, was obliged, in case
he proposed to sell it to any of his relations or to "persons
interested" to offer it to everyone of these respectively.

From these texts which did not deal directly with the
question before him, Mr. Sandford concluded that in 1874 the
possessor of land bought or obtained from a person who had
inherited it was obliged, if he wished to sell it, to offer it first to
those who had a right of inheritance in the land. What he
exactly meant by " a right of inheritance in the land" is not
explained. He went on to dnl.w the further conclusion that a
co-heir of undivided ancestral property was bound under the
law contained in the passages he cited to first offer any such
property he wished to sell to those who had a joint right of
inheritance with himself. Three years later in Ma Ngwe'V. Lu
Hu (1) he drew the further conclusion that even after division
of ancestral estate the holder of land who obtained portion or
it was bound, if he wished to sell it, to offer it first to his co.
heirs.

The question before him was whether a right of pre-em9tion
existed amongst Burmese Buddhists at the time the case was
before him. It could only exist by reason of it: being part of
their customary law. He had no evidence before him proving
such a c'lstom, nor had he before him any other matel"ials
recognized bJ the Evidence ACt or .by rulings of Courts as
materials on which a decision as to the existence of a custom

,can be based except two texts which dealt with the rights of
alienating property in the Burmese Kingdom more than a cen
tury' before. He assumed that this part of the customary law
,had continued under both the Burmese and British rules, and

(1) (1877) S.J .L.B., 76.
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that it was still prevalent. From this unsound premise he drew
the conclusion that co-heirs had a right which later on one of
his successors confidently 'asserted was a right of inheritance.

If the question of the right of pre-emption among co-heirs
depended solely on the reasons given in favour of it in Mr.
Sandford's judgments, I should be prepared to hold that these
were decisions "vhich should not be followed, because they were
not founded on mater;.als recognized by law as the basis for a
decision that a binding custom prevailed at the time' the ques
tion as to its existence llad to be decided.

There was however at the time material upon which he
might have legitimately held that our Courts m.llst recognize a
righ! of pre-emption amongst Burmese Buddhist co-heirs to a
limited extent. After the annexation of the Province of Pegu
to the British Dominions the British authorities instituted
enquiries as to the prevailing customs of the people of the
country with a view to affording some guide to the Courts in.
tHe administration of justice among them. The result appears
in what is known as Sparks' Code the correct title of which is
" Civil Code of the Province of Pegu sanctioned by resolutions
of His Honour the President in Council recorded on the 4th
November 1859 and 17th January 1860." The rules embodied
in it were at the time equivalent to legislation.~ It may be taken
as certain that they were followed by the Courts. In clause or

~

section 97 of Part II, which professed to be a Code or
Burmese Law and of the lex loci, it is laid down that if a per
son wish to sell his share in an undivided ancestral estate, he
should first offer it to all the co-heirs. They may buy his share
jointlj or each buy his seJ'arate portion of the share, or one
may buy in trust for the whole according as the heirs may de
cide among themselves; the seller shall have no voice in the
decision, and shall not be at liberty to seli his share otherwise
than they, or a majority of them, shall decide.

In view of the British authorities having at an early stage re
cognizedandadoptedthese rules as being part of the customary
law of the land I am of opinion that to the extent laid down in

o ,

this section of Sparks' Code, but to this extent only, the right of
pre-emption ampngstco-heirs must be recognized by our Courts.
If anyone claims to have it further extended he must prove in.
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one or more of the recognized methods of proving a custom that
the right is now greater than what it was declat'ed to be in that
Code. I may remark that' in the case in which this reference
has been made the Burmese District Judge who dealt with the
case was at the time one of the oldest of the Burmese officials.
His view was that the right of pre-emption' among co'heirs
ceaspd after partition of the inherited or ancest:-al property.

It appears to me unnecessary to enter :nto the question of
whether the matter is one of inheritance. Even if it is not, it
is one in which the customary law must De applied.

In regard to the contention that the right is not one which
should be enforced in the exercise of justice, equity and good
conscience, the case is not on all fours with the case which the
Madras High Court had to deal with in Ibrahim Saib v. Muni
Mir Vdin Saib (1). In that case the learned Judges entered
into the question of whether the Mahomedan Law of pre
emption was consistent with equity and good conscience only
because they stated that the Mahomedan Law had not been
received in that Province as one of the sources of law in regard
to the rights of alienating land. In this Province the customary
law as regards pre-emption has been received and adopted, and
it is not open to this Court to disregard it on the ground that
t is opposed to justice, equity and good conscience.

For the reasons I have previously given I answer the ques
tion referred in the negative.

In re Ya'
NAN 0

21.

AUNG M'VA.T
SAN.

Before Mr. Justice Maung Kin.

C.T.R.M.A. SOMASUNDARAM CHETTY 'V.

SHWE NYUN.#

Xavier-for appellant.
Sin Rla Aung-for respondent.

Buddhist Law: Inheritance-p,'e·emption-sale of share of un-
divided estate. .

One of several co-heirs of an undivided ancestral estate may sell his
share in it, and if the other heirs do not promptly assert their right of pre·
emption, the sale is valid. The purchaser of the share cannot however
enforce his claim against any specific portion of the estate until the share
has been ascertained and separated by division of that estate.

(1) (J870) 6 Mad. H.C.R., 26.
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MiTilfJ. Po Maung,S.J.L.B., 41; Nga Myaing fJ. Mi Baw, S.J.L.B.•"'--<:tT.R.M.A. 39; lIIa Ngwe v. Lu Bu, S.J.L.B., 76-overruled.
SOMASUN. • Maung Ye Nan Oh fJ. Aung Myat San, 8 L.B.R., 466; Maung Shwe

DARAM Nyunv. Ma So, 2 U.B.R. (1897-01),155; Ma Pa U v. Maung Tha Lu,
CHETTY . P.J. L. B.; 189 and Yelumalai Chetti ". SrinivasaChetti, (1906) I.L. R.

SHWItVNYUN•. 29 Mad., 294-followed.

This is a suit for ejectment from a house and its site now
in the occupati,on of the defendant.
; The pl:;tintiffs cl3im to be the owners of the property as they

had bought it in J9J2 under a registered deed from C.T.V.R.M.
firm who in 1909 ha~t bought it from one Maung San Baw
(si'n'cedeceased) also under a registered deed. They allege
that before they bought it, their vendors had allowed the defen
d~ll1t to stay in the house for a temporary measure on her
promising to leave it'whenever she was required to do so. But
she has now refused to quit the house in spite of all deman&;.

The defendant replies that the house forms part of her
grandfather's estate, which has not been divided, and that the
sale by Maung San Baw, one of the heirs, was not valid, as it
was not made with the consent of all the co-heirs.

There can be no doubt on the eviuence that the estate in
question has not been divided yet. And the plaintiffs have failed
to' prov'e the leave and license alleged by them.

But the Township Court held that the sale was valid inas
much as the othet" heirs must be held on the evidence in the case
to have acquiesced in it and made a decree as prayed f01".

The District Court on appeal held that there was no reliable
evidence of acquiescence, and relying 0 n the judgment of Mr.
Sandford, Judicial ,Commissioner, in Mi Te 'V. Po IV! aung (1)

heid that the sale was4"holly invalid, as it was not made with
the consent of the co-"Reirs, arid dismissed the suit.

I agree with the DistrictJ udge in Holding that there is not
sufficient on the record for the conclusion that the other heirs
had acquiesced in the s.ale.

But I have to consider the question whether the sale is
wholly void.

In lVli Te 'V. Po Maung{l) the learned Judicial Commis.,.·
sioner held that conse'nt of all the co-heirs is necessary to the
sale of undiv.ided ancestral property and a sale effected without

(1) S.J.L.B., 41.
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'such consent is invalid even to the extent of the vendor's own
·share. This decision was based upon a previous ruling in Nga
Myaing v. Mi Baw (l) whe.re it was held that one of the co
heirs of ancestral undivided estate, should he wish to sell his

share, is bound to offer it first to his co-heirs and that a sale to
strangers effected without suSh offer is invalid, if the co-heirs
promptly assert their right. -The same proposition was re-·
iterated in Ma Ngwe v. Lu Bu (2) decided by thE:. s<\me learned
Judge, where the right of pre-emption was l:.xtended to the land
which had been partitioned amongst the co-heirs. I may in
·passingstate that this extension has been overruled by a Full
Bench of this Court in lvlaung Ye Nan Oh 'V. AungMyaf San (3).
It is clear to my mind that the learned Judicial Commissioner
.stretched the law when he came to decide Mi' Te's case, for to
say that a sale to a stranger effected without a previous offer to
the co-heirs is invalid, if the co-heirs promptly assert their
rights, is not so wide as the proposition that a sate effected
without the consent of the co-heirs is invalid even to the extent

·of the vendor's share.
In my opinion the extension is wholly unjustified. Even

the proposition in Nga Myaing's case (1) is too wide. All these
three cases by Mr. Sandford have been before a Full Bench of
this Court in iHaung Ye Nan Oh's case (3).

There the learned Counsel, who argued the affirmative of
theqt'estion referred, admitted that the proposition regarding
the validity or otherwise of the sale in question as therein laid
down was far too wide and unjustified by the texts cited in
SUppOl't of it. And Mr. Justice Hartnoll .', in his judgment
said:-" Itwas allowed at the hearing that the head-note to the
case of Ma N gwe v. Lu Bu (2) is too 'Ide in declaring tlJaca
sale to a stranger without the offer first being made to co-heirs
is invalid. This appears to be the case. The sale is only
voidable at the option of co-heirs as long as they object to the

. sale .within a r~asonable time and offer to pay the price for
which the property has changed hands. Otherwise, the sale is
valid and cann()t be impugned. The provision that the ,right
must be claimed promptly and without unreasonable delay is

.the great safegl.1ard against injustice and the abuse of it."

(1) S.J.L.B. t 39. (2) S.J.L.B. t 76. (3) 8 L.B.R' t 466,
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Mr. Justice Twomey who took part in the decision or the:
reference quotes in his judgment the rollowing remarl,s or the:
Judicial Commissioner of Upper Burma (Mr. Thirlrell White)·
as expressing the intention of the Manu/lye correctly :-" The·
law does not expressly allow one of the several co-heirs to·

.' require a proposed sale of land to be made to him individually..
The offer has to be made to the cq-heirs and they !TIust
decide among themselves whether or any of them will exercise·
the right. If they car.not agree, apparently the owner would
be free to sell as he J;hinks fit. But no doubt one of several co-·
heirs can sue to set aside a sale to a stranger and to enforce·
the right to pre-empt making all the other co-heit,s parties to·
the suit" (1).

This is virtually the same as the observation of Hartnoll,
J., quoted above.

It would therefore appear that the sale in question cannot be
held1to be wholly void. It musT be held to be valid to the extent
of the vendor's share, and had the co-heirs exercised the right of'
pre-emption promptly by offering to pay the price paid by the'
plaintiff's predecessors in title, they would have got back that
share into their family. But there has been no attempt to
exercise the right of pre-emption on the part of any of the other
heirs, and as the sale was made in 1909, they would be too late, .
even if they wished to aRsert the right nuw. The sale by
Maung San Bwin 'must be held to be valid tv the extent of his.
share.

The next question to considep is to what relief the plaintiffs
are entitled. Car~ they get a decree for the possession of the
slnre oftheirvendcr? In my opinion they cannot. The case or
Ma Pa U 'V. Mau1tgf{ha Lu (2) is analogous to the present;.
There it was held that a mortgage of his joint interest by one of,
5evepal ccparceners in an estate does not entitle the mortgagee
to possession of such an estate. The mortgagee's c~aim cannot
be enforced against any specific portion of tIie estate as the
specific share of the mortgagor, until the share has been ascer~.

tainedaud separated by division of such estate.

(1) lVIaung Shwe NyUlz v. Ma So, 2 U.B. R. (1897-01), 155;
(2) P.J.L.B., 189.
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In another case, Yelumalfti Chetti 'V. Srinivasa Chetti (1),

which I think is also analogous to the present, it was held by
·the Madras High Court that the purchaser at a Court sale of
the share of an undivided member of a joint Hindu family
acquires only a right.to sue for partition and for deJivel'y of
what may be allotted as the share of such undivided.member.

For the reasons above stated I would' hold that, though the
:sale set uri by the plaintiff was valid to: the extent of the
'vendor's share, a decree for the possession of that share cannot
.be passed. The suit as framed must fail.

The ap,peal is therefore dismissed with costs.

FULL BENCH.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Twomey and
Mr. Justice Parlett.

.In re 1. MA SEIN TON, 2. MA THEIN, 3. MA NYEIN
v. MA SON.

D. N. Palit-for appellants.
N. C. Sen-for respondent.
lHay Oung-(Amicus Curire).

Buddhist Law: Itlheritance-joint properly-zoidow's power oj
.disposal.

Subject to any claim by the eldest son tu certain specified property ai1d
to a quarter share of the joint property, and to any claim by the eldest

· daughter to certain specified property, a Burmese Buddhist widow has
·an absolute right of disposal over the whole of the joint property of herself
·and her late husband as against the children of their m:arriage.

iUa On and others v. Ko Shwe 0 'and others (JR86) S.J.L.B., 378,
·overruled.

l1li Saw Myi1l and onev.Mi Shwe Thin and ~ne, 1 U.B.R. (1910-13),
,125, followed.

Maung Po Lat v. Mi PoLe, S.J.LoB., 212; jlla Min Tha v: 1'vIa Naw,
.2 U.B.R. (1892-96),581 ; and Thakur Vasonji l1lararji v: ~rusammat
. Chanda Bibi, (1915) 18 C.W.N., 873-ref~rred to.

The following reference was made b): Mr. Justice Twomey
:to a Full Bench :-

In 1908, Ma Dun, the widow of U E, mortgagedfl certain
:house and a piece of gard~n land measuring 6'60 acres to one
oJ. D'Cruz alias Po Maung. Both house and land were the
joint property of Ma Dun and U E,'having been acquired during

(1) (1906) I. LoR. 29 Mad., 294.
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their married life. The 'mortgagee brought a suit on the mort
gage and obtained a decree for sale against Ma Dun.

The four childr.en of Ma Dun and U E then brought this
suit against D'Cruz' widow, Ma Son (who has letters-of
administration to his estate), praying for a declaration that one
half of .theniortgaged property is the ancestral property of the
four children. They pleaded that as the property was mort-

~ gaged without theil' consent :;j{hd without "necessity," theil'
interest in the property is not affected by the mortgage. The
widow Ma Duo was joined as co-defendant.

The Township Court decided that the property was the joint
]Jroperty of Ma DIll1 and her husband, that on her husband's
death Ma Dun had absolute power of disposal over only one
half of the property except in case of necessity, that the mort
gage in this case was not for necessary subsistence, that the
eldest daughter, Ma Hmwe On, was aware of and assented to
the mortgage and was therefore bound by the transaction, but
that the remaining three children (a son and two daughters)
did not assent and were not bound. A decree was given
declaring the rights of these three children in the property.
Ma Hmwe On did not appeal, and so far as she is concerned
there is an end of the matter. But the '111ortgagees' represen
tative Ma Son appealed to the District COl~rt, which decided in
her favour that the three younger children also were privy to
the mortgage and that they were bound by it as much as their
elder sister Ma Hmwe On. These three youngel' children have
110W appealed to this Court.

On the facts I thi'hk the District Judge has come to a ""rong
conclusion. It is beyond dispute that the three appellants were
not parties to the mortgage, and even if they took no steps
immediately when they heard of the transaction that would not
deprive them of any rights they may have haa in the property.
One of them was a minor at the time of the mortgage, and as
regard~ her the District J lIdge says" her mother's acts if not
contrary to her interest migh: be taken as binding her." But
Ma Dun did not purport to mortgage the property on her own
behalf and on behalf of her children. She mortgaged it as sole
owner. Moreover, the respondent did not plead that Ma Dun's.
children assented to the mortgage. Her plea was that the:
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property was mortgaged to raise money for the necessary
subsistence of the family. .The District Court did not deal with
the question of necessity at all, but there is no reason to
question the finding of the. Township Court on this issue·
According to Ma Dun herself ':he mortgage money was required
for her step-brother Maung Di, while Ma Son, the respondent,
says that it was for Ma Dun's !lon-in-Iaw, Ma~lng N~ein. Ma
Son failed to prove that it was spent fOr necessary subsistence.
He1' case was that she believ'$:IMa Dun t? be sole owner. It is
clear therefore that if Ma Dun's absolute right of disposal was
restricted to one-half of the property, it would be necessary to
set aside the decree of the District Court.

But the correctness of the rule laid down thirty years ,-go
in Ma On and .others 'V. Ko Shtve 0 and others (l) has lately
been questioned in the Upper B~rma case Mi Saw Myiil and one
'V. Mi Shwe Thin and one (2) in which the learned Officiating
Judicial Commissioner (Mr. McColl) held" that under Buddhist
Law on the death of a husband his widow succeeds to the estate
with the exception of certain specified property and one-fourth
of the estate which go to the eldest son and of certain specified
property which goes to the eldest daughter, that with the
exception of this portion the widow is at liberty to spend
the whole of the estate, if she chooses to and not merely for
necessities, and 6at the texts of the' Dhammathats on which
the doctrine that the widow can only spend the estate for
necessities is based, refer to the spending of the sp.ecified pro
perty set apart for the eldest daughter and net to the spending
of the bulk of the estate." The Lower Btlrma rule as stated in
Ma On's case is that "a Burmese Buddhist widow has not an
absolute interest in tpe whole of the fatUily property on the
death of her husband, but she has an absolute right in respect
of her ow.} share (i.e. one-half) and a life interest in the re
mainder and ~he has not the right of absolute disposal of the
remainder but only a powet' of sale in case of ne"essity." That
rule was to a great extent based. on the authority of an earlier
case, Nga Sh'we Yo 'V. Mi San Byu and others (3), in which the
Judicial Commissioner, M:·. Jardine, held that on the death of
the father the children take an interest in the family property

(1) S.J.L.B., 378. (2) 1 U.B.R. (1901-13),125. (3) S.J.L.B., 108.
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and that the widow cannot dispose of the interests of the
children except in case of necessity. But, as Mr. McColl
points out, the learned Judges who decided Ma On's case
seem to have overlooked the fact that Mr. Jardine in the later
judgmen't (1) expressed considera::>le doubt as to the correct
ness of the doctrine he had laid down in Nga Shwe Yo's ~ase.

I~ appears indeed that the doctrine was evolved frol11 Richard
son's incorrect translaticn of section 5, Book X of the Manukye.
In the passage ". if the mother uses' the property for necessary
subsistence let her have the right to do so" the words " for
necessary subsistence" are an interpolation. The Burmese
text is td3xtw:>:OiSCS\CII CX(~~8c;oll. Similarly, the words" from

necessity" are interrolated in the translation of section 3,
Book X (which is referred to by the Judges in Ma On's case,
p. 38J, S.J.). The Burmese words are ro()o::>:G:xooS~cxr$918"

oq$qC\D()I. Section 5 deals with partition between a widow

and the eldest son; section 3 with partition between a widower
and the eldest daughter. It is only in section 4, dealing with
partition between a widow and the eldest daughter, that the
words regarding necessity (Q():>gGro:>c.o~II) occur. There is

nothing to show how the interpolations in the English trans
lation of sections 3 and 5 came about. But the opinion may. ..

be hazarded that the words relating to necessity were intro-
o

duced by the translator merely to effect a specious symmetry
in the three sections 3, 4 and 5. I think Mr. McColl has given
very good reasons for his opinion that in section 4, Book X of
Manukye, and in the Dh.amma and Amwebon extracts given in
secfon 31 of the ex-Kinwun Mingyi's Digest, the restriction as
to spending only in case of necessity applies merely to the
specific property (female slaves, cattle, etc.) which is mentioned
in these texts as the share of the eldest daughter, and does not
apply at all to the residl;le of gle property which goes to the
widow. This appears to me to be a reasonable interpretation
of the texts, and I am in favour of adopting the rule as pro

pounded in Upper Burma. Apart from these texts there is
nothing in the Dhammathats to warrant the inference that the
surviving pare.nt is restricted to a life interest as regards any

(I) S.J.L.B., 212, Maung Po Lat v. Mi PoLe.
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portion of the family property. On the contrary, Mr. Burgess
in Ma Min Tha'V. Ma Naw (1) quoted the following passage
from Manu Wttnnana as indicating clearly that children can
not stop their parents from doing as they choose with their
property :- ~

And if, during the life-time of he;rs, sale and purchase be effected by
parents against the will of heirs, and if after the iand shall have come to the
po~session of others, and after the death of the parents, the heirs are
desirous of redeeming the land, they shall have the right to do so.

lt was held in that case that the heir of the deceased hus
band under Buddhist Law is his widow and not any of his
children (except the eldest son in respect of a fourth of the
·estate) until the death of the widow, and that the children have
no such interest in the estate as is contemplated in section 91,
Transfer of Property Act. Mr. Burgess clearly considered
moreover that this view was in accordance with the spirit of
the Dhammathats which give great prominence to the parental
.authority.

The question arises therefore whether the ruling in S.J.
L.B., 378, restricting the widow's right of disposal of the
family estate should not be reconsidered and whether the con
,elusion arrived at in 1 U.B.R. (1910-13), p. 125, should not be
accepted as regards Lower Burma also.

The matter is one of great importance to Burmese
Buddhists and I therefore refer the following question to a
Bench of the Court :-

What right of disposal has a Burmese Buddhist "./Jidow in
the joint property of herself and her late h1(sband ?

The opinion of the Full Bench was as follows :-
Twomey, I.-Mr. May Oung appeared as amicus curice at

the hearing of this reference and gave the Court the benefit of
his wide J~nowledgeof Buddhist Law. He pointed out that the
.terms of the :,eference are wider than the facts of the case
warrant, and it has been agreed that the quest,ion for decision
.should be narrowed down as follows:-

What right of disposal has a Burmese BuddhJst widow in
the joint property of hersf>lf and her late husband as against
.the children born of their marriage?

(1) 2 U.B.R. (l892-96), 581.
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The matter was decided in 1885 by the Special Court's ruling.
in Ma On 'V. Shwe 0 (1) which has been followed ever since in,
Lower Burma, but the correctness of that ruling has been
s~riously questioned and further consideration of the Buddhist
Law on the subject has 'become n~cessary..

ACcot'ding to the Special Court's ruling the widow's absolute
right of disposai would be restricted to " her own share,"·and
as regards the remai~dershe would have only a "life interest ,,
with a power of sale in case of ~1ecessity.

At the outset it may be noted that the use of the term:
" life interest" to describe the widow's interest in the remain-

: der is open to criticism. The following passages from Mr..
Mayne's Hindu Law (8th Edition, pp. 846 and 870) have been
quoted with approval by their Lordships of the Privy Council
(2) in dealing with the subject of a Hindu widow's interest in
property inherited from her husband;-

Hindu Law lmows nothing of estates for life or in tailor in fee. It
measures estates not by duration but by use. The restrictions upon the
use of an estate inhel"ited bv a woman are similar in kind to those which
limit the powers of a male holder but different in degree. The distinctive
feature of the estate is that at her death it reverts to the heirs of the last
male owner. It is .not a life-estate, because under certain circumstances.
she can give. an absolute and complete title. Nor is it in any sense an
estate held in trust for the reversioners. Within the limits imposed
upon her, the female holder has the most absolute powers of enjoyment.

Much the same arguments might be used with regard to a
Burmese Buddhist widow's interest in the moiety of the joint
property inherited by her from her husband. This has already
been pointed out in lVIr: Burgess's judgment in lVla Min Tha 'D•.

Ma l';aw (3).
The grounds of the Special Court ruling may be briefly

examined. A great vart of the judgment is devoted to dispos-·
ing of the extreme proposition that the surviving parent takes.
nothing. but a life-interest in any part of the joint property and
cannot alienate any of it\vithout the children's consent. The
learned Judges thought that none of the authorities went to
this length and they decided that after giving the eldest son or

(1) S.J.L.B., 378;
(2) (1915) 18 G.W.N., 873, Thakur Vasonji Morarji- 9. Musammat

Chanda Bibi.

(3) 2 U.B.R. (1892~96),'581,
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daughter his or her share of the property the remainder vests
in the surviving parent fur himself or herself and the younger
children under Manukye, sections 4 and 5 of Book X. They
held that the surviving parent has " an ascertainable interest"
in this remainder and apparently thought on the authority of
M:znu WunnL!na, section 26, that this interest was one-half.
This half is at the absolute disposal,ofthe surviving parent but
he 0t: she could not dispose of the other half of the remainder
without necessity. They accepted Mi'oJardine's ruling in Sh1.V~

Yo 'V. Mi San Byu (1) as showing that without necessity the
surviving parent cannot dispose of the interests of the childl'en
(i.e. the interests of the younger children in the remainder).

Mr. Jardine's ruling in Sku-'e Yo's case dealt with the right
of a widow to alienate the joint property. On the authority of
Manukye, he was of opinion that the younger children take an
interest in the property and that the widow cannot dispose of
it except for necessary subsistence or for the children's benefit.
He did not arrive at this conclusion without hesitation, as the
views of the two· assessors consulted were diametrically
opposed to one another'. The Judicial Commissioner relied on
Richardson's incorrect translation of section 5 in which the
words" for necessary subsistence" aloe interpolated between
the words" if the mother uses the property" and the words.
"let her have the right to do so." The Burmese reads

simply as follows;- :J;)S9:0j:~CX($C9c<X(+~8Go~which means,.
" if the mother consumes and it is exh';usted let her have the

right to exhaust iV' The restl'iction QOJ~~COJoSctl, (=if there

is not enough for subsistence) occurs only in section ~ which
provides for the case of a widow left with daughters only. In
the Upper Burma ruling, Mi Sa'w Myin'V. Mi Sh'we Thin (2).
Mr. McColl has reo{Jened the question and has discussed
Manukye, .section 4, and the cognate texts in section 31 of the
Kinwun Mingyi's Digest I'elating to partition between a widow
and the eldest daughter. I thin!, he gives· good reasons ·for
thinking that the restriction as to necessary sul;sistence applies.
only to certain speci£ed property enumerated as the eldest
daughter's portion and does not apply to the remainder of the
property which is left with the widow and younger daughters•.

(1) S.J.L.B., 108. (2)1 U.B.R. (1910-13), p. 125.
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This is clearly the intention in the Dhamma text and I agree
with Mr. McColl in thinking that it is it reasonable interpreta
tion also of the Manu/lye and Amz<Jebon texts. These three
Dh'amma, Manukye and Amwebon-are the only texts which
contain the li~:nitation as to necessary subsistence. On the
other hand section 31 of the Digest gives 23 other texts-in
which the widow is subjected to no restriction whatever and 11

of these expressly provide that she may exhaust the property
and that the daughter stall get only what is left unexhausted.
The Manu Wunnana goes so far as to say that in the case of a
daughter who lives with her widowed mother the latter takes
the w~ole property and that the daughter gets only what is left
unexhausted on her mother's death. There are other texts to
the same effect in section 38 of the Digest. But the general
rule deducible from the Dhammathats (except the Mmtttkye,
Amzvebon and Dltamma) is that the daughter gets certain
specified property as her portion, and that the rest goes to the
widow absolutely. Turning to the case of a widow's partition
with her son the clause about necessity, as noted above, does
not appear at all in Manukye, section 5, and it is absent from all
the cognate texts, 33 in number, which are extracted in
section 30 of the Digest. This invaluable Digest was first
published in Burmese in 1898 and in English in 1902. If such
an array of authority had been forthcoming in 1880, the year
of Mr. Jardine's judgment in Shwe Yo's case, the learned Judge
would probably have come to a different conclusion. The error
in Richardson's translation which destroys the foundation of
Mr. Ja:dine's ruling was not brought to the notice of the
l-earned Judges of the Special Court when they heard Ma On's
case in 1885 and theybverlooked the fad that Mr. Jardine
himself in a later judgment (ivlaung Po Lat 'V. Mi Po Le) (1) had
expressed doubt about the. correctness of his ruling in Shwe
Yo's case. Alluding to the doctrine that a widow may not
without the children's consent, unless for sufficient cause,
alienate the joint property, he said he " would hesitate to apply
that doctrine except very cautiously anf! to particular circum
stances."

(1) S.J .L.B., 212.
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But there can be no doubt that in restricting a widow's
power of alienation both. Mr. Jardine and the Special Court
were greatly influenced py the wording of Manukye, sections 4
and 5, by which the remainder of the joint property (after pro
viding for th~ shares of the eldest son 01' the eldest daughter)
is left not to the widow aloee but to the widow and the younger
children. This aspect of the question is not discussed in
Mr. McColl's judgment, for there were no younger children in
the case before him. In section 31 'of the Digest (mother and
dflughter) 3 of the 26. Dhaml11Dthats, 'lamely, Dhamma, Manu
kye and Am'Webon, prescribe that after providing for the elde~t

daughter's share, the mothet· and the younger daughters shall
get the remainder of the property. All the other Dhanllnathats·
in section 31 say that the mother shall get it. In ~ection 30 of
the Digest (mother and son) out of 33 Dhamm::>thats two,
namely Dhamma and IvIanullye, say that after providing for
the eldest son's quarter share and his specified property, the
mother and younger children shall get three shares. All the'
other Dhammathats in section 30 give the three shares to the
mother alone. It cannot be argued that these Dhammathats
relate to families consisting of only a widow and one son, for
several of them say expressly that even if there are ten sons
the rule of partition is the same, and one text (Pyu), after
sayiryg that the Jrother shall get three shares and the orasa son
one share, goef' on to say that" the younger children shall be
given small amounts to satisfy them "-a provision which is so
indefinite that no effect can be given to it; it can hardly have
been intended as more than a moral precept. What force then
should be given to the exceptional word!> in Manukye, Amwebon
and Dhamma? They cannot mean that the widow and the
younger children take the three shares as joirt co-sharers, for
in that case the younger children would be entitled to claim
partitio.l, and this it is clear they cannot do. There is no
clearer rule than that the youilger children must wait till after
the widow's death C'vide section 34 of the Dig~t and texts cited
in Special Court judgment at page 383). It is ti·uc that there
are certain texts (Vilasa and Vannana and Rasi) which at fil'st
sight would seem to be 1:) the contrary effect. They are given
in section 46 of the Digest but the Rasi extract in section 46.

MA SEI...
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shows that on partition the widow is to get three shares and
the children one share, and as nothing is said about a special
share for. the eldest son it may be conjectured that this one
fourth share which goes to the children is the one-fourth share
wl-jich the great majority of the Dhammathats gives to the
eldest son. Some colour is given to this view by the e;'tract
from Vilasa in section 30 which says t!lat "even if there are
ten sons only ~ne-fourth shall be given them." The case
of a widow who re-marries is provided for in the texts in
section 44 of the Digest. It does not concern us directly in the "
iresent reference, but I would point out that the texts in
section 44 support the view that after the widow has set apart
'the specific property which descends to the eldest son, and the
spec;tic property that the eldest daughter get~, the remainder
'of the property is divided ilito four shat'es, of which the widow
gets three. It is true that the Yazathat, the first Dhammathat

.;cited in section 44, says the" younger children should be given
half the deceased parent's share because the surviving parent
has not remained single controlling the children as he or she
ought to do." But this is shown to be only a moralp recept, for
even this Dhammathat expressly states that the actual law is
"different, namely, that the younger children cannot share in the
property till after the surviving parent's death. This rule is
laid down in unmistakable terms in the textsoinsectiotis 34, 35,
47 and 48 of the Digest. The same rule is disceenible in section
11 of the Man.ukye, Book X. Iri that section the consanguineous
relations (Pauk Paw) who have to wait for theresidtte till the
mother's death are clearly the younger children. It has been
pointE.a out that sectiun 11 is inconsistent with section 5 as it
makes no provision for the eldest son's quarter share and the
heading of secti:)n 11 speaks 'of" one-fourth which is to be

J

divided amongst the children on the son's demanding his inheri-
tance from his mother on the father's death." It can ::mly be
surmised that the compiler omitted inadvertently to provide in
the"body of the section for the eldest son's quarter share in
addition to the specific property which goes to the eldest son.
-The eldest so~'s right to a quarter share in addition to the
specific property is placed beyonddofJbt .by Manukye, section
-5, and the cognate texts in section 30 01 the Digest.
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In considering the extent of the widow's interest in the joint
property, the learned Judges of the Special Court were
apparently much influenced by section 26 of Manu Wlmnana,

which is translated on page 381 of the Selected Judgments.
It provides that if a widow djvides the joint property equallv
with her children and then .-e-marries, the children have no
further claim to the property on her death. It goes wholly to
the second husband. The cognate texts are' to be found in
sections 213 and 214 of the Digest.' This rule is a very
misleading guide for ascertaining the widow's interest in the
joint property. It is merely a compromise. The texts in

"section 211 show that if the widow re-marries without parti-
tioning the property her children by the first marriage could on
,her death claim from their step-father three-fourths of the ,ro
perty that was brought by her to the second marriage. In the

·case described in Manu WU111tana, section 26, in consideration
of getting one-half immediately the children of the first
marriage abandon their contingent claim to get three-fourths
on their mother's death. This provision by no means shows, as
the learned Judges of the Special Court seem to have thought,
that the widow's interest in the joint property is confined to
one-half. A safer guide in ascertaining the widow's interest
was available to the learned Judges in section 29 of the same
Dhammathat which is translated as follows on page 15 'of Mr.
·Jardine's Noter on Buddhist Law, Ch. V, Inheritance ~nd

'Partition, published in 1883 :-
"When the son and the father are dead, the surviving wife

alone is entitled to the whole estate, and it is her duty to liqui.
date debts. She must also lay aside (a portion) foJ' offerings,
and if there be sons (children) unmarried, she must reserve a
sufficient portion for the ceremony of washing the head, and
such like purposes. Whatever remains the wife alone may
apply to her own use" (1).

(1) The same section appears in section 48 of the Digest where the last
sentence is translated as follows :-"Over the·rest of the property she has
merely the right of use." This would seem to imply ~hat the widow cannot

.exhaust the property. But the Diilest 'version of section 29 is not a correct
translation of the Burmese ('f 6f the Pali gMha:precedingit.. The Pali
means-"The.festgoes to herJor consumption," the word used ,implying

.a-bsolute ownership. .
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It may be noted that the Manu vVunnana was written in
Pftli and Burmese about A.D. 1772 by Kyaw Din, an Amat or'
noble of the Court of King Sinbyuyin (3rd in succession from
Alompra), and it is thus 20 years later than the Manukye.
Mr. Jardine noted (Notes on Buddhist Law, Ch. V, Inheri
tance and Partition, p. 1) that i~ is extremely valued by the
Burmese as a recent and authoritative statement of t:leir law.
lot is less popular than the M anukye but only" for the ob~ious.
reason that it is written in the language of classical lear-ning
and a more difficult Bc.rmese" (Forchhall;1mer's Prize Essay,.
p. 105).

To sum up-the younger children are refel·red to as
receiving the remainder of the joint property with the widow in
onJ:,r two of the texts iJ1 section 30 of the Digest and tI1ree in
section 31 ; many of the texts say that the widow may exhaust
the property in her life-time; only three of the texts in
section 31 restrict the widow's power of disposal to necessitous
circumstances and it is at least highly probable that the restric
tion in these texts applies only to the specified property assigned
to the eldest daughter; the Dhammathats expressly debar the
younger children from sharing in the inheritance till their
mother's death and the Manu 1Vunnana, a Dhammathat of the
highest authority, lays down that the widow has not to share
with the younger children but has only to p..ovide for them in
a suitable manner; it is nowhere laid down that the younger
children have" an ascertainable interest" in the joint property
while their mother lives.

Although the l/lanukye and two other Dhammathats
associate the younger children with the widow in taking three
shares 'Jut of four when the eldest son claims partition, this
provision must J think be interpreted as merely emphasizing the
widow's natural duty of bringing up the younger children in a
becoming manner, not as conferring on them any vest<::d right.
in the joint property or as constituting the widow a trustee of
some unascertained part thereof for their benefit.

Mr. May Oung draws attention to the extract from Kungya
in section 30 ()f the Digest as eXPlaining why the widow gets
3 shares out of 4. It runs as follows:.-

I'Husband and wife own property equally,that is to say,.
the husband is entitled to half the property and so is the wife;
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On the death of either husband or wife, the survivor is entitled
to half the share of the deceased. The other half is i.nherited
by the children. In view of the above principle it is said that
when the mother gets three shares out of four, the children
shall get one shar~." 0

This statement of principles is however d variance with
the general rule by which the one-fourth share is assigned to
the eldest son and not to the children generally.

The real principle appears to be that the widow, who owned
one-half of the joint property in her husband's life-time,
inherits his half when he dies, and having thus become pos
sessed of the whole can do as she likes with it subject to the
claims of the eldest son and the eldest daughter.

As regards the eldest son, the Dhammathats allot to him
certain specified property (his father's elephant, pony, betel
box, etc.), property appertaining to the head of the family, in
addition to a quarter share of the bulk of the joint property.
There appears to be no reported case of an eldest son claiming
anything more than his quarter share and it may be doubted
whether the rule as to the specified property is not now
obsolete. The question has not yet been judicially considered.
It must also be noted that the eldest son can claim a quarter
share from his 1ll~ther only if he has attained the full status of
orasa at the time of his father's death. Also, even if there is a
son who is a competent orasa the widow has to give him the
quarter share only if he claims it from.h~r in time and does
not elect to wait till her death and then. Fhare with the younger
children.

As regards the eldest daughter's specified property also
there is no reported case of any such claim and the extent to
which such a claim could be judicially recognized has yet to be
decided. Tbe provisions of the Manukye and other Dhamma
thats in section 31 of the Digest are definite}y in favour of
such a claim; but there is reason to doubt whether the specI

fied property was intended to be given in aU cases. The
nature of the property (slaves, cattle, seed, grain and, according
to some texts, a pe of land) seems to indicate th~t the daughter
would get it only on marrying and setting up house apart from
her mother and not so long as they live together, and I have

33
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referred to certain texts which support this view (including the
Manu Wimnana). As noh~d above it seems that the mother is
allowed to exhaust the specified property for necessary subsis
tence and from this it would follow that the mother can r@tain
it in her possessibn in case the necessity for consuming it
sh(i)uld arise. 'Fhe daughter's claim is therefore at be9t a
precarious one, and there ~re some texts in sections 36 and 38
of the Digest which go so far as to say that the daughter is
entitled only to what has been actually given to her by her
parents.

1 would answer thE\ reference in this case as follows :
Subject to any claim by the eldest son to certain specified

property and to a quarter share of the joint property, and any
claim by the eldest daughter to certain specified property, a
Burmese Buddhist widow has an absolute right of disposal
over the whole of the joint property of herself and her late
husband as against the children of their marriage.

Parlett, ].-Having had the advantage of l'eading Mr.
Justice Twomey's judgment I can find but little to add to his
exhaustive analysis of the texts of the Dhammathats dealing
with the question referred. 'l1hose which have the most
important bearing upon it are collected in sections 30 to 33 of

~

the Kinwun Mingyi's Digest. Those in sections 30 and 31 are
directly in point, dealing as they do with partition between
respectively mother and son and mother and daughter on the"
death of the father.'Q1e texts not only prescribe the manner
in which the partition should be effected but also indicate the
conditi0nsundel' which the right to claim it arises, and show,
I think, clearly that the death .of one parent is not the only
condition necessary. Several of those in section 30 commence
with S0me such proviso as 'if the son is the orasa' or 'if the
son is one who is competent to assume the duties a,nd responsi
bilities of his father.' The nature of the property to be given
to him also shows that the rule presupposes that the son
succeeds to his father's position as head of the family and to
his office if he' held one. Thus he is allotted the household
furniture and, llccording to Manu W unnana, the family house
and house-site; he also gets land held as an emolument of
()ffice. In this connection I may note that most of the texts
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-specify no other classes of lands than these, though some of
them give the son in addition the lands worked by his father
and some refer merely to lands in general. On the other hand
I find only two texts, Dhammathat ]{ya'w and ]{yannet, which
mention any land at all as going to the mother.' I think this
points to a condition of affairs, not, I believe, ve:-,y remote in
some parts of Upper Burma, when all 12nd Ylas held either in
return for service to the state or on a village communal

-system, in either of which cases it would Jlaturally pass to a
son succeeding to his father's position.

Similarly in sevel"al of the texts in sections 31, 32 and 33t

.in more of them than the English version indicates, the son or
.daughter entitled to partition is given as th~ eldest. Section 32

.explains that the reason for allowing the son a share is to give
him a fitting start in life.. Nothing I think could be plainer
than that these texts give no right to claim a partition to any

,but a grown up son or daughter and thatlthe eldest. Several
,of them distinctly refer to the existence of other children than
the one whose right to a share is declared. In some the

.. English translation does not accurately reproduce the plural
number which is used in the Burmese version. It appears

.therefore that the l"ule they lay down applies whatever the
nUmbel" of children may be and that none but the eldest, and
that only if grown up, can claim a partition. This I think is
ma~e even clearer by the provisions of sections 34 and 35
which lay down that children other tha~ the eldest son or
daughter are entitied to a partition only 'vhen both parents

.are dead; an exception to this is however made when o,re
parent· having died the survivor remarries, sections 44 to
46.

Section~ 36 to 43 profess to deal with partition between a
-surviving paren!; and children living togethel" or separately, but
it can hardly be said that they really confer any such right.
In the case of children living with the parent they can get
nothing whilst he or she lives, nor can they protest if the estate
is exhausted and nothing is left for them to inherit on the
second parent's death. A son or daughter living separately is
merely allowed to retain property already given by both
parents; the surviving parent obtains all the joint property

19 r5·
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and any residue there may be on thalt parent's death goes to·
the children living with 'him or hel'.

I think therefore that the following rules may be deduced..
On the death of one parent the surviving parent inherits all
their joint property; if however the eldest son or daughter is'
grown up he.,or she is entitled to certain specified property of·
the deceased parent and in the case of the eldest son to a one··
fourth share or the bulk of the estate; unless the .. surviving
parent remarries n:>ne of the other child;e;:;';~e-entitled-to'

c1aim--~nything until that parent's death; nor do the texts·
indicate that such children have an interest in the property"
though their right to partition is postponed till the death of the.
surviving pat'ent; guch a principle would I think be foreign to
Burmese Buddhist Law and on the contrary many of the texts
make it clear that the children cannot protest if the property.
is exhausted before the right to claim a partition accrues.

I concur in Mr. Justice Twomey's answer to the reference.
Fox, C,J.-I also concur in the answer proposed by Mr,

Justice Twomey· to the modified question under reference.
My learned colleagues are in a more advantageous position.

by reason of their knowledge of the Burmese language than.
Sir John Jardine, Mr, Meres and Mr. MacEwen were in when
they had to consider the meaning of texts bearing on the
question, The Kinwun Mingyi's collection of texts from.
various Dhammathats was not available when the hitherto·
leading case of Ma On ·v. Ko Shwe 0 was decided. Errors
in Richardson's translation of the Mamtkye have been dis-·
cuvered. Under the circumstances I do not think we are
offending against any principle or rule of law in reconsidering
the question decided in that case. '

The exhaustive examination of the texts in the judgments
of my learned colleagues Justifies departure from a ruling.
which, although given nearly thirty years ago and followed in
Lower Burma ever since, is now shown not to be accurate in,
all respect¥.
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the parties it is necessary
circumstanc~s that have
Like many other places

PRIVY COUNCIL.

(ON APPEAL FROM THE CHIEF COURT OF LOWER BURMA.)..
Before Viscount Haldane, Sir John Edge, Mr. Ameer Ali and

Sir La~vrenceJenkins.

MAHOMED ISMAIL ARIFF' AND OTHERS 'V.. HAJEE
AHMED MOOLLA DAWOOD AND ANOTHER.

MAHOMED ISMAIL ARIFF AND OTIJERS 'V. MAHOMED
SULEIMAN ISMAILJEE AND OTHERS.

Civil Procedure Code, 1908, section 92-trzlst" scheme-1Fltlssulman
Law-wakf.

Anke under Mussulman law and the provisions of section 92 of the Civil
Procedure Code (1908), the Court has a very wide discretion in dealing
with questions of " wak!" or trust. It is entitled to take into considera
·tion not merely the wishes of the founder, sO far as they can be ascer
tained, but also the past history of the trust institution, and the way in
which the management has been carried on hitherto, in conjunction with
,other existing conditions that may have grown up since its foundations,
:and it may lay downany rules which may facilitate the work of manage
ment.

Ibrahim ESf/:taelv. Abdool Carrim Peermamode, L.R. 35 LA., 151,
,distinguished.

The judgment of their Lordships of the Privy Council was
·delivered on the 15th May 1916.

Mr. Ameer Ali.-The suit which gives rise to these consoli
,dated appeals was brought in the Chief Court of Lower Burma
1n its oi'iginal.civiljurisdiction, under the provisions of section
;S39 of Act XIV of 1882, for the appointment of trustees and
the' settlement of a scheme of management in respect of a
mosque, sit.uated in the city of Rangoon. The plaintiffs in the
.action are five Mahomedan worshippers at the mosque, who
trace their origin to a place called Randher, said to be a suburb
-of the city of Surat in the Bombay Presidency, and in the
,earlier stages of these proceedings they appear to have claimed
,it as a Ran1heria mosque. It is, however, conceded now that
.it is a public m-:>sque .dedicated to'the performance of religious
'worship by all Sunni Mahomedans without restriction as to
;place of origin., and that it is commonly known as the Sunni
,Juma Musjid.

To explain the contest between
1:0 give a shorCJsumniary of~, the
.ned to this'liInf6rtunate litigation.

.Privy
Council
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1914.
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in Burma, Rangoon is inhabited by a large number of
Mahomedan emigrants from various parts of India who have
domidled themselves in· the country for purposes of trade, and
are generally known by the names of the towns or villages
whence they originally came. For example, the plaintiffs, as
already stated, derive their orig:n from Randher and, therefore,
call themselves Randherias: whilst the larger community of

.Suratis or So~rtees come either from the city or dist~ict of
Surat. It is neces~ary to bear this in mind, as the mosque in
question is sometime" called the Surati mosque. The Randhe
rias, though trying to differentiate themselves from the others,
form in reality a section of the, Surati community. They are
mostly Voras, and they all profess the Sunni doctrines.

I t appears that the site of the present mosque was formerly
occupied by a bamboo structure built in 1854 by one MooHa
Hashim, a native of Randher. It was dedicated to the same
purpose, and bor~ the same name as the present masonry
mosque. Divine worship was performed here by all Sunni:
Mahomedans until it waS burnt down three years later, when.
MooHa Hashim replaced it with a building made of wooden
planks. This continued to be the public place of worship until
1872, when the masonry mosque was erected.

The land on which the mosque was firs.t built appears to'
have been afterwards added to by purcha"es made by MooHa
Hashim or by his fellow-townsmen, who maJe the saine over'
to him as the custodian of the mosque. In 1862 one MooHa
Ibrahim, a brother of MooHa Hashim, and two persons of the
names of Golam Moideen Moollah and Cassim Azim, obtained
£rcm the Govemment a grant in respect of certain other plots.
on tile express trust "to build and maintain thereon a mosque,
or place of wJrshipfor and to the use 9£ all. persons professing
the Sunni sect of the Mahomedan religion."

These lands were also added or attached to toe existing:
mosque, and shops were built there to yield an income for its·
maintenance.

In 1864, MooHa Hashim went on a pilgrimage to Mecca,.
leaving the- management of the mosque in the hands of' MooHa
Ibrahim and the two persons already mentioned.~.,He returned
to Rangoon in 1866, but never resumed his mapagement of the~
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mosque. At this time the person in charge was one Mahommed
Hashim Mehtar, who also is said to have been a native of
Rand'her.

In 1870, the Government, finding that no mosque had been
.built on the lands granted in 1862, and that on. the contrary
shops had been erected ther~on, issued a notice on the grantees
to show cause why those lands should not be re:;umed. A'
meeting was thereupon held, apparently at the instance of the
Randherias, of all the Sunni Mahomedans entitled to worship
at the mosque, and it was decided to·· buy outright from the
Government the land, and build on it a proper masonry
structure suitable to the g\owing needs of the community.
Although there is some dispute with regard to the contri.
butions of the general body of Sunnis apart from the
Randherias, it may be takrn as fairly uncontroverted that
the bulk of the fund was subscribed by the Randheria section
of the worshippers. The conveyance was taken in the names
of five persons, named respectively Dooplay, Ariff, Pattal,
,Mohammed Hashim and Ebrahim Ali MoolIa, and these men
in 1872, whilst the masonry mosque was in course of building,
purported to create a new dedication.

The trust deed bears date the 16th March 1872, and after
reciting that it was made between the persons named above,
of thE; one part, a'ld one Mohammed Hashim, representing the
generd Sunni Mussulman community, of the other part,
proceeds to declare that "the pieces or parcels of land upon
a certain portion of which the Sunni Jamaet Musjid is erected I

or is in the course of being built, togeth~r with the godowns
attached thereto, are solely dedicated for the purpose of divine
worship." It then goes on to provide inter alia ~hat its
management shall remain ~~c:::tusi:vely,in the hands of the
Randheria Jamaet (people or assembly).

The five persons in whose names the conveyance stood
and who haJ executed the trust deed appear to have carried
on the management for several years; in course of time some
dropped out and others came in as trustees. How these men
were placed in charge of the management of the mosq ue is'
not clear, for apparently no' meeting of the Randheria
Punchayet was held until 1894, and none between 1894
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and 1906, nor in fact had the Randherias any "organised
association" with written rules for the purpose of giving effect
to the wi~hes of their section of the community.

Matters remained in this condition until 1908, when
disputes arose regarding the validity of the election of one
Hashim Yacub Ally as a trustee in place of another Randheria,
who had died the year before. It was in consequence of the
quarrels among the Randherias themselves in connection with
the election or appomtm\:Jnt of this man, that the present
suit was launched in the Chief Court of Lower Burma.
The original defendants to the action were four persons who
were actually managing the mosque as trustees, but the validity
of whose appointment as such was impugned by the plaintiffs.
In ad.dition three others were joined as defendants ostensibly
to represent the Randheria s~ction, but in reality, as the
trustee defendants charge, to represent the plaintiffs' faction.

On the institution of the suit notices were issued by the
Court under section 30 of the Civil Procedure Code to all
persons entitled to worship at the mosque. Thereupon
defendants )2 and 13, representing the general body of Sunni
worshippers, and defendants 8 to 11 claiming to represent the
Surati community, and 14 to 17 the other Randherias appeared
and applied to be joined as parties. Each set of defendants
has flIed a separate defence. Although the hrustce defendants
deny the plaintiffs' allegation that the mosque in 'luestion is a
Randheria mosque, and affirm the validity of their and Hashim
Yacub Ally's appointments as trustees, they associate them
selves with the plaintiffs and their Randheria co-defendants in
claiming that the right of management of the mosque belongs
exclusIVPly to their party. And they ask that the scheme, if
any is to be framed, should be f::oamed on that basis.

The defendants 12 and 13, who represent the ~eneral body
of worshippers, controvert in substance the right of the
Randherias to a monopoly of the management as 0Pi>osed to the
whole nature of the trust; and they claim that as the mosque
is dedicated to the performance of public worship by all
Mahomedans I)f 'the Sunni persuasion, now that a scheme
is propo~ed to be settled under the direction of the Court they
should be allowed a voice in its administration.
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The suit proceeded to trial before Mr. Justice Robinson,
:and the whole dispute centred round two points, viz ;-

1. The effect of the tr\1st deed of 1872, and
2. Whether the Randherias should or should not have

the sole and exclusive charge and management of the
·mosque.

The Randherias r.::sted their case on the trust deed of
1872; they contended that it created a: new trust and that the
founders, namely, the five persons in whose names the land
had been purchased from the Governmznt, were entitled to
·provide that the management should remain exclusively in the
hands of their own section of the community. The learned
'Trial Judge states their contentions in the following terms ;-

"It is urged that the original mosque was created by a
Randheria; that the original grant was revoked and the lands
sold outright to Randherias, that they thus became the creators
.of the trust and were at liberty to make any lawful condition
they pleased as to the management of the trust."

And his decision is expressed in these words:-
"The position in 1871, then, was that the five vendees

'became the absolute and untrammelled owners of these two
plots and could do with them as they pleased. . ... They
'became the owners of the mosque, shops, and lands, and
created a trust of t3em. It was undoubtedly open to them
to manage the tr:.1st themselves or to lay down the manner
in which it was to be managed, and this they did in
Exhibit C."

He accordingly came to the conclusion fhat the Randheria
-party were exclusively entitled to the management. of the
mosque.

On appeal by the respondents ill the first and s3cond appeals
·respectively, the learned Judges of the Chief Court, differing
from the Trial Judge, held in substance that the lands which
were purchased by or in the names of the five persons in 1871
were acquired by them as trustees for the pyrposes of the
-existing mosque and subject to the trust therefor; and that
nothing that 'took place in 1871 or 1872 had tee effect of
-cancelling, or could in law cancel, the original trust; and that
as the original trust was for the. bet;1efit of all persons
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" professing the Sunni sect of the Mahomedan religion," they-'
thought that "all Sunni Mahomedans were entitled to a
voice and control of the Juma Musjid of Rangoon."

The plaintiffs and the trustee defendants have appealed
to His Majesty in Council, and the same contention that was·
put forward in the Courts belo N, based on the document of
1872, has been urged on their behalf. It has further been
pontended that under the Mahomedan law the Court h~s no·
discretion ill the matter and that it tp.ust give effect to the rule
laid down by the foun\.ler in all matters relating to the appoint
ment and succession of trustees or 1nut·wallees. Their Lord
ships cannot help thinking that the extreme proposition urged.
on behalf of the appellants is based on a misconception. T_~~:

Mussulman law like the English law draws a wide distinction,
between public and private trusts. Generally speaking, in case
of a vJakj or trust created for specific individuals ot' a.
determinate body of individuals, the IG.zi, whosp. place in the
British Indian systtlm is taken by the Civil Court, has in
carrying the trust into execution to give effect so far as·
possible to the expressed wishes of the founder. With respect,:
hgwever, to public religious or charitable trusts,gtwhich.a
public mosque is acommo~ andwell-known example, the Kazi's.
discretion' is very wide. He may not depart from the intentions·'
of the founder or from any rule fixed by him as to the objects,
of the benefaction; but as regards managememt which must be
governed by circumst~nces he has complete discretion. He
may defer to the wishes of the founder so far as they are.
conformable to changed conditions and circumstances, but his
prinary duty is to consider the interests of the general body'
of the public for whose benefit the trust is created. He may in:
his judicial di.;cretinn vary any rule of management which he'
may"fln(le,ither not practicable or not in the best interests of
the l11.!;tjtution.

Illustrations of this' rule are to be found inC almost every'
work on Mussl11man law~ And the authorities lay down that,_.
"were the wakif (the founder) to make a condition that the:
King Or Kazishould not interfere in the management of the~

wakj, still the Kazi will have his f>uperintendence over it, .fot'"
his supervision is above everything."
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Their Lordships agree with the Chief Court that the trans
actions which took place in 1871 and 1872 in no way affected
t/1e existing trust, and thflt the trust deed of 1872 did not create
a new dedication; the mosque remained as heretofore a public
mosque, dedicated to the ,performance of worship by all Sunni
Mahomedans as originally bunded.

In their Lordships' opinion, the real point in issue in the
case, owing probably to the nature of the pleadings, has to some
extent -been missed by the Courts in'India. It has been treated
as a question involving the determinati()O of conflicting rights
rather than a consideration of the best -method for fully and
effectively carrying out the purpose fOl- which the trust was
created. The suit is brought under section 539 of the Code,
which vests a very wide discretion in the Court. It declares
(omitting the parts not material to this case) that-

" whenever the direction of the Court is deemed necessary
for the adn:tinistration of any express Or constructive trust
created for public, charitable, or religious purposes, the
Advocate-General, acting ex-officio, or two or more persons
having a direct interest in the trust and having obtained the
consent in writing of the Advocate-General, may institute a
suit in the High Court, or the District Court within the local
limits of whose civil jurisdiction the whole or any part of the
subject-matter of the trust is situate, to obtain a decree-

(a) appoir.ting new trustees under the trust;
(e) settling a scheme for its management;

Or granting such further or other relief as the nature of the:
case may require."

In giving effect to the provisions of the section <tnd in,
appointing new trustees and settling a scheme, the Court is;
entitled to take int(l consideration nct merely the wishes of'
the founder, so far as they can be ascertained" but also the
past history of the institution, and the way in which the
managemellt has been carried on, heretofore, in conjunction,
with other existing conditions that may havoC grown lip since
its foundation. It has also the power of giving any direct,ions;
and laying down any rules which might facilitate the work of
management, and, if ne:::essary, the appointment of trustees in;
the future-.
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In the present case, Moolla Hashim, although he was
assisted by several of his compatriots in acquiring the land on
which th~ bamboo mosque was built, was to all intents and
purposes its 0riginal founder; in 1857, when the bamboo
structure was burned down, he replaced it with a plank building;
he and his Randheria fellow-townsMen held the mutwalleeship
until 1871. Since that date also the management has been
carried on by people belonging to Randher. In 1862, the lands
were purchased with nioney supplied by them; and in 1871 the
bulk of the money appea"s to have come from the same source.
It is not alleged that they have mismanaged the trust or
committed any dereliction of duty, or tried to introduce inno
vations in the services, or othE::rwise interfered with the rights
of thp. general body of worshippers. In these circumstances it
seems to their Lordships, in the exercise of the discretion
which the Mussulman law vests in the Kuzi, that the Randheria
section of the worshippers, all other conditions being equal,
are preferably entitled to the mutwalleeshijJ of the mosque.
With regard to the case of Ibrahim Esmael 'L'. Abdool Carrim
Peennamode (1), which has been relied upon on behalf of the
respondents, their Lordships deem it sufficient to say that the
facts to which they have referred differentiate it widely from
the present case.

The present case, however, in their Lcwdships' opinion,
illustrates the mischief of leaving the power ofe appointing or
ejecting trustees in the hands of an indetel'minate and neces
sarily fluctuating body of people, whether they call themselves
Punchayet or Jamaet. In order to avoid so far as possible a
recurrpnce of the troutlle that has brought about this long
drawn Etigation, their Lordships think it desIrable, in the
interests of the bstitution which form the primary matter for
consideration, that the appointment of future trustees shOuld
be entrusted to a committee of th~ worshippers, the composition
0f which should be in the discretion of the Judge, with due
regard to local c0nditi@ns and needs, subject to the provision
that, so long as circumstances do not vary, a majority of such
committee should be Randheriaso; and that in settling the
:scheme theJ udge should lay down rules for their guidance in
the discharge O'f any' supervisitorial functions that it may

(1). L.R. 35 LA., 151.
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appear necessary to confide to them and for filling up vacancies
on their body subject to 'his control.

Their Lordships are accordingly of opinion that the ord~rs

of the Courts of India should be discharged and that t,he el:lse
should be remitted with the following declaration and directions
to the Chief Court of Lower Burma to deal finally with the
matter: That all other conditions being equal, the Randheria
section of the worshippers are preferably e!)titled to manage
and act as trustees of the Sunni Juma Musjid of Rangoon;
that the appointment of future trustees should be entrusted to
a committee of the worshippers, the composition of which
committee should be ia the discretion of the Court, witk due
regard to local needs and conditions, subject to the provision
that, so long as circumstances do not vary, a majority of such
committee should be Randherias: and that in settling the
scheme the Court should lay down ruies for the guidance of
the committee in the discharge of any supervisitorial functions·
that it may appear necessary to confide to them, and for filling
up vacancies on their body subject to its control.

As regards the costs in the Courts below, the trustee.
defendants will have their costs out of the funds of the
institution; the rest of the parties will bear their own costs.

The parties will bear their own costs of these appeals.
And their Lordships will humbly advise His Majesty'

accordingly.
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Civil Ist
Appeal

No. 14 oj
1915.

l~tne 19th,
1916.

Bef01:e Sir Charles Fox, Chief ]tidge, and Mr. Justice
Twomey.

I, ANNAMALAI CHETTY, 2. RAMANATHAN CHETTY,
~. CHINNA KURPEN CHETTY, 4. ARUNA
CHELLUM CHETTY,5. PALLANIAPPA CHETTY,

MINORS BY THEm NEXT FRIEND AND NATURAL GUARDIAN
THE 1ST PLAINTIFF, 6. MUTHU VEERAPPA
CHETTY, ALL .2ARRYING ON BUSINESS IN PARTNER
SHIP IN RANGOON UNDER THE MARKS OF M. A. R. R. M.
BY ITS ATTORNEY M. A. R. R. M. R. M. SOMA
SOONDRUM CHETTY v. 1. M. L. R. M. LUTCH
MAN CHETTY~ A MINOR BY HIS MOTHER AND NATURAL
GU,ARDIAN MENATCHI ACHI, 2. A. L. A. S. SOLI
APPA ~HETTY, 3. ANNAMALAI CHETTY, 4.
VISVANATHAN CHETTY, 5. SOLIAPPA CHETTY,
MINORS BY THEIR FATHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN A. L;
A. S. SOLIAPpA CHETTY, 6. A. L. A. S. RASI
CHETTY ALIAS ANNAMALAI CHET'~Y, 7. A. L. A. S.
ALLAGAPPA CH~TTY, 8. ANNAMALAI CHETTY,
A MINOR BY HIS FATHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN THE 7TH
RESPONDENT, 9. A. L. A. S. SWAMINATHAN CHETTY
ALIAS ARUNACHELLUM CHETTY, iO'o,A. L. A. R. M.
RAll.ilEN CHETTY, 11. SOMASOONDRUM CHETTY,
A MINOR BY HIS FATHER AND NATURAL GUARDIAN THE 10TH
RESPONDENT.

D00tor-for appeliants.
Chari-for 1st respondent.

Indian Limitation Act, IX of 1908, 1st Schedt~le, Articles 57, 115
Loan on " Thavanai "account. .

The article of the 1st Schedule to the Limitation Act that applies to a
loan on a Chetty's "Thavanai " account is Article 57, and the ,)eriocl of
limitation begins to run from the date ~~hen the money was l'Snt.

In the original plaint the suit was described as a "Suit to

recover Rs. 6,306-9-3 due on' Thavanai account '." It was
stated in it thaJ prior to the 13th,March 1911 the' defendants
(the firm of M.L.R.M.A.) had borro'¥ed from the plaintiffs
,certain moneys. on Thavanai account which was an account
-with two-monthly rests: that on the above date the old account
-was credited in the defendants' books with all principal and
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'interest due up to that date, and a fresh account was opened
showing the amount then due to the plaintiffs, a statement of
the amount being sent to them.

The am~unt claimed in the suit was for that amount Plus
interest at the Thavanai rate from the abovementioned date.
The cnuse of action wa~ stated to have arisen on the expiry of
two months from the same. date.

The plaint was"allowed to be amended, and in the amended
plaint the statements were to the effect t.hat about 15 years
previously the plaintiffs appointed the defendant firm their
agents for the purpose of lending out moneys for them on a
,commission for their services, and sent them moneys for
investment which they lent to themsel,res on a Thavanai
.account. On the 13th March 1911 there was according to
copies of entries in the defendants' firm's book Rs. 5,749-8-6
,due to the plaintiffs on that aceount. The cause of action was
in this plaint stated to have arisen on the dissolution of the
·defendants' firm in 1910.

The suit was instituted on the 6t,h November 1912. The
-propriety ofthe order allowing such an amendment oralteratioH
·of the plaint is open to question, but this matter is immaterial
since the evidence failed to prove any case of agency as
alleged in the amended plaint.

It is clear that the defendant firm had at some time received
money from the plaintiffs on the ordinary Thavanai terms
prevalent amongst Chetty firms.

When the case came before us first it was argued for the
plaintiffs that the article of the Limitation Act applicabk to
-the case was Article 60 of the 1st, Schedule as being a suit for
money deposited under an agreement that it shall be payable
on demand, Or in the alternative that Article 115 applied.
This last article governs a suit for compensati@n for the breach
of any contract express or implied not in writing registered
and not specifically provided for elsewhere in the Schedule.

The evidence as to the terms of the Thavanai contract
between Chetties being meagre,we- called for further evidence
as to these terms from Chetties unconnected with the case. A
number of representatives of different firms have been examined.
'The evidence leaves no doubt that the relationship between
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the parties to a ~ Thavanai tran'Saction is that of lender and
borrower, that the loan 'is made for a fixed and certain period
of two months at a rate of interest which is fixed weekly by'
members of the Chetty community for transactions which may
be entered into during the ensuing week, that the lender
cannot demand repayment before the end of the two months

,for which he has lent the money, that if he does not dema!1d it
at such time and the borrower does not elect to repay it then
the loan is taken to be extended for another full two months at
the rate of interest fixed by the weekly meeting of the
community for the thell period, and so on until the money ig·
repaid.

It has be~n argued for the plaintiffs that under such circum
stances each renewal must be regarded as constituting a fresh.
loan, and that limitation only begins to run against the lender
from the start of the last renewal, but the terms on which the
loan is made are those adopted initially and they apply even
when nothing is said or done on either side. We cannot accede.
to the argument that a new contract is made at the start of
each Thavanai period during which the borrower holds the
money lent.

Article 60 cannot apply because the money is not payable,
on demand according to the legal meaning nof those terms.

It is difficult to see how Article 115 could in any case apply,
but it certainly does not do so if some other article applies.

It appears to us that Article 57 which governs a suit for:
money lent applies, and that the limitation period began to run
fro.n the time when the money was lent.

There is no evidence in t~is case as to when the money was'
lent. The earliest extract from the defendant's accounts pro-·
duced show that the account was in existence in J ulv 1907, but
it does not show, and it would not in any case ~e sufficient to·
show, that the money was lent then.

We hold that the dismissal of the suit on the ground that
the plaintiffs failed to prove that their suit was brought within
the period of limitation applicable t() it was correct.

The appe~l is dismissed with "costs payable to the 2nd.
defendant only, he being the only respondent who appeared by'
advocate.
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Before Mr. ]usticeTwomey.

PO ON v: 1<ING-EMPEROR.

Jifmmg Ba Kya-for applicant.

Mmmg [{in, Assistant Govfrnment Advocate-for King-Emperor.

Burma Gambling Act, section ·1-" !let" /lot a game of mere
hlt11/-1T,1l skill.

The Burmese game" ket " is not a game.,of m~re human shill.

It is clear fro'.11 the evidence in this case that the" ket "
gambling was carried on outside- the house on the ground and
the conviction of the applicant Po On. under section 12 of the
Gambling Act was therefore incorI<ect.

Apart from this mistake there is in my opl11lOn no grot'od
for interfering in revision. It cannot be held tltat " ket " is a
game of mere human skill under section 4 of the Act. The
evidence as to the actual gambling is sufficient.

The applicant was liable to conviction under section 10 for
playing for money with instruments of gaming (i.e., playing
cards) in a place to which the public have access. He has
already served about 12 days' imprisonment which seems a
sufficien t punishment.

The conviction of the applicant Po On is altered to one
under section 10, Gambling Act, and the sentence to imprison
ment for the period which he has alre~dy undergone.

FULL 8ENCH.

Criminal
Revision No.

239B 01
1916.

August3ut.
1916.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge, Mr. Justice Ormond .7nd Civil
Relerena NIJ.

Mr. Justice Twomey. 6 oj 1916•

In re A. W. JAMAL v. CYRIL BROWN.
Halkar-for J ama!.

Guy.Rutledge, Government Advocate-for King.Emperor.

Court Fees Act, section 17-distinct subjects-ejectmeitt-rent-
damages for wrongful occupation. J

A claim for possession of a house by ejectm"i1t of a tenant and a claim
for damages for use and occupation aner the tenancyhas been'terminated by
legal notice are not distinct subjects within the meaning of section 17 of the
Court Fees Act. A claim for rent due however is a distinct subject.

Reference under the Court Fees Act, (l894) I.L.R. 16 All., 401; Kishori
Lal Roy v. Sharut Chunder Mozumdar, (lBB2) I.L.R. 8 Cal., 593;

34

Seplcmbe,. 'lih,
1916•
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In "e
A. W. JAMAL

£'.

CYRIL
BROWN.

Civil Re.""lar
Suit No.~ 192

oj 1916.

August 3..-d,
1916,

Venkoba v. Subbanna, (1887) 1.L.R. 11 Mad., 151; Durga Prasad v.
Purandar Singh, (1904) 1.L.R. 27 All., 186; Chedi Lal v. Kirath
Chand, (1880) 1.L.R. 2 All., 682; lYla Nyp.in v. Ma Kon, 3 L.B.R., 56
referred to.

The following reference was made to a Full Bench by
Mr. Justice Robinson under sedion 11 of the 'Lower Burma
Courts Act :-'"

The plaintiff see~s a decree (a) for ejectment, (b) for ;'ent
due and (c) for use and occupation at the same rate from date
of expiry of notice to quit. The question is whether these
form" distinct subjects" within the meaning of section 17 of
the Court Fees Act.

The decisions on these questions are confused. They are
Considered il~ a Refr?rence under the Court Fees Act (1) in
respect of a suit for possession by ejectment and also for
damages for use and occupation. It was held in the above
mentioned case and in Kishori Lcd Roy 'V. Shanff Chunder
Mozmndar (2) and also in Venlwba'V. SubbarNta (3) that there
are not distinct subjects and that section 17 of the Act does
not apply-see also Durga Prasad co. Purandar Singh (4). In
Chedi Lal 'V. J{irath Chand (5) the conti'ary view was taken by
a Full Bench. I would hold that there are not distinct sub
jects, the cause of action being the same, namely ownership or
wrongful possession or holding over by the ~efendant. Where
however there is also a claim for 1'ent the cause of action is
ownership coupled with a contract of tenancy still subsisting
and possession thereunder that is not wrongful.

The mattei' is one that is frequently arising and as the
mat:~r is one of some difficulty I refer the following question
for decision by a Bench :-

Does·a suit fO'r .possession of a hOl'se or part thereof by
ejectment of the tenant coupled with a claim for rent accrued,
due before the tenancy is terminated, and also a claim for
damages for use and occupation after the tenancy has been
terminated by due legal notice, embrace distinct subjects
within the meaning of section 17 of the Court Fees Act?

I

(1) (1894) IIL.R. 16 AI!., 401. (3) "(1887) 1. L.R. 11 Mad., 151.
(2) (1882)I.L.R. 8 Cal., 593. (4) (1904) I.L.R. 27 All. 186;

• (5) (1880) I.L.R. 2 All., 682. '
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The opinion of the Full Bench 'was as follows :---'
Fox, C.].-In my opinion the claims for possession and

for damages for use and octupation after the tenancy has been
terminated are not distinct subjects within the meaning of
section 17 of the Court Fees Act, because such claims should
properly be included in one suit on the analogy of what was
decid~d in lila Nyeinv. Ma Han (1). The claio for rent due
however is a distinct subject in my opinion, because a separate
suit could be brought for that. It is a subject which al-ises

,out of the conti-act of tenancy, whereas the claim for possession
.and damages or mesne profits arises out of the tenancy having

come to an end, and the defendant wrongfully remaining in
,occupation.

Ormond, J.-I concur.
Twomey, J.-I concur.

Before Sir Henry Hartnoll, Officiating Chief Judge.
MAUNG MAUNG GYI v. SEIN NYUN.

Ba Dun-for applicant.
Legal Practitioners' Act, XVIII of 1879-nnauthorised practice.
The proper procedure to be adopted with regard to a person alleged to

be practising as pleader in contravention of the provisions of section 10 of
the Legal Practitioners' Act is that prescribed in section 32 of the Act.

Tussuduq Hosain P. Girhar Narain, (1887) I.L.R. 14 Cal., 556,
referred to.

On the lIth Februat-y last Maung Maung Gyi, a Barrister,
complained to the Deputy Commissioner, Tavoy, that one
Maung Sein Nyun had been appearing before the Courts at
Tavoy without holding a ple9der's license; The petition set
out Maung Sein Nyun's alleged practice. No specific I-elief was
asked for but the Deputy Commissioner in his capac;ty as
District Judge passed the followir:g order:

" That I presume that litigants allow Maung Sein Nyun to
conduct o1<ly those cases which they consider do not require the

.advice of a prJfessionalpleader 01- adv0cate and that I am not
prepared to interfere with the discretion of thaJudges under

. the proviso to Rule 1, Order III, First Schedule, Civil Procedure
Cede."

Maung Maung Gyi no",' applies for a revision of this order
;:and aslm that Maung Sein Nyun be barred from appearing in

(1) (1905) 3 L.B.R., 56;

1916.

.h: re
A. W. JAMAL

v.
CYRIL

BROWN.

Civil Miscel
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Application
IVo. 32 t!j

1914.

May 16th.
1914.
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August 23,-d,
19 15.

any case, Civil or Criminal,in any Courts except In cases 111.

which, he himself is the actual party.
It dbes not appear that Maung l\lIaung Gyi ever drew the

attention of the District Judge to the provisions of sections 10.
dnd 32 of the Legal Practitioners' Act (XVIII of 1879) nor did he
ask that action be taken undeL' section 32 of the Act. His
petition was one to the Deputy Commissioner and drd not state·
~Nhat action wa's req~tired. He has filed before this CO~lrt a,
list of cases in which Maung Sein Nyun is alleged to have
appeared in the Additional District Court and Township Court,
Tavoy. Ithink that the proper cout'se for him to put'sue will be
to file a proper petition before the Dist6ct Court, Tavoy, asking
that Maung Sein Nyun be punished under section 32 of the',
Legal Practitioners' Act, and then notwithstanding the ot'der
already passed by him the District Judge should proceed to
adjudicate on the matter. The point seems to be whethet'
Maung Sein Nyun is not usurping the functions of a pleadel·
and practising as one in contravention of the provisions of
section 10 of the Act in which case he is liable under section
32 01' whclhcI' his appearances are covered by the provisions of
Order 3, Rule I, First Schedule of the Civil PI·ocedure Code.
It should be noticed that Order 3, Rule 1, says:" except where
otherwise expressly provided by any law for the time being in
force." The judgment in the case of Tussuduq Hosain v:,
Girhar Narain (1) can be usefully read in connection with any
petition that may be filed against Maung Sein Nyun.

Before Mr. Justice Parlett.

N. M. DEY 'o. KING-EMPEROR.
N. C. Sen-for applicant.

Poisons Act, I of 1904, section 10, clause'(b)-Chemist's qualifica-·
tions.

A person claiming exemption UDder section 10, clause (v), from the
operation of the Poisons Act'must prove not only that he ~las the qualifica.,·
tions necessary as a preliminary to his registration as chemist or druggist
in the United Kingdom, but also that he has actually been registered.

The petitioner was prosec!.tt~dfor selling 1 lb. of Cyanide of'
Potassium in contravention of the rules made under section 2 of
the Indian Poisons Act, 1904 (I of 1904),and published as JudiciaE

. (1) (1887) I.L.R. 14 Cal., 556.
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Department Notification No. 24, dated 8th February 1909.
'He holds a diploma as qualified medical practitioner gi'anted at
'Bombay but he is also a chemist and druggist. It is quite
clear he did not make the sal~ in exercise of his profession as
'a medical practitioner, so that the exemption gl'anted by~clause

(a) of section 10 of the indian Poisons Act did not apply, At
the trial he also admitted that he was not duly qualified to act
as a chemist and druggist under the law for the time being
in force in the United Kingdom, and accotdingly the exemption
granted by clause (b) of the same section did not apply to him
'andhe pleaded guilty, and was convicted and fined Rs. 5l.

His application for revision was admitted because it was
'stated that the admission of his non-qualification as a chemist
:and druggist under the law in force in the United Kingdom was
"made under a misapprehension, and that he was in fact so
'qualified, and I allowed the matter to be argued so that it might
"be shown, if it could be, that he was so qualified. Reference
was made to 31 and 32 VieL, Cap. CXXI, and 32 and 33 Viet.,

-Cap. CXVII. The general effect of those enactments appeal'S
to me to be that it is unlawful for a person in any part of Great
Britain to sell poisons unless he is registered as a chemist and

,druggist undel' 31 apt! 32 Vict., Cap. CXXI, or has been registered
.as a legally qualined medical practitioner, or falls into certain
other classes which have no application to the present case.
The petitioner is admittedly not registered as a chemist and
druggist under 31 and 32 Viet., Cap. CXXI, :1101' is he registered
as a legally qualified medical practitioner T.vithin the meaning of
section! of 32 and 33 Viet., Cap. CXVI I, but it is said that re pos
sesses qualifications which \-vould entitle him to be so registered.
The provisions of the English Acts however appeal' to me to
be clear a:Jd to !'equil'e the registration of a person in one or
other capacit:, before he can sell poisons under the law in force
in the United Kingdom. Not being RO register~d, petitioner is
not qualified to act as a chemist or druggist under the law in
force in the United Kingdom, ;:lnd he cannot claiJ)l exemption
under clause (b) of section 10 of the Indian Poisons Act.

A point was also raised in al'gument that as the rules apply
-only to sales by retail they were not infringed in the present
<case as the sale in question was wholesale. The rules it is true

1915.

N. M.DEY
'V.

KING
EMPEROR.
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apply.only to t'etail sales, and appat'ently wholesale sales t'emuin
uncontrolled. The only ground suggested for holding the sale
in this case to have been wbolesale is tInt the bottle in which
the poison vvas sold was unopened. That however is a manner
in which ordina17 retail sales oT drugs at'e commal'lly made,
and the argument has no force. That act and rules elf,) not
define retail and vvhDlesale SlJ.les, but I feel 110 doubt whatev~t'

that the present sale was retail. It was of only1 lb. of cyanide,
and was combined wlth a sale aT 1 lb. of nitric acid, certainly
a small quantity ror commel-cial purposes: it was fOl- cash and
was not made to an ostensible dealer who meant to retail it to
others, but to some unlmmvn person, evidently either the
counterfeit coiner Aj-, Cbaung himself, or an emissary of his,
It was certainly retail.

As regards the sentence, I do not consider it unduly severe.
The facts of the case show the need of regulating such sales
and the fact that the rules have hitherto been commonly broken
is no ground for special leniency. The application is dismissed.

Before Mr. Justice Ormond.

KING-EMPEROR 'D. MI WA.

Drtober 2nd, Criminal Procedu'reCode, 1898, section 195-.sanction to p1'ose ..
1915. c'LLte-India;n Penal Code, section 211-criminal prDceeainJ;s.

The "criminal proceedings" contemplated in section 211 of the Indian
Penal Code are proceedings in Court, and sanction to a prosecution for an
offen'ce L!nder that section can only be given by a Court.

The following refp.reri.ce under section 348 of the Code of
Criminal Procedure was made to the Chief COLlrt of Lower'
Burma by the Sessions J l1dg(>, of Bassein Division :-

Order of Referen.ce.

"For the reasons given in my judgment in Criminal Appeal
No. 676 of1915 of this Cow-t, a copy or which is hereto annexed"
I submit this case to the Chief Court with a recommendation
that the conviction and sentence passed on Mi Wa be set aside·
and that she be ordered to be retried by either the District
Magistrate 0; the Special Power Magistrate of Myaungmyu;
under section 211 of the Indian Penal Code.,
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Judgment in G/iminal Appeal No. 676 of 1915.

The appellant has bec11 convicted on her own pJeo1. .uncle1
section 182, Indian Penal Code, and. has been sentenced to fou.!:'
months' i,igocous imlwisonment.

In actual fact the offence that appel1ar,.t 2.clmits is not one
und'C:r section 182 at all.· She wcnt to the pOlice-station and
aid an information charging two men with raplog her. She

now admits that this charge ,vas entirely false. Her offence
therefore clearly falls under s~ction .ill, Indian Penal Code,
and in my opinion it is punishable under the last pal,t of that
section with impl'isonment which may extend to seven years,
and is triable only by the Court of Session. There is perhaps a
technical question involved here since seme of the Indian High
Courts appear to have held that a false chm-ge which does not
go beyond the police is not punishable undel' the last part of
section 211. I do not think it is necessary to go into this
question, for it seems to me that in any case the appellant
should be tried under section 211 and not under section 182.
The case should be tried as a warrant case and the facts fully
investigated. As matters now stand no evidence ha,s been tahen
and it is impossible to say whether the sentel;'e passed is
appropriate or not. Prima facie the sentence is inadequate
for such a serious offence, even allowing for" the youth of the
appellaut.

Howevel', I do not think that this Court has any power to
interfere with the cOl1viGtio'/'!. and to order a retrial. Undet'
section 412, Criminal Pl'ocedure Code, there is no appeal against
the conviction itself and therefore this Court has no juris0 iction
to exercise the power otherwise given by section 423 (1) (b) (1),

Criminal Procedure Code, either by reve.-sing the finding or by
ordering a retrial.

In these circumstances I shall dismiss the appeal and refer
tbe case to the Chief Court in Revisi'on.

The appeal is summarily dismissed.

Order of the Chief Court.

Sanction for the prvsecution of an .offence under section
211, Indian Penal Code, is required by section 195, Criminal
Procedure Code. The police cannot give such sanction; and

KING- ,
E~~l'EROR
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there is no Court that can do so, because the false char:
not lez.d to proceedings inCourt. It would be unreasona
construe section 195 (which requires the sanction of the
for a prosecution unde!' section 182, Indian Penal Coe
allowing a prosecution under section 211, Indian Penal
without any previous sanction, if the false charge relate~

serious offence-and does not lead to proceedings in Call
see no reason to inte1'fen.

PRIVY COUNCIL.

(ON ApPEAL FROM THE CHIEF COURT OF LOWER BURM

Before Viscount Haldane, Lord Wrenbury, Sir John Edg
Mr. Ameer Ali.

THE BANK OF BENGAL 'V. RAMANATHAN CHJ
AND OTHERS.

Agent-poWjr of attorney-how to be coltstrued-Chetty pra
Ind-ialt Contract Act, section 188.

A, a Chetty firm, had given B a power of attorney for the
management of its business. The power of attorney conferred wide
of borrowing on the agent. B purporting to act as A's agent glial
C, one of its constituents, to the Bank of Bengal for Rs. 50,e
endorsed a n~e for that amount over to the Banj(. C became in
and the Bank filed a suit against A for the amount due to the Bat
C. A denied that B had authority to guarantee the loans of others.

Held on appeal by their Lurdships of the Privy Council,
view of the nature of the business the agent's authgrity to bon
bzhalf of A implied an authority to pledge A's credit for the pur
securing advances from others to his firm's constituents.

P#zgerald '0. Dressler, (1859) 7 C.B.N.S., 374.

Bryant, Patois, an,] Bryant Limited v. La Banque ])£1 1
(1893) A.C., 170, at 177.

Thi" was an appeal from a judgment of the Chief
of Lower Burma on its Appellate Side.. The following
ment of the Chief Court, Original Side (Mr. Justice Robi
was delivered on the 16th August 1912.

Robinson, J.-The plaintiff, the Bank of Bengal, SUE

defendant on a cash credit account to Hashim Ebrahim
had been guaranteed by the defendant firm. Hashim Eb
executed a promissory note forRs. 50,000 in favour (
defendant on the· 23rd May 1908, ipterest being paya'
accordance with the practice of the plaintiff Bank. The,
,dant firm endorsed the said promissory note, to the pI:
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Bank and at the same time executed an agreement guaranteeing
the payment of the cash credit account. Hashim Ebrahim
became bankrupt and is still an undischarged insolvent. The
Bank submitted to the Official Assignee such secuI'ity as they
had with the request that he would realize them, but this the
Official Assignee was unable to do. Hashim Ebrahim has
absconded.

Defendants by their written statement plead that Chokalin
gam Chetty, their agent who endorsed :;he pl'omissory note and
signed the agreement of guarantee, was not the duly authorized
agent for the purposes for which he acted. Defendants deny
that they gave the guarantee and plead that Chokalingam
Chetty, who received the power of attorney from his prede:::es
sop, Ramasawmy Chetty, had no power to endorse accommo
dation bills or to give guarantees so as to bind the defendant
firm. He pleads that the plaintiff Bank had full knowledge of
the terms of the powerof attorney and that Chokalingam Chetty
had no such authority as he claims. He further pleads that he,
the principal, had also priOl' to the transactions in suit in
·express terms prohibited the said agent from entering into any
gual"aDtee for others, and that plaintiff was aware~f this. He
lastly pleads that there was no consideration for the alleged
guarantee.

When opening the case fOl' tbe plaintiff Bank Mr. Higin
botham asked to be allowed to amend his pleadings by adding
that, even if the agent had not the power to guarantee this
account, the defendants had ratified his aCt.

The issues were as to whether Chbkalingam Chett,J had
power to guarantee Hashim Ebrahim's account; whether
defendant did forbid "Jim to enter into sl~ch gl,arantees and if
so whether that had the effect of rendering his guat"antee of no
effect as against defendant; c whether if the gual'antee was
beyond his powers his action had been ratified by his principal,
and whether there was no consideration for thoe guarantee.

Defendant produced no evidence. For plaintiff formal
evidence was given by Banl< officials as to the arr10unt that was
due at the date of suit Of. the cash credit ,account and extracts
from the Bank's books of account and from the Bank's
.cash credit account, register of Demand loans, and register of
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power of attorney certi£ed under the Bankers' Books Act,
were f1~ed.

The first question is, what is the effect of the povver of
pttorney that vvas gpanted to 11arnaS,-l\Vl11Y Chctt2/!)r~arn~savln1Y

undep a pO·~Arel· of substitution ar,pointed Cho!;:aliilgarn Chetty
with exactJy the same Dowers. Tbe DDW(:T of a[tOl'lleV couched.... .. " .
111 vCl+atim teems "v~s considel'ed by my brother' Ormond in a
case being C.R 1\To. 118 of 1909. This case was eventually
decicledby Mr. J llstice Bell. No issues appear' to have been
framed but it ,vas a suit on a promissory note exec~lted in
favour of the Bank of Rangoon by two persons and the suit
was on that promissory note. The second defendant's plea was
thaI: his agent had sigged a promissory note merely as surety
and that to the plaintiff's knowledge; that he received none of
the money lent on that pro-note: in short that he merely,
guaranteed payment by the principal bOl"rower and an applica
tion was made on his behalf for certain commissions to take
evidence to prove these facts, and on the 11 th October 1909 my
brother Ormond passed the following orders :-By consent the
commissions ask for to go after it has been decided that
defendant i~ entitled to raise as a defence the fact that his agent
signed the pro-note by way of accommodation or as a SU1"ety in
fact (to the knowledge of the Bank). 011 the 10th December
1909 he heard Counsel and in the diary the 'following order
appears: Held that defendant 2 is entitled to show that his"
agent signed as a surety merely, to the knowledge of the
plaintiff. On the process £le there are notes of the arguments,
taker by him and at the end there is the following order which
has been quoted by Mr. Justice Bell in his £nal judgment as
being what had been held, " Held tha': under the power of
attorney 2's agent had no authority to sign the promissory note

for the accommodation of 1 unless 2 was 'interested' in the
transaction, which fact would have to be proved by plaintiff."
I see no reason whatever to differ from that decision which in
my opinion is certainly correct; The essential portions of the
power of attorney run as follows :~Now Know Ye and these

"pr'esent witness that J have made ordained nominated consti
tuted and appointed and by these presents do make ordain
nominate constitute and appoint Ramaswamy Chetty •••• to
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be my true and lawful attorney under the style or firm of A.R.L.
or A. R. L. Ramaswamy Chetty; to tt'ansact condLlct and
111anage all ~lnd every or ::"tny of the aff~irs co.nccr'ns 111attef'S

and_ things in which I the said L. A. R. L. Lutchmanan Chet~y

now am 01" hel'cartel' may be in any wise interested and
COf.'.cel"ned and for tbat pUl'pose to use and. sign Iny na111e to all
and evel·Y 01" any documents 01' document writings or vvdting
wh~tsoever; to borrow- money fr0111 any Bank or Banks firm
Of' firms per'son or persons either WltJ~ or without pledge of
securities for moneys advanced to various pel'son~: to make
draw sign accept cndol'se negotiate and transfer all and every
or any bills of exchange promissory notes hundis cheques
drafts bills of lading and all and every Gthel' negotiable securi.
ties whatsoevel' to which my signature or endorsement may be
required or which my said attorney may in his absolute
discretion think fit to malie draw sign accept endorse negotiate
and transfer in my name and on my behalf. From these
provisions it appears to me to be cleal' that a general power is
given to conduct and manage the business of the pdncipal,
which is described eadieI' as " business of bankel's and money
lenders." PoweI' is given to him to do all things l;ecessary for
the purpose of carrying on this business and carrying out any
transactions commonly accepted as part of such a bank and
money-lending business, in which the principal was at the
time or may hereafter become in any wise intel'ested -or
concerned. It is necessal'y, therefore,. before El.n act of an
agent should bind his principal that thatact should be one in
which tIle prin'cipal is interested. An act by which the pI :ncipal
is in no way interested or concerned except to the extent of
acquiring a liability «nd that without receiving any of the money,
the loan of which creates that liability, cannot be said in my
opinion to be one in which t11e principal is interested and the
fact that it may very possibily be the case that the principal
would be credited with the commission for lehding his name to,
this transaction does not make it one which falls within the
terms of this power of attorney. The first issiie, therefore, I
mllst decide in favour of the defendant..

As to the second issue the defendant has not given evidence
himself nor has he produced any' evidence to show that he ever'
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did expressly forbid his agent to enter into such guarantees,
and it has been proved for the plaintiff that the Bank was not
aware of any such action' on the part of the principal and that
it had received no notice from him thereof.

The next question is as to whether the agent having under
taken transactiQns beyond the scope of his authority -the
principal is neverthelr.>,ss bound by reason of his having ratified
those acts by accepting them and allowing them to remain

"uncontested after he had become aware of them. For the
defendant it is urged that there is no evidence whatever to show
that the principal was awal'e that his agent had been gual'antee
ing other persons' loans, and it is furthel' argued that for the
purposes of ratification a stron'g !wobability is not sufficient
but that there must be direct evidence to show that the
principal was aware. The case of Fitzgerald v. Dressler (1)

is relied on for this pl'oposition. It is a case of 1859 and thl'ee
Judges differing from the Lord Chief Justice held in favout' of
Mr. Cowasji's contention. Williams, J., said "I am quite
prepared to admit that, inasmuch as Harvey, in pursuance of
the instructions of Dumas, had succeeded in obtaining the
delivery order, it is extremely probable that he told Dumas on
his return that, in order to obtain it, he was forced to make
the promise he did. That, however, is a thing which is only
probable, whereas what is required here is posjtfve proof of the
fact, or circumstances from which it may be legitimately
inferred that the promise was ratified by Dumas. \Vhere the
burthen of proof lies upon the plaintiff, there must be some
thing'llOl'e than mere probability, or even strong probability:
there must be facts from which the inference of authol'ity may
legitimately be dl'awn.'! The othel- two J t,dges held the same,
Willes, J _, remarking, " Thel'e being no original authority in
Harvey to make the promise, it was a thing done by him out
of 'the ordinary scope of llis duty; and, though there was a
moral duty cast upon him to communicate to his employer the
fact of his having made the promise, it was nothing more than
a moral duty; and the rule, Omnia- Praesumuntur 1'ite esse acta
donee frobetur in contrarium, is never applied to such a duty as

(I) (1859) 7 C.B.N .S., 374.
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that. There is, therefore, no presumption either that Harvey
did or did not perform that duty: and, in the absence of positive
evidence that the promise was' communicated to defem'ant or
to Dumas, the jury would' not h;ve been warranted in assuming
that it was, merely because the evidence was equally consistent
with either supposition." L0nl Chief Justice Cockburn held
that it was" impossible not to come to the conclusion that the
clerk Harvey, on returning to the defendant's counting-hollse,
communicated to the defendant what' had. passed between him
and Gardiner, the plaintiff's clerk. 1 think it was palpable
and almost necessary that such' cOl11muhications should have
taken place, that the JUI'Y were warranted in coming to the

conclLision that the promise made by the defendant's clerk was
confirmed and ratified by him. Though perhaps not "ery
strong, I think there was some evidence qpon which the jury
might fairly and reasonably come to the conclusion they did,
and therefore that the verdict ought not to be disturbed." It
appears to me then that this authority lays down that even
strong probability of the fact is not sufficient to establish
ratification but there must be either positive evidence or sl1ch
circumstances as would justify a presumption. In the absence
of positive proof therefol'e a decision must depend on the facts
of each particular case.

Now there is i,) this case no positive proof of ratification.
There is no po"itive proof that the principal was aware that
Ramasawmy Chetty and after him Chokalingam Chetty had
been entering into contracts guaranteeing on demand loans
and cash credit accounts. The question,(herefore, is whether
the facts proved in this case are sufficiehtly strong to jusi:ify a
presumption that the principal was aware of what tht:y were
doing; if he was so aware and lIeld his oeace I am of opinion
that he must be held to have ratified their acts.

Two Chetties have given evidence in this case and they
depose that the guaranteeing of such accounts is a recognised
branch of Chetty banking business in Rangoon.o It IS imp~ssible

for anybody who has sat in this Court and who is engaged in
business not to be aware that Chetties do and very commonly
do guarantee other Chetties' accounts. The ev:dence produced
shows that some Chetties also guarantee'the accounts of non-
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Chetties. It further shows that in some instances the firms do
not guarantee any others, the agent seeks the permission of his
princip~l before guaranteeing ·any others; that they do it or
refuse to do it at their own discretion. It was also proved that
C!:letty agel?ts send a copy of their day-book entries to their
principal once a month or once in two months. There was a
statement that some agents never send them at all, but I th)nk
it,is perfectly cl~ar that it is practically the universal pl'aetice
for agents to submit their accounts at short intel'vals to their
principals. It is impossible of course forplaintifj to be able to
produce evidence that Chokalingam Chetty submitted his
accounts to his principal and there has been no evidence for
the defendant so that it was impossible to obtain the informa
tion from his witness~s. But .it has been proved from the
Bank's boolis that Ramasawmy Chetty and Chokalingam
Chetty in 1905 and 1906 guaranteed the on demand loan of
other Chetties, and, as reganis the cash credit account, the

extracts from the books prove that both Ramasawmy and
Chokalingam in a. very lal'ge number of instances have
guaranteed the cash credit accounts of others, both Chetties
and non-Chetties, from Decembel' 1904 until May 1908. Now
having regard to the proved practice and to the ordinary
presumptions that must arise as to the ordinary course
of business and human affairs it is impossible 'to hold that these
agents had never submitted accounts to their p~rincipa! and if
they had submitted accounts to their principal that he should
have remained in ignorance of the fact that they were not only
carrying on this bl'anch of Chetty banking business but were
doing so to a fairly large extent. Defendant held out
Chokalingam Chetty as his agent in Rangoon with a full
general power to tran3act bUSIness on his behalf. The agent
was guaranteeing other persons' loans and no exception had
been taken by the principal to, his conduct on his behalf
for' years, and in my opinion it must therefore be held that he
held his agent oui: as having the power to guarantee accounts,
and further that the action in so guaranteeing was ratified and
confirmed by him. The Written Statement appears to me to
support this presumption for it plead:> that he had given his
.agent express orders not to enter into such transactions which
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implies that he knew that the agent had been or was likely to
-en tel' in to them.

I am of opinion; therefore, that the defendant is liabl~ on his
contract of guarantee, it having been, even if beyond the powel's
of his agent, ratified and confit'med by him.

There remains the question of consideraticn. In the first
placp. so far as the promissory note is concel'ned the considera
tion must be presumed. We have no sworn evidence on
behalf of the defendant that there was no consideration.
Ther~ is no production of any obooks bv defendant. In his

.affidavit of documents he did not rely on any account books.
Notice was given him to pI'oduce his account books but they
had not been produced. Those account books would have

-shown these transactions. They would have shown the
receipt of commission ,,,,hich would be consideration. Further
the argument itself sets out a consideration. It is at the
request of the defendant's agent that the cash credit account is
given and that imports a consideration. In my opinion this
issue must be decided against defendant. There will, therefore,
be a deCl'ee fOl' the amount claimed, i.e., Rs. 63,122-12-5 with
interest frol11 date of suit until realization at 6 pel' cent. per
annum with costs.

The following judgment of the ChIef Court, Appellate Side
(MI'. Justice Ormund and Mr. Justice Parlett), was delivered on
the 26th March 1914:-

Ormond, ].--The plaintiff Bank sues the defendant firm for
the Rum of Rs. 50,000 with interest in the following
circumstances: On the 23rd May 1908 ooe Hashim Eb:'ahim.
had a cash credit account with the plair,tiff Bank and in onter
to secure the same, upon the request of the plaintif.' Bank,
executed a promissor.'· note for Rs. 50,000 and bterest in accor
dance with the practice of the Bank, in favour of the defendant
firm. Tne agent of the defenqant firm endorsed the said note
over to the Bank and at the same time executed an agreement
guaranteeing the payment of the said cash, credit a<icount.
The defence is a denial of the authority of the agent to enter
into the contract of guarantee" It is pi'oved that the defendant's
agententered into 23 tra'1sactions with the Bank as surety for
others between 1904 and May 1908, 6t of which '.vere guarantees

"of persons other than Chetties. On the 21st July 1906 the
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defendant's agent guaranteed this man Hashim Ebrahim; and
on the 3rd of November 1906 the defendant's agent was.
guaranteed by Hashim and the firm of S.R.M. The learned
Judge on the Original Side in his judgment says, "Now having
regard to the approved pra.ctice and to the ordinary presump
tions tlmt must arise as to the orchnary course of business and
human a;fairs, it is impossible to hold that these ag~nts.

(4efendant's ag~nts) had never submitted accounts to theip
principal; that he should have remained in ignorance of the
fact that they were not only carrying on this branch of Chetty
banking business but were doing so to a very large extent.
Defendant held out Chokalingam Chetty as his agent in
Rangoon with a fuIJ general power to transact business on his:
beh<ilf. The agent wa~ guaranteeing other persons' loans and
110 exception was taken by the pl-incipal to his conduct on his
be~aIf for years, and in my opinion it must therefore be held
that he held his agent out as having the power to guarantee the·
accounts, and further that the power in so guaranteeing was
ratified and confirmed by him. Notice was
given him (defendant) to produce his account books but they
had not been produced. These account books would have
shown these transactions. They would have shown the
receipt of commission, which would be consideration. Fur
ther the agreement itself sets out a consideration. It is at the
request of the defendant's agent that th'e cash credit
account is given and that imports a consideration." The Judge
therefore gave the plaintiff a decree. The defendant was:
the sole proprietor 01 that firm and is dead. The question of
ratific;=ttion was first raised by· the plaintiff when the case
came 0:1 for hearing. The books were not produced before,.
because the onl:' question wa,:;: had the. agent authority to
enter into this transaction? The learned Judge has assumed
that commission was charged for this transaction; that these
transactions must have been entered in the booJ(s and that
the agent sent the books to his principal; and therefore that
the principal knew of these transactions of guarantee. In
order to mak~ the defendant liable upon a ratification the
plaintiff must show that the defenda'lt had full knowledge
of the facts. .There' is no question .whether there was·
consideration to support a contract of suretyship as between-'
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the Bank and the defendant. Mr. Giles who appears for
the plaintiff-respondent admits that the question is not
really one of ratification,' but whether the authority to enter
into the transaction of guarantee must necessarily be implied
from the powers conferred in the power of attorney. The
power of attorney is in Hie form generally used amongst
Chet:ties. It recites the desire of the principal to appoint the
agent his attorney for the general mana~ementof his banking
and money-lending business. It then constitutes the agent the
lawful attorney to transact, conduct, and manage all and every
or any of the affairs, concerns, matters and things in which
the principal, then was or thereafter might be in any wise
interested and concerned and for that purpose to use or sign
the pt-incipal's name on any documents whatsoever. To borrow
money from Banl{s, firms 01- persons, eithei- with or without a
pledge of.securities for money advanced to various persons; to
make, draw, sign, accept, endorse, negotiate and transfer bills
of exchange, pro-notes, etc., to which the principal's signature or
endorsement might be required or which the attorney might in
his absolute discretion think fit, in the name d the principal.
The agent therefore had a general authority to carryon the
business of a Chetty banker and money-lender on behalf of his
principal as the sale proprietor of the business and an express
power to borrow money and to endorse pro-notes for the
purposes of that business. He would not be authorised (without
an express power to that effect) to enter into any transaction
under which his principal incurred a liability, unless such
transaction was a necessary incident in tIle carrying on of a
Chetty banking and money-lending business. If the ..rans.
action entered into by the agent is, on the face of it, authorised
by the power of attOlney, the Bank need 'not look to the appli.
cation of the money by the agent; but if it is shown that the
Bank had notice of the real n~ture of the transaction and such
transaction is not within the scope of the agent's authority,
the principal would not be liable. In this G case the agent
endorsed a promissory note in favour of the Bank in the name
of his principal, and he has an express power t'o do so; but at
the same time he signed for his principal on a letter of
guarantee in favour of the Bank on behalf of Hashim Ebrahim
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for the whole amount for ""hich the promissory note was given.
The Bank therefore knew that none of the money was being
tal<en bJ ' the agent as a loan to his principal. The agent was
given certain specified or express powers; but they do not
include a power to mal{e his principal a ~urety for another's
loan; and they do not include a puwer to borrow money in his
principal's name for another, or to sign promissory notes. for
h~s principal',joi"ntly ;vith another principal. If he had been
given such a power as the last, an authority to guarantee the
debt of another might well pe inferred: because-since he
cleal'1y has no power to thrust a partner upon his principal-if·
he had th.e power to sign promissory notes .for.his principal
jointly with another, the manifest effect of such a transaction
wot.ld be that, as betw~en the twomal<ers of the note, each is a
surety fol' the other as to the amount taken by that othel'.
The sole question then is'-is it a necessary incident of the
business to guarantee the loans of others? If such trans
actions al'e entered into for a commission, the business would
not be so much a money-lending business as an insurance
business. If such transactions are merely ,mutual accom
modations, it must be shown that such mutual accommoda
tj~ns are necessary. Loans can be raised on security without
sureties; and the fact that the Presidency Banb Act requires
two independent signatures for a loan on a pf.omissory note is
not sufficient to show that such mutual accol11modations are
necessary for the business.

The Bank have called two .Chetties in suppopt of the
proposition that it is a necessapy incident in a Chetty's money
lendip l, business to guarantee the debts of others. Rama-

.'j)

nathan Chetty, the 2nd witness for the plaintiff, the agent for
the R.M.M.S.T. firm, says that his firm has not guaranteed
overdrafts of accounts of persons other than Chetties. HB has
heard that some Chetties do guarantee; in such cases the
Clletty gets a commission. In cross-examination he states
that" those whose. principals allowed them to guarantee the
overdrafts of other people, they guarantee." His cwn
principal has told him that he snould not guarantee people
.other than Chetties. The other Chet!:y Udiappa, 5th witness
fpr the plaintiff; who is the agent of the V.A.R. firm, says" It
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is left to the option in Rangoon of the agents to guarantee the
"overdrafts of others. 'Some take the authol'ity froll" the
principal before for so doing and some do so aftel' the trans
action has been en!ered into. Some principals do not allow
their agents to do this guara13tee business at all." Mr. Giles
COli tends that 'inasmuch as the Presid,ency 'Banks Act requires
the signatures of two persons (who' are not partners) for a
loan on a promissory note, that the defendant must have known
from the cash credit aCCOl\1;t at the Bani: of Bengal that other
persons had stood guarantee for him and that thel'efore he
must have assumed that his agent was standing gual'antee for
others, and that it is a 'normal featul'e to mutually guarantee,
in Chetty banking business. It is not shown that the defendad

would know of the cash credit account at the Bank of Bengal; ,
and I do not think it is made out that it is a necessary incident
in a Chetty banking and money-lending business that the
Chetty must necessarily guarantee another Chetty. It is cer
tainly not made out in this case that it is pal't of the Chetty
business to stand guarantee for others who are not Chetties.
Powers of attorney must be construed strictly and unless
there is an express power given to the agent to entel' into
contracts of guarantee on behalf of others, ai' to execute
negotiable instrume:1ts jointly with others; it rests on the
Bank or other p~rson lending the money to show that the
agent had in fact authority to enter into such a transactioi'!.

I would allow the appeal and dismiss the suit with costs in
both Cotlrts.

Parlett, J.-l concur.
TfIe judgment oftheir Lordships of the PrIVY Council was

delivered on the 16th December ISl5 by:-,
Mr. Ameer Ali.-This is an appeal from the Chief Court of

Lower Burma, and the sole question for determination is
whether the agent in Rangoon of the original defendant to the
action, Lutchmanan Chetty, since deceased, now represented
by the respondents, had authority to enter into the transaction
with the plaintiff Bank on the basis of which it seeks to enforce
the present claim against the ~rincipal. .

Lutchmanan Chetty was a native of Madras, and orcli
narily resided there: He belonged to,.the well·known Chetty
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money-lending caste, and had a large and apparently lucrative'
money-lending business in Rangoon, which he carried on by
agents, under the name and style of "Ana Roona L2ina," or'
shortly" A. R. L. Chetty." Pt"evious to 1904 he had two part
ners, but after the death of one a'ld the retirement of the other
in that year, he was the sole owner of the business.
, By a power'of attorney dated th~ 24th of October 1904,hec

appointed one Ramasawmy Chetty, described in the document
as " at present of Ran[ool1," as his attorney under "the style,
or firm of Ana Roona Laina or A. R. L. Ramasawmy Chetty."
On the 15th of May 1905 Ramasawmy, by the power reserved.
to him in his appointment, substituted in his place one Choka-·
1icgam Chett,Y "as the attorl;1ey and agent" of the defend-
ant. And since his appointment Chokalingam admittedly
has managed the entire money-lending business of the defend-·
ant's firm in Rangoon.

The transaction which fOl"ms the basis of the present claim
was entered into in May 1908. It appears that about this
time one Hassum (or Hashim) Ebrahim, with whom Choka-·
Iingam had previous dealings' and who was evidently a consti
tuent of the firm, applied to him for financial assistance. He'
acceded to the request, and the .arrangement that was come to'
between them was in substance this, that Ghokalingam should
pledge the firm's credit with the plaintiff.Bank to enable:
Ebrahim to have a cash credit account opened in his name,
and obtained from the Bank advances not exceeding in the
aggregate Rs. 50,000, and that to secure the due repayment of
this amount with intt:rest thereon he should execute a promis
sory llote in favour of the defendant's firm which Chokalirfgam
.on his side sh.:)Uld ei1dorse over to the Bank.

It is to be observed in this connection that under' the
provisions of the Presidency ~anksAct (XI of 1876, section 37,..
Clause e), the bank is precluded from opening ca'sh credits on,
the security 0: any negotiable instrument of:-
"any individual or partnership firm ..... which does not

. carryon it the several responsibilities of at least two persons.
or firms unconnected with each oth'~r in general partnership."

It was in view of this provision of the law, and the practice
of the Bank inconform4ty therewith, that the promissor.y. note:
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for Rs. 50,000, bearing the usual bani, rate of interest, was
·executed on the 23rd May )908 by Ebrahim in favour r·f " A.
R. L. Chokalingam Chetty," the name undel' which the defen-
dant's firm admittedly carried on .business in Rangoon. Thi~

note was endorsed over by Ohokalingam to the Bank. Thus
both Ebrahim and the Chetty firm became severally liable on
tce note, one as the drawer, the other as the endorser, for
advances to Ebrahim on his cash credit account.

At the same time and on the .same c~a'te Chokalingam gave
to the plaintiff Bank a letter of guarantee on behalf of his firm.
It stated the nature of the transaction and the character of the
.obligation undertaken by the Chetty firm in these terms :-

" In consideration of the Bank of Bel1gal having agreed at
,our request to grant to Hassum Ebrahim (who is hereinafter
referred to as the Borrower) accommodation by way of Cash
Credit to such an amount from time to time as the Bank in its

·discretion shall think proper upon condition that such Cash
Credit shall to the extent of Rs. 50,000 and interest be secured
by the Promissory Note hereinafter mentioned we the under
signed A. R. L. Chokalingam Chetty (Guarantor) have deli-

. 'vered to the Bank of Bengal a Promissory Note dated 23rd
May 1908 for Rs. 50,000 and interest payable on demand made
by the said Borrower in favour of us and endorsed by us to
the said Bank or order (the said Promissory Note being
intended as a guarantee to the extent of Rs. 50,000 and interest
of the balance from time to time due to the said Bank from
the said Borrower on account of the said Cash Credit) on the
understanding that the Bank shall be at liberty to take steps
tei t:nforce payment of the said Promissory Note at any time
after notice in writing demandillg paymp.nt th2reof posted to
tiS at our usual or last known address and default being
made in payment for three days after the posting of such
notice."

Ebrahim appears to have drawn considerable sums of
'money on the cash credit account thus oper,ed. He was
:.adjudicated an insolvent shortly after, and his aSdets vested 111

,the official assignee. He himself is said to have absconded.
The plaintiff Bank thereupon called upon the defendant to

spay .th.e .amount due from Ebrahim, ;find on his failure to do so.
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brought the present action in the Chief Court of Lower;
Burrra in its original civil jurisdiction. The defence to the
action in the main is the denial of authority on the part of
Chokalingam to enter into the transaction so as to bind the
defendant's firm.

The case was at first heard ex-parte, oWlng to the ddault of
the defendant 'to enter appearance, but the ex-parte decree was
set aside, and the stlit came on for trial as a contentious cause
on the 17th January 1912, before Ormond, J., who framed the
issues and took p8.rt of the evidence. It was heard subse
quently by H.obinsol1, (1. The defendant, besides putting in the
power of attorney and the instrument substituting Choka
liEgam in p~ace of Hamasawmy, adduced no evidence; and

Robinson, J., held in substance that, although there wac no
express authority to the agent to enter into a transaction of
this nature the defendant subsequently ratified and confirmed
the act, and was therefore clearly liable. He accordingly
decreed the plaintiff's claim. The Appellate Court did not
agree with this view. The learned judges furthel' considered
that if guaranteeing the loans of others was to be regarded as
" a necessary incident of the business, it would not be so much
a money-lending business as an insurance business."

They accordingly dismissed the suit.
In their Lordships' opinion this judgment· cannot be sup

ported. The learned judges seem to have missed the real
point at issue. They do not appeal' to have correctly appre
hended thecharader and extent of the powers entrusted
to ;'he agent, or toe nature of the business which he
conducted and managed on behalf of the defendant in
Rangoon.

Their Lordships desire to refee shortly to the principal
provisions of the power direetl~i bearing on the question l'aised
in the case. After setting out that he was form'hly carrying
on tile businesc of "bankers and money-lenders in Rangoon"
in co-partnership with two other persons, and that owing to the
death of one partner and the ret'irement of the other, he was
then" solely carryin,g on the same casiness" under the style
of A. R. 1:. Ohetty, and that he was desirous of appoihting
Ramasawmy Chetty as his attorney fot' the general manage-·
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ment of his said business, the defendant (Lutchmanan Chetty)
proceeds to state the duti~s with which he charges the agent
and the powers he entrusts him with:-

"To transact, conduct, al~d manage all and every or any of
the affail's, concerns, matters, and things in which I, the said
L. fl. R. L. Lutchmanan Chefty, now am or hereafter may be
in any wise interested and concerned. and for that purpose to
use or sign my name to all and every or any docum~nts or
document, writings or wl'iting whatsoever. To borrow money
11'om any bank or banI,s, £1'111 or firms, person or persons,
either with or without pledge of securities for moneys
advanced to various persons."

The authority to borrow is given in explicit and the broad
est terms, " either with or without pledge of the securities"
lodged with the agent by constituents for moneys advanced to
them.

The power then goes on to declare ;-
" To make, draw, sign, accept, endorse, negotiate and trans

fer all and every or :::,ny Bills of Exchange, Promissory Notes,
Hundis, Cheques, Di'afts, Bills of Lading and all and every
other negotiable securities whatsoever to which my signature
or endorsement may be required or whil:h my said attorney
may in his absolute discretion think fit, to make, draw, sign,

.accept, ecdorse, negotiate and transfer in my name and on my
behalf."

It is to be borne in mind that the defendant's business was
a general money-lending business, in the course of which he
fina,nced both Chetties and non-Chetties. The agent had
express authority to borrow. For what purpose? To lend to
others. Jt was an essential incident of the business; and the
authority to borrow implied an authority to pledge the credit
of the firm for the purpose of obtaining or securing advances
from others to constituents. It was a matter of convenience
that, instead of receiving the money directly him"self and lending
it to the borrower, he authorised the lender, in this case the
Bank, on the pledge of the fir~'s credit, to advan~e the money
to the borrower.

Applying to the power in the present case the Canon of
~onst.ruction laid down in BrycmJ, Powis. & Bryant, Ld. 'D.
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La Banque du Peuple (1) viz.-" that where an act purporting
to be: done under a power of attorney is challenged as being in
excess of the authorityconferred by the power, it is necessary
to show that on a fair construction of the whole instrument
the authority in question is to be lOund within the four corners
of the instrum~nt, either in express terms or by neces~ary

implication," their L,ordships consider that the authority to
enter into transactions of the nature in dispute is to be found
in the document itsel; by necessary implication from the
nature of the business, with the general management of which
the agent was entrusted. Without such authority it would
hardly have been possible to carryon the business of a money
lender and financier.

It is clear from the facts proved in the case that fOl' three
years it was accepted, and business was transacted on the
basis, that the agent was invested with full authority in that
behalf. For between May 1905 and May 1908 Chokalingam
entered into twe~ty-three identical transactions without, so far
as appears on the record, any question being raised that they
were in excess of his authority. Besides, there is evidence
that among these Chetty money-lending firms it is the practice
£01' the agent to pledge the credit of the principal in this manner.

It was urged on behalf of the defendant that it was not
shown he had re~eived any benefit from the" tl'ansaction in
"question. Their Lordships think that if authority is established
the mere fact that the principal did not receive any benefit
does not rid him of his liability. But it is to be observed that
the (' .lse of the plaintitf Bank was that the defendant's books of
accounts would show receipt of commission on the transaction.
It called upon lhe de:endant t6 produce those books, which he
failed to do; nor was Chokalingam called to support his
allegation in respect of the non-receipt of commission.

. Their Lordships are of opinion that the decree of the Chief
Court should be set aside, and that of Robinson, J., should be
restored. The respondents must pay the costs of this appeal
and of the appeal in the Chief Court.

And their Lord!'1hips wiII hum:.>ly advise His Majesty
.accordingly. .

(1) (l893) A.C., 170 at 177.
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Before Mr. Justice Mazmg Kin.

1. BON LON, 2. RHA V, 3. TOR TE, 4. I-IMAT KYI v.
PO LV.

N. N. S(J1Z~forappellants.

Transfer of Property Act, IV of 1332, sections 5'1 and lOo-Charge
.01~ immoveable property-ittcomplete mortgage not a charge.

A transaction intended to be a mortgage cannot be converted into a
charge within the meaning of section }OO of We Transfer of Property Act.

_~dthough owing to non-compliance with the formalities prescribed by the
law it cannot operate as a mortgage.

Ma Lon and one v. Mazmg Po Olt, Special Civil 2nd Appeal No. 140
.of 1913; Pran Nath Sircar v. Jadu NathSaha, (l90S) J.L.H., 32 Cal., 729
referred to.

Royzuddi Sheik v. Kali Nath NIukerjee, (1906) I. L. R., 33 Cal., 985
at 995; Sreemutty Rani Kumari Bibi v. Raja Sri Nath Roy, (Il!96) 1

·C.W.N., 81; Tofal-uddi Peada v. Mahar Ali Shaha, (1898) J.L.R.,26
Cal., 78; Girindra Nath Mullerjee v. Bejoy Gopal 11,1f.ukerjee, (1898)
.I.L.R., 26 Cat., 246; Debendra Chandra Roy v. Beharilal Mt!7~erjee,

-(1912) 16 C.-W.N., 1075; Narayan Babajee v. Lakshmandas Iiarallchand.
-(l905)7:Bom. L.R., 934 ; and Konchadi Shambhogue '1'. Shiva Rao, (1904)
I. L.R., 28 Mad., 54 foliowed.

Rattgasami v. Muttukumarappa, (1887) I.L.R.,lO Mad., 509 and
Mithirambat v. Somanatha Naicker, (1901) I.L.R., 24 Mad., 397 dissen·

-ted from.

Thepoillt for decision is whether the transaction inqaestion
oper~tes as a chal'ge or not under section 100 of the Transfer
-of Property Act.

_The nature of the transaction is explained in the first para
gl-aph of the plaint in these words :-

"The 1st defendant being unable to repay the £'tm of
Rs. 125 which she had borrowed from Maung Shwe So on the
mortgage of the pad-iy land was about to lose [he same; so she
....slted the plaintiff to redeem the land with his own money and
take possession of it and worl< it without paying any rent or
charging any interest. The plaintiff accordingly paid Maung
Shwe So the principal and interest amol1\ltillg to Rs. 154 about
the month of Taboung 1272 Buddhist Era (1911) and l'edeemed

-,the land in question and took possession of it and has since
_been working and enjoying it."

-It is clear from this description that the t.ransaction is a
-,usufructuary mortgage.

S}~dalCivil
2nd Appeal
,Vo. 170 of

1915·

. !<:nllaJY
10th, 1916.
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The Township Court dismissed the suit holding that the
mortgage was invalid on the ground that it was not made by a
registered deed, as it should have been under section 59 of the
Transfer of Property Act, and that consequently the plaintiff
was not entitled to a mortgage decree.

The District Judge on appeal to him also held that ,the
plaintiff was not'entitled to a mortgage decree but he said tha'(
h~ was entitled to a charge on the land and made a declaration
to that effect. He cited as his authority a ruling of Ormond, J ~

in Ma Lon and one '0. Maung Po Oh (1).

In my opinion that case is different fl'om the present.
There the plaintiff at the request of "the defendants redeemed
a m;.>rtgage which the,y; had made. He did not get possession
of the property. Nor was it agreed that he should be given
possession, as security for the money he had paid on behalf of
the defendants. This seems quite clear, for two years later
he sued the defendants for specific performance of a contract to
sell. As he did not prove the contract he alleged, the Court of
1st im;tunce dismissed his suit. On appeal, however, the
Divisional Court gave him a decree for possession as mortgagee
-it is difficult to understand for what reason. Ormond, J.,
011 2nd appeal held that the plaintiff was entitled to a charge
Of! the land to the extent of Rs. 1,200' (that being the
amount for vvhich he ~lad redeemed the land) and fa a declaration
to that effect. It is clear that there was no mortgage within
the meaning of section 58 of the Transfet of Property Act
to the plaintiff as a result of his payment of Rs. 1,200.

In this case there is clearly an tlsuftuctuary mortgage ror
the sum f01' which the plaintiff redeemed the mortgage which
had been made by tin defendant.

Section 100 of the Transfer of Property Act provides that
where immoveable property of cne person is, by act or parties

'.... ,made security ror the payment of money' to another,
the latter person is said to have a charge on the property, if
the transaction does not amount to a mortgage. The qualifying
words, "the transaction does not amount to a mortgage" are
all-important and effect must be given to them. In Pran Nath

(1) Special Civil 2nd Appeal No. 140 of 1913.
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Sarkarv. Jadu Nath Saha (1) Maclean, C.J., says, "What we
have to consider is whet~er the present transaction amounted to
a mortgage. The expression, 'amount· to a mortgage,' in section
100 means such a mortgage as is definedby section 58 ofthe Act."

Therefore, having regard ~o the terms of the Iatt~r section,
the question to ask is, is the transaction in question a transfer
of an interest in specific immoveable property for the purpose
of securing the payment of money advanced by way of loan?
If the answer is in the affirmative, the transaction is a mortgage
and if by reason of any of the formalities of 1mv not having
been complied with, it cannot be enforced as slIch, no charge
can arise under section 100. In reality that section means
that there is no charge in Sl1.ch a case. The Court is cot at
liberty to go against this statutory provision and apply general
equitable principles and say that there is a charge in such a
case, because in England under English law where a mortgage
fails for want of some formality, the transaction may be
valid as an equitable charge. "It is an established doctrine
that equity will not contravene the positive enactments or
requirements of law and defe'at its policy by supplying, under
the guise of amending defective instruments, those deficient
elements of form without which the agreement is absolutely
void, even as bt-tween the parties to it (2)." But where the
transaction dues not amount to a mortgage, the matter is
different. The above view has been uniformly maintained in
the Calcutta High Court both beforeand1after the case above
cited. See Sreemutty Rani /{umari BilJi 'V. Raja Sri N ath
Roy (3); Tofaluddi Peada 'v. Mahar Ali Saha (4); G 'rindra
Nath Mllkerjce 'V. Bejoy Goj;al Mukerji (5); Royzudd~Sheik 'V.

Kali Na£h M.ookerji ~2); ,,!-nd Debendra Chandra Roy 'V. Behari
Lal Mookerji. (6) The Bombay High Court has adopted the
same view,following theCa1cuHa cases. See Nm"ayan Babaji 'V.

Lakshmandas Harallchand (7). In Madras, however, there are
two cases which point to the contrary view. See Rangasami 'V•.

(1) (1905) I.'L.R., 32 Cal., 729.
(2) Per Mookerjee, ;}., in (1906) I.L.R. 33 Ca!., 985 at p. 995,
(3) (1896) 1 C.W.N., 81. (4) (1898) I.L.R. 26 CaL, 78.
(5) (1898) I.L.R. 26 Cal., 246. (6) (1912) 16 C.W.N., 1075.

(7) (1905) 7 Born. L.R., 934.

1916.

BON LON
v.

PoLu.
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Muttuk~.·marapi>a (l); and ftMithiram . Bhat 'V. Somanatha
Naicll~r (2). But in a later case the Madras High Court adop
ted the'same view as Calcutta. See H.onch/xdi Shambhogue 'V.'

Ski'va Rao (3). It must, therefore, be held that section 100 of
the Transfe~ of Property Act does not enable a mortgage to
be converted into a charge,if it cannot operate as a mortgage
by reason of nOll-compliance with the formalities prescribed by
the law. . •

In the present case the transaction set up is clearly a mort
gage but it cannot operate as s~rch because it was not made in
accordance with the req uiremen ts of section 59' of the Transfer
of Property Act. In the case decided by Ormond, J., there was
something short of a mortgage, the relation of mortgagor and
mortgagee not existing between the parties, and it was right
and not contrary to the provisions of section 100 of the Transfer.
of Property Act to bold that the trans<\etion created a charge.

For the 'above reasons I hold that the transaction before me
does no.t operate as a charge.

The appeal is allowed with costs throughout.

Before Mr. Justice Maung ](in..

KAW LA 'V. MAUNG KE.
•

Ginwala...c...for appellant.
Ba Dun-for respondent.

Basements-ripal'ian owners-" natural st1"ea';n " discussed.
A claim 011 the ground of riparian ownership mll~t be in respect of a

natural stream, whether permanent or intermittent, and confined to the
land lying alongside the strpam. I t is not however necessary for one riparian
owner, tieeking to restrain another from diverting water beyond his
riparian tenement, to prove that he has suffered any damage.

Secretary of S~ate v. 73alvcmt vmMsh OZP., (1904) I.L.R 28 Bam.,
105 at 118; Taylor v. St. Helens Corporation, (1877) 6 Ch. D., 26-i;
Assistant Collector of Na'sik f). Sha'mji Dasrath Patil, (188~) I.L.R. 7
Bam., 209; McCa·rtney v. Londonduwy and LOltgh Swilly Railway
Co'mpatty, Limited, (1904) L.·RA.C., 301; Aiymm Moopp'an v. Sawmi·
natha Kcwu.ndan, (905) LL.R 28Mad., 236 and Debi Pershad SI'""Igh v·
Joynath Singh, (1897) 1. L. R. 24CaI., 865 referred to.

This is a spit for the removal of a bLInd across what the
parties and the witnesses call a Yo.

(I) (1887) I.L:R., 10 Mad. 509. (2) (1901) I.L.R. 2(Mad., 397.
(3) (1904) I.L.R. 28 Mad., 54 ...
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KAWLA.
v.

MAUNG KK.

.,.
The plaintiff owns a piece of land past which the Yo in

question runs and with the water of the Yo he irrigates his land,
The defendant put up.a bund aCt-OSs the Yo a little distance
above the plaintiff's land thus completely preventing the flON
of the water of the Yo to it. c

The defendant by his written statement replies that the
water of the Yo does not flow into the plaintiff's land which

. being low-lying is amply supplied with water independently
of the Yo; that the land formerly ~elonged to Maung Kya,
from whom the plaintiff li.ad bought it and that about 14 years
ago, as the defendant's land was high and the land in suit was
amply supplied with water independently of the Yo, Maung Kya
atIowed the defendant to put up the bund in question.

There had been some revenue proceedings before the
Revenue Officers and the result had been adverse to the
plaintiff.

The Township Judge held the suit res judicata by reason of
the revenue proceedings and dismissed the suit without going
further into the merits.

. The Additional Judge of the Distl-jct Court on appeal held
that the suit w~s not 1'es judicata; and that the plaintiff, as a
riparian owner, was entitled to have the bund removed, as it
had entirely storped the flow of the water into plaintiff's land
and gilVe a decree as prayed for.

In this appeal it is necessary to dete!-mine only the following:
points :-

(I) Is the Yu in question a natural stream?
(2) Isthe defendant a riparian owner?
(3) Irrespective of the answers to the above questions,

has the defendant a('quir~d any right in :espect of the bund by
custom, prescription or grant?

(4) Does the fact that the plaintiff's land is amply
irrigated independently of the Yo constitute any defence for
the action of the defendant?

Now. the plaintiff's claim HS a riparian owner is a natural
right and it must be in respect of a natural stream and not an
artificial waterway. TJ1ere is no evidence that the Yo was.
made by anybody. The evidence regarding the nature of it
that the water which runs in the 1;0 comes down in the rains.
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from the hills above, that :t flows down the Yo past the
pIaintiff'p land, and that tpe plaintiff and his predecessors in
title had made use of the water feam 'the Yo for the purpose
of )rrigating the land which they had successively owned.
There is no evidence to show how far the Yo extends beyond
the plaintiff's land. Evidently, it is dt'y for a part or the
year, probably in March, April and lVIay. It is clear that tne.
Yo is a defined channel.

In the case of the Secretary of State v. Balvant Ganesh
v Oze (1) a stream is defined in these words :-" A stream of
water is water which runs in a defined course [Taylor v. St.
Helens Corporation, (1877) 6 Ch. D., 264J, nor is a perennial
flow q necessary condition to the legal conception of a stream
provid~d tbe source, though irt:eguiar, be one of constant
recurrence and not merely fortuitous or temporary." And the·
nala in question in that case is described as follows :-" For
about one-half the year the nala was a running stream,
deriving its flow of water from sources which though not
perennial were constant in their recurrence." Again, we fin~

in the Indian Easement Act a definition which might be
referred to as embodying the principles of law involved
though the Act does not apply. The definition runs :-A
natural stream, whether permanent or intennittent, tidal or·
tideless, on the surface of land or underground, which flows by
the operation of nature only and in a natural and known
·course."

Applying these de.3nitions to the Yo in the present case,
there Cfln be no doubt th~t it is a natural stream. lVIr. Ginwala
for the a;::>pellant argues that a natural stream must have its
source and emrty itself into a ri7er or a lake and that as there
is no evidence where the YO in· suit goes to, it cannot be
held to be a natural stream. In my judgment the argument
·cannot be conceded. So . long as water runs in a defined
channel which is rot artificial and from a known S011rce and it
goes past a man's land, that man has the right to treat it as a
stream from its source as far as the lower end of his land. I
.am unable to agr~e with the learned Counsel's argument that
:the water must be proved to empty itself into a lake or a river.

(1) (1904) LL.R., 28 Born., 105 at page 118.
. ~
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There must be many streams whieh taking their rise in the
hills run for a few miles and then lose themselves in a :narsh
or sandy ground or the like. The river Tarim which is
stated in the school geographies as the shortest river in Asia
took its rise ina lake in the Tibetan plateau and loses itself in
the Gobi desert. (\

For these reasons I hold that the Yo in ques~ion is a natural
stream.

The next point is whether the parties are riparian owners.
The learned Additional Judge of the 9istrict Court says in

the course of his judgment that the parties are riparian pro
prietors and as suchcare equallyentitled to use and consume the

water or the stream for drinking, etc., and he also describes
them as parties owning lands adjoining a stream. That he is
partially wrong will appear presently.

The question has been dealt with in the case ofthe Assistant
Collector of Na'sik 'V. Sha'n'l:ii Dasrath Patil (l) where it was
laid down that the right to tile enjoyment of the watel· of a
river belongs to the occupants of the bank, whatever the
nature of their tenancy. And in McCartney 'V. Londonderry
and Lough S1.oilly Rail1.oay Company, Limited (2) which has
been followed in Aiya·Vlf. 'V. Smominatha Kavundan (3) it was
laid down by the House of L~rds that the ownel· of a tenement
adjoining a natural stream has no right to divert the water
to a place outside the tenement and there consume it for pur
poses unconnected with the tenement. The inference from
this ruling is that a pel·son who. owns land which is not on the
bank or a river or st!·eam cannot possi bly have the rights of
a riparian owner, for even a riparian owner properly so called
because he occupies land on the bank of a stream, cannot use
the water from the stream for the purposes of a piece of land
which is n0t on the bank.

Turning to the racts of this case,.we find on rererence to
the map that the Yo runs from the north-east

o
riirection past

the plaintiff's land on the north-west 'boundary of it taking a
south-westerly course. Just a little above pl~intiff's lal1d

.,there is across the Yo a bund marked B in red. From a point

(1) (1883) I.L.R., 7 Born., 209. (2) (1904') L.R.A.C., 801.
(3) (1905) I.L.R., 28 Mad., 236.

1916.

KAWLA
V.

MAUNG Kli.
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KAw LA a piece, of vacant land on the north-east of the plaintiff's land
v.

MAUNG KB. and then entering the defendant's land which adjoins the
plaintiff's on the south-east of it. The canal is marked C in
red. . It is admitted that by means of this canal the defendant
diverts the water of the stream to his land which he finds is not·
on the stream at all. I t is therefore clear that the defenCl.aQt
is not a riparian owner, and has no natlwal right to the water in'
the stream. _ And it is equally clear that the plaintiff is a
riparian owner, as his land ison the left bank of the stream.

Regarding the third point I am unable to hold that the:
clefendant has proved any grant from the plaintiff's prede
ce~'Sor in title as alleged by hipl. Further, it cannot be held
that he has acquired any prescriptive right over the water, as
on his own showing he made the bund and the canal only'
14 years ago. And it is dO'tbtful if it was so long ago as that..
Moreover there is no question of custom.

The fourth question is whether the fact that the plaintiff's.
land is amply irrigated independently of the stream constitutes:
a defence to the plaintiff's suit. There is no reliable evidence
to prove the fact. Even if there is, it is no defence at all..
In the Privy Council Case of Debi Pershad Singh v. Joynath
Singh (1) it was held that in order to SUPPolilt an action by one
riparian owner to restrain another from div6rting the 'water
beyond his riparian tenement it is not necessary that the plaintiff'
should prove that he has suffered any damage. That being the
case, the alleged f..ct, even if proved, does not constitute a
defence.

Fo:- the reasons above st.ated the plaintiff must succeed. I.
may in passin~ say that a~suming that the defendant is a
riparian owner I agree with the learned Additional Judge of
the District Court in holding that the defendant as such had no.
right in stopping the flow of water to plaintiff's iand byerect
ing the bund.

I have not dealt with the question of res judicata, as it has.
not been raigedby the appellant: In this country there are no
Revenue Courts and there c<l.nbe~,o case of res judicata by
reason of the orders of the Revenue Officers. The only question.

(1) (1897) I.L.R. 24 Cal., 865.
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that can arise is whether the Courts are debarred by any
provision of any local enactment from givi:lg the relief asked
for in any particular case. In the present case the question of
the jurisdiction of the· Court cannot possibly arise.

The appeal is dismissed with cost:;.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge and Mr. Justice Twomey.

BYRAMJEE COWASJEE 'V. J. VERA SOMABHAI
MOTIBHAI,2. SEITH BHOGILALL HARIBHAI.

Letttaigtte-for appellant.
Mehta-for respondent.

Specific Relief Act, 1 of 1877, Section 52-Injunctiott-trade labels
colourable imitation.

In deciding whether one firm should be restrained from selling goods
the" get up" of which is alleged to be a colourable imitation of the" get up"
of goods that have for a considerable periodbeen!old by another, the pro
per test to apply is whether an ordinary purchaser purchasing with ordinary
caution is likely to be misled by that" get up."

Paton 0- Co., Ltd. v. Snelling, Lampard 0- Co., Ltd., 16 T.L.R., 56 ;
(i901)A.C., 308; Coleman 0- Co"Ltd. v. Stephen Smith 0- Co., Ltd. (1911)
2 Ch. D., 572 j Ash (Claudius) Sons 0- co., Ltd. v. Invicta Manufac.
turing Co., Ltd., (1912) 29 HoP.C., 465 referred to.

Fox, C,J.-The plaintiffs sued to restrain the defendant, his
servants and agents from importing into Rangoon or any part
of Burma and selling (presumably in Burma) butter in tins
bearing labels which they alleged to be a colourable imitation
of the "get up" in which the plaintiffs had for a long period
been selling butter in the Province.

The plaint alleged that the defendant was ahout to import
butter in tins " got up" in - such a manner as not to be
distinguishable from the plaintiffs' tins. by reason of the tins
being of the same shape and size, the wrappers and labels being 
of the same colou ...s, and by reason of the close imitation of the
plaintiffs' lettering, " get up," colours and g!'lneral appearance.
They also alleged that by reason of the colouring adppted by
them their butter had acquired the names in the Province of the
, "Blue Label Crown Butter" and the Blue Label Butter."
Their ground- of action was that the use by the defendantof the
"get up" he had adopted was calculated to deceive purchasers
of his butter into the belief that they were buyin~ butter
manufactured and imported by 6e plaintiffs, and that his

36
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butter could be passed off as theirs and sold as "Blue Label
Butter."

The plaintiffs' butter is sold in cylindrical tins of two sizes,
f)ne to contain a pound and one to contain a half pound. On the
top of the tin is affixed a paper label on which is printed the
words "Empress of India Dairy Company, Bombay" in clear

" .,bold type, Best selected Butter 1 lb. nett" in smaller type, a
picture of a cow standing up and a calf lying down in a green
field, a light blue sky, :ll1d in the centre of that a picture of an
imperial crown, and 'under th;t the words" trade mark."

Around the circular outside of the tin is affixed a paper band,
the prominent feature of which is a broad space in the central
purtion which is coloured in an attractive shade of light blue,
on which are printed words about the good quality of the
contents of the tin, and.the words" The Empress of India
Dairy Company" in two places. At the join of the band is a
representation of a buckle. On each side of the broad space is
a narrow line .in dark blue, on the outer sides of these
are narrower lines in yellow, on the outer sides of these are
spaces with a fancy design in which the most prominent colour
is red, outside these designs are narrower lines in yellow, and
outside these are lines in dar!, blue. On the side opposite the
buckle is a circle cQloured red on the olltsitle, and a gi'ound of
green in the central porti~n on which is a cro,Yn and the words
"Trade Mark, Imperial Crown" and the words "The EmpreSS
of India Dairy Company, Bombay" in very distinct lettering.

The defendant's tins of which complaint is made are of the
sam ~ shape and size as the plaintiffs' tins. They have a paper

. label on the top, the outside edge of which is in green.
Then comes ~ dark blue ground on whhh are printed in white
bold letters the words "The Swan Dairy Company, Bombay."
Inside this is " 1 lb. nett" on g green ground, and above this
the picture of a swan sitting on blue water; the sky above is
of a lighter siutde of blue than the sky in the plaintiffs' top
label.

Around the defendant's thfs is a paper band the major
portion of which is in practically if t,ot exactly' the same shade
of blue as that in the central portion of the plaintiffs' band and
the space occupied is the same in width. On this space are
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words about quality, etc., in the same shape of letters as the
wording on the plaintiffs' .broad space. Outside this 011 each
side are narrow dark blue Jines, outside these are narrower
yellow lines, outside these are spaces with fancy designs th~

prominent colours of which are yellow and white, outside these
are again narrow yellow lines, and outside these are dark blue
liaes. At the end of the band are the words" The Swan Dairy
Company, Bombay " and a scroll design. On the opposite side
is a Circle coloured bright yellow on the outside, with the
picture of a swan sitting on water in the centre and the
words" Trade Mark" and a plant with flowers outside of the
circle.

The allegation as to the plr.intiffs' blltterand tins· havmg
acquired the name of " Blue Label Butter" may be disposed of
first. The evidence in suppo.rt~f the allegation scarcely

.deserves notice. The evidence of the numerous witnesses
engaged in the retail trade who were called for the defendant
proves conclusively that the plaintiffs' butter and tins cannot
be generally known by the public by such name, and that if any
butter and tins have acquired such name or any name connec
ted with the colour blue, the tins of the Imperial Dairy
Company are those which have acquired it. This disposes of
any case of possinle injury to the plaintiffs by a tin of the
defendant's butter being said to a person asking for "Blue
Label" butter, because he or she had been told that such
butter was good, that is to say to a person buying on repute
only.

We have to deal only with the case of persons who h.wing
once bought the plaintiffs' butter want it again. The question
is whether such pers;)ns are li~ely to buy butter in the tins
complained of as the butter they want.

The proper test is whethe~' the get up of the defendant's
goods is likely to deceive a purchaser who is acquainted with
the plaintiffs' get up, but trusts to his memo"ry. It is to be
assumed that the purchaser will look fairly at the goods with
out distinguishing features being concealed, and the Court
must also have regard to the class of p.urchasers by wk'om
the goods would normally be bought-27 Halsbury's Law at

: England, 766.
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The plaintiffs are not entitled to have the defendant
,restrained from selling butter in cylindrical tins of the same
diameter as the plaintiffs' tins, or in tins bearing paper labels on
the tops and sides as the :selling of butter in such tins is
common to the trade-Payton &> Co., Ltd. v. Snelling, Lampard
& Co., Ltd. (1) which is evidently an abridged report of the
judgments in~he Court of appeal of the case dealt with later
on in the House of Lords. (2) The top labels of the defendant .
are as different f.-om the top labels of the plaintiffs as they well
could be. The plaintiffs allowed another trader to adopt the
particular arrangement of spaces and lines on their band in the
case of the Empire Dairy Company. They cannot consequently
claim any monopoly incsuch arrangement. If one can adopt
this arrangement, others can. The question resolves itself
into whether the plaintiffs are entitled to have the use by
others of the particular shade of bl ue on the broadest space of
their bands restrained.. No authority has been quoted to us
which would justify such an extension of the protection of the
Court. Some similarity in parts of the "get-up" is not
sufficient to justify an injunction-Coleman &- Co., Ltd. v.
Stephen Smith &- Co., Ltd.(3) Is the get up of the defendant's
tins looking at the wholeof it calculated to deceive purchasers
who have seen the plaintiffs' labels ana want to purchase butter
in tins hearing those labels? In the first place the Court will
not strain its jurisdiction to protect· fools and idiots: on the
other hand it will not require such minuteness of imitation as
to deceive persons of unusual sagacity and information
Sebastian on Trade Marks, 5th Edition, 11.

The test is whether an ordinary purchaser purchasing with
ordinary caution is likely to be misled, that is to say, whether
there is a reasonable probability of df'ception-see 27
Halsbury's Laws of England-p 766.

As tothe class of purchasers of butter it may be assumed
that it is not'an article which the poorest can indulge in: it is
far too expensive for them. Purchasers of butter may be
credited with some degree of intelligence and observation above
the lowest. The most promi~ent features in the" get up" of

(1) (1899) 16 T.L.R., 56. (2) {1901) A.C., 308.(3) (1911) 2 Ch.n., 572.
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the plaintiffs' tins and the features most likely to remain in the
memory of anyone who had been favourably ir.lpressed with
the contents of their tins are the name "Empress· of India
Dairy Company," the picture of the Crown, and posfibly the
picture of the cow ann' calf.

The name and the Crown are manifestly what the plaintiffs
themselves invite the public to distinguish their butter by.
Purchasers who know English would probably remember the
same on the tin best as one remembers such names as Crosse
and Blackwell: others:who do not know English would probably
remember best either the Crown or the pictui'e of the cow and
calf. The majority of purchasers are probably females engaged
in keeping house. I sh0Uld be rruch surprised to hear that
even a man who had paid the slightest attention to the labels
on the tins of butter he was eating could possibly take butter
in the defendant's tins to be the same butter as he had had
from the plaintiffs' tins.

Assuming that a person of ordinary intelligence has looked
fairly at the plaintiffs' tins, that is to say that he has looked at
both the top and the side labels, I cannot think that there is
aay reasonable probability of his buying one of the defendant's
tins as being one of the plaintiffs' tins if he does the same in
respect of the defendant's tin.

It has been pressed on us that the defendant must have
intended to practise deception and to "steal the trade" of the
piaintiffs by adopting a band so similar in prominent features
to the plaintiffs' band, and that the Court should not be keen to
find that he has failed to attain his object. The fact that he
has not given any explanation of how he came to adopt such a
band is also rEJied upon as showing fraudulent intention on his
part. In Ash (Claudius) Sons & Co., Ltd. 'V. In'Vieta Manu
facturing Co., Ltd. (l) referred to on page 747 of 27 Halsbury's
Laws of England it has been held by the House of Lords that
where fraudulent motive is relied on", it should be clearly
alleged and pleaded.

There is nothing in the plaint indicatIng that the plaintiffs
intended to rely on the defendant having adopted his band with
~ fraudulent intention or motive, and there was nothing done

(1) (1912) 29 RP.C., 465.
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during the course of the case to, give him notice that the
plaintiffs were going to n.jse any question as to his motive. I
do not find that the plaintiffs even asked for an affidavit of
documents from him or asked to interrogate him, persol)ally, or
that they took any steps to ascer~ain why he adopted the band
complained of. The defend.ant residers and carries on business
if! Bombay. The plaintiffs also reside in the Bombay P~eei
dency. They chose the form which was obviously the most
inconvenient one for t:le defendant personally to attend. It"
scarcely lies in their mouths to complain of the defendant not
attending personally and giving evidence in Rangoon when
neither of them did so, nor of his not giving an explanation of
his' adoption of his b1\md when the only qtiestion raised in their
pleading was practically the q~estion whether they, had the
exclusive right to use light blue colour'as the prominent feature
of bands on. butter tins.

I would allow the appeal, set aside the decree of the Original
Court and dismiss the suit with costs as allowed intnat Court.
I would order the plaintiffs:to pay the defendant's costs of this
appeal, and allow 10 gold mohurs as advocate's fees.

Twomey, J.-I concur.

Before Sir Charles Fox, Chief Judge and M!. Justice Twomey.

MA MAl GALE v. TUN WIN.
D. N. Palit-for appellant.
R. N. Burjorjee-for respondent.

Limitation Act, IX ot 1968, section 5-limitation of appeal
jz,aicial discretion-intfwje.rence by High Court.

The: discretion allowed a Judge in admitting an appeal, after the
prescribed period of limitation must be judicially exercised and based on
materials judic;ally cognisable. If the discretion has been exercised with.
out appreciation and consideration of all the material facts and without the
application of the right principle to those facts, the High Court is bound to
interfere.

. A bona fide mistake on the part of a pleader may be sufr1cient cause for
admitting an appeal after time, but no mistake is bona fide unless made in
spite of due care and ahention.

KiGhilappa '0. Ramanujam :Pillay, (1901) I.L.R., 25 Mad., 166;
Rakhal Chandra Ghosh '0,. Ashutos'h Ghosh, (1913) 17 C.W.N., 807;
SaratChander Bose '0. Saraswati Debi, (1907) I.L.R., 34 CaJ., 216, refer~

'red to.

Fox, C.j.-'Thefirst·ground urged in this 2nd, appeal is to
the effect that the., learned, Divisional Judge erred in admitting
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the appeal to his Court since it was plainly barred by limitation,
and there were no mater.ials before him on which he could
rightly be satisfied that the appellant had sufficient cause for
not preferring the appeal within the period of limitation.

The suit was one for redemption of mortgaged land valued
in the plaint at Rs. 4,500.

A decree for an account of what was due on the mortgage
was made on the 27th June 1913. This judgment determined
that the plaintiff was entitled to only a portion of what he
claimed.

An appeal against such decree was open to the plaintiff and
it lay to the Divisional Court. If no appeal from it was made
section 97 of the Code of Civil Procedure would preclude its
correctness from being disputed in an appeal from the final
decree. The period of limitation for it was 60 days and the
time taken in obtaining copies of the judgment and decree.

Another judgment and decree based on the result of taking
the account ordered was made on the 28th July 1913. .

Application was made on that day for copies of both
judgments and decrees.

The copies were ready for delivery on the 13th August and
were delivered on the 14th of the same month.

No appeal was presented to the Divisional Court against
the decree of the 27th June, and counting the time taken in
obtaining a copy of that decree and the judgment an appeal
would be barred if presented after the 13th September 1913.

An appeal was filed in this Court on the 18th November
1913 which was the first day on which the Court openeU: after
the Vacation. This appeal came on for hearing on the 24th
March 1915. The plaintiff's advocate then asked. that the
Memorandum of Appeal might be returned to him for presen
tation to the Divisional Court. on the ground that the appeal
had been filed in this Court by inadvertence.

The appeal was valued at Rs. 5,500 in the Memorandum. It
is difficult to understand how this valuation could have been
entered by inadvertence. Mr. R. N. Burjorjee s~ys it was done
under the instructions of the plaintiff. The Memorandum was
returned and was presented to the Divisional Court on the 27th
March 1915. The appeal was admitted provisionally subject to

MA MAl
GALE
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TUN WIN.
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decision on the question of limitation. This question was
argued and the learned Judge admitted, heard and determined
the appeal.

All he says about the admission of the appeal is "I have
admitted the appeal as, after argUmedt, I am of opinion
that the mistake in filing the appeal in the Chief Court instead
of in this Court was dtle to an error about the value of the land
on the' part' of Maung Saw Pe, pleader, who instructed Mr.

Burjorjee."
No evidence on oath either oral or by affidavit is on the

record, but a letter from Maung Saw Pe to Mr. Burjorjee dated
the 13th September 1913 is filed. In this Maung Saw Pe says
" I thOUg:lt of filing the appeal in t,he Divisional Court but
owing to my finding that the land was on' the date of filing of
the suit worth over Rs. 5,000 I send it round to you to be filed
in the Chief Court."

Nowhere is it explained how Maung Saw Pe came or could
come to find that the land had been worth over Rs. 5,000. If
he had examined the plaint as he should have done he could
not have made the mistake; If the plaintiff untruly told him
that it was worth over Rs. 5,000 after having valued it at
Rs. 4,500 in the plaint, such untrue statement should clearly not
have afforded a ground for relaxation of the law of Limitation
in the plaintiff's favour. 0

Not only the initial delay of over a month in applying for a
copy or the judgment of the 27th June had to be explained: the
gross delay in remedying the mistake of filing the appeal in this
Court callec for explanation.

The record was received in this Court on the 18th December
1913. Mr. Burjorjee had £"om that date until the case came
on for hearing on the 24th March 1'915 i,n which to examine the
record even if it can be assumed that tis client did not furnish
him with a copy of the plaint. 1t was open to him at any time
within the above period to ma]{e the application which he made
on the 24th Ma~ch 1915. A Judge has a discretion in admit
ting an appeal under Section 5 of the Limitation Act, but the
discretion must be judicially exercised ando must be based on
materials judicially cognizable. High Courts are 10th to
interfere with the exercise of a discretion given b~ law ~Q a;
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lower Court, but if the discretion has been exercised without
appreciation and consideration of all the facts whir::h are
material for the pllrpose of' enabling the Judge to exercise
a ju:iicial discretion and without the application. of the right
principle to those fads intedel'ence is called for, HichilaP1?a
Naickar't.'. Rama1llfiaiit Pillay (1).

I t has been held in some cases that a boua ftde mistake of a
preadel' affords sufficient cause for <\dmitting an appeal after'
time, see Ralthal Chandm Ghosh 'D. Ask/ltosh GhosTi (2) arid the
cases referred to thel'ein-but ; bOlla fide' mistake is one made
in spite of dlle care and attention having been exercised.

In the present case there was nothing. before the learned
Judge to explain the plaintiff's apparent inaction up to or
shortly before the time when an appeal from the decree of the
27th J.une 1913 would become bat'red, and there is nothing on
the record to justify a finding that the plaintiff's pleader's

betief that an appeal lay to this Court was formed with due
care and attention. This last alone would have justified refusal
to admit the appeal after time, see Samt Chander Bose 'D.

Saraswati De'~'i (3).
In addition the very gross delay in taldng any step to

remedy a mistake which must have been obyious to' anyone
who had taken t~Je trouble to i'ead the plaint was quite
j'nexc llsable.

The appeal should not have he-en admitted. This appeal is
allowed; the decl;ee of the Divisional Court is set aside and
that of the District Cotirt is restored.

Therespon,dent mllst pay the appellant's costs in this r,ourt
and in the Divisional Court.

T'womey, J.-..iI conr.tll'.

(1) ('901) l.LR., 25 Mad., 166. (2) (1913) 17 C.W.N., 807,
(3) 0907)-1.[" Ro, 34 Cal., 216.

1916.
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A

ABUSE OF PROCESS OF COURT-Civil Procedure Code, sec. lSI-Court not bound
to demand an inventory-See PROBATE AND ADMIN ISTRAJ'ION ACT, SEC. 98

W ~

ACKNOWLEDGMENT BY A RECEIVER OF A PARTNERSHIP Pr.OPERTy-See LIMIT.
ATION ACT, IX OF 1908, SEC. 19 159

ACT DONE BY CONSENT-causing deatk ofa person claiming to be dah.prool-See
INDIAN PENAL CODE, SECS. 87, 90 166

ACTIONABLE CLAIM-notice. of-agent jor service '!I notice-See TRANSFER OF
PROPERTY ACT (1882), SEC. 131 288

ADoPTION-inheritance-!a11lily house-See CHINESE BUDDHIST LAW 404
ADv'oeATE's DUTY TO CLIENT-settlement 0/ jees-See LEGAL PRACTITIONERS'

ACT (1879), SEC. 13 (B) 294
AGENT-pOwer ofattorney-how to be construed-Cketty practice-Indian Contract

· Act, section 188.
A, a Chetty firm, had given B a power of attorney for the general manage·

ment of its business. The power. of attorney conferred wide powers of
borrowing on the agent. B purporting to act as A's agent guaranteed C,
one of its constituents, tu the Bank of Benga! for Rs. 50,000 and endorsed a
.note for that amount over fa the Bank. C became insolvent and the Bank
filed a suit against A for the amount due to the Bank fromC. A denied
that B had authority to guarantee the loans of others.

Held on appeal by their Lordships oj the Privy Council,-that in view of the
· nature of the business the agent's authority to borrow on behalf of A implied
an authority to pledge A's credit for the purpose of securing advances ftom
others to his firm's constituents.

Fitzgeraldv. Dressler, (1859) 7 C.B.N.S., 374.
Brya~lt, Powis alzd Bryant, Limited, v. La Banque ~Du Peuple. (ISfl3)

A.C., 170 at 177.
Bank '!I Bengal v. Ramanathan Chetty C>' others.. 536

AGENT-Sale by agent if his own goods to principal.
The plaintiff Company were Managing Agents for the defendant Company,

but also in the course of their business as general merchants supplied the
field manager of the defendant Company with engineering stores; the stores
sometimes being taken from their own stock and sometimes purchased from
other firms. There was nothing to show that the directors of the defendaBt
Company knew that the plaintiffs were supplying it with' goods.

He/d,-that the plaintiffs were bound by the rule that no agent in the
· course of his agency can be allowed to make any profit out of a transaction

on behalf of his principal without the principal's knowledge and consent and
. that they would p-ot recover from defendants more than the cost price of the

stores. .
Bentleyv; Craven; (1853) 52 E.R.,29, followed.
Cavendish Bentinek v. Thomas Fenn, (1887) 12 A.C., 652, referred teo

i" Twinzas Oil Company, Limited, v. Mower, Limited.. ·102:
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AGENT FOR SE~VICE OF NOTICE-ac#,n",~bkdliit1t~notice'!I-See TRANSFER OF
PROPERTY ACT (1882), SEC. 131'" 288

AGENT OF CHETTY FIRM SIGNING PROMISSORy'NOTE AS SURETY FOR ANOTHER
FIRM~/iabz"lt"tJ'ofprincipal-burden ofprotj.

A Bank ·A advanced money to two, Chettyfinns· Band ·Con a,promissory:.
note signedHy th'e itgei1ts"dNh~se two,firms;""

The firm C denied liability, contending that they received no parl of the
money advanced, that their agent signed" merely as a surety for the firm B,
and that he had no authority to do so. 'TheY-'admitted that their agent was
authorised to sign notes jointl} with other firms, and that had they received
any share ofthe advance they would be bound by his act.

Held-Per Hartnoll, f.,-On a·consideration of the power of attorney, C's
agent only had authority to d", all such acts a~ were necessary for the trans
action of his principal's business. The signing of a promissory note merely
as a' surety for another firm was outside the scope of the principal's business.
But it was"fot C to sho\'" that; the' Bank had knowledge that· in this particular
case C'sagent·signed··ohlY'·$s a·surety.;; :The: burden 'of proof ·was·,on C and,
they having failed to discharge it were liable to the Bank.

Per Twomey; [.,-In viewgfC's .admission thattheir agent had authority
to sign notes jointly with other fimis the Bank was not concerned, .with the
destination of the money advanced, and would not fail even if C could show
that thei'f"agent to the 'knowledge of the Bank'. signed merely as surety ,Jor
another firm. A power to sign accommodation notes maybe inferred from a
powe, to sign p~omissoryrtoles'jointlywith others.

Bryant, Powis &> Bryant, Limited, v. La Banque -flu Peuple""(1893l
A.C.,170;·Bryant, Powis &' Bryant, Limited, v. Quebec Bank, (1893)
A.C., 179.

The Bank '/ifRaitglj'on,' Limitell,' v~ Somaszmdru11l'Chetty' 168· ·h>
AGIiEEMENT'FOR S<\LE,OF MERCHANDISE-bond, distinction between Ordinary

Conlract"'IUld"'"'-See'··'INDIAN 'STAMp' ·ACT, SEC.' 2 (S),""IST '.SCHEDULE,
ARTICLE S . 382

AGREEMENT IN RESTRAINT 'OF TRADE~"'a'tt tj c01lSidcrtition~voidcont1'act7""
Sec CONTRACT ACT, SECS; 23,24, 25 AND 27 ]89

AR~iS ACT-See ·INDIAN'·ARMS ACT. ~

ApPEALs-See LAND' ACQu ISrl'ION Act '" 163
ApPEALS AGAINST ACQUITTAL-revisional jurisdictio,t, exerdse b;- High.Court.,!!, .

ajter Government's rtjusal to appeal~See CRIMINAL. ,PROCE-OURE . CODE, '.:
SECS. 417, 439 356

Al'J,'EALS FROM ORDERs-'-order" 'on 'a preiiminaryobjectt'oit,. directing suit to
proceed-section 2 (2), Code of Civil Procedure, decree..

Whel ~ a preliminary objection is taken that a suitis not maintainable" an
order ove~'rulingsuchan objection and directingthe'suitto proceed, is nota
decree within t'he .meaning of section 2 (2), Code of Civil Procedure. It
does not determin~tl.e rights of the '. parties With,regan], to any of the .matters
in controversy in the suit, and it is not conclusive.·.

There is therefore no appeal from such an order.
, Sidhanath DhonddevGarudv. .Ganesh Gov·htd'.:;amtd,,(191~) I.L.R. 37"
'i3Qm., 60, dissented from..'

Channzalswami'Rtldraswami \;. Gangadha1'appa,'BaslingapPa, .,(1914)' 16
Born. L.R., 9511,[oUowed.

Kalnini Debi v. Promoiho Nath ·Mookeijee,.. (1914).20 Cal., L.J., 476.:.
followed.

Ma Gun alias Ful/an Bibi,·v. R.Moniani(p Suive;;: 213

ApPEAIlS FROM' ORD'El~40rder'21 ;Ruie;66;(4i+-SeeCrVIL' PI<OCEDUR,E' COD.".".
1908, SEC.' lOS;" 350

ApPROVER, WHOSEPARtJON IS ALLE'GED'TO HAV,E BEEN FORFEUED,P'ROCEDU.\l:IL.,.
IN TRYING-'-para'<>n· how !orjeited-J·:See., CRIMINAl" ·,PROCEDURE.·,' COPE",.,.,
SECS. 337, 339 •• • 0< • 447
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_;A";]~RA·.nON-IIpplicalim10jile award made wi/nml inftronlWm 8f lise C()Url-
Code ,#'CViJ Procedure, S,hetlule II,paragraphs 14andzl. . .
TlJel~ is no provision in tbe' 2nd SdiedGi6 to'Jtll&;Gode,tlSf'(;iyil~rfl!1,e~

fOJ a: C.ii'litt'5:~t'e'ntit'tilltft'J<ai:birtat6is itA lJ\YaT(J,W;hleh< bas~lieen made in arbi
tration Wililo\it tll:t· iinei'vemi0DllJt tbeKli>urt..'" 1If,the.' ,·CQillt is'6atisfill¢'.tlib.a.t,
grounds .~ilcb· as are referred to in paragraph 14 oflthe> JScheq!lIe;.I~iIltl'.fo"
refusing'll) 'fHel~e' riilrd;:-itrsb'ouldi .•.\:1ismiliS ,the apillidatidli,).~·lf!tbCt'P.\loliQes,
have agreed to arbitratiotl':'With'."tll<,;ohvious intention, of a1l0iding,i·.sU1lseq.~nt
litigation and the aWard does not finally determine tbe 'ma~t~5 .ift'diwute••
the Court'''will di$1l!iSS'tbe application".. ..' " .. '" ".' .,

'Mustilla Khan v.i'ulja Bibi,(J905); I.L.R.:·li7·AIL, 52(. .
P.L.M. Subramonian Chetty-v.K.R. V. Veilian Chetty

. 'All:ll:EST. OU.~:;;]:Q,E M;A.~l1'"-\,,R.';t~iiiJi?i;SDJ8;';i:lt-<~}r#Jenlivi·~edidii.i-S€& CRIMI-
. NALP.R,-OcimuRE CODK;'SEC:"110•.. .<. ....- "~'.. ~ ,"',. .• .•

AsSIGNMEN1\:.'1";; :1'ENAflT.OF, GOODS 'stbh:Eb Ii< THi!:pJi~;r;lIsm; J..EAsi~S~e
LANDLORD :AND TENANT ., . . • .' . . . .

t\TTACHME~~, <?F ,P.R()PE¥-Tt:;:-a.tPlicatt'~ fur removal €I a"ack1JJen/~'CJ[vil
Procedure Code, Order 21, Rule 58-See MORTGAGE lJECREE • • . •

"ATTACHME1>lr OF PROP¥.,RTY, BY. MpRE, .:.rH1-N ,,,q~i.:~·'~Rjl;:r;HTo:R...:::aitij bj
Court wltich receives tlze properly-se<: '63, CivilPrdce'ditri Code.

A attached ceitain"IiI'Oliey'd'ue by a MimicipalCommittee ·to 'Bin execution
of decree"obta:inMby'A in',the Subdivisional 'Court,·, >'C';,plaintiff' in'a suit in
the District Court against B, hao. previously attached· the same money. before.
judgmert·t;"C'obfairiedl'a'decree· shor-tly' after the'attadl1J1eBhbyA, :The: ,
money was paid into the,District €ouft.·· .. A,applied t~·\~he.Distric"',(;j)ur:tfor.
rateable 'distribution and was, refused. c ..' . ,. - , ....

Held,-~that un&r section 03,' Civil Procedure. Code; 'the Disttict,Cohtt"was .
bound to- give effect' to both attachment and this it could only do by rateable
distiihtif10ii. ;"7'1 t!l\tf;·,~ t'\ i",}!~ '::'1, ,J, ..-j "j •. , ; ,(_ l ;:"·l':~L·>:,.r; ':~I""~ ,~,"; '),'., "

SitStJitzgv. Maung Fo Kaing, ('1<;ot)' 'I'L.BIR,'I2I',land'~T.,M"N=a.
simhackariatc v. V. Krishnamackariar, (J914) 23 Indian Cases, 90'), referred
to. /i . ,co'.·.. .:......., '. '. '.

Nyei1i H/av. AuiJ.f- (;yi

_AUDITOR IRRI!iGU;LAJ!.;Ly.,EL.ECT1\D-wken /0 bE. regarded as de f~cto anolficer oj a
company wl/hin meaning if sedion 214-See INDIAN COMPANIE~ ACT .,

AWARD BY" .ARiiiTRil.'liOR~; EF~£d' 'oF::::'secti';m"21~ "Sjliid/ii' Hb'lit.!'}fcI:'·· 'i!, ' ....'

Section 21 ~ Spe,;ific Relief Act, refers onlyto in.::hoa·te and abortive a:roitra
tion pi&ceeaiIigs:' But· where"there is'acomplek-.and' fiilal·."wnrd it is
equivaleilt"''to'' a final 'JudgrJlent'hiilding 'on ,the 'parties, 'and, bars 'a ,CiviLSuit,
relating 'to the'matters decided'by the·arbitmtors. ,:...." , ..... ' .. '''''': '

Bhajakari Saha Banikya v. Bekary l,al Busak,. 11906) I.L.R.33 CaL"
881;. DiMas !fbhlli·:v.'Eilf'L'ala,{Jljo8)·lf, BOllwL. R., 20; Krishna Panda
v. BiUu.P(l~lt Pa1ida;'(r8961"LL.R.i-9 'Mad.; ~'-tlnow'ed:',' ':, , ,

San Nyein v. Ma Kyaw .

..\ '".. ~"

'BENAM1pAR-rigkt to. me on mortgage
his Own deed~sec. 92, Evidence Act.

A teriamidatin "!boSl:name a,·mortgagetis executed ha& a::right to su~:.tne.

mortg~lIol: .!he mortg"l';0r cannot be allowed t~ pleacthat the money lent
came fromls&rie"()[j~ other'tbail:tbe peHlon 'named ·m·tb~ 'cocumentd'" : .:."

Muolt1/i'i"·'8asiruddift':·'Ahmed:'v. i ',Makt»lltd-,!ali-sk "Patwari, ':('1908).- ·,HZ "

C.W. I!'X~b;Jf~ild MIJJif!kdrd Hatli :Moo.ket;jee'vt ,Kali' Frask[zd fokt...i, (1902)
.I.L.R'·'30£al.;126S-"4llssente'd·f1'OIII:· ", Il.,.,,:' I,N,iil"." "",., :; ·n"

. Bhola, Pet;~hfld v. Ram Lall, (1896) I.L,R. 24 Ca-I.," 34 ;.,sack#ana1,lda.,;
Mokap/itra'v! ''.Baloram·:'Glffain{ (1'897) I.L.R. 24 Cal., 644; Yati Ram
v.Umrlib SiWg'11;<~(iJl99)1I.rt.-;iR-: 2'Ii'iAll., '380; and I Ntmd:.,liis!t(W(.,La{,N"",..
AhmaiilM'ia-;:(189SY-I.h<R. 18.'All:-.. 6~folldwed~ "" " ',: ".1 h .... · >:::.

popee Krist G"iJSaiii "'~I;Cimga ·PtirSdUd··6'osait)j'( ISS'!} O'·/·Moore 1,A., 53"
yefe'rred to:' . ; .. y ..
~.M'a:;~:·v;"W.dl';,t·Tka
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BltNCH OF HONORARJ( MAGISTJtA'TES"":""'M~istr:atu.'{VfwJt4'lJe,:MM'!! ..t#l~~e.,
~otlecitle·tkei¥SUlJ~Crinlina!'Pro'ceaUYCl Code, sec. S50.... :·,,;, ',' '''' .. " ,. ...

The con?titliti6il' elf Ii•Bench : ef'Hoiiorary Magistrlrtes.cannot .be•. chapge4,'
in the nii~dle'<>f~·case.. Thecase·ffiust be ,decided only :by.those Magisp-a~~
who have heind'all"'the,evidence." .; "':''''.: ','.": . ,'. "":,, .' ,';' :.

DM/tri Thakur \r.' 'Bkawa1tiSa/too, (1895) -I,•.I.;R, 2) Cal:, 194 ;.Hartl:t»(1.r.
Singh v. Khiga'Ojha<,"(I893)' I.·L,;R'20 Cal., 8i"J-foUowed.. , .

Italav.KingcEmperiir.. ·' :,.", 'J,'.' ",'.. :,1"".: .• ,.: .....:,4~3·
BENCH NOT A COURT OF ApPEAL-review by, Benck ti1uier sectiOn i'i, iLtnlJiW· " ..

Burma Cozerts Act-Sec '£iIIi:L'.BY·']URY :: ".. ...•. ~. ·27~·

BILL OF'LADING--,construction ot~~'hiPow~ySliabii£ty con;'trued•.
. . Certain betel' leaves shipped on one of 'defenda'nt company's steamer were
'damaged'in transit owing to lack ofventilation, which :'was 'resuleof thei'r~
being stowed' iii lbe 'tweerr'deLks. '.' On the', bill·of-lading under. which th!i.,

, -l'eaves were sh;pped was the clause, "at shipper's risk with· option ,or~arry".

ing on deck" . ".' . "'. .
. ': Held,-tl/at the option· was the.sbipping company's option an.d'that the

company wa~ not liable for. dllmage. . . . .
British b.dia Steam l{diltE[dtio~ Cinizpa'ny, Ltd.., v. Jiawoola

~ ...' •..• '. . 'I.' . . . '.' .' ..

BOND, DIS~lNCTION ;BE:rW.EEN OR'»INARY CONTRjl.CT. A'NfJ'c-agremientjQr sale
oj merchandi!:e~SteINDIAN STA~I,'.'ACT, SEFI'ION Z '(5), 1ST SqnmULE,
ARTICLE,5 . . '...

"BOND SUBJECT 1'0 'A CONDITION," WH"~' ~~Sohedte!e I,Article.68, adminis
tration bo'nd-SelLiMI'l;ATlOr: ACT,":IX, OFlg08: .,

BREACH OF CPNTRACTB11;.jlUYEJl,S, .Rij:-SA;I~E ON:c-1tegv!iabliJ sefm'ities-,:,damages
hQW meaW1-ed--::~ee.C(m;r:R,A?~1: ACT,~~CS: 73, /07 . ..;.: !'"'' ~43"

BREACH OF PEACE-eri/jtinal Procedzt1-e Code, sec. I06""';hotese trespass-htdiaii
Penal Code, sec. 4'l:·I,..,."See CRIMINAL. TRESPASS;, . , ',' 463

BUDDHIST LAw~CMne;e:fj~dihirt-;na"'riage;wkeli t~ bepi'esu'i1ii:~-'--inheritanc;.· . ..
'.. ';. It would appear that there are ordiparily six steps to be taken prelim.ipary

to a first-class marriage in China, but that the omission of' these steps does
.. not make' a mairiage invalid,' "'Vhere a Chinese Buddhist'man and'a Burmese,

.... Buddhist woman haveliv'ed,t'ogetheras'husband and wife, for a, long petiod".
the burden of reb.utting the presumption of marriage that .a.;isls .is upon the
party that. denies it... .. '... : '",. ;. .' , . . '. "

In the absence.. of defi,nite. evidence as to.-the Chinese Law of illherit.ance,
Courts must be guidea by justice, equity.and good consdimce, and ¢e prin
ciples of division laid down in the Indian. Successi(;m, . .I\ctmay suitablY. be
followed. .' .. '. . .

Fon .Lan v. 4f'aG..yi,.~ L·J:j.. R.~.95; re,fec'rep.,t()l if: also'AI,!, Ske£n·,v. Kim
Sein, 8 L.B.R., 225, and-S'aw !J;!a?l:f!'f: Gyz,v. !W'a Thu Kha, :8.L.B.R., 208.,

:., Tlzein.,-hein v. Aft Shein .. .

BUDDHIS;r LAyv-:-gij!sl1!ade 'publicly at a shinbyu ceremony_x/ent if 1"ights
, acquzred tnere.by by 'UJr.~e;.. ",.'C', <" '" : . .... " . . .....,

Under Buddhist Law a gift of property withoutPossessiQn,mllde publi~l:r.by..
both the· parents (or·,by.. the, surviving, parenUf,ope is d.ead) at ~!;l.e time.. .of.\h.e
shinbvze d,remony;:oonstitutesaconti,l1gent:gift; .' :. ".' ''''''
T~e property so given.r-emains.-a!:>solutelya, tl1e. di$p.c;>p;a\ of the .par,e):jt§ or .

the survivor of. -then:i:foF their Iife-ti!U€s, .o.r,.·.his or her.li.fe-t,ime. If th,,'don~e ..
dies lea'\':ing;either.·{)(·,thedonorsSurviving.. tQ(;"gift h~s no eff~ct. : J:he: ,QQii~~":
is to get the property only aft~r the death of the .. parents, and if it h~ not.;
alrearly·been·diSposedofbY..thaJ1il" : :.J ;,:.';:., .. ..', .' . .',

A gift:made dn th~ :dayafter,theshfnbyUi y!"!,I'l,pOt1-y,, is', ,not aj,~£nby!t gilt.. ,.
Twomey,.:r.:,_Ht.1d:.thar,qlle~tiqns:·i1s. /X!/.the:".~jidity ot s4i,by~gifts ...fe.: ..

questions regarding the religious usage.! ;(Wd ~1:!;i.v!~J ttherefore ~to; i;>e de<;ided., .
according to -the Buddhist ljaw. ·qnt'ler:§e:ct~OA ..B.i·.B4fma;L~~s·.A,ct,.

~" Onnond, f. ,-:Refrnined [rqm deciding the above question. . " ! .,.
".',' NgaPan Uv. MiKyu andotkers, (1874) S.J.,L.B.,.3fi,1;A(f!~flg,S/f:zl!e:.,.,

Thwe v. MaSaing, 2 U.B.R, (1897-1901),59 ;Mra Do Aungv. Shwe U,
(1874) S.J., L.B., 22; Maung At Gyi v. Ml U Me and i, 2 U.B.R.
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.(1892-1896),400; Mau1zg Nz" v. ·Moung 1'0 Mz"1Z and I, ("1875) S.J.,L.B.,
, f 44-refened to.

Pan Nyun v. HlaSdn. 190:"

BUDDHIST LAw--;urisaiction if Civil Courts in LfYWerBur1lla in Ecclesiastical
matters.

There 'is not in Lower Burma any recognised Buddhist Ecclesiasti'ca.1
Authority, such as exists in Upper Burma.

Civil Courts in Lower Burma have j!lrisdiction to decide and should decide
!U~ts of a civil nature in which points of Ecclesiastical Law arise.

U W....saya v. U Zaw Ta . 145 :

BUDDHIST LAw-marriage, consent essential to valid-damagesjorbreackifpromise
,by jJarty's parent not sustainable.

. A'Burmese Buddhist, whether male or ff!male, adult' or minor, cannot be
legally married without hi. o.r her consenl or ar;ainst his or her will. The
breach therefore by a father of a promise to give his son in m"rriage and to
give marriage presents suitable to his position in life does not afford a cause
of action on which a Court can mal'e a decree for compe~sation.

Matmg Tlzaikv. Ma Clza, 2 U.B.R. (1897-19°1), 197, followed.
Mazmg Tkein v. Ma. Tket Hnin 347

BUDDHIST LAW-tlto"k ordinarily to be presumed to ka7Je no jrojJe,·ty-CivU
Procedure Code, 190R, Order 25, Rule 1.

In the absence of strong evidence to the contrary it is to be presumed that
a Buddhist monk has no property over which he has rights of dispos?,l.

Maung Talok v. kIa Kun, 2 U.B.R. (1892-96), p.·78,referred to.
Ma Pwe v. Maunl[ Myat Tha, 2 U.B.R. (1897-19°1), p. 54, followed.
U /Wilatha v. U Thiri 342

BUDDHIST LAW-right oj ajallter to disf'Cse of jointly acquiredproperty on the death
if the moth"" when there .:, only om: son ana the jather marries agaitz-right
of the son i,. tlte property. '

A, a Burmese Buddhist, and his wife, B, jointly acquire certain property.
There is issue of the marriage, C. B dies. A:. marries again withuut parti
tioning the property with his son C. To what extent can Adisposeabsolutely
of the property? .

Held,- that A can ~isposeabsolutely'uf j( of the·property..
The father has in any case an absolute right of dioposal of~. The eldest

son can claim his X share at any tilue within the period of limitation, and
over this the father has no right of disposal. Over the ..eme.ining 7+ share
.the father has an absolute right of disposal, as there are no other children
'whose interests it is necessary to safeguard..

Pir Hartnoli, C.). ,-If the son does not claim his sh~re within the period of
limitation', he can only claim r.s heir to his father's estate after his father's
death and there would be in that case nothing to pre ,ent his lather disposing
of the whole land, in his lifetime.

Mti. Nyo v. Ma Yauk, 4 L.B. R., 256; Ma Pe ana Ky>< Kin v. Ma :) 'hein
Yin, 4 L.B. R., 287; Mi Saw MYi.. v. Mi 5h,oe Tlfin, 1 U.B~R. (1910-13),
125; Nga Shwe Yo v. Mi San Byu, ST, L. B., 108; ·Maung· 1-'0 La/ v. Mi
Po Le, S.J., LB., 212; Maunf[ Seik Kaung v. Maung Po Nyein, I L.B.R., .
23 ;ll(au..•g Sa So v. Mi Han, 2 U.B.F. (189Z-96), 171 ;.il1aung Hmu v.
Maung Po Thitt, 1 L. B. R., 50-referr~d to.

Ma On v. S,twe 0, S.J., L.B., 378, distingui~hed.

Shwe Po v. iJ£aung Edn ., " n.5 c

BUDDH!ST LAW-rigkt oforasa son to claim his one10urtlp shar/
- The Orasa son is entitled to claim his one·fourth share from his mother'even

if she does not marry again. ',.
Maung Sdk li.'aun-g v. Maung Po Nyein, J L. B;R., 23; Maut'g San

Dwa v;' MiL Min Tha, 2 Chan Toon's L:C., 207-referred·tO;
Kyi Hlaing v. ilia Htu "189'·

BUDDHIST LAw':-what law'applicable to non-Burma,.· Buddhists•.
The law to be applied to a non-Burman Buddhist istbe customary 1~W:

prevailing in his own country.



Ma Tin .v. Doop Raj lJarnQ. I Chan Toort's L.C.., 370. dissented from.'
Fon Lan, y. Mo,; C/y.i, .~! L.:a,..R,.; 95,i~e.ferre!!-i,~<;l, '" , >.,. ,', , '·iX,· , i,',:", ,
Foe San alias'FaRir Chan v. Adi Chandro Barw.~

BUDDHIST 'LAW : INHERrrANCE-,,"1'ana'child oj .deceased (son oj the elde,t
•daughter.) claiming as·against a.s~ oj.4ece,qJi~d•. ,: .",. ',: ·C",." ",.• <
. 'fhere cannot be..an fJ1'asa daughtel as well as an orasa 50n in the same
family..1"Where, therefore .a·Blilll!an. ,B,l1dd,hist,,,;oullle ~i~ !,eayipg ,'l-, s'1n, w~o isc ..,..

capable of becoming the·orasa S<?ll, the son 9f~lleJc\er~lster w,P.'!.Pl\S ,P,r.ed!:""
ceased the, parents ;Cannot ,;claim a p~llfllrential ;;Shale" 011 t):ie grp1l,nq .of bls ".
mother being o.rasa.· . " . . '. .. . ., , ', ..•

oMa Saw .N;,we v.. lIfo. Tlzei1i 'Vin, (1902) 2 Chan 'Toon"s LX:.; 210,
referred, to. ... "., ", .' . . .

Po Zan v. Maung Nyo, (191'2) 7 L.B-R., 27, followed.
Po H1.11an v.·Matqzg .Tin, .

,BUDDHIST LAW: INHERITANCE.,..,.:}oint property-widow's power i?/ dispo.l'al.
Subject to..any claim by the eldest.son to·.certain specified property and to

a quarter. share of the joint property, and to any claim by the eldest' dau'ghter
to certain specifted prpperty, a Burmese Buddbist widow has an absolute right

.of disposal over the whole of the joint property of herself and her late husband
as ag.,inst the· children of their marriage.,. . .

Ma Qn and othet's v. /(0 Siiwe 0 <lltd othen,(1886), S.]., L.B., 378, over
ruled.

Ma Saw.1J1'yin·and one v. lUi Sh1tJe TIlt'" and one, 1 U.B.R. {19IO-13).
125, followed,· .

Jlfaung Po Lat, v. lVIi Po Le, S.J., L. B. 212; 1]1'a l11'in Thu v. llfa Nmt/, 2

U.B.R. (1892-96.),581'; and Thakur Vasonji iJ1'oraji v. Musallzmat Chanda
Bibi, (1915).18·C.W.N., 873~referred·t!).· .' .

Ma Sein. Ton v. lUa Son .
',:BUDDHIST LAW : .. INHERITAijfJE~pre-emption--,sale .oj'share ofundivided estate.

One ,of s~veralcohejr5 of .an .undivided ancc8tri'-1 c3tate n1ay sell hi5 5ha..e iu
it, and ifthe other ]Jeirs do not promptly assert their nght ofpre-emption, the
sale is valid. Th~.purchaser of the share cannot however enforce his. chiiriJ.
against any. specific po.rtion of the estate until the share has .be,e!' ascertained
and sepllrated by.di:visionofthat estate. '. '. .

MiTe'v. PoJ///aung, S.]..,L,B.,4l:;NgaJlfyaing 'Y. l1:£i Baw, S.l, L.B.,
39; Ma N[!We v. Lu B~~, S.J., L.B.,76, overruled. " ,~

lI".fatmg YeNan 0 v. Atmg Nyat San, 8 L. B. R., 466 ; lJ1'aung Shwe Nj1tm
v. J1I1aSo, 2 U.B.R. (1897--,19°1),155; jl!faPa U v. A£aun,!f Pli;af.u, P.].,
L.B., .189; and Yelumalai Chetty-v. SrinivasCf Chetty, (1906jI,L.R. 29
Mad., .294~followed. , .

Somasundaram Chetty. C.T.R.il1.A .., v. Shwe Nyun
;'llUDDHIST'LAW: INHERI'r.ANCE: -pre-emption, :no right of pre.emption as reganis

partiHonedproporty.. _ '. " . .
The following question was. ·rt.ferred to a full 'bench under section 11of 'the

Lower Burma Courts Act,;-
" Have the coheirs ·whu take part in the partition 0f immoveable ancestral

plOperty.:a· right of prf'-empti.on as regards such :lDroperty after th,e .partition has
been effected?" .

Held (Hartnol.l, f.,dissenling),-that they have not.
Shwe·EikKe.-v. ThaHlaAung,'lL;B.R., 144; Ebrahim v. Arasi,'?f.,

L.B., 26; Apana Ckaran ChoiiJdry v. Shwe Nu, 4 L.B.R.,:I:l4...,-followed.
No. Ngwe v. LuSt', S.J,., L.B.,·76; lV/O Thi y. Tho. liwe,4 LoR-R., 128,

dissented ,from. .
Ibrahim Saib v. ../JI.T-uni Mir Udi" Saib,(187o) 6 Mad. H.C:R., 26, distin:'

guished.,' ..", . ,'C,: .. .. . _, • ," . . .

Shwe j'iyun v. Ma 50,:2 U.B.R. (1897-19clI) 155 i NgaTitt v. Shwe On,'
2 U.B,R. (t:99'}"70!l),}jud~his~,Law:.Jnher;t~nce~Pre-e,mp.tio!1>~ ; qQb,iiuL
Dayal v. Inayatttllalz" (188S):!: ....R. ,7 AII".n~at,8!5 i !Vga.¥faf,'!g v.,.{l1~..,
Bo,w, S.J.;L.B" 39; No. Hmn.Bwm·.v. U Shwe ,Con, 8 L.13.R., 1;.!l1'aJ~ng

La DOR v. Ma Pp, 2 .U.n.R. h897-01), Budddhist Lf!.w:inl\eritance~·162 ;'
Preface to Man1~. .wunna,na, :U:TetTo~.s editioIJ.; 18i8., p, 4;)ai-dit;te Pr~e

.:';
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'Eassy, P•. 103 ; J'hein,P~ v. U Pet, 3 L.RR., ,175; U Tet To's edition.; of
Manu Wunnana:and Arant. ThaN, Sh1lJe Myth 'printed ,in 1878 ahd i't'jij:u.

,referred to. '" " '..' '" "',
Ye Na,n,p.,v.,4.un~J,!!afAf!~",.,

;IluJ),DfI;IST LAW: INHERITANCE-rights tifparents tif married couple dying childless"
-Letters of Admi1listrati,?n.., , ,~ ,

When,a husband and wife 'die childless within a short time of each other,
their est:% r~~ai,ns, its,'~ha~aci~r,~s ~he j~llit 'estate (.f 'both, anda parent otone'
or the ot,neri-(ho,'1as'l,i'{ingwfththe couple will notb~'delja~re/l rtoriipa'rticic !

pating mereIYbecauseliis (or'her) sou(or daughter) wasthe nrst'todie, , ,",
Ma Gun .£Jon, v.Mii,ng'fo K)'1lJe;2 U.B.,R. (1897-:'-:'1901),'66;' Ma Kadu

v. Ma Ypn,,?, U:B.R. (1904,--1906);BUddhist Law :Inheritiince~ 7 ; 'Ma'
Hm'n BWi7!.',v; P: Skwe qo,,; 8 L.RR:, l-'-refen~dt6.'·· "

Ma Ein v. Tin Nga' , " ' "

'BUDDHIST LAW: INHERITANCE-Stlccessiolt ojbnthers or sisters when jmjened
to tkat if,partnts-interjntation 0/ Dkammathats:-,-prepomIerating authority
'!I Manukye. •

There is a ,conflict of authority m the Dhammathats'as to whether in fami
'lies whic!) have ceased to live to'gether, parents succeed before brothers ane
-sisters to a deceas~d 'chili of the parents. On the whole the balance of
authority is ;n favour of the view that preference is to be given to brothers

'and sisters. In any case as this is the view supported by ,the Manukye
Dhamml!-,that, it is ,the proper view to be accepted in .t\urma, The 1I'Ianukye

ihas held a commaridiri~ position since the timeof King Alompra a.ld' is still
to be regarded as of the highest autho rity. Where'it is notailibiguous, 'other
,Dhammathatsdp not req~ire to be 'referred to,' ' ,

Shwe (Jon v.Hn~n Bwin, 5 L.B. R., 231; reversed.
Mi S'fn l!!a·Mev.,J(ya Tun, P.J" L.B., 1 i6; Maune, Chit Kywe v,

;J{aung Pyo; 2 tJ. B, R. (1892,--96), 184; Ma Gmz Bon, v; Mating Po Kjwe,
2 U.B.R. (189?-i<)OI), 66; MaE Dok v. MatmgNg'o/e Hlaing; 2 U.B.R
iI897-19or); 109,; Maun.t:Shwe BiJ v. Mau,ng Pya; P'.J.,L.B., 524:-,-refened to.

jifa Hnin Bwin v. U Shwe Gon ..''I .' ' _ ,.

iBuDDHIST LAW: MARRIAGE-,-~ctofimprisonment on marriage (z'e,
A Burtrl8,n sentenced to a long term of imprisonment cannot thereby be

said to have deserted ois wife. If the wife during his incarceration takes a
second hu~band, per conduct am'ounts to desertion anrladultery, and she
forfeits to her first husband all property jointly acquired during the marriage
with him. The nrst marriageis dissolved not from the day she took a secOI'!d

, .husband, but from the, day the first husband claims a divorce as the result of
'her desertion, '~

Thein Pe v, U Pet, 3 L.B.R., J75; j]fc;,l'hin v.;' Maung Kpaw Ya, 2

,U. B. R.C 1892-96),.96-folJowed.
Aung Byu v. Thd,Hm'n "

'BURDEN OF PRoCiF-liability ofprincipal~See AGEN';r OF CHETTY ~'IRM SIGN
ING PRoilUsSORY NOTE AS SURETY' FOR ANOTHER FIRM

'BURDEN OF ~~OOF~jJare~tm,d cltild-:-all~gedu';due i'nfiuenc~-See GIFT BEFORE
DEATH '" ,,' '" ' .. ' "

~,~A GAMbLING ACT, SEC. 4-" ket," not a game of mere hum~n skill,
The Burme~e g,,-me " ket" is not a game of mere human skIll.
Po On,v. King.Emperor ,.

C
'CAUSING DEATI;J; OF A PERSON CLAIMING TO BE DAH-PROOF-act d01te by

t:onsen~~~ee_:~N~I~~.rE:NA;~_.C·~~'f.',:SE~.~.:·~7":?O:;_~ .. ' .f·'·;: .J:'. ..
'CHARGE ON .IM!l:IOYEA;BI-EPROPE'3.'J:.1t.,.-::incomplde ,mortgage, 1tOt a charge-See

TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, IV 9FI88:.l.,S·EC~,58.ANI) 106 " '

'CHEMIST'S,Ql!APf~CA~!?NS-~ee POISONS ACT: l of' 1904, SEC. 10,
CLAUSE (B)' •. • • ,',;,~:., •• '.
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CHETTY PRACTIc.E-'-p~er '!i attorney~lv>wto be constt;Ued-Imiia1l Contt'act
Act, sec. I88-See AGENT

CHINESE BUDDHIST-maniafe, when to be presumed-inheritance-See
BUDl.JHIST LAW.. . ' ••

CHINESE BUDDHIST LAw-'-inheritance-adoption-Jotmily house.
A, as I)ext friend of B, a mino~, brought :l suit against C, the widoW of

D, a Chinaman who had been bomand bred in Burma, for a declaration
inter aHa that B was D's' adopted son. D ·had been a Chinese Buddhist and
all tfle parties to th!" suit were c:prof-'ssed to be of the same religion. .

Held,-':-that the law applicable to the case was as far as it could be ascer
tained tl'e customary law of Chirese Buddhists. Adoption of children by

;childless married couples is of "ommon OCC:lTrence in' China, but care must
'be taken that an alleged adoption is properly proved.

A " falilily house" within the meaning of Chinese Buddhist Law would
appear to be a house which has belonged to paternal ancestors or a house
which a ·man h"s started for h;s family and their male descendants. Belore a
widow can be deprived of maintenance for leaving the house in which her
husban,] had lived, it must be shown c1earlyonot only that it was a family
hOllse, but also that she left it without cause.

Fone Lan v. Ma Gyi, (1903) 2 L.B.R., 95, followed.
Ma Pwa v. Yu Lwai

CHINESE BUDDHIST I,..Aw-1llarriage-law '!I domicile as atJecting mat'riage
customary law '!I woman when to be considered.

A Chinese Buddhist man persuaded a Burmese Buddhist woman to live
with him as his wife by executing a document setting forth tbat from the date
of execution of the document they were to live together as husband and wife
for their whole life, whether in sickness or in health, and that in the event of
his failing in his duties he would pay her Rs. 5,000 compensation. After
they had lived together as husband and wife for some months, he deserted
her. She sued him for restitution of conjugal rights or in the alternative for
Rs. 5,000 for breach ofcontract of marriage 'and in the Original Court was
awarded Rs. 2,000 damages.· .

Held, onappeal-'-jJer cunam,-that there had been a breach of contract of
marriage and that damages ha.d been rightly awarded. 0

Held by Parlett, f. ,-that in the absence of the preliminary gegotmtl01l
between the pare,.ts of the parties and other ceremonies usual in Chinese
marriages, the union cvuld not be regarded as a valid marriage.

Held by the Chiq Tua':.('e,-that there is prima jacie no strong reason why
the customary law of the man should be applied and that of the woman dis
regarded, and that the rule of :dritish Courts should be applied to such cases,

. i.e., the validity of a marriage should be determined by the "lex loci con

. tractus" a~d the question of the capacity of the parties to marry by the "lex
domicilii. "

PaiBeng Tmgv. Ko Maung, (1904) 2 L.B.R., 261; Brook v. Brook,'
(1861) 9 H.L.C.,.1~3; Brinkley v. Attomly-General, (I8qo) L.R. 15 P.D.,
76; Sottamayor v. De Barl"os, (18n) L.R. 3 P.D., I; Ma E v. Maung
San Da, (1897) 3 Bur. L.R., 8, and I Chan Toon's L.C., 140; Alabaster on
Chinese Criminal Law-referred to.

Se~n Kyi v. Ma E

CHiNESE BUDDHIST LAw-presumption 0; validity-See MARRIAGE

CHINESE CUSTOMARY LAw-marn'age-what ronstitutes-I;urden ofproif.
In the present state ofthe authorities available on Chinese Customary Law

the decision of queotions arising under that. law will depend largely on ~he

·..question on whom the onus lies.' Hence when a Chinamansoul;ht.a declara
tion that hi~ marriage with a B?,rmeseg;irl was i1jialid and it wa~ found th~t
he had obtamed the consent or the gIrl's parents ~to a marrIage and hIS
witnesses generally deGlared that this was sufficient:

Held,-that the authorities did not negative the idea that such consent
'}.:~·jnight suffice to give the girl the status at lIny rate of a lesser wife and that".he.

had failed to prove his claim. "
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Fom Lan v: \Ma Gyi, (1903) 2 L.B.R., 95 ; Pai Beng- Teng- v. Ko Mauf!!:,
(1904) 2 L.B.R., 26i; T.Wain Shain v.. lIfa Hnin Hlaing, (1909) 4 Bur.
L.T., '1 24-re(erred to.

Saw Maung Gyi v. Thu Kha
-CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, r908, SEC•. 2 (2), DECREE-order on a preliminary

,. . objection, dzncting- suit to proceed-See ApPEALS FROM ORDERS

CIVIL PROCEDURE' CODE, 1908, SEC,., S4--:-parlition of estate, including im.
moveable property-procedure of CoUtt 01< decree orderinf{-See EXECUTION ••

,CIVIL PR()¢~DURE CODE, 1908, SEC. 63-duty of Court~uhich receives the
property-See A'J;TACHMENT OF PROPERTY BY MORE THAN ONE CREDITOR ••

,CIVIL PRo'CEDURE CODE, (1908), SEC. 92-trust scheme~Mu~salnzanlaw-wak/.
Alike under Mussulman law and the provisi<!!!~ofs!:.<;tio~2of the Civil
p~e<;Q9~J.!9.9Ji1__!J1e Court has a Very wid~ discretion in~g with
~s of:' wakf" or trust. It IS entitled to takf; into consideratlonnot
me~~.li'J.h~~.:nf.~ounder,so fa~!..~an fu'.~~!tamed, but alSo
the past history of the trusfli1SfitufiOn, and the wa in which the management
h~eep Carded on Iiltherto, ~unchon WIth ot er eXls mg con i i s
th~ may have gr~p since its foundations, ~.!!.....L~ay ay own any ru es
which may facilitate t~work of management.

IbraMm' EstJ/acl v. Abdool Carri.,t PeeY1Jlamoev., L.R. 35 LA., 151,
distinguished. ..

Mahomedlsmail Arijfv•.1fajee Ahmed IIfooila Dawood
,CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (1908), SEC. los-appeals from orders-Order 21,

Rule 66 (4).
No appeal lies against an order under Order 21, Rule 66 (4).
Panch Duar Thakur v. Mani Raut, (1912) 16 C. W.N., 970, fol1owed.
N. C. Chatterji v..R. M. K. Karpan Chetty

'CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1908), SEC. 144-application Ullder, not an
application to execute a decree-Limitation Act (IX of 1908), 1st Schedule,
Articles 181, 182.
Wh~re an appellate decree does not expressly order restitution or other

relief, any person entitled to relief may apply to the Conrt for it and the
. application should be treated as a miscellaneous application, to which
Article 181 of the Limitation Act applies, not as an application to execute
the decre,~. .

Ram·Kanai G.~osh v. RaJa Sri Sri Hari Nataytllz Singh Deo 73ahadur,
(1905) 2. Cal. LJ., 546, referred to.

Asna Bi Bi v. Nuruddin alias Maung Gyi

,CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, SEC. lSI-abuse '!I process of Cot<rt-Court not
hound 1'0 dCl1uznd an invmtory-See PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION ACT,
SEC. 98(3) ..

,(11VIL PRQCEDURE CODE (V OF 1908), ORDER I, RULE la-plaintiff, limit to
Court's power qj adding new.

A, a Burmese woman, was married three times, but had no natural chi;dren.
B, her· third husband, survived r.er ..and retained possession of property
acquired during her seco"d marriaj;[e. 'c, who is said to have been her
"kittima ~' adopted son, predeceased her, leaving a son D by E, the daughter
of A's se".ond husband. D sued B for the property left by A. The District
Court gave him a decree for a half shll;re of the property. On appeal, the
:)ivisional C",.urt, p~rporting to act under Rule 10 of Order I of the 1st
Schedule, Civil Procedure Code, added E, D's mother, as co.plaintiff with D
and gav~ her a decree for iths of the plOperty as against a quarter left for B.
Hel4,~Qn 2nd appeal by B that a Court has no authority to import into a

.case as co-plaintiff a person whose cause of action is inconsistent with that of the
original plaintiff and that the Divisknal Court should have dis1J1issed the suit.

lz...tin Dok v. Ma:U, 2 U,B.R. (1897-19°1), 126; Maung Kado v. Ma
l(yin, 2 U.B.R. (I897-1901~,I'l>4: Gun Bon v. Po Kywe, 2 U.B.R.

.(1897-Igon" 66·· referred to.
Shwe 1!aw v,:.j>qn4{:.·.,

IX.
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CIVIl. PROCEDURE CODE, 1908', ORDER 6--mortgage unregistered-pleadings,
judgment' to b,e in m:cordil1lce witk-See TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT,
SEC. 59 • •

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF Ig08l,ORDER 6, RULE J7-mJlC1zdment l!fplaints
-See LANDLORD AND TENANT

r;CJVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER 6, RULE 17-pleadings, amC1tdment
" of-wkm admissible-incomplete sale-Transfer of Property Act, sect£on 59.

A sued' B'for the redemption ofland alleged to have been mortgaged by
h~r in 1908 for Rs, 1.400. B claimed that the land had been sold to him
for Rs. 2,5°0. In course ofthe trial it was discovered that neither side could'
prove its case as there was no regisiered deed. The District Court allowed
A to amend ber suit from, one' for redemption to one for'possession, and'
holding that A had sold, the 1~'1d outright for Rs. 2,500, ordered B t",
deliver up possession on paym-:nt of Rs. 2,'500. '

Held 01: appeal,-that the amendment should not have been al.Jowed. Any'
amendment allowed must be such as is either raised in the pleadings or is,
consistent with the case as originally laid, and there should be no departure
from the state of facts and equities and ground of relief originally alleged and
pleaded. A's suit as originally laid was to enforce a mortgagor's right under
an all~ged mortgage; as amended, it was a suit to enforce a right as owner
who had not made any transfef of interest in the property. Tho: later case
was inconsistent with the first.

Mukhoda Soondury Dasi v. Ram Churn Karmokar, (1882) I.L.R. 8 Cal.,
871, and Eshm Ckuncle1' Singk v. Skama Cku1"n BkI/ltO, (1866) It Moore's
LA., 7-followl!d.

Nauk To v. ]/ifa Hni1/

CWIL PROCEDURE CODE, ORDER 21, RULE 46 (I), ORDER 29, RULE 2-See
PROHIBITORY ORDER

CIVIT. PR()(;~;HURl> COOI;;, ORllF.R 1.1, Rm,F. 50-liability 0/ minor;M1·t11or>'"
See JOINT HINDU FAMILY BUSINESS

OIVIL PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1908), ORDER 21, RULE 50 (3)'--See COU'RT FEES
ACT (1870), SCHEDULE I, ARTICLE I, AND SCHEDULE II, ARTICLE II

CIVIL, PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER 21, RULE 58-execution-attach1llent,
l!fproperty-ajijilz'cation for removal of attachment-See M0.l\;TGAGE DECREE

C!V1L Pr;,OCEDU'RE COBE, I9111S" O&i:'l!:R21, RlJ'LE 66-execution- rate procluma
tion-dutyoj Court-purchasers remedy in event qj improper'!y co/idWcted
.rale. "

A having obtained a mortgilge decree against B in respect of a pi'ece of
land allegedto measnre 29 '33 acres applied to Ihe Court concerned for sale of.
the mortgaged' property. Sill,e prOclamation was duly issued, but before the
sale B informed the Court that owing, inter alia, to a considerable nortion of
the land having been Qrought w:thin Penwegt>n Town lilnds, it wa; doubtful
whether t.lere were really more than 7 acres for sale. The Court held that
its only' concern was with the sale of such land as had been mortgaged by' B'
and his interest in it. It did not app:u:ently notify intending purchasers of the
information given il by Band C bought the land' at thcsale on the assump
tion that it measured 29'33 acres. C, when he discovered that he had only
obtained'possession of 7 '6'1 acres, first brought a suit to set aside the sale; :but
failed in the Lower Appellate Court, and then filed the present suit for
compensation. ,

Held;-that it is ineumbent on a Court to be scrupulous in the extreme' in
the conduct of its,sales, and that though there was rio fraud proved on the'
part of either A or, B, the Judge conducting the sale of land now' in 'luestion
so 'neglected the duties imposed' upon him by Rule 66 of Order 21 of the 1st
Schedule to the Civil. Procedure Code that th~ purchaser was entitled to a:
remedy'by way either of proportienate refund' of purchase money or of cancel,
lation of sale. .
S~~dara Copalan v; Venkatavar¢a Ayyangar, (I893~ I.L.R. 17 Mad;,

228";Shanto CkandarMuke7ji v; .'Vain Sukh, (1901) I.L.R. 23'AI1., 355;.
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Multanrmad Rah1"at Vllal, Y. Bachcho, (1905) I.L. R. 27 All, 537;
Abdullah Khan v. AbdllrRahman B~!{, (1896) I.L.R. 18 All., 322;

'. JJi1/ Monun Thakur,v. Rai Uma Hath Cltowdl,ry; (1892) r. L.R. 20 Cal., 8 ;
, Sheo Gob"ttd Singh v. Dltauukdhari Singh., (1913) 21 I.C., 774; Mahomed

Kola Meoh v.Harperink Smith &0 Co., (lgo7) 5 L.B.R., 25-followed,
Doyat Krishna Naskar v. A mrita , Lat Das, (1901) I.L.R. 29Cal.,

370, rcCerred to.
A••'If.Haslzim Isphanjv. N.A.P.K. Chetty ft'"»t 427'

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER :ll, RUL:; 66 (~)-apjealsfromorders-
See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, SEC. 105 350'

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER 25, RU:'E I-monk ordin21ily to 'be
presumed to lzave no frojetty-See BUDflHIST LAW ,. 34:&-

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1<)08, ORDER 25, RULE 1 (3), AND ORDER 33-
pauper suit by womall-Seclzrit) 'lot .,equi,'ed.

Order 25, Rule 1 (3), of the 1St Schedule to the Civil Procedure Code does
not apply in the case of a woman who has been permitted under Order 33 to
sue as a pauper;

Mussamat Haftoa't v. Abdul Karim, (1907)12 C. W:N., 163, followed.,
Mo. e,m v..Tho. H1zyin 387"

CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER 30, RULE 4, SEC. 45, CONTRACT ACT-
rigkt to sue 01' beha(f '!ffirm after dteease '!f a partner-~'ee PARTNERSHIP ., 130-

CIviL PROCEDURE CODE, I9011, ORDER 3l-pauper suit 'by woman-security
11.0t ,'equired-5ee CIVIL PROC~;DURE CODl" 1908, ORDER 25, RULE 1.(3) ., ' 3871'

CIVil; PROCEDURE CODE (V OF 1908), ORDER 34, RULE I-r~f{hts oj puime i
. mortga.~e-Tral1ifer 0/ P"oje'-ty Act, sections 74, i 5-decla"atory decree, suit;

for, when permissible-Specijic Relic) Act, sec, 42-5ee ~10RTGAGE 265-
CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, '908, ORDER 34, RULE 6-eq"itable mor~~a"e,effectqj-

mortga,re, recovery 0/ balal1ce dlle 011-Tl-amjero/ P,-operty Act (1882), sec. 59.
In towns where equitable mortgages are permitted, a deposit of title deeds

.is to be regarded as an agreement to execute a legal mOltgage and as carrying
with it all the remedies incident to such a mortgage. A mortgagor is per.
sonally responsible br all the money borrowed Oil his mortgage.

Before 11 finaillersonal decree is passetl under Rule 6 "f Order 34 of the 1st
Schedule to the Civil Procedme Code, notice sbould ordinarily be issued to
tbe judgment-debtor.

Carter v. Wake, (1877) L.R. 4 Ch. D., 605, followed.
Badier Rahman Chowdki':JI v. M.A.R.R.M.R.M. Chelly ftrm 450'

Cr~'I1; PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, 1ST SCHEDULE, Ap,)ENDIX D, FOR~[ 21-
receiver, appointment aI-See PARTNERSHIP, DIS?OLUTION OF 332';'"

CIVIL PROCED,URE CODE, SCHEDULE II, PARAGRAPHS 14 AND 21-5ee LRBI.
TRATION 58

CLAIM FOR POSSEssioN WITHOUT TITLE--..':ower Burma Lattd !/11d Revenue Act,
sees. 56 (a), 55 (b), 19 ,md 6-5e< ]URISiliCTION O~; CIVIL CeURTS 21.7'

COMPENSATI,C:N-perjettlal tmancy-improvement-ejecbJtmt-See LANDLORD
AND TENANT • • 433'

COMPOSITION-.ec!iolls 23, 28, 29, 30-See PRE~IDENCY INSOLVENCY ACT (III
OF 19o9)' 258'-

CONFESSION-ittcrlmillatittg' staiem::nt oj nature oj-made 10 tkug;-i-blducemetzt
-·Evide1ll:c Act, sec. 24.

Appellant had been convicted of murder, the chief ground for conviction
being a statement he ha1 made to a neighbouring thugyi, whkh, whilst not a
confession in the ordinary sense of the word, was of such an incriminating
character that the Sessions Judge drew from it the conclusion that he bad
taken partiri the murder if he had not alone committed it. '

Ifeld,-on:appeai that ina~much as \vhatever the 'precise words prior toj
tbe making .ofthe statement used by the thugyi were, the ·impression
conve}'ed to appellant's mind m\ost have been that ifhe .had not taken part
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PAGa
in the murde'',. he would not: be punis:led, the statement came within the
terms of 5eclion.o24 of the ·Evidence·,Act and was irrelevant.

Nga KYaThein v,K£ng-.EmjJercr !l4
, CONTRAC1 Act-See also I:'i'DIAN CONTRACT ACT.

"CONTRACT AvT,.sECS. 23, ..24,.25, 27-agreement £n nstra£tzt 0/ trade
want'!f consideration-void contract.
. Aand B entered into '!.n undertaking by which A promised that she would

not in any way set up or carry. on a stevedoring business and B in consider,.·
tion thereof promised that· he would pay her Rs. 350 a month. B paid the

· sum· agreed upon for three months and then discontinued payment. A sued
to recover arrears due.

Held/-that A was not entitlerJ. to recover anything. Her promise was in
restraint of trade and could not be enforced. There was therefore no
consideration to make B's promise binding'upon him, and the whole contract
was void under section 25 of the Contract Act; .

Wallisv. Day" (1837) 2 M. & W., 273-46 R.H..,602; Bishop v.
Kitchin, (1868) 38 L.].Q.R, 20; Har£bh"i Maneklal v. Shal'cifali habji,
(1897) LL.R. ~2 Born., 86.1.; Bank qfBeng,~lv. Vya'bhoy Ga'ng;i', (1891)
I.L.R. 16 Bam., 618; Belchambers v. Sarat Chandra Ghosh, (1908) LL.R.
35 Cal., 870; Davlatsing v. Pa'ndu, (18/;4) I.L.R. 9 Born., 176-teferred to.

Madhub Chundefl'Paramtmick v. RiJjcoomarDas, (1874) 14 Ben. L.R.,
76; Nt..- Ali Dilbash v. AbdulAli, (1892) LL.R. 19 Cal., 765-followed.

G. rEurry Krish'lla Pz'Uay v. uI. A~lthitatchmyAmmal 389
. CONTRACT ACT, sEC."45; CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER 30; RULE 4

-:right to sue on behalf o//irm qfterdecease'!f a partner~See PARTNERSHIP 13E;1

"CONTRACT ACT, ,SECTIONS 73, I07-breach of c01Ztract by buyer, resale on-1Zego#-
,ble securities-damages h"'" measm'cd. .

In· a contr~ct for sale of shares in Companies the measures of damages for
breach of contract is the difference between the contract price and the
market p~ice at thedak of the breaCh, but the seller must mitigate the

· damages by getting the .best price he can at the da[~ of the breach.
Section 107 of the.,Contract Act applies.to cases in which a seller has a

lien on goods or has stopped them in transit, and should not"be extended
beyond * scope. . . .

Statziforthv,·[.yal/, 'l13ing.,.IQ9; Yates v, Wltyte, 4 Bing. N.~" 2'72;
Bradburn v. Gnd! J17estern Railway, L.R. 10 Ex., I ; lebsonv. East and
West India Dock, L.R. 10 CP.,. 300 ; Rodocanache v. Milburn, IS Q.B;D.,
67 ; William v. Ag~us, 19I4,,A;C..,, SIO-deferred to.

A. K.A. S. lamalv. j11'ooll~DawoodSons&> Co,.. 343
,CONTRACT ACT, SECTIONI07~resale.on buyer's. dejault repudiated by buyer-

· damages claimable at market rate. .
A buyer faded to take delivery of goods and the seller "having a powetof

, resale, purported to exercise that power but bought in the goods himseif
· "benami."-The seller s',ed for rllsale damag~s; the defendant impegnedthe
,resale as being void. The plaintiff at the hearing obtaineu leaveto amend
his plaintbyad<ling, in the alternative, a claim for damages based upon the

, market rate-and obtained a decree. . .
Upon appeal, held,-Plaintiff was entitled. to renounce the resale and

pursue his' claim for damages based upon the market rate. A plaintiti can
sue for damages by way of resale and in the alternative for damages based
·upon the•. marl<et rate of the due <Jate.

Semble:-The buyer could have held the seller to the resale ; ~nd.if preju-
· diced by an .improper resale, could .. have claimed damages by way '"r set off
and be phced in the same position as if the resale had been prope!ly held and
a proper lJrice obtained.

lamalv,Afoolla J)aWo,Qfl, ·7,L.B.R., 252 ; Oldersha'uJ v. Holt, (1840) 12k
· & E., 590; Smith Y. M',Guire;'U8s8) 27 L.J.· Ex., 465 ; lJnue v. Caldor,

(1895) 2.,Q,13.P,;253 ;.Hagedom v.·.Laing, 6 Taunt, 162'; Yule &0. Co. v.
Mahome{{!tq,sain, {1l:l9QH.L,. R.24 Cal., 124; Clive lute MillJ' ,Cb., Ltd.,'

·.v. Ebra#m;4.rab..,(~896),.I •.L.R.:;!4 Cal., 177; Angullia& Co. v. Sassoon
,,& Co., (1912). I.L.R. .39 Cal., '568-referred to.
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Buchanan v. Avdall, I5Ben. L.R., 276, distinguished.
Maung Gyi Mamtgv. Moost'jee Ahmed &' -Co. 367

<TRACT ACT, SECS. 171, 217, 22I-See LEGAL PRACTITIONER'S EQUIT.
ABLE LIEN 70

iTRACT FOR RENEWALNOTCO:-lTRACT FOR PERPETUAL RENEWAL-See LIMIT-
ATIONACT! 64
VICTON OF ABETMENT 01' ROBBERY ON A CHARGP' OF DACOITY NOT :-lECES.
S'.RILY ILLEGAL-Criminal Procedure Code, secs. 237, 23'il.-lndian Penal
Code,' secs. 34, 109, II4-See TRIAL BY JURY 274

DURABLE IMITATION-injunction-trade labels~SeeSPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, I
OF 1877, SES' 52 561

RT FEES ACT, SEC. I7-distinct st,bjects-eject1."ent-rent-damages tor 'n
wrongful occupation. ' !

A claim for possession of a house by ejectment of a tenant and a claim for •
damages for use and occupation after the tenancy has been terminated by ~

legal notice are not distinct subjects within the meani]1g of section 17 of the
Court Fees Act. A claim for rent due however is a distinct subject.

Riference under the Court Fees Act, (1894) LL.R. 16 AlL, 401 ; ./(i'short
Lal Roy Y. Sharnt Chtmder Mozumdar, (1882) 1. L. R. 8 Cal., 593 ; Venkoba 1
v. Subbamta, (1887) LL.R. II Ma~., 151; Dutra Prasadv. PurandarSi1tgh, J"

(1904) LL.R. 27 All., 186 ; Chedz Lal v. Kzrath Chand, (188o) I.L.R. 2 <~,'

All., 682 ; ilEa Nyein v. Ma Kon, 3 L.B.R., 56-referred to. '•.-
A. W. lamal v. Cyril Bro1vn 5%g-

RT FEES ACT, sEC.17-distinct subjects-suit on cask credit account, and
on each portion of it severally guaranteed.

When a plaintiff sues the principal debtor on a cash credit account, and
also in the same suit seeks decrees against the several persons who have
O"uaranteed separate portions of the debt, the plaint is chargeable with the
~ggregate amount of fees with which plaints emhracing separately each of the
amountsguaranteed would be chargeable.

Each claim must be taken to be a distinct subject within the meaning of
section 17, Court Fees Aet.

P.L.R.M-N. Perchiappa Chetty v. Po Kin, (I909) 5 L.B.R., 94,
referred to.

Bank of Benga! v. R,l11.M.L. Muthif! Chetty 219

RT FEES ACT (1870), SCHEDULE I, ARTICLE I, AND SCHEDULE II,
ARTICLE I I-Civil Procedure Code (V of 1908), Schedule I, Order ZI,
Rule 50 (3).

The court fee payable on an appeal from an order refusing execution as
against an alleged partner of a decree obtained again£t a firm is 'ad valorem)
and governed by Article I, Schedule I, of the Cont Fees Act.

A sought in the District Court to execute against B a decree which he had
obtained against a Chetty firm, as a firm; and alleged that B was a partner
in that firm. B denied that he was a partner. The District Judge held that
the fact of hi~ being a ;:Jartner was not proved :i:1d refused w exp.cute the
liecree againsf him.

A appraled against the District Court's order. A question having been
raised as to the proper court fee on the memorandum of appeal the decision
of the CourtNas as follows-

Valliappa ehetty v. Rungasawmy Naiker 30e>

lINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECTION I03-ward·head1'Zen, rt'spectable wi/tusses
-interpretation ofstatutes.

On a reference being made to a Full Bench by Twomey, J., as to whether
ward·headmen in towns other than Rangoon are competent witnesses of
searches under section 103 of the Crjminal Procedure Code, a majority of the
Bench-Sir Henry Hartnoll, vfficiating Chief Judge, and Robinson, J., dis.
senting,-held that they are competent witnesses.

King.Emjerorv, Kwe Haw, 4 L.B.R., 2l3, referred to.
Paw Ya v. King.Emperor, I U.B.R. (I907-09), Gambling, I, referred to.
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King-.ii:mperor v. KanHaw,4 B.L. T., 91; Thompson v. Goola, 79 L.J.K.

B.D., 90S'; Curtis v. Stovin, (I88s) 22 Q.B.D., ,)13 ; Palmer v. Thatcher,
(I878)3Q.B.D., 346 ;.Coxhead v. Mullis, (IS,S) 3 C.P.D., 439; Rex v.
Hall, 1 B. &C., 123-rderred to.

Ti Ya v. King-Emperor . 38

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SEC. I06-brelrh oj pelUe"":house trespass-
Indicm Pet,al Code, se,: 44I-see CRIMINAL TRESPASS 463

CRll\UNAL :PROCEDURE CODE, SEC. Ilo-preventi7;e se<·tions-al-rest outside
JWagiJ'trMe'sjurisdicti~n.

• Proceedings un"der section "IO, Criminal Procedure Code, against a person
who at the time of the institution of the proceedings was within the jurisdic
tion of the Magistrate institutinl! them, are not invalidated by the fact that
the aCl:ual arrest was effected without the j.·lrisdiction. ..

Ketllboi v. Queelt·Empress, (1900) 1. L. R 27 Cal., 993, dissented from.
Emperor v. Bapoo Yelle,pa, (1907) 9.Bom. L.R., 244, and In re A"ora

Ranga", (1912) 23 Mad. L.J., 53S-followed. .
Sona Ram R. S''''t;ma v. I{,ing--Emperor, (190S) 3 Cal. LJ., 195, distin-

guishr~d. .
ICng'-Emperor v. Po Attn;{ 378

'CRIMINAL :f.'ROCEDURE CODE, SEC. 1IO-prisoner witltin limits if }J;Iagis-
trate' sjurisdiction-sec. 120.

Thfl words" any person within the limits of his jurisdiction" in sectio\1 110
of the Crilnlnal.Procedure Code apply to a person undergoing a sentence of
imprisonment in a jail within the local limits of the Magistrate's jurisdiction.

Queeti.E1Jtpressv. Chi Do Bon, P .}., L.B., 204 ; Emperor v, BapooYallapa,
1901) 9 BOllI. L.R., 244 ; In re Kora Ranga1Z, (1912) 23 Mad. L.J., 535~

referred to.
King.Emperor v. Po Thaw, 4 L.B.R., 148, overrnled.
In -re {<{mg- Emperor v. Nga Saing alias A h Saing 353

CRIMINAL I'XOCEDURE CODE, SEC. 149-Police Act (V if 1861), sec. 23-Se&
POLICE-OFFICER, PREVENTIVE POWERS OF 329

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE (1898), SEC. I95-sanction'0 prosecute-Indian
Penal Code, section 2J. !-c1'tminal p~oceedings. ~

The" criminal proceedings" contemplated in section 2II of the Indian
Penal, ClJde are proceedings in Court, and sanction to a prosecution for ,m
offence under that section can only be given by a Court.

King-Emperor v. Mi Wa 534
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECS. 221 (7), 537-previo2tS <'onvictions, to

M set torth in charge-irregr;larity, when cumbIe.
The provisions of section 22 I (7) of the Criminal Procedure Code should be

complied with strictly. Om:ssion to comply with them may however
be cured by section 537 if the irregularity has not actually prejudiced the
accused.

Ngli fIlet v. Kzng·Bmperor 461

C~IMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECS. 237, 238-conviction if abetme'tt 0/
,-obbery on a charge lJj dacoity not necessal·i!y illegal-Indian' Penal Code,
sections 34, 109, 1I4-See TRIAL BY JURY '.. 274

,CRIMINAL JJROCEDURE CODE, SEC. 297-See DEFAMATION 16

'CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SEC. 299 ILLUSTRATION (A)-alleged
misdirection-distinction bUween 11Zurderand culpable homicide-duty qj
'ludge-ill-ltstrations not substantz'v~ law-section 105, Indian Evidence
Act-See TRIAL BY JURY 306

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECS. 337, 339~pardon, how fodei/ed-appro-
ve",whos,) pardon :is.alleged to have been j01fiited, procedure in trying.

At the condusion,of a dacoity.trial in which evidence had been.given by.an
approver who had been, granted a .pardonuncter section 3370£ the Crimilllil
Prol:eaureCode. tbe,se"ssions.]udge holding that th~ .approverhad -forfeited.
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his pardon, directed his commitment to sessions on a charge of dacoity. The
approver was committed accordingly, but as tht Sessions Judge was doubtful
as to tbe validity of his previous order he referred the matter to tbe Cbief
Court.

ECld,-that the Sessions Judge's order declaring tbe pardon forfeited was
dllegal and that the commitment mt,,~t be quashed. The proper authority
to.decide whether or not an approversbould be prosecuted for the offence with

·re"'ard to which he has been granted a pardon is tb District Magistrate. If
, a p:'osecution is instituted, it is open to the approver to plead his pardon as a
oar to prosecution, first in the Committing Magistrate's Court, then in the
Sessions·Court. The Magistrate before inquiring into the offence charged

.must, as laid down in To Gale v. .1[ing-Emperor (VII L.B.R., 3), give the
approver :an opportunity of proving that he has not forfeited the pardon
granted, and must satisfyhimselfthat there isprimt1jdcie ground for holding
'that it has been forfeited. Similarly, if committed to Sessions, the accused
'may plead his pardon in bar of prosecution there, and the Sessions Judge
must entertain and decide the plea before putting him on trial for the

.. substantive offence. C

To Gale v. .Kin/("ElIlperor, (1912) 7 L.B.R., I, referred to.
Emperor v. Kothia, (1906) I.L. R. 30 Born., 6II'; Emperor v. Abani.

,J3huskan Chuckerbuttz", (1910) I.LR. 37 Ca!.,845; Emperorv. Ga1tgua,
· (1915) I.L.R. 37 AI!., 33I-followed.

Kitzg-Emperor v. Po .Ket 447

{;IlIMINAL PROCEDU:RECODE, SEes. 337, 339-5ee PARDON, How FORF':ITEO 357
. ~RIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SEC. 350-MalJistrates 'fJho have heard all

evidence to decide the issue-See BENCH OF HONORARY MAGISTRATES 463

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, SECS. 417, 439-appeal against acquittal-'-revi-
sional jurisdiction, exercise by High Court oj, after Government's rqusal to

· appeal. . .
In cases of acquittal the revisional jqrisdiction of a High Court should be

· exercised sparingly and only where it is urgently demanded in the interests of
public justice. There is no precedent for a High Court entertaining ~. private

·application to revise an acquittal after the Lo~l Government has declined to
direct an appeal against it.

Futtjdar Thakur v. Kasi Chowdhury, (1914) 1.L.R. 42 Cal.., 612, followed.
J. &0 F. Graham &0 Co. v. H. C. Elsey 356

. CRIMINAl. PROCEDURE CODE, 1898, SEC. 423-whipping t"n lieu of otlter punish-
ment-See WHIPPING ACT,IV OF 1909, SEC. 3 . 46e

. CRIMINAL PROCEDURB CODE, SEC. 435-nvision, powe1' if Sessions fudge to
review orders passed in.

A Sessions Judge of his own motion called for proceedings in which a
Magistrate had ::lisch'lrged four perSOtls accused of theft, but finding on tre
record no c<!-use for inte.rference. returned the proceedings to t1Ie Magist~ate

without takin!! further action. On the day he returned iliem A, .the com
plainant, applied to him to have the case reopened and the S~ss:ons Judge,
holding himself to be barred from taking further action, returned the applica
tion to be presented to the Chief Court.

ECld,-t:.at the Sessions Judge was not barred from dealing with the
appIicatiol1 himself.

Tun Myaing v. Kauk San 377

"CRIMINAL ·l:'ROGEDl!RE CODE, sJ>C. 435 (4)-c-Yevisio1t, co,.~urre.'zi jterisdictivn
if Sessions fudge and District Magistrate in.

A District Magistrate on Tune 4, I 9r5, calleu Jor the proceedings of a case
in which persons accused under sectinn 477, Indian Penal Corlt, had been
discharged. On the 20th June the complainant in the c~se presented an
application to have .the order of discharge set· aside to the. Sessions Judge.
The .. Sessions Judge sent for tbe proceedings- to the District Magistr<lte, whc
on the 26ili before.submittingthem to the Sessions Judge and without notifying
the ,Sessions ;Judge ofhis '. action sjgnedlJiS~3meQnAprint~ form bearing
the words' " On n 'penisal ortherecord.no Cl!ouS~ .appearing Jor interference, it
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is orpered that the record be returned." Subsequently tbe Sessions Judge
passed orders directing that th" accused be cor.1mitted for trial.

held,-that the District Magistrate's action in calling for the record was not
equivalent to entertaining an application and that there was nothing in section
435 (4) of the Criminal Procedure Code to render the Sessions Judge's order
invalid.

KaH lI-futh" v. K£ng-Emperm', (1902) I.L.R. 26 Mad., 477, distinguished.
Kin((-Emperor v. Po Gy:i - _

CR\fMINAL PROCEDUft-E CODE (ACT V OF 1898), SECTION 471 (I)'-an oni.?,
under consequential w£t/zin the meaning '!f secHon 423 (I) (d)-issue '!f 0

wan'ant by High Co"rt in revision witho"t previous notice-Jectiom 439 (2)
and 427.

A Magistrate acquitting ali accused person on the ground of insanity is
bound to proceed under section 47\ (I), and if he fails in his duty, the High
Court has power to remedy his error in revision. A warrant of ::-rrest issued
by the High Court in such case is not an prder to the prejudice of th"
accused within the meaning of section 439 (2).

MehiSmgh v. Mangal Khand", (I9Il) LLR. 39 Cal., 157, followed.
K'i1tg-Emperor v. E Maung _

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CO!)E, SEC. 488...2..See MAINTENANCE

CRI)l1INAL PROCEDURE CODE, SEC. 537-sanction whm necessary-inegu.
larit)', ~uhen not c",-able-See INDIAN ARMS ACT, SECS. 19 (F), 20 AND 29 ••

CRIMINAL PROCEEDINGS-btdian Penal Code, sec. 211-sanction to prosecute
See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, 1898, SEC. 195

CRIMINAL TRESPASS-hous( trespass-Indian Penal Code, sec. 441-Criminal
-Procedure Code, sec. Io6-breach '!fpeace.

Criminal trespass on the "panat-chut" or outer verandal: where shoes
are taken off of a Burmese house is house-trespass.

Criminal trespass may be an offence involving a breach of the peace within
the meaning of section ro6 of the CrimiI)al Procedure Code.

Tarini Cham Mundie v. Gourikant Biswas, 7. C.W.N., p. 25, followed.
Sit Ron v. King-Emperor

CRIMINAL TRESPASs-possession m"st be actual not juridical-See INDIAN PENAL

CODE, SEC. 441 "
CULPABLE HOMICIDE, DISTINCTION BETWEEN MURDER AND.See TRIAL BY

JURY

CUSTOMARY LAW OF WOMAN WHEN TO BE CONSIDE:RED-marnage-Iaw oj
dam idle as affecHng marriage-See CHINESE BUDDHIST LAW

D
DAMAGES-what m"st be prove.! in s"itj~r-See MALICIOUS PRO~ECUTION ••

DAMAGES r;LAIMABLIi:.-wrongt,,1 dismissal-See MASTER AND SERVANT

DAMAGES CLAIMABLE AT MARKET RATE-resale On buyers default repudiated by
buyer-See Cvl'."'lRACT A-:;T, SEC. 107

DAMAGES FOR BREACH OF PROMISE BY PARTY'S PARENT NOT SUSTAINABLE
maniage, consent essential to valid-See BURMESE BUDDHIST LAW

DA~IAGES FuR WRONGFUL OCCUPATION-utstinct subjects-ejectment rmt-See
COURT FEES ACT, SEa. 17 - -

DAMAGES HOW MEA~URED-breach oj contract by buyer, resale 01t-negotiabl:
- sec"r£tz'es-See CONTRACT ACT, SECS. 73, 107 • • • • • •

DAMAGES, SU.T FOR, FOR INJURIES CAUSED BY ANIMAL-negligence to be proved
-See TORT.. •• •• •• •• ••

DBCLARATORY DECREE, SUIT FOR, WHEN PERMI~SIBLE-rtghtsoj puisne mort
gagee-Traniferof P1'operty Act, sectio1ZS 74~ 75-Civil Procedurt Code,
Order 34, Rule l-Spedjic ReliefAct, section42-See MORTGAGE

DaCREE, SEC. 2 (2), CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE-order on a pnlilmnary objecti01t,
d£r:c#ng stet'! to proceed-See ApPEALS FR9M ORDERS ••
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PAGE
~'DEFAMATION-tighth exception-good jaith-see INDIAN PENAL CODE, SEC.

499 .. 440
DEFAMATION-IndiianPenal Code, Section 499, Excej!.ion g-position of thepres!-

what constitutes misdirection-Privy Council not a Court of Criminal Appeal.
The privilege of a journalist is no other and no higher than that of a mem

ber of the general public. In a case in which the statements on which a charge
of defamation is founded must harm the reput",tion of the prosecutor, an
accused who relies upon the 9th Exception to section 499 of the Indian
Penal Code as a defence ~o the charge must satisfy the Court that he acted in
good faith after exercising due care and attention.

A charge to a jury must be read as a whole. In a protracted narrative of
fact, it must needs be that the view of the Jud~;'e may not coincide with the
views of others who look upon the proceedings in black type, but it wouU
not be in accordance either with usual or with go"d pra!:tice to treat such
·cases as cases of misdirection if, upon the·· general vie\~ taken, the case has
been fairly left within the jury's province.

The fudicial Committee is not a Court of Ct'imin'al Appeal. It will not
interfere with the course of criminal law unless there has been such an inter.
ference with the elementary rights of an accused as has placed him outside of

.the pale of the regular law, or, within that pale, there has been a violation
of the natural principles of justice so deIl".onstratively manifest as to convince
their Lordships, first, that the result arrived at was opposite to the result
'which their Lordships would have reached, and secondly that the same
opposite result would have been reached by the local tribunal also if' the

.alleged defect or misdirection had been avoided.
The Quem v. Muker.ii, r Moore N.S., 272; The .fialkland Islands

Company v. The Queen, 1 Moore N.S., 312; Queen v. Newman, 1 E. &
B., 558; In ~'e Dillet,I2 AC., 459; Makin v. Attonzey-General for N.S.
Wales, (1894) AC., 57; Pillai v. KoB., L. R. 40 LA., 193; Lanier v.
The King, L.R. 1914, A.C. 221; ,and ClilJord v. KoE., LR. 40 LA.,

241 referred to.
Channing Arnold v. The King-Emperor 16

:DESERTION-delay in making appl£cation-See INDIAN DIVORCE ACT (IV OF
1869), SECS. 10 AND 12' ., 256

DESERTION MUST BE DESERTION AGAINST PETITIONER'S WISH-See INDIAN
DIVORCE ACT, SEC. In 106

·DISTINCT SUBJECTs-ejed1llent-rmt.damages for wrol1gtttl occt,pafinll-See
,~,,;{COURT FEES ACT, SEC. 17 5:09
DIVORCE ACT-See INDIAN DIVORCE ACT.

'DIVORCE ACT (IV OF 1869), SECS. 10 AND 22-Judicial sopamtion-cruelty
oj what kz'nd requisitejor tiiz-oree.

The cruelty requisite to entitle Co wife to a divorce" i mensa et toro " must
be such as endangers life, limb vr health, bodily or mental or induces reason·
able apprehension of such danger. Adultery alone is sufficient cause fnr
judicial separation.

Ma Cko v. Matmg Seil' 385
DUTY OF COURT WHICH RECLIVES THE niOPERTY-Se,tio1t 63, Civil Proce·

dure Code-See ATTACHMENT OF PROPERTY BY MORE THAN ONE CREDITOR 204

E
:EASEMENTS-rtpar.',Z1t 01vtters-" natural stl'eam " discussed.

A claim on the ground of riparian ownership must be in respect of a natural
stream, whether permanent or intermittent, and confined tG the land lying
alongside the ~tream. It is not however necessary for one ripari:;.n owner,
seeking to restrain another from diverting water beyond his ripll.rian tene-
ment, to prove that he has suffered an7 damage. c

Secretary qf State v.'Balvant Ganesh Oze, (1904) I.L.R. 28 Rom., i05, at
118 ; Taylor v. St. Helens Cor/oration, (1877) 6 eh. D., ~64 ; Assistant

,Collector ot Na'sik v. Sha'mJi Dasarath Patil, (1~831 I.L.R. 7 Bom., 209 ;
.MeCartney v. Lomiontiery and Lough Swill)' Railway Company, Limited,
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,(19°4) L.R.A.C. 301 '; AiyavuMooppan v. Sawminatha Kavunda~, (1905)
I.L.R. 2h Mad., 236 ;"and .Debi Pe.rshad Singh v. (oynafh Si1Zg!'" (1897)
I.L.R. 24··Cal., 865referredtb.

Kaw La v. Matlng-Ke

ECCLESIASTICAL MATTERS, JURISDICTION OF CIVIL COURTS IN LOWER
BU1.MA IN-See BUDDHIST LAW

EJECTMENT-pe,-petual tenancy~improve1lZents'-See"LANDLORD AND TENANT

EJECTMENT-rmt-damages for 'Z"rongfitl ocmpation-distinct subjects-See
COURT £EES ACT, SE£. 17

"ENGEISH MORTGAGE"-lease b." 11tor:gagor in possessi01z-See TRANSFER 01'
PROPERTY ACT, 1882, SEC. 58 (A), 66 " .. . . ..

EQUITABLE MORTGAGE-transjerol titL deeds-See TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT,
(1882), SEC. 59 .. . . .. .. .•

EQUITABLE MORTGAGE, EFFECT OF-mortgage, ncove1'Y oj balance due 01>
Tranger oj P,-ope1-ty Act (1882), sec. 59-See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE,
1908, ORDER 34, RULE 6 ..

EVIDENCE ACT, SEC. 24-.lnducement-See CONFESSION

EVIDENCE ACT, STI:C~ 92-right!0 sue on lIIdi-tgage deed-1'ight oj' mortgagor
to repudwte his own deed-See BENAMIDAR . . . . . .

EVIDENCE ACT, SEC. 102-burdm 01 proif-.lndian Limitation Act 1st
Schedule, A,-tides 142 a1zd 144-See LAND·POSSESSION . . '

EVIDENCI, ACT, SEC. I05.-Illustrations not substantive law-See TRIAL BY

JURY

EVIDENCE ACT, SEC. 106-person drawing tari from his uwn f..ces-See
EXCISE 'ACT, SECS. 3, 51

EXCISE ACT, SECS. 3, 51-:/Jerson d1'awing tari from Izis own tre-s-Evidence
Act, see._ 106.

Every toddy climber must be presumed to know roughly the yield of a
given tree in a given time, if a given number of pots are affixed to it.

If the pots are found on examination to contain more than four quarts, the
tari climber must show that owing to exceptional unforeseen circumstances the
quantity xeceived was unusually great, and that under normae. condkions the
quantity received would not exceed four quarts. The burden oC proof is on
him.

Aing-Empc,-or '-. "Vga Aw

EXCISE ACT, SEC. 51---joinl possession-General Clauses Act, sel.". 13.
Section 51 ofthe Excise Act prevents the joiut possession by several persons

of more fermented liquor than can be sold retail to Oile.

Queen,Empress v. Rajia, P.]. L. B. 405 followed.
In re KinR~Emperorv. Nga 1-'yu

EXECUTION-ai:achment if properly -application for removal 0/ attachment
Civil Procedure Code, Order 21" Rule s8-:See MORTGAGE DIlCREE

EXECUTION-pa,-tition ifestate, induding im71l0veablepropertyLprocedure if Court
O1Z decree orden'1Zg-Civil P..ocedure Code, sec. 54-

Section 54 of the Civil Procedure Code only applies when the decree io for
the partition of land by metes aDd bounds, that is to say, where land held
jointly but assessed to Government revenue as a whole is to be divided
between the sharers into two or more plots or portions, iu order that each
sharer may henceforth possess and be assessed on his sep<trate plot.

The proper form to he used for a decree in an administration-suit or the
like is that prescribed as No. 17 ill Appendix D of the 1St Schedule, Civil
Procedure Code.

Po Win v. Ma Tin

EXECUTION~saleif land~.-ightto ejectjUdgment-debtor~
A judgment,debtor ~ven after }jis land is sold in execution is entitled to

remain in possession of it till removed by due process of law in execution of
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the decree or until successfully sued by some one who can show that he has.a.
good title.

Maung Te v. Maung On " . 16>
EXECUTION-sale proclamation-duty·if Court-purchasers remedy. in event of

improperly conducted sale_See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908, ORDER 21
RULE 66 427

F
FAMIT"Y HOUSE-inheriiance-adojtion-See CHINES\!; BUDDHIST LAW

FEES, SETTLEMENT of-advocate's duty to client-See LEGAL PRACTITIONERS'
ACT (1879), SEC. 13 (6)

FRAUD-must be pleaded-.Rijis "'ade orally-7'ransjer qj Prope1'ty Act.
A plea of fraud will not be heard unless it is expressly and specifical!r

advanced in the pleadings. .
Gifts made before the introduction of the Transfer of Property Act on 1st

January 1905 are not invalidated merely by the absence of a registered
instrument,

Maung AtGyi v, MaU Me and one, 2U.B.R. (189~'::'-1896),400, referred to.
Lal Mahomed v. Mra Tha Azmg

FRAUDULENT-Tranifer qf "grant" land by invo17led debtor-pos£tion qj volzm
teer paying olfan attacMng cred£tor-Tranifer rf Propet'ty Act, sec. 53-See
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY 233

G
GAMBLING ACT-See BURMA GAMBLING ACT.

GENERAL CLAUSES ACT, SEC. I3-joint possession-See EXCISE ACT,
SEC. 51 464

GIFT BEFORE DEATH~pat'01tt tJnd child-alleged undue inlltlcnce-burdClz qf
proot.

No presun1ption of undue influence is to be drawn in the case of the gift to
near relatives even if made durin;;: the donor's illness and shortly before his
death. It is for the person alleging the undue influence to prove it.

H1tg1tmitz v. Baselr, 1 W. & T.L.C. in Eq., 8th Ed., p. 259; More!;' v.
Louglznan, (1893) I Ch.D., 736; Allcard v. Skimzw, (1887) 36Ch. D..
145; Beanlandv. Bradley, (1854),2 Sm. & G., 359; 65 E.R., 427; Ismail
iWussajee lYlookerdam v. Hafiz Boo, (1906) I.L.R. 33 Cal., 773; referred to.

Mau1l/{ Pu v. Lucy Moss 235

GIFTS MADE ORALLY-Tt'amfer qfProperty Act-See FRAUD 185

GIFTS MADE PUBLICLY AT A shitzbj'" CEREMONY--extent of n"ghts acquired
thereby by donees-See BUDDH!ST LAW .• 190

GOOD FAITH-difamation-eightlz exception-See INDIAN PENAL '-;ODE,
SEC. 499 440

GOOD FAITH, MEANING OF-See LIMITP.TION ACT, IX OF 1908, SEC. 14 146

GRANDCHILD OF DECEASED (SON OF THE ELDEST DAUGHTER) CLAIMING AS
AGAINST A SON OF DECEASED-See BUDDHIST LAW: INHERITANCE 113

GUARDIANS AND WARDS ACT, SEC. 19 (b)-father, thejather of legitimate child-
inte,-pretation qf statutes. .

The term" father" in section 19 (b) of the Guardians and Wards Act
applies only to the father of a child born in wedlock. .. .

M. O. Rahman and another v. G. George and ancther, 2 U. B. R. (1892-96),
413 dissented from.

Ma Nyo v. Maung Kyan • . 415
GUARDIANS AND WARDS ACT, VIII OF 1890, SEC. '25-suit for- the

custody ifa child.
A suit for the custody of a child cannot!)e brought otherwise than under

the Guardians and Wards Act;
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Sharija v. Mu..ekhan, (1901) I.L.R. 25 Born., 574; Sham La! v, Bindo,
(1904) I.L.R. 26 All., 594; Krishna v. Reade, (1885) I.L.R. 9 Mad., 31 ;
Gkasita v. 'Wazira, (1897) 32 P.R.,'41-'-referred to.

MaShwe Ge v. MaunirShwe Paw, 2 L.B.R., 140, not followed.
Besant v. G. Narayaniak, (1914) L.R. 41 I.A., 314 followed.
Arnachal!am Pillay v. Iyama 211

H
HACKNEY CARRIAGES ACT, XIV f)F 1879, SEC. (6) (k)-person keepmg

limit 0/ owner', ruponsfbi!ity.
The driver of a hackney.carriage cannot be said to" keep" it within the

meaning of section (6) (h) of tLe Hackney Carriages Act, 1879. The owner
of a carriage cannot he held responsible under the Act for the driver's refusal
to ply.

King·Emperor v. Kama!i K'an . '" 91
HIGH COURT, INTERFERENCE BY-!indtation 0/ appeal-judicial discretion-See

LIMITATION ACT, IX OF 1908, SEC. 5 566

HOUSE TRESPASS-Indian Penal Code, sec. 441-Criminal Proced,we Code,
sec. lo6-breack ojpeace-S;e CRIMINAL TRESPASS 463

IMITATION, COLOURABLE-injunetion-trade labels-See SPECIFIC RELIEF ACT, I
OF 1877, SEC. 52.. 561

IMPRISONMIlNT, ITS. EFFECT ON MARRIAGE TIE-See BUDDHIST LAW:
MARRIAGE 50

INCOMPLETE MORTGAGE NOT A CHARGE-charge on immoveable property-See
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, IV OF 1882, SECS. 58 AND 100 553

.INCOMPLETE sALE-Tranger of Property Act, sec. 59-pleadings, amendm~nt

o/-when admissible-See CIVIL PROCEDU RE CODE, 1908, ORDER 6,
RULE 17 418

INDIAN ARMS ACT, SECS. 19 '(f), 20 AND 29-sanction when necessary
irref['tlarity, 1uken not curable-Criminal Procedure Code, section 537.

Proceedings may be instituted against any person under section 20 of the
Arms Act for the secret poss~ssion of arms in contravention of ~he p,'nvisions
of section 14 or section 15 without the p,-ev;ous sanctinn of the District Magis
trate under section 29. If the Magistrate finds that the intention to conceal the
possession is not made out he shonld dischatge the accused under section 20.
Proceedings nnder section 19 (1) may then be instituted if and when the
necessary sanction is given under section 29. The absence of sanction when
required under section 29 is a c1efect that cannot be cured by section 537,
Criminal Procedure Cone.

AkmedHusseinv. Queen.Empres-, (1900) I.L.R. 27 Cal.,692 ; Skumhanisa
v. X;ing.E..:/Jeror, (1904) 2 L.B.R., 244; Bawdu Wadein v. Quef!tz-Empress,
(1899) 5 Bur. L.R., 171 referred to.

In re Po Ckein v. King-Emperor 452

INDIAN COMPANIES ACT-meditor irregularly elected-when to be regarded as de
facto an otficer ifa company within the meaning of sectio" 214.

The Official Liquidator of the Bank of Burma, Limited, applied to Court
under. section 214 ofthe Indian Comp'anies Act, 1882, for an order calFng on
A and B as the auditors, and on other officials of the Bank to refund certain
moneys which he allege': to have be~n misapplied. A and B objected that as
there had been irregularities in their election as auditors they had not been
officers of the Bank within the meaning of section 214 and that the Official
Liquidator's proper cour.e was to file a regular s'lit.

He/d,-following English decisions, that though owing to som~ irregularity
in his appointment an auditor may not be de jure an ~fficer of a company, he
may~e an officer de .facto, and ·that the decision whether or not he is an
officer de facto, must dep'end on the circumstance of each case.
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Gibson v. Barton, (1875) L.R. 10 Q.B.,·329; Coventry &> Dixon, (1880)
"14 Ch.D., 660; In re London and Gem;ral Bank, (1895) 2 Ch.D., 106;
In re Western Counties Stea", Bakeries to Mill"'g ComjJany, (1897)
I Ch.D:, 617, referred to.

Stuart Sl1tith v. The Official Liquidator oj the Bank '!/ BllrllZa Limited

INDIAN CONTRACT ACT-See also CONTRACT ACT.

INDIAN CONTRACT ACT, SEC. I88-p01uer of attorney-how to be constmed
Chetty practice-See AGENT

INDIAN DIVORCE ACT, SEC. Io-dese1'tion must be deser·ti011 against peti
twmys Wl:rh.

For a woman to obtain a dissolution of a marriage on the ground of adultery
coupled with desertion under section 10 of the Indian Divorce Act (1869)
there must be clear' proof that the deser.tion wa~ against her wish. Subse
quent conduct cannot transform what ,vas a volunta;y separation into deser-
tion by a husband. •

Robinson v. Robinson & Lane, 1 S. & T., 363; Uilliams v. JVilliams
and Padfield, L.R. 1 P. & D., 29; Fitzi:eraldv. Fit'(![f1-ald, L.R. I P. & D.,
694; Wood v. Wood, I.L.R., 3 Cal., 485, referred to;

Bridget Theresa Mary Glan,y v. James Glancy

INDIAN DIVORCE ACT (IV OF 1869), SECS. 10 AND 22-Dese1-tion-delay ht
making application.

" Desertion" under the Divorce Act implies an abandonment against the
wish of the person alleging it, but to prove desertion it is not necessary to
prove that the wish was specifically expressed.

An application for divorce will not be granted if there was undue delay in
making it, but what is undue delay depends on the circumstances of each case.

Yi1. Za v. C. Nark, 6 L.B.R., 53; Newman v. Newman, (1870) L.R.
2 P. & D., 57; Pellew v. Pellew, (1859) I S. & T., 553; Tollemache
v. Tolle1.'lache, (1859) I S. & T., 557 referred to.

MaArray v. E Po
INDIAN LIMITATION ACT-See LIMITATION ACT.

INDIAN LIMITATION ACT, IX OF 1908, 1ST SCHEDULE, ARTICLES 57, 115
loan on "Thavani" account.

The Article of the I st Schedule to the Limitation Act that applies to a loan
Oil a Chetty's " Thavani" account is Article 57 and the period of limitation
oegins to run frO!,} the date when the money was lent.

Amzamalai Chetty v. M.L.R.1l1:. Latchman Chetty

INDIAN PENAL CODE, SECS. 34, 109, 114-conviction of abetment if robbery on a
charge of dacoity not necessarilj' illegal-Criminal Procedure Code, sections
237, 238 -See TRIAL BY JURY

INDIAN PENAL CODE, SECS. 87, 90-ad done by consent-causinl! death of a
person claiming to be dal,-p,-oof.

A claimed to be dah-proof and invited B to put his claim to the te,.t. B
thereupon cut A on the arm inflicting a wound, as a result of which A bled
to death.

Held,-that A's consent was given under a misconception of fact but that
in the circumstances B could nOl be "upposed to be aware of his mistake.

B had no intention of cau£;ng death or grievous hurt and it is doubtful
whether he knew himself to be likely to do so. He was therefore entitled to
the benefit of section 87, Indian Penal Code, and should have been acquitted.

Shwe Kin v. King-Emperor ~

I!o'DIAN PENAL CODE, SEC. 21 I-criminal proceedings'-ranctz'on' to p1'osecute
See CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, 1898, SEC. 195

INDIAN PENAL CODE, ~cs. 299, 300, 304, 326-dh-ections tojury-intention
-See MURDER

INDIAN PEN..L CODE, SEC. 376,-whipping-See P,uN!SHMENT .,

INDIAN PENAL CODE, SEC. 441-criminal trespass-possession 1m~st be actual
not juridical.
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The possession contemplated in section 441 of the Indian Penal Code

is actual ppysical possession, not me~e juridical possession. Where there is a
person in actual physical possession of property, he;s the only person whose
feelings have to be considered under that section.

Tok Cyi v. King-Emperor

INDIAN PENAL CODE, SEC. 44I-house trespass-Criminal Procedure Code,
.sec. 106-breach ofpeace--See CRII>1INAL TRESJ-ASS' ..

INDIP-N PENAL CODE, SEC. 499~de/(""'ation~eighth e,,;ception-goodfaith.
Certain paddy trader,s sent to the Traffic l\lanager of the Burma Railways

a telegram, containing. an allegation that A,'a stationmaster, was giving pre
ferential treatment to charcoal" dealers and setting forth particulars in support
of their allegation. The Railway authorities after an inquiry into the
allegatIOn held that it was l,ot substantiated, and· A prosecuted the
paddy traders for defamati"n. They showed that when they sent their
telegram they had good reasons fo~ supposing their allegation to be true.

Held on appeal,-that they were entitled to the protection of the eighth
exception to section 499 of the Indian Penal Code.

Toogoodv. Spyring (1834; I Cr.M. & R, 181, at 193; 40 R.R., 523, at
534 ; Har1'ison v. Bush, (1855) 25 L.].Q.B., 25 at 29;·5 E. & B., 344,
at 349; PVarz"ng v. 1'/(/' Caldi?', Ir. Rep. 7 c: L., 282, at 28B-referred to.

Poona v. .Ifing·E",p,,·or ..
INDIAN PENAL CODE,. SEC. 499, EXCEPTION 9-Se~ DEFAMATION

INDIAN STAMP ACT-See STAMP ACT.

INDIAN STAMP ACT, SEC. 2 (5), 1ST SCHEDULE, ARTICLE S-bond, distinction
between <Jrdinary contract and-agreement Jar sale 0/ merchandisp-.

A and B executed an instrument, attested by witnesses, under which B
was to deliver to A a certain amount of paddy at a fixed rate. The Judge of
the Rangoon Sm;J.ll Cause Court impounded it and treated it as an
agreement liable under Article 5 (c) of Schedule I of the Stamp Act to 8 annas
duty. The Collector holding that it should have been treated as a bond
within the meaning of clause (5) (c) of section 2 of the Act referred the
matter to the Chief Court.

He/d,-that the iustrument was not a bond within the definition of section
2 (5) IC) of the Stamp Act, but an agreement relating to the sale, of goods
exclusively and as such exempt from stamp duty under fJausc(rz) of the
exemptions under Article 5 of .the 1St Schedule. The word ~'oblige" in
section 2 (5) is to be interpreted in a technic?.! sense. The distinction between
an obligation under a boad and an obligation under an ordinary contract is
that breach of an obligation under a bond does not, and breach of obligation
under an ordinary contract does, " sonnd in damages."

Gisborne ,51' Co. v. Subal.howri, (1881) I.L.R. 8 Cal., 284, followed
Tile Collector ofRmzgoon v. Amzg Ba

INDUCEMENT -Evidence Act, sec. 24-S,e CONFESSION ..

INHERITANCE-adoption-jami(Y house-See CHINESE BUDDHIST LAW

INHERITANCE-Chinese Buddhist-mamage, 10hm to be presumed-See BUD
DHIST LAW

INJUNCTION-trade labe!s-Colourable imitation-See SPECIFIC RELIEF A~'~, I
OF .I8n, SEC. 5~

INTENTIOl:f-difections tojury reg2?ding-secs. 299, 300, 304, 326, .Indian Penal
Code-See MURDER

INTERLOCUTORY ORDER-See REVISORY POWERS OF HIGH COURT

INTERPRETATION OF DrrAM.MATHATs-prepondemting authority '?f Manukye
Succession '?f brothers or sisters when priferred to that if parents-See
BUDDHIST LAW: INHERITANCE

lNTERPRETATION OF STAT'JTES-fathirr, the father 0/ le[iNmate child-See GUAR
DIANS AND WARDS ACT, SEC. 19(B}

44°
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INTERPRETATION OF STATUTEs-ward;headman, respectable witnesyes-See
CRIMINAL_ PROCEDURE CODE, SEC. 103 38

J
JOINT HINDU FAMILY BUSINEss-liability if minor partners-Civil Procecl1ce

Code, Order -21, Rule 50. ~ . . .
Joint Hindu family plOperty is not necessaiily part of the assets of !he-joint

family firm. Minor partners of a Hindu joint family business 2.re only liable
for the debt of the busi:1ess to the extent of their share ;n the proferty of the
firm.

Joykisto Cowar v. Nittyanu1Ul Nundy, (IS,S) I.L.R. 3 Cal., 738; Samal
bha; Nathubha; v. Someshva,', j]£angal and Harhism" (1880) I. L. R. 5 Bom.
38; Sakrabhai Nathubha; v. lY.faganlal ill,.kha"d, (1901) LL.R. 26 Bom.,
206-followed.

O.A.M.K. Chetty finn v. K.P. Chetty/ir'n 112:

JOINT POSSESsIoN--Gem,-al Clauses Act, sec. I3-See EXCISE ACT, SEC. 51 464-

JOINT PROPERTY-widow',.' power of disposal-S~e ·BUDDHIST LAW: INHERI-
TANCE 501

JUDGMENT-DEBTOR, RIGHT TO EJECT-sale of land- See' EXECUTION 165

JUDICIAL DISCRETION-limitation of appeal-inteifermce by High Co,.wt-See
LIMITAT!ON ACT, IX OF '908, SEC. 5 .. .. ., . . 566

JUDICIAL SEPARATION-cruelry of 7vlzat hind requisite for divor.e-See DIVORCE
ACT (IV OF 1869), SECS. 10 AND 22 . . . . ., . . 385

JURISDICTION OF CIVIL COURTs-Land and Nevenue Act-sees. 4 and 5-
Pagoda site. .

It is for the Revenue Officer, not the Civil Court, to decide what are the
boundaries of land belonging to the site of a Pagoda at the time the Land
and Revenue Act (II of 1876) came into force.

.Annamalay Cett)' v. Shwe 1'11'0)' 260,
JURISDICTION OF CIVIL COURTS-Lower Burma Land and ](evCtl1lC Act, se::s....

56 (a), SS (b), 19, sec. 6-claim fiJ,· jJossession without title.
A sued B to recover possession of land in respect of which there was no

grantee, bs£ee C-' pelson having the status' of landholder, basing his claim
on the fact that he had been in possession and paid revellue to Government
and had been dispossessed byB.. I

Held,-on a reference made by Ormor-d, J., that section 56 of the Land
3.nd Re\-enue Act does not oust the jurisdiction of a Civil Court. "Claims" .
in section 5S (b) of the Land and Revenue Act means claims against Govern-:
ment. Mere previclls possession is sufficient to :;upport a claim for possession!
against one who has dispossessed the plaintiff when the defendant has no title!
himself. .-"

Mazmg San Puing v. Shwe Hlaing, I L.B.R., 277 ; Anma(halt"m CTzetiy
v. Veemppa Chett)', 4 Bur. L.T. 117; and Maung Fa CMt v. A.AJ?M.
Pariaeurpen Chett)', 4 Bur. L.T., ZIS ; overruled.

Maung Yat v. j]l<iung Tarok, I L.B.R., 16; Saya Hlazng v. Maung Lu
Gyi, P.J.L.B., 436; Krishna,-av Yashvant Y. VasudeiJ Apaji GTtolike", (1884)
I.L.J..8 Bom., 371; .Ismail A,·iffv. Mahomed Ghous, (1893) I.L.R., 20
Cal., 834; Gobin Prasad v. Mok"''' Lal, (190r) I.L.R. 24 All., IS7 followd,

In re ;,Yaung Naw v. Ma Shwe HlIlut 22'''-

JURISDICTION OF CIVIL COURT-Lower Bum,a Town antj Village Lands Act,
sec. 41-Suits between private pa7ties. .
The rulmg of their Lordships of the PriVY Council in the case' Secretary of

State v. Moment VII L. B. R., 10, rdated to suits to which Government i E a
party. Whera private persons litigate concerning claims to land which is
not held under grant or lease from Governlllent or 'under a license from the
Revenue Officer, but is land at the disposal of Government; the jurisdiction
ofthe Civil Court is not barred by section 4' (a) of the Lower Burma Town
and Village Lands Act. - .
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Ormond. f.-A case mnst be decided according to the circumstances in
existence at the time of the institution of the suit. The eviction of a squatter
by another squatter, or of a sub·lessee tJ a lessee (from. Government), is not
a matter that "is to be determined by the Revenue Authority" and such
a case does not involve the decision of any rights as against Government.
An ,enr.,roachment by a sub-lessee enures for the benefit of his lessor.

Moment v. Sm-etary qf State, 3 L.B.R. 165; lW"aung Law v. Suppaya
PadayacM, 3 L.B.R., 256, referred to.

Secretary qf State v. Moment, 7 L. B. R., 10, distinguished.
Sit Yin v. Ma Shin :n

.<rURISDICTJON OF CIVIL COURTS IN L0WER BURMA IN ECCLESIASTICAL
MATTERS-See BUDDHIST LAW 14S

K

KEEPING CATTLE "-See MUNICIPAL ACT, SEC. 142 (R) by.law under 328

"'KET," NOT A GAME OF MERE HUMAN SKILL-See BURMA GAMBLING ACT,

SEC. 4 529

L
LAND ACQUISITION ACT-appeals.

TheIe is no appeal from an award under Part III of the Land Acquisition
Act made by a Judge of the Chief Court exercising original jurisdidion. It
is not a decree or orBer, nor does section 54, Land Acquisition Act, give a
right of appeal in such a case.

Th'e Rangoon Botataung Company, Limited v. The Colledor '!f Rangoon,
6 L.B.R.• 150, followed.

The Collecto,' '!f Rangoon v. Chandramma 163

LAND AND REVENUE ACT, SECS. 4 AND 5-Pagoda site-See JURISDICTION OF
CIVIL COURTS 260

.LANDLORD AND TENANT-assignment by tenant '!f goods stored in the premises
leased.

An assignment by a tenant ofthe .stock-in-trade of a business which he
carries on in leased premises does not, in the absence of a speci"l conhact,
render the assignee liable for the rent of the premises.

Madhttbmoney Dassee v. Nundo Lall Gupta, (1899) LL.R., 26 C~l., 338,
followed.

Bamsilall Abeychand v. jkfohamed Ebrahim Mulla 164

LANDLORD AND TENANT-lease u'm·C/tistered. effect of-notice to quit-See
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, 6ECS. 106, 107 .. 351

..LANDLORD AND TENANT-:-perpetual fenancy-i",provements-ejectment-com.
, pensation-T~ansrer of Property Act (1882) sec. 108-lessor and lessee-

." local usage."
The erection by a tenant of permanent structures on land leased to bim,

o' though effected to the ::nowledge ')f and without interference "by the lessor,
o will not of itself suffice to raise an equitable right against the lessor preventing
him from ejecting the tenant at the end of the tenancy. To raise such a~.

· estoppel the lessee must show that the conduct of the lessor was sufficient to
· justify the legal inference that he had by plain implication contracted that the
right of tenancy should be changed' into a perpetual right of occupation.

In the absence of contrr..::t explicit or implied or of local usage to the con·
o trary, the whole Jaw as to the rights and liabilities of lessor and lessee is
· embodied in section ro8 of the Transfer of Property Act. The lessor is not

bound to pay his tenant compeasation either for t':le buildings built by the
tenant or for their removal. All to which the tenant is entitled is reasonable
time for their removal. ~

Dattafraya Rayaji Pa'; v. S-hri4ar Narayan Pa'i, (1892) I.L.R. 17
Born., 736; Yeshwadaba~- v. Ramachandra Tukara11l, (1893) I.L.R. 18
.Born., 66 dissented from.
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Beni Ramv. Kundan Lal, (1899) I.~.R. 21 All., 496; Ismail Khan

MalUJ17ledv. [aigum Bibi'; (1900) I.L.R. 27 Cal., 570; Ismai Kani Row/hen
v. Nazarali Saltib, (1903) I.L.R. 27 Mad., 21I, followed.

Ramatkn v. Lee Dyson, (1865) L.R. IE. & LA., 129; Anga1Jl11lai v.
Malick 1I1ahomed Sayed Asalamis Saf.ib, (191 I). II Indian Cases, 7<5;
Angam1l/al v. il1alic MahomedoSayed Aslami Sa.!db, (1913) 21 Indian Cases,
583; In the matter of Thakoor CMmder ParamQ1zick, (1886) Ben. L.R.
Full Bench, 595, referred to.

Moolla Maho11led Bin Molla Mahomed v. .P•.K. Ibrahim 433 ;

LANDLORD AND TENANT-ren/-use and occupation-lessor and lessee-sectinn
109, Tranifer if Property Ad, 1882-amendment ofplaint-Civil P"ocedun
Code, Order 6, Rlue 17. .

A claim for damages for use and,occupation of a house only arises where it .
is shown that the occupation was by permission"'Or sufferance of the plaintiff.
As against a trespasser, the proper suit is bne for mesne profits, and where it
is open to sue for rent, the suit should be for rent.

The rights of an original lessor may be acquired otherwise than by transfer
under section 109 of the Transfer of Property Act.'

Where a suit for rent is brough.t, but does not lie, there is no bar to it!;
being amended to a suit for use and occupation.

Ram";ck Dass v. Mahomed Yacubji Dudah, 2 L.B.R., 122, referred to.
Po Shein v. Mahomed ThC!1Jlbi. 270-

LAND POSSESSION-burden if prool-Evidence Act, section 102-Indian
Limitation Act, 1st Schedule, Articles 142 and 144.

In a suit for possession of immoveable property of whieh neitbe( the
plaintiff nor his predecessor in interest has everceen in possession the
defendant cannot be required to prove adverse possession, until the
plaintiff has proved his title. A mere entry in a Revenue map is not
sufficient proof of title.

The article of the 1St Schedule to the Limitation Act that applies
is Article 144.

Aung RIa v. Ton Gyi 264
LEASE BY MORTGAGOR IN POSSESSION-" Englisf. mortgage "-See TRANSFER OF

PROPERT, ACT, r882, SEes. 58 (a), 66 413

LII:ASE UNREGISTERED, EFFECT of-NoHce to quit-lt;ndlord and tma,zt-See
TRANSFER OF PROPERTY ACT, SEC. 106, 107 351

LItGALPRACTlTIONERS' ACT, XVIII OF I879-unau/ko";sed Practice.
Th~ proper procedure to be adopted with regard to a person alleged to be

practising as pleader in contravention of the provisions of section 10 of the
Legal Practitioners' Act is that prescribed in se"tion 32 of the Act.

Maung l11aung Gyi v. Sein Nyzt1t .. 531
LXGAL PRACTITIONERS' ACT (1879), SECTION 13 (b)-Advocate'.' duty to

dimt-settlement of fies.
It is incumbent on an advoel\cte to see that the terms of his engage

ment are clear a'ld are understood by hi. client. Tn the absence of
any special contract the fee must be taken to be for the whole case,
and~ an advocate who accepts a fee without expressly arranging that it
is only for a limited number of hearings and after a few appearances
refuses ~o appear further without additional fee is guilty of professional
·misconduct. . .

I."Z the matter of a 1st Grade Pleader, Rmzgoon 294-

LXGAL PRACTITIONER'S EQUITABLF. LIEN-Cont1'act Act, Sections 171, 217,
221.

A certain slim of money was paid into Court in satisfactic.n of a mortgage
decree against the clients of A, a barrister. This sum was subsequently
attached in execution of another· decree against the same clients. A claimed
that the money actually paid into Court was paid in under protest and Was in
excess of the money due under the decree, and that he had a lien on Rs. 2I 7·
of this excess on aecount of fees.
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Held,-tbat A had no lien either on the analogy of an English solicitor's

equitable lien. or under sections 171, 217 ~.nd 221 of the Indian Contract Act,
A. f Robertson v. Ko Cheik 70

LESSOR AND LESSEE-" local "sage "-Trans/er of Property Act, 1882, sec.
lO8-See LANDLORD AND TENANT 433

LESSOR AND LESSEE-rent-Zlse and occupation-section lO9, Tranifer oj
Property Aet, 1882-See LANDLORD AND TENANT 270

LETTERS OF ADMINISTRATION-ng-hi' of parents oj married cOZiple dying
cMldless-See BUDDHisT LAW: INHERITANCE ~97.

LIABILIT:r OF MINOR PARTNERS-C,iJil P/ocedure Code, Order 2I~ Rule 50-
See JOINT HINDU FAMILY BUSINESS 112

LIABILITY OF PRINCIPAJ.-bZlrden 0/ prot!I-See AGENT OF CHETTY FIRM
SIGNING PROMISSOjW NOTE AS SURETY FOR ANOTHER FIRM 168

LIMIT OF OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY-perSon keeping-See HACKNEY CARRIAGE
ACT, XIV OF 1879, SEC. (6) (h) 91

. LIMITATION ACT-1st Schedule, Ar<ides 113, 133, 114, wlien Applicable-contract
jor renewal not contractjorperpetual renewal.

In 18C6 A obtained a permit from the forest authorities entitling him to
extract teak from a certain forest for a period of thirty years expiring in
October 1896, with a pIOltlise that at the end of the time for which it was
granted the permit would be renewed. In 1896 A's SOn applied for a renewal
of the permit and was refused. In September 1907 A's representatives filed
a suit against the Secretary of State praying that they might be declared
entitled to claim Ihe right of renewing A's permit every thirty years and that
defendant might be compelled to issue a permit in pursuance of that right.

Held on appeat-that . the suit was governed by the provisions of Article
II3 of the 1St Schedule to the Limitation Act (1908), inasmuch as-

(1)A person claiming that a covenant for renewal is a covenant for
perpetual renewal cannot, without strict proof of his claim, avail himself of the
provisions of Article 13I, and (2) Article 144 can only apply where the claim
is based on title, and not on contract.

Lalla Ram Sahoy Lall v. Bibee Cnowbain .and. others, Sutherlands W. R.,
Vol. 22, pag.e 287, followed.

The Secretary oj State for India in Council v. Ma Ewe;> 64

:LIMITATION ACT, IX OF 19c8-Sclzedule I, Article 68, administrat£o1! bond-·-
when a bond subject to a condition.

An administration bond which provides that in certain events the obliga
tion to pay the amount mentioned in it shall be void comes within the mean·
ing of " bond subject to a condition" in Article 68 of the 1St Schedule to the
Limitation Act, and the period ·0£ limitation starts from the day when the
condition is broken.

Ahmed lVlo,'la Dawcod v. Fatima J3eeBee 99
LIMITATION ACT, :X of 1908, SEC. S-limitation of appeal-judicial discretion

intei:ftrence by High Court.
The discretion allow-:d a Judge in admitting an .appeal aft;,r the prescribed

period of limitation must be judicially exercised and based on materials
judicially cognisable. If the discretion has ·been exercised without appreci:;.
tion and consideration of all the ·material facts aJid without the application ·of
the right principle to those facts, the High Comt is bound to interfere.

A bond fide mistake on the part of a pleader may be sufficient eause for
admitting an appeal after time, but no mistake is bond lide unless made in spite
of due care and attention. ,

Kichilappa Naz'ker v. Ramanujam Pillai, (lgoI) I.L.R. 25 Mad., 166;
Rakkal Chandra Ghosh, v. Ashutosh Ghosh, (IgI~3) 17 C.W.N., 807; Sara!
Chander Bosev. Saraswati De.bi,(I907) LL.R. ·34 Cal., 216, referred to.

MaMai Gale v. Tun Win ., 0 . 566
:LIMITATION ACT, IX OF·.lgo8,;·SEC. 14~goodjIJJtlz"meam'mr o/~.

Rule 63.of Order ,2), d~arly,!lays down. the,procedure to be·.adoptedby.a
pllrson who fails in an application for removal of attachment. . When ther.~for.e,
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such a person instead of following s'lch procedure spends. time in !:Iing
appeals and applications for revision which de not lie, he is not entitled, when
he does file a regular suit, to deduct under section 14, Limitation Act, the
time so spent. In such a case it is no excuse for plaintiff to say that he acted
in good faith at the advice of his advocate. He is bound by the negligent
conduct of his advocates. .

Kura Mal v. Ram Nath, (1906)$1. L. R. 28 All., 414, referred to.
Tun lTv. Y.P.S.P.L. Pallanz"appa Chetty

:LIMI':'ATION ACT, IX OF 1908,. SEC. 19-ackmrdJledg1.'lent jJy a reccz"z'!r ofa
pariners~ij properfY.. . . . • . .

A receiver appomted m a SUIt for dtssoluhon of p:.rtnershlp IS not the agent
of all the partners. Whether he can give an acknowledgment which will
create a fresh period of limitation against tho partnership under section 19,
Limitation Act, will depend entirety upon th<'1> terms in which he is
appointed. •

Chinnery v. Evans, (1864) II H.L.C., lIS; Lewz"n v. Wz"lson, (1886)
L.R. II A.C., 639; Ebralzt"m Hajz" Yakub v. Cklmi!al Lalchalld Kab"e,
(1911) I.L.R., 35 Born., 30:;l-referred to.

Arunachellam Chetty v. MeenatcldArchi
.LIMITATION ACT, IX of 1908, 1ST SCH:lDULE, ARTICLE 85-" 1Jlzttual, opert,

and current account" d'!ftntfd. ,
.A ,·mutual account means not an account in which one oftwo parties has

received money and paid it on account of the other, but an account in which
each'of two parties has received and paid on the other's aCC0unt.

If an account does not come within such a definition Article 65 of the 1st
Division of the 1st Schedule of the Limitation Act has no application to a suit
thereon.

Parkinson v. Hanbury, (1867) L.R. 2 H.L., 1, at pp. II and 19 ; Narran
das Helmqj v. Vz"ssandas He1lZraj, (1881) I.L.R. 6 Bom., I34: Hirada
Ba'sappa v. Godigi Muddappa, (1871) 6 Mad. H.C.R., 142; Webber v.
Tivill, (1663) 2 Wms. Saund., 124=85 E.R., 843-referred to.

Phz"llips v. Phillips, (1852) 9 Hare, 471 =68 E. R., 596; Padwick v.
Hurst, (1854) i8 Benv., 575=52 E.R., 225; Hajee Syud Maho1lZedv.
Mussa11lut Ashrufoonnissa, (1880) I.L.R. 5 Ca!., 759; Ram Pershad v.
Harbans Singh,(I907) 6 Ca!., L.J.; I58-followed.

Ebrahzm .l1zmedMeht.rv. S. Abdztl Huq

"LIMITATION ACT, 1ST SCHEDULE, ARTICLES 142 ANT) i44-burdm of
proof-See LAND-POSSESSION'

,LIMiTATION ACT, 1ST SCHEDULE, 'ARTICLE 18I-Cottrt- not bound to ,demand
an inventory-abuse otprocess of Court-Civil P"ocedz",e Code, sec. 151
See PROBATE AND ADMINISTRATION ACT, SEC. 98 --<3)

,LIMITATION ACT (IX OF 1908), '1ST SCHEDULE, ARTICLES 181, 182
applicatio,n under, not an application to eXecute a decree-S"" CIVIL
PROCEDURE CODE, V OF I908, SEC. 144 '

LIMITATION OF ApPEAL-judicial discretion-interference by High Court-See
LIMITATION ACT, IX,OF 1908, SEC. 5 " . . • • ••

LOAN ON 'THAVANAI' ACCOUNT-See INDIAN LIMITATION ACT, IX OF 1908,
1ST SCP-3DULE, ARTICLEs 57,' lIS ••••••

LOWER BURi\:IA COURTS Aer, '3ECTION 12, REVIEW BY BENCH-
Ben,chnot it Court of Appeal-SeeTRIAL IN JURY

'LOWER 'BURMA LAND AND REVENUE ACT, SEes. 5&' (a), 55 (b), 19
~~~R~-Claim for possession without title-See "J..!!.~R~q!Q~,"£~.~CIV~L
... ,.........,., -:.~",.

LOWER BURMA TOWN AND VILLA"ELANDs ACT, SEC. 4I-Suit between
privateparties...,..see JURISDICTI~N OF CIVIL COURT

,M
MAGISTRATElS JURISDICTION., PRISONER WI'DHIN LIMJTS (IF-SEC. '120-See

CR~MINAL PROCEDURE' CODE, SEC. ~ ~O

xxvii
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MAHOMKDAN LAW: MARRIAGE-restitution 01 conjugal rights-ejJect if apostaly.

There <:an be no valid marriag(between a Ma.homedan and a Burmese
Buddhist. If a woman, who has become a Mahomedan and been married
according to Mahomedan ceremonies, subsequently apostatises, the marriage
is rancelled by the.apostasy.

Hossain Unwar v. Fat£ma.Bee, (1885) S.J.L.B., 368, followed.
Kumal Sheriffv. Mi Shwe Ywet, (1875) S.J.L.B., 49, dissented from.
AliAsghar v. Mi Kra Hla U 461':

MAHOMEDAN LAW: MARr.IAGE-what constituteJ a Siyeeba-marriage if a Shtifi
w.p1lZan w£thou.t her guardan's consent.

Under Shafi law intercourse between a Mahomedan man and a Maho
medan woman, subsequent to their elopement, hut prior to their marriage, is
sufficienUo constitute her a Siyeeba.

Anthority is against the v;cw that a woman of the Shafi sect, even though
a Siyeeba, can contract a valid ma;'riage without her guardian's consent.

Sir Roland Wilson's Anglo-Mohammadan Law, 4th Edition, Paras.
392 and 394, referred to.

Rahima Bi alias Ma Ta \0. 1l1'ahollled Salel, 54 ..

MAINTEIiANCE-Cri'minal Procedure Code, sec. oJ.88-mglect.< or 1-ejusal.
The fact that children are ror a time in their mother's custody is not of itself

proof that their father has neglected or refused to maintain them within the
meaning of section 488 of the Criminal Procedure Code.

Venkatasubbaj)'m, alias Samaiyan, 2 ""-eir's Criminal Rulings, 682, referred
to.

Shwe Hmyin v. Po Chet 105-
MALICIOUS PROSECUTION-damages-what must be proved in suit jor

To be successful in a suit for damages .for malicious prosecution, the p!ain
tiff must prove (1) that he was innocent, (2) that he was pronounced innocent
by a competent tribunal, (3) that there waS a want of reasonable and probable
cause for the prosecution, (4) that the prosecution was initiated in a malicious
spirit.

Abrath v. North-Eastern Railway Co., (r886). L.R. rr A.C., 247,
follo\ved.

Soobramony Pillai Chettyv. Maung Po Lu, 2 L.B.R., rrI,. mod&fi,ed.
Padashin v. Maung Lun 78-

MARRIAGE-Chinese Buddhist Law-presumption qj validity.
In the absence of good p.vidence to the contrary, a marriage between

a Buddhist Chinaman and a Burmese Buddhist woman according to
Burmese Buddhist custom is to be regarded as valid under Chinese
Buci.dhist Law.

Na Thein Shz'tz v. AhSheitz, 8 L.B.R. 222, referred to.
Na Shein v. Kin' Scin 225

MARRIAGE-la"u oj domicile as ajjecting marriage-customary law qj woman
. when to be considered-See CHINESE BUDDHIST LAW 399

MARRIAGE-what cons;itutes-bu~denqfproqj-See CHINESEsCUSTOMARY LAW 208

MARRIAGE, CONSENT ESSENTIAL TO VALID-damages jor breach qjpromise by
varty's parents not sustainable-See BURMESE BUDDHIST LA \V 347'

MARRIAGE, WHEN TO BE PRESUMED-Chinese Buddhist-inheritaI_~e-See

BUDDHIST LAW .• 22Z'

MASTER AND SERVANT-wrongful dis1mssal-damages claimable.
III the event of wrongful dismissal a servant can sue for damqges and the

amount of damages to be awarded will depel}d on the nature of the hiring
contract and the wages ·agreed upon. Damages to the exten' of a month's
wages might be given in case ot a menial or domestic servant and certainly
would not be excessive in case,of Ii clerk.

Smith's Law of Master and Servant, 6th Edition, cases cited at p; 148.
Smith's Law of Master and Servant, Cases cited at p. 60.
M. E. Moola v. K. C. Bosl: 420"
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.:lISDIRECTION, WHAT CONSTITUTES-See DEFAn~ATION

,:lONK ORDINARILY TO BE PRESUMED TO HAVE 'W PROPERTY-Civil Procedure
Code, 1908, Order 25, Rule I-See BUDDHIST LAW

\:IORTGAGE-dghts qj puisne mortgagee-Tranger qj Property Act, sees.
74, 75-Civil Procedm'e Code, Order 34, Rule I-declaratory decree,
mit.for, when permissible-Specific !?e!iif Act, sec. 42.

A mortgaged a piece of land first to B, and then to C. The mort· .f
gage to C was ::l!leged to be an usufructuary. '.nortgage with possession. ;
B sued A on his first mortgage, but despite the provisio'1s of Order 34, l
Rule I, of the 1st Schedule to tht: Civil Pror.edure Code, did not include '
C as a party to the suit. He obtained a mortgage decree and on the ~)
decree sale followed. C then sued A, B and the purchaser at the sale '
for a decree declaring inter alia that .the dei..ree and sale in B's suit"
were inoperative as against him and that th~ purchaser was not
entitled to disturb his possession.

He/d,-firstly, that any rights C might have had at the date of his
mortgage were entirely unaffected either by B's suit to which he was
not a party or by the sale thereundp.r, and, '

Secondly, that as all that C wanted at the time of suit was to remain.
in po~session of the land, he wa;; not obliged to seek further relief,
than a mere declaration.

Mulla Veetil Seeti Kutti v. I(orambath Pamthooli Achuthalz Nair,.'
(I9II) 9 Indian Cases, 513,followed.'

Goverdhana Dass v. Vecrasami Che/'ty, (1902) I.L.R. 26 Mad., 537,
referred to.

San BwilZ v. A.N.K. Nagamutu

MORTGAGE DECREE-execution-attaclmzent ifproperty-appHcatimz jor removafo
qj attachment-Civil Procedul'e Code, Order 21, Rule 58.

Procedure by attachment is not appropriate to a mortgage decree. But if
an attachment is made, any claims or objections thereto must be entertained.
But Order 21, Rule 58 (et seq), applies to such proceedings.

S.R.M.A.lI~ Muthappa Chetty v. S.A.R.M. Pallathappa Cltetty, (1903)
2. L.B.R., 138, and Gobalu v. Po' Hla, (1906) 4 LoB.R.,82-overruled
in part.

In rf- Maune M'a Tun v. U Kaing

MORTGAGF., RECOVEBY OF BALANCE DUE oN-Transfil' of Pl'(O:/Jerty Act, (1882)
sec. 59-Equitable mortgage, efiect t!/--See CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908,
ORDER 34, RULE 6

MORTGAGE, UNREGISTERED-:/Jleadings, jud,,"'Ilunt to be in accordance with
-Civil Procedzwe Code, 1908, Order 6-See TRANS"ER OF PROPERTY ACT,
SEC. 59

:'rIUNICIPAL ACT, SEC. 142 (r)-bye-law m,de1'-" keeping" Cattle.
A bye-law duly promulgated by t!le Rangoon Municipality forbio,; the

" keeping" of goats within certain limits. Applicant took a goat to a Hindu
temple to be sacrificed ant1 kept it tied up in the tem;)le awaiting sacrifice for
two hours. He was prosecuted for a breach of the bye-law and:convicted.

Held,-"ln revision that the word" keeping" in the bye· law must mean
keeping (or a lengthened time and that the conviction must be set aside.

Boyheuj Cl:.zndra v. Rangoon Municipality

MURDER"':"'intentiOJz-directions to jury l'ega/'ding secHans 29':;,' 300, 304, 326,
Indian Penal Code.

In.a trial on a capital charge the jury should be directed, in the event of
finding that the accused culpably ca,used the injuries which resulted in death,
to find with what in~ention he did so. If they find that his intention was to
Cfiuse only such bodily injury as was likely to cause death, they should find the
accused guilty of culpable homicide not amounting to· murder.

The general conduct of the accused at the time of committing the act, the
natu~e of the weapon used, the' number and nature of the wounds inflicted
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•are all f'onsiderations which should guidc the jury n arriving at the intention
of the accused.

Shwe Ein v. King-Emperor, (1905) 3 L.B.'R., i22, referred to.
Kya Nyun v• .King-Emje,oor

MURDl',R AND CU~PABLE HOMICIDE, DISTINCTION BETWEEN-alleged misdirec.
tion-duty of fudge-iilustration (a) 0/Set. 2Q9, Criminal Procedure Code
illustrations not substantive law-sCI:. lOS, Indian. Evidence Act-Set
TRIAL BY JURY ,

MUSSULMAN LAw--wakf-trust scheme-oSee CIVIL PROCEDURE CODE, 1908,
SEC. 92 :.r.

,. MUTUAL, OPEN AND CURRE'\'T ACCOUNT" DEFINED-See LIMITATION

ACT, IX OF 1)08, 1ST S~HEDlJ.,",;, ARTICLE 85

N
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"NATURAL STREAM" DISCUSSED-r'parianozm,ers-See EASEMENTS 556

NEGLIGENCE TO BE PROVED-Suit)01' damages)01' i,!furies mz,sed by am'mal-See
TORT 388

NEGOTE.ELE INSTRUMENTS ACT, 1881, SEes. 56, 59-right 0/ indo1'See·for
value without notice of part payments to'reCOIJe,o fttll amount.

A executed a promissory note)n Javour of B, who indorsed it to C for
value. C sued A for the full amount due on the note, whereupon A pleaded
that he had made payments to B prior to the indorsement in favour of C.

E£~ld,-that as C at the time of accepting the note had no notice of stich
part payments either by indorsement on the nole or otherwise, and had no
cause to believe that there was any defect in his title, he was entitled to
recover from A the full amount due on the note..

Barough v. White, (1825) 4 B. & C., 325, also at 107 E ..R., 1080, referred
to.

Glasscock v. Balls, (1889) 24 Q.E.D., 13, and NasI, v. DIJ Frev£lle, (1900)
2 Q.B.D;, 72, followed.

Vithaldas Khatzdas v. S. M. Indravaloo 202

NEGOTIABLE SECURITIEs-breach qj contmet by buyer, resale on-damages
how measured-See CONTRACT ACT, SEes. 73, 107 {)" 0 343

NON-BURMAN BUDDHIST, WHAT LA,\, APPLICABLE TO-St:e BUDDtIIST LAW. 301

o
ORASA SON, RIGHT OF, TO CLAIM HISONE·FOURTH SHARE-See BUDDHIST LAW 18

ORDER ON A PRELIMINARY OBJECTION, DIRECTING SUIT TO PROCEED-
sec. 2 (2), Civil Procedure Code, duree-SlJe ApPEALS FROM ORDERS 213

P
PAGODA SITE·-Latzd and Revenue Act, sees. 4 and 5-See JURISDICTION OF

CIVIL COURTS .• C' 260

PARDON-howjoljeited-Criminal Procedure Code, seCj·. 337, 339.
A was tendered' a pardon as ali approver in a dacoity case and was· oubse·

quently released on his own recognizances before the trial began. Four men
were sent up for trial on the charge of dacoity and A was exan:ine.1 at great
lenO'th by the trying. Magistrate, and there not being time on the same day for
his ';;ross-examinatior, he was directed t'l appear next day. Next day he was
found to have absconded and some weeks later the four accused were dis
charged. Subsequently A was arrested, sent up fur trial for the dacoity in
respect of which he had received a pardon and sent~nced:to seven years'
transportation. . J

Held, on appeal,-that the conviction was invalid. A pardon once granted
can only be forfeited jf it call be. shown that the man pardoned has wilfully
concealed anytbing essential or given false evidence, and the prosecution must
~how th9,t he pas done so, It is !Io contravcntio!l' ofthe pro'l'isiollS of section


